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THE REVERSIBIUTY OF SUI,PHIDE S0I£ AND THE

PROTECTIVE ACTIONOF HYDROGEN SULPHIDE1

BY S. W. YOUNG AND WIN R. GODDARD

Introduction
$&&

It is generally consideredthat the insolublesulphidaMrf 4
0

the metals represent non-reversiblecolloidalsystems; thaV|&«
that when precipitated by electrolytes the removal of i&fe'
electrolytes does not cause the redispersion of flocculateëj

>(

material. In view of the fact that Linder and Picton2 re-

peatedly dispersed flocculated sulphides, after washing free

îtotii èfëctrôtytë, by irieàhà of IiydVôgensulphide, this classi-
fication of them as irréversible seems unjustified. For the

most part the rôle of hydrogen sulphide in colloidalsulphide
sols has been ignored, and the followinginvestigations were

undertaken to gain somemore definite knowledgeconcerning
this. Since the investigation was finished (May, 1915)

Jnanendranath Muktopadhyaya3 has called attention to an

interesting protective action of hydrogen sulphide on arsenic

sulphide sols against their flocculationby electrolytes. That
this investigator has not reached the whole truth will be

shown by results in this paper, and those to be given in a

later one. •

Expérimental Part I

The experimental work upon which this investigation
rests divides itself into two parts: (i) experiments demon-

strating the completereversibilityof severalcolloidalsulphides
with respect to hydrogensulphide; (2) the protective effect

of different concentrations of hydrogen sulphide on zinc

sulphidein the presenceand absence of electrolytes.

1Abstract of a thesis presented to the Faculty of Stanford University

by Win R. Goddard in partial fulfilltnent of the requirements for the degree of

Muter of Arts, May, 1915.

Jour. Chem. Soc., 61, 114 (1891).

Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., 37, 2024 (1915).



2 S. W. Youngand Win R, Goddard

(i) TheDispersionO~J CûOgM~O~ SomeMetalGi~Sulphides
by RepeaiedAddition and Removalof HydrogenSulphide

In.orderto have such experiments underthe best possible
control with respect to the addition and removal of both

electrolytes and hydrogen sulphide, some type of dialyzing
apparatus seemedmost likely to give satisfaction. The ap-
paratus shownin Fig. i was devisedand proved to be entirely
adequate and convenient for the purpose. A is a glass

cylinder, 20 cmhigh and 5 cm in diamëter. Fitting tightly
into the mouth ofthis cylinderis a turned corkstopperthrough
which are three openings, two small and one large. Through
the small openingsare introduced, respectively,a glass tube

Connectingwiththe burette C, and the glassstirrer F, whichis
introduced through the oilseal Ç. Through the largeopening
is introduced the glass collar H whichis of the same diameter
as ordinary dialyzingparchment tubing, a pieceof which, E,
is tied to the lowerend of the glass collar. The lowerend of
the parchment tube is gathered together and tied tight so as
to form a bag. The upper end of the glass collar is closed
with a tightly fitting cork stopper, through holesin whichare

introduced, (1) an escape tube for hydrogen sulphide,J, (2)
a tube, K, leadingto a constant leveldevice, D, anda tube, I,

leadingfrom the lower end of B, from which a supply.of dis-
tiUed water, saturated with hydrogen sulphide or free from

it, may be drawh at wilt Water cornesfroin a supply tank
above and trickles through the funnels in the tower. Accord-

ing as one doesor does not admit hydrogen sulphidethrough
the tube Y, the water whieh enters the dialyzingbag through
I is saturated with hydrogensulphideor freefromit.

In order to operate the apparatus, the stirrer F is first
started. A solution of a sait of the metal whosesulphideis

to be studied is placedin C. A slowstream ofwater saturated
with hydrogen sulphide is allowed to pass into E, whence
some of the hydrogensulphide diffusesinto the water in the
outer cylinder. While everything is running in this way the
solutionof the salt fromC is admitted, a few dropsat a time,
at considerableintervais. The sulphideisthus producedin the
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cylinder and electrolytes formed are continually dialyzing

Ffe. i

inwardinto the bag E from whichthe streamof water carries
them offthroughK.
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It frequently happens that in, itttroducing thé solution
of the salt, there is firstformeda certain amount of flocculated

sulphide. This, however, disperses sooner or later, under
the influence of the stirring and the hydrogen sulphide. It
was in general our practice to wait until the sulphideformed
was to ail appearances completely dispersedbefore adding
another portion of the salt. A sulphide sol being once ob-

tained in the foregoing manner, its conduct under the in-*

fluenceof thé presenceor absence of hydrogensulphidecould
be alternately observedfor any desired periodsof tinte.

Cadmium Sulphide. – The first sol to be studied with

the assistance of the apparatus was that of cadmiumsulphide.
-Asthe procédurelollowedin this case wascloselyadhered ta

in MI subsequent ones, a fairly circumstantial account of it

will be given here oncefor aU.

On Septetnber 2ist everythingwas made in readinessand

the apparatus started. After water saturated with hydrogen

sulphide had been passed through for a time sufficientto

replace the pure water originallyin the cylinder anddialyzing

bag with a strong solution of hydrogensulphide,a fewdrops
of cadmium acetate were run in. The sulphideformed dis-

persed freely and rapidly. From time to time additional

acetate was run in until the sol formedwas of a very deep

yellowcolor,and seeminglyquite opaque. Followingthis, the

stream of hydrogen sulphide water was kept going for four

hours or more, with continued stirring, during which time a

very largeamount of the acetic acidformedmust hâvedialyzed
out. At the end of the day the stirring and the water flow

were shut off, while a slow stream of gaseoushydrogen sul-

phide was passed through the apparatus in order to maintain
saturation and prevent access of air. In this condition the

apparatus remained until the followingnoon. At this time

there wasno visiblechangein the conditionsof the sol. There

was only a very minute amount of flocculatedsulphidewhich

had settled to the bottom of the cylinder. A small sample
of the sol was removedand placed in a tightly stopperedtube.
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It remainedfor a long time seeminglystable but at the end of

two months was whollyflocculated.

At noon on September2 and,the stirrer was again started,
and a stream of pure distilled water (without hydrogen sul-

phide) was passed through the apparatus. In this way the

hydrogen sulphide in the sol would gradually dialyze out.

After fifteen hours of this treatment there were perceptible

signs of coagulation,and on stopping the stirrer for a few

moments there was an easily noticeable settlement of floccu-

lated sulphide. It was not, however,until after three days of
continuous dialysis that flocculation was complete and the

liquid remainingafter settling showedno further traces of the

yellow'opalescenceindicating dispersedsttlphide.
`

On September 2sth after the above condition had been

reached, without qtherwiseinterrupting the operation of the

apparatus a current of hydrogensulphide was started through
the absorption tower B. The result of this was that the pure
water in the dialyzingbag was replaced by saturated solution
of hydrogen sulphide. Some of the hydrogen sulphide

dialyzingout into the liquid in the outer cylinder would exert

whatever influenceit might have on the flocculated sulphide.
Within a couple of hours the sulphide was seemingly com-

pletely redispersed. The flow of the gas ,was, however, con-

tinued for ten hours, after which the apparatus was allowed
to stand for two days, perfectly quiescent save for the slow

stream of hydrogen sulphide gas to maintain saturation and

excludeair. After this time the sol was seeminglyin a per-

fectly dispersedcondition, showing no signs of settling.
Thèse operations of coagulation and redispersion were

repeatedlycarried out and always with the same result. The

only differenceto be noticed was a tendency, upon repetition,
for the period required for coagulation to become longer,and

that for redispersion to become shorter. This effectmight at

first sight seem to be referable to the continuai dialyzing
out to greater and greater degree, of the last remnants of

aceticacid formed in the reaction. But since acetic acid does

not, even in high concentrations, flocculate most sulphide
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sols, the explanationis not tenable. It is, therefore, probably
referableto changesin the physical conditionof the sulphide

itself, a matter whichwill be made subject of further study.
Zinc Sitlphide.-–kn exactly similar study of zinc sul-

phide was made. It conducteditself in all ways similarly to

cadmiumsulphideexcept that it was morereadily coagulated
and less readily dispersed.

Mercuric Sulphide.– The conduet of this substance was

in ail ways similar to that of the above sulphides. In readi-

ness of dispersion and difficulty of coagulation it seemed

eloserto cadmiumthan to zinc.

Lead Sulphide.– This sulphide showedthe same.general
conduit as those âbove,altiioughexhitiitûigsomepecuîiartties.
On first forming,a very heavy black solwasproduced. This,

however,provedunstable,and inabout halfan hour had largely
flocculatedeven in the presence of the hydrogen sulphide.
This flocculationwas not complete, however,but left a per-
manent brown sol of small concentration. This sol followed

the sameconduct as those of the sulphidesof cadmium,zinc
and mercury. It flocculated on removal of hydrogen sul-

phide and redispersed when hydrogen sulphide was again

introduced,and the flocculationbecamemoredifficultand the

dispersion more ready upon repetitions of the operations.
The differencein the conduct of the leadsulphideis, therefore,
due only to the relatively small amount of it which can be

dispersedin a givenvolumeof water.

Arsenic Sulphide. – A similar study of arsenic sulphide

(using a solution of the trioxide) was also made. The sol

obtained in this casedid not flocculatein the apparatus after

many days of dialysis. However,samplesof the,sol saturated

with hydrogen sulphide and those from whichthe hydrogen

sulphidehad been dialyzedout, were taken and preserved in

sealedtubes. At the end of two months those from whichthe

hydrogensulphidehad been removed had flocculatedin every

case, while those containing hydrogen sulphide had in no

case flocculated after six months. Thus the divergent con-

duct of arsenic sulphide is to be ascribedmerely to the un-
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usual length of time required for the unstable, hydrogensul-

phide-freesol to flocculate. In a subsequent paper a similar
and even moreexaggeratedconduct on the part of coppersul-

phide will be shown,sols of this material when dialyzedfree
from hydrogen sulphide requiring six or more months for
ftoccutation.

In summarizingthe results of this first part of the in-

vestigation, it seems quite clear that the sulphide sols are

readily reversible with respect to hydrogen sulphide. Since
the removal of hydrogen sulphide from sols by bubbling
through of hydrogen does not in general produce instability
of thé sol, it must be conchided that the rempyal by that

meansis, in a reasonable time of treatment at any rate, very
incomplete,as comparedwith the removal by dialysis. The
resultsof ourexperimentsseemto make it reasonableto assume
that the dispersedsubstance in these sulphidesols is a dissoci-
able compoundof the sulphide witli hydrogen sulphide,while
the flocculatedsulphides are either free from hydrogen sul-

phide or contain relatively little of it. That flocculatedsul-

phidesformedin the presenceof electrolytescontain someex-
cesshydrogensulphideis, ofcourse, known from the work of
Linder and Picton. It is nowclear that thé conditionof a

sulphide in contact with water is determined not only by the
amount and character of the electrolyte, but is enormously
influenced by hydrogen sulphide. Colloidal sulphides are
irreversibleonly from failure to truly reverse the conditions,
of primary importance among thèse being the resupplyingof

hydrogen sulphide,and a good allowanceof time.

Experimental Part II

The followingexperimentswere undertaken to determine,
if possible,the influenceof the concentration of the hydrogen
sulphide on zinc sulphide. An apparatus was devised by
meansof whichtubes containing the sulphideand water could
be saturated with hydrogen sulphide at pressures varying
from minimal ones to several atmospheres. The design of
the apparatus is given in Fig. 2. It consists of a container,
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G, for liquid hydrogen sulphide, kept in a bath of liquid air
and ether. After this had been filled from one-half to two-
thirds full with the liquetied gas (taken from an ordinary
Kipp generator) the opening at I was dosed by a glass plug
and Khotinsky cement. The tube containing the material
which was to be subjected to the influence of the hydrogen
sulphide is shown at K. The ilexiblecoife of the apparatus

JSVCTION

Fig.a

are ail of small lead or copper tubing. The rest of the ap-
paratus is of glass. H is an ordinary barometer-manometer
for pressures less than one atmosphere. F is an air-filled
manometer for pressures greater than one atmosphere.
The tube K having been attached to the apparatus at A,
the next step was to replace all air in the apparatus. This
was accomplished by closing the cocks at D, and C, and

evacuating the apparatus through the cock B, after which B
was closedand C opened. The coolingbath was then lowered
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away from G and hydrogen sulphideallowedto gasify into
the apparatus until the manometer F showed one atmos-

phere pressure. The cooling bath was then replaced and
cock C closed. This whole operation was repeated several
timesuntil it was certain that thewholeapparatus,exceptthat
between D and E, was free from air. Airwas removedfrom
this portion by opening C, loweringthe coolingbath until F
showed somewhat more than one atmosphere,then opening
D and Ë and allowing a considerablevolume of gasified
hydrogensulphide to flowout at E.

AUthis beingaccomplished,the pressurein the apparatus
was adjusted to that desired, réduction of pressure being

obtaûiedby suctîon ârid încreasé of pressure
<

by warmingG and admitting gas through C.
The contents of the tube K wererepeatedly
shaken to ensure saturation, and the pressure
readjusted, until upon further shaking of.K
it remained constant at the desiredvaluefor a
fifteen or twenty minutes, after which the
tube was sealed white still under the given
pressure,by a method whichwillnowbe de-
scribed. Fig.3shows the form of tube used.
Onaccount of the difficultyoï fiUingthrough
the constriction in the tip, the bulb and
a short neck (belowa) was made separately
from the tip which is shown at b. After the
material to be treated had been placedin the Fig. 3

bulb, the tip was sealed on and a smalllump ofparaffin (c)bulb, the tip was sealed on and a smalliumpofparaffin (c)
dropped into the tip where it lodged just above the con-
striction. In this condition the tube was attached to the

charging apparatus and when once saturated with hydrogen
sulphide at the desired pressure, it was very gently warmed'

just above the constriction. This melted the paraffinwhich
floweddown and congealedin the constriction,thus making
a temporary seal. The tube was then removed from the

apparatus and the tip drawn off and permanently sealed,
as at d.
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With the assistance of this apparatus several sets of

tubes, as hereafter described,were prepared and kept under

observation for severalmonths. The first set was prepared

by placingin each 5 ceof N/10 Zn(C2H8Oï)asolution,and the

tubes, after thomugh precipitation and .saturation with

hydrogensutphide, were sealedoff at the followingpressures
ofhydrogensulphide:0.5,0.75,1, 1.25,1.5, 1.75,2, 3, 4atmos-

pheres. The phenomenaon charging these tubes were very
interesting. In all casesthe first admission of the hydrogen

sulphideproduced a very white milky liquid. Onstanding
and acquiring equilibriumwith the various pressures of hy-

drogen suiphide, the conductof thé tubes was différent aç-

cording to thé pressureof the gas. Thé tube at 0.5"atmos-

phere changedbut little, whilewith those at higher pressures
there was an increasingclearingof the liquid, so that those

at 2, 3 and 4 atmosphereswerenearly water-white, with no

precipitate, and showedonlya faint bluish opalescence. The

tubes werein this conditionwhenthey were sealedoffand set

aside.

This highly dispersedconditionwas not stable, for in all

cases the strong milkinessreturned and there were signs of

settlement on standing. The tubes at lower pressures re-

acted in this way morerapidly than those at high pressures,
but so far as couldbe judged,nonethe less cornpletely. After

a couple of days there was no further visually discernible

changein any of the tubes, and sofar as couldbe detennined,
there wasa maximumdegreeof dispersionat about 1.5atmos-

pheres, there being greater tendency to settlement in tubes

at higheras well as at lowerpressures. There was, however,
this différenceto be noted, that at low pressures, notably at

0.5 atmosphere, the settled material had more the character

of a flocculate,whileat higherpressuresit seemedto showno

flockingwhatever, but to be of the nature of a smooth cream.

The tubes were kept underobservation for four months.

At the end of this time the tube at 0.5 atmosphere seemed

practically completelysettled, the liquid above it being very

transparent and showingonly a stight trace of opalescence.
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With tubes at higher pressures the opalescenceof the liquid
increased regularly with the pressureup to 1.5atmospheres,
while the amount of settlement showeda correspondingde-

crease. From 1.5 atmospheres up, the tubes were so nearly
alike that they weredifficult to distinguishfromone another.

The results obtained with this set of tubes show that

at the time of its formation, zinc sulphideis susceptibleof a

very high degree of dispersion by hydrogensulphide; that

thèse highly dispersedsols are unstable,and that the particles
contained in them gradually increase in size and become

capable of settlement; that, after standing for four months.

there is abundant évidence of the protective action of hy-
drogensulphide,this protective actionattaining its maximum
at about 1.5 atmospheres.

In the secondset of tubes, an effortwas made to gain an

idea of the effect of various pressuresofhydrogensulphide on

zinc sulphide in presence of varying amounts of potassium
chloride. The hydrogen sulphide pressures chosen were

1, 2, 3, and 4 atmospheres, and for each of these pressures
three tubes were prepared, containingsolutions,respectively,
N/10, AT/ïoo and JV/1000KCI in addition to being N/10
With zinc acetate. The twelve tubes, after being charged
with hydrogen sulphide to the desiredpressures and sealed

off, were allowed to stand for four months and observations
of the conditionmade. They were then rotated for two days
and allowedto stand for another monthin orderto determine
if such treatment produced any permanent change in their
condition. Nonewas found.

In so far as the influenceof hydrogensulphidewas con-

cerned, the conditionof these tubes agreedwith those of the
first set. The dispersion increasedto two atmospheres,and
seemed to show a slight decreasefrom two atmospheresup.
This may perhaps be explainedas causedby twoeffectsof the

hydrogen sulphide-a spécifiedispersingeffectand its effect
as an electrolyte.

As concerns the effect of the potassium chloride, the
tubes which were iV/1000with this reagent showedcomplete
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flocculationin no case,while in ail casesthose that wereJV/ro
showed it. At i atmoephere-of hydrogensulphidethe iV/ioo
tubes were completelyflocculated,whilein the corresponding
tubes at higher présures of hydrogen sulphide there was

complete flocculationin no case. There is in this fact, of
course, évidenceof protection by hydrogen sulphide against
electrolytes, a protection which increases with the concentra-
tion of the hydrogensulphide.

Spécial Expérimenta

A number of extra tubes for hand experimentswere pre-
pared in the course of the work. If such tubes, after having
stood in a well-defined state of dispersion for fouror more

months, were broken at the tip and the hydrogen sulphide
allowedto escape,completeflocculationoccurredwithin a few
hours.

Two identical tubes, charged to two atmospheres with

hydrogen sulphide,wereallowed to stand for two months, in
order that virtually complete equilibriummight be attained.
At the end of this time one of the two tubes was placed in

boiling water for a few minutes, while nothing whatever was
done with the other tube. The resultof the boilingwas to
make the contents of the tube very milky and considerable
flocculationwas noticeable. It was then taken from the hot
bath, and allowedto stand quietly by the side of the check
tube. It graduallyclearedand at the end of two monthswas

not visually distinguishablefrom the other. This seems to
indicate that there is also a thermal reversibilityof colloidal
zinc sulphidein contact with hydrogensulphide,for, although
the effect might be partly explained as due to driving the

hydrogen sulphide. fromthe liquid to the gas phase by heat-

ing, it is scarcelyprobable that by this means the hydrogen
sulphide concentration in the liquid phase could be reduced
to so low a minimumas would be necessaryfor the appearance
of so much flocculation. After the heating, the tube corre-

sponded with the appearance of tubes under less than 0.5
atmosphere of hydrogen sulphide.
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Summary

A new appafatus and method for the preparation and
purification of the sulphidesolsis described.

Evidence is brought forward to show the complete re-
versibility of several such solswith respect to hydrogen sul-
phide.

The dispersive effect of hydrogen sulphide on zinc sul-
phide increases up to 1.5 or 2 atmospheres,and possiblyde-
creasessomewhatat higher pressures.

Evidence of the protective effect of hydrogen sulphide
against the flocculationof zincsulphideby potassiumchloride
is given.

Anexperiment is dtedwhiehmakesit seemprobablethat
there is a thermal reversibilityof zinc sulphidesolsin contact
with hydrogensulphide.

LaboratoryofPhysicalChetnistry
StanfordUniversity



COIXOIPAL SOLUTIONSOF-COPP&ït SULPHIDB1

BY S. W. YOUNG AND ROLAND NEAI*

With the discoverythat certain natural copper sulphides

yïeld colloidal coppersulphide on treatment with hydrogen

sulphide,2 and the probability that colloidal solutions of

coppersulphidemay play a not unimportant part in the pro-

cesses involved in the secondary enrichment of copper sul-

phide ore beds, a knowledgeof the properties of such solu-

tions from the chemical point of view becomes a matter of

considérableinterest, Inthe folloFÎng paper are given the
results of a preliminaty investigation of such solutions, and

while the researchesare by no means to be consideredas com-

plete, considerablematerial of interest is already in hand, and

given here.

The composition of the sulphide content of a colloidal

solution of copper.sulphide is-at the present time a very un-

certain matter. Older investigators maintain that by the

action of hydrogen sulphide on cupric compounds in the

presenceof water, a mixture of cupric and cuprous sulphides

is formed,while Posnjak, Allen and Merwin8daim that only

cupric sulphide is thus formed. On the other hand, it has

been observed in this laboratory that sulphtde precipitated

frpm cupric sulphate by hydrogen sulphide with exclusion.of

air and sealed up in an atmosphere of hydrogen sulphide

shows the presence of distinct crystals of sulphur after some

months' standing. There seemsto beat least someuncertainty

as to the nature of the sulphide in the solutionsused in this

work, all of whichwereprepared from cupric compounds.

The scope of the present investigations cover: (a) the

preparation of colloïdal copper sulphide solutions (copper

1Abstractofa thesispresentedbyRolandNeatto theFacultyofStan-

fordUniversityinMay,1915,inpartialfulffllmentoftherequirementsforthe

degreeofDoctorofPhilosophy.
1Clark:Bull.UniversityofNewMexico,1914,Chem.Série»,Vot.1,

No.2.
«Jour. Econ. Geol. 10, 53» (1915)-
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sulphide sols) (b) influenceof electrolytes on the dispersion
of amorphouscoppersulphide;(c)flocculationbyelectrolytes;
(d) influence of hydrogen sulphide on the flocculation by
electrolytes; (e) migration velocity in the electric field; (f)
influence of electrolytes and of hydrogen sulphide on the

migrationvelocity.
Expérimental

Methodsof Preparationof CopperSulphideSols. – Forthe
most part the methods of preparation used in this work are
those which have alreadybeen used, and are in the main de-
scribed in Svedberg's "Herstettung kolloider' Losungen
anorganischer Stoffe." Solutions were prepared in a variety
of ways in ordèr that it might be determined whàt influence
the modeof preparation had on the properties of the product.
Colloidalsolutions were therefore prepared by the following
three methods:

1. Agitation of well-washed copper hydroxide with

hydrogensulphide water.
2. Agitation of well-washed copper carbonate with

hydrogensulphide water.

3. Agitation of well-washedfreshly precipitated copper
sulphidewith hydrogensulphide.

In all cases the solutionwas freshlysaturated withhydto-
gen sulphide from time to time and the containers werekept
carefully stoppered to excludeair. They were also kept out
of direct light which acceleratesthe oxidizingaction of any
air that may gain admission. The followingsols were pre-
pared as specifiedand in the latter part of this work will be
referredto by the numbersgiventhem here.

Sol i.-Two grams of copper sulphate were dissolved
in 300 ce of distilledwater, and the solution brought to faint
permanent alkalinity with sodium hydroxide. The pre-
cipitated hydroxide was filtered off and thoroughly washed
with distilled water. It was then placed in a large volume of

freshly distilled water and allowed to stand for ten months,
after which the water was decanted off and 800 ce of fresh
water added. On now passing hydrogen sulphide into the
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liquid, the conversion of the hydroxideinto finelydispersed

sulphidebeganalmost immediately. tfot aperiodof ten days,

hydrogensulphidewas passedthrough the solutionat frequent
intervals; and the solution was subjected to gentle agitation-
for a period of an hour after each chargingwith hydrogen

sulphide. This sol proved to be perfectlystable. After

standing for two and one-halfmonths there was no évidence

of any tendency to settle. The color was very dark even

whenthe solutionwas diluted i to 5 with water.

Sol 2.– This was prepared similarlyto the above, except

that the copper was precipitated as carbonate (by sodium

carbonate) instead of as hydroxide. Thé carbonate was,

hdwevërj washèdless thbrbughly than thé hydroxide, thé

whole preparation in this case being completedwithin two

weeks. In general appearance the sol wàs similar to Sol i.

Kept saturated with hydrogen sulphide and stoppered, it

showedno détériorationand no settlementafter manymonths.

Another preparation, identical with Sol 2, but in which

the copper carbonate was washed by repeated boiling with

water, was not so successful, the dispersionwith hydrogen

sulphidebeing both less rapid and less complete. This sol

wasnot usedin any of the workto be described.

Sotv?. – Thiswas made by dissolvingcoppersulphate in

water (amounts used as above), precipitatingby means of

hydrogen sulphide, repeated washing by decantation for a

month, and finally' dispersing by repeated treatment with

hydrogensulphideaccompaniedby agitation. This solmain-

tained itself in good condition, showingno settling after one

year.
Sol4. – Thiswas prepared in the samewayas Sol3, except

that the copper -sulphate was strongly acidifiedwith sul-,

phuric acid before the precipitation of the sulphide. Upon

attempting to disperse the sulphide thus formedafter wash-

ing as for Sol3, the result was unsatisfactory,the dispersion
not forming at all readily. The precipitate was therefore

dialyzedfor two weeks, after which it yieldedto dispersion
with the sameease as that used in preparingSol3.
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Sol4 (a).– Thiswas in all respectsa duplicateof Sol4.
Sol 5. – Thiswas prepared by adding sufficientammonia

to the coppersulphate solution to redissolveaU copperhy-
droxide,beforeprecipitation with hydrogensulphide. Other-

wisethe preparationwas identical with Sol 4.
Ejjtectof Electrolyteson the Rate and Degreeof Dispersion

of CopperSulphideby HydrogenSulphide.– Whilethe floccula-
tion of colloidalsolutionsby electrolyteshas been extensively
studied, little is known of the influenceof electrolytesin in-

hibiting dispersion. Considerable time was devoted to an

attempt to get somelighton this point, but it wassoonevident

that the experiments would demand an elaboraténess of

technique and âppàràtus that would înake an extensive

investigation in this direction impracticable in the time at

disposai. Before abandoning this work, which it is the in-

tention to take up later in more thorough manner, some

results sufficientlyinteresting to be recorded here were ob-

tained.

Thémethodemployedwas to placein eachofseveraltest-

tubes the samesmall amount of coppersulphide(actually the

carbonate, thoroughly washed, was used). To the first were
then added5 ceof pure water, to eachofthe otherswereadded

5 ce of the electrolytesto be studied each at its desiredcon-

centration, this being, of course, always smaller than that

necessary to produce flocculation. Hydrogen sulphide was

then bubbledslowly through and the dispersiondetermined

by observationfrom time to time. In all cases where dis-

persiontookplaceit seemedto be completeafter twenty-four
hours. The results'were, in general, that in like concentra-
tions theinhibitionsto dispersionwerein the sameorderas the

flocculatingpowersof the electrolytes,as is, of course, to be

expected. Onemarked peculiarity was howeverfound in the

unexpected action of the alka1ine hydroxides. Thèse are

usuallyheldto stabilize the sulphidesolsup to a certainpoint,
but in our work they seemed to showthe sameinhibitionof

dispersionas the equivalent solutions of alkaline chlorides.

Curiouslyenough, however, they did show a marked initial
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accélérationin the rate of dispersion,and probably a marked.
initial increasein the degree.

If three tubes were taken, as above, all containing a
small amountof copper carbonate, one containing also pure
water, the other twocontainingAf/ioooKC1and AT/ioooKOH,

respectively,and hydrogensulphidebubbled through all three

simultaneously,thé one containingthe potassium hydroxide
wouldshowa far morerapid andextensivedispersion thanthe

others, while after a few hours this would have rellocculated
to a great extent and the conditionof the tube after 24hours
wouldbe about the sameas that of the one containingpotâs-
sium chloride. In the mean time, the dispersionin thé tube
without electrolyté will have far outdistancedthé other two.

While there seemsto be, at présent, no satisfactory ex-

planationof this phenomenon,it is believedthat there may be
foundin this sort of experimentsthe nucleusfor an interesting
method of studying the reverse reaction to flocculation.

Effect of Removal-of HydrogenSulphide from Copper

Sulphide Sols.-8ome experiments were carried out to de-
termineto what extent the stabilityof a coppersulphidesol is

dependent on the continued presenceof hydrogen sulphide.
In this work the apparatus describedby Youngand Goddard'1

wasused. In the parchmentbagwasplaceda one-thousandth

normal solution of copper acetate and hydrogensulphide was
bubbledcontinuouslythroughthe surroundingdialyzingwater.
It slowly diffused into the acetate solution forming the sul-

phide, while the acetic acid formed gradually dialyzed out-
ward. While there was at first some flocculated sulphide
formed, this gradually dispersedunder the influence of the

stirring and of the hydrogensulphide,until after two days of

treatment at intervals, the sol showedno tendency to settle.
Whenthis conditionhad beenreached,the hydrogensulphide
water in the outer compartmentwas replacedby pure water,
and this replacement was repeated every day for ten days,
thus ensuring a practically completeremovalof free hydrogen

1Jour. Phys.Chem.,30,3 (1916).
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sulphidefrom the sol. There was no sign of settlement at
the end of the ten days, nor was there after an additional
twelve days of standing. After this, the apparatus was

openedand a sample removed, whichwas placed in a tightly
stopperedbottle. There was no odor of hydrogen suiphiue.
After standing for five months this sample showed consider-
able flocculationand settlement, which in no case happened
with solskept saturated with hydrogensulphide,even after a

periodofa year.
To the sol remainingin the dialyzingbag there wasadded

a fresh amount of copper acetate solution,sufficientto make
the wholeabout three thousandths. normal. This was sub-

jeeted to the same treatment as the first solution. After com-

plete dispersionhad taken place, and the hydrogen sulphide
had been completely dialyzed out, the sol was bottled and

stopperedand set away for observation. After two months
it was seemingly unchanged, but after four months it was
almostwhollyflocculated. It is thus quite certain that copper
sulphidesols' dependfor their stability upon the presence of

hydrogensulphide, which agrees with the results of Young
and Goddard' on the other sulphides. They may, however,
maintain themselvesin the form of the unstabledispersionfor

longperiodsof time.

Flocculationby Electrolytes.-The literature concerningthe

flocculationof sulphide solsis so extensiveand so wellknown

that it need not be recited here. As particularly concerns

coppersulphidesols,Springand du Bœck2carriedout floccula-
tion tests on this substance, the method beingto add io drops
of the sol,to 10ce of solutionsof variousconcentrationsof the

electrolytes to be investigated. In the stronger electrolyte
solutions distinct flocculation or. turbidity appears, in the

weakerones it does not, a tube to which 10 drops of the sol
had bèen added to 10 ce of pure water being used as a com-

parison tube. The electrolytes arranged themselves in the

1l/oc.cit.
»Bull.Soc.roy. belg.(a) 47, 165(1887).
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same generalorder of flocculatingpoweras was found later by
Fretmdlich1in his study of arsenic sulphidesols, and as had
been found previously by Schultze2for antimony sulphide
sols even though the experimentalmethodsemployedby the
different investigatorsvaried considerably.

Floceulation experimentswere carried out in this work,
chiefly to detemine whether or not the sols from different
sources conducted themselvesmaterially differentlyfrom one
another. The method used was to prepare a solution of a
given electrolyte of a concentrationdouble that which was
desired in the final solution. This was saturated with hy-
drogen sulphide,after which 2 ce of it were mixed with 2 ce
of the sol to be investigated. After mixing, hydrogen suk
phidewasagainpassedthroughthe mixturefor a fewmoments,
after whichthe tube was tightly stoppered and set away for
observation. The period of standing which was chosen was

twenty-four hours. If at the end of that time the liquid was
still coloredand turbid, it was consideredto be not completely
flocculated. In ail casesin the followingresults, flocculation
means that the settlement was complete, the liquid water-
white and not opalescent. The period of twenty-four hours
was choseninstead of a shorter one (Freundlichallowedone-
half hour) because a set of preHminarytests showedthat the
results were more consistent after the longer period. The

presenceof hydrogen sulphide in the solution and an atmos-

phere of hydrogen sulphide above it, were found to greatly
increase the regularity of the results obtained. Potassium,
calcium and aluminumchlorideswereinvestigatedwith regard
to their flocculatingeffects. Sols 1 and 2 (see ante) were
used, two sets of experimentsbeingmadewith Sol 2, and Sol
1 being investigatedat full concentrationand in dilutions of
1-5, 1-10, 1-15 and 1-20,the dilutionbeingin ail casesmade
with water saturated with hydrogen sulphide. The results
are shown in Table I. (+) indicates complete flocculation
and ( –) indicates incompleteflocculation.

1Zeit.phys.Chem.,44,139(1903).
Jour.prakt.Chem.,(«)35,431(188a)..
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Tabub I

Concentrationsof Electrolytes Necessary to CompletelyPlocculate
CopperSulphideSols

Sol KC1 Cad» AlCli

(+) (~) (+) (-) (+) <-)

2 J# *K 8N 7N 3N tN
100 100 10 000 10 000 too 000 100 000

^L 3N js!L 9N 3jv 2N
2 _2N 3N

too too 10 000 10 000 100 000 100 000

r 3N aN 10N oAT $N 4N
too 100 to 000 ro 000 ioo 000 100 000

Lül. i~s Y
gN 811t..

IOOOO IO OOO

m.™ ^L ^L
IO OOO IO OOO

Dil “ J8JL. _^L
y IO OOO IO OOO

Dil MO _9AL “
IO OOO IO OOO

When comparedwith the results ofSpringand du Boecki

the results show good agreementso far as potassiumchloride

is concerned. The results for calcium chloride are about

25 percent lower than theirs for bariumchloride (they give
none for the calcium salt) while the results for aluminum

chlorideare 5opercent or morelowerthan theirs foraluminum

sulphate. Since the anion has but little influence on the

flocculatingpower of an electrolytefor sulphidesols,it might

reasonablybe expectedthat the resultsfor aluminumchloride

and sulphate should showcloseragreement. The discrepancy
is, however,probably to be explainedby the longertime given
for reachingequilibriumin this work, as wellas by the rather

fundamentallydifferentmanner in whichthe experimentswere

carriedout.

The results of the flocculationexperimentsshowthat the

amount of electrolyterequireddoesnot vary appreciablywith

1Loc.dt.
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the sourceand.manner of preparation of the sol, and that the
amount of electrolyte required is independent of the dilution
of the solwithin widelimits. This latter was found to be true
witliin rather close limits by Freundlich1for arsenic sulphide
sols.

Flocculation tests were also made upon sols from which
the hydrogensulphide had been removed by dialysis. The
results were the same as those obtained when the sols were
saturated with hydrogensulphide, for which reason it is not
considerednecessaryto givenumerical data concerningthem.

From the results obtàined in this work the relative

flocculating powers of potassium, calcium, and aluminum
•forcopper sulphideéols are:

1:39:875

Rate of Migration in the Electric Field.-The rate of

migration of the copper sulphide in the sols under the in-
fluenceof the electric fieldwas studied quite extensively in
order to determinethe followingfactors:

(0) Reproducibilityof results in successiveexperiments
using the samesol under the same conditions.

(b) The influenceof the origin of the sol on its rate of

migration.

(c) The influenceof dilution.

(d) The influenceofelectrolytes.
(e) The influenceofhydrogensulphide.
(/) The combined influence of hydrogen sulphide and

electrolytes.
(g) The influenceof oxygen.
The apparatus used in these experiments is shown in

Fig. i and is practically self-explanatory. Small platinum
wires were used as electrodesand these were allowed to dip
about 2-3 mm belowthe surface. Readings were not begun
until a well-definedflat migration surface had established
itself. In order to avoid the effect of light, the measurements
were made in a darkened chamber. The voltage employed

Locdt.
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was as near as possibleto 100. With the equipment at hand,
it was not always possible to maintain this with exactness,
and many of the results are calculatedto this voltage on the

assumption that the migration rate is proportional to the

potential fall. It bas been the experiencein this laboratory
that attempts to have the electrodesbathed in pure water

containing none of the colloidal material

lead to more fluctuating results than are ob-
tained when such deviceis not used, espe-

cially when the sols contain electrolytesor

other easily diffusible materials. This is

probably due to the fact that theconductor
is ho longer hbmogeneousas well as to thé
fact that electrolytes diffuse out into the

pure water and materially alter the con-
ditions at the surface ofmigration. While

dipping the electrodes directly in the sol

means increased electrolysis, it is neverthe-

less true that, judging from reproducibility
and consistency of results, it is the lesser

evil which is encountered in this way. Ail

the results given below were obtainedwith

electrodesdipping directly in the sol.

(a) The Reprodùcibilityof Results.-

For the purpose of determining the repro-

ducibility of measurements on one and thé

same sol in different determinations,a por-
tion of Sol 4 was diluted with 2V2vols.
of hydrogen sulphide water, and the whole

Fig. 1
n-

thoroughly saturated with hydrogen sulphide. Five inde-

pendent determinations of the migration rate were made
on the sameday and under identical conditions. Otherswere
made at various intervals of time, often months apart. The
results showed that the data obtained on the same day were
in very close agreement, but that the rate of migration of
the same solmight change quite materially with time. In the

following, therefore, all measurements intended for com-
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parison weremade on the same day, as far as possible. In

consideringthe wholeset of resultsto begiven, it is necessary
to bear in mind that results obtained with the same sol at

widelyseparatedtimes, are not in general strictly comparable.
(b) Influenceof theOHginof the SolontheMigrationRate.

--A considerablenumber of comparisonsof migration rates
of sols of differentorigin were made,with the result that in

general the rates found were in no case in agreement, the

magnitude of the disagreementoften being very great. For
illustration there are shownin Chart I the valuesobtained for

Sols 3, 4 and 5. It will be recalledthat Sol 4 was made by

dispersing copper sulphide precipitated from acid copper
sulphate solution,whileSol 5 was madeby dispersingcopper
sulphide precipitated from an ammonia solution of copper
sulphate. Sol 3 was similarly prepared from neutral copper
sulphate solution. The ordinatesrepresent distancestraveled
in centimeters and the abscissaerepresent times. As will be

seen,Sol5 migratesabout three timesas rapidly as Sol 4.
This phaseof'theworkwasnot carriedfurther, the present

purpose being rather to déterminewhat factors could cause

variations in thé conduct of the sols, than to make a detailed

study of them. It is the intentionto extend this work in the

near future.

(c) The Influenceof Dilution.– Anumber of measure-
ments of the rate ofmigrationof a solin its full concentration
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and whendiluted weremade. In order to alter the condition

of the sol as little as possiblethe dilution was always carried

out with water saturated with hydrogensulphide,and the gas

bubbled through the diluted sol immediately after dilution,

to ensurecompletesaturation.

It was found that the eftect of dilution was invariably

to increasethe rate of migration. Thé results of two such

sets of measurements are shown in Chart II. Here, as

throughout the rest of this paper,it is not considerednecessary

to print the figuresfor the actual measurementsobtained, for

the actual values may be read off from the graphs with suffi-

cient accuracy. The data in this case are for Sol 4 in full

strength and diluted 1 to i. The migration rate of the

diluted solis nearly double that of the undiluted.

(d) The Influenceof Electrolytes– Theinfluence of elec-

trolytes apon the migration rate of copper sulphide solswas

subjectedto a rather extensivestudy. Potassiumand calcium

chlorides were investigated at less than their flocculating

concentrations,and a considerablenumber of concentrations

of each was investigated. In this way there were obtained

results from whichthe relative effectsof the two electrolytes

in equivalent concentrationscould be obtained. Ail of the

different sols were investigated and the influencing factor

seemed to be fairly independent of the original migration

rate of the sol. That is, whatever the initial value for the

migrationof the sol, this seemedto be multiplied to about the

same extent by the same additionof electrolyte; Variations

of the rates for the differentsols with time and other causes
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have made it impossibleup to the présent to obtain a wholly
consistentset of results. For the most part the results on a

given chart were obtained in a very short' period of tïme,
after a laborioussériesofpreliminary measurementshad made
evident the danger of comparing results obtained at very
considerableintervals of time.

A sufficientnumber of data to indicate clearly the main
results obtained hâve been compiled and are shown in the

followingcharts: Chart III shows the effect of successive
additions of potassium chloride to Sol 4. The effect is to
increase the migration rate. Chart IV shows the effect.of

potassiumchlorideon the same sol after it had beenpreviously
dialyzed for a long period so as to remove aUhydrogen sul-

phide. It wjUbe noticed thàt the migration rate of the sol
itself as well as mixtures of it with potassium chloride solu-
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tions are ail higher than the rates for correspondingsolutions
saturated with hydrogensulphide,a matter to whichreference
willbemadelater. Theeffectofthepotassiumchlorideis, how-
ever, the samein both cases,namely,to inereasethe migration
rate. Chart V shows the effect of successiveadditions of
potassium chloride to Sol5, 'a sol of a high migration rate.
The chart showsthat the increase in migration rate is ap-
proximatelyproportionalto the amount of potassiumchloride
added. ComparingChart V with Chart III it is seen that

the increase.offmigration rate produced in the two cases by
the same addition of potassiumchloride is quite closelypro-
portional to the originalmigrationrate of the pure sol. Thus
at the end of fifteen minutes,the distance migrated by Sol 4
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is 1cm,that by Sol5 is 3 cmand the ratio '/s *=0.333+• For
the distancesmigrated at the end of the same period by the

samesols to whichpotassium chloridehas been addedin – –

normality, we have, respectively, 1.5 cm and 4.5 cm, and the
ratio = 0.333+• This is a fortunately chosencase, but in

general the rule seems to hold fairly closely. The influence
of the potassium chloride on the sol from. which hydrogen
sulphidehad beenremoved is seen to be much smaller.

The effect of calcium chloride is shown in Chart VI.
It is entirely similar to potassium chloride in its conduct.
One thousandth normal is about the concentration of calcium
chloride that will flocculate the sol in twenty-four hourç;
in fact, it is'a trifle above it. It was nevertheless possible
to carry out thé migration measurements at this concentra-

tion, although flocculatiottoccasioually occurred during the

experiment.
Chart VII showsthe relative influenceon Sol 5 of potas-

sium and calcium chlorides at one-thousandth normal con-
centrations, the graph for the pure sol being added for com-

parison. As will be seen, the effect of the potassium chloride
somewhatexceedsthat of the calcium chloride, although but
little. There is thus no apparent relation between the

flocculatingpower and the migration influence. One seems,
however,reasonablyjustified in surmising that the migration
influencestands in a fairly direct relation to some function
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of the concentrationsof the electrolyte added, very possibly
the conductivity. In this event the acceleration of the

migrationrate wouldbe represented by S.K.Xwhere K is the

original rate of the uninfluencedsol and X the conductivity
induced by the added electrolyte while S is a factor which
varieswith the conditionof the particular sol,and is at present
indeterminate. Beforethis principle can be established with

any degree of definiteness,a fat more exhaustive series of

experiments is necessary. Thèse are planned for the near
future. As a matter of fact results of similarexperimentsper-
formedsome years ago by R. C. Pollock and F. S. Pratt on
arsenioussulphidesols,the results of which are in preparation

for publication,showa quite différent relationship.
Effect of HydrogenSulphide.-It has been pointed out

above that the effect of hydrogen sulphide is to reduce the
rate of migration. Repeatedmeasurements weremade of this
effectwhich was alwaysfound to occur, whether or not elec-

trolyte were present. The results of some measurements of
the effect are given in Chart VIII. The reduction of the

migrationrate by hydrogensulphideis found to be very large.
The action in this casewas found to be reversible, the migra-
tion rate increasingwhen hydrogen sulphide was dialyzed
out and diminishingwhen it was resaturated with hydrogen
sulphide.
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Hère again is found évidence of the rule that the in-
fluence of the electrolyte on the migration rate is closely
proportional to the value of this quantity for the sol without
electrolyte. The distances on Curve 2 are to thoseon Curve
1, taken at the same time as 1 1.35. Those on Curve 4
are to those on Curve 3 as 1 1.34. The differentvalue for
this ratio from that obtained from the same sol saturated
with hydrogen sulphide illustrâtes the character of S in the
formula suggested above.

Influenceof Oxygen,–Duringthe courseof the investiga-
tion it was considered wise to determinewhetheror not free
oxygen played any part in influencirigthe migration rate.

Theresults werenégative.Alt or oxygenbubbledthrough a
sol freed from hydrogen sulphideby dialysisshowednot the
least effect. If a sol saturated with hydrogensulphidewere
used there occurred always an increase of migration rate
which was restored to its originalvalue by resaturationwith
hydrogen sulphide. If air or oxygen were passed through
for a long time the migration rate took on a valuevery close
to that of the dialyzed sol, from whichit was concludedthat
the influence of the air or oxygen was merely that due to
displacementof hydrogen sulphide.

Summary

Coppersulphidesolswerepreparedin a numberofdifferent

ways and their conduct with respect to flocculationby elec-
trolytes as well as their rates of migrationin the electricfield
were studied. The followingconclusionsare indicatedby the
data obtained:

(1) Thé concentration of electrolytenecessaryto floccu-
late in twenty-four hours is independentof the origin of the
sol.

(2) It is within wide limits independentof the dilution
of the sol.

(3) It is independent of the presenceor absenceof free
hydrogensulphide in the sol.

(4) The relative flocculatingpowersof the chloridesof
potassium, calcium and aluminumare as 1 39 875.
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(5) Evidence is found that sols which have been de-

privedofhydrogensulphideare unstable, and will ultimately
flocculatespontaneously. Thé time requiredis, however,very
long, five or more months. Electrolyte additions showno
différencein theconductofsolssaturated andthoseunsaturated
withhydrogensulphide (see3).

(6) The rate of migration of these sols in the electric
fieldis largelyinfluencedby the origin of the sol.

(7) It is acceleratedby the addition of electrolytes,but
in a way which seems to bear no relation to the flocculating
valueof the electrolyte used.

(8) The accelerationof the migration rate depends upon
thé migrationtate oi the original sol, and seems fairly well
representedby an expressionof the form S.K.X,where K is
the migrationrate of the original sol and Xa function of the
concentration(perhaps of the conductivity) of the electrolyte
added and S is a factor dependingon some spécifieproperty
of the particular sol used.

(9) Other conditionsbeing kept constant, the migration
rate is increasedby dilution.

(10)The migration rate is greatly reduced by hydrogen
sulphide,and increasedby its removal,the effectbeingreadily
reversible.

(n) Bubbling air or oxygen through a sol containing
hydrogensulphide affects the migration rate merely by dis-

placing hydrogen sulphide. Resaturation with hydrogen
sulphiderestoresthe rate to its originalvalue.

A considerableportion of the experimentalwork involved
in this paper was carried out at the laboratory of the College
of the Pacific,CollegePark, Cal., the remainder at Stanford

University.
r

LaboratoryofPhysicalChemistry
Stanford.University,California



CHËMICAI, COMPOSITION VERSUS ELECTRICAt

CONDUCTIVITY

BY COUN G. fltNK

Some years ago, while still at the University, I carried

out a number of experiments on the electrothermicproduc-

tion of ultramarine; powdered mixtures of sodiumsulphide,

china clay and carbon were interposed betweencarbon elec-

trodes in a closed crurible furnace. 1 observedat that time

that in order to keep the electrical resistanceand the tém-

perature of the charge fairly lowso as to avoid decomposition
of the uteamarine as soon as it wasformed,it was necessary

to use vëry finely divided carbon, such as latnpblack. With

chargesmade up of powderedcokewhichwascoarsecompared
to the latnpblack, 1 could not get any appreciablecurrent to

pass between the carbon electrodes up to potentials of 250

volts. Subsequently, l,have found repeatedly that the elec-

trieal conductivity of mixtures of finely divided substances

is a function of the relative sizeof the components.

Expérimental

A seriesof tests was made in orderto get valuesofa more

quantitative nature. Two substances were selected, the

physical properties of the one as divergent as possible from

those of the other: a black metal powder, tungsten, and a

white insulator powder, thoria. The advantagesin this selec-

tion are manifold. Both tungsten and thoria will stand very

high temperatures and can, therefore, be made practically

moisture-proof. It is a well-knownfact that in ail high re-

sistance tests adsorbed moisture is a very disturbing factor.

As regards metals such as copper and silver, these were not

serviceablesincé they cannot be heated to high temperatures

without partial vaporization, whichthough slightis suffident

to cover the surface of the insulator granules with a highly

conductive film. Other factors that decidedour selectionin

favor of tungsten and thoria were: (1)High state of purity;

(2) availability of both in extremely fine powdered form
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(readily sifted through 250 mesh silk gauze); (3) constancy
and stability under ordinary atmospheric conditions; (4)
sharp distinction in color; (5) high specifiegravities (which
reducedthe tendencyto dust).

AUmixtureshere recordedwere made up of equal weights
of tungsten and thoria. As regards the size of the partieles,
the mixtureswouldpass readily throughsilkhaving 250meshes
to the inch. The holesin this silkare about0.025mm (0.001")
in diameter. Attempts to segregate particles of a well-
definedsize by such methods as suspending in water, or in
organic liquids or in air, were frustrated on account of the
persistent tendency of the very fine particles to form agglom-

érâtes. .
We finally resorted to the familiar "tap test," whicb

gave us fairly good comparativevalues of the finenessof the
various powders used. Ten grams of the powder or powder
mixtureswerefilledinto a 10ce glass graduate and tapped to
constant volume; usually after seven minutes, no further de-
crease in volumecould be detected. The ultimate volumein
ce dividedby io gave us the relative volume (vr)as recorded
in Table I. It can easily be demonstrated that the values
for v, are a function of the density and mean particle size.
At first there seemedto be a seriousobjection to the tap test,
namely this, that a ThO2or a W powder composedof, say,
equal parts of coarse and fine particles would give the same
value for v, as a secondpowderwhose particle sizewasa mean
between the two limiting sizesof the first powder. Thisob-

jection to the tap test was automatically set aside since, in
the ordinary preparation of metal or oxide powders in single
smalllots, by far the greater majority of particles are very
nearly of the same size. This tendency to form a "standard"
size is a universal phenomenon,the dimensions of any par-
ticular standard being dependent upon physical conditions
such as temperature, strength of solution, etc., under which
the particular powder is prepared. Compare, in this con-
nection,the uniform size of the crystals of granulated sugar
as regulatedby the "strike pan."
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Tablb I

Relaittvevolume(»)
Appesranceof

M>xtttre
TT

mixture | Mixture »**««
0, W Pound Calculated

R 0.720 0.113 0.430 0.417 White
P 0.720 0.350 0.565 0.535 White
Z 0.576 0.235 0.389 0.406 White
T 0.305 0.113 0.200 0.209 White
S 0.305 0.330 0.275 0.318 Black
X 0.238 0.577 0.420 0.408 Black

Referringto TableI, wenotethat thewhitethoria powders
varied in relative finenessbetween0.720 and 0.238 and the

bïacktungstenpowders betweeno.577and 0.113. In column

5 the calculated value for v, of anymixture is equal to one-

half the sumof the vrvalues of the ThOîand W constituents.

Thesecalculated valuesagreefairlywellwith the experimental
and support our coateation that the particles of any freshly

prepared powder are of fairly uniformsize. If this were not

the case no such agreement betweenthe values of columns

4 and 5 wouldbe possible. In the last columnof the table is

given the appearance of the mixture,whethernearly white or

nearly black. If the v, value for the whitepowder is high as

comparedwith the v, value for the blackpowder, the appear-
ance of the mixture is white; if the white powder is coarser

than the black powder,the appearanceofthe mixture is black.

In other words, whenever the ratio of v, for thoria to v, for

tungsten is greater than 2, the mixtureis white and if less

than 2 the mixture is black, where 2 is equal to the absolute

density of tungsten (19.6) dividedby the absolute density of

thoria (9.8).
Electrical Measurements

The powders were pressedinto rods 4 cm long and Va

cm square. They were then placedin a tungsten-hydrogen
furnace and firedat 1600-1650°for three hburs. This firing
caused the rods to sinter together, and rendered them prac-

tically proof against.moisture. The firedrods were kept in a
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PïOj desiccator. The rods were then mounted between
brass clamps and the resistance measured on a wheatstone
bridge with a sensitive galvanometer. Care was taken
to make these measurementson days when the humidity of
the air was low.1

In view of the differencesin "color" of the various mix-
tures in the powderedform, it wasnot very surprisingto find
markeddifférencesin the electricalresistancesalthoughthefiringat i6oo, however, resulted in an ahnost uniformshade for
all of the mixtures. In Table II are recordedfourof the char-
acteristic resistance values found: In the last column are
the calculated specifieresistancevalues.

"~1–––^J-JÎJll" tÀBLB II ''

Powder Résistance Resistivity

ThO»No. a Over iott ohms Over io° ohms
41-8 173.0

xatx 00271 0.108
WNo. 1 0.0040 0.016

The powders,ThO2No. 2 and W No. i, werepressedupinto rods the same size as those of the mixtures; they were
likewisefiredat 16000for 3 hours. Sincein all of ouroriginal
powders a small percentage of grains was present whosesize
was smaller than that of the majority of grains, our results
would tend to show that under ideal conditions ofmixture,
relative grain size and uniform distribution, the resistivity
valuesfor whitemixtures such as Z wouldbe evenhigherthan
here recorded. Similarly, the resistivity values for black
mixtures such as X would be lower than those found, ap-
proaching a limiting value equal to twice that of the 100
percent metal rod.

Conclusion

In general wemay say that the electricalconductivity'of
a substance is primarily dependent upon the shape and the

«o CompareinthisconnectionH.t. Curtis:Phys.Rev..3, 490(1914)"SurfaceteakageoverInsulatora."
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distribution of the fondamental grains or particles composing
the substance, and secondly,upon the presence or absence of

thin films of secondary material enveloping these ultimate

grains.
On the basis of this theory we can account for the com-

paratively high conductivity of gels that contain but a trace

of conducting material. We can also account for the marked

differencein resistance of, for example, two samples of com-

mercial copper whose chemical composition is identical, de-

pending upon whether the impurity, such as sulphur, is uni-

formly dissolved in the metal or whether it forms a film

("cernent") of copper sulphidearoundpure granulesof copper.

.Utt'Mto-to.M-h*,i!&fèe4t as, Bancroft suggested,as

an emulsification of copper, in copper sulphide. The high

resistance of these surface films composed of, say, sulphide

or oxide or arsenide accounts for the high resistivity values

of copperwhen but a trace of the impurity is present.

FdisonLampWorks,
Harrison,N.



THE LUMINESCENCE OF THE IODIDE OP MIW)N'S
BASE

BYHARRYB. WBlSBR

The iodide of Millon's base, commonly called Nessler's
precipitate, is obtained when Nessler's solution, an alkaline
solution of mercuric potassium iodide, is treated with am-
monia. Accordingto Rammelsburg1and to Pesci8the struc-
tural formulaof the compound is N.Hgal.HsîO,while Franklin*
formulâtes it HOHgNHHgl. Physically the iodide is a
chocolate-coloredpowderwith a reddish browntinge. Watts'
Dictionary states that when heated the compound begins
to give off water at 1280;heated more highly out of contact
with air, it melts to a dark brown liquid and then decomposes.
Roscoe and Schorlemmer4 add that the decomposition is
accompaniedby the emissionof light.

Sincethe majority of chemiluminescentreactions studiedb
have been those of combination or oxidation and not the re-
verse reactions of dissociation or reduction, it seemed de-
sirable to investigate further the decompositionof the iodide
of Millon's base to see whether the reaction emits light of a
characteristiccolor and to add to the data previouslyobtained
on mercury flames.

A quantity of the iodide was prepared by precipitating
alkaline potassium mercuric iodide with ammonia. The pre-
cipitate formed was transferred to a Buchner funnel, washed
until the wash water was neutral and finally dried in an oven
at 115°.

A portion of the sait was placed in a tube and sealed to
one of the exit tubes of a mercury-filledgas burette supplied

1Jour.prakt.Chem.,(a)38,so8(1888).
Zeit. anorg. Chem., ai, 361 (1899).

KFranklin: Jour. Am. Chem. Soc.. 29, 35 (1907); cf. Hotoanït and Mar-
burg Liebig's Ann., 30s, 2o4 (1899).

Roscoe and Schorlemmer: Treatise on Chemistïy, 3, 692 (1907).«Traute:Zeit.phys.Chem.,53,1 (1905);BancroftandWeiser:Jour.Phys.Chem.,18,213,281,762(1914);19,310(1915).
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with a two-way stopcock. After evacuating the tube cbn-

taining the iodide, it was slowly heated and decomposition

took place. Qualitativeanalysis of the gas evolved showed

it to consist of nitrogen and ammonia. Some ammonium

hydroxide was formedby the union of atnmonia with water

vapor which was also a product of the action. Mercuric

iodide and metallicmercury condensed on the tube above

the heated portion. Contrary to the statements found in

the handbooks, the decomposition of the compound took

place without previous melting. tfumerous^attempts were

made to fuse the compound,even heating it in a sealed tube

under pressure,but all were unsuccessful. It was frequently

observed that whena quantity of the sait wasslowlyheated

in a test-tube,that themercuriciodidefonned in the decompo-

sition condensedon the tube above the heated salt 'andwhen

the temperature wasraised fused to a red-brown liquid. It

seems probable that this may have been mistaken for fusion

of the undecomposediodideof Millon's base.

À portionqf the sait was heated in a test-tube immersed

in a paraffinebath andan evolutionof ammonia was detected

with moist litmus paper at a température of i6o°. The ve-

locity of decompositionincreased slowlywith rising tempera-

ture but the critical reaction velocity necessary for the pro-

duction of light was not reached until above 3500. In this

respect the decompositionofthe iodideis shnilarto the thermal

decompositionof a number of exothermic compounds,e. g.,

HgO, which beginsto give off oxygen very slowlyat as low

a temperature as 17501but doesnot undergo rapid decomposi-

tion until heated to redness.

The light emitted by the reaction is particularly bright

so that it may be readily seen even in daylight. It further-

more possessesa distinctly characteristic color that at first

reminded me of the violet potassium flame. On comparing

the two colors it wasfound that the luminescenceproduced

by the decompositionof the iodide was a darker, moredistinct

violet unmixedwith the red luminescencethat modifiesthe

1Schoch:Am.Chem.Jour.,29,319(i9°3)-
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violet of the potassium flame. On first observation it was

thought that the violet light might be due to the presence of

potassiumiodideadsorbedby the precipitatedsalt. Although

spectroscopicexaminationfailed to discloseany of the char-

acteristic Unes of the potassium flame, a further test was

carried out with the iodide precipitated from an alkaline

solution of mercuric sodium iodide thereby removing any

possibilityof the presenceof potassium. The décomposition
of the 'odide so prepared produced the same characteristic

luminescence.

The question naturally arose whether this luminescent

réaction is exothermieor endothermic, It is a well-knownf act
that in the majority of casesthé thermaldecompositionof a

dry compound is attended by the absorption of heat. In

somecasesnotably in explosivereactionsand in the decompo-
sition by heat of potassiumchlorateand potassium bromate

the décompositionis accompaniedby an evolution of heat.

even when thrown onto a hot plate considerablyabove the

decotnpositiontemperatureof the iodidethe rapid decomposi-
tion can no more be regarded as explosivein character than

the rapid decompositionof potassiumchlorate which evolves

heat or the rapid decompositionof silveroxide or potassium
iodate which absorbs heat. This led to further study to

détermine whether the thermal effectwas similar to that of

most decompositionreactions or whether the decomposition
was accompanied by an evolution of heat like potassium
chlorate.

In orderthat a reactionmaybeaccuratelystudied thermo-

chemicallyit must take place rapidly at ordinary tempera-
turesand must proceedrapidlyto the end. If a reaction takes

place rapidly only at elevated temperatures, it enormously

complicatesthe accurate determinationof the thermal effect

and if the thermal effect is not particularly marked it even

rendersthe determinationofthe heat signa difficultprocedure.
Attention has already been called to the fact that the

decompositionof the iodideof Millon'sbase does not proceed
with any great rapidity until around4000or above the range
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ofuseofan ordinary mercurialthermometer. It wasthought,

however,that the slow décompositionat a lower temperature

might beaccompanied by sufficientthermal effect so that the

heat sign could be measured with an accurate thermometer.

To try this an electricoven washeated to approximately230°.

By keepingthe oven out of the regionof air currents and by

surrounding the thermometers with an asbestos jacket, a

fairly constant temperature could be maintained that was

read on a thermometer graduated in tenths of a degree. The

bulb of a Beckmann thermometerwas placed concentrically

in a thin-walled test-tube and to hold it in place was sur-

rounded with powdered bariumsulphate. The tube was

suppliedwith a cork which fitted the openïng in the top of

the ovenand servedto hold it firmly in the heated air. After

waitingfor more than an hour for the temperature to become

constant the Beckmann was read. The thermometer was

then surrounded with the iodideand the procedurerepeated.

Repeated attempts gave unsatisfactory results. Because of

the inability to maintain the temperature absolutelyconstant

at sohigh a temperature with the apparatus at hand, the read-

ing on the Beckmann fluctuatedduring a longperiod of time

through a fewtenths of a degree,showingno markedtendency

in either direction.

Variousdevices were made and tried out to utilize the

heat of an electrically heated wire in a water calorimeterfor

effecting the decomposition of the salt and measuring the

comparative rise in temperature of the water when a given

quantity of the current waspassed,with and without the prés-

ence and accompanying decomposition of the salt. Be-

cause of the slight thermal effect of the reaction compared

with the heat of the current and because of the difficultyin

correctingfor the quantity of heat necessaryto raise the sait

fromroomtemperature to the temperatureof rapid decomposi-

tion, the method was found to be impracticable.

It seemedlikely that the best results could be obtained

by bringingabout rapid decompositionof the iodidein a con-

finedspace and noting the effect on a thermometer the bulb
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of which was suspended in this space. A description of the

apparatus that was finally constructed for this purpose and

the method of manipulating it in the specificcaseof the de-

compositionof the iodideare as follows: A Hoskins' crucible

furnace was connectedwith thé source of current through a

slide wire rheostat and regulated so that 1.8 amperes passed

through the furnace. The furnace was allowedto heat until

its temperature had become approximately constant, after

which a 500 ce round bottom flask supplied with a two-hole

stopper was set snuglyoverthe circular openingin the furnace

and was clampedfirmlyin place. In one hole of the stopper
was placed a thermometer, graduated from ïoo° to 2200 in-

tenths of a degree and in the other hole wasplaced a glass

tube of 3 mm bore; on the lower end of which was blown a

thin-walled bulb that contained the i-gram sample of the

iodide. A glassrod of suitable length was placed in the bulb

for the purpose of breaking the bulb and releasing the salt

at the desiredtime. Overthe end of the bulb tube was placed
a short pièceof narrowrubber tubing that fitted the glassrod

snugly. A short slit was eut in the rubber tubing making a

Bunsen'valve. The bulb of the thermometer was placed

4 cm fromthe bottom of the flaskand washeld firmlyin place

by a burette clamp. At the outset of the experimentthe bulb

containing the iodide was placed at the same level. For

protection from air currents the entire apparatus was sur-

rounded by a jacket of asbestoswith a glass windowin front,

through which could be observed the thermometer reading

and the reaction within the flask. When the thermometer

was placed in the position above described and when the

current passingthrough the furnace was 1.8 amperesthe ther-

mometer stood around 1800. When a constant temperature

was obtained the bulb of salt was lowered until it was about

0.5 cm fromthe bottom of the flask and the themorneter was

read after waitinguntil temperature equilibriumwas restored.

By a gentle tap, a hole was punched in the bottom of the

bulb releasingthe sait. By this procedure the salt was first

heated to a temperature not far from the point of rapid de-
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compositionand the bottomofthe flask wassuchatemperature
that the heated salt dropping on it immediatelystarted to

décomposewith the emissionof fight In Il scoreor more of

expérimentecarried out to secure the best conditionsfor the

complete,rapid decompositionof the salt, the thermometer

droppedfrom 3 to 5 degreesin the fewsecondsduring which

the reactionproceeded.
#or securing the best results certain precautions other

than those mentioned shouldbe observed: It is undesirable

to have the température of the bottom of the flask too high

sincethe decompositionat the point of contact with the flask

willbe so rapid that theevolvedgaseswillpuff a largeportion

tif the sali from thé heated région. TUsaiso tends to fan

up around the thermometerbulb, the morehighly heated air

in the bottom of the flask. For the samereasonit is likewise

best not to have the iodideprecipitatedon the bottom of the

flask aUat oncebut instead to have it run from thé broken

bulb in a stream, requiringa fewsecondsfor emptyingit com-

pletely. This is readily accomplishedby breakingthe bulb

and then gentlytapping the top of the bulb tube.

The thermometer dropped rapidlyduringthe decomposi-

tion. This was followedby a short periodof constant tem-

perature and then by a uniformrise. Sincethe wallsof the

flaskwerecoatedwithmercuryand mercuriciodidewhichacted

as a heat insulator, the thermometernaturally rose somewhat

higherthan the point at whichit stoodbeforethe breakingof

the bulb.

A logical objection may be raised to the result of this

experiment,namely, that the conditionin thé flask which

brought about the fall of the thermometerwas not causedby

the negative thermal effect of the reactionbut instead was

due to the quantity of heat necessaryto raise the tempera-

ture of the sait from a point slightlyunderthe temperatureof

rapid decompositionup to the point of rapid decomposition.

A part of the loweringwas unquestionablydue to the latter

effectbut it seemedscarcelylikelythat this wasthe important

thing. Even if we grant that the heat necessaryto raise the
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heated salt to the temperature of rapid decompositionwas

sufficientto causean appreciableloweringof the thermometer,
the subsequent rapid decomposition,if it evolvedheat, would

cause it to rise or at least would slowdown the rate at which

it dropped. Observation showed that exactly the opposite
was true.

It was found impossibleto find a suitable substancewith

which to run a "blank" test, obviously because there is no

substance which, when treated as the iodide was, would be-

have in a similarwaywithout chemica-1action and correspond-

ing heat changes comingin. However, a test was made to

détermine theeffecton.the thermometer whenbariumsulphate,
an infusible, non-volatilesubstance was substituted for the

iodide in the experiment above described. The procedure
followedwas identicalwith that abovegivenas the best condi-

tions for decomposingthe iodide. It was found that the ther-

mometer fell veryslowlyabout 0.6 of a degree and then began
to rise. Since decompositionof the iodide takes place at a

lowertemperature than that of the bottom of the flaskand since

the specificheats of the iodide and barium sulphate can not

be very widely different,it is evident from the above experi-
ment that the fall of the thermometer during the decomposi-
tion of the iodidecannot be accounted for solely by the differ-

ence in température between the iodide before breaking of

the bulb and that at which the salt undergoes rapid decompo-
sition. Of particular importance should be mentioned the

additional fact that even the relatively slight loweringwith

barium sulphate was graduai and occupied a much longer
time than the much greater lowering during the decomposi-
tion of the iodide.

To test the apparatus, the decompositionof certain com-

pounds was carriedout, the heat sign of which was known.

A mixture of potassium chlorate and manganese dioxide in

the proportion of about 3 to 1 caused thé thermometer to rise

from the start. I4ke results were obtained with ammonium

nitrate. With silveroxide which absorbs a small amount of

heat on decomposition,a slow fall in température was noted
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as long as the relatively slow decompositiontook place, after

which it rose gradually. That tbis fall in température was

not due altogether to the quantity of heat necessaryto raise

the residue of silver to the température of the bottom of the

flask, the experiment was repeated with the residue of silver

alone. The fall in temperature was appreciably less,

In the Ught of these experimentswe are led to the con-

clusion that the decompositionof the iodide of Millons base

with emissionof light is accompaniedby a negative thermal

effect. Attention shouldbe calledto the fact that the tempéra-
ture necessary for securing suffidently rapid decomposition

to pbtain light is abovethe yaporization températureof, the

reaction products.

The result of this investigation is important as an illus-

tration of the fact that the thermal effectof a luminescentre-

action is not necessarilypositive. The result is merely,illus-

trative of what must be true in a number of cases, since a

number of luminescent reactions are already known that are

accompaniedby an almost imperceptibletemperature change

and since it is probable that ail reactions emit light providing
the reaction velocity is suffidently high.1 That this reaction

is further important as an illustration of the feasibilityof ob-

taining light is evident from the following quotation from

Bancroft:2 "To obtain cold light one must find a reaction

which can be made to gorapidly, whichabsorbsheat, or evolves

but a small amount of heat and which has a high conversion

factor for light."

Luminescent Reaotions of Ileroury

Investigation of flame reactions in which the element

mercury is involved, disclosesthe presence of at least three

characteristic and more or less separate and distinct lumines-

cences orange,green and violet.

The orangeluminescence: An orange luminescenceis ob-

1Bancroft: Jour. Franklin Inst., 175»129 (1913)-
Thé Theoryof Cold Ughï. Tnras. IU.Êng. Soc, 10,389 (191s).
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tained whencathode rays act on a mercuroussait,1whenmer-

cury is made anode in the electrolysisof a chloride,bromide

or iodidesolution8and near the mercury surfacewheremer-

cury is in excess,in the combustionof the elementin chlorine

or bromine. The latter is best observedwhenjust the surface

of the mercury is uniting with the halogenwith the emission

of light rather than whena large flameis investigated.

Sincein all of the above reactions the chief product is

mercuroussalt the reactionwhich producesthe orangelumin-

escenceis the reaction from mercury to mercurous ion or

mercurous salt. Inasmuch as the orange luminescenceis

not somarkedin the spark spectrumof the element in vacuo,

it is probablethat thé orangelight is duechiefiyto thé reaction,

Hg' – > Non-dissociatedmercuroussalt.

The green luminescence: A green or greenish yellow
luminescenceis obtained when cathode rays act on mercuric

chlorideor bromide,8when mercury burns in an excessof

chlorine and in the electrolysis of concentrated sulphuric
acid witha mercuryanode.4 Underthese conditionsthe mer-

curicsalt is formed chieflybut the reactiondoesnot take place
to the exclusionof or without the intermediate formationof

the mercuroussait. Hence whatever the color of the light
emitted during the formation of mercuric salt from mercury,
the colorwill necessarilybe modified to a greater or lesser

extent by the orange luminescence.6 In all the experiments
on direct union which result in the formation of the mer-

curic sait, a green luminescenceis obtained that is modified

by the orangeto such an extent that the coloris best described

as greenishor as greenish yellow. When mercury is burned

in bromine,the orange light near the mercury surfacewhere

1WiHdoson:Jour. Phys. Chem., 13, 691 (1909);Farnau: Ibid., 17,

637 (1913)-
'Wflkinson: Loc. cit.; Bancroft and Weiser: Jour. Phys. Chem.,18,

762(1914)-
•Farnau: Loc.cit.
«Wilkinson:Ibid.
Cf.Bancroftand Weiser: Jour. Phys. Chem., 18,281 (1914)-
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mercury vapor is in excessis so bright that the body of the
flamewheremercuricsait is formedchieay, appears distinctly
yellow to the unaided eye. The tendency is in the right
direction andis exactlywhat we should expect under the cir-
cumstances. •

It isprobable that the light emittedduring the electrolysis
of concentrated sulphuric acid with a mercury anode is due
in part at least toa silent discharge.

The green luminescenceunmixedwith the orange cannot
be secured, as might be expected, by burning mercurous
chloride or bromidein an excessof the halogensince the heat

ne<:essaryto cause a suffidently rapid réaction toeinit light
causes the readily decomposedmercurous salt to dissoeiate
into its éléments. In consequencethe color of the emitted
light is the same as that obtainedby burning mercury in the
halogen.

Inasmuchas the greenluminescenceismarkedin the spark
spectrumof the métal even in vacuum,it is probable that the
greenluminescenceis due chieflyto the reactionHg' – > Hg*
What light if any is due to the reaction from mercuric ion to
mercuricsalt has not beendetermined.

The violet luminescence:Attention has been called to
the remarkably distinct violet luminescenceobtained during
the decomposition of the iodide of Millons base. Since
metallic mercury is one of the decompositionproducts of the
salt it seemsprobablethat a part at least of the violet lumines-
cence is producedby the reaction Hg* – Hg. This seems
ail the more probable in viewof the fact that the violet lumin-
escenceis marked in the spark spectrumof mercury.

The results of this paper may be summarizedas follows:
(i) The iodide of Millon's base decomposeson heating

with the formation of ammonia, mercuric iodide, nitrogen,
water and mercury. Ammoniais evolvedat as lowa tempera-
ture as i6o° but the decompositionis not rapid until about
400°. The décompositiontakes place without previous melt-

(1903).
1Wilkiason:Loc.cit.;cf.W.vonBoltott:Zeit.Elektrochemie,9, 913
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ing. Underthe conditionsof rapiddecomposition,the reaction
emitslightand absorbsheat.

(2) The light emitted by the decompositionof the iodide
of Millons base is particularly bright and is of a distinct
violetcolor.

(3) A summary of the luminescentreactions of mercury
has been given.

(4) The reaction of mercury to mercuroussait gives an

orangeluminescence;ofmercuroussalt to mercuricsalt a green
luminescence;and of mercuricsalt to mercurya violet lumin-
escence. It is probablethat the orange luminescenceis due

çhiefly to thé réaction Hg*--• nondissociatedmercurous
sait, the green luminescenceto the réaction Hg1– Hg*
and the violetluminescenceto the reactionHg* – >Hg.

DepartmentofChemistry
TheSic»Institute
Houston,Texas



HEAT OF DILUTION OF ALCOHOL IN BENZENE

BY WIIXIS A. GIBBONS

I. Heat of Dilution and Ita Relationto Abnormal Moleoalar

Weights

The heat of dilution'of alcoholin benzene was measured

by Walkerand Henderson in an investigationincludingseveral
other binary organicmixtures.

Walker found a marked absorption of heat when solu-

tions of alcohol in benzenewere diluted. His observations
were made at a temperature in the neighborhood of i6° C
and he did not studythe effectof température.

Bancroft2discussed the general bearing of the heat of
dilution of solutionon the observedmolecular weight of the

substance dissolvedin the solvent in question. The points

brought out in that paper are of suchgeneral interest and, at

the same time, so often overlookedthat a brief résumé may
not be out of place.

The equationofvan't Hoff is

PV«RT^log&n p

where P = osmoticpressure;V = volume through which a

semipermeablepiston movesin squeezingout that amount of

solvent inwhichonemolecularweightof the solute isdissolved
R – the gasconstant; T = the absolute temperature; N/« =

gram moleculesof solvent per gram molecule of solute (the
molecularweightsare thoseof the solvent in the vapor and of

the solute in the solution) po = the vapor pressureof thepure
solvent at the temperatureT; p' = the partial pressureof the

solvent in the solutionat the temperature T. This equation
is independent of any assumptionin regard to the heat of

dilution.

1Trans. Roy.Soc.Canada.8 III, io.5(1902).
Jour. Phys.Chetn., lot 319(1906).

1Kgl.SvenskaVetenskapsAkademiens.Handliogar, ai, 3 (1886);Zeit.

phys. Chem.,1, 483(1887).
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If we assume that PV » RT, the preceding equation
simplifiesto

n ` lag ïyoN p
whichis the van't Hoff-Raoultformula and is the basis of our
methodsof determiningmolecularweightsin solution.

the equation PV = RT holds only in case the heat of
dilutionis zeroand incase the degreeof associationor dissocia-
tion of the solute does not change with varying concentra-
tion. It is eustomaryto attribute all variations to an actual

change in molecularweight and to ignore the effect due to
the heat of dilution.

In Bahcroft'spaper it waspointed out that for any given
concentrationwe couldapparently always postulate the refa-
tion

PV = Q + T^p
PV +

dfi

where Q is positive if heat is evolved when the solution is
diluted. This equation can be integrated if we know Q as
a functionof T. WhenQ is zero,wehave

PiVi PaV2
const

and experimentsshowthat the particular solutionPV = RT
is the right one. When Q is independentof the temperature
and is equal to the constant A wehave the expression

PiVi A P8V2 A
= const.

–=
«=

=
= const.

Adopting the same solution as beforewe obtain the equation
PV = RT + A

which can then be substituted in the original van't Hoff

equation. If we make the assumption that

Q = A-BT

whereA and B areconstants, and if we solveas beforewe ob-
tain the equation

PV = RT + A + BTlogT.
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The heat of dilution which applies in these equations,
and which we will eall QH,is the heat effect observed when
N/» molecularweightsof the solvent are added to an infinitely
largemassof the solution. This heat effectcannot bemeasured
directly but may be calculated from the equation

&-«
3-
n

where Q is the molecularheat of dilution obtained bydiluting
to the concentrationN/». It is positivewhenheat is evolved
on dilution.

Bancroft showed that thé abnornial molecular weights
for sodium in mercury and for sulphuric acid in water were
etiminated if a correctionwas made for the heats of dilution
which were independentof the temperature in these two cases.
With alcohol in benzene,however, the heat absorbed when
the solution is diluted is so great that the correction, when
applied to the values found by Beckmann,' gives negative
molecular weights, an absurd result. This may mean that a
temperature coefficientmust be taken into account, or that
somethinghas been overlookedin the deduction.

Il. Theoretieal Effect of Température on Heat of Dilution
It followsfrom thé first law of thermodynaniics that the

temperature coefficientof the heat of dilution will be zero if
the heat capacity of the mixture is the same as the sum of the
heat capacities of its componentstaken separately, that is, if
it can be calculated linearly. In every other case the heat
of dilution will vary with the temperature. This relation is
given by Nernst.2

tt v –
Ut + < – Ut– &-==
–––,––
dU

~5T

where Ko is the originalheat capacity, K the heat capacity

Zeit. phys.Chem.,2,728(1888).
» Theoretica! Chemistry, 6th Ed., pp. 9, 161.
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after mixing, U<r+ and Ut the heat effects obtained by mix-

ing at the temperatures T + t and T, respectively. For small

temperature differences the right hand expression may be

written dU/dT, or using the notation employed elsewhere in

this paper
dU dQ

K.-K-~=~.

This enables us to calculate the temperature coefficients

of the heats of dilutionof a pair of liquidsif the heat capacities
for various proportions are known. In most calorimetrie

measurements the temperature is not kept constant through-

ont eaeh experintent, nor from one experiment to another:

It was thought that the measurement of the heat of

dilution of alcoholin benzeneat different temperatures might
afford interesting results as an illustration of the above-

mentioned effectsof temperature on the heat of dilution, and

also on account of the abnormal molecularweights of alcohol

in benzene.

III. Apparatus for Measurlng-Heat of Dilution at Various

Temperatures

The apparatus used in the experimentswas what might
be called an isothermal calorimeter, similar in principle to

those used by Heselius, Waterman,2and Cady.a The princi-

ple is to keep the calorimeter at a fixed temperature during
the mixing, by adding or withdrawing a known amount of

heat, depending on whether mixing is accompanied by ab-

sorption or evolutionof heat. In this way weminimizeerrors

by radiation, particularly those due to changes in tempera-
ture on mixing,and weavoid a correctionfor water equivalent.
Sincewe are workingat a fixedtemperature, weeliminate the

effectofchangingtemperatureon theheat ofdilution, and make

unnecessary the determinationof the spécifieheats of the vari-

ous liquidmixtures. Since it was desiredto measure the heat

Jour.dePhysique,y,499(1888).
1Phil.Mag.,(5)40,413(1895);Pbys.Rev.,4, »6i(1896).
Jour.Phys.Chem.,a, 56z(1898).
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ofdilutionat ïo°, 20 ° and30C, respectively,suitablethermo-

static baths were provided to enclose both the calorimeter

and the vessel containing one of the liquids to be mixed.

The calorimeter vessel was a Dewar tube, A, about

4 in diameterand 8" deep, internai measurements. In this

a coppercup or tube, B, about ilA" in diameter and 5" deep
was set. The cup rested upon a woodenblock. A stirrer

movingperpendicularlyoperated inside this cup, and another

similar stirrer in the space between it and the glass wall.

A thermometerreadingdirectly to 0.01° C washeld in the out-

sidespacebetweenthe eoppeÂube and the wall of the Dewar.

The calorimetervesselwas closed bytwo corks, one abovethe
other. Onecork was bored to hold thé copper tube B, and

bothcorkswereprovidedwiththe necessaryholesforthe passage
of the stirring apparatus, thermometer and solvent inlets.

The uppercork was even with the mouth of the Dewar, and

both corks were held together by wide glass tubes passing

through the holes for stirrers, thennometer, etc. In addi-

tion, a holein the centerof the upper corkallowedwarmwater

to be run into the coppertube.

ThedilutionvesselD consistedof a large separatory fun-

nel, inclosedin an inverted bell-jar. A thermometer reading
to o.o2° Cwasheld in the interior of the dilution vessel. The

latter, withits water jacket, was held at a fixedheight above

the table, but couldbe swung in positionover the calorimeter

vesselas desired.

Both calorimeter and dilution vessel were surrounded

by electricallycontrolled thermostatic baths of the type de-

scribedby Morgan.
1 These allowed a regulation of tempera-

ture to withina fewhundredths of a degree.
The water bath E provided a supply of water at a

temperatureslightlyabove that at which the experimentwas

to be run, the temperature of this bath being regulated by a

gas burner connected to a thermo-regulator. The outlet

of the water bath E was made as large as possible and held

1Jour. Am.Chem.Soc..33, 344 (1911).
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a thermometerreading to 0.02 C. The glass delivery tube

leadingfromthe outlet containing the thennometer couldbe

swungthrough a widearc so as to deliverwater ofknownand
constant temperature through the cork into the copper tube
B, or into the waste pipeas desired.

The operationof the apparatus was as follows:
The thermostatic baths around the dilution vessel and

calorimeterwere set at the desiredtemperature. A weighed
amount of benzene was introduced into the dilution vessel
D, and a weighedamount of a knownmixture of alcoholand
benzenewhichwasto be diluted was put in the Dewar bulb
A. Coppertube B was weighedand puUnplace in the De-
war. The water in the bath ? was heated and maintained
at a temperature a few degreeshigher than that in the other
vessels,and the water allowedto run out through the outlet
in which the thermometer was placed through the delivery
tube into the drain.

The stirrers were set in motion and when the liquids
in the dilutionvesseland calorimeterwere at exactly the same

temperature (i. e., the temperature of the baths surrounding
these vessels),the benzenewas run into the calorimetermix-

ing with the solutionin the latter. At the same time the tem-
perature of the water running from the water bath E was
read and water wasrun into the copper tube B in the calor-
imeter, in sufficientamount to maintain practically constant

temperaturein the calorimeter.
The tube B was then removed, its outside carefully

dried, and the tube and water weighed. The weight of the
water multipliedby the differencein temperature betweenthe
bath Eandthe calorimetervesselgavethe number of calories
absorbedin diluting the solution in the calorimeter.

For the most part the only correction needed was for
the heat added by the stirring. This was found by observing
the time requiredfor the experiment,starting with the addi-
tion of.benzene and ending with the final addition of water
for the establishmentof the originaltemperature. The heat
effectof the stirrer was found by a blank experiment run on
a mixture of knownheat capacity.
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ïn general, the results of two expérimenta on mixtures
of the same concentration check within twenty calories.
The results were calculated to molecular quantities and are
given in Tables I-III inclusive.

Working at io° C as the temperature of the calorimeter
it was found that more accurate results were obtained by
maintaining thé temperature of the bath C a little below io° C.
In this way the heat introducedby stirring, etc., in most cases
was neutralized, making the correction very small.

Workingat 30 C as the temperature of tbe mixing liquids
it was found that there was a slight but constant loss by
radiation, etc., in spite of the careful insulationof the calorim-
eter. The time of ail the expérimentain this séries wâs 8
minutes, for whicha correctionof– 30 calorieswasintroduced,
this correction being based on the results of blank experi-
ments.

The mixture in Expt. 2 at 20" was slightly différent
from that resulting in gxpt. 1 in this series. The cor-
responding value of Q was found by prolonging the curve
from N/« = 0.52 to N/n = 0.59,the latter value representing
the solution used in Expt. 2. The correction due to this
differencein concentration was 20 calories.

While, as stated before, the values at high dilutions
are likely to be inaccurate they are of interest in showing the
considerableabsorptionof heat evenwith very dilute solutions.
The bearing of this heat effect at high dilutions in the case of
electrolytes is discussedby Bancroft.l

IV. Form of Heat of Dilution Curve

Julius Thomsen2found that the heat of dilution of sul-
phuric acid in water was represented by thé expression

Q i 786oxx + 1.8

where Q= heat of dilution in gram calories, x = gram mole-
cules of solvent (water) per gram molecular weight of solute.

1Jour.Phys.Chcm.,10,319(1906). 1
Thermochemiscbe Untersuchungen, 3, 34.
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An equation of this type does not represent the results

givenin Tables I-III.

A formula of the general type

x *>Q8+ cQX~
Q-a

where a, b and c are constants, was suggested by Professor

Bancroftand found to represent the experimentalresultsquite

satisfactorily.
As we have already shown, when the heat capacity of

the mixture is the same as that of the ingredients the heat of

dilution for this case will be independent of temperature, or,
in other words, the same for all temperatures. Whatever

other conditionsobtain at finite dilutions, at infinité dilution

the heat capacities will be the same; that is, as infinitedilu-

tion is approached the temperature coefficient approaches
zero. This means that the curves representing the heat of

dilution at different temperatures will tend to unite at infinite

dilution.

In the equation
CQx

a

it willbe noted that when Q = a, x – ». Accordingly,we

may replace the heretoforeempiricalconstant a with the value

of the heat at infinite dilution. Taking 3900 g calories

for this value, which is probably not far from the truth, we

have
bQy+ cex
$ – 3900

where b and c are constants, different for each temperature.
Sinceheat is absorbed,the minus sign is used beforethe right
hand expressionabove for cleamess,the valuesof the constants

changingaccordingly. The latter may be determined quite

simply by substituting the values of x and Q for two points
on eachof the three curves and solvingthe simultaneousequa-
tions obtained for each curve.

The observed and calculated values of Q for different

valuesof xat io°, 200and 30 C are given in Table IV.
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TA8U3IV

CawuItATionof Heat op Dilution

By formula of type X.W
M

Heat of Dilution at io° C

XK3 o.ooi8Q»-i5,4Q
Q– 3900

N/« » OobwwvwJ Qc«!oHi«ted Différence

0.52 –144 –105 –39
1-59 –367 –336 –31
3.80 – 709 -^97 –

5.85 –936 –965 +39
12. 23 ~-I4a.3, –1568 +145'v
25-.60''" –2099 –2210 +'ih"
50.70 – 3775 –2775 o

iQg.oo – ^3^77 – ^3190 – 87

Heat of Dilution at 20°C

x_ o:oo387Q»-9.76Q

Q – 390O

0.52 – 200 –185 -15
ï-59 ~499 –465 -34
2.59 – 691 – 663 – 28

5.79 –1084 – 1128 +44
8.97 –1399 –1432 +33

23.30 – 2240 – 2190 – 50
47.30 –2798 –285S +57
9530 –2893 –3167 +274

Heat of Dilution at 300C

:x 0.0022Q* 8.27Q

Q – 3900

0.52 –213 – 216 +3
1.63 –57O ~57* +1
3.86 – 1018 – 1010 -88

8.32 – 1619 – 1611 -88

17.25 –2189 – 2210 +21
35.10 – 2671 – 2762 +91
70.80 – 3206 – 3200 – 6

V. Temperature Coefficientof Heat of Dilution

The heats of dilution of alcoholin benzene at 10°, 20°0

and 30° Care plotted in Fig. 2.
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As will be seen from these curves, the variations in Q
on either side of the 200 curve are roughly equal. This indi-
cates that the heat ofdilution varies linearly withthe tempera-

ture,_at any rate over the range ineluded.

As stated in an earlier part of this paper, the effect of

temperature on the heat of dilution has been shownto depend
on the heat capacities of the liquids before and after mixing.
If the heat capacitiesare the same,i. e., if the specifieheat ofa

Kg.2
HeatofDilutionofAlcoholinBenzeneat 10°,20°and30°C

(Omittinghighestdilutions)

mixturemay be calculatedadditively from the specificheats of

its^components, the heat of dilution is independent of the

temperature. Sulphuric acid in water is an exampleof this.

Walker and Henderson' have measured the specific
heat ofmixturesof alcoholand benzene. It may beofinterest
to calculatefrom their results what the temperature coefficient
wouldbe at various dilutions, and to compare it with the re-

sults^of the experiments discussed in this paper. The data
are given in Tables V-VI.

1Trans.Roy.Soc.Canada,8 III, 105(1902).
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Tabmî V

Calculation of Temp.Coefficient of Heat of Dilution, from Spécifie
Heats of Alcoholand Benzene (Measured by Walker)

“ “ t
Différenceta

Sp,beat Sp.heat fleatcapac-geat capac- heatcapac-
observed calculatedl M- ity calcu- Â~»/• observed ca£uteted« £$ «f^™ iUes

|g*

0.0 0.609 0.609 28.06 28.06 0

T. 03 0.528 0.479 6704 60.86 – 6.18

1-585 0.511 0.460 86.89 78.28 –8.16

2.71 0.497 0.441 101.00 113.5 – 12.5
6.2 0.460 0.423 343.4 2236 – 198

16.8 0.428 0412 576.5 554-9 –21.6

33.7 0.417 0.408 IU2.6 1092 – 20.6

57.2 0.414 0,407 1864 1833 f-31
86.2 0.410 0.406 2774 2750 –24

172 0.406 0.4057 5472 5468 -4
00 0.405 0.405 00 00 0

TabmîVI
Calculation of Heat of Dilution at io° and 300C

Basedon Expérimentai Results

Qat 300CC Q at 10 C•

K/n = Ûat 2O" 4£«/» ob$erved AT Ob- Calcu- Ob- Calcu-
served iated served lated

0.52 – 200 -3.2 – 212 – 232 – 144 – 168

1.59 –499 –9.0 –566 –589 –367 –4O9

2.59 – 691 – 12.4 – 791 – 815 – 539 – 567

5.79 –1084 –17.4 –1308 –1258 –915 –910

8.97 –1399 –19 -8 –1645 –1597 –1200 – 1201

23.122 – 2240 – 23.2 – 2470 – 2472 – 2000 – 2008

47. 19 –2798 –23-5 –3HO –3033 –245O –2563

If we plot the results, Fig. 3, in the last column, (V),

we find that they showa fairly smooth curve with the excep-

tion of one or two points,which may be out of place due to

experimental error. Consideringthat extrême accuracy was

not sought and that we are multiplying their actual results

tô a much larger figure,particularly with more dilute solutions,

Calculatedadditively.
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the result is very satisfactory. Bydrawinga smoothcurve,
as shown,weobtain a basis for calculatingthe effectofvarying
temperature on the heat of dilution.

Fisr.33
TempératureCoefficientofHeatofDilutionofAlcoholinBenzene.Calcu-

lated fromSpecifieHeatsMeasuredbyWalkerandHenderson
Actual Observations –o

In Table VI, our experimentalresults at 20 °Care taken
as a basis and the values at 300 and 10° C, respectively,are
calculatedand comparedwith the observed.

The results, are, of course, only approximate,but show
that the variations in heat of dilution with temperature are
considerableand that the experimentaldifferencesare of the
same magnitudeas wouldbe expectedfromthe theory.
VI. The Influenceof the Beat of Dilution on the Lowering

of the Freezlng Point

The molecular lowering of the freezingpoint for any
solvent, which forms the basis of the molecularweight de-
termination by the freezing-pointmethod, is ordinarilytaken
as a constant quantity for any solvent. For dilute solutions,
whenthere is noheat of dilution and the variationof tbe heat
of fusion with temperature is negligible,van't Hoff gave the

foUowingrelation

RT$
100a;
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where E is the constant for lowering of freezingpoint and is

equivalent to the number of degrees loweringof freezingpoint

produced by dissolvinga gram molecule of the solute in 100

grams of the solvent; T is the absolute temperature of the

freezingpoint; R = gas constant ==2 calories; w = heat of

fusion of i gram of the solvent.

The heat of fusionof thé solvent in the presenceof a solu-

tion is different fromthat in the presence of the pure solvent,

if there is any developmentof heat on diluting the solution.

This question wasdiscussedby Ewan who gave the following

equation for the relation between the relative vapor pressures

of solventand solution,the heat of fusion,the heat of dilution,

and thé lowering oftheff'eezing'poit1t.'

Po 1
Rr wn :1,

dQ T'-T-c 02 ~T_To)9log
==R (0/0-T~r

+ rT 2 -Yr-

T-TI2

wherepo = vapor pressureof pure solvent at T0 p' partial

pressure of solvent in solution at To R ==gas constant in

calories;To = freezingpoint of pure solvent; T' freezing

point of solution,Tl = temperature at which heat of dilution

is determined; T = temperature at which osmotic pressure

is to be detetmined;1410is the heat of fusion of one gram mole-

cule,ofthe pure solventat To c = Co c~ Co= heat.capacity

of one gram moleculeof liquid solvent; Ct= heat capacity of

one gram moleculeof solid solvent; X = N/n, N being the

molecular weight of the solvent as vapor; dQ/dX = heat of

dilution; y NCL. The value of CLis givenby the equation

C~ (I + â ~.` + C~ C,~CL= 1 + &w
+ C, ev,

where W = grams of solvent per gram solute; Ci = specifie

heat of one gram of solution, and CUI= specificheat of one

gram of solvent.
In recalculatingthe molecularweights, using Beckmann's

Zeit.phys.Chem.,r4,.~09(t894).
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observations' for the dépression (à) of the freezingpoint of
benzene at différent concentrations,we have used the follow-

ing values:

0.405Cw= 0405
T = To 278.5
Wo« 236O

The values of QH,determined by experiments described
in this paper, were taken at the temperature – Ti = 283.

The values of C*aretaken by interpolationfrom Walker's*

results, which as herein shown comparedwellwith our results
for the heat of dilution at differenttemperatureswhen reduced

to the same basis. The values of §-«£ were obtained

gràphicallyfrom the curve representing Walker'sresults.
Such data as are available indicatethat there is no great

differencebetweenthe spécifieheats ofsolidand liquidbenzene,
so the term involving these quantities, and representing the

change of heat of fusionwith temperature is neglected.
A little inspection of Ewan's equationwillshow that the

net effect of the heat of dilution is as follows:

If the solvent melis in the presenceof the solution, and
heat is evolved on dilution of this solution, this heat will

appear in addition to the heat of fusion,and willmake the ap-
parent heat of fusion abnormally large. This, in turn, will
make the constant, E, abnormally small, and, since we have
the relation

100E
WA

used by Beckmann, the molecularweightcalculated thus will
be too low; that is, if heat is evolvedon dilution,the molecular

weight calculated from the freezing-pointloweringwill be too
low, on account of the heat of fusion being different in the
case where there is a heat of dilution. Whenheat is absorbed
on dilution the opposite is true throughout: the heat of fusion
is too low, and the molecularweight too large.

1 Beckmann: Zeit. phys. Chetn., a, 728 (1888).
1 Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, 8 III, ios (1903).
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The heat of dilution referredto here, in connectionwith
the heat of fusion, is that caused by adding a gram of the
solvent to a very large mass of solutionof the concentration

in question and is represented by where W = the

number of grams of solventto one gram of solute.

If we calculate the value of
log h-, according to the

equation of Ewan, weget a result similar to that discussed
above with reference to the effect of heat of dilution on the
molecular weight, calculated from the van't Hoff-Raoult
formula

n

*£-»
The results of this calculation of the mo'ecular weight

allowing for the heat of dilution are given in Table VII.
As will be noted, the results differ from those obtained by
Beckmann (Table VII, Col. 9) for the following reasons:

(1) The presence of a négative heat of dilution tends
to make Beckmann's values too high for the reasons above
stated.

(2) The experimental value for E, used by Beckmann
is 49, whereasthe theoreticalvalue calculatedin the equation
E = RTV100Wis 51. This will tend to make Beckmann's
values too low by the same percentagethroughout.

(3) The value E = RTV100Wis only true strictly speak-
ing at infinitedilution wherenot only the heat of dilution but
also the lowering of the freezingpoint are negligibleas re-

gards the total value of the absolute temperatures of the

freezingpoint of the pure solvent and of the solut'on. As
Ewan points out the true expressionfor E is

“ RTO
T'

a 100W

To beingthe absolute temperatureat whichthe solventfreezes
and T' the absolute temperatureat whichthe solutionfreezes.
Por very dilute solutionswe have, of course, T = To T',
therefore,

ï? RT'

tt100W
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At more concentratedsolutionswhere

TO>T',
wehave

T«>iyr'

and the true valueof Ewill tend to be less. Thiseffecttends

to makeBeckmann'svaluestoo high.
Weseethat factors (t) and (3) tend to make Beckmann's

valuestoo high, the error being proportional to the concen-

tration, and becomingpractically zéro in each case at infinité

dilution. The second factor (2) tends to make all of his

results somewhat low, but by the same percentage. This

compositecorrectionproducesthe resuit noted in Column10,

Table Vïî, namely, thàf at high dilutionthé second effect

is predominant,and our correctedvaluesarehigherthan Beck-

mann's. For instance, at x – 359, he obtained45.9,and the

correctedvalue is 47.5, of course. dQ/dW is negligibleand

T = To = Tf, practically. On the other hand at highcon-

centrations factors (r) and (3) predorainate, and make the

correctedmolecularweightlowerthan that givenby Beckmann.

Thisaccountsfor the apparent discrepancybetweenColumns

9 and 10,causingone to be lowerthan the other in somecases

and higherin others.

Sinceweare not only interested in these correctedvalues,

but alsoin notîngthe effectof heat of dilution,wehave calcu-

lated molecular weights using the formula given by Ewan

for log Po/p', but making the deliberate assumptionthat Q

and 7 are equal to zero. These values, found in Columni i,

comparedwith those in Column10 show the error caused by

the effectof heat of dilution on the molecularloweringof the

freezingpoint.
It must be noted that in all of the above calculationsfor

the molecularweight, where wemake allowancefor the heat

ofdilutionit isonly as it affectstheheat of fusion,and we.make

the explicit assumption that PV RT, which is necessary

for the relation

logN log p
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to be true. However,as already stated PV = RT only when

Qu equals zero; otherwise a still further correctionis needed
before wearrive at the true molecularweight, as willbe shown

presently.

VII. The Effect of Heat of Dilution on Molecular Welght
As has already been shown in this paper, when QH =

a constant, A, and is independentof the temperature, wehave
for any fixedconcentrationthe relation

PV = RT A.

The sign ± is used to avoid confusion, the heat effect

being taken as + if heat is evolvedon dilution. In the par-
ticular case of alcohol and benzène in which we are now

interested, heat is absorbedon dilution, so wehave, in reality,
N

PV = RT – A, if we adopt thé same form of function as
that already appliedwith successto sulphuric acid in water.
That is, the observedvalue of PV is lowered if we apply thé
correctionfor the heat ofdilution; in other words,the true os-
motic work is greater than it appearsto be if the heat of dilu-
tion is neglected. This means that our observed molecular

weights are too high in the ratio of RT RT – A. How-
ever, in the caseof alcoholand benzene, the value

(-A)-(~8.)

is so great that for most concentrations we obtain very large
negative corrections,in most casesso large that the resulting
"corrected" molecularweightis absurdly low,oreven negative,
as shown in Table VIII. These values are calculated from
our results at io° C, the values for «Q/tew» being found

graphically except for the two highest dilutions, for which

they were calculatedby differentiationof the equation given
in Table IV. Although,as willbe seen, the slopeis relatively
small at these dilutions the correction is so considerablethat
even in these cases the resulting corrected values are much
lower than the observed, which are here close to the true
value. The data are given in Table VIII showing the
molecular weights at different dilutions as observedby Beck-
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matin, corrected as discussed in the precedingsection of this

paper for the change in the heat of fusionof a solvent in the.

presenceof a solutionwhen there is aheat of dilution.

VIII. Effeet of Temperature

We have already discussed in general thé form of the

equation when Q varies with the temperature. If we apply

this correctionadopting the same formof function,we obtain

still more improbableresults than those givenin Table VIII i

the correction causes an increase in the observed molecular

weight,whichis already too high.

As we have shown earlier. in this paper, at any fixed

concentration, weliave:

Tabib VIII

Applicationof Heat of Dilutionto ObservedMolecularWeightsof
AlcoholinBenzène,assumingQIndependentofT

Mol.weights
observed

(Herkmabn)T RT '9,o"x"N/»«* Revised
T Kl

to10 sx
to°~ corrected

(Tab.VII,
Col.«)

1 2 3 4 S 6 7

1.82 308 273.5s 547 – r79 –326 132
2.61 256 264.5 549 – "53 –400 69.5
4.02 207 275 550 –124 –498 193
6.66 158 275.8 551.6 –89.6 –596 –19.3

10. n 131 276.3 552.6 –672 -679 –30.11
16.92 100 276.8 553-6 –4355 – 736 –32-9
25.8 84.5 277.1 554.2 –30 –774 ~33-55
54.2 62.9 277.6 555.2 –13.2 –716 –20.8

119.5 54.6 278 556 -3.11 –37O 18.3
359 47 S 278.3 5566 1 –0.49 –176 1 32.4

t'V a k.'H'1 T
d y,v I

pv=e.+T~
(~

Let us assumethat the same solutionappliesas in the case of

sodiumin mercury, and sulphuric acid in water; also that the

heat of dilution varies with the absolute temperature and is

expressedby the followingrelation:

OR = A BT, (2)
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as before, choosingour signs with the understanding that

QHis positive if heat is evolved on dilution. A and B are
constants and T the absolute temperature. By integration
of (i) weobtain

PV» RT A BTlog T (3)

To inquire into the meaning and value of the constants
A and B, we makeuse of the rule already discussedinwhich
wesaw that the temperaturecoefficientof the heat of dilution
is equal to the differencein heat capacity of the liquidsbefore
and after mixing. This is discussedby Nernst1 and Ewan;2
the latter's expressionfor this, changingsymbolsand concen-
tration basis to harmonizewith our present requirementsis:

Qt Ôt, + KW+ mix)C,~ (wsCs+ m^Cw)}[Ti~T] (4),
where Qt = molecularheat of dilution at absolute.tempera-
ture T at whichosmoticpressureis to be determined; QTl=
molecular heat of dilution at absolute temperature Tj, at
which heat ofdilutionismeasured. ms = molecularweightof

solute; wt = molecularweightof solvent,as gas; C, specific
heat of solutionresultingfrom mixing;Cs = specificheat of

solute; Cw = spécifieheat of solvent; x – = gramn
moleculesof solventper gram moleculeof solute.

Since in (2) we are interested in QH |p x, we

differentiateQTwith respect to x, and multiply by x:

&Q* $Qv se

x = $~c~'x -f- ~(ms-l- mcr)üx-I- mtCc--miCw1(~T]x(5)~Wx to + [im +
m<x)Tx +mtC'~ ^CwliTj-T]* (5)

In order to obtain this in the form of =*=A BT, we
have onlyto simplifythe above:

ôQT ôQTt
x a~ x -f- DTx DTx (6)àx h

where

D = [(ma+mac)̂ 1 + m/(Q– Cw)].

1 Theoretical Chemistry, 6th Ed., pp. 9, 161.

Zeit. phys. Chem., 14, 409 (1894).
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In the case of alcohol and benzene where we have heat

absorbed, Qr is negative, likewise x.

Where Ti>T and the heat capacity after mixing is

greater than before, as occurs with alcohol and benzene,the

entire second memberof (4) is positivein value.

Ordinarily, Qt will, therefore, be numericaUyless than

the heat of dilution at the temperature where this value is

measured, but it will be of the same sign, namely, minus.

Since, however, we assume for lack of better information,

that D is always positive, where T is sufficientlylower than

Ti, the secondmemberof (6) maybe so much larger than the

othër two members of the right hand side of this équation
which are in this case of opposite sign to that of the second

member that will be positive. This, however, is not
0%

likely to be met with in the experiment since we are ordi-

narily limited in our values for T by the freezingpoint of ben-

zène solutions. The same considerationshold on différentia-

tion.

We nowhave (6) the heat of dilution expressedas a f unc-

tion of the absolute temperature and in the form

QHm A BT – that is (2)

QH « ±'!jkx=±Slk>x + DTt*-DT*.
Sx ôx

At any fixedconcentration,

^&
+ DT,1

àx

is a constant, which we shall calt Ai, to distinguish from the

constant A used previously when the heat of dilution was

independent of the temperature. Likewise D is a constant

whichto harmonizewith (2)weshall call B.

From this we have

QH» db^ï ^î x + DT,* – DT* Ax DT. (7)
Sx Sx

Beforegoingany further and substituting in the integrated
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expression (3), for clearness the nature of the signs can still

further be fixed for ordinary conditions. In the case of alco-

BQ. 8Q
holandbenzèneordinarily T»>T and

– x
and x are nega-

tive, and D is positive. Therefore, in this particular casethe

express'onassumes the form

Q^s + DT.DT*
(8)

A, – BT,

where

Al = + jytix
SX

.• B = D#

As wehave already seen, if

qh » a, BT, (2)

adopting our original solution, wehave

PV = RT ± A» BT logT. (3)

Substituting (8) the expression QH A.i– BT which fits

this particular case, we have

PV = RT + Ai+ BT logT, (9)

where,as before,

Al – + DT*
oX

B » Dx

or

PV = RT Çs + DT,a:+ DT*. (10)
ox

If we try to apply this expression to correct the observed

molecularweights of alcohol in benzène, we get a still more

absurd result, namely, the correction raises the molecular

weight since DTi* and DTx are both positive and beingmuch

greater than x will ordinarily increase rather than di-

minish the numerical value of the right hand s' deof the

equation (10), indicating that the observed osmotic work is

greater than the true value or that the observed molecular
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weight is lowerthan the true molecularweight. As we have

already seen, the observed molecular weights are already
much larger than wouldbe expected,so it seemsevident that
the form of function used in previouscases cannot be used

here, and the correctionfor the heat of dilution cannot be

satisfactorily applied to the observed molecularweights of

alcoholin benzene.

There seemsto be no, question but that the observed
molecularweightis alwaystoohigh whenheat is absorbedon

dilution, and alwaystoo lowwhenheat is evolvedon dilution.

Consequentlya correction must be applied; but the mathe-

matical theory of the subject has not been developedto such

a point that weknowhowto âppif thé correction. If we

take the simplehypotheticalcase in whichthe heat of dilution
is negative and independentof the temperature the formula

PV = RT – A should apply to the case. If we make the

further assumptionthat A>RT we comeout with an absurd

result. Until this hypothetical case has been treated satis-

factorily, it is hardly worth while to do more expérimente.
The first questionto be decidedis whether the error is in the

originalequation

PV-B~T~

or whetherit is in the particularsolutionPV = RT A.

In conclusion1 wish to express my hearty thanks to

ProfessorW. D. Bancroft for the suggestionsand encourage-
ment whichhehas givenme in this work.

CorndlUnimsity
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Light and Shade and Their Applications. By M. Luckiesh. 23 x 17 an;
pp. xii -f 26$ New York:D. Van NoslrandCe, 1916. Price: $e.$o net.-

Though this book is less definiteand consequentlylessintérestingthan the

companionvolumeon "Color and Its Applications"(20,539),H is a valuable
book containing many exceptionally interesting paragraphs. The first six

chaptersare entitled: introduction; the characteristicsof objects; the shadow;
tae cast shadow;the scale of values; the influenceof color. The remaining
éight chapters deal with light and shade in nature, sculpture, architecture,
painting, stage-craft,photography,vision,and lighting.

In the chapter on the influenceofcolor,weread, p. 70: "A seriesof papers
offairly pure or saturated colorswasilluminatedby daylightenteringa window
and the refiectioncoefficientsweredetermined. The sameprocedurewas car-
fied out whenthe coloredpapers wereilluminatedby the light froma tungsten
lamp operatingat 7-9 lumensper watt. A considerabledifferencein the rela-
tive brightnesses(values) under the two iUuminantsis to be noted. It Is seen
that the reilectioncoefficientof the whitesurfaceis constant,but that this is not
true of any of the colored surfaces. In general the coloredpapers reftecting
predominantly the longer light-waves(red, orange»and yellow)were brighter
under the tungsten light than under the daylight. Thosewhich reflect the
shorter light-waves(green,blueand violet) predominantlywerebrighter under
the dayjight than under the light from the tungsten lamp. The changes in

brightnessare greatest for those colorsreflectinglight predominanttynear the
ends of the spectrum."

"Tbe foregoingeffectsare of importancein the useofcolor. For instance,
a painting having an area of bluesky adjacent to yellowcloudswasexamined
under daylight and tungsten light, The cloudsand skywereof equal bright-
ness (value)when they were illuminatedby tungsten light,but under daylight
the sky was twice as bright as the clouds – considerablechange in relative
values. Taking into account, besidesthis change in values accompanyinga

changein the illuminant the shift in hues, it is seenthat the proper illuminant
for paintings (and many other coloredobjects) is either natural or artificial

daylight,becausethe paintingsare almostalwaysexecutedundernatural light.
"In a study of light and shade,coloredshadowsshouldreceiveattention,

because they are visible to the closeobserveralmost everywhere. They are

especiallyvisibleout of doors in the sunlight. Evenat middayon a sunnyday
a shadowonawhitesurfaceisdecidedlybluishin colorascomparedwiththecolor
of a portionof the white surfacereceivinglight fromboththe sun and the sky.
This is due to the bluish colorof the skylightwhich lllluminatesthe shadows.
This effectmay be observed tnroughoutNature and is quite striking in some

coloredobjects. For instance,somegreenleavesappearblue-greenin a shadow
as comparedto their greenappearancein the directsunlight. Ofcoursethe dif-
ferent brightnessesof objects in a shadowand in directsunlight(the intensity
of illumination from the entire sky being sometimesless tban one-sixththat
from the noondaysun) makesit difficultto be sure of the exactchangein color.
Towardeveningwhenthe sunnosbecomequite reddishincolorand the illumina.
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tion due to light fromthe sky is approximatetyeqtml to that fromthe sun, thé

coloredshadowsare qtiite evident. Now the shadow is a vivid blue or blue-

greencomparedwith the reddlsbputpleof the combinedlight from the sun and

sky.
"The coloredshadowsare more difïieult to distingtrâh in interiors,owing

to the lowbrightnessot thé shadows,but they are often présent. The colored

wattsand ceitingsend coloredlight to the shadowsso that the latter are dis-

tinette coloredas comparedwith the portion of the samesurfacewhichrcceived
considerablelight direct from the light source. When the eyes are carefully
scréenedand a white diffusingsurfaceis used to receiveboth the shadowand

the total light, these coioredshadowsare visible. A simplemethodof observing
the effectsofwallcoveringsin producingcoloredabadowsiato makethe observa-
tions at quite a distance fromthé windowswhichadmit daylight. A striking
demonsttation in which the same principle is applied is to cast one shadow

upon a white surface by interceptingdaylight coming through window and

another by lnteroeptingartificiel light from a source in the room, The two

shadowswill not onljr be coloredbut witt bebfdifférent color,iflttstratiiJg the

différencein the colorof the two illuminants. In this case one shadowreceived

only daytightand appears bluisbby contrast with the other shadow, whichis

yellowbecauseIt is illuminatedonly by artificiat light. The surroundingsur-

facereceiveslight frombothilluminants,and the resultant hue is that due to the
mixture of the two illuminants."

On p. ijt the author says:
"In general,low reliefla seen to best advantage under tighting so highly

directedthat manyobjeetsmoldedin true proportionswouldappear very harsh

and entirely too bold. In fact the most striking lighting effectson low relief

that bave come under the author's observationbave been due to the direct

lightof the sunor ofa bareartificiallight source. Neverthetessmuchdécorative
reliefis subjectedto highlydiffusedlight rrom many sourceswith unsatisfactory

results, owingto the tendencytoward obliteration. For instance, whererelief

is employedon cellingsand wattsin tnteriors it wouldbe altnost invisibleunder

the highlydistributed artiftciallighting systems if it were not for the super-
ficialcoatingsapplied,as wellas the dust that collectain the interstices. When

a tinted superficialcoating is applied there is a tendency for thick tayers to

gather in the interstices,withthe result that a darker tint is producedin them

and hence the shadow is preservedto some extent. This, and the dust that

naturally gathers in the botlows,tends to neutralize the obliterating effect of

lightcomingfrom manydirections. This is largelya problerofor the arehitect."

In the chapteronarchitecturesomeofthe newprinciplesare set forthclearly,

p. 168. "The most atupendousapplication of artificial lighting to exteriors

ever attempted is found in the lighting of the Panama-Pacific Exposition.
Hundreds of individual effectswereobtained by lighting groups of sculpture,
and wholebuildingexteriorswereoftenonly a portion of a grand scheme. A

noteworthycharaeteristicof this gigantic installation of lighting was the co-

operationof the architectsand engineerswith the lighting specialists,the chief

of whomwasW. D. A. Ryan. The storyof thia wonderfulundertaking and an

analysisof the harmontouseffectsof light, shade, and color conceivedwith dar-

ing and executedwitb perfection,wouldfilla volume. The lighting at the Pan.
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AmericanExpositionmarkedthe exitoftheoldandmisconccivedideaofrevealing
the architectural beauty at night by outliningthe buildingswith incandescent

electric lamps where the buildingsfumished a backgroundfor thousands of

glaring points of light. Many of the outlinedpatterns werebeautifuland the

wholeeffectwas apectacular;but the architecturalbeauty wàsreally obscured.

The lighting of the Panama-PacificExpositionmarksanother epoch in the art

and scienceof illumination. It wasdonc chieflyby maskedlightingdiffused

upon softly illuminated façades and emphasizedby brlghtly lighted towers,

individually itluminatedsculptures,and many coloreffects. No brief descrip-
tion can do adequate justice to this wonderfulspectacleof light or pay due

respectto the lightinggeniusinwhoseimaginationit was-bomand throughwhose

abilitv it wasbrought to a successfulréalisation. The beauty of the wholeex-

position exterlor was preservedand perhaps enhancedby concentratedeffort

in applying modernknowledgeof.the utilizationof light."
The wholechapter on light andUgbtand shadein stagecraftis both good

and short, p. 186. "The art of the theatre is fully realizedwhen the text of

the play, the acting, and the séttingdre barmonlouslyblended. In mostplays
the settitig should perforai no morepositiveservicethan to provide a proper
frame for tbe piece. However,the stagingof the play is alwaysof great import-
ance and can be madeto aid in the expressivenessof the text and in its appeal
to the emotionsand to the intellect. Light,shade,and coloreffects,whenpro-

duced by an artist thoroughlyfamiliarwith the developmentof the play step

by step and its aimas a whole,can notonly providea properframefor the piece

but can go further and expresssomethingthat spokenwordscannever fullydo.

In attempting to discuss this subject it is difficult to resist divellingentirely

upon the newmovementin the theatreand to controlenthusiasmfor thismove-

ment whichbas revealed so many flawsin present stagecraft. Thé modem

theatre, of which there are very fewexamplesin existence,is the result of the

récognitionofa lack of harmonyof the play, its setting,and lighting. Tbenew

stagecraft attempts to perfect an idéalprésentationof the play.
"The stage as it exists today presents many incongruousand grotesque

light and shadeeffects. The footlightsproducelightingeffectsthat are abom-

inable; the expressionof the featuresof the actors is oftengrotesque;and the

distribution of light upon the stage as a whole is unnatural. Not long ago
a stage setting consistedchieflyof flatcanvasesuponwhicheverythingpossible

was painted. Now the box-set interior is commonin whichactual furniture

is used but on the flat canvases the comices,moldingsand other projections
arc painted. Observation reveats the fact that these painted shadows and

other light and sbade effectsare neverin agreementwith the real shadowsand

the distribution of light and shade producedby the stage lights. The painted

perspectivecan never be exact, or evenncariy so,exceptingfromonty oneposi-

tion in the theatre. These defectshavebeenrecognizedbut nogeneralattempt

has been made to eliminatethem. In a few théâtres the footlightshave been

abotishedand the lighting of the actors'faceshas beenaccomplishedwithlights

behind the prosceniumarch. It is truethat the footlightsafford the easiest

means for illuminatingthe actorsbut artifidal light can so easilybe controlled

that the difficuttiesarising from the éliminationof footlightscan be overcome

by a combinationof the resourcesof the architect and lightingexpert.
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"Endosingwattsare aecessary in any stage setting, but painted shadows
can be reducedto a minimumand often elitninated entirelyas is donc in the
new théâtresettings. In the new théâtre thé few fumishingsare alwaysreal
instead of beingraerelypainted with tbe many resulting objections, some of
whichhavebeen noted in the foregoingdiscussion. The flats that are used
shouldbeofsuchsurfacecharacteras to diffuselyreflectthe light and with the

light sourcespropcrlyplaceda satisfactorydistribution of light 'andshade eau
be obtained. With the santé setting rnany tnoods can be expressedby<merely
manipulatingthe light andshadedistribution on the variousenclosingflat sur-
facesor draperies. Oncombiningwith the possibiliticsof lightand shadethose
of color, the stage àrtist contrôlaresourcesof unrealized value. Such effects
as sithouettingthe actorsagainst a bright.ground or brightly illutninating thé
actorsagainsta dark ground,a floodof light or a concentrationof it represent
extremesbetweenwhichmany possibilitleslie. Ali thèse are obtained by the
simple but artistic manipulation of lighting.

"Manyof the effectsobtained in the theatre are beautiful and impressive
in thérâselves. Even thé modernisaof the théâtre adfhit this but their objec-
tion lies in the teck of harmany betweenplay and setting and the failure of

many of thèse ingenlouslyarranged and lighted settings to assist the play as
an 'etnotlonaland intellectualstimulus.' The new movementwas necessarily
accompaniedby a developmentof a new stagecraft. Plats, draped curtains,
and foldingscreensof uniformtints bave been used for interiot and exterior
watts. Thetewfurnisbingssuch as moldings,comices,mantels, steps, and fur-
niture are real, thus appearingin true perspectiveand casting true sbadows.
In the placeof the backdrop-curtaina sky-domebas beenused in someof the
Europeanmodemthéâtres. This consistaof a dome of a translucent or dif-

fuselyreflectingmediumof such a texture that the illusionof distanceis ob-
tainedwithoutunnaturalperspective.. This atmosphericbackgroundis natural
and inconspicuousand, therefore,doesnot attract the attention from the action
of the play. The effectis more in harmonywith the aim of the play thau the
overdonenaturalism obtained with the customary stage equipment. Sim-

plicityandtheartisticuseoflight, shade,andcolorin a mannerwhichharmonizes
withthe playis the keynoteof the newstagecmft. There isa well markedand
evenunfriendlydisagreementbetweenthe expouents of the old and newstage-
craft, but certainlythe oldstagecraftwillbe benefitedby the ideas that are be-

ing workedout in the new. Much of the discussionthroughout this book is

applicableto stagecraftso that it is deemedbest and also sufficientto include
in thischapterontya briefsummaryof the important featuresof light.andshade
whichshouldreceiveattention in the théâtre."

A fewspecialcasesof lighting arc discussedon page 243. "One of the
chieffonctionsofarchitectureis to provideshelter and protection,and lighting
can often aid in bringingforth such an impression. For instance, assume a

large room crossedby beams projecting betow the fiât ceiting. The spaces
betweenthe beamsmigbt be either plain or ornemental. If plain, they need
not be lightedvery brightly,but if ornamentalthe illuminationshould besuffi-
dent and thelightingsystemofsucha characteras to make the omamentalde-

sign plainlyvisible. The lightingunits shouldnot directlyobscure the design
as wouldbe the casewith largeunits hung reasonablyclose to the ceiling,nor
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sbould the lighting units be much brighterthan the ceilingin order to avoid
obscuringthe design by the glare resultingfromthem. Usuallyan indirect or
semi-indirectunit would illumlnatesucha ceilingsatisfactorily,but the height
at which such units are hung is important. In this room it is assumed,as is
quite usuallythe case, that the beamsandceilingare ofhighandpracticallyequal
reftectlngpower. In order for the beamsto supply the impressionof strength
and stabillty they shouldbedarker than the remainderof thé ceiling. They can
be made to appear darker either by providingtheir surfaceswith a coating of
lower reflection coefficient than the. remainder of the ceiling or by illum-
inating them to a lowerintensity. To paint them a darker shade might not
always be consideredpossibleby the decoratorin bis decorativeplan. In such
a case the lightingcan be dependeduponto providethe impressionof support-
ing ability or strength, The results are quite the same in either case. In
order to obtain the foregoingresuit by meansof lighting,the light sourcesmust
be hung betweenthe beamsand closeenoughto the ceilingso that the under
side of the beamsat least willreceiveappreciablyless light than thé remainder
of the ceiling: This is bricfly an actual conditionthat was difficultto solve
owing to the lack of a definite correlationof architectural design,decoration,
and lighting in the early plans. This problemwas solvedby meansof small
semi-indirectunits of low brightnesshung midwaybetweenthe beamsand as
far from the ceilingas possiblewithout permittingdirect light to illuminatethe
under side of the beams.

"It appears strange that the décorativepossibilitiesof light and shade
obtained by meansof lighting have barely been recognizedby architects and
interior decorators. For instancelet us take the case of an actual ornamentai

ceilingin whichone of' the recurring élémentsof the designis a square recess
of reasonable size. Such a ceilingwouldordinarilybe floodedwith light, in-

cluding the prominentbeamswhieh enclosesquare flat areas in the center of
which, and of about one-balfthe total area, the recessedsquaresoccur. A so-
called semi-indirect unit could be designedto illuminate the latter recesses
rather brightly by meansof the direct upward light, the remainderof the large
square only moderatelyby meansof light fromthe diffusingglassof the unit,
and, if the unit werehungat a properheight,the beamswouldreceiveonly scat-
tered light. Thus the supporting abitity of the beams would be preserved,
the decorative treatment of the ceilingwouldappear entirely harmonious,and
gênerai satisfaction would result from the very evident co-operationbetween
the lighting expert, the decorator,and the architect. To obtain the foregoing
result a tighting unit must be especiallydesignedbut the optical principes
involved should present no difficultiesto the ligbting expert. Symmetry is
a keynotein suchdesigns. Why shouldnot the lightingbe accuratetyand de-

signedly symmetrical? The symmetricalarrangementof the ceiling outlets
is not sufficient,for it is symmetry in:lightingeffectsand omamental design
that is often necessaryto complete the hannony.

"Let us consideranother case, namelya large domewith a smallskylight
at the top and arches intersectingthe lowerportion of the dome on the four
sides. Obviouslythe lightingpossibilitiescanbe almostas variedas the general
decorative treatment. A dome can be made to express the spaciousnessof

out-doors,the mysteryof 'thedark sky, or the shadowlessconditionsof an over-
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cast day, respectively,by high, low, or moderate brightness. Thèse effects

can be enbancedby a properlighting of the intersecting archwaye. The whole,
can be consideredas an interior lighted primarily by meansof a patch of dey
-the skylight– as in the caseof the Panthéonat Romewhichis lightedthrough
a circulât unglazedorificein the crownof the dome. The entire dome might

be faintly lightedfroma pedestalat the center of the ftoorand the shadowof

the dome deepenedby contrast with tbe brightly lighted archways. Another

treatment whichwouldresult in the domeproper beingof relativelylowbright-

ness wouldbe to light only the archways directly, the dome receivingonly a

portion of the reflected light. These treatments are simple from a lighting

staadpolot, but the one selectedshouldaid in carryingput the architect's con-

ception. It is obviousthat the lightingrésulta might very often tend to,defeat

the artistic expressionconceived by the architect. Too often, even during
the first lightingof beautiful architectural works,there is insufficientcoopéra-

tion betweenthe Ughtingexpert, the architect, and the decorator,and thfemis-

take is very commonin the redesignof Ughtingsystems in beautifulold build-

ings." : •. “. : > ". :“ .

Wilder D. Bancroft

A LaboratoryGuide to the Study of Qualitative Analysis. By E. H, S,

BaUty and H. P. Cady. Eighth remuaédition, zx X 15 cm; pp. x + 194,

Philadelphia:P. Blakiston'sSonand Ce, içiâ. Price;$i.$o ml.–ïn the préface

the authors say: "In the revisionfor this edition no changehas been madein

the generalplan of the work. Sometypograpbicalerrors have beencorrected,

and somesections whichexpenence bas shown are difficultof compréhension

by the student, or not sttffidently definite,have been amplihed-or rewritten.

The introductionbas been changed so as to includethe relationof the change

of the freezingpoint and of the boilingpoint of a solutionto its changein vapor

pressure,and hère some paragraphehave been rewritten. Type équations to

explainthe experimentsperformedbave been includedin the caseof a fewmore

cotnplicatedreactions. The order of arrangementhas also been changedsorae-

what by placingboth the systeme for the separation and Identificationof the

ions after aUthe prelhninaryexpérimenteto both of anions and of cations, in

order that it might more couvenientlybe preceded by the generaldirections

for analysisof unknownsubstances. It is not thé intention that the student

staallcompletethe entire list of preliminary experimentsbefore any analyses

are made."
The fact that eight editionshâve appearedspeakswellfor the book.

WilderD. Bancrofl

La Chimiedes El6ments Radioactifs. By FrederickSoddy. Translated

byE, Philippin 22 X 14 cm; pp. ifS- Paris: Gouthier*VWarsand Ck, içzg.

Price: 5 francs.– This is a translation of the Engtish edition whieh appeared

UH015andwhichalreadybasbeenreviewedat length(ï0, 339)- It isa pleasure

to seethat the war basnot destroyed the market for this excellentbook.



THE DENSITY OP SILICON TETRAFLUORIDE

BYALBERTIr. 0. GERMANNANDHAROU)S. BOOTH

Among the gases whose physical constants have b
little studied, the fluoridegases are perhaps pre-emid^fit.
The reason for this seemsto be the indication by mcfi^éx-^
perimenters that these gases slowly attack glass atlroêéSU

temperature, givingrise to variousby-productswhich WWd,_
vitiate results; furthermore, the purification of these gas£&
presents an unusually difficult problem. In recent yé«Éj
however, the opinionhas gainedground that many reactions

will net proceed in the absence of traces of moisture. SQ,
for example,perfectlydrynitric oxidegas, as well as nitrogen
peroxide,whenleft in contactwith dry mercuryat room tem-

perature, leavesthe surfaceof the mercury unattacked; the
merest trace of moisture,however,sufficesto tarnish the sur-
face. We decided, therefore,that the action of the fluoride

gases on glass might dependupon the presence of traces of
moisture.

Preliminary work on the subject, using silicon tetra-
fluoride as the experimentalgas, both on account of the ease
with whichit may bepreparedand becauseof its high fluorine

content, demonstrated the fact that at least this fluoride,
when perfectly dry, attacked neither glass nor mercury,
even after fivemonths ofcontact.

With this assurance,wedecidedto undertake the accurate
determination of the weightof the normal liter of silicon

tetrafluoride, and eventuallyof other physical constants of
the gas, as the opportunity offered. This determination
seemed all the more important because all but one of the

published values were made before the modem technique
in the measurement of gas densities had been developed.
And it is evident that any effort to arrive at a satisfactory
value for the atomic weightof fluorineby physico-chemical
methodsmust end in failureuntil modemmethods are applied.

1See,forexample,H.Rose:Pogg.Ann.,8«,406(1850).
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Hlstorlcal

There have been very few déterminationsof the density
of silicon tetrafluoride. Four of these are of historical in-
terest only. The earliest is that of J. Davy,1who found its

specific gravity, compared to air, to be 3.5735. In 1827
Dumas' founda valueof 3.6. Dalton founda valuecompared
to air of 4.17,which is apparentty much too high. Truchot,*a

in 1884,followingthe method of Chancel,4foundfor the value
of the density of silicon tetrafluoride compared to air, 3.6.
These determinations were made by crude methods,no adé-

quate meanshaving been used to purify the gas or to avoid
thé absenceof air or of hydrogen fluoride.

There la only one modemdétermination of thé density
of silicon tetrafluoride, that of Jaquerod and Tourpaian,

b

in 1913. Thèse authors used the principle of Archimedes,
that of a light glass globefloating in the gas whosedensity is
to be determined, and checked their results by the globe
method. They found the value

LN(silicontetrafluoride)=»4.693g,
a value which according to the same authors6 givesfor the
atomic weight of fluorine, 19.09, which is unquestionably
too high. The gas used was probably purer than any used

before for a density determination, since, in addition to the
usual precautions for its preparation, the gas was condensed

and purifiedby fractional sublimation. A list of thesevalues
is givenin Table I. A carefulsearchof the literaturehas failed
to reveal any others.

Tabi,e 1

J. Davy 1812 3- 5735 (air «=1)
~=

Dumas 1827 3.66
Dalton –

4,17
Truchot 1884 3.6
Jaquerod and Tourpaian 1913 I,N = 4.693

1Pbil. Trana., ioa, 352 (1812}.

Ann.Chim. Phys., (2) 33,370 (1826); Pogg. Ann., 9, 418 (1827).

Comptes rendus, 98, 82(1884),

Ibid.. 94, 626 (1882).

Jour. Chim. phys., u, 3 (1913).

Ibid., 11, 269 (1913).
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Our firsteffortsweredirected towarddeterminingwhether
silicon tetrafluorideattacked glass, For this purpose we set

up a generator and prepared the gas, passingit through a

drying tube, Di (Fig. 3), consistingof alternate sections of

glass wool and phosphorus pentoxide to remove hydrogen
fluoride and the water resulting from its reaction with the

glasswool. Then wesolidifiedthis gas with the aid of liquid
air. Welet it stand incontact withthe tnercuryof the manom-
eter MI over night and found no actionon theglassor on the

mercury in the morning;and this in spite of the fact that the
silicon tetiafluoride had escaped by way of the manometer

during thé night. Thus éncouragedwe decided to make a

preliminarydefenninationof the density, usingthe apparatus
shown in Fig. 3 with the exceptionthat pressuremanometers

Mt and Mawereonlysafety manometersof a capacityof from
a vacuum to atmosphericpressure. We tried to purify the

gas by distillingfromthe solidifiedsilicon tetrafluoridein one

distilling tube to the other tube, rejecting the first and last

fractions; in fact, the method used by Jaquerod and Tour-

paian. We repeated this distillation, or rather sublimation,
five times, hopingto obtain a puregas. We observedduring
the sublimationthat the current of gas from the surface of
the solid carried along particles of a solid gas which soon
volatilizedwhenremovedfrom the neighborhoodof the solidi-
fied silicontetrafluoride;this we had every reason to believe
was an impurity. We endeavoredto avoid this by slowing
down the rate of distillation but werenot successful. Using
the gas which.wehad attempted to purify in this manner, we

made a determinationof the density. The value thus found

for the density was too low and wewere therefore forced to
the conclusionthat this method of sublimation was not a

satisfactory method of purification for silicon tetrafluoride.

It is a wellknownfact that the most satisfactorymethod
of purifying a gas, aside from the chemical methods, is the
fractional distillation of the liquefied gas.1 Moissan' in-

1SeeGermann:Jour.Phys.Chem.,19,451(191s).
Comptes rendus, 139, 711 (1904).

Prellmlnary Work
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dicates that solid silicon tetrafluoride changes to a liquid
under a pressure of two atmosphèresand a temperature of

– 77° C. Our next step was to modify the apparatusso as to
be able to carry out the purificationby distilJingthe liquefied

gas. The simplestmethod at hand was to constructa pressure
device such as that shown in Fig. 3. Here the wide tubes

A hâve a volume three times that of the narrow tubes B

per unit length, and tubes B are three times as high as tubes

A, so that, whenpressure forcesthe mercuryin the widetube

to a point near the bottom, the mercury risesthree times as

far in tube B, thus enabling us to work with a rangeof pres-
sures from a vacuum to several atmospheres.

Method

The globe method essentially as describedin detail by
Germann1was chosen for its rapidity and accuracyand was

carefully followed out with the exceptionthat three globes
and only onebarometer wereused.

This method in our present state of knowledgeetiminates

practicallyail sources of error or reducesthemto a minimum.

For example, the use of several flasks éliminâtesgross errors

in calibration and in weighing, and the possibilityof error

due to condensationof the gas upon the inner surfaceof the

globewhen the gas is admitted is materiallyreducedby using
flasksof differentsizes.

Desorïption of the Apparatus

The apparatus used was of course constructedentirely
of glass. In no place was any rubber tubingor foreignsub-

stance allowedto comein contact with the silicontetrafluoride

exceptin the stopcocksand at the groundflatjoints J by which

the globes were attached to the apparatus. Here a special
rubber-vaselinegrease was used which our experienceshows

is practically unaffected by silicon tetrafluoride. The stop-
cocks on the apparatus were ail of the capillary variety,

especiallymade for vacuum work.

1
Jour. Phys. Cbein., 19, 437 (1915).
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The barometer usedwas the type describedby Gennann1
with a glass scale made by the Société Genevoisepour la
Constructiondes Instruments de Physique. The barometer
wascarefullycleanedby fillingwith chromicacidand allowing
it tostandovernight. It wasthen rinsed andfilledwith strong
nitric acid containing a few drops of alcohol and allowedto
stand for severalhours and then washed with distilledwater.
It was then placed in position, and air, dried by sulphuric
acid and phosphoruspentoxide,was passed through the ap-
paratus continuously for one week to remove all adsorbed
moisture. After being allowed to stand evacuated for sev-
eral days, it wasfilled with mercury without heating. This

tnercurywas purified by firit agitating with 10% nitric acid

by means of a suction pump, next passing through a mer-

cury tower containing the same reagent, and finally distilled
in a vacuumin an all-glassapparatus.

The temperatureof the roomwas so constantand the time
of readingwas so short that it was found unnecessaryto sur-
round the barometer with an air bath. Three carefully
calibrated thertnometers were mounted beside the glass
scale,onenear the upper mercury surface,onenear the center
and one at the bottom. The barometer was read with the
aid of a cathetomèter, an electric light immersedin a bath of
water arranged on a pulley behind the barometer case pro-
viding illumination. The corrected barometer reading was
obtained by applying the temperature2 and gravity3correc-
tions. The residual pressures in the globes were measured
witha modifiedMcLeodvacuometer whichhad a ratio of one
actual millimeterto 19.16mm as read onthe scale. Vacuum
was obtained by a water suction pump and the mercury
pump. The globesin which the gas was weighedwere round
bottom flasks selected from the stock of distilling flasks;
these were drawn out at the neck and glass stopcocks with

1Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,36,«456(1914).
Landolt-Bôrnstein, page 18 (1912).
Seepage 86.

GermannandCardoso:.Jour.Chim.phys.,io, 406(1912).
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fiât joints sealed on (see J in Fig. 3). Plàsks from the

same stock were chosen correspondingin air displacement

to the density globes and filled with distilledwater until they

weighedtwo grams more than the correspondingglass-cocked
flask. They were then sealed off in a crook to be used as

counterpoises. The density globes werecalibrated according

to the method outlinedby Germann.l Thismethod is simply

evacuating and weighing, filling the globeswith air-free dis-

tilled water at zero and weighing, andthen emptying, évactt-

ating and weighing. The difference between the weight

filledand the average of the weightsevacuatedwas the weight

of water cpntained at the température of melting ice.

To ftnd the volumeàt zéro, the foUowirigcorrections had

to be applied

x. Correctionforthebuoyancyoftheairontheweightsused.

The average weightof a cubiccenthneter of air in Clevelandis

0.00117 g, and therefore the correction amounted to
|-r

X 0.00117,where W is the weightof water and 8.5is the den-

sity of brass; the correctionis negative.

2. Correction for volume of water at zero; if the density

of water at zero is taken as 0.999868,thé correction is W X

0.000132and is positive.

3. Correction for latitude and altitude. The value of

the gravity constant at Cleveland may be theoretically de-

termined by substitution in the followingformula:

i-~zk•
+ ïr» K

U° I– «C0S2«

where h is the altitude above sea level whichat the well of

our barometer was 219.5 meters, where R is the average

radius of the earth, 6367382meters, and where4>is the latitude

at the point of observation, here, 4i°3o'is", and where «

is a constant whichis givenas 0.0025935by Lasch.2

1Jour.Phys.Chem.,xç»459(»9i5)-
1Pogg. Ann. Erg., 3» 321 (1853).
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Substituting thèse values in this equation we get the value
of 1.0003847. The ratio of the gravity constant at sea level,
gn, to the gravity constant, 8m,as deteitniiied experimentally
in our physics laboratory, is

r\ %n 080.616 Laoo38351~`m = ~40
TheoreticalValue =1.0003847
ExpérimentalValue<= 1.0003835

Witha differenceofonly 0.0000012

Thé valueswereaveragedand roundedoffto Go =1 .000384,
whichis the most probable value of the gravity constant àt

the Morley kaboratory.
The algebraic sum, S, of these corrections becomes 2

= 0.000384W -f 0.000132W 0.000138W; therefore W +
0.000378W«» true volume of globes.

Thé followingtable gives the resultsof several concordant
measurementson each globe:

Tabi,b II

Volume Correction Correctedvolume

GlobeE 332.487g water 0.126 332.61 ccBooth
GlobeF 573-435g water 0.216 573.65 ccBooth
GlobeD 203 658g water o 077 203 765ce Germann
GlobeA 631.17 g water 0.238 631.41 ce Germann

Animportant sourceofsystematicerror that was neglected
until Rayleighcalledattention to it in 18881is the contraction
of the globe when it is evacuated, causingit to displace less
air than before and hence apparently to weigh more. To
correct this error it is necessary to find the amount of thé
contraction. Fig. 1 shows the globe enclosed in a stout
inverted bell jar supplied with a flat plate glass top which
couldbe clamped on tightly by thumb screws. This flat

plate had an inch hole provided with a one-holed rubber

stopper slit so as to permit putting it on the neck of the flask.

1Proc.Roy.Soc.,43,361-(̂1888);Chem.News,57,74(1888).
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The calibrated capillary tube was fitted into the lid by

grinding it into place in a hole through the plate. The bellgn t
jar was filled with water, the

rim greasedwithrubber-grease
and the flat plate clampedon

sothat thewater stoodat some

point in thecapillary theglobe
wasevacuated;the levelof the

water in thé capillary tube

noted; then air was allowed

to fill the globe mpidly and

the level of the water again
noted. Thé volume of thé

capillary between the two

points noted was the amount

of contraction of the globe.
The average of severaldéter-

minations was taken as the

final value. Results are in-

cludedin Table III.

The weights usedin this

work were gold plated brass

weights,suppliedby theSden*

tific Materials Co. and wereFig. l

carefully calibrated against a standard ten gram weight

(Reichsaastait) accordingto the Koblrauschmethod.

Table III

Gr^Sht C»0^^50"ce AirdispIacedperHter

_u.

offtask 1
Airdisplaoedperliter

Globe D ôsgrams 0.008 ce o 000047g Germann

Globe E 113grains 0.0232ce 0.00008 g Booth

Globe F 139 grams 0.0495ce o.oooio g Booth

Globe A r 13grams 0.040 ce 0.000074g Germann

An ordinary chemieal balance was employed. To in-

crease the accuracythe panswereremovedand lightaluminium
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trays were suspendedclose under the knife edgesby means
of fine platinumwire. Thèse trays were designedto receive
the weightsand leave the lowerpart of the balancecase free
to receivethe globesand their

counterpoises. The balance
case itself was surroundedby
a much largerglasscase with

doors openingfromthe front.
Across the top of this outer
case was stretched a nickel
wire from which the globes
with their counterpoiseswere

hungpreparatoryto weighing.
For the preparation and.

purificationof thesilicontetra-
fluorideused, specialformsof (
apparatus were e mp 1 oy e d.
The generator G (see Figs. 2
and 3) was made of a large
thick-walled round-bottomed

distilling flask, the neck of
whichbore two tubes, the de-

livery tube D and tube H for

admitting the sulphuric acid.
The reservoirRcontainingthe
conc.sulphuricacidwas made
ofa largecalciumchloridetube.
To controlthe amount of sul-

phuric acidbeingadmitted to

the flask,a needlevalve, con-

sistingof a largeglass stirring
rod, S, groundin place in the

smallend of the tube and held Kg. i

in placeat the top, was used. The adjustment wascontrolled

by meansof a threaded collarslippedover this rodand held in

place by sealingwax; this threaded collar engaged threads
of a brass nut fastened on a cork which fitted snugly in the
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upper end. When the needle valve was turned downinto

place, there wasfao difficultyin getting a perfect vacuumjn

'*)

w
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the flask.1 No heat was applied in generatinggas, the sand
bath being used merely as a support for the flask, and for

safety in case of accident.

The gas generated in the flask passed from the delivery
tube through adryingtube, Di,containingsevenalternate plugs
of glasswooland phosphorus pentoxideand then through tube
DI containingglass wool. In the first tube the plugs of glass
wool reacted with any hydrofluoric acid generated, forming
silicon tetrafluoride, the water fromthis reaction being ab-
sorbed by the phosphorus pentoxide. No action was ob-
served in this tube farther than the third plug.

From this pointthe gaspassed into the apparatus designed
for purificationby physicalmethods. Throughthe stopcock Si
gas entered directly into the liquéfaction bulbs Ti and T2
separated by stopcock Sa, each supplied with a manometer,
Mt and M3.

In distillingfrom one bulb to the other, a glasssleevewas

placed around the bulb from which the gas was distilling in
order to prevent superheating. To the distilling apparatus
a reservoir of about fifteen or twenty liters capacity
was connected through stopcock St. Each distilling bulb
was also connected through a stopcock, Sz and S4, to a
main line to which was connected'by means of stopcocks a

mercury pump, vacuometer, water suctionpump and a safety
manometer, Ml. To this mainline, through a series of drying
and absorption tubes carbon-dioxide-freeand water-free air
could be admitted through stopcock Si0. Through stopcock
Su gas was admitted to the globes and to the well of the
barometer. During distillation stopcocks Si, &, Sa, S4 and
S6were providedwith brass clatnps to withstand the pressure.

Manipulation

Beforebeginningthe measurementsthe globeswereclamped
in position and the entire apparatus was evacuated and

1Boththèsepiècesofapparatusandtheapparatususedforthedetermina-
tionofthecontractionoftheglobeswerehome-madeaffaire,butansweredtheir
respectivepurposesaswellas theimportedapparatus.
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allowedto stand over night iu contact with the phosphorus
pentoxidetube of the mercury pump.

Génération of Gas

The flask G was half filledwith a weUground mixtureof
one part calcium fluoride and two parts pure sea sand.
Broken pièces of soda glass were scattered over the surface
of this mixture to insure a large excessof silica. Then the
neck of the flask was drawn out and sealed off at N (Figs.
2 and 3). Sulphuricacid was placed in the reservoir R and
the ground valve openedenough to wet it and then reseated

tightly. The generating flask was evacuated and left to
stand over night in contact with phosphorus pentoxide in

Dl (Fig. 3). The large reservoir was similarlyevacuated as

completelyas possibleand the wholesystemwas left in con-

tact with the phosphoruspentoxide of the mercury pump
through St. Next morningsulpburicacidwas allowedto drip
slowlyupon the mixturein the generator,and the gas evolved

condensedin Ti by surroundingit with liquid air in a Dewar

flask,as at

When a sufficientquantity of the solid silicon tetra-
fluoridehad been condensedthe supplyof acid was shut off
and whengénérationceased,stopcockSiwasclosed.

Distillation and PurificationX

AU stopcocks commuuicatiag with the distilling tubes

were then clamped. The liquid air waschanged to surround

Tj, wbîle Ti was wiped with alcohol and the glass slèeve

slipped over it. (Fig. 3 shows this arrangement.) The

pressure in Tl was allowed to increaseuntil nearly ail the
silicon tetrafluoride was liquefied. The fractionation of the

liquid followed. The first and last fractions-no less than
200or300cubiccentimetersof gas in eachcase-were allowed
to escape by openingstopcock S2 and pumping off with the
water pump. The middle fraction was condensed in T2.
At least five such distillationswere made beforethe gas was

consideredto be pure. During the last two distillationsthe
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gas distilledat a constant pressureand the purified liquid was

perfectly limpid and colorless.
In the distillation of liquefiedgases a criterion of the

purity of the gas is given by the pressure exerted during the
distillation. The pressure remains constant as long as the

compositionof the distillate doesnot change and the distilla-
tion proceedsquietly.

StopcockS6was finally graduallyopened and the silicon
tetrafluoride distilled into the reservoir.

The difficulty attending the handling of silicon tetra-
fluoride is the constant necessityfor watchfulnessagainst the

presence of water vapor.. To make sure that the apparatus
was perfectiy dry, the whole system before filling was left
evacuated in contact with phosphoruspentoxide. The next

day the apparatus, including the density globes, was rinsed
three times with air, free from moisture and carbon dioxide,
admitting the air through stopcockSj0and pumping it out by
means of the water and mercury pumps. Then the rinsing
was continued using silicon tetrafluorideadmitted from the

large reservoir, until it was deemedthat the apparatus was
free from air. In this case, the evacuation was facilitated

by the use of liquid air, condensingall the gas used for rinsing
purposes in one of the condensingtubes, and evacuating from
this reducedvolume; it is evident that any non-condensable

gases wouldbe dragged into the condensingtube, along with
the silicon tetrafluoride. The residual pressure of silicon

tetrafluoride, by means of the vacuometer,and the tempera-
ture, were noted. The stopcocksof the globes and all stop-
cocks except Su were then closed. The connecting tubing
was then rinsed several times with dry air admitted slowly
through Sio. Stopcocks Sloand Su were then closed and the

globes removed. The rubber-greasewas washed from the
flat joints with ether and the globesand counterpoiseswere
washed with distilled water and wipeddry with a clean cloth
and then wiped bright with a pieceof good quality of white
silk which left no lint. The globesand counterpoises were

suspended in the outer balance case and weighed the next
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rnoraing. The weighings were carried out exactly as de-

scribed by one of us.t Globes D and E were allowed to

swingon the knife edges ten minutes, GlobesF and A, fifteen.

Three sets of weighings were made and the average of the

three weighingstaken

This represented the weight that had to be added to the

globe plus the small weight of silicon tetranuoride it con-

tained at a pressureof pmillimeters,to causeequilibriumto be

establishedwith the counterpoise. It wasnecessaryto correct,

then, for the small amount of silicon tetrafluoride still in the

globe; if V be the volume of the globeexpressedin ce, p the

pressure in millimeters read on the vacuometer, and T the

àbsolute tênipéràturë of thé gas whenÛie readingwas made,

the amount of the correction is given by the expression

4.684X 273X V X-p œ0.001682Vp
1000X760XT T

This correction is positive and must be added to the weight

found.

The globeswere then transferred to the laboratory, where

they wereplaced in position, and the pressurein eachmeasured

to be certain that no air had entered in the interval,carehaving

been taken to evacuateand rinsewith air and then silicontetra-

fluoride several times the spacebetween the stopcocksof the

globesand Sa.
The afternoon was devoted to the fractionation of silicon

tetrafluoride from the large reservoir and filling the globes

with it. A sufficientquantity for filling the globes was con-

densed in tube Ta and refractionated as already described.

The first and last fractions, noless than 200 or 300 ce of gas

in each case,were pumped off. The middle fraction was con-

densed in the second liquefaction tube. At least three such

distillations were made before the gas was considered to be

pure. Stopcocks connecting to the globes were then opened.

By loweringthe Dewar flask surrounding the distillingtube

containing the liquid silicontetrafluoride, the liquidgas was

allowed to distil slowly into the globes. When the pressure

1Jour.Phys.Chem.,ij>,466(i9»s)-
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of the gaseous silicon tetraftuoride in the globes neared 760
mm, the barometer was placed in communicationwith the

apparatus and distillationstopped when the pressure was ap-
proximately 762 min.1· Two pressure readings were made
on the barometer with the aid of the cathetometer and the

average of the readings taken. The thermometers accom-

panying the barometer were read as the pressure readings
were made. The globestopcockswere closedand then those

leading to the barometer.

After the silicontetrafluoridein the rest of the apparatus
had been recondensedin the distilling tube, the system was

thoroughly rinsed with dry air. This ended the operation of

filling. The globes 'were removed from the ice, cârefully
washed, wipeddry and placed in the weighingcase as before

to remain over night. Three weighingswere made the next

day. The averagesoftheseweighingswere the weightsof the

globes filled with silicontetrafluoride at the pressure P read
on the barometer.

On the afternoon after the weighing, the globes were

evacuated by condensing the gas in tube Tj and allowing
the gas to distil into the reservoir. This gas was thus con-

stantly being used and purifiedby fractionation. The globes
werethen weighedexactlyas alreadydescribed. The averages
of the corrected weightsof the globes evacuated before and
after fillingwere consideredthe real values of the weights of

the evacuatedglobes. Thenthe differencebetween the weight
of the filledglobeand that of the empty globegave the weight
of the gas it containedat zérodegrees centigrade and H mm

pressure.- The calculationof the gross weight of the liter

followedby the applicationof this formula:

760W
Jvgross–

HV

Where W is the weightof the gas found and hgmathe un-

corrected weight of the liter of gas. The corrections to'be
applied were as follows:

1 Application of barometer correction brought this value back to about

760 mm.
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1. A positive correction for the contraction of the globes

during evacuation. Since this contraction involves an ap-

parent increasein the weightof the globe whenitisevacuated,
due to the smaller volume of air displaced by it, the value

of the correction Cc is evidently given by the additional

weight of air that would be displacedif the globeswere not

evacuated. This weight on the basis of a liter, assumingthe

averageweightof a cubic centimeter of air in Clevelandto be

0.00117 g, and expressingthe amount of the contraction in

cubiccentitneters by C, is givenby
r> 1000X 0.00117X C 1.17C
w – y

Substituting thé values for thé contraction found for tbe

globesused in this formula,weobtainedthe positivecorrections

set downin Table III.

2. Correction for the buoyancy of air on the weights.
Since only those weights corne into considération that are

used to. replace the silicon tetrafluoridewhen thé globes are

einpty, the grossweights employedmay be neglectedand the

calculation made on the basis of a liter, 4.684 g. The

weightof air displaced,R,, using as the density of brass 8.5
and assumingthat all weights weremadeof brass' is givenby

“ 4.684X0.00117
Re = t = 0.0006445g,=

8.5
=0.445g

a negative correction.

3. Positive correction for the altitude or reduction to

sea level and 45 N latitude. This correction, G (see page
86 this article) is made as follows:

G = I,gnws(1.000384– 1.00) = 4.684X 0.000384= 0.00180

4. Correction for the compressibility of silicon tetra-

flucride. This correction was very smallbecause the pressure
at which the globes were closed before weighing,was always
as nearly as possibleequal to 760 mm, the average of the

pressuresused being 760.41mm. The value of the coefficient

ôf compressibilityfor silicontetrafluoridederivedfromcritical

data is, accordingto Jaquerod and Tourpaian,2

1SeeGrayandBurt:Jour.Chem.Soc.,95»1636(1909)-
Jour. Chim. phys., u, 3 (iç'i).
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A'q= 0.005244
760-76o-41andAp»0.00524X
–

'4I I, –0.00013g.

Applyingthese correctionsto the gross weight of the liter of

gaswe have the expression

W = I/gros. + Cf – R, + G + A.

In practice the correction for the contraction of the globes
during evacuation, Cc,was applied to the individualresults,
since the correction varied from globe to globe; the other
correctionswereapplied to the average obtained.

Results

The results obtained for the density of silicon tetra-
fluoride purifiedby fractional distillation under pressure as
described are tabulated in Table IV. Globe F was broken
when being taken from the ice in the secondmeasurement
and thereafter GlobeA took its place. Thé barornetricread-

ings in the third column are the corrected readings. Thé

gross weightin the fourth column is the weightof the silicon
tetrafluoride contained in the globe at the time of measure-
ment corrected for the inaccuracies of the weights. The
value Lg,,»sis obtainedby application of Boyle's law, while
in the next column the weight of the gross liter has been
correctedfor the contractionof the globes(secTable III).

Table IV

Measure- Comcted
Grosswei8ht L os9

Measure- Globe barometer Grossweight Lgron Lgrosa+ Cccul Globe
mtn s g8 g8

Cc

1 D 761.42 0.93755 4.59Z55 4-5926O
I M 761.42 ï. 53064 4-59332 459340
I F 761.42 2.63884 4-59213 4-59223
II D 759.76 0.94401 463430 4.63435
II E 759-76 1 .54031 463244 463252
III D 761.52 0.95586 4.68162 4.68167
III E 761.52 156036 4.68189 4.68197
III A 76152 2.96280 4.68285 4.68292
IV D 759-30 0.95343 4 68338 4.68343
IV E 759.30 1-55745 4.68682 4.68690
IV A 759.30 2.95274 4.68075 4.68082
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It will be rememberedthat we werecontinuallyre-usingand

purifying the same gas by fractionally distilling,and storing
in thé réservoir. It is apparent in Table IV, which records
the results of all measurementsmade by us, that the density
was progressivelyrising (correspondingto greaterpurity) until

the third set of measurements. In sets III and IV the results

wereconcordant. Thiswasconsideredan indexto the absolute

purity of the gas.1 Although at each fractionation the

liquefied gas seemed perfectly limpid and colorless,yet we

cannot consider that fact a sufficientcriterion and have used

only sets III and IV in the calculationof the finalresult.

The averàge of the valuesof the last two.sets.of.measure-
ments is Xgnw»+ Cc – 4.68295. The weight of the normal

liter becomes,using the values already foundforR,, G and A:

I*n « (Wo«+ C,)– R, + G + A = 4.68397g

Discussion of Résulta

As has been mentioned, the only value for the density
of silicon tetrafluoride whichmay be classedas modern that

to our knowledgehas been publishedup to the present time,
is that of Jaquerod and Tourpaian, who found

LN= 4-693g-

This value differs from the value found in this research by
two parts in one thousand, a differencewhich is too great to

be attributed merely to experimental error. The methods

used in both researches are standard methods, which have

been used successfullyby the same experimenterson other

gases.3

1Itisalsopossiblethatequilibriumhadnotbeenestabliahedbetweenthe
glassoftheglobesandthegas.

Ioe. cit.

Seetheauthors:WesternReserveUnivetsityBulletin,Vol.19,No.8,
page45(1916),on"TheDensityofAirinCleveland;"herethesameapparatus
wasused,andthevaluefoundforair,

htfair <" 1.29272 g

coincideswiththe averageof resultsofotherinvestigators.AlsoA.F. O.
Gernmnn,"TheDensityofOxygen,"Jour.Phys.Chem.,19,437(1915);and"The
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Henceit wouldseemthat the error must be found in another
direction. The purity of the gas employed may next be
considered. We have already pointed out that the gas we

used was used over and over, being subjected to renewed

purification after each set of measurements. The results
showthat by this procedure some impurity, lighter than the

gas in question, was progressively eliminàted, until in the
third set of measurementsthe purificationseemsto have been

complete, inasmuch as no further change in density was
found. It may be recalled at this point too, that our first
effortsat purification,by distillation under diminishedpres-
sure, wereentirely fruitless sof ar as the preparationof a pure
gas is concerned,the values so found having ail been too low.
In the preparation of the gas, it will be recalled,we used no

heat, but allowedthe reaction to go on at room temperature,
the heat of reactionbeing rather low, and in the presenceof a

large excessof finelydivided silica and of glass wool. This
was amplysufficientto arrest ail hydrogen fluoride,as at the
end of thé measurementsno part of the apparatus showedeven
the slightestetching. Jaquerod and Tourpaian, on the other

hand, carriedout the preparation of the gas by heating the

reacting materials, and subsequently passing the gas over

glasswoolat ioo° C. The preliminarywork of these authors

brought out the fact that when the gas was passedover red
hot glasswool,the resultswere too high,whichcausedthem to

suspect the formation of a sesquiftuorideof silicon.1 Hence
their adoptionof the lower temperature to removehydrogen
fluoride. They, however, gave no evidence which would
indicatethat the formationofsesquifluoridedid not take place

Densityof Air in Geneva,"Jour. Chim. phys.. ia, 103(1914),who foundthe
followingvaluesby the globemethod:

LN oxygen= 1.42905g
LitaiT =• 1.2930 g

Jaquerodand Tourpaian:Arch.Sci. phys. nat., (4) 31, 20 (1911), who found,
applyingthe principleof Archimedes,

I/Noxygen=»1.4290g.
1 Troostand Hautefeuille:Ann. Chim. Phys., (5) 7, 464(1876).
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at ioo° C. Assumingthe formulaof the sesquifluorideto be

SiiFc,by analogy with siliconsesquiehloride,a simple calcula-
tion will show that only 0.16 percent by weight of this im-

purity would suffice to raise the density of silicon tetra-

fluorideby two parts in onethousand. Moreover,the method
of fractional distillation used by Jaquerod and Tourpaian
is, to say the least, unsatisfactory,inasmuch as the distilla-

tion, or rather sublimation,proceedsonlyon the surface of the

solid, where less volatile impurities,having once collected on

the surface, may easily be carried along by the current of

volatilizing gas-a circumstance,besides, which was actually
observed in the courseof our preliminary experiments. This

is;~of~course;entirély pi~ev~ëntedby thé Iiqûéfaetionbf fhe gasis, of course, entîrely prevënted by the liquéfactionôf thé gas

by the application of pressure.
The theoretical value of the density of the normal liter

of silicon tetrafluoride,consideringthe molecularweight to be

J04.3,is lower than eitherof the valuesdiscussedabove.Our

value, 4.68397g, differsfrom it, therefore,much less than the

value found by Jaquerodand Tourpaian. Asthe fifth décimal

place has little significance,this maybe roundedoffto 4.6940g.
Conclusion

Considering the care taken in purifying the gas used in

thèse measurements, and the precautions taken generally

throughout this series of measurements,we believe that the

value for the density ofsilicontetrafluoridefound above more

nearly expresses the true density of the gas than any yet

published. We thereforeproposeas the weight of the normal
liter of silicon tetrafluoride,

h* = 4.684Og.
In conclusion, we wish to express our gratitude to the

I4nde Air Products Co., of Cleveland, who supplied the

liquid air for this research, and but for whosecoopération this

work could not have beencarried out.

The Morley Chemical Laboralory

Western Reserve University

Cleveland,Ohio

1 Astudy of this subjectwillbe undertakenin a separate paper.



MOLECULARATTRACTION. XIII. RELATIVE TOAN

ARTICLE BY A. P. MATHEWS11

BY J. E. MIU,S

It is always with regret that 1 publish an article only to

discuss the work of another. But a recent article by A. P.

Mathews contains so much of value that the article will re-

ceiveattention, and 1 thereforefeelcompelledto point out the

very erroneous ideas that he advances in explainingmy own

equationand the equation of Dieterici.

First. – It is obvious that two equations which are

simultaneous and true can be combined, and the resulting
combined equation will also be true. Consequently the

several equations that 1 have from time to time derived, and

several others that 1 have investigated, hâve been combined

with other equations in various ways. But I have con-

sistently refusedto combinethese equationswith the equation
of van der Waals,

i.
(P+~)(V-6)-RT,

becausethat equation, as is well known,is not correct.

In the above equation a/v2 is the term added in order to

allow for an effect produced by the cohesive or molecular

forces,and is usually termed internal pressure.
I have calculated and published an expressionfor the

internal pressure derived theoretically upon the assumption
of an inverse square law of force, and have accumulatedcon-

siderableevidence to show that my expressionis correct.

Now Mathews, in a round about way, as will be shown

later, simply substitutesmy (I think correct)expressionfor the

internat pressure for van der Waals' incorrectexpression,and

therebyis enabledto calculate"a" of van der Waals' equation

correctlyat the critical temperature. He is pleased with the

result (of that I am glad) and, by one of those oversights
which it is so difficult to avoid, thinks that this proves the

• Jour.Phys.Chem.,ao,554(1916).
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efficiencyofvan der Waals'equation and furnishesan explana-
tion of my own workon molecularattraction. As a matter

of fact the substitutionprovesnothing at all except that the

substitutedexpressionwas correctif the results obtained are

correct. Since,the substituted expressionwas my own, 1 at

least am gladif correctresultswereobtained. The correctness
or incorrectnessof the original equation of van der Waals
cannot of course be detertninedbysuch a substitution, and

some of Mathews' admirationof that equation for the results

he obtained ought in reason to have been distributed else-
where.

Mathews makes exactly the same mistake with regard
to an équation derived by Meterici and investigated and
extended by myself and others.

Needless to say, had Mathews reached his conclusions

directly he would not have fallen into the errors he made.

Probably he overlookedan article1by the author on internai

pressure. In that article, page 263, Equation io, there is

given for the internai pressure f in millimeters of mercury
the expression,

2. .“ 314142.
p-3J0.

where V is the volumeof one gram in cubic centimeters.

(So far as the critical temperature is concerned the calcula-

tion had been publishedseveralyears before.)

If we let a/v2 of van der Waals equal this expressionat

the critical temperature,we have, since V of van der Waals'

equation is the volumeofa gram molecularweight,

3.
a 3»4»4M' ““ 3i4'4 M*V/AM»2

3.
M~V~–––3––––'M'IV,2 3V,» 3

Changing from volume to density, and from pressure in

millimeters of mercury to calories we have the equation
in the formgivenby Mathewsas his Equation 26,

M'M2
4<

a~W-'

1Jour. Phya Chem., 19, 457(1915).
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If "a" is calculatedaccordingto this equationand sub-

stituted in van der Waals' equationthe operationis of course

identicallythe same operationas rubbingo/v4 out of van der

Waals' equation and writing in its placethe value given in

Equation2. Yetfrom this operationMathewsclaims to have

discoveredan explanationof my equation,calculating of my

équationin terms of "a" andfailing entirelyto realizethat the

operationhe performedwas the substitutionof my equationfor

theinternalpressicrefor vander Waals'expressionin toto. Nor

wasany attempt made to showthat "a" thus calculatedat the

critical temperature was a constant at other temperatures or

volumes.,
As regards Dietericï's equation I also showedin the

paper cited,' page 269, Equation 17, that the internalpressure

couldbe expressedas,

p
CRTCRT

5. P ~v~'

an equation probably exactly true only at the critical tem-

perature. Mathews similarly substitutes this expressionfor

van der Waals' a/v* and finds in consequencealso an "ex-

planation" of Dieterici's equation. SeeMathews'équations

14 and 15. CRT
r4 and

y.
a CRXor r>nf<xt6.

M~

Had Mathews taken a third expressionfor the internal

pressure at the critical temperaturegivenin the paper above

cited, namely,
< p

7.

namely,

y "=3ji *c *e>

he could in an exactly similar manner have derived a most

interesting "explanation" of the Clausius-Clapeyronthenno-

dynamicalequation.. Then findingthe minesorich he would

undoubtedlyhave suspected that it wassalted.

Second. – Mathewscompares the "a" calculated by

Equation 4 with the "a" calculatedby Equation6. Ofcourse

1Jour.Phys.Chem.,i$,*}?(1915).
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in comparing two functionsone can multiply or divide them

by any desiredquantitybut such multiplication adds nothing
new to a comparison,and the relation between and C for

30 substances is shown in Table 2, page 1120.1 Also the

equation

“
dP aR
dT V~

and the values of n' calculated by its aid are there shown.
Mathews' TablesIII andIV add absolutelynothing new.

Third.-The fact that

C=»lt>3^t energynecessaryto overcomemolecularattraction
- 3RT« T 2 Xkinetie energy of molécules

was pointed out by theauthor in 1909.* Compare this with
Mathews' statement at the bottom of page 575.

Fourth. – Mathews,in Equation 38, page 591, and Table

VI, gives the relation between the internal and the external
critical pressures also as something new brought to light by
his discussion. ThisEquation 38 is the same as myEquation
2is with the term "S" transposedfromone sideofthe Equation
to the other.

Fifth.-Mathews refers to Dieterici's equation for the
internai heat of vaporizationas being theoretically grounded
and says that my ownexpressionis an empirically discovered
relation. I have already tried to convince Mathews4 that

my equation was theoretically derived. It was entirely so
derived. No experimentalevidencewhateverwas examineduniil
the equationwas complete. Dieterici, on the other hand, has

this to sayaconcerninghis relation: "Die Beziehung,

X V10. X » CRTIn ï,,,yv

ist als richtig zu betrachten; das Resultat ist ohne jede

1Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,31,1099(1909).
llbjd.. 31, Ï117 (1909).

Jour. Phys. Chem., 19, 655 (1915).

Ibid.; x8, 104 (1914).
5 Drude'sAnn.,35,574(1908).
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hypothetische Annahme allein durch Berechnunggewonnen,

die sich unmittelbar auf das Beobachtungsmaterialstiitzt;

ist also als ein reinesBeobachtungsergebniszu betrachten."

Sixth.-On page 567 Mathews calculates the energy

required to get one moleculeinto the surface layer and then

multiplies this value by the number of moléculesto get the

total energy required. This procedure is contradictory to

the law of force he gives on page 589. If his argument on

page 567 is correct the forcemust vary as the mass and not

as the square of the mass. The same mistake is repeated

on pages 568 and 570. (Mathematically in my own work,

insofar as the mass is concerned,I can proceed as Mathews

does on page567,siricethe lawofattraction that I have found

to be true does require the force to be proportional to the

mass and not to the square of the mass.) 1 make the above

criticismhumblyas 1 fell into identicallythe sameerror in my

first paper.
Seuentk– On page 563 Mathews says, "since only the

vertical componentof the molecularmotions tends to carry

the moléculesfrom the liquid to the vapor, the increase will

be proportional to the cube root of the temperature interval

from the critical." See also page 571. If V' is the velocity

in any directionand x is the verticalcomponent,it is usually
V#2 a

supposed that – = *2.

In investigating the work of Goldhammer and Eôtvôs

and in attempting to find a simplerelation betweengravita-

tional, molecular,and chemicalforces, Mathews' work is of

real value. Whjle I do not agree perhaps with all of his

arguments, 1 particularly hope that his work in the latter

direction will,prove of real significanceand I do not see why

the errors pointed out in this article should affect the real

value of that work.

Summary

It is shown that Mathews in his recent discussions of

equations by Dieterici, Mills, and van der Waals, simply

substitutes for the internal pressureterm in the last equation
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the more correct expressionspreviouslyderivedand published

by the author from the first two équations. Consequently
bis conclusionsas regards these three équations are wrong.
Other mistakes are mentioned. The essential part of his

work on the relations of Goldhammerand Eôtvôs and on the

attractive forcesis not vitiated by these mistakes."

Unimàlyoj SouthCarolina
Columbia,S. C.
Oct.14,içiô

C.



THE PASSIVESTATE OF METALS

BY C. W. BBNNBTT AND W. S. BURNHAM

The phenomenonof passivity was probably first noted

with iron,1when treated with concentrated nitric acid. Thé

generalproperty bas later been found iftarked in the»casesof

aluminum, chromium, nickel, tin, and cobalt. Passivity2

is also found in the cases of tungsten, molybdenum, silver,

bismuth, platinum, zinc,magnesium,copper,lead, columbium,

vanadium, niobium, ruthénium, gold, tantalum, uranium,

manganese, and to some extent probably with most of the

metals under extrême conditions. Attempted explanations

of the facts of passivity have dealt largely with iron, conse-

quently in this discussioniron will be studied more in detail

than other cases of passivity. The other metals will be con-

sideredbowever.

The passivestate of iron is a condition,which it acquires

when it is exposedto the action of oxidizingagents, whereby

its surface becomesmore noble, in other words its solubility

is decreased. The singlepotential is a noble one, rather than

the less noble one associated with iron itself. The measure-

ment of this potential has been used to test the presence

of the passive state.3 It has led to many contradictions,

however, on account of the fact that different solutions are

used and differentvalues obtained. Furthermore, too much

depends on the method of measurement. The non-replace-

1K.eir:Phil.Trans.(orig.),80,339(1790);AbridgedbyHutton,Sbaw

andPearson(1809),16,694(1785-1790)-
SeeDunstanandHill:Jour.Chem.Soc.,90,1853(«9»1).

» Keir: Loc. cit; Wetsdar: Schweigger's Jour., 56» 206 (1829); Fechner:

IWd., 53, 61, 139, 151 (1828); Joute: Phil. Mag., (3) »4» 106 (1844); Beetz:

Pogg. Ann., 67, 186, 365(1846); Corsepius: Beiblâtter, 11, 27» (1887); Disserta-

tion, Munich (1886); Martens: Mém. de l'Acad. de Bruxelles, 19, 3 (184s);

Hittorf: Zeit. phys. Chem., 34, 385 («900); Michell: Arch. Sci. phys. et nat.,

(4) 10, m4 (igoo); Finkelstein: Zeit. phys. Chem., $9, 91 (1902); Ftedenhagen:

Ibid., 43, 1 (1903); Mutbtnann and Itrauenberger: Sitzungber. kgl. bayr.

Akad., 34, aio (1904).
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ment of copper or silver ions has also been used.i The use

of nitric acid of such strength that passive iron when placed
therein remains passive but in which active iron dissolves

readily,2is the most satisfactory criterion of passivity. For

the sake of uniformity, since there are degrees of passivity,
we may take Heathcote's test for the passive state of iron.8

He employed nitric acid, testing the chemical.action. "The

rod was regarded as passivewhen after plunging in 1.2 nitrie

acid, and shaking for a moment in the acid and then holding

motionless,no chemicalaction couldbe detected at the surface

by the unaided eye, the temperature of the acid being about

I5o-i7° C." The nitric acid referred to above is 1-.20specific

gravity. -- • •- •....• •

A number of investigations have been made on passive

iron, and the reaction has been considered from a number of

viewpoints. Keir4noted that onlystrong nitric acid rendered

iron passive, and that when passive iron was scratched, or

brought in contact with active metal, it becomeactive.

These experiments seem to have been lost sight of and

the facts were rediscovered by Wetzlar.6 The position of

Wetzlar:Schweigger'sJour.,49,470(1837);Fischer:Pogg.Ant».,6,
41(1876);Wôbler:Ibid.,8$,448(1853);Senderens:Bull.Soc.chim..Paris,
»Si69»(1806);17,279(1897);deBrenneville:Jour.IronandSteelInst,sa,
40(1897).

'Herschel: Ann. Chim. Phys., (3) $4, 87 (1833); Schônbein: Pogg.

Ann., 37, 390, 590 (1836); Mousson: Ibid., 39, 330 (i836);Bibl. univ. de Genève

(Sept.. p. r65 (1836)); Faraday: Phil. Mag., (3) 9, 53. 132(1836); Noad: Ibid.,

(3) 10, 276 (1837); (3) 48 («838); Herschel: Ibid., (3) «, 329 (1837); Renard:

Comptes rendus, 79, 159. 508 (1874); de Regnon: Ibid., 79» 299 (1874); Varenne:

Ibid., 89, 783 («879); 90»998 (1880); Nichols: Am. Jour. Sd., (3) 31»'73 (1886);

Nichols and Franklin: Ibid., (3) 34, 419 (1889); Belck: Dissertation, Halte,

a. s. (1888); Gautier and Charpy: Comptes rendus. lia, 1451 (1891); Andrews:

Proc. Roy. Soc., 49, 120 (1891).

JHeatncote:Jour.Soc.Chem.Ind.,26, 899(1907)-I shouldstate
berethatthefreestusehasbeenmadeoftheexcellentbibliographyinthisarticle,
aswcllasthatinByers'papernotedbelow.

4 Phi). Trans., Loc. cit. Bergman it seems also noted that iron did not

dissolve in silvernitmte solution. Phil. Trans. (orig.), 80, 374 (1790)- Abridged

by H., S., and P. (1809), 16, 703 (1785-1790).
&Webslar: Schweigger's Jour., 49, 470 (1827); 50, 88, 129 (1827); 54,

3«4 (1828); 56, 206 (1829); 38, 302 (1830). See also Broconnot: Ann. Chim.

Phys., (2) 53i 388 (1833); Pogg. Ann., 29, 174 (183a).
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passive iron in the electroehemicalseries was determined by
Fechner.i

Westlar2attributed the inability of ironto replace copper
aftet being placed in silver nitrate, to the assumption of a

negative chargeby the part immersed.
Herschel3published the first results explainingpassivity

on the basis of electricalphenomena. Publishingin 1833,the
results of his work in x825, he says that "passive [préparé]
iron may be withdrawn from the acid and exposedto the air,
dipped in water or ammonia without regaining acitivity
[la propriétéd'être attaquéepar l'acide nitrique]. It may be
touched lightly in the acid or in the air with gold, silver,
pîatinum; mercury,glass, and many other.substances without

destroying the passive state. But if the surface be rubbed

vigorously, giving intimate contact, for instance; if it is
scratched with the edge of a piece of glass, the passive state
is destroyed Onthe other haod, if passiveiron in wa^er,
air, or in the acid, be touched with'copper, zinc, tin, bismuth,
antimony, lead, or active iron, passivity is destroyed If
a long iron wirepassivated and moistenedwithacid is touched
with copper at one end, while suspended in air, tbe surface
becomesbrown, not instantaneously, and all at once,but by a

progressive[successivement]movement, spreading,so to speak,
from the end touched to the other.Once passivified,iron
resists nitric acid of the concentration in whichit was passi-
vated, or evenmoredilute, whichshowsthat these phenomena
are due,not to a lackofsolvent for the iron salt, butrather to a
certain permanentelectricalconditionof thesurfaceof the metal.
This viewpoint is strengthened by followingexperiments.

1Fecfaner:Schweigger'sJour.,53, 129(1828);seealsoIbid.,53,151
(1826);Pogg.Ann.,47,t (1839).

'Ann.desMines(ThirdSeries),a, 322(1832);Mag.Pharm.,1830.
Thereferencesprintedin italiesbavenotbeenchecked.Thesepublications
werenotreadilyavailable.TheaboveWestlarisprobablythesameasWetzlar,
theformerbeinga Frenchmisspellingof theGerman"Wetzlar."Thishow-
evercouldnotbe determinedwithcertainty,becausetheoriginalpaperof
Westlar(sic)wasnotavailable.

'Herschel: Ann. Chim. Phys., (2) 54, 87 (1833); Pogg. Ann., 32, 211x

(«834); Phil. Mag., (3) 11, 3s9 (1837).
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"A pieceof iron wirewas coated with wax in the center,
so that the piecewas dividedinto two parts. Whenthis wire

was put. into strong nitric acid, action stoppedon each end

at the same time; when one end was touched with copper,
action started simultaneouslyon each end. [whenhoivever]J
the iron was withdrawnfrom the acid into the air, and then

touched, the action started at the end touched and ran the

whole half of the wire, but was stopped by the wax." In

this condition,if the wire is dipped into the dilute acid, the

whole was observed to become active, although the experi-
ment wasperformedin a little differentway.

Schônbeinwhosuggestedthe term passivitynext studied

thé sttbject.1 He fonnd that whena part of an iron rod was

passivated, by dipping deeper into the dilute acid a larger
surfacecouldbe passivated. If two piecesof iron, one active

and the other passive were partly immersed in dilute nitric

acid, and then electricallyconnectedoutside of thé acid, the

active rod becomespassive if the immersedsurfaceis not too

great. If the surface is much greater than the immersed

area of the passive rod, the latter will becomeactive. The

combination becomes passive or active depending on the

relative areas of the originalactive and passiverods. It was

also found that iron could be passivated when made anode

in nitric acid, and that the passive state was destroyed by

touching the iron with the negative electrode. With the

sourceof current used, the circuit had to be closedby putting
the iron in the acid, otherwisepassivity was not produced.
When there was set free at the iron surface any substance

likechlorinewhichhas a "strong affinity."for iron, nopassivity
could be produced. Iron was, therefore, made passive when

anode in nitric acid,sulphuricand phosphoricacids,but could

not be made passive under these conditionswhen chlorides,

bromides,fluorides,or iodideswereused.

1 Schônbein: Phil. Mag., (3) 9, 53, 259 (1836); (3) 10, 133, 172,367, 425,

438 (1837); (3) n, 544 (1837); Pogg. Ann., 37, 390. 59O (1836); 38, 444. 493

(«836); 39» 131, 34*. 35» (1836); 40. '93. 631 (1837); 41, 41, 55 (1837); 43» ».

13. 89. 103 (1838); 57, 63 (1843); 59, «49. 4« (1843); Bibl. univ. itouv Série,

ç, 4,t6; t8, 366; Arch. de l'Éledr., 3, 269 (1842).
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He concluded that bismuth' could be passivated, but

cobalt and nickelcould not.

Faraday2in answer to a request of Schônbein to explain
his results noted that active iron in 1.25acid was made passive
by touching with gold, platinum, or carbon. Oxide films,
which are invisible to the naked eye, and also insoluble in
nitric acid,are formedby heating iroo in air or oxygen. Since

such a protectionof the metal is possible,and on account of
the fact that all passivifyingprocessesare oxidationprocesses,
Faraday concluded,that "the surfaceof the iron is oxidized,
or that the superficialparticles of the metal are in such re-

lation to the oxygen of the electrolyte, as to beequivalent
to an oxidation..

"The state seemsto me to be one of a very délicate equi-
librium of forces, though of course that condition of things
which can produceit can also retain it; and this notion seems
to be confirmedby the intermitting actionoriginallymentioned

by Herschel."

Nickles3showedthat nickelandcobaltmay alsobe passive.
Nichols and Franklin4 showed that passive iron dissolves

slowly in nitric acid. Buff6 showed that aluminum was

passive under a variety of conditions. Beetz6reviewed and
tested previous work but developed very little otherwise.
This is alsotrue of the large volumeof the literature published
from the time of Faraday's and Schônbein's work,7 until
Hittorf revivedinterest in passivityby his work on chromium.

lSeeAndrews:Phil.Mag.,(3)12,305(1838);Pogg.Ann.,45,121
(1838);Proc.Roy.Soc.(London),46,176(1889)148,116(1890)149,481(1891);
Nature,43,358(1891);Beiblâtter,14,1144(1890);15,438(1891).

3Faraday:ExperimentalRestarches,8thSéries,sec.947-996andVol.
2,237;Phil.Mag.,(3)9,53.«" (1836);(3)10,175(1837).

• Nickles:Comptesrendus,37,284(1853);Pogg.Ann.,90,331(1853).
4NicholsandFranklin:Loc.cit.
• Liebig's Ann., 103, «65 (1857).
•Beetz:Pogg.Ann.,6»,«34(1884);63,415(1844);67,186,365(1846);

Areh.del'Électr.,4,$09,600;Rep.derPhysik,8,z$6(i&$ç);Pogg.Ann.,127,
45(1866);Wied.Ann.,a, 94(«877);MûnchBer.,1875,59; Pogg.Ann.,156,
464(«87S).

7Thislisttakenfromtheseveralreviewsofthesubjectreferredtobelow
containsréférencesnotheretoforegivendowntothe.workofHittorfonchromium
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A number of solutions besides nitrie acid may develop

the passive state of iron without the aid of an external current.

Keir passivified iron with a solution of silver nitrate; Kirwan

used lead nitrate; Boutmy and Château,1 potassium perrnan-

(1898). Kirwan: "On Pidogiston," Précipitationof Metals, p. 244(1780);

Vanquelin:Scherer's AUg.Jour. Chem.,3. 331 UfÇÇ),Thenard: Ann. Chim.,

36, 59 (1805); Sylvester: Gehlen's Jour. Chem. Phys., l, 539 (1806); Davy:
Gilbert' s Ann.,gi, 306(«815);Pbll. Trans.,«6, Pts. 3-3, 383(1826);Anu.Cbitn.

Phys.. (2) 3J, 276 (1836);Pfaff: GUbert's Ann.. 69, 84 (1821);Schweigger's

Jour., 33»77 (i8ï8); Oersted:Anu. Chim. Phys., (t) a», 358 (J823);Avogadro:

Ibid.. (1) 22, 361 (1823);Marianinl: Schweigger'sJour., 40, 45a (1827);Ann.

Chim. Phys., (s) 45, 40 (1830); De la Rive: Ibid., (2) 36, 34 («827);

Pogg.Ann., 10,425 (1827);Arch.del'ÉtecIr.,No.$, 367;Schweiggerand Siedel:

Schweigger'sJour., 53, 167(1828);Van Beek:Pogg.Ann., ia, 274 (1828);Ber-

zèlîus: Jahrbuch, 8, 104 (1829);Danielï: PKÎ1.Trans., iâ6, 114(1836); Wart-

mann: Essai historique sur les phénomènesde l'electrochimk(1838);Maas:

Bull. Acad. roy. de Bruxelles,6, and Pt., 438 (1839); Chateau and Boutmy:

Cosmos,19, 117; Grove: Phil. Magi, (3) IS»«9* («83?);Pogg. Ann., 48, 300

(1839);49, 600 (1840};63, 434(1844);Arch de l'Ékclr., 4. 161; Martens; Pogg.

Ann., 85, 437. 612 (1842);61, 121 (1844);63, 4»a («844);BuU.Acad. roy. de

Bruxelles,7, ist Pt., 393 (t84o); Millon: Pogg.Ann.,57, «89 (1842);Comptes

rendus, 21, 47 (1845);Ohm: Pogg. Aon., 63, 389 (1844);Phillips: Phil. Mag.,

(3) 33, 509 (1848);Wôhler:Pogg.Ana., 8s, 148(1852);Liebig'sAnn., 8a, 248

(1852);Wheatstone: Phil. Mag., (4) 10, 143(1855);Heerer: Mitt. Gewerlmr:

Hannover,342 (iSss); Osann: Pogg.Ann., 96, 498 (185s); Wôhler and Buff.

Liebig'sAnn., 103, ai8 (1857):Kestner: Ann. Chim.Phys., (3) 53»33o(1859);
Anon.: Jour, prakt. Chem., 83, 209 (1861); Heldt: Ibid., 90, 257-

288 (1863):St. Bdmé: Comptes rendus, 51, 5o7 (i86o); 53, 930 (1861); 106,1

1079 (r888); 109, 304 (1889);Peretli: (Pamphlet)Dell' Azione chimicadell'

Acquasopra i Soli e sopra.gli Acidi, Rome (1861); Ordway: SiUiman'sAm.

Jour. Sci., (2) 40, 316 (1865);Jour, prakt. Chem.,99, 366 (1866);Tomlinson:

Proc. Roy. Soc. (London).16,403 (1868);17,240 (1869);18, 533 (1870);Phil.

Mag., (4)34, 136, 229(1867)Jour. Chem.Soc.,33,«s (1869) Caittetet:Comptes

rendus, 68, 395 (1869);Ducretef. Jour. Phys., 4, 84 (187s); Comptes rendus,

80, 280 (1875); Moisson: Ibid, 84, 1296 (1877); 86, 600 (1878);

Ramann: Ber. Deutsch. chem. Ges., 14» r43o (1881);Bibart: Nature, 24, 179

(1881);Oberbeck: Wied. Ann., 19, 6as (t883); Laurie: Phil. Mag., {5) sa, 213

(1886);Streintz: Wied. Ann., 33, 116(1887);34»7S1(1888);Veley:Proc. Roy.

Soc.,46, 316 (i889);48. 4S8(i8go); Jour. Chem.Soc.,60, 5»5(1891);Neumann:

Zeit. phys. Chem., 14, 193 (1894);Ditte: Comptes rendus, 110, 573 («890);

128,19s (1899);Ann. Chim. Phys., (7) 16,152(1898);Pollak:Comptesrendus,

134, <443(1897);Gratz: Wied. Ann., 6a, 323 (1897);Askenasy:Zeit. Elektro-

chemie,4, 70(1897);Lécher:Sitzungsber.Akad.Wiss..Wieu,107,2a, 739 (1898);

Guthe: Phys. Rev., 15, 327 (1902);Bredig and Haber: Ber. Deutsch. chem.

Ges., 31, 2741 (1898);Scott: Wied. Ann,. 67,388 (1899).
1

Cosmos, iç, 117.
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ganate and dichromate,chloricacid, and arsenicacid; Schôn-

bein, mercuric nitrate and sulphuric acid to which nitrous
acid is added; Wetzlar, copper potassium tartrate and am-
moniacal copper solution; while Beetz used chromic acid.
Varenneshowed that compressednitric oxidewill make iron

passive. Young and Hogg1have shown that iron whenbe-

comîngpassive may adsorb weighable amounts of nitrogen
peroxide,and that on exposureto moist atmospherethiscornes
out with the formation of drops of acid on the piece ofmetal.

Boutmy and Chateau with Muthmann and Frauenberger
have shownthat oxygenfrom the air will develop the passive
state of iron. Renard claims that the vapors of strotjg nitric

acid will causepassivity.
The process is not instantaneous, but a certain time is

used to develop the state. This time varies with the condi-
tions of electrolyte, temperature, etc. It is found, however,
that the time required for passivity varies.inverselywith the

oxidizing(in a general sense) power of the solution. If the
métal be made anode, the time required for passivity varies

inverselywith the current density witb the exceptionthat at
low current densities, iron, for instance, does not go passive
at all. With.an anode voltage less than 0.652no passivity
occurred in sulphuric acid. As anode the metal becomes
more noble gradually until finally it reaches practically a

stationary state at about –0.75 volt (absolute), in sulphuric
acid. A sample of the metal seldom acts the same in being
passivatedrepeatedly. 1

The active condition is restored by making the metal
cathodeor bringingit in contact with the cathode, by stirring

1Youngand Hogg:Jour. Phys. Chem., 10, 617 (i9»5); see alsoWeber:
Jour. prakt. Chem.,114,342 (1873).

»Heathcote: 1. c; for other reviews see Schônbein;Dos Verbattendfs
Eisenszum SauerstoffU837);Benselius:Lehrbuch,Vol. II, 629 (1844);Wiede-
mflnn:Lehrbuchder Klektricitdt,Vol. II, 812 (1894);Ostwald:Blektrochemie,
696(1896);Sackur:Chem.Ztg.,28, 954(1904);Fredenhagen:Zeit. phys.Chem.,
63, i (1908);Byers: Jour. Am. Cbem. Soc.,30, 1718 (1908); Grave:Jahrbuch
der Radioaktivitàtu. Elektronik,S, 91 (191/); Priend: TheCorrosionof Iron
andSteel.Chap.12(Longmans),1911;Senter:Traas. FaradaySoc.,9, 2o3(1914).
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or scratching. Keir and Buff noted that passive iron becomes

active when placed in water. Noad found that dilute nitric

aciddestroyedpassivity. Scbônbeinfound that either chlorine

bromine, hydrochloricacid, sulphuriOacid, or potassium chlo-

ride solution restored the active state. This change is just
the reverse of the passivifyingoperation. The metal becomes

less noble until finally activity is restored. Consideringthe

voltage-time curve of either process, there is a more or less

rapid rise or drop to au intermediatevalue wbere the voltage

is very nearly constant with time, and then another rather

sudden rise or fall of the voltage, and the métal is no longer

active or passive as the case may be. Above this nearly

constant voltage the métal is alwayspassivewhilebeîbwthis,

it is always active. Martens claims that passive iron when

placed in an activifying solution of copper sulphate becomes

coated with a good deposit of copper,very different from that

obtained by immersing iron in the copper solution. This

shows probably that the activation is a processwhich exposes

the metal surfacesonly gradually. Belek and Varenne claim

that passive iron becomes active when placed in a vacuum.

Heathcote, however,has shownthat iron may be kept passive

in a vacuumforhours. Spots ofactivity may occur, however,

and some of the samples becomeactive under such influence.

While iron is passive it is really dissolving. Faraday

showed that iron as anode in nitric acid dissolves slowly.

Heathcote showed that the rate of solution is the following.

The current was0.085ampere for 18minutes.

Spécifiegravity Iron dissolved
of nitric acid Gram

1.40 0.0141

I.30 0.0108
LIS 0.0079

Without the current the indicationsare that the rate of solu-

tion is less the more dilute the acid, although this cannot

be said with certainty since there are so many factors that
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may vary. It is impossible to measure the solubilityunder
such conditions. The phenomenon must, therefore, be con-
sidered as dynamic rather than static. In fact, Heathcote

emphasizes this when he says "the appellation 'passive' is

only true so far as the sense of sight is concerned;passive
iron isreally the seat ofa multitude ofchanges."

This is realized wheu one considers the pulsation of ac-

tivity and passivity mentioned by Herschel. In passivifying
a pieceof iron a surge or pulsatory movementof the zone of

passivity back and forth very often occurs. In fact, if two

strips of iron are connected to a galvanometerand dipped in
a passivifyingsolution, there will be a pulsation of current
baek and forth. This may be followed on a rod by wâtching
the evolution of gas. When passive iron is touched with. a
less noble metal a surge back and forth will occur. Pulsa-
tions often take place just before passive iron becomesactive
whenplaced in dilute nitric acid.

A number of the properties of passive and active iron
have been studied in attempts to explain passivity. The

reflectingpower of the material in the two states has been
measured.'1 Apiece of iron was polishedand madeanodeand
cathode successively in a passivifyingsolution. Oxygenwas

depositedat the surface as anode and hydrogenat the surface
as cathode. No differencein the reflectingpowerof the anode
and cathode was noted, .although the method was claimedto
be sufficiently accurate to detect a film of oxide, 0.8/tm
thick in the case of lead. This caused these observersto say
there couldbe no oxidefilm present.

Since the above experiment sbowed negative results in

distinguishingby physical means between active and passive
iron, somephysical properties which show differencesmay be
given. When aluminum is made anode in sulphuric acid,
for instance, it is covered with an insolublefilmofoxidewhich
contains some gas in its pores. This covering may be con-
sidered as a di-electric where the metal and electrolyteform

MüllerandKônigsberger:Zeit.Electrochemie,13,659(1907);Phys.
Zeit.,Si4*3.797(1904);6,847(1905); 796(>9o6);Beiblâtter,29,711(1905).
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the two conductors. The arrangement may be considered

an electro-static condenser1wbich will show "capacity."

Passive iron in most casesshows such capàcity,l while active

iron does not. The experimentersconclude that a solid film

must be assumedto explaintheir results.

When a polished metal plate is exposed to ultraviolet

Ught, it readily loses a negative charge, becoming positively

charged. A measure of this loss of negative charge is known

as the photo-electric effect of the métal. This has been

measured and it was found that active iron exhibits a strong

photo-electriceffect,whilepassive iron showsmuch less, and

sometimesscarcely a measurableeffect.8 Metals exposed to

air show photoelectric fatigue or a decrease in the photo^

electric activity. This falls in line -with the stàtements of

Muthmann and Frauenbergerthat atmosphericair may passi-

sivify iron. Just as iron may show degrees of passivity,

so does it show degrees of photo-electric activity. Thé

phenomena of chemical àctivity and photo-electric activity

of iron vary concomitantly,and have, therefore, been referred

ultimately to the samegeneralcause.

Faraday's explanationof the passivity of iron was more

or less accepted, and Wiedemannrather without evidence

put down the oxideas FejO4,which has gradually crept into

the text-books and some of the literature on the subject.

This view was called in question when the next important

case of passivity was studied. Hittorf4 showed that when

chromium is dipped in oxidizingsolutions it becomespassive,

and is morenoble than silveror mercury. It does not reduce

gold, platinum, or palladium chloride even at the boiling

temperature. Evidently the solutionswere not concentrated.

The temperature probably was not much above ioo° C.

See Scbulze:Tram.FaradaySoc.,9,268(1914).
Gordon and Clark: Jour. Am. Chern. Soc., a8, IS34 («906); Zeit. Ekk-

trochemie, m, 769 (1906).
» Allen: Proc. Roy. Soc., 88, A, 70 (i9'3)i Trans. Faraday Soc., 9, 247

(1914).
4Zeit. phys. Chem., 2$, 729 («898); 3». 4»i (1899); Zeit. Elektrochcmie,

4,48a (1898); 6, 6 (1899); SitoungsberickteBerliner Akademie, Mar. to (1898)-

Zeit. phys. Chem.. 34. 3»5 (1900); Zelt. Elektrochende, 7, 168 (1900).
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It was found that chromium could be passive or active in
the same solution when the chromiumwas anode, depending
on the temperature. Chromium as anode dissolves in zinc
chloride solutions at ordinary températures as hexavalent
ion and the metal is in its noble condition. In other words,
it is passive. At elevated temperaturesunder the same con-
ditions otherwise, the chromium is active and dissolves as
bivalent metal. In the caseof ZnCl2,the temperature has to

be 1300C. In this state chromiumislessnoblethan hydrogen.
In an alcoholic solution of zincchloride Hittorf daims

thàt chromium dissolvesas trivalent ion, and the metal oc-

cupies an intermediate state in the voltaic series. This has
later been shownto be due to expérimentalerror.1 Some al-
cobolis oxidizedto aldehyde. If this is neglectedthe valence

may range from 2.25 to 11.9,dependingon the conditions of

temperature and current density. The morealcoholoxidized
the higher the apparent valenceof the chromium.

Active chromiumreplaceshydrogenand formschromium

iodide, when placed in bydriodic acid, but passivechromium
isnot affectedby hydriodicacidoreven as anode in potassium
iodide. Furthermore chromiummay be made to assume the

passive state, when made anode in potassiumiodide solution.
Thiswas consideredas conclusiveby Hittorf that the passivity
ofchrotnium was net due to an oxidefilm. He also included
iron with nickel and cobalt in this class, sincehe showed that
these metals may assume the passive state. He concludes
that passivity is due to a strainedorcoercedcondition (Zwang-
zustand) of the metal whereby it dissolves with .different
valences. There is no attempt to determine what causes
the change in the metal.

Nickel in air is passive. It willnot replacecopper from

copper sulphate. Nickel is passive as anode in sulphuric
acid,2or sulphates, nitrates, and alkalies Byers claims prac-

1Kuessner:Zcit.Elcktrochemie,16,769(1910).
Le BlancandLevi:Boltzmann'sFestschrift,183(1904);Riesenfeld:

Zeit.Elektrochemie,12,621(1906);ThielandWindelschmidt:Ibid.,13,737
(1906);Sackur:Ibid.,14,607(«908);Byers:Jour.Am.Chem.Soc..30,1741
(1908);Alvares:Zeit.Elektrochemie,15,142(1909);SchochandRandolph:
Jour.Phys.Chem.,14,719(1910);Schocb:Trans.FaradaySoc.,9,274(1914).
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tically no solution of a passive nickel anode, while Sackur

claims that it dissolves slowly. The passivity is hindered

by rise in temperature.
Cobalt may be made passive as anode in carbonates,

bichromates,oxalates,and alkalies. In sulphatesthe passivity

is periodicand occursonlyat high current densities.

Grube1has shownthat iron, lead, silver,and zincbecome

passive when made anode in alkaline solutions of potassium

ferrocyanide. Anodes of iron, nickel, cobalt, copper, lead,

and silver becomepassive in neutral solutions of potassium

ferro-cyanide. He observes that passivity is accompanied

by the appearanceof a visiblefilm.

Magnésium*wilï becomepassive anodically ;and under

such conditionsdissolveswith a valence of nine.

Tin becomes passive in sodium stannate solutions8

anodically.
The passivity of aluminum, coupled with its "valve

action," has been studied closely.4 The film whicb is un-

questionablypresent is a nonconductingone,hence it is prob-

ablynot continuous. Afilmofgas servesto givethe aluminum

electrode "cspacity. Aluminum is passive in air, and re-

IGrube:Zeit.Blektrochemie,18,189(19»*);Trans.FaradaySoc.,9,

314(1914)-
Baborovsky: Zeit. Elektrochemie, 11, 465 (1905).

IIEckardt:Zeit.phys.Chem.,g6,391(»9o6).
« Buff: Uebig's ADn., ioa» 265 (1857); Beetz: Wied. Ann., a, 94 (1877);

Pollak: Comptes rendus, 124, 1443 (1897); Graetz: Zeit. Elektrochemie, 4, 67

(1897); Norden: Ibid., 6, 15s. «88 (1899): Ditte: Ann. Chim. Phys., (7) 16,

152 (1898); Comptes rendus, xto, 573 (1890); *»8> *95 (1899); Gutfae: Phys.

Rev., 15, 327 (1902); Burgess and Hambeuchen: Trans. Am. Electrochem.

Soc, 1, 147 (1902); KOnig: Elektrotechn. Zeit, 23, 474 dtxw); Taylor and

IngHs: Phil. Mag., (6) S, 301 (1903); Nodon: Electrocheœ. Ind., i, »22, 384

(1903); Int. Elect. Cong. (St. Louis), 1, 5»» (1904); Elcctrocheroist, 3, 4M,

772 (1904); Fischer: Zeit. Elektrochemie, 10, 869 (1904): Cook: Phys. Rev.,

18, 33 (1904); Charters: Jour. Phys. Chem.. 9, no (190J); Zimmerman: Trans.

Am. Blectrochem. Soc., S. >47 («904); 7, 3°9 (»9os); Sebor and Simek: Zeit.

Etektrochemie, 13, 113 (1907); Bairsto: Trans. Faraday Soc., 8, "23* (1912);

on the behavior of several metal anodes, see Schulze: Drude's Ann., as, 9»9

(1906); sa, 543 (»9o6); 23, 226 (1907); M, 43 (1907); »5. 775 (1908); Zeit. Elek-

trochemie, 14, 333 (1908); 18» a» (i9«); Trans. Faraday Soc., 9, 266 (1914).

6 Schulze: 1.c.
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mains so in solutionswhicbdo not attack the oxidecovering.
It is supposed that this film consistsl of a very thin non-

porous layer of oxide, coveredby a porous one, with gas oc-

cluded in the pores of the outer film. The outer filmmay
slowly dissolve, white the inner one becomes porous and is

replacedby a newoneformedby theoxygenliberated,breaking
through the originalfilm.

Under conditions of high current density, low tempera-
ture, and strong sulphuric acid, lead as anode dissolves as

tetravalent lead.2 Whitewe do not know what the potential
of the lead'is, this is a caseof retarded solution, strictly anal-

ogous to the passivity of chromium.
À lead anode in ditute sulphuric acid, for instance, be-

comes covered with lead dioxide, in quantities such that
there is no question about the film. The combination is

noble, and the filmis destroyedby bydrochloricacid. When
thus protected by oxide, the leaddissolvesonly slowlyin sul-

phuric or nitric acid.

Attempts have been made to induce passivity of lead

anodicallywithout a visiblefilm.3 The results werenot highly

satisfactory, however. One of the experiments with strong
nitric acid without the current may be given. A lead rod

when dipped in concentrated nitric acid is not so soluble in

25 percent acid as it was before immersion in the former.
For instance, two rods suspendedin concentrated acid, one
for three minutes, the other for oneday, showedthe following

quantities of lead dissolved in 25 percent add in two hours

as compared with a lead rod not treated with strong acid.
The surface was the same in all cases.. The lead in solution

was determinedas sulphate.

Quantityof lead(cale.
fromsulphate)dis-
solvedina hours

Rod not treated(B1ank) 0.7951gram
Rod treated3 minutes. o. 7900gram
Rod treatedi day. 0.4725

1Scbulze:Drudes Ann.,28, 789(1909).
Elbsand Fischer:Zeit. Elektrochemie,7, 343(1900).
Theseexperimentswereperformedfor us by Douglasand Wendt.
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Thus by treating with strong nitric acid, there is a retardation

of the chemicalsolutionof lead in dilute nitric acid.

It has been noted that manganese or rather ferro-man-

ganese as anode1dissolveswith the formation of potassium

permanganate,in other words with a valence of seven. The

normal reactionof manganese,and caustic soda, for instance,

involves the formation of manganous hydroxide. When the

current densityis raised, permanganate is formed. Attempts

to oxidizemanganous hydroxide and manganese.dioxide at

the surfaceofplatinum to permanganatehave beenunsuccess-

ful. It seemshere that we have a case of the formation of

the higheroxidewhenmetallicmanganèse is present,but not

in its absence. At anyrate wehave ahother caseof retarded

solution,or solutionof the metal with a higher valence,than

normal. Thus the manganeseas well as the lead havebeen

madepassive. It ishighlyprobablethat the passivestate ofthis

metal issounstablethat it persistsonlyunder anodicinfluences

and consequentlythose who have measured potentials of the

metals have said that manganesedid not exhibit passivity.2

Copperwhenused as anode in sodiumhydroxidebecomes

passive3and is coatedwith a filmof Cu2Oa.

Zinc4develops the passive state both chemically and

anodically,in whichcondition it becomesmore noble.

Tungsten,5uranium, tantalum,6' molybdenum,7vanad-

ium,8 columbium,ruthénium,9platinum,10gold,11bismuth,12

iLorenz:Zeit.anorg.Chem..w,393O896);White:Trans.Am.Elec-

trochem.Soc.,9,255(1906);Kuessner:Zeit.Elektrochemie,«î,758(»9io).

Zeit.Elektrocbemie,xo,919(«904);seeo*30Ibid-IX»̂M('W)-
'MfillerandSpitzer:Ibid.,13,25 (1907);Millier:Ibid.,13, 133

(1907).
CentnerszwerendDrucker:Jour.Chim.phys.,13,162(i9«S)-

6Rideal:Trans.FaradaySoc.,9,î»«(«914);Koerner:Met.Chem.Eng.,

16,40(i9>7>-
«Schulze:Trans.FaradaySoc.,1.c..p..270.
1 Kuessner: Zeit. ElektrochemJe, 16, 754 (»9io); Marino: Gazz. cbitn.

ital., 3S II, 193(»9<>S)-
» Marino: Zeit. anorg. Chem., 39, 152 («904)-

W.J. Mûller:Zeit.Elcktrocbemie,10,929(1004).
10 Ruer: Ibid., nf 671 (1905); i4i 3»9. 633 (1908); Zeit. phys. Chem.,

44. Si (1903)-

» Coehnand Jacobsen: Zeit. anorg. Chem., 55, 335 (i9°7)-

h Poggendorff: Pogg. Ann., 74, 587 (1849).
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and cadmium1 also exhibit the phenomenon of passivity.2
Summing up now,we find that passivity of metals is de-

velopedthrough or by oxidationprocesses.
A passive rod or iron may passivate another piece by im-

mersinga sufficientlysmallsurfaceof the active rod in a solu-
tion with the passive rod which is in electrical contact. If
the surface of the active rod is too large the whole will be

active instead of passive. So far as the facts are at hand, it
seems that most passive metals reaUy dissolve slowly, while
chromiumbecomespassiveand dissolvesless rapidly, namely,
with a bigher valence. Increase in temperature tends to

prevent or destroy passivity. Thé passive state is destroyed
by making the metal cathode or by treating with reducing
agents.

3 This process is preceded by a period of induction.
Passiveiron is made active by scratching or touching with a

1Scfaônn: Zeit. anal. Cbem., 10, 291 (1871).

Some papen on the general subject of passivity are given. Bernaoulli

Dissertation, Munich; Caspari: Zeit. phys. Chem., 30, 89 (1899); MicheU:

Arch. sci. phys. nat., (4) 10, 122 (1900) (on chromium); Elbs and Niibllng:
Zeit. Elektrochemie, 9, 776 (1903); Brauer: Zeit. phys. Chem., 38, 441 (1901)

(on chromium); Nerastand Lessing: Chem. Zentr., (5) 6 II, 241 (1902); Burgess:

Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc., 4, 31 (1903); Foerster and Piguet: Zeit. Elektro-

chemie, 10, 714 (1904); Muthmann: Ibid., 10, 521 (1904); F. Fischer: Zeit.

phys. Chem.. 48, 177 (1904); Hollis; Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc., 12, 253. 462 (1904);
Holtz: Physik. Zeit., 6, 480 (1905); Winkelmann: Drude's Ann., 17, 589 (1905);
Sackur: Zeit. Elektrochemie, x2, 637 (1906); Zeit. pbys. Chem., 54, 641 (1906);
Lorenz and Hauser: Zeit. anorg. Chem., 51, 81 (1906); Jour. Iron and Steel

Inst., 4, 922 (1906); Gordon and Clark: Chem. Ztg., 30, 911 (1906); Lewis:

Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., 38, 158 (1906); Luther: Zeit. Elektrochemie, u, 596

(1906); Zirnité: Chem. Zeil., 12, 3$$(1888); Haber and MaiUand: Zeit. Elektro-

chemie, 13, 309 (1907); Schoch: Trans. Am. Etectrochem. Soc., 14, 99 (1908);
Kreusler: Chem. Ztg., 32, 476 (1908); Krassa: Zeit. Elektrochemie, 15, 490

(1909); Int. Cong. Applied Chem. (London) (1910); Dunstan and HiU: Jour.
Chem. Soc., 99, 1835 (19»); Kistiakowsky: Zeit. Elektrochemie, x6, 881 (1910);

Int. Cong. Applied Chem. (London) (1910); Byers and Voris; Jour. Am. Chem.

Soc, 34, 1368 (1912); Friend: Jour. Chem. Soc., 101, 50 (1912); Armstrong and

Colgate: Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., 32, 394 (1913); Byers and Langdon: Jour.
Am. Chem. Soc., 36, 2004 (1914); Rathert: Zeit. phys. Chem., 86, 567 (1914);
Flade: Ibid., 76, 513 (191 0; 88,569 (1914); Met. Chem. Eng., n, 12, 679 (1913);

Young and Hogg: Jour. Phys. Chem., J9, 617 (191s). On rusting of iron and

passivity, see Mugdan: Zeit. Elektrochemie, 9, 442 (1903).
1Flade and Koch: Zeit. phys. Chem., 88, 307, 569 (1914).
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lessnoblemetal (arrangingconditions so that the iron may be

cathode with sufficient current). There are degrees of ac-

tivity or passivity, and the transition from one to the other is

a graduai one. Passive iron (and presumably passive metal)

showsphoto-electric fatigue, and some passive metals show

electro-staticcapacities. The appearanceof the passivestate

is exactly as the active state, except in alkaline solutions.

Ameasure&bledifférencein the reflectingpower is not found

in two pieces of iron polarized cathodically and anodically,

respectively.
The passivity of metals has called forth ptpbably more

experfanental wori than any other portion of the science,

of the same importance. Esipedallynoticeable is this, since

most of the experimentersagree that a satisfactory explana-

tion has not been reached. Faraday's oxideor oxygentheory

was generally accepted until Hittorf showed that chromium

became passive or noblé but still dissolved quantitatively

in most solutions as hexavalent ion. The oxide film theory

whichwasdevelopedmore fully by subsequent workerspostu-

lates that a film of oxide covers the surface of the iron and

protects it from the action of the electrolyte. When this

oxideis reduced the metal becomesactive.'1

There have been tabulated quite a formidablelist of ob-

jections to this theory. The following presents the most

weightyones.

In the cases of ironandchromiumthe oxidesmust beother

than the known oxides,and they must be unstable.

The oxides must be good conductorsof electricity.
t

1Alistofpapetsleaningto thisviewnotgivendsewherefollowfi:H.

vonHelmhollz:Messungenunddie Fortpflonz.derRmvngin denNemn,

Vol.a,p. 764;Heathcote:Zeitpbys.Chem.,37,368(1901);HaberandBrunner:

Zeit.Elektrochemie,10,698(1904);E. MMerandSpitzer:Zeit.anorg.Cliem.,

So,321(1906);Zeit.Elektrochemie,n, 023(1005);HaberendOoldscbniidt:

Zeit.Efektrochemie,m,49(1906);Haber:Zeit.anorg.Cbem.,51,356(190&);
HaberandZawid2ki:Zeit.phys.Chem.,jS,228(19»);Ruer:Zeit.phys.Chem.,

44,to9(1903);Ostwald:seebelow;Manchot:Ber.Deutsch.chem.Ges.,4a,

3942(1909).
»Ostwald:ÂbhandderMath.phys.KônigSàchs.Ges.d. wtss.,2$,

No.4(z8çç);s6.No.2(1900);Zàt.phys.Chem.,35,33,211(1900);Zeit.Elec-

trochemie,7,63s(1901).
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It is claimedthat the oxidemust be endowedwith proper-
ties, contrary to what existing phenomena would lead us to

expect. For instance, the oxide is reducedby raising the tem-

perature, or placingit in the air.

LeBlanc1daims that when metal anodes fonn insoluble

compoundswith the anion of the electrolytethey may be made

to exhibit the Luckowphenomenon.2 This consists in adding
te the solution a small quantity of a salt, whose anion forms

with the metal a soluble sait. Under these conditions tbe

solublesait is formedand diffusesbackand forms the insoluble

one by double décompositionin the solution. Thus the iq-
soluble salt sinks away frotn thé anodeand does not form a

film over it. No such precipitates have been noted in the

cases of iron and nickel in acid solutions, or in neutral solu-

tions3wherewithout the addition of the second salt, the metal

becomespassive.
In the measurement of anodic polarization there is no

break in the voltagecurrent curve corresponding to a definite

oxide.

It is claimedthat an oxide would not give such a noble

potential.
And lastly, there can be no oxide present because if it

werepresent, it wouldchange the reflectingpowerof the metal.

There is no'differencein this property in active and passive
iron.

Rather than face such objections only a few of which

have been given, the majority of investigators have rejected
the oxide theory.

After working with chromium Hittorf suggested that

passivity was due to a change in tbe surface of the' metal.

He developed no theory, however. Finkelstein4 developed
the so-called"valency theory" whichpostulates that the metal

1LeBIancandBinschedler:Zeit.Elektrochemie,8,255(1902).
Isenberg: Ibid., 9, 275 (1903); Just: Ibid., 9, 547 (1903).

Le Blanc and Levi: Ibid., 11, 9 (1905).

Finkelstein: Dissertation, Gôttingen (1901); Zeit. phys. Chem., 39,

91 (1901); W. J. Mûller:lbid.,48,577 (1904); Zeit. Elektrochemie, 10,518 (1904);

xx, 755. 833 (1905).
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with different valences, is present in quantitiesdependingon

the conditions of temperature and other factors. The be-

havior of a métal anode will dependon the relative concen-

trations of these modifications. Attempts have been made

by W. J. Mûllerto find evidencefor this theoryin a considéra-

tion of the électron theory of metallicconduction. Hittorf'

and Byers2 favor the viewthat the metal is changed but do

not venture a guess at the character of the change. The

futility of such a theory is apparent whenwe consider that

Finkelstein assumes that at the surfaceof iron are present

both ferrie and ferrousiron. The ferrieironisnoble. Ferrous

iron dissolvesleaving an excessofferrie and the anodeis pas-

sive. If, however,the conditionsare suchthat ferrie is trans-

formedrapidly into ferrousthe anodeis active for the surface

doesnot becomecoveredwith an excessof ferrieions. Müller

considers the passive iron to be hexavalent. The cause of

passivity is to be sought within the electrodeitself. In other

words the character of the solutionwouldnot change in any

way the phenomena of passivity. This being just contrary

to whatis actually.found,and in viewof the fact that there is

no sudden change in voltage showingthe appearance or dis-

appearance of one or another modification,the theory bas not

been supported. It is alsoopen to the rather serious objec-

tionthat the wholething isa fictionofthe imaginationfounded

on very little fact, and is very poorlydeveloped.

Le Blanc*has developedthe so-called"reaction velocity"

hypothesis which postulates that the passage of the metal

into the ionic state is a reactionaccompaniedwitb a chemical

changewhichmay or may not be rapid. If slow,the metal is

passive, and viceversa. The chemicalchange is either a re-

tHittorf:1.c.
Byers:Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,30,174*('S»8).

a Le Blanc: Boltzmann Pestscbrift, 183 (1904); Zeit. Elektrochemie, 6,

473 (1900); 11, 8, 705 (1905); Abhandlungen der Bunsm Ges., No. 3 (1910);

"TextbookofEIectrochemistry." 283(1911); Trans. Faraday Soc., ç, 251 (i9«4);

Reichinstein: Ibid., 9, 238 (1914); Sackur: Zeit Blektrochemie, xo, 841 (1904);

Brochet and Petit: Ibid., 10, 909; Bull. Soc. chim., Paris, (3) 31, 742 (i9°4)-
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action of the metal with the dischargedanion,1or, according
to Le Blanc,it may be the hydration of the ion, thus

Ion + water^±1 ionhydrate

When this reaction is' slow, polarization sets in until the po-
tential becomes so high that oxygen may separate. This

interesting theory, which in general (reaction velocity) ex-
pressesone of the properties of passivemetals, is based on an
assumptionhighly improbable, viz., that the hydration of the
ion takes place slowlywhen the anode of iron is in sulphates
and nitrates, but rapidly in chlorides. Furthermore, after
one's credulity is thus strained, it must be believed that the
reaction of ion hydration must be rapid or slow in the same
solutionunder the same conditions.

This wouldoccur in chromicacid solution. If iron made
passive in air be placed in this solution it remains passive;
active iron placed therein remains active.2Q Thus under iden-
tical conditions (because by definition there is no difference
betweenactive and passive iron) a reaction may be rapid or
slow, whichis absurd. Such a theory based on assumptions
ad hoc,shouldnot be taken seriously.

As for the slow reacton of the "discharged ion" with
the metal, causing passivity, such a theory is absurd. If
active iron is made anode in sulphuric acid, solution of the
iron goeson to someextent; the metal then becomespassive,
and the solution of the iron drops to a minimum. Suppose
we assumethat this minimum represents the solution due to
the slow reaction above. The iron dissolved more rapidly
at first, and weare at a loss to know why its solubilityde-
creased. It may be seen, therefore, that the above-mentioned

theory, assuming that anions were discharged, is simply a
statement of the proposition, rather than a solution of the
problem.

Furthermore, regarding the views of both Le Blanc
and Sackurit may besaid that iron as anodemaybe made pas-

1Sackur:Zeit.Elektrochemie,14,607(t9o8).
Schmidt: Trans. Pataday Soc., 9, 363 (1914).
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sive by opening and closingthe circuit at current densities

where it would continuously dissolve if the current flows

uninterruptedly.1 Heathcote says it "behaves as if one could

teach it to becomepassive." It is absurd to considerthat the

conditions are changed, by opening and closing the circuit,

so that the reaction, of the dischargedion (assumed)with the

metal, or of the ion hydration, is slowed down. Rather,

since diffusionis allowed, the reaction should be increased.

Shortly after the above view of the situation was pub-

lished Fredenhagen developed the so-called oxygen charge

or oxygen film theory.2 He polarized an anode and found

that the polarizationpotential rosé gradually. There were

no sudden breaks in the voltage current curve. Hé assumed

that the polarizationwas due to the slowreaction of the metal

with oxygenand the oxygenbuildsup formingan oxygenfilm

over the surface of the electrode. The investigator assumes

the presenceof oxygen at the anode, for when hydrochloric

acid or chloridesare added and electrolysiscarried on, hypo-

chlorite (sic) is obtained. It is assumedthat the discharged

chlorine reacts with the oxygenof the film. It is considered

that the oxygenor oxide is present as a solid solution in the

metal. Thus an increase in temperature would drive out

this oxygen and render the iron active. It would explain

the negative effect obtained by measuring the reflection of

light by the active or passiveconditionof the iron.

On the other hand, the really serious objection to this

theory is that it postulates a slowreaction between a metal

and active oxygen. We know, however, that magnesium

is passive and yet it is acted on by atmospheric air. Iron

rusts readily, but we are asked to assume that it reacts

only slowlywith nascent oxygen. One would hardly grant

that for the sake of argument.

1 Heatheote:1.c.
1 Fredenhagen: Zeit. phys. Chem., 43i « (1903); 63, 1 (1908); Zeit. Elek-

trochemie. n, 762, 857 (1905); Mugdan: Ibid., 9» 442 (1903)! Muttunaan and

Prauenberger: SUtungsber. kgl. bayr. Akad.,34, soi U904); Zeit. Etektrochemie.

io, 9*9 (1904); Plade: Zeit phys. Chem., 76, 5*3 (19^0-
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Tomlinson1-assumed that the passivityof iron was due
to its extrême cleanliness.

Reviving this idea, Foerster2assumesthat iron is nor-

mally passive, and that activity is due to the présence of a

catalytie agent. The reasoning accordingto Grave3 is not
at all convincing. He assumes,however,that hydrogen ion
is the catalytic agent. Without going further into an un-

profitable theory we may say that Flade and Koch4 have
heated active iron in a vacuum. After heating,the iron was
still active which showsthat the hydrogenhas nothing essen-
tial to do with the phenomenon. This resultis just contrary
to the experiments of Grave, who found that iron heated in
a vacuum at 357° Cfor ohe-half hourbecamemore nobleby
0.1712 volt. This forces us to discard the work of Grave,
who also found that iron became passive,or more noble by
0.3122volt, after heating to a white heat in nitrogen. The
contradictionmentioned above, togetherwith the fact that in
all of Grave's experiments of heating iron, only whenhydro-
gen formed the atmosphere, was the iron active,– leadus
to believe that in the experiments,the iron came in contact
with the air after heating. Thus pure iron,preparedby heat-

ing in nitrogen, on being exposedto air wouldacquire a film
of oxide spontaneously. This would protect it and make it
more noble in the tenth normal potassiumhydroxide used
in measuring the potential. In the caseof heating in hydro-
gen, this gas might have protected the metal from oxidation
so that a film of the proper thicknesswouldnot form.

In viewof the fact, too, that no analysesare givenof the

nitrogenused by Grave, and in viewof the fact that it is one
of the most difficult gases to obtain free from oxygen, it
seems from the simple procedure used, that oxygen would

unquestionably be present. We have found that it is a most
difficult problem to keep oxygen out of gaseousnitrogen,

1Jour.Chem.Soc.,22,141(1869).
2Foerster:AbhandlungenBunsenGes.,No.2 (1Ç09).

Grave: Zeît. phys. Chem., 77.5»3 (i9ii);Ratbert: Ibid., 86, 567 (1914);
Schmidt and Rathert: Trans. Faraday Soc., 9, 257 (1914).

FladeandKoch:Zeit.Elektrochemie,18,335(1912).
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in carrying out high température work. In fact we have

probably never beenable to keepout traces of this gas. The

slightest trace of moisture in the presence of red-hot iron

will certainly give oxide. We feel thereforethat it is impos-

sible to accept the statementthat iron wouldbecomepassive

if heated in pure nitrogen,especiallyin viewof tbe fact that

the critical experimentupon which Grave bases his theory,

has been shown to be wrong.

Having seen that the theories given above are none of

them satisfactory as stated and developed,suppose we start

at the beginningand see what can be accomplished. AU

processesof developingthe passivestateof metals are oxida-

tion processes^ The phenomenonmust, therefore, be due

to oxidation. Oxidationmay be consideredfrom four stand-

points. These willbe consideredand discussedin turn. We

prefer not to consider the "so-called" "reaction velocity"

hypothesisother than a statement of the problem.

In the first place, oxidationfrom the electrolytic stand-

point consists in adding a positive charge to an ion. It

might be assumedthereforethat the process was one of in-

creasing the valence of the metal at the surface, without

effecting chemicalcombination. This gives us the valence

hypothesisin slightlydifferentform. If the valence could be

increased, it would be accompushed by adding positive

charges to the metal atoms in the solid film: This would

mean making ionsof them in situ. As a matter of fact the

passive condition is always preceded by preliminary solu-

tion of the metal. When iron is made anode in sodium hy-

droxide solution for instance, there is a preliminary solution

of the metal. Sincethe amount of preliminary solution may

be anything, dependingon the conditions (rapid rotation in

concentrated nitric add),1 there seems to be no reason for

assuming that metal of two valencesis present or is formed,

one of which dissolvesleavingthe other.

Furthermore, if it is possibleto change the valenceof the

»Seep.134-
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iron, some condition should allow the total conversionof the
iron to the noble valence. No case, however,bas ever been

noted, where more than the surface film has been affected.
This ingenious hypothesis seems, therefore, to have been

founded less on fact than fancy. We may also add that a
close study of the solution and depositionof metals leads us
to the inevitable conclusion1that when a metal is deposited
the ion loses its charge or charges. It is then analogousto
metal vapor, or in the atomic state. Thèsefree atoms then
combine to a complex representing the liquidstate, aad then
to one representing the solid, finally crystallizing. Solution

would be the reverse process ail along. Thé complexwould
dissociate to the atom whichwould assumea positive charge,
and thus becomean ion in solution. Accordingto our view, to

explain polarization in copper sulphate-copper, electrolysis,2
for instance – wemust assume that copper ionizes first, with

the assumption of one positive charge. This condition is

unstable, and therefore another charge is added. However,
if a high current density be used the anode furnishes largely
cuprous ions. This is probably due to the fact that with

high current density, the migration of acid ions is not suffi-
cient to rnake the solution at the anode stronglyacid. Thus
the cuprous ions are more stable and are therefore formed.
When the cuprous salt mixes with the bulk of the electrolyte
it decomposes separating cuprous oxide or finely divided

copper. We believe, therefore, that a metal atom dissolves

assuming the smallest number of charges, whereby it may
become an ion. If it is stable in this state, it will remain so

until complete solution is effected, or until the conditions
are changed so that it may become oxidized. Thus iron
dissolvesas ferrous ion, the oxidationto ferrietaking placeonly
after there is no more metal to dissolve.

We are therefore forcedto the conclusionthat in the solid
metal there can be no'distinction between ferrous and ferrie
iron. AUparticles are the same and the solution or ioniza-

1SeeBennettandThompson:Jour.Phys.Chem.,20,296(1916).
BennettandBrown:Trans.Am.Electrochetn.Soc.,23,389(igi3).
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tion takes place as ferrous whichmay or may not be oxidized

to ferrie, depending on the conditions. The above view of

oxidation causing passivity may be dismissed.

2. Oxidation may be considered as removing hydrogen.

This cannot cause passivity for Flade and Koch removed the

hydrogen from active iron by heating in vacuum, and still

found the iron active. This view cannot therefore be con-

sidered.

3. The next step in the four possibilities is that oxygen

might be set free. The process of oxidation might be the

generation of an oxygen layer over the surface of the metal.

Aside from the fact that we cannot admit that oxygen can

be preseat at the surface of magnésiumwithout entering into

combination with it, we find it difficultto see how iron in the

air nray sometimesacquire the filmof gas, to make it passive.

This would require that massive metal would condense this

gas on its surface. We could seehow oxygencould be driven

into the metal by the electric current, but we cannot see how,

by chemical solution, the gas could accumulate either as a

solid solution in the metal which it has not, nor will react

with, or as a filmover the metal protecting it. This would

require the spontaneous decomposition of the passivifying

agent separating oxygen. The presence of oxygen is all

that is necessary to induce this decomposition. This view

cannot possiblybe upheld for we know nitric acid does not

decomposein the presenceof oxygen,in the dark. It couldnot

therefore form a continuous film of oxygen, çovering the

surface of an iron rod.

4. This brings us then to the last possibility, namely,

that the oxidation is the adding of oxygen to the metal in

question, with the formation of a definite oxide which on the

surface of the metal more or less protects it from action

of solution, since the solutions touch the oxide and not the

métal itself.

The Faraday hypothesis, however, cannot be accepted,

for there are too many valid objections to it, as it has been

developed. Probably the most serious objection to the pres-
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ent "oxide hypothesis" is that the oxide must be stable
under certain conditions, and very unstable when the con-
ditions are slightly changed. Let us inquireinto the possi-
bility of stabilizing otherwise unstable products, without a

change of conditions of temperature, concentration of solu-
tion, etc.

We know that if sodiumhydroxidebe added to a boiling
solution of copper sulphate, the black cupric oxide will be
obtained. If, however, a small amount of manganese sul-

phate be present the black oxide is not obtained but the
blue hydrate persists' even though the solution be boiled

vigorously. The manganesesalt is adsorbed by thecupric
hydrate and stabilizes it.

Another case strictly analogousto the present prob-
lem, is the adsorptionof this cuprichydrate by wool. Wool
boiled in the presence of a coppersalt, is dyed green. This
is due to the hydrolysisof the coppersalt and the adsorption
of the cupric hydrate by the wool. The adsorption by the
woolstabilizes the cupric hydrate so that it does not decom-

poseand givethe blackoxideon boiling.2
i

By being adsorbed,
therefore, we can say that the substanceis stable under con-
ditions where it would decomposeif alone.

Thus in the caseof the oxidewhichgenerates the noble

potential of passive iron, it is unquestionablyunstable as a
solid or in solution in water, at ordinary temperatures, for
it has not yet been prepared thus. It may be stabilized,
however,whenin contact withmetalliciron. In other words,
metallic iron adsorbsthe oxide,and thus makes it stable.

Adsorption changes with a change in temperature. If

adsorption takes place with evolutionof heat, it will be de-
creasedby raising the température,accordingto the theorem
of Le Chatelier. A decrease in the adsorption of gases by
charcoal8 is found with rising temperature. In the case

'Tommasi:Buli.Soc.chim.,Paris,(a)37,197(1883);Comptesrendus,
«9,37(1884)BancroftJour.Pbys.Cbem.,18,147(1914);BlucherandParnau:
Ibid.,18,634(1914).

Bancroft:1.c.
Freundlich:Kapillarchemie,1.c.
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of adsorption of dyes by fabric, a number of instances are

known where the adsorption passes through a maximum,

decreasingbeyond this maximum with rising température.*

It is therefore both possible and probable that the adsorp-

tion of a higher oxide of iron byiron be decreased with rise

in temperature. An increase in the temperature decreases

the adsorption of the oxide and that which was stable at

the tower température becomes unstable and decomposes.

The protectiveoxidewould be destroyed, and the metal made

active. Besidesthe decreasein adsorption tending to render

the oxideless stable at higher temperatures there is a direct

température effect onthe oxideitsetf, Several higher oxides

of the metalshave been prepared at low temperatures. These

when brought up to room temperature spontaneously de-

compose. Thus would the higher oxide of iron tend to dé-

composewith rise of temperature.

It has been urged against the oxide hypothesis, that

there was no break in the voltage-currentcurve, showingthe

appearanceor disappearanceof the higher oxide. We cannot

seewhy the adsorbedoxide shouldgive the voltageof massive

oxide unless the surface is completely covered. In other

words, whenpassivity is completethe full voltage is reached.

It is analogousto the behavior of a platinum cathode in

silver nitrate, for instance,with voltage lowerthan the decom-

position voltage. We obtain back electromotiveforce mea-

surementsofvaluesintermediate betweenplatinum and silver.

Thus we obtain values intermediate between iron and the

higher oxide,as iron becomesactive or passive.

Let us considerthis also from the standpoint of the well

known adsorptionisotherm, which with changing concentra-

tion is a smooth curve, rather than one with definite breaks

in it when definite compounds are formed. The reverse

of this adsorption isotherm may be considered as the solu-

bility curve of the adsorbed substance. Since the solubility

varies graduallyall along, the voltage generated by the ad-

«Bancroft.Jour.Phys.Chem.,ig,148(1915).
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sorbed oxides wouldvary continuously. Consequently, there

would be no definite breaks in the voltage-current curve.

It has also been urged that an oxide of iron would not

give the potential of passive iron. In view of the fact that

we know lead dioxideand manganesedioxideare good elec-

trical conductors' and give potentials higher than that of

passive iron, there is no reason why a higher oxide of iron

than those known at the present time should not give such

potentials. In fact, we could not explain a low potential
if given by reasoning from analogy. The instability of the

oxide with a strong depolarizingpower in itself requires the

génération of a high négative potential.,
Now let us state the new theory more fully. Before

becomingpassive, iron dissolvesin such passivifyingagents
as nitric acid, and sulphuric acid when the current is used.

In fact, in ail suchcasespassivityis precededby a preliminary
solution of the iron.2 This gradually decreases and finally

drops to a minimum value, when the iron becomespassive.
This preliminary solutionof the iron indicates that the phe-
nomenon of passivity is not occasionedby an oxidation of

the solid iron surface to the higher oxide directly or in situ.

If such were the case the passivifyingaction of nitric acid

would decrease as thé iron nitrate concentration increased,
occasioned by the preliminary solution of the iron. This

would follow,for ferrie nitrate solution (whichis obtained) is

not as strong an oxidizingagent as i.4o nitric acid, for in-

stance. This would mean that i.4o nitric acid is too strong
an oxidizingagent or that iron ion catalyzed the formation

of the higher oxide,neither of which is tenable, since active

iron does not become passive in chromic acid solution, al-

though once. made passive it remains passive therein.

Furthermore, if the tendency is to oxidizeto the higher oxide

in situ, a rapid removal of the ferrie nitrate would tend to

increase the speed of the oxidation and would tend to aid

1HaberandGoldschmidt,Zeit.Elektrochemie,13,62(1906),baveshown
thatFeiOnconductsthecurrent,asa conductorofthefirstdass.

3Heathcote:1.c.
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in passivifyingthe piece. As a matter of fact, rotationof the

piece is known to decrease the passivifying action. We

also have found that if a piece of iron wire is fastened in a

chuck so as to be "off center," and rapidly rotated, 1.40
nitric acid does not make it passive, but the iron continues

to dissolverapidly.
Since, therefore, the film cannot be formed in situ, it

must be formed from the solution side The oxidizingagent
mustoxidizethe iron up to the higher valence,and themetallic

surface adsorbs the higher oxide. The iron probably ion-

izes as ferrous, is immediately oxidized to ferrie, and some

ions are taken up higher to jform thé higher oxide. This

is then adsorbed by the iron. The rapid stirring, therefore,
removes the ferrie ions before they can be further oxidized,
and therefore the iron remains active.

It may be asked, at this point, why the iron is oxidized

to the higher oxide at ail when metallic iron is present to

dissolve. It might be claimed that the potential wouldnever

rise high enough to accomplishthe oxidation. As the speed
of a process is increased, the voltage at which the process
is carriedout is likewiseincreased. Furthermore as the con-

centration of iron ions in the solution increases it requires
more work to force more into the solution. The concentra-

tion of iron ions is probably very high over the surfacefilm

of the anode under conditions for the developmentof the

passive state. Under these current conditions, the iron

ionssent into the solution are probably more than equivalent
to the sulphate ions brought up to the anode in the case of

the development of passivity as anode in sulphuric acid.

The hydroxyl, or oxygen, ions will probably carry a part of

the current. This means that at these rather high current

densities,there will be a partial formation of oxideor hydrox-
ide of iron, which as a film would further tend to hindersolu-

tion' of the anode. Three factors, namely, the increase in

the speed of the process, the building up of the products of

the reaction, and the development of a basic conditionwith

a filmof a normal oxide or hydroxide of iron, tend to raise
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the voltage of the anode process and therefore tend to de-

velop éonditionsfor the formation of a higher oxide which

may protect and make the metal more noble. By rapidly

stirring, these conditions are overcome. Moreover, when

thé processof solutionas anode is slow, the conditions above

are not developed.
When the current density is lôw iron may dissolveand

diffuse away, the potential never becoming high enough to

form the higheroxide.

Accordingto this view,the Luckowphenomenon,referred

to above, couldnot be expected to take place. When the

iron ions whichhave been oxidized to the higher valence

are removed from thé surface of the iron they are unstable

and break down. Supposewe consider a strong solution of

nitric and'hydrochlorie acid, with an iron anode. Suppose
also that there was formed ferrie chloride which diffuses

back, andlet usassume,forthe sakeof argument, that the nitric

acid oxidizedthe ferrie iron to the higher oxide. In the

absence of hydrochlorieacid it could not exist in measur-

able quantities at ordinary temperatures unless in the pres-
ence of iron (metal). Another cause of its decomposition
would also be found in the hydrochlorie acid present. Just
as hydrochloricacid decomposeslead and manganese diox-

ides, so would it decomposethé higher oxide of iron. No

passivity can be obtained when this acid is present.
Iron whichhas beenmade passive and is noble may be-

comelesssoby standinginair or by beingplaced in a vacuum.

This followsfromthe theory above. The higher oxidegrad-

ually dissolvesin the liquid fihn, and decomposes. When

the piece becomesdry it is stable and can be kept so prac-

tically indefinitely. The instability wet is therefore due

to solubilityof the oxide. Thus the metal is said to dissolve

slowlyin the reagentwhichdevelopsand maintains passivity.
In potassium nitrate solution the life of the adsorbed layer
is very short. Hereas well as in air and vacuum, the passive
state is not beingmaintainedby the formation of more of the

higher oxideas in the caseofstrong nitric acid. The phenom-
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enonis therefore dynamic as has been saidabove. In the case

of some solutions where the passive iron becomes rapidly

active, it may not be due entirely to a solution or decom-

position of the oxide. The iron may strongly adsorb one or

more of the ions in the solution and thus displace the ad-

sorbedoxide. We know of many cases of such displacement
in adsorption. When arsenic sulphidel is coagulated with

barium chloride and the precipitate treated with calcium

nitrate, no barium is left in the precipitate, it being,quan-

titatively replaced or displacedby calcium.

Thus the adsorption of the higher oxide may be de-

creased until the potential îs changedto positive and the
non becomes active. Passive iron does not have its oxide

film reduced by air, but it merely décomposes,liberating

oxygen,2just as many substances liberate oxygen by being
oxidized to higher oxides which decompose,the substances

going back to the original oxide.

The fact that iron as anode may be passive, but when

the current is broken it becomesactive, is in accordwith the

theory. As long as oxide is being formed and adsorbed

the iron is passive. When the forming of oxide ceases the

reverse reaction of solution and decompositionprédominâtes
and the iron becomesactive. In the sameway if this reaction

is slowonly a small amount of oxidemust be formedto coun-

teract it, and therefore after passivity has been accomplished
at the anode, a very small current serves to maintain this

state.
The reason iron is not passivated by chromicacid chem-

ically, but is as anode in this acid, and furthermore, when

passive will remain so in the acid, is found in the fact that

as iron dissolves in chromicacid hydrogen is set free at the

surfaceof theiron. This lowersthe oxidizingpotential so that

the higher oxideis not formed. When,however,the hydrogen

1Linderand Pieton: Chem.Soc.Jour., 67, 66(1895);seealsoPreundlich:

Kapillarcbemie,on organic adds displacingeach other.
1Unpublished work. Cf. MûUerand Spitzer: Zeit. anorg. Cbetn., 30,

322 (1906)-,see also Foerster and Mûller:Zeit. Elektrochemie,13, J33 (1907).
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is liberated at the cathode rather than at the surface of the
iron, the anode becomespassive; The chromic acid is suffi-
cient oxidizingagent to maintain passivity of the iron and,
if hydrogen is kept away, it possibly would passivify active
iron.

The objection raised by Konigsberger and Müller that
attempts to show the presenceof an oxidefilm by the differ-
ence in the reflecting power of the anode and cathode of
iron, is not valid on any ground. In the first place adsorp-
tion by solidsmay take place without markedly changing the

appearance of the surface. In the second place there are
instances of the presence of oxides where optical means do
not distinguish them. I/àstly, however, the rnost serious

objectionto the work of the above experimentersis that they
comparedthe anode with the cathode as to reflecting power
of light. We now know that the liberation of hydrogen1
at the surface of a cathode results.in roughening and darken-
ing the surface so that less light is reflected. Bspedally
would this be true with iron where the adsorption of hydro-
gen is high. In driving this hydrogen into the metal, the
surfacemust be disturbed. These measurementswere there-
foremade on piecesof metal whose surfaceswere unquestion-
ably the same;one,however,wasmade matteby use as cathode,
the other as anode.

Now as to the various ways in which activity may be
re-established,there is very little that needbe said. When pas-
sive iron is placed in water or other solutions which tend to
induce activity, it is only necessary to remember that the
causewhich produced passivity has been removed and there-
fore if the absorbed oxide decomposesat all, activity must
result. Adsorbed substances can be washed out by certain

liquids, depending on the substance absorbed. This may
be by straight partition or by replacement. At any rate
the concentration of the adsorbed substance would always
be zeroin the solution,for as soonas it is washed out it would

1NewbcryJour.Chem.Soc.,log,2426(1914).
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decompose. Thus the iron would be exposed, or become

active. Any reducing agent would actually reduce the oxide.

Thus redudng agents tend to destroy passivity,1
In the same way making the piececathode would reduce

the oxide and render the metal active.2a Touching with a

base metal like copper, zinc or iron, makes the passive métal

cathode, reduces the oxide, and renders the metal active.

Scratching exposes a certain amount of the metal surface.

This gives a local cell in which the iron in the scratch acts as

anode while the oxideacts as cathode. Either the scratch is of

such a nature that the current densityis low (at the iron bared

by scratching) so the iron dissolvesas anode not becoming

passive againor durmgthe opérationof scratchingsufficientré-

duction bas occurred at the cathode (the part of the piece
not scratched) sa that the wholething becomesactive. Both

the reduction during the processof scratching, and the fact

that the critical current.density is not reached on the anode

area, probably play a part in the activation by scratching.

The former is indicated by the fact that when a passive

dry rod is scratched, and then dipped in acid, it becomes

active only on the part scratched. There is certainly no

reduction during scratching. This expériment is not abso-

lutely conclusive, however, for we are dealing with a dry

film, and therefore the conditions are not the same as with

the wet film. In the case of the wet film, the whole piece
does become active, and there is probably réduction during

scratching, for every condition for a local cell is fulfilled.

Iron is continually exposed, and therefore mustact as anode,

the oxide film being cathode.

After the disturbance due to scratchinghas ceased the

iron will probably continue to function as anode. When

a scratch is made the acid whichfindsits way to the iron must

be made dilute by the solution of the iron in it. This tends

to decrease its oxidizing power. Furthermore the scratch

1Ftade and Koch: Zeit. phys. Chem., 88, 307 (1914).

lu this connection see Hart: Trans. Am. last. Min. Bng., May (1886).
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is probably narrow and the cross-sectionof the acidfilm
is small. Thus the electrical resistance in the circuit of the
local cell wouldbe high and therefore the current would be
low. Thus a lowanode current density in the local cell.

Iron Nitric Acid HigherOxide, Iron, should

developactivity.
An experimentwas tried to show that cutting the eur-

rent density down below the critical value at a small spot
would cause the rod to become active. Accordinglya rod
wasmade passiveabout two inchesup from the end. About
the same distance further up, a filter paper was wrapped
around the rod. By immersing the passive end first the

secondarea was made passive. When the edge of the filter

paper was reachedthe whole became active. This occurred
even though the filter paper was wet with 1.20, 1.40sp. gr.
nitric acid, with water or left dry. The current density is
low due to the résistance of the diaphragm separating the
active and passive portions. Iron continues to dissolve
and shortly the passivemetal is madeactive. Whenthe area
under the paper was coveredwith an oxide film by heating
in the oxidizingflame of the Bunsen burner, immersionin
dilute (1.20)nitric acid did not cause activity over any part
ofthe rod. Whenthere was no anode of iron, in other words,
there was no activity. In scratching passive iron the im-

portant effectis the developmentof acurrent of lowdensity
at the surface of the iron bared, witb the adjacent areas

acting as cathode, having the oxide layer reduced,whilethe
iron (anode)continuesto dissolve.

The pulsation effect is easily explained on the basis of
this theory. It is due to local inequalities. One spot acts
as anode, the remainder of the piece as cathode. Some
timeis requiredforthe oxygento oxidizethe iron to the higher
oxideand have it adsorbedby the iron. There wouldbe less
time lag at the cathodewhere hydrogen is depolarizedby the
oxide. This lag in timeat the anode wouldcause the cathode
reactionto go further than it would if no such lag occurred.
When the anode finally becomesnoble, the cathode is less
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noble and the currentchanges,and so on, giving rise to pulsa-
tions. It would probably be impossible to passivify two

piecesof metal connectedtogether without having an inter-

change of passivity and activity, with a consequent flow of
current back and forth. This is due to local differencein
the metal, namely,différencesin the physical state of the

pieces of metal.

Nichols and Franklin1daim that in the magnetic field
iron becomes active. Byers2has shown that in the mag-
netic field a higher anodiccurrent density is required to de-

velop passivity, than when the field is not operative. Both

investigators are probably right. Nichols and Pranklin
used.iron filings,and we have shown that -iffilingsare made

passive and placed betweenthe poles of an electro-magnet,
and the current turned on, the filings become active. This
is due to one piecescratchinganother, caused during orienta-
tion of the particles of iron when magnetized. Whena solid

pieceof iron is passivatédin 1.40nitric acid, and placedin the

field,it doesnot becomeactive. There is probably a tendency
to activify, however,which is measured by the increase of
anode current density required to make the iron passive
when under the influenceof the magnetic field. This can
be accounted for by the effect of the field upon the metal
itself. The field must pulsate, causing a pulsating effect
in the particles at the surface of the metal. This would
disturb the adsorbed film and therefore tend to expose the
metal. The field also effectsa considerable stirring of the
solution. This decreasesthe tendency to passivify and Byers
concludes that this latter effect is sufficient to explain the
difference.

According to the view of passivity taken, it becomes

easy to explain certain facts which have been known for a

long time. In the experimentof Herschel, for instance, where
an iron rod was divided into two parts by a band of wax

NicholsandFranklin:1.c.
'ByersandDarrin:Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,33,750(1910);Byersand

Morgan:Ibid.,33,J757(1911);ByersandLangdon:Ibid.,35,759(1913).
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around the rod at the center, after inducing passivity on
both ends of the rod, activity was restored on one end only
whenthat was touched with copper, the wholebeing in air;
when both ends were in acid and one end touched, the whole

becomes active. When the rod is touched with the base
metal in air, it becomes cathode, the base metal anode, the
film of acid being the electrolyte. Since, however, the acid
doesnot wet the wax, thereby fonningno filmoverit, the cath-
ode area extends over one end only. Consequently only
one end, namely, the end touched, becomesactive. When,
however, the rod is immersed in the acid the electrolyte is
continuousand both ends of the rod may nowact as cathode.

Consequently both ends become active under these con-
ditions.

When a piece of passive iron, held in air with a film of
acid over its surface, is touchedwith a basemetal or scratched
it becomes active, the activity spreading gradually so that
it can be followedby the eye. This slowdevelopmentof the
active state is due to the fact that the electricalresistance
of the fihn of acid is high. It seemsthereforethat an area is
made active by an adjacent portion acting as anode, and
so on until the wholeis active. In other words,the quantity
of current flowingfrom the end touched to the oppositeend
of a piece during the operation is negligible,due to the high
resistance of the acid film,

When,however,the pieceis immersedin acidand touched,
there is no such gradual spread of activity as noted above,
but the whole becomes active practically at once. Here
the acid (electrolyte of the local couple) is a goodconductor,

offeringpractically no resistance to thé passageof the current.
The current is therefore more uniformly distributed and
the spread of activity is more rapid. In some cases it can

hardly be followedby the eye.
Schônbein's experiments are also explained simply.

Using the source of current at his disposal, he could obtain

passivity anodically under the conditions of concentration
of acid, etc., only when he closed the circuit by lowering
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the iron rod into the acid. When it was elosedotherwisethe
current density was not so high as when the rod was lowered
into the acid. It is very probable thereforethat the critical

current density was reachedin one case and not in the other.

By lowering, the rod becamepassive progressively. This

is made possible since a very small current serves to main-

tain the passive state, once it has been developed.
It was also noted that if the passive,iron was touched

with the cathode of platinum for instance, it became active.

This is just reversed fromthe behavior whenno current flows.

It is dueto the fact that the hydrogenseparatedat the cathode,
whichis touching the passiveiron, reduces the oxideand the

piece becomes active. In other words, the action. is the

same as iron in chromicacid. It remains active so long
as hydrogen is liberated at the surface of the metal. When

it is removed to the cathode away from the iron, the latter

becomespassive.
In "transndtting" passivity to other rods in electrical

contact, and dippedin the same acid, or in passivifyingmore

of a rod by immersing,passive end first in acid, Schônbein

noticed that the whole arrangement was passive or active,

dependingon the relative areas of the surfacesof the passive
and active iron. Here it must be rememberedthat there is a

definite quantity of the oxide formed, dependingon the con-

ditions. This can depolarizea certain quatitity of hydrogen,
and leave enough to protect the iron from vigorous action

of the acid. When too much of the oxide film is used up,
the whole will becomeactive. This is accomplishedby the

use of too much anode surface. In other words, before the

large anode can be made passive, the oxide on the cathode

portion is used up, andthe wholeis active. When the anode

area is less, it is evident,the wholewill becomepassive. We

have found that if a rod is made passive in i.4o nitric aeid,
an active surface considerablygreater than the passive area

can be rendered passive by dippingcarefully in 1.20acid.

When the active surface becomes too great the whole be-

comesactive.
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It has been noted by Heathcote, that if passive iron is
touchedwith a base metal the pulsation of activity is down
and back and not up and back to the point touched. This
is simple – whena rod is held vertically in air with an acid
film over it, this film is thickest at the lowerpart of the rod
because gravity tends to pull it down. There is, therefore,
less resistance to the flow of current downthan up and con-

sequently more current will flow down, and the activity will

begin at a point contiguous to and just beneath the zinc.
Thus this portion also acts as anode and the activity spreads
downrather than up because the upper part acts more like a
dry rod. The range of passivity would then spread back
to thé zinc and the operation be repeated.

When the passive rod is disturbed under the surface
of the acid, the tendency for pulsation would also be down
and back, for any ferrie nitrate formed will run down the
rod, sincethe density of the solution is greater. The depolar-
ization or oxidation power of the solutionbelowwill be less
than that above the point disturbed, and therefore the same
current would induce activity sooner below than above the

point touched. The resistance of the electrolyte is not a
factor here. It has also been noted that the potential of
passive iron is numerically lower in an acid solution con-

taining ferrie nitrate than in the add without the iron salt.
Heathcote has also noted that iron can be made passive

in sulphuric acid at current densities belowthe critical value,
if the circuit is opened and closed intermittently. This is

probably due to the fact that while the current is flowing,
and ironionizingfrom the surface,the adsorptionof the higher
oxide is disturbed. This may be occasionedby the direct

change of surface by solution of the iron, or probably by a

change in the rate of removal of the oxide formed in solu-
tion. When the rate of solution of iron is cut down, the
rate of removal of the. anode product by the flowof the more
concentrated solution down tbe anode surface is decreased.
Thus more time is given to adsorb the oxide. By opening
the circuit and decreasingthe disturbance at the surface such
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oxide as has been formed may be adsorbed. Thus partial
passivity has been induced, where no such effect would have
been obtained if the surface disturbances had been main.
tained. By repeating the operation added increments of the
adsorbed oxideare obtained until finally passivity is induced.

Fredenhagen has noted that a passive iron anode yields
a substance whenchlorides are added, which evolvesoxygen.
He concludedthat it is hypochlorite, and is occasionedby the
interaction of the oxygenfilm at the iron anode, with the dis-

charged chlorine. Such an assumption is not needed, since
we know that hydrochloric acid (which would be formed at
the anode) decomposeshigher oxides (PbO2 and MnO2for

instance) and that chlorine (whiehmight be set free at thé

anode) evolvesoxygenfroni higheroxides (HîO2for instance).
The latter is probably a direct replacement just as zinc re-

places copper ion from sulphate solution. This is now under

investigation.

Having decided that the facts of passivity can best be

explained by the assumption of an adsorbed film of a higher
oxide of iron than is now known, it only remains to show
what the oxideis.

It is noted' that as anode in dilute alkali, iron gives a
bluish greensolution,at boiling temperatures, before passivity
sets in. When the anode is passive, it is coated with a black

deposit of velvety appearance.
Mtiller and Spitzer2 have shown that from an alkaline

iron tartrate solution a reddish brown deposit may be ob-
tained at the anode, which gives very nearly the potential
of passive iron. Tbey say that sufficient quantities could
not be obtained for ahalysis. In other words, in small con-

centrations this oxide becomes stable in alkaline solutions
even though iron is not present. It is probably adsorbed

by the brown oxidewhich makes up the mass of the deposit.
Armstrong and Colgate* have shown that when iron is

1 Krassa:Zeit.Elektrocheniie,15,490(1909).
MillierandSpitzer:Zeit.anorg.Chem.,SO,353(1906).
ArmstrongandColgate:Jour.Soc.Chem.Ind.,32,394(1913).
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dipped in a sulphuric acid solutioncontaininghydrogen diox-
ide, it is covered with a black deposit, When removed,
washed with water and then dipped in hydrogen dioxide

alone, the deposit is changed to red or to ordinaryrust. They
have also noted that an iron anodein sulphurieacid is black

previous to passivity. It clears up and becomes passive.
It is probable, therefore, that largerquantitiesof the higher
oxide are formed than are used in inducing passivity, or
than are adsorbed.

The composition of this oxide under conditions where
iron is passive willprobably have to be determinedindirectly.
As a starting point, however, it seemedbest to select a solu-
tion where weknow the iron.is in a higherstate.of oxidatioti
than ferrie, and see if suspendinga piece of iron in this solu-
tion would not cause it to adsorb the oxideand be passive.
Accordingly potassium ferrate was prepared by grinding
intimately 3 parts ofpotassiumnitrate with2 parts by weight
of powdered iron. This was then heated to a red heat
when an energetic reaction went on evolvingquantities of
fumes. The mass was cooledand digestedwith cold water.
A dark amethystine solution resulted when the reaction
occurred.inthe propermanner. Afewtimes,due to imperfect
grinding and mixing of the originalmaterials, a green solu-
tion, probably ferrite, was obtained.

An iron rod was dipped in the amethyst-coloredsolution
and allowed to remain for a short time. It was then care-

fully removedand dipped in distilledwater, and finally tested
for passivity by dippingin 1.20nitric acid accordingto Heath-
cote. The rod did not dissolve,and was therefore passive.
Thus the oxidecannot be higherthan FeO«,becausethis oxide

develops the passive state whenthe metal is placed therein.
It only remains now to mention one or two facts con-

cerning chromium espectally. Chromium we have seen
dissolvesas anode when passiveas hexavalention, thus differ-

ing from iron. When active it dissolvesas bivalent ion.
The active condition is unquestionablythe untrammeled
solutionof the anode, the atom assumingtwopositive charges.
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The oxidation to a higher form, when passive, shows that

there is some interference under these conditions. Thé

potential is higher, due most likely as in the case of iron, to

an oxidefilm, sincethe sameobjections apply to the several

theoriesin the caseof chromium as with iron.

Herealso it seemedbest to inducepassivity as was done

in the case of iron with potassium ferrate. Chromie acid

and sodiumchromate were taken. In both solutions chro-

mium, which dissolved readily in hydrochloric acid, became

passiveafter about five minutes' immersionand then washing

with water. It did not dissolve in the concentrated hydro-
chloricacid for several minutes. In this case, therefore,the

oxide cannot be higher thaa CrOa,for this osride inducesthe

passivestate. Since this oxide is solubleit is probable that

the metal forms with the chromate radical chromiumchrom-

ate,l whichforms the film, the compositionof the oxidebeing

CrO«. Since iron replaces hydrogen from chromic acid,

chromiumcertainly would. The product CrO8wouldthere-

fore beformedimmediatelywhichwhenadsorbed wouldmake

the metal passive. Now when this is anodically polarized

crOa is formed by oxidation, and being soluble, is dissolved.

Thus chromium when passive dissolves as hexavalent ion.

In the case of iron the higher oxide is not readily soluble,

and therefore the solution of.the iron is not quantitative

accordingto Faraday's law.

At this point attention should be called to the analogy
of chromiumto lead. Iyeadunquestionablybecomespassive
due to the protecting filmof lead dioxide. In this case,how-

ever, it is stable and every oneadmits its existenceand protec-

tion asa filmover the lead. However,when the temperature
is lowand the concentration of sulphuric acid high5 the lead

dissolvesas tetravalent ion.

We have noted that chromium dissolves in hydriodic
acid. As in the case of iron in chromicacid, hydrogenis sep-

1SeeStorerand ElUot:Jour. prakt. Chem.,90, a88 (1863);Carvethand

Curry:Jour. Phys.Chem.,g, 375(1905).
1BIbsand Fischer: I. c;
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arated at the surfaceof the metal. This cuts downoxidation
so that oxide filmscannot be formed.

When, however,the hydrogenis separatedat thecathode,
the chromium being anode, the latter becomespassive,prob-
ably being covered with Cr O2.due to depolarizationof what

oxygen'waspresent. The iodineis liberated at a ldw poten-
tial, so that the oxidation tendencyis low at the anode. In
this way the film is not oxidizedto CrOi and therefore does
not dissolve. The chromium,therefore, becomesindiffèrent,
like iron when made anode in potassium iodide. Hittorf's
so-called"experimentumcrucis" is not thereforein any degree
such, The conditionsare the same with the exception that.

hydrogen is present in one case and not in the other as has
been shown above. This is more than sufficientto explain
the different behavior for we know that nascent hydrogen
will reduce the oxideswhich render these metals passive.

From the above the followingmay be concluded:
i. The general fieldof passivity, especially that of iron

and chromium, has been reviewed.
2. Références to previouswork have been appended.
3. The passive stàte of metals is really a slowlydissolv-

ing state.

4: Some metals, chromium,magnesium,and manganese,
for instance, dissolveas anode when passive with a higher
valence than when active.

5. The different behavior of chromium and iron (repre-
senting the two types ofaction) asanodescannot beexplained
on theories heretoforeput forward.

6. Ail these theoriesare objectionable.
7. Oxidizingconditionsdeveloppassivity.
8. Reducing conditionsdevelop activity.
9. In alkaline solutions,passivity is many times accom-

panied by a visiblefilmover the surfaceof the anode.
10. There are no facts which would support the view

that passivity is due to one cause in alkaline, and another
cause in acid solutions.

i i In all cases,passivityis due to oxidation.
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la. Oxidatioit in the senseof (i) increasingthe valence,

(2) removing hydrogen, or (3) of adding oxygen as a film,

have been shown to be untenable.

13. The formation of an oxideas the resuit of mxidation

i8 arrived at by élimination.

14. This oxide forais a film over the métal by being ad-

sorbedby it. This filmprotects the metal, and givesIts prop>
erties to the métal surface.

13, This oxide is unstable in mst cases,but is stabilized

by adsorption by the métal.

16. The oxide in the case of if onis higher than known

cttideâ, but aat mwithchrotnittm.

17. The nobility of the surface, the graduai change of

electromotive force, and the instability at elevated tempera-

tures is satisfactorily explained by this hypothesis.
t8. The quantity of oxiderequired to protect the surface

is verysmall.

19. In the further oxidation of chromium as anode the

higher oxide, crOa, is formed and chromium dissolves as

hexavalent ion, since this oxide is soluble. Iron does not

dissolve because any higher oxide whièh may be formed is

not soluble readily. The quantity of iron that dissolvesia

due to the straight solution and decompositionof the higher

oxide. This is not quantitative accordingto any reasonable

valence.
20. The oxide in the caseof chromiumis not higher than

CrO9,and is probablyCrCrO4or CrOa.

21. That in the case of iron is not higher tban FeOs,

and may possibly be FeOa, similar to chromium.

22. Passivity of lead has been shownwherethere was no

visiblefilm.

23. The action here i8 similar to lead where there is a

visible film of oxide.

24. Passivity in all cases, therefore, is the coatingof the

metal, by adsorption,with a filmofa higheroxidewhich,being

more noble than the métal, protects it from the action of

the solution.
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25- Wemeasure the electromotive force of the oxide
instead of the metal.

26. Accordiûgto this view all the facts of passivity are

easilyexplaifled.

27. Many conflictingexperiments have been explained
and thus broughtinto line with facts.

CornellUnivenily



THE ABSORPTIONÎCOEWICISNT OF SOLUTIONSOF

COBALT CHLORIDE IN WATER AND VARIOUS

ALCOHOLS FOR MONOCHROMATICRADIA-

TION1

BYE. O. HULBUBT,J. F. HUTCHINSON,ANDH. C. JONES

Experiments have shown that in the case of certain

solutions the absorption of monochromaticradiation may be

represented by the formula

1 Io X ior- (0

whére ï0 is thé originalihtéttsitybf the radiation. is the

intensity of the radiation after passingthrough a layer of

solution of thickness t millimeters,and a is a constant for the

solution in question calledthe absorptioncoefficientof the solu-

tion for the specifiedfrequencyof radiation.

Experiments have also shownthat different values of a

are obtained if there is any changein:

(a) the nature of the solventorofthe dissolvedsubstance,

(b) the concentrationof the solution,

(c) the temperature,
(d) the wave-lengthof the radiation,etc.

To solvethe problemof light absorptionin solutionsit is

necessary to determine the explicit form of the relation be-

tween the absorption coefficienta, and the quantities of

which it is a function. At the present time our knowledge
is far too meagre to indicate more than a qualitative idea

of the nature of this relation.

In the present investigation a has been measured in

those regionsof the spectrumwhere the pure solventspossess

appréciable absorption. It is assumed that the total ab-

sorption of the solution is the sum oftwo parts, the first being
the absorptiondue to the presenceofthe salt, the secondbeing

the absorption due to the pure solvent. In calculatingthis

1This is a report on part of an investigation carried out with the aid of a

gmnt from the Carnegie Institution of Washington.
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second part, it is assumed that the absorption due to the
solvent is the same as it would be if there were no dissolved
sait present. We, therefore, write

a = Ac+ «o

where ao is the absorption coefficientfor the pure solvent,
c is the concentration in gram-moleculesof sait per liter of

solution, and A is called thé molecularabsorptioncoefficient
of the sait in the solution. From this relation we get

A » r ° (2)

The present investigation consisted of a systematic and

thorough study of the absorptioncoefficienta. This quantity
has been measuredat intervals of 20/t/tt to 40/t/i throughout
the regionof the spectrum from 600pu to 1300/1M-for many
solutions. The work has been restricted to a study of in-

organic salts in aqueous and alcoholic solution. Ail the

measurementshave been carried out with solutions at room

temperature. The values of a, when plotted as ordinates

against the correspondingwave-lengthsas abscissas,form the

absorptioitcurve. For each sait a series of solutions varying
in concentration from saturation to moderate dilution were

prepared, and the absorption curve has been drawn for each

solution. From the measured values of a and <xo,and from
the known value of c, A has been calculated for each wave-

length by meansof formula (2). The values of A for a given
wave-lengthhave been plotted as ordinates against the corre-

sponding values of c as abscissas. The curves thus formed
willbe referredto as the A-c curies.

If experimentswith any solution show that the relation

betweena and cis a linear one,and therefore that Ain formula

(2) is a constant, the A-c curves for such a solution are

straight lines parallel to the axis of abscissas. Previous

researchesl2 have shown that in general the A-c curves are

not straight lines parallel to the axis of abscissas,or, in other

1 Satnmlungchemischcrundchemisch-tcchnischerVortrâge,9,1(1904).
»Proc.Roy.Soc.Edinburgh.33,156(1912-13).
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words, that A is not a constant.1 It was the purpose of the

present investigationto déterminetbe fonn of the A«ccurves.
The chlorides, nitrates and sulphates of cobalt, nickel,

and chromium,and a fewothersalts; have beenstudied in this

investigation. This paper is a report on thé results of the

work on a singlesalt, cobaltchlotide.

Apparatus– The apparatus used for detennining the

light absorption coefficienthas been developed by previous

Fig. i

workers in this laboratory.
Il

The arrangement of the ap-
paratus is shown in Fig. i.

The lightfrotnaNèrnstglower,
g, run at na volts on 0.8 am-

peredirectcurrent from a con-

stant potentlalstoragebattery,
was rendered parallel by a

lens, 3.8cm iadiameter and

with a focal length of 20 cm.

The lightafterpassingthrough
cell k' was focussed on the

slit A of the spectrographby a

secondlens,k, 3.8cmin diam-

eter and with a focal length
of 20 cm. A shutter, s, was

placed between the glower g
and lensU,by means of which

the light could be turned on
and off. The optical system

thus far described, consisting of the glower, the two lenses, hand

k, and the cells, was held by a solid metal frame work, and

was perpendicular to the plane of the drawing in Hg. i The

ligbt after passing through the lens k was reflected on to slit

>Béer has stated (Pogg.Aon.,86, 78-88 (1889))as a result of his ex-

périmenta on aqueous solutionsof inorganicsalts tbat A le a constant witb-

respect to c. This "law" of Beerhas been shown to be the exceptionrather

than tbe rule, and thereforein this paperno referencebas beenmade to "Beer's

Law."
3CatnegieInst. ofWash.,Pub. 190and 230.
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A by a right-angleglass prism (not shownin Pig. i) closeto
slit A.

The spectrographconsistedof the Littrow mountingof a

plane grating. The grating had a ruled area 6 cm by 7.5
cm and was ruled 15000lines to the inch. The coneof light
froui slit A was reflectedby a right-angleglassprism through
the largeachromaticlens da,ro cmin diameterand with a focal

length of 75 cm. The spectrum was brought to a focus at
slit B. The grating possesseda bright first order, and this
first order spectrum was used throughout the present work.
The dispersionwassuch that with slit B onemiUimeterwide a
"monochfomaticbeam" of light containing a wave-length
range of 20 A, or 2/i/u,passed throùgh. In this work both
slit A and slit B were always onemillimeterin width. The
correction for finite slit-width was negligible. The grat-
ing was mounted on a turn-table which was rotated from
the outside by a worm-screw,thus causing various wave-

lengths to pass through slit B. The monochromaticbeam of

light fromslit B was focussedby a lens, h, 35cm in diameter
and with a focal lengthof 6 cm on the junction of the radio-
micrometer.

The solutionfor which a wasto be determinedwas placed
in two glasscellsexactlyalike in aUrespects,exceptthat onecell
was thin and the other thick. The energy, I, of the mono-
chromatic beam of light after passing through the thin cell

containinga thickness,h, of the solution,and the energy, I',
after passingthrough the thick cellcontaininga thickness, h',
of solution,weremeasured in arbitrary units, i. e., deflections
of the radiomicrometer. If the initial intensity, Io, of the

light fallingon the cellwas the samein eachcase

I = Io X 1er-»
I' Io X 10-»*'

1 1
alog

I. dor
a = logj, (3)

where d and d' are the deflectionsproduced by 1 and I',
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respectively,and t is the differencein thicknessin millimeters
of the two cells. This method climinated all correctionsfor
réfactions from the glasssurfaces,and thus gave a directly.

Results

CobaltChloridein Water(Figs.2, 2a) – Twenty-threesolu-
tionswere preparedvaryingin concentration from c = 3.23to

Fig. 2a
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c = o.i. The more concentrated solutionswere quite stable
and showed no signs of decompositioneven after standing
in the bottles for severaldays. In the more dilute solutions,
however, there appeared a flocculentprecipitate which in-
creased their absorption materially. On this account a
second set of solutions whose concentrations varied from
c = 1.0 to c « o. were prepared, and the results of the
measurementsof these appear in the figure.

Tbe absorption curves include the long-waveside of the

y ellow-greencobalt absorption band and the short-wave
side of the infra-red band, and showthe regionof transmission
between the two bands. The minimumof absorption is at

764MM-
The A-c curves for wave-lengths 605/4/1to 764/1ju, in-

clusive,whichlie on the edge of the yellow-greenband, show
that A decreasesin a marked manner with dilution,reaching
a minimum value at about c ==1.0. Below c = i.o A ex-

periences a slight increase.

The A-c curves for those wave-lengthsin the region of

transparency,from 842/» to 979/tM»are straigbt lines parallel
to the axis of abscissas,showingthat in this regionA is con-
stant for ail concentrations. For wave-lengthsgreater than

979MM1whicb lie on the edge of the infra-red band, A is a

Tabu? 1

AforCobaltChlorideinWater

c = O.65 C = 3.IO

Wave-length –––––––––––––––––

Houston From thiswork Houston Fromwork

645/tM 0.041 0.0340
– –

684 0.024 0.0232 0.200 –

72° 0.031 0.0123 0.041 0.0330
750 0.028 0.0090 0.037 0.0150
794 0.028 0.0109. 0.016 0.0138
850 0.028 0.0147 0.018 0.0165
910 0.028 0.0175 0.029 0.0198
980 0.040 0.0275 0.038

1070 0.070 0.0762 0.074
–
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constant within the error of experiment. The two band

edges in question are thus seen to behave quite differently
as dilution proceeds. Houston1 bas drawn the absorption
curvesfor two solutionsof cobalt chloridein water; and Table

1 shows the comparisonbetween Houston's values and the
valuesfoundin this work.

The agreementbetweénHouston's values and the values
of A found in the present investigation is far from satis-

factory. However, both sets indicate similar changes in A

with c.

CobaltChloridein MethylAlcohol. (Figs.3, 3a)

Sevensolutions were prepared varying in concentration
from c 0.7 to c <=o.i. Thé solutions appeared to keep

very well,and no suchprecipitate was formed as was noticed
in the water solutions. The absorption curves showthat the

character of the absorption of the alcoholsolutionswas quite
different from that of the water solutions, the absorption
curve for the alcohol solution being shifted toward the red,

1Proc.Roy.Soc.Edinburgh,31, 521 (1910-11).
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so that the minimum ofabsorptionwas now found at 842/»n,
the shift thus amounting to about 8ojum- The shift toward..a. i .a
the red_of the edge of the

band in the greenwas suffi-
cient to make this band ab-
sorb nearly all of the visible

redlight. (Instead ofspeak-

ing of the "shift of a band,"
somehavepreferredto speak
of the bands in the different

solvents as entirely different

bands.) As a consequence
the moreconcentrated solu-

tionsappeareda deeppurple,

becoming more and more

pink as thé dilution in-

creased.

TheA-ccurvefor 744/ujbt
showsthat A decreasesby a

large amount with dilution,

dropping from 0.128forc =

0.7 to 0.080 for e =0.1.

This is the only A-c curve

wbich has been plotted for Fig. 3a
a wave-lengthlying on the édge of tbe red-yellowabsorp-
tion band, for this edge is tremendously sbarp compared
to the edge of the analogous band of the water solu-
tion. Thé A-c curves for the region of transmission,
764HHto 920/iMiand for the edge of the infra-red band

920MMto U34HH,showthat A for these regions of the spec-
trum remains approximatelyconstant for all concentrations.

CobaltChloridein EihylAlcohol. (Fig. 4)

Four solutions were prepared varying in concentration
from c = 0.4 to c = o.x. Amonth later a secondseriesof more
dilute solutions for which c was 0.08, 0.06, 0.05, 0.04, 0.03,
0.02, 0.01 0.005, were prepared, and their absorption curves
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Fif5.4 ¢

The absorption curves for tbe ethyl alcoholsolutions are

similar in their general character to those for methyl alcohol.
The minimum of absorption occurs in the same place, at

842np, andthe steepnessof the edgeof the bandsis much the

same. The ethyl alcoholsolutions were of a pure deepblue
in the higher concentrations, becoming greenish blue as dilu-

tion increased.

drawn only in the régions of moderate absorption, from

1056mmto 1134/1/j, and for 724/i/i, In the other regions

they either absorbed too much, or too little, so that no con-

fidencecould be placed in the values of A.
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The A-c curves for 724.11*>and 744/ show that A de-
creaseswith dilution,and the decreasein this caseis far greater
than in the caseof methyl alcohol. For wave-lengths 764,^
to 979MA»in the region of transmission,A is fairly constant.
For tbe regionon the edgeof the infra-redband, 1018to 1134,
the A-c curves show that A increaseswith dilution. Thèse
last mentioned curves illustrate the magnitude of the error
in the détermination of A in the caseof very dilute solutions.

CobaltChloridein Propyl Alcohol. (Fig. 5)

Eight solutions were prepared varying in concentration
from c = 0.434to c – 0.10. The character of the absorption

F*K-55
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curves is the same as that of the ethyl alcoholsolutions,the

minimum of absorption occurringagain at 842pp, and the

steepnessof the edgesof the bands being simuar. The propyl
alcohol solutionswere also deep blue, becominga greenish
blue upon dilution. The absorption curve for c =*0.434bas
been drawn in greater detail, readings having been taken at

every 10pp.
The A-ccurvefor 744MM»lying on the edgeof the yellow-

red absorptionband,showsAto decreasegreatlywithdilution.

This curve (and the A-c curves for 1056/ijuand 1095np)
have been plotted on a scale of ordinates ten times as small

as the other A-ccurves. For wave-lengthsin the region of
low absorption, 764/» to 842^/u,A is approximatelycon-

stant, althoughin this region the values of a are sosmallthat

the values of A are liable to considerable inaccuracy. The

A-ccurves for wave-lengths920MMto 1095pp, on the edge
of the infra-red band, show that A increases rapidly with

dilution.

CobaltChloridein Iso-ButylAlcohol. (Fig. 6)

Four solutions were prepared varying in concentration

from c = 0.194to c = 0.05. The absorptioncurveshavethe

same character as those for the ethyl alcohol solutions,and

the colorof the,solutionsin thé bottles was the same,beinga

deep blue which changed to a greenish blue upon dilution.

In preparing the solutions the Usualprecedurewas followed,

namely, to makethe dilutions by addition of thé purea)cohol
to the saturated mother solution. It was found that a pre-

cipitate appeared immediately upon dilution. The solu-

tions werethen filtered,and the concentrationsmeasuredby a

determinationof the density. The value of the concentration

determinedin this waywas found to agree withinthe error of

experimentwith the concentrationcalculated fromthe known

amountofdilution. This showedthat the lossby précipitation
was either negligible,or that the precipitate containe'd«nearly

equal parts of cobalt chloride and iso-butyl alcohol. The

filteredsolutionsappearedquite free from any visibleparticles.
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In the cells they had a somewhat cloudyappearance, sugges-
tive of a colloidcondition. They showedslightly a Tyndall
cône in blue light. An examination of these freshly filtered
iso-butyl alcohol (and also the iso-amyl alcohol) solutions
with the ultramicroscopeshowed that they were not colloidal
in nature, but that they contained a number of particles.
Whether these particles were newly formed precipitate, or
some impurity, is unknown.

The A-c curvesfor 734MMand 744/ wave-lengthslying
on the edge of the yellow-redabsorption band, show again
that A decreasesrapidly with dilution. For the wave-lengths
754MMand 764/u/tin the region of transmissionA is a con-
stant. The behavior of the edge of the infra-red band is
similar to the case of the propyl alcoholsolutions, for A in-
creaseswith dilution, as shown by the rise in the A-ccurves
for wave-lengthsioï8ju/t to 11330/
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CobaltChloridein Iso-amylAlcohol. (Fig. 7)

Six solutions were prepared varying in concentration

from c = 0.064 to c 0.010. The solutionsin the bottles

were of a deep blue color in the higher concentrations,which

changed to a greenish blue upon dilution. The general
character of the absorption curves is the same as that of the

ethyl alcoholsolutions.

The iso-amyl alcohol solutions exhibited the same

phenomenon of precipitation upon dilution as has been de-

scribed in the case of the iso-butyl alcoholsolutions. They
also had the same appearance in the cells,and under the ultra-

microscope.
A study was made of the precipitate which was thrown

down in these solutions, for the deposit in the case of the

iso-amyl alcohol solutions was more abundant than in the

case of the deposits in the other cobalt-chloride-solutions.

The solutionwas allowed to stand for two weeks,and then the

precipitate was filtered off. This precipitate consisted of
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blue needlecrystalsmixed with a flocculentscale-likeresidue.

Analysis showed that in this flocculent residue there was

present 54 percent by weight of cobalt chloride. If this

precipitate was a compound of the cobalt chloride and the
alcohol,this percentageof the chloridewould indicate that the

compoundcontained two moleculesof the chloride to three
of the alcohol.

The A-ccurvesfor the edge of the yellow-redabsorption
band, at 714/tMand 724MP,show that A decreases with
dilution. In the region of transparency between the two
bands A is constant, as shown by the A-c curves for 734^
and 744/». The A-çcurves for the edge of the infra-red band
showthat A increasesvèryrapidly with dilution.

Discussionof Results with Cobalt Chloride

This study of cobalt chloridein water and alcoholicsolu-
tion bringsout the followingfacts:

In the region of wave-lengths lying on the long wave-

length edgeof the yellow-redabsorption band the A-c curves
show that A decreases with dilution. The decrease in A
observed in the case of the water solution is considerable,
and in the caseof the alcoholicsolutionsthis decreasebecomes
more and more marked as the molecular complexity of the
alcohol increases. Jones and Anderson1 studied solutions
of cobalt chloridein water, methyl alcohol,and ethyl alcohol.
Plates 2, 4, and 5 of their paper showed that forwave-lengths
on the red edge of the yellow-red absorption band A de-
creasedwith dilution,and also showed that this decreasewas
much more marked in the case of the alcoholicsolutionsthan
in the watersolution. This is in accord with the facts brought
out by the measurements discussed in the preceding para-
graphs.

In the regionof low absorption between the two bands
it is concludedthat A is constant. As has been mentioned

already, in the section concerning cobalt chloride in propyl
alcohol,thé valuesof a for the region between the two bands

CarnegieInst.ofWash.,Pub.iro.
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are so small that the valuesof A are in many cases worthless.

In the region of wave-lengths lying on the edge of the

infra-red band A expériences deviations from a constant

value, and again these deviations show a certain regularity
concomitant with the increasing molecularcomplexity of the
solvent. In this region A is nearly constant for thé water

solutions, but increases with dilution for the alcohot solu-

tions, the increase becominggreater as the molecular weight
of the alcoholîncreases.

Conclusion

The relation betweenA, the molecular light. absorption
coefficientof the solution,defmed by équation (2), and c, the
concentration of the solution in gram-moleculesof salt per
liter of solution, bas been determined. It bas been found

that in general A is not a constant. In certain cases A de-
creases withdilution, in other casesA increases withdilution,
and in still other casesas dilution proceedsA decreases to a

minimum, and then increases again. Another possible com-

bination, namely, that A should increaseto a maximum and
then decrease,was not met with.

At present there is no adequate theory to explain the

facts which have been recorded here. The fact that A varies
with c has been probably correctly attributed by Jones and

Anderson' and others to the formation of complexes,which
wereconsidered to be loosechemicalcompoundsof molecules

of the salt with moleculesof the solvent. Undoubtedly the

changes in A with c observed in this investigation may be

explained in a qualitative manner by the hypothesis of com-

plexes, or "solvates" as they have been called. But before

it can be useful for the interpretation of quantitative data,
the solvate hypothesis must be couched in mathematical

terms.

TheJohntHopkinsUnhersity
May10.IQ16

1Loc. cit.
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TheMetallographyofSteel and CastIron. By Henry M. Hvwe.26 xaocm;
pp. xmii + 641. New York:author says: Bookvolume coasistsof Price:
$10.00, In the preface the author says: "This volume consistaof two dis-
tinct parts, an introduction to the new scienceof microscopicmêtallography,
asappliedto steeland to cast iron,and an oxtendedstudy of thevery newbranch
of that science,the mechanismof plastic déformation. It is throughthe appli-
cation of the principtesof these subjects that the great advancesin the métal-
lurgy of iron and steel are to be expected. The mechanismofdéformationbas
beenbeforeusso little that a wordas to-itsimportancemay notbe.amiss. The
usefulnessofsteel reallyresutts fromits résistanceto deformatioo,and its power
to endure limited plastic déformation. Hence a knowledgeof the mechanism
of this deformationand of the way in whichsteel in part resists déformation
and in part accommodâtesitself to H, niày in time discloseto us the essenceof
its powerof résistanceand accommodation. To understand this essenceis to
be the better preparedto approachthe problemof fitting the metalfor its service
to our race, not empiricallyalone but also sdentifically."

"Greatly as steeland cast iron differfromeachother inmanufacture,prop-
erties, and application, they form for the metallographist two conterminous
divisionsof a singleséries, so closelyunited that, for the purposesof a general
survey, they may well be studied together. Partly on this accouat, and partly
becauseraetallographyseemsto me to hold out evengreater promiseto the iron
founderthan to the steel tnaker,'I have devoteda considerablefractionof this
work to the metallographyof cast iron. I find strong reasonto hope that the

intelligent application of metallographymay succeed in improvingthe prop-
erties of cast iron to such a degree as to broaden its applicationgreatly. In-
deed, a relativelysmall degreeof improvementmight well lead to a dispropor-
tionate broadening. That so little bas been donc intelliggntlyto improvethe
propertiesof this product by applying metallographyto it can be explained
inpart by the extrêmecomplexityof thisbranchof the subject.and in part by the
usuallyslightertechnicaltrainingofthe iron founderthan of the steelmaker. But
that so little bas been done, far from disproving, tends rather to suggestthat
much remainsto be donc, and to add to the attraction of this field,as yet only
roughly swveyed."

The subject is treated under the generalheadings: introduction; thoughts
on the permanenceof our supplyof iron; outUneof the classificationand manu-
facture of iron and steel; classificationand nomenclature;outline of the con-
stitution of iron; sodium nitrate-water diagram; introduction to the carbon-
iron diagram (cementite-austeniteor metastable form, the ttansformationof
steel. the transformations in cast iron); gmphitization; the phase rule; evi-
dence that the structure of metals is crystalline; general considerationsof de-
formation specifie déformation, slipbands; silhouettes; discussion of slip-
bands Beilby's amorphous theory; plastic déformation in steel; twins; the
Neumannbands or mechanicaltwins in ferrite; mechanismof twraning; the X

bands; the deformationlines in Hadfield'saustenitic manganesesteel; is there
fluid as well as crystalline motion in metals?; inter-granular and trans-crys-
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talline rupture; relativepreferenceofthe path of rupturefor ferrite and pearlite;
fracture; gnosts and thé other élémentsof fiber; influenceof manufacturing
conditions on fiber; certain crystalllneintersections.

On p. 196the author sumraarizesthe discussionon hardening. "Apart
fromhardeningbycold deformation,whichis generallythought toact by amorph-
iring part of anyductile metal, thereare fivedistinct methods, three of them

dynamic and two static, three involvingtempératurechangesand two at sta-

tionary température, of bringing iron to a hard state intermediate between
tbe soft gammaand the softer alphastates. Tbe bardnessof mixturesof this
hard state with oneor both of the soft endstates is sogreat as to indicatethat
the hardnessof the hard state, if it couldbe empletely isolated,wouldbe some
ten timesthat of alpha iron and far greater than that of gamma.

"I infer that this intermediatestate is not amorphousiron, first, because
this bardeningcan be inducedstaticailyand thus without mechanismcapable
of causingamorphism; second,becauseit enduresthrough longheatingat tem-

r peraturesas highas 800° (method(2)) at whichamorphousiron wouldbecome

cryBtaltineand fine-grainediron wouldcoarsen"andthus reduceits amorphous
envelopesto a relatively negligiblequantity; and third, becavsc the hardness,
for instance,of quenchedcarbon steel,decreasesprogressivelyon the slightest
heating, whereasthat of iron made amorphousby cold deformationmcreases
on gentleheating, so that the hard constituentbf such hardened steel différa

strikinglyfrom the amorphousbard constituentof cold deformediron.

"Amorphismas the commoncauseof hardeningby these five methods

beingthus elimtoated,there remainthe solutionhypothesisthat the intemediate
hard state is a simple solutionin varyingproportionsof the two end states in
each other, the high temperature gammaaud the lowtempérature alpha; and
the beta hypothesisthat it is a distinctbeta state or states of iron, coôrdinate
with the end states gamma and alpha. Gammairon aloneis dense,beta I and
II alone are hard, and beta II and alphaatoneare magnetic,both gammaand

alpha being isolatedeasily,but beta thus far alwaysoccurringmixedwith either

gamma or alpha or more often both.
"Between these 1 choose the beta hypothesisconfidently,first, because

the hardnessof the hardenedsteel is far too great to representa simplesolution

of the two soft end states in eachother,espedall^in viewof the slight increase
of hardnesswhichthe dissolvlngof the glasshard cementitecausesin gamma
iron. and becausethis extreme hardnesspoints to the présenceof a far harder

allotropievariety; second,becausethe sharpnessof the inflectionof the curve

of the temperature coefficientrésistance,and the sbarpnessof the extinction
of magnetism,at or close to As, are so markedas to represent an allotropie

changebere rather than a mere progressivechangein the proportionsin which

alpha and gammaare dissolvedin each other; and third, because,for given
degreeof hardness,the variationsinmagnetismare far too great to be explained

by variations in tbe proportionsof only two substances,gamma and alpha,

for such an admixture should. or givenhardness, have only one or at most
two relatively fixeddegreesof magnetism,whereasthe beta hypothesisof one

hard mixed with one bulky and oneor two magneticsubstances might give
almost any intermediate combinationof hardnessand magnetism. This third
reason is reiaforcedby the fact that the variationsin the ratio of bardness to
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magnetismwith varying conditionsof hardenlngare those whichshould be
causedby the greaterbulkinessof the beta and alpha than of the gammastate.

"Nevertheless,in viewof the hardening,slightthough it be, of the copper
alumiuumaUoysby quenching from above their transformationrange, refer-
able perhaps to the dlssolvingof the end constituentsin each other and per-
haps to amorphismcaused by the quenching «trains,it may be that, in the
hardeningof carbonsteel by quenching,both solutionandamorphismmay con-
tribute to the resultant hardening,that solutionmay in all the otherhardening
methods,and that amorphismnmay in aU the dynamicmethods.

"The solution and the amorphoushypotheses,thougheach fittingsomeof
the facts, yet fail by themselvesto explainothers. The beta hypothesisthus
liberallyapplied seemsto me to fit ail the presentand intricatelyrelated facts,
manyof them at fint sight contradictory,with a degreeofaccuracywhiehjusti-
fiesus in adopting it provisionallywith someconfidencefor workingpurposes.

"Becausethe solutionof cementitein gammaironbardens it so little, and
becausethe hardness given by the statie methods,whichexcludeaffiorphism,
is nearlyas great as the greatestgivenby quenching,1inferthat the contribution
of solutionand amorphism to the hardeningof steel is of minor Importance,
and the preservationof much iron in the beta state the dominantcause."

Thereviewerbellevesthat it is unfortunateto assumethat FeC is a meta-
stablephaseunder ail conditions,p. 131. The authoradoptsBeilby'stheory of
amorphousfilms,pp. 373, 381,though he apparentiydoesnot concedeaU that
is claimedfor it, p. 498. This is a monumentalpieceof workand the repro-
ductionsof the micrographsare astonishinglywelldone.

WilderD. Bancroft

ThePlotation Process. ByHerbertA. Mtgraw. 23 X t6 cm;pp.ix + 349.
New York:McGmw-HillBookCompany,Inc., iqiô. Price:$e.$onet. – In the
prefaceto his book the author makesthe followingobservations:

"The state of the art of concentratingoresby flotationis not such that a
text-bookeau be said to cover the fieldwith any degreeof intcnsiveuess Tbe
processhasnot beendevelopedsufficientlyto provideabasisfor a workthat will
endurefora great lengthof timewithout careful,perhapsradicalrevision. The
theoryuponwhichthe processoperatesbas notbeenfullyelucidated,andpractice
basnot beensoformulatedthat muchforecastingcanbe indulgedin. The prob-
abilitiesare that notation is stiUin its swaddlingclothesand the measureof its
fullgrowthcannot be even imaginednow. 'that its usefulnesswillcontinue to
increasefor a long time seemsunquestionable,"

Thebook is inteuded primarilyfor the engineerand mine-operatorand it
aims accordinglyto give a summaryof the status of ore-ftotation,particularly
as it basbeen developedin Americaup to the present. Thechapters includea
discussionof the patent records,the theory of ore-flotation,oits and their uses,
flotationtesting, together with numerousdetaileddescriptionsofflotationplants
that havebeen installed in variousparts of the world. More than haif of the
book istaken up by thesedescriptions.

Severalstatemcnts appearinghere and there interestedthe reviewer. On
page38 the observationis madethat sufficientlyfineparticlesin the pulp will
aid to producinga froth, havingessentiallythe sameeffectas a colloidpresent
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in the oit, whichwe.knowaidathe formationof air-in oit foams. The reviewer
basnoticedthis insomeexperimentsofbisown,but hitherto basseenno reference
to it in any publishedpaper. It is probablethat the solid particlesre-enforee
the oit filmsurroundingtheairbubblesand helpthe Jlmitedquantity of oil prés-
ent to spread out overtheverylargeair-waterinterface.

On the same page thereare a fewinterestingremarks on the spreadwgof

"collecting"and "frotbing"oils on a water surface. This is a veryimportant

point whichhas beenoverlookedin the past and careful experiraentsalong this
Unewillundoubtedlyproducesomevaluablerésulta. A foamof vaine id flota-

tion cannot be obtainedunless the oit spreads rapidly and conipletely. On

page58 tbe statementis modethat oilin exccsstendsto destroy thefroth. This
is interesting in viewof thefact that Hardy onceobserveda maximumfrothing
actionon btowingair throughwater on thé surfaceofwhich was spread an ex-

tremelythin filmof oit. On addingmore oit the frothing diminlshedrapldly.
It all goesback to the peculiarbehaviorof oil filmson water, a problemthat we

hâvegot to straigbtenoutbefore weean hope to understandail that happensin

the flotation mill.
Thebook as a wholeisa usefulone. Thé chapteron flotationoilsis written

ina distinctiyhaphazardfashionandstatementsare repeatedinsomecaseswithin

two or three pages. However,the author is to be congratulatedfor not having
calledupon surfacetensionto do the many extraordinary thingsthat webave

had attributed to it in récentpublications. T. R. Qriggs

General Chemistry. ByHamiltonP. Cady. 21 X 15 cm;pp. xiv -f $?2-
New York: McCraw-HiUBookCompany,Int.. içiô. Price: $2.25 ««*.–Tbis

book is a condensedand «mplifiedform of the author's inorganicchemistry

Ult 369). The generalarrangementis much the same; the mostmarkeddiffer-

encefrom the earlierbookisto be foundin the treatment of theatomic theory.
"The author feelsthat the récent advanceshave justified a more unqualified

supportof this theory thanwas accordedin the former work. By introducing
an experimentalconceptionof molarweightsbefore taking up the chapter on

atomicweights,the authorfeelsthat he bas beenable to developthe conception
of atomic weightsin a verysimplemannerfrom the experimentalstandpoint.
Thetheory is thenbroughtinas anexplanationforthe facts previouslydiscussed»"

The headingsof the chaptersare: introduction; units; oxygen;hydrogen;
water, combiningweights and atomic theory; hydrogen peroxide;cblorine;
ionic theory; oxygencompoundsof cblorine; bromine, iodine, and fluorine;

sulfur; séléniumand teUurium;nitrogen, phosphorus;carbon; silicon;boron;
the argongroup; the metallicéléments;the alkalimetals; the metalsof the alka-

lineearths; the magnésiumsub-group;copper,silver,and gold;groupIII; group

IV;groupV; groupVI; groupVît; groupVIII; radio-activity.
Aitan illustrationof the difficultyin avoiding raistakes, onemay cite the

diagramof tbe Townsendcell,p. 281,whichdoesnot agreewith thetext andwhich

apparently escapednoticeforfour yearsin the earlier book.
u .m.u_. r, ,tr"
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BY A. N. SAKHANOV
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1. Investigations upon Conduetivity |*
>:

Investigations of the present day have shownto Wjhaft^
in many non-aqueous solutions the molecular condu<&vtty-–
of etectrolytes decreases with increasing dilution. Tï»3«4::
phenomenon,which is known under the name of abnormal

dissociation,obeys the followingempiricallaws.:1
1. The équation, Connectingthe molecular conductivity

withdilution, is expressedin thé followingway:
X»"«*const.,

where Xstands for the molecularconductivity,v for dilution

and » is a constant.

2. Abnormal dissociation is a property common to all

the solventswith low dielectricconstants.

3. The decrease of the molecularconductivity with in-

creasing dilution takes place soonerfor a given electrolyte,
the smaller the dielectricconstant of the solvent.

4. At a definitedilutionthemolecularconductivityreaches
a minimumand then increasesnormallywith further dilution.

S. A maximum of tnolecular conductivity is found in

highly concentrated solutions.

The purpose of our investigationis not only to treat the

questionof abnotmal electrolyticdissociationin solventswith

high dielectricconstants, but alsoto explainthe causesof that

phenomenon. In order to test the first stàtement we have
usedsilvernitrate as an electrolyte.2 The followingsubstances
have been taken as solvents: aniline, quinoline, pyridine,
metachloraniline,acetonitrile, water, and alsosome mixtures

of the above-mentioned substances have been used. The

dielectric constants of the mixtures were estimated from

1For moredetails see my article in Zeit.Elektroehemie,M, 529 (1914).
1These investigationswerecarriedout withMessrs.Prscheborovskyand

Rabinovitch.
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Bouty' and Silberstein's2equations, the averagevaluesbeing
taken. Thus we have obtained the following thoroughly
studied solvents:

Solvents Diel.const.

Aniline 6.85
Mixture: 4 vol. of aniline + 1 vol.of pyridine 8.0
Quinoline 8.9
Mixture: 1 vol.of aniline + t vol.of pyridine 9.7
Pyridine 12.56
Meta-chloraniline 13.35
Mixture: 2 vol.of pyridine «f 1vol. of acetonitrile 19.7y
Acetonitrile 36.1i.
Mixture: 1 vol. of àcetouitrile + 1 vol. df water 59-77
Water 81.7y

Spécialcare has been taken as to the purity of the sub-
stances. Aniline and quinoline were obtained from Kahl-
baum (mark "Kahlbatim"). After being dried thoroughly
by meansof potassiumhydroxide, they were distilled. Pyri-
dine wasalsoobtainedfrom pyridine"Kahlbaum," afterbeing
boiled for a long time with a refluxcondenserin the presence
of potassiumhydroxide. Acetonitrile was prepared by dis-
tillation of Kahlbaum'sproduct in the presenceof phosphorus
pentoxide.

The conductivityof silvernitrate in anilineand quinoline
had been determined before.3 My data for aniline agree

closelywith Pearce's4recent data but those for quinolineare
somewhatdifferentfromPearce's. The characterofthe curve

of the molecularconductivity is the same, however. On the

contrary, Pearce'sconductivitydata for silvernitrate in pyri-
dine not only differ greatly from mine, but also showdiffer-

ences in the very character of the curve itself. Dutoit and

Friderich8have investigated dilute solutions of silvernitrate

1 Comptesrendus.114.1421(1892).
s Wied.Ann.,56,661(1895).
1

Jour. Russ. Chem. Soc., 42, 683 (1910); Zeit. phys. Chem., 83, 129(1913).

Jour. Phys, Chera., ig, 12 («915).
Bull.Soc.chim.Paris,{3)19,321(1899).
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in acetonitrile and their results coincide with ours. The
differencebetween our results for silver nitrate in pyridine
and those of Pearce's is due perhaps to the difficultywhich
arises in obtaining absolutelyidentical samples. Similar and
even still greater deviationsoften take place in the case of

boiling-pointdéterminations,viscosity measurements,etc.
As may be seen from the tables, we have also studied

highly concentrated solutions. The viscosity of such solu-
tions differsgreatly fromthat of the pure solvent and ofdilute
solutions. In order to comparethe conductivitiesof concen-
trated solutionswith eachother,as wellas with those ofdilute

solutions, it is necessary to correct for this and to express
thé results in terms of the viscosityof the pure solvent.

A number of investigators' have. found that the ion-

velocity is either proportionalto the viscosity of the medium
or the viscosityraised to a certainpower. The latter must ap-
proximate unity. Therefore, the values of conductivities
for solutions with higher concentrationsare corrected after
either of the followingequations

· L=X.orI,=X.(VrVo \Vo/
where L denotes the correctedmolecular conductivity, Xthe

directly measured molecularconductivity, and «?<>are vis-

cosity coefficientsof the solution and the pure solvent, re-

spectively.
We have corrected the values of the molecular conduc-

tivities after the simplestof the equations, the reason for this

being that in the secondequation the exponents are àpproxi-
mating unity and becausethe minimumofcorrectedmolecular

conductivity is obtained at the comparatively low value of
the ratio fi/i)owhere both equations give similar I<-values.
The values for the correctedmolecularconductivity from the
two equations differ greatly from each other only in the case
of the highly concentrated solutions,where the value of the

1Koh1rausch:Proc.Roy.Soc.,71,338(1905);Walden:Zeit.phys.Chem..
85,2o7(1906);Johnston:Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,31,1010(1909);Washburn:
Ibid,33,1469(1911).
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ratio ri/tiois too great. As the problem of the present investi-

gation is to find minimaof molecular conductivity, therefore,
the real values of the corrected.molecular conductivity for

highly concentrated solutionsare of Uttle importance for us.

The followingTable 1 contains the results of our mea-
surements (in recipr. ohm) at 25° 0.05°.

Tabuj I

Conductivityand ViscosityofSolutions

I. SilverNitrateinAniline

Dilutionin lit. Mol. conduct. Ratiot Corr.mot. cond.
<t" .N,o. '.L'

186.6 0.37 1.00 0.37
U2. 9 0.33 1.00 0.33
52.4 0.32 (Minim.) 1.02 0.33 (Minim.)
32.6 0.34 1.03 0.35
26.38 0.36 ï.04 0.37
18.35 °'39 ï'OÔ 0.41
10.41 0.64 no 0.70
6.76 0.85 ï.19 1.01

3.24 1.54 1.46 2.25
1.560 1.96 (Maxim.) 2.33 4.57
0.911 ï.57

– –

0.570 0.76 – –

0.543 °-62 – –

II. Silver nitrate in mixture: 4 vol. of aniline + 1 vol. of pyridine

v x n '• Vc I*

253-4 4.39 1 00 4.39
61.3 3.77 102 3.85
47.99 3.72 (Minim.) 1.02 3.79 (Minim.)
27,3 3-8ï 1.04 3.96
15.6 4.13 1.07 4.42
752 4.89 1.16 5.67
3.58 5.53 (Maxim.) 1.40 7.35
1.712 4.96 2.05 10.2

0.774 2-47 5-3 130

1For absolutedata of viscosityseeJour. Russ. Chem.Soc.,47,849 (1915).
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III. Silver nitrate in quinoline.

b x » :1!o L

92.65 3.05 LOI' 3.08
35 73 a.73 1.°3 2.81 (Minim.)
I3.SI 2.61 LU 2.90
7.17 2.62 (bending) 1.24 3.177
478 2.56 1.41 3.61
3.48 2.37 1.64 3.89
2.404 2.08 2.08 4.33

IV. Silver nitrate in mixture: 1 vol. of aniline + 1 vol. of pyridine

fi '1:'10 r.

220.4 14.86 1.00 14,9
62.10 11.76 loi ir.9
35.85 11.06 1.03 11.4
16.09 io-79 1 06 11.4 (Minim.)
8.37 10.92(bending) 1.13 12.3
3.83 10.94 t-34 14-7
1.736 9.26 1.92 17.8
0.804 5-Ï5 4.38 22.6
0.431 1.365 20.8 28.4

V. Silver nitrate in pyridine

11 X L

175.7 416 1.00 41.6

89.26 36.6 1.00 36.6

57- ïo 33.8 8 1.00 33.8

23-56 3O.o 1.02 30.6

15.46 28.7 7 1.05 30.1 (Minim.)

6.37 26.7 1.14 30.4

3.98 25.2 1.22 30.7
2.04 22.3 1.44 32.1
1.250 18.2 1.92 34.9
0.945 15-6 2.48 38.7
0.5;2 8.9 4.96 44.1
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VI. Silver nitrate in tneta-chloraniline

0 «:ifc, L

1768 1.57 1.007 1.58
75.26 r.12 1.02 ï.14
27.54 0.805 1.05 0.84
11.80 0.694 112 0.78 (Minim.)
4.42 0.683 1.38 0.95
r.66o 0.605 2.63 1.59

VII. Silver nitrate in mixture: 3 vol, ol pyridine + 1 vol. of aceto-
tùtrile

x v:199 I<

263.8 85.1 ..1.00 85.1
18.02 61.2 1.02 62.5
I3 3O 57-6 1.03 59.4
5.55 483 1.10 53.ï
227 36.7 129 47.3. (Minim.)
1.866 33.2 1.43 47.5
0.964 24.0 2.19 50.2
0.473 10.3 5.16 53,0

VIII. Silver nitrate in acetonitrile

n n · ~Io I.

61.8 1130 1.0 113.o
31-9 93-6 1.0 93.6
8.70 61.25 1.10 67.4
3.73 44.20 1.17 51.7
1.630 31.80 1.40 44.5
1.076 26.00 i.6o 41.6 (Minim.)
0.593 1930 2.3 44.4
0.359 Ï3-7O 4.6 63.0
0.294 u. 50 6.2 71.0
0.194 6.56 î8.o 118.o
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IX. Silvernitrate in mixture: i vol. ofacetonitrile -f i vol. of water

» X 9:1»» h

46.93 98.22 1.0 98.2
1325 89-7 1.0 89.7
770 84.7 1.02 85.0
3.511 76.9 1.07 82.4
1.644 65.6 123 80.7
0-883 53.1I 1.48 78.5 (Minim.)
0.547 42.33 187 789
0.370 32.7 2.45 80.2

0.203 20.5 3.93 80.6

0.1149 12.36 7.24 89.6

X. Silvernitrate in water

» x n h

0.7128 71.27 i.n 79.11
0.3587 56.88 1.27 72.24
0.2061 43.84 1.63 71.46 (Minim.)
0.1182 20.52 2.74 80.88

The results obtained show how important for the right
characterizationof electrolyticdissociationare the corrections

for the changeof viscosity. It is only in solvents with di-
electric constants not over 8.0 that the curve of molecular

conductivity for silver nitrate reveals rather sharply the

phenomenonof abnormal dissociationwith the formation of
a minimumand maximum (Solvents1 and II)..In solvents
with dielectricconstantsbetween8.5-10.0the curveofmolecu-

lar conductivity(X)formsonly bendings(SolventsII and IV).
And finally in solvents with dielectric constants over 10 the

molecularconductivityincreasescontinuallywith the dilution.

If, however, the conductivity values be corrected for the

changed viscosity, the curve of corrected molecularconduc-

tivity for silver nitrate shows distinctly marked minima in
ail solvents. Thus in solventswith dielectricconstants over
10 the continuat increase of molecular conductivity(X) with
dilutiondependsupon thegreat increaseof viscosityof the solu-
tionswith increasingconcentration.

The positionof the minima of correctedmolecular con-
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ductivity depends strictly upon the dielectric constant of the
solvent; that is, with the increaseof dielectricconstantminima
are graduallydisplacedta the regionof more and moreconcen-
tratedsolutions. For this reasonin the caseof anilinethe mini-
mum occurs at a comparatively higli dilution. In solvents
with still lower dielectric constants, such as amylamine, or

benzylamine, minima of molecular conductance for silver
nitrate werenot noticed, the reason being, of course,because

they lie in higherdilutions,wherethe conductivity of the solu-
tions is too slight. However,in the case of such solvents as

water, minima can be detected only with difficulty for just
the opposite reason, because they lie in the région of highly,
concentratedsolutions.

Waldenl showedthat there exists a certain relation be-
tween the positionof the minimum of molecular conductivity
(dilution Vm)and the dielectricconstant (D) of the solvent:

D:8VV»= const.

Nevertheless he proved that this equation can be applied
only to solvents with small dielectric constants, since the
values of the molecular conductivity were not corrected for
the changedviscosity.

The following Table II contains the results obtained

conceming the position of minima of corrected molecular

conductivityfor silvernitrate.
As maybe seenfrom the table, Walden's equationcan be

applied perfectlyto sohents with dielectricconstantsup to 35.
It is_rather important to note that theconstancyof theproduct

P3VVrooccursonly whenthe correctedmolecularconductivities

(L) are used.

For solventswith dielectricconstants over 35 the product

(D "VVjJ increases. The reasonfor this phenomenonmay be
that there are real deviations from Walden's equation in the
case of solventswith rather high dielectric constants. How-

ever, we must not forget that the correctionof conductivities
made by means of the above-mentionedequation wasonly ap-

1Bull.Akad.Sci.Petersb.,1913,1083.
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Tabub II

Solvent Diel.const. Dilution DaVv.

Aniline 6.85 60 Lit 29.5
Mixture: 4 vol.of aniline + 1vol.

ofpyridhie 8.0 50 Lit 29.5
Quinoline 8.9 45 Wt 31.77
Mixture: i vol.of aniline + 1vol.

8.9 45 Mt 31.7

ofpyridine 9.77 35 Lit 31.7y

Mixturee 2 vol.of pyridine + 1vol.
12. S6 ISUt 31.0

of acetonitrile 19.7 3 Lit 28.4
Metachloratuluie 13.35 12 Lit 30.6
Acetonitrile 35.8 1 Lit 35.8
Mixture: 1 vol.of acetonitrile -f 1

vol.of water S9.77 0.7Wt 53.0
Water 81.7 0.2 Lit 47.4

proximative, especially for highly concentrated solutions,
where minima are found for such solvents as water. The

conductivity values correctedby means of the equation are
too high for concentrated solutionsand the real minima'also
must lie in the region of moreconcentrated solutions. There-
fore,the values of Vmfor the last two solvents,IX and X, are
smaller than those given in the table and the applicationof
the Walden equation to the last two solventsis not excluded.

A perfectly regular displacementof minima of corrected
molecular conductivity with the increase of the dielectric
constantof the solvent forcesus to draw a conclusionthat at
some concentration or other for each of the above-tested
solventstherfeis found the phenomenonof abnormaldissocia-
tion, upon which depends both the formation of minima
and the further increase of molecular conductivity with the
concentration.

This conclusionholds true for the solventswith dielectric
constants up to 36. Neverthelessfor the last two solvents,
IX and X, extrapolation is necessaryas in these cases the ab-
normaldissociationcan be found only in the region of highly
concentratedsolutions. Bowden'slinvestigation of this ques-

1 lJour.Chem.Soc.,99,194(i#i); McBainandTaylor:Zeitphys.
Chem.,76,179(1911);BunburyandMartin:Jour.Chem.Soc.,105,4T7(1914).
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tion as well as investigationsof others bave not only removed

all doubts concemingthis question,but have also proved that
someelectrolytesin aqueoussolutionsform minima of molecu-

lar conductivity at comparatively low concentrations and

without any correctionsfor changedviscosity.
Thus we drawthe followingvery important conclusions:

The correctedmolecularconductivity(L) of.silvernitrate forms
minima in all the solventsstudiedwith.dielectricconstants be-

tween6-82 and thepositionof theseminima is determinedby the

dielectricconstant. The abnormaldissociationdecreaseswith.

the sncrease of the dielectricconstant of solvent. Therefore,

mlf for solventswith low dielectric constantsis the abnormal

dissociationa verycharacteristicproperty.
The phenomenonof electrolyticdissociationis determined

by theactionof twofactors. Ion formation proceedsby means

of normal as wellas abnormal dissociation.

The corrected molecular conductivity, having passed

through the minimum,increasescontinually with the concen-

tration. This is shownclearlyby measurementsin which we

have reached, at least in sornecases,exceedinglyhigh concen-

tration of sait.

This phenomenonin its turn leads to the followingvery

important conclusion: the curveof the corrected molecular

conductivitiesintersectsthe axis of the ordinates (the dilution

being= 0) ataa certainpositivevalueoftheordinate.

In the Solvents1 and II the directly measuredmolecular

conductivity (X)forms distinctly marked maxima. In the

Solvents III and IVbendingsare formed, i. e,, faintly marked

and brought together maxima and minima. In Solvents

V-X, with still higher dielectricconstants there are already
neither maximanor bendings. Thus we arrive at the conclu-

sion that maximaof molecularconductivity(X)are formed in

solventswith dielectricconstantsup'to 10.

Ail these conclusionsare drawn as the result of the in-

vestigationofoneelectrolyte,silvernitrate, but unquestionably

they can be appliedas well to other "normal" electrolytes of

the silver nitrate type: salts*of ammonium, tetraethylam-
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monium, etc. At the same time they hold true only for
so-called"normal" electrolytes.

2. Investigations upon the Transport-Numbers

Notwithstanding the fact that the most important laws,

goveming the abnormal electrolytic dissociation, are fixed

experimentally, up to the present day we have not any uni-

versally accepted hypothesis or theory concerningthe nature
of this phenomenon. In 1905-1906,Steele, McIntosh and
Archibald suggested a hypothesis,the essentialpoint of which
wasthat they assumedthat in some'solventsonlythe associated
moleculesof sait are capable of electrolyticdissociation. In

1913-1913,I developedthis hypothesis further. The essential

point of this hypothesis that associatedmoleculesare more

capable of electrolytic dissociationthan simpler ones, I have

explained from the point of view of Abeggand Bôdlander's

theory, according to which the electro-aflinityof complex
ions is greater than that of simpleones.

Anyhow,the principal point of the hypothesisof conduct-

ing current complexes is in the firmly fixedphenomenonof

polymerizàtionof electrolytesin solventswith small dielectric
constants. Likewise the increaseof polymerizationis always
accompanied by the increase of molecularconductivitywith
concentration: déterminationsof molecularweightsin solvents
with low dielectric constants show that in these solventsthe
salts are associatedand that the associationincreaseswith the
concentration. Therefore, we see the closerelation between
the two phenomenaof abnormaldissociationand ofpolymeriza-
tion of the salt.

If an electrolyte is polymerized,the resuit of its electro-

lytic dissociation is, as is known, the complexion. There-

fore, the complexion formationislookeduponas beingnatural
for solvents with low dielectricconstants.

Kraus and Bray found that the transport numbers for
different salts in liquid ammonia contradict the hypothesis
of current conducting complexes. As the transport-numbers
for most salts in this solvent change but little with dilution,
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therefore, the above-mentionedauthors conclude that com-

plex ions are not formed in liquid ammonia. Bringing this
conclusion to a general form, the authors consider the com-

plex ion formation as beingan exceptional phenomenon.
Anyhow,the absenceofchangeor,moreproperlyspeaking,

the slight change of transport numbers for many electrolytes
in liquid ammoniamust be noticed. The fact is that Franklin
and Kraus's ebullioscopicmeasurements in liquid ammonia
show that electrolytesin this solvent are polymerized. Since
the complexion formationcornesas a result of the electrolytic
dissociation of asspciated molecules, therefore, the presence

of complex ions in liquidanimonia is inore than probable.
If, notwithstanding this, the transport-numbers do not give
any hint as to the presence of complex ions, there is, there-
fore, a contradictionbetween the ebullioscopicdata and those
of the transport-munbers.

The second exampleof similar contradiction we find in
Serkov's researches.1 Thèse investigations, carried out after
the method of transport-numbers, show that the complexity
of lithium chloride in acetone is greater than that of lithium
iodide, in spite of the fact that according to numerous cryo-
scopic and ebullioscopicmeasurements iodide salts reveal
a greater tendency to form complexes than bromide and es-

pedally chloride salts. Thus we perceive here also a differ-
ence between the results of the two methods.

Thèse contradictionsas well as thé chanceto cometo the

question of the causeofabnormaldissociationwerethe reasons
for the following investigation. For this purpose we have
measured2 the transport-number for silver nitrate in aniline
and two mixturesof anilinewith pyridine (II and IV).

On the other hand, Schlundt8has measured the transport-
number for the same sait in pyridine and acetonitrile. If
to these data be joinedHittorf's data for silvernitrate in aque-
ous solutions, we shall obtain representation of the changeof

1Zeit.phys.Chem.,73,500(1910).
ThèseinvestigationswerecarriedoutbyMr.Grinbaum.

3Jour.Phys.Chem.,6,159(1903).
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transport-numbers for silver nitrate, depending both upon
the concentration of solution as well as upon the dielectric
constant of the solvent.

The apparatus, in which the electrolysistook place, was
constructed like that of Nernst and I<oeb. The anode con-
sisted of a bent silver rod and the cathode of a silver plate.
Electrolysislasted for 3-5 hours. The current strength was

from 4 to 8 milliamperes. After the electrolysiswas finished
the liquid from the apparatus was poured off into weighed
bottles through the tap, whichwas in the lower part of the

long tube, where was the anode. Therefore, the first bottle
contained thé anodelayer. Afterwardsin thé samernanner

were taken away the two small middle layers. The differ-
ence between the wholeweightof the liquid in the apparatus
and the sum of the anode layer and two middle layers repre-
sented the weight of the cathodelayer.

The content of the coulometer,as well as the solutions
of the layers, were titrated accordingto Volhard's method
with nearly N/40 solution of ammonium rhodanate. The
titre of that solution was determinedbefore each experiment.

When we have titrated the cathode and anode layers,
wehave taken only a part of it in order not to add too great
a quantity of ammonium rhodanate solution. By adding
a sufficientamount of dilute nitric acidwehave dissolvedthe
aniline and pyridine of the solutionsin the state of nitrate
salts. After that the solutionthus obtainedwas diluted with
water and was titrated accordingto Volhard in the presence
of ferrous alum.

Different experiments proved that such titration is

possiblein the presence of anilinenitrate, in case the titra-
tion is made sufficientlyrapidly. On standing, the solution

gradually becomesgreen becauseof the reaction between the
ferrous salt and aniline nitrate. This very slight greenish
or bluish tint, which appears in the diluted solutions a few
minutesafter the addition of aluni, interferes with the titra-
tion. The intensity of the color increases with the time.

Therefore, we were obligedto make two titrations for each
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solution and in the second titration alum was added at the

very end of the titration. It must be stated that, after some
practice,thefirst titration, whenalumisaddedat the beginning,
was accomplishedso quickly that it coincidedentirely with
the second. The differencebetween the two titrations rarely
reached0.05cc.

The middle layers show that the concentration of silver
nitrate does not change during the electrolysis in all the

experimentsincludedin Table III. Only in two cases have
we found that the concentration of the middle layers had

changed, evidently in consequence of their being mixed
either with the anode or with thé cathodesolutions, For
this reason these two experiments were omitted as being
evidentlyfaulty.

The whole quantity of silver nitrate in all the layers,
being compared with the quantity before electrolysis took

place,was foundto be unchangedwithin the limit of=*=1.5mg.
As we have determined both the increaseof silver at the

anodeand the decreaseof it at the cathode,therefore, in every
experiment we have obtained two values for the transport-
number at the anode and at the cathode. The maximum
differencebetween these two values is, as may be seen, 3
percent. The result is quite satisfactory, if we take into
consideration that even in aqueous solutions the différence
is the same.

The character of the silver depositedon the cathode de-

pendsupon the concentration of the solution. In highly con-
centrated solutions the silver is deposited in the form of a

very dense layer. In more dilute solutions the silver is de-

posited in the form of dendrites or of a black powder some-
times very friable and easily broken off from the cathode.
The solutions of silver nitrate at the anode and cathode did
not change color during the electrolysis. Only in the very
dilute solutions did the cathode solution grow quite yellow
during the electrolysis. Evidently the pulvérulent silver
acceleratescatalytically the oxidatiori of the aniline. When
the yellowcathode solutions were treated in dilute nitric acid,
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tinted solutions wereobtainedwhich were titrated with some

difficulty. Therefore,in the caseof dilute solutions the trans-

port-number was determined only with the anode solution.
The experimentswere carriedout at the room tempéra-

ture, say,at i8°. The resultsof the experimentsare given in
Table III.

Table III

1

Timeof“, Current Dilutionin
Transport-number

Tlmeof Current Dlll1;tionin Transpott-number
electrolysis strength liters

et anode et cathode
eleetrolysis streugth liters

at anode at cathode

.. Solvent mixture i vol, of pyridine-f i vol. ofaniline
». n

4hrs. 30 min. Ca88 1.40 0.342 0.335
4hrs. 10 min. 8 4.0 0.353 0.363
4 hrs. 8 10. o 0372 0.374
4 hrs. 30 roio. 6 | 25.2 0,403

–

Solvent: mixture t vol. ofpyridine + 4 vol. ofaniline

5 hrs. 8 1.60 0.326 0.329
S hrs. 8 2.10 0.336 0.337
5 hrs. 7 10.35 0.352 –
3 hrs. 6 19.6 0.395 –

Solvent: aniline

4 hrs.

1

8

1

1.40

1

0.377

0.369
3 hrs. 7 min. 8 2.20 0.368 0.364
5 hrs. 2 min. s 5.20 0.345 0.343

Asmay be seen fromthe table, the transport-numbers of silver

for silver nitrate are considerablysmaller for the solvents
tested than for water. The transport-number for both mixed
solvents decreases with increasingconcentration of the salt.

On the contrary in pureaniline,as far as the investigatedcon-

centrations are considered,wehave the reversephenomenon
the transport-number increases with concentration. Un-

fortunately because of very high résistance, it was impossible
to détermine the transport-numbersfor solutions more dilute
than N/$ of silvernitrate in aniline.

It is exceedinglyinteresting to compare our data with
those whichHittorf and Schlundtobtained for the same salt
in other solvents. This is donein Table IV,where the trans-
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port-numberswhich we obtained are expressedas average of
the measurementsfor the anodeand cathodesolutions.

TABtBIV

The transport-numbersof silverforsilvernitrate(multipliedby 100)
·

Solventdilution:0.4 1.0 1.5 24 4 5 to ao 25 40

Water 53.250.0 •– 48.347.3 – – – – 47.5
Acetonitrile – 38.3 – – 43.2 44.8 – – 47.3
Pyridine – 32.6 –

34.2 – – 39,0 – –
44.0

Mixture: 1 vol. of pyr-
idine + 1 vol.of

atûliiie 33.8 «^ 3Si8 – 373 – 40.3–

Mixture: t vol.of

pyridine + 4 vol.
of aniline – – 32.733.6 – – 35.239.5 –

Aniline – – 37-336.6 – 34.4 – – – –

It is seen from Table IV that a decreaseof transport-
number with increasing concentration takes place in aceto-

nitrile, pyridine and two mixtures. In water and anilinewe

observethe reversephenomenon.
AUthe solvents enumerated in the table (with the ex-

ception of aniline for investigated concentration of the sait)
demonstratewell the general law: the transport-numbersfor
the givenelectrolytein dilute solutionsdo not depend upon.the
nature of the solvent. In fact, the more dilute the solutions,
the more closely the transport-numbers of silver approach
the valueof 0.47.

The considerableand regular change of the transport-
numbers with dilution was explainedby Hittorf and there is

hardly anything to be said against this ordinary interpreta-
tion. Carrara,1Abegg and Neustadt,2 Schlundt*and others

likewise admit that the transport-numbers change because

of the presenceofcomplexions-be it cationor anion according
to the signof these changes.

Elektrocbemie nichtwàsseriger tôstingcti, 25 (1908).
» Zeit. phys. Chem., 69, 486 (19(0).

Jour. Phys. Chem., 6, 159 (1902).
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The considerableand regular decrease of the transport-
number of silverwith increasingconcentration in acetonitrile,
pyridine, and two mixtures is due to the fact that the nega-
tive electricity is being conducted not only by the ionsNO»',
but also by the complex ions evidently of the composition
– Ag(NO3y.The concentration of the complex ions in-
creases with concentration of the solution accordingto the
mass law.

It maybe seenfront TableIV that the normal valueof the

transport-numberof silver (forsilver nitrate), 0.47,is obtained
at differentdilutions,which depend on the dielectricconstant
of the solvent. This result is à conséquenceof the theory of

complexions, since the dielectricconstant determines the di-
lution, at which the electrolyte is already to a great extent
changed into normal molecules. This, explanation of thé

changeof the transport-numberis in perfect harmonywith the
measurements of the molecular weights of silver nitrate in

pyridine and aniline. Walden and Centnerschwer,' and
Walden2showthat silvernitrate is polymerizedin thesesolvents
and that the degreeof polymerizationincreaseswith the con-
centration. If silver nitrate is polymerizedin both pyridine
and aniline it is doubtlesslypolymerizedin the mixtures of
these two solvents.

Quite unexpectedlythe transport-number of silver (for
silver nitrate) in aniline (as far as the tested concentrations
are concemed)changesexactlyas in water; that is, increases
with the concentration. Moreover the values of the trans?
port-numbers (in tested concentrations)are greater in aniline
than in the mixtures. Sincesilver nitrate is polymerizedin
aniline, the increase of the transport-number of silver with
concentrationmust be explainedby the formationofa complex
cation –AgîNO»". From the formation of complex anions
in the mixtures of pyridine with aniline we may also decide
that such anionsare present also in aniline. Drawinga con-
verse conclusion (from the formation of complex cations in

1Zeit.phys.Chem.,SS»3*i(»ÇK>6).
sBull.Acad.Sd.Petersb.,1913,ro83.
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aniline) we see that the complexcations AgïNCVare also

formedin the mixtures of pyridine with aniline.

Thus as a generalcase electrolyticdissociationof associated

moleculesgivescomplexanions as wellas cations. For example,
the electrolytic dissociation of silver nitrate in any of the

solvents leads as a gênerai case to the followingprocesses:

AgNO*̂ ± Ag' 4- N<V

(AgNOa), Ag' + AgCNOa'
(AgNOa)*̂±. Ag«NO«-+ NO,'

These phenomena may be complicated on the one hand by
solvation and on the other hand by the formation of still

more highly polymerizedmolécules than double, as is the case

with solutionsin chlorofortn.

Probably the simultaneous formation of complexanions

and cationsis a frequent phenomenonin non-aqueoussolutions.

In that case this phenomenon throws light not only on the

measurementsdescribed in'this paper, but also on those con-

tradictions between the data of transport-numbers and the

determinations of molecular weights, which we have been

speakingof at the beginning of the chapter.
Evidently when the formation of only one complexion

(anionor cation) takes place, the transport-numberswillchange

abruptly with dilution. Simultaneousformation ofboth com-

plex ionsmakes this abrupt change of transport-numbers less

marked. If both complexionsare formedin the samçquantity,
the transport-numbers will be independent of the dilution.

Thus in this case the phenomenon will followexactly as in

the case when the formation of complexions does not occur.

In such conditionsthe method of transport-numbers doesnot

enable us to detect the existence of complex ions. There-

fore, when decidingthe question of complexions, the method

of transport-numbersmust by ail means be combinedwith de-

terminations of molecular weights by cryoscopieor ebullio-

scopicmethod.

The slight change of transport-number with dilution in

liquidammoniain connectionwith determinationsofmolecular

weights can be explained by formation of complexanionsand
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.I"'t.l'f Ta. at,~.a. ,.t. ..r ~a .s" _rcations. Likewisethe greater change of transport-number of

lithium for lithium chloridein acetone, than for lithium iodide
can be explainedby the fact that lithium iodide, being more

polymerized,dissociatesso that both ions are in the complex
form.

Thus our investigations carried out with the transport-
number are in complete harmony with the hypothesis under
consideration.

8, Investigations upon the Electromotive Force of Concen-
tration Celle

Becausethé questionof abnormaldissociation isconsidered
to be of great importance,electrometric measurementsof con-
centration cellsweremade, for example:

+
Ag | o.i NAgNOa1 o.ooiN AgNO31 Ag

We are givingin the present paper the data only for solutions

in pyridine. AU the measurements were carried out at a

température of 25.0=±=0.05°. The method. of measuring is
that of Poggendorffand the results are given in the following
Table V.

Table V.

Electromotiveforceof concentrationcellsin pyridine

SolutionafAgNO, Solutionaf AgNO, Ittectromotiveforce
8lMSiSrk ^K^0'

Electromotiveforce

2 N 0.2 N 0.054 Volt
1.5 N 0. 15 N 0.042
1.0 N 0.1 N 0.035
1.0 N 0.01 N 0.070
1.0 M 0.001 N 0.114
0.2 N 0.01 AT 0.050

0.1 N 0.01 N 0.038

0.1 N 0.001N 0.080
0.01 iV 0.001 N 0.041
o.ooi N 0.0001N 0.053

As may be seen from the table, in very dilute solutions
in pyridine the electromotive force of concentration cells
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approaches the normal value. For example,the electromotive
force of the cell

Ag | O.OOIN AgNOg | o.oootN AgNO,| Ag
in pyridine is equal to 0.053volt, whereasthat for the corre-

sponding cell in aqueous solution is o.o55 volt. this fact

proves that Nernst's theorycan beapplied to solutionsin pyrd-
dine. On this basis we calculate the ion concentration and
the degree of dissociationof silver nitrate in pyridine after
Nernst's simplest equation,neglectingthe diffusionpotentials:

R2`
1

Ct = ICI
E- ~logg.=o.o59logg .C

In these calculations weconsider the dissociation of silver
nitrate in 0.0001 N solution as being complete, which, of

course, is not quite correct. The results of these estimates
are given in Table VI.

• TabmsVI

Cottc^âution ConcofAg-ii» |S«£COUC.()fsolution '-VIlC. g. on
dissociation

O.OOOI O.OOOI 100
0.001 0.00079 79
0.01 0.0039 39
0.1 0.018 18
0.22 0.028 14
10 0.066 '6.6
1.55 0.123 8.2
2.0 0.331 11. 6

From the electrometric measurements as is seen from
the table we can also draw the conclusionthat thedegreeof
dissociationof silvernitrate in pyridine passesthrougha mini-
mum in accordancewith the results of measurementsof con-

ductivity. Since only corrected molecular conductivities (L)
give minimum values, therefore, the expedienceof the sug-
gested corrections for the changeof viscosityis proved.

There is a striking différencebetween the position of the

minimumaccording to the data of conductivity and that as
shownby the electromotiveforces. In the first case we ob-
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tain a minimum at a dilution of 15 liters and in the second at

a dilution of 1 liter. Such difference from the point of view of

the theory of current conducting complexes could be foreseen,
since the formation of complex cations of silver must inevitably

produce this différence. This question will be particularly
treated 'in our next investigation.
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THE ABSORPTION O# CHROMIUM OXIDE BY HIDE

POWDER

BY A. W. DA VISON

The question as to the constitution of leather is still a

widely debated one. The adherents of the chemical com-

pound theory on the one hand arepitted againstthe supporters
of the physical adsorption theory on the other. Neither
faction is ready to accept, in their entirety, the claims of the
other. As a representative of those supporting the chemical

compound iriewpoint, Fahrion' points out that leather is
a salt, in which the oxidizedhide, beingamphotericin charac-

ter, may play the role of either acid radical or basic radical;
and the tanning agent, that ofbasicor acid radical. Whether
the hide functions as acid or basewill depend solelyupon the
character of the tanning agent.

The adherents of the physicaladsorption theory believe
that the changeswrought in hidesby tanning are of a physical,
rather than a chemical nature; and that they are analogous
to those brought about in cotton by mercerization; rubber

by vulcanization;or in celluloseby nitration; all of which are

now regarded as adsorption phenomena.
Some authors go a step farther, and claim that although

the processof tanning is one of adsorption,pure and simple,
further slow changes may take place with time. Stiasny2
holds that since in the majority of cases tan stuffs are taken

up from their colloidalsolutions, the adsorption becomesim-

mediately irreversible. He does not deny that slowchemical

reactions may later take place betweenthe hide fiber and the

tanning agent.
As a preliminary to some extended work on the theory

of tanning which is to be carriedon in this laboratory, it was

deemed desirable to substantiate, if possible, the daims of

the physical theorists that the first process in tanning is one

1Zeit.angew.Chetn.,sa (a)3083,2135,2187(1909).
9ZeitKolloidChem.,2,257(1908).
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of straight adsorption. Further, and later changes,of what-

evernature, are without the provinceof this paper.
The author has chosen the phase rule method of attack,

becauseit soreadily lends itself to the solutionof problemsof

this character. Chromium has been selected as the tanning

agent, since it, as a typical metallic tan, affordsease and cer-

tainty of analysis.

Although chromium salts are known to harden gélatine,1
it was believed to be more advisable to use hide powder as

the adsorbing agent, for the reason that one would thereby
be workingnearer to actual tanning conditions; and he could

be more certain of déaling with a tinif orm,readily replaeéable
material. The hide powder used was the variety known as

American Standard, obtained from Daigger and Company,

Chicago. Although this product is somewhat coarse, it was

found to be sufficientlyporous to be thoroughlypermeated

by the tanning solutions. The powder was kept in a tightly
closedmetal can, and was weigheddirectly, without previous
treatment, into the shakingflasks.

The tanning solution was made after a "single bath"

formula by Flemming.2
2

Transposed into the metric system,
this formula calls for: Solution A Chrome alum, 120 g in

1000ce water; Solution B Sodium carbonate, 30 g in 100ce

water. Solutions A and B are to be slowlymixed,and any

resulting precipitate removed by filtration. Throughout the

remainderof this article, the resultingsolution iscalled "strong
tan solution."

The final solution in whichhides are to be tanned consists,

for, say, ten kilogramsof wet skin:

1Neuner:Zeit. KolloidChem., 8, 144(191i).
»"Practical Tanning," p. 225.

Strong tan solution 2 .5 liters
Water 66.3 liters
Sait 70.0 grains

After the tanning process has been going on an hour,
two and a half additional liters of strong tan solution should

be added: this addition of strong tan solution should be con-
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tinued until the hides are fully tanned. In all, about eight
liters of strong tan solutionare said to be required for ten

kilogramsof skin.

In order that conditionsin aUof the tanning flasksmight
be perfectlyuniform, it seemeddesirable to complete the im-

i pregnation of the hide fibers at one operation. The usual
method of "strengthening up" the solution after each hour
leaves entirely too much uncertainty of equilibrium. Then,
too, whenoneis dealingwithpowderedhide, whichhas previ-
ously been soaked in salt water, there is no tendency toward
"case hardening," or uneventanning, because the solution so

easily permeates the entire fibrousmass. Atleast, in thèse

experiments,microscopicexaminationof the tanned powder
failed to revealuneven tanning.

The soaking and tanning operationswere carried out in
five hundred cubic centimeter,rubber stoppered, Erlenmeyer
flasks. Thesewere clampedto a rotating device in such a
manner that the flasks were turned about a horizontal shaft

perpendicular to their axis of symmetry. The radius of ro-
tation was twelve inches; the flasks revolved fifty times per
minute. This insured perfectagitation,sincethe total volume
of solutionin each five hundredcubiccentimeterflaskwasonty
two hundred and seventy-fivecubic centimeters. The whole
devicewas immersedin a thermostat at 28 C.

Two grams of hide powder were weighed directly into
each flask, and two hundred and fifty cubic centimeters of
sait solution, containing ten grams of sodium chloride per
liter, added. The flasks were then rotated for one hour, in
order to insure perfect and uniformsoaking of the material.
Then the strong tan solutionwas introduced. The actual
amount of tan liquor added is of little import, since interest
centersonly aroundconcentrationsat equilibrium,and the solu-
tions were all to be analyzedat a later stage. The volumes
varied roughly from one to twenty-five cubic centimeters.
Since it was highly necessaryto hold the salt concentrations
in the various flasks constant, the tan liquor added was in

every instancediluted to twenty-fivecubic centimeters. Thus
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in the caseof thé flask to whichten cubiccentimetersof strong
tan solutionweretobe added, fifteen cubiccentimeters of dis-
tilledwater weremixedwith the chromeliquorbeforethe latter
was added to the tan fiask. The conditionsin all flasks were,
therefore,the same,except for varying amountsof tan liquor.

The tanning-processproper was run for fourhours. Pre-

liminary experiments-showedthat equilibriumwas fully es-
tablished in that time: Two gram portionsof hide powder
were soaked one hour, then tanned for varying times, using
in each instance twenty cubic centimetersof strong tan solu-
tion. At the end of each hour, a flaskwas removed, and the

solid phase analyzed. The results are shown in Table i.

Tabi/B i

Hours in contact WeightCr,Oi
with tan liquor in solidphase

1 0.1795
2 0.2038
3 0.2093
4 0.2120
5 0.2115
6 0.2117

It will be noticed that after four hours there was a loss
in the weight of Cr2O3found. This may be attributed to ex-

perimental error, or it may be caused by disintegration and
solution of the finer particles of tanned powderafter so long
a time in the rotating device.

The separation and analysis of the differentphases under
considerationpresented by far the mostdifficultand perplex-
ing problem. In order to obtain concordant results, there
must be no solution adhering to the tanned powder, and the
latter required quantitative treatment. Once tanned, how-

ever, hide powder is not difficult to operateupon; it does not
tend to stick to chemical glassware,neither does it present
serious difficulties in filtration. However, the removal of

adhering solution requires the utmost care. Washing with

any solvent whateveris entirely impossible;hencesome simple
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method of mechanical separation was desired. The author

believesthat the problemwas solved, within reasonablelimits
of error, by first filteringoff the solid phase, then removing
the adhering liquid with a centrifuge. Rad it been possible
to use the centrifuge alone,more accurate résulta might have

been secured, because the uncertain amount of chromium
adsorbedfrom the solutionby the filter paper wouldhave been

eliminated. Unfortunately, when one attempted to run the
solutioncontainingthe tanned powder directly into the centri-

fuge while it was rotating, small particles of leather clogged
the orifice.

A number of methods for obtaining a rough séparation,
giving à solid-liquîd mixture of sumciently small volumeto
be introduced into the stationary centrifuge, were tried;
but the only successfulone consisted in filtering off the solid

phaseon smallfourcentimeterBûchner funnels,usinghardened
filter paper, and removingthe last particles of tanned powder
from the Erlenmeyersby washing with some of the solution
whichhad already beenthrough the filter. This roughsepara-
tion could easity be effectedin twenty minutes. The liquid
at this point was saved for analysis. The solid phase still

contained considerable solution, but the maximum amount
of this could now be removedwith the centrifuge. The latter
was the usual Dulin Rotarex laboratory type. Each sample,
after being carefully separated from the small dise of filter

paper, was centifugedthirty minutes, at the maximumspeed;
and at the end of that time the assumption had to be made

that they were unifbrmly dry. It has been pointed out by
Leighton1that where one is dealing with dilute solutions, the

nature ofan adsorptioncurve is changedbut little, when there
is a marked differencein the amount of water adsorbedby the
solid phase at different concentrations of the liquid phase.
Since extreme care was exercised in the centrifugal process
in order to secure uniformityof drying, it was not deemed ad-

visable or necessary to determine the actual amount of water

taken upin every instance.

1
Jour. Phys. Chem., 20, 47 (1916).
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The concentration of chromiumin the solutions at equi-
libriurn was determined volumetrically. The chromium in
aliquot portions of each solutionwas oxidizedby boilingwith
sodium peroxide, and converted into sodium dichromate,
with acid. A measured excessof tenth normal ferrous am-
monium sulphate was run in, and the unoxidizediron deter-
mined with tenth normaldichromate,usingdiphenylcarbazide
forindicator.11

Thèse concentrations represent true values at equi-
librium, except for the small amounts of chromiumsolution
adsorbedby the filterpapers in theBitchnerfunnels. Analyses
of these papersshowed the amountof water, and chromium,
taken up by so small a dise to be entirelynegligiblewhencom-
pared to the largevolumeofsolution(twohundredand seventy-
fivecubic centimeters)dealt with.

In Table 2, concentrationsof the solutionsare expressed
in terms of the number of cubiccentimetersof tenth normal
ferrous ammonium sulphate equivalent to the dichromate
fromone hundred cubiccentimeterportionsof the liquid phase.

At first the chromiumin the solidphasewasdeterminedas
follows: The tanned hidepowderwasdriedat 80°, pulverized,
and fused with sodium peroxide, in nickel crucibles. The
resulting mass was next dissolvedin boilingwater, acidified,
and filtered. The chromium,nowpresent as sodium dichro-
mate, was determinedby titration, as in the caseof the liquid
phase samples. But the quantitative fusionofso large a mass
of tanned hide powderwas foundto be entirely too uncertain
and troublesome,so a more simplemethod of analysiswas de-
vised. The dried product fromthecentrifugewastreated with
a fewcubic centimetersof nitric acid,placedinporcelain cruci-
bles, and ignited at dull red heat in an electricfurnace. This
treatment burned out the gelatineof the hide, leaving behind
the chromium oxide, sodium chloride, potassium sulphate,
and the ash of the hide powder. The sodium chloride and
potassium sulphate werewashedout, and the residueweighed.
This, minus the weightof the insolubleash fromtwo grams of

1Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,35,156(1913).
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bidepowder,was called Cr2Oa. In Table 2, the concentration
of chromiumin the solid phase is given in grams of ÇraOs
taken up by twograms of hide powder.

Concentration values for both the liquid and the solid

phase aregivenin Table 2.

Table 2 £

Concentrationin liquidphasece «/10 «•>_“«,»-“ u. ~.ua -»._«*Concentratlol1in lIquidphasecc 11/10 CouceatratiottInsolidphasePeSo. equivalot to dichtmate
gm CrA adsorbed byproduced by cbromium «» 2?a2ÎS2SuiV

in 100eè?solution 3 « Ude P0»'1»

0.08 0.0743
.• -O-itJ- : ..0.0873-

0.43 O.I093
O.78 O.I238
1.49 O.I4JSI
a. 09 0.1591
3.12 0.1740
4.78 0.1940
6.39 0.2041
8.05 0.2120

11.37 0.2244
1490 0.2352

Whenplotted, the results appear in Fig. i.

Pig.1

Adsorptlonofchromicoxidebyhidepowder

An inspection of the curve will reveal the fact that no

breaks, horizontal, or vertical portions, exist. The phase
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rule, therefore, tells us that we aredealingwith an adsorption
isotherm; and that no compoundsbetween the hide powder
and the tanning agent have been formed. In the case of
chrome tanning, therefore, the contention of the physical
theorlsts, that the firststep is oneofpure adsorption, has been
verified.

The author desirestoexpresshis appreciation to Professer
W. D. Bancroft for certain suggestions;and to Mr. B. K.
Files, of this laboratory, for carryingout the analysesof the-
solidphases.

LaboratoryofPhysicalChemistry
UniversityofCincinnati



ELBCTRICAL ENDOSMOSE. 1

BYT. R. BRIGOS

Electrokinetic effects in a System composed of liquid
and finelydivided solidwereobservedfirst by Reuss,working
at Moscowin i8o8. He inserted into a lutnp of.moist clay
two vertical glass' tubes, filled them with water and dipped
an electrode into each. On establishinga potential gradient
between the electrodes,Reussnoticed to his surprise that the

liquid roséin one tube andsank in the other, and that further-

more a decidedturbidity developedin that tube in whichthe

water level sank. There had occurred, in short, a transfer

of liquid to the cathode through the more or less porousclay

diaphragm and, besides this, a simtiltaneous migration of

some of the detached clay particles, the effectstaking place
in oppositedirections.

Reuss applied to these phenomenathe somewhatterrify-

ing expression "motus stoechiagogus,"but fortunately this

term was soon displaced by a more euphonious one. The

change appears to have followed Porrett's experiments,1
1

which showedan apparent analogy betweenosmosisand the

Reuss effect; it becamecustomary accordinglyto refer to the

electrical transport of liquid through a porous diaphragmas

electricalendosmose. It is now customary to speak of the

electrical migration of suspended particles as cataphoresis.
One will find, however, much apparent confusionregarding

the use of these terms, a situation whichmay possiblybe due

to du Bois-Reymond,who included at a later date boththe

Reuss effects under the caption "Kataphorische Wirkung
des Stromes." Physicists2are especially likely to employ
both terms interchangeably. 1 shall follow throughout this

discussionthe accepted usageand shallemployas a guide the

classificationproposed by Freundlich.3g

Thomson'sAnnalsofPhilosophy,8,74(1816).
Cf. Cruse: Phys. Zeit., 6, 201 (1905).

Kapillarcbemie, 223 (1909).
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Electrokineticphenomenain two phase systems of liquid
and solid may be analyzed into four distinct processes,of
which electrical endosmose and cataphoresis are the ones

commonly met with. So far as the electric current is con-
cérned we may distinguishtwo cases, as follows:

(1) A differenceof potentialsendinga current throughthe
systommay producea. relativedisplacementof the phases.

(a) If the solidis fixedin the formof a porous diaphragm
the liquid may move through the diaphragm. Electrical
endosmose.

(b) If the solidis in the form of a suspensionand is free
to move, the solid maymigrate through thé liquid. Cata-
phoresis.

(2) A relativedisplacementof the phasesmayproduce a
differenceof potentialand consequentlyan electriccurrentthrough
theSystem.

(a) If the solidis fixedin the formof a porous diaphragm
through whichliquidis forced,a differenceof potential and an
electric current may be established between the extremes
of the diaphragm. Quincke'sdiaphragmcurrents.

(b) If the finely divided solid is dropped through the
liquid, a differenceof potential and a current may be set up
between the upperand lowerliquid strata. Billitzer's experi-
ments. This case resemblesclosely the drop electrode.

Wiedemann'wasthe first to carry out an extended study
of electrical-endosmose,and as a result of his researcheshe

promulgated several fundamental generalizations, which are
usually referred to as Wiedemann'slaws

(1) The mass of liquid transported in unit time through
a porous diaphragm, is directly proportional to the strength
of the electric current; and, for a given diaphragm material
and given current strength, it is independent of the length
and sectional areaof the diaphragm.

(2) The differencein hydrostatic pressure maintained

by electrical endosmosebetween the two sides of a porous

Pogg.Ann.,87,321(1852);99,177(1856).
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diaphragm, varies directly as the current strength, and for a

given diaphragm material and a givencurrent, is proportional
directly to the length and inverselyto the sectionalarea of the

diaphragm; it is also proportional to the spécifie resistance
of the liquid in the caseof an aqueoussolution.

By applying Ohm's law and the knownrelation between
resistance and the dimensionsof a conductor, Wiedemann
was able to modify thé secondlaw as f ollows

(3) Por a given diaphragm material, the difference in

hydrostatic pressure maintained between the two sides of a

porous diaphragm is proportional té the applied potential
and is independent ofthe dimensionsof the diaphragm..

The phenomenon of "diaphragm currents" is the con
verse of electrical endosmoseso far as we are concemed with
the motion of the liquid through the diaphragmand with the
electric current. The discovery of these currents was made

by Quincke, whomeasured the differenceofpotential and the
current produced when he forced differentliquids through an

apparatus containing a porous diaphragm. His results are
summarized briefly in the followinggeneralization,whichone

may regard as the converseof Wiedemann'sthird law:
"When water is forcedat a certain rate through a porous

diaphragm, the différence of potential produced is inde-

pendent of the dimensionsof the diaphragmbut is proportional
directly to the applied hydrostatic pressure."

It is not my purpose to discuss in detail the theoretical
and mathematical treatment of electrokinetics in systems
such as we are considering. One shouldreferof courseto the
fundamental papers of Hehnholtz,2who developed quan-
titatively and mathematically the hypothesisof the electrical
double layer, which Quincke had already suggested in a

qualitative way.
Under most circumstances, solids and liquids become

electrically charged, apparently merely by contact. Thé
distribution of the charges is such that an electrical double

1Pogg.Ann.,107,1(1859);«0, 38(1860).
1 Wled. Ann., 7,337 (1879) et sdq.
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layer is establishedon the solidand on the layer of liquidwith
which it is in contact. Under the influence of a potential
gradient appliedexternally, there occursa displacementof the
electrically charged layer of liquid and, if the liquid is not a
perfect insulator, the displacement results in a continuous
flow1of liquid along the surface of the solid and a steady
reëstablishmentof the electricaldouble layer.

Freundlich, following a treatment used by Perrin, de-
velops the following expression for the amount of liquid
(V,l transported electrically in unit time through a single
capillary tube

1I'1"eED
f ~i I~

In this expression E is the total fall in potential through
the capiUary;D and are, respectively, the dielectricconstant
and the viscositycoefficientof the liquidand eis the potential
of the Quincke-Helmholtz double layer at the solid-liquid
interface. If, instead of a single capillary of length and
diameter tr, one employs a porous diaphragm and imagines
this to be equivalent to a bundle of capillaries 2ht2may be
consideredas beingproportional to q, the cross-sectionalarea
of the diaphragm. Equation i then becomes:

v- = «4'Ml

Now,since E •* RI and R = l/yq, where y is the specifie
conductivity of the liquid, Expression 2 may be modified
to the following:

“ «ID
Ve= – = constantxI (3)

whence it is evident that the amount of electro-osmose-
for a given liquid and a diaphragm-is independent of the
latter's dimensionsand is proportional to the current strength.
Equation 3 becomesthus a mathematical expressionof Wiede-
mann's first law.

1
CompareaJsoUmb: Pbil. Mag., (5) 25, 52 (1888).
KapiUarchemie,225(1909).
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Returning to the simple case of a single capillary, one

may measure the differencein hydrostatic pressure produced
by électro-osmose,rather than the volume of liquid trans-

ported. Whenequilibriumresults,theremust occur a balance
betweenthe transport of liquidin onedirectionby endosmose,
and the now of liquid in the oppositedirection under the in-

fluence of the resultant hydrostatic pressure. Poiseuille's
law holds for the secondprocess,and, accordingto this law

1I't'4p
v~ =V, 8~'

in case the length of the capillaryis largecompared with its

internai diameter (2f). P is the différence in hydrostatic

pressure between the two extremesof the capillary, Since

for equilibriumVpmust be equal to V, corresponding to Ex-

pression i, the following equation describes the difference

in hydrostatic pressure produced by electro-osmose in a

narrowcapillary

P. (4)~.a 4

One should observe that in this expression q may no

longer pe substituted for rr%and the equation in that form

applied to the case of a diaphragm. For Poiseuille's law is

limited in its application to narrow capillaries (see above).
Asa matter of fact, so longas the averagesizeof the particles
of a diaphragm remains constant the mean cross-sectional

area of the pores may be safely regarded as unchanged and

w2 as a constant, say, k. AccordinglyËquation 4 reduces

to the following:

P, =
«p Kn (s)

That is, for a given liquid the hydrostatic pressure pro-
duced by electrical endosmosethrough a given diaphragm
of definite structure (porosity, etc.) is proportional to the

total fall in. potential through the diaphragm and is inde-

pendent of the latter's dimensions. This is a modified state-

ment of Wiedemann third law and agrees satisfactorily
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with the experimentsof Quincke, who measuredthe rise of a

liquid in a singlecapillaryof glass.
An overwhelmingmajority of the earlier experiments

showedthe water or aqueous solutionmovingto the cathode

through the diaphragm. Having accepted the hypothesis

of an electrical double layer, everybodyconcludedthat the

immovablelayer on the solid was negativewhilethe one free

to 'movewas positive. Accordinglythe rule was suggested

that ail solids becomechargednegativelywhenplacedin contact

with water or an aqueoussolution. Perrin*was the first to

showconclusivelythat this rule failsto holdin a largenumber

of cases. .
In his study of diaphragm currents, Quincke used a

variety of powdered solids and several different liquids.

Againstwater every solidappearedto be electronegative,the

intensity of electrificationvarying within wide limits in the

order: Sulphur>quartz >shellac>silk>Daniell cell stand-

ard >burntclay>asbestos>porcelain>ivory shavings>animal

membranes, etc. Against turpentine these same solids were

electropositivewith the single exception of sulphur which

remainedweakly negative.
Coehn3has taken up the question as to why there exist

differencessuch as thesewhich Quinckedescribedand he has

proposedthe followingempiricalrule:

When two non-misciblesubstances, one of which is a

pure liquid, are in contact, the substance with the higher

dielectricconstant is positive against the substancewith the

lower.

Quincke'sdata appear intelligiblein the light of Coehn's

rule. Water and turpentine have dielectric constants_of
81 and 5,respectively. Furthermore,the constant in the case
of water is one of the largest known and we should expect

nearly every substance to be electronegativeagainst water.

In the case of turpentine,however,manysubstancesought to

1Pogg.Ann.,113,513(1861).
3Jour.Chim.phys.,a,6oi(1904)-

Wied.AnD., 64, 227 (1898); Zeit. Blektrocbemle, ï6, 586 (i9»o)-
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be electropositive,and this is what one finds to be actually
thecase.

In discussing Coehn's results, one must record some
curious things. Glass should have been negative against
glacial acetic acid but becamepositive on long standing in
contact with this liquid. Likewisewith propionic acid. In
the case of xylol, toluol and other liquidswhere D is smaU,
the electricalendosmoseoccurred so slowlyas to be negligible.
Coehn accordingly added a trace of hydrochloric acid to im-
prove the conductivity, endosmoseoccurred and the glass
became charged positively against the liquid. Acid added
to thé other liquidsmade the glass iessnégative, It seerhs a
question, therefore, whether the positive charge on glass in
contact with xylol, toluol, etc., may not be due as much
to the hydrochloricacidpresentas to the very small dielectric
constants of these liquids. This point needs to be settled
experimentally.

The Effeot of Dissolved Substanoes upon Eleotrloal
Bndosmose

A few years after Reusshad performedhis original experi-
ment, Porrett' rediscovered the phenomenon of electrical
endosmose. His apparatus consistedof a glass cell divided
into two compartments by an animal membrane, containing
platinum électrodes;having fîlledthe wholeSystemwith water
he observed a flowof'liquid into the cathode chamber when
the circuit was closed througha vôltaic pile. He found also
that when dilute sulphuric acid took the place of water, the
flowof liquid fellnearly to zero.

Daniell,2while engagedin his cïassicelectrolysesof the
alkali sàîts, took up casuallya study of electrical endosmose.
A solution of sulphate cf soda (sp. gr. 1.052)flowed to the
cathode through a porôus cup, on the application of about
30 volts. A differencein level of 1.5 in. was produced be-
tween the two sides of the diaphragm. Distilled water and

1Thomson'sAnnalsofPhilosopby,8,74(1816).
PhU.Trans., 139, 97 (1839).
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sodium phosphate (sp. gr. 1.057) rose half an inch and two

inches,respectively,the flowbeing toward the cathode in each

case. A very dilute solution of sulphuric acid rose only a

quarter of an inch; a stronger solution gave no flow at ail.

He concludesas follows:

"Notwithstanding the good conductingpower, however,

of the saline solutions,wehave seenthat this passage of liquid

from the zincode [anode] to the platinode [cathode] occurs

with them even to a greater extent than with pure water;

and the different speciesof salts seem to be acted upon in

differentdegrees."
The inajôrity of Wiedemann'sexperiments were carried

out with a tubulated porous cup containingthe cathode, and

the endosmosewas determined directly from the amount of

liquid transported in unit time. Solutionsof sodium, potas-

sium, zinc, and copper sulphates were studied with results

which led Wiedemannto say:
"In general the greater the resistance of a liquid the

greater is the amount transported under the same conditions

of current strength."
In every cell, the liquid movedto the cathode. A second

and very correctly conceivedapparatus enabled Wiedemann

to extend the study to certain other porous septa, such as

gypsum, earthenware, and animal membrane. Flow to the

cathode was the rule, except when sulphuricacidwas present;

for solutions of this acid, even^whendilute, showed no elec-

trical endosmose.

Quincke added various solutes to the water which he

pumped through his porous diaphragms. When dilute sul-

phuric acid was forced through porous earthenware, the

diaphragmcurrent fell to zéro, exactly as one should expect

from what has gone before. Onthe other hand, the current

was increasedby adding alcohol to the water. Caustie soda

or copper sulphate (ni unknown amounts) weakened the de-

flectionof thé galvanometer needle. With powderedsulphur.

both nitric acid and sodium chloride reduced the current

normally produced by distilled water. Mineral waters gave
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a smaUer diaphragm current than distilled water; on the
other hand tannin extracted from oak sawdust, as well as
soap, increased the current generated with a diaphragm of
powderedglass.

Quinckesumsup his work as f ollows

"13ythe addition of acids or salts to distilled water
the direction of the electrîe currentwas not changed,but the
intensity of thecurrent was reduced until it becameno longer
noticeable."

With. a porcelain diaphragm and solutions of sodium
chlorideQuinckeobtainedthe followingdata, whiehshowhow

rharked are the changeswhich.occur:

Concentration E. M. P. per atmosphère

y

pet ioo oc) (comparedto DanieHcell = i)

0.00 0.69
0.025 o.u
0.05 o.oy6
°-S 0.041

Aqueous alcohol, when forced through an earthenware
diaphragm, increased the E. M. F., as wehave seenalready,
but in this casewe have the further observation that the exit
liquid was appreciably richer in alcohol than that which
entered. Quinckeappears to have observeda case,of négative
adsorption, so-called.

In his third paper Quincke took up electrical endosmose
and cataphoresis. His experiments on electrical endosmose
were carried out in a single capillary tube, slightly inclined
from the horizontal. A Leyden battery furnished the applied
potential and produceda rise of liquid in the capillary pro-
portional to the potential in any given case. Measuremen,ts
of this kind werefound to be influencedvery strongly,by dis,
solved substances and impurities. It was found that alkaJi
and other material dissolved from tbe glass could not be
ignored. Dissolved substances always produced a ~mar~ed
decrease in the electricalendosmose,
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In every case studiedup to Quincke'stime the endosmotic

now had been invariably from anode to cathode, or the

equivalent of this in the case of "diaphragm currents."

Endosmoseto the anode was observed by Quincke with

turpentine, as we have seen, and sometimes with carbon

bisulphide. Furthermore he found that a particular mixture

of alcoholand water flowed to the anode; on adding more

water the directionremained the same while the rate offlow

diminished. Had Quincke added enough water, he would

presumablyhave obtained a change in directionafter passing

through a point of zero flow (isdelectricpoint) since pure

water alwayswent to thé cathode. He ascribed this unusual

resultto someimpurity in the alcohol,for other samplesfailed

to givethe same effect.

Munck is reported by Wiedemann1to have obtained

reversaiof flow to the anode with dilute solutions of both

neutral and acid KîCrO*,but these results were contradicted

by Gore2who failed to obtain reversaiin either of the above

cases. Gore observed that saturated solutions of barium

bromidein alcoholwent to the anodebut no similar case was

met with among a large number of aqueous solutions. In-

deed,the usual flowto the cathode is reported in all but one

instance(saturated solutionof KCN), and even in the caseof

comparativelystrong sulphuric acid1 Gore's data are very

unsatisfactory,however, since no clue as to the relative in-

tensity of electro-osmoseis given in the original paper, nor

are there any experimental details; the diaphragms were

composedof porous "biscuit ware" and the current was ob-

tainedfrom a battery of Grovecells.

Certain interesting experimentshave beén described by

Gernez,3who observed a "creeping" action on the part of a

filmof water wetting the inner surfaceof a glass capillary,

under the influence of the current from a Holtz machine.

In everycase the movementof the liquid filmappeared to be

»Elektricitât,», 153(1883).
1 Proc. Royal Soc., 31, 253 (1880).

Comptesrendus,80,303.348(1879)-
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toward the négativeside and to be contingent upon the surface

beingwetted;if the latter conditionwasnot fulfilledno motion

occurred. It was proven, furthermore, that the transfer

of liquid could in no wise be due to a process of distillation

between the two oppositely electrifled arms of the U-tube

employed. The transfer of liquid in this case seems to be

identical with that observed by Lemstrôm1and employed by

Freundlich in some experiments which will be discussed

presently.
Gemez was quick to percejve.the retarding tendency of

dissolvedsubstances, for he says: "On the other hand the

additionto purewater<»to alcohol of substanceswhich change

the conductivity of these liquids has for an effect a very

sudden decreasein amount of liquid transported; when one

adds to distilled water a few drops of an acid, such as sul-

phuric, nitric or hydrochloric, in quantity too small to produce

any measurablechangein density or temperature of ebullition,

the speed of transport is reduced to a fraction of its original

value, often to less than one-fiftieth. The alkalies, such as

potash or ammonia,employed in very small amounts produce

the same effect. The same thing occurs with solutions of

neutral salts.

"I may add in the meantime that if one submits a homo-

geneousmixture of two liquids to the influence of the dis-

charge the actionof the electricity causes a partial separation

of the two liquids, which distill in proportions which are in

agreementneitherwith the volatility nor with the conducting

power of each substance. Thus in working with a mixture

of alcohol and water, one obtains by electric separation a

liquid lessrich in alcohol than the residue."

Although electrical endosmose and its related subjects

were investigated experimentally by others following after

Quincke–notably by Freund2 and Saxen*–little of especial

interest and importance with regard to osmose in conducting

>Dntde'sAnn., S, 729(*9<>i).
Wied.Ann.,7i 53(i879>-

» Ibid.,47, 46(»»«»)•
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solutions was announced until Perrin's1 paper made its ap-
pearance. Perrin devised an ingenious and very simple
electro-osmotneter, which, though not entirely free from
defects, possessed nevertheless the great advantage of per-
mitting the study of many different solid materials. The
material of whieh these diaphragms were constructed was

employedin the form of a finepowderand specialprecautions
wereobserved in its preliminary treatment. The care shown
in regard to this point marks Perrin's work as far in advance
of all that had precededit, for uncertainty as to the condition
of the diaphragm detracts fromthe value ofmuchof the earlier
work. - • -- ,

The pulverizedsolidwas used in the formof a cylindrical
diaphragm in a vertical glass tube which constituted one arm
of a large U-tube. Platinum electrodesweresealed in closeto
the upper and lower extremities of this diaphragm. The
rate and direction of endosmosewas determined from the
movement of a liquid meniscus in a calibrated capillary,
inclined slightly from the horizontal, and joining the body
of the apparatus just above the diaphragm. For each experi-
ment a freshly prepared and washed diaphragm was used,
and care was taken to have it reach a state of equilibrium
in the solution to be studied. Although Perriil's apparatus
was not adapted to absolute measurements,very usefulcom-

parative data wereobtainedwith an ease hitherto unknown.
A preliminary study was made on the effect of tempera-

ture changes. As the température in the diaphragm rose,
the volume of liquid transported increased rapidly andit was
assumedthat the temperaturehad the same effectupon theflow
as il had on thefluidity (reciprocalof viscosity)of the liquid.
No data were given, however, and we shall find later that
Perrin's conclusions regarding this point were only ap-
proximately true.

Coehn and Raydt2 have studied the temperature coeffi-

t Jour. Chim. phys., 3, 601 (1904); Comptes rendus, 136, 1388, 1441; 137,
513. 564 (1903).

1 Drude's AnD., 30, 797 (1909).
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dent, employingthe rise in a capillary tube,whichbyEquation

4 is independent of the viscosity. They found a relatively

stnall negative temperature coefficientequal approximately
to thenegativecoefficientof the dielectricconstant. Cameron

and Oettinger1measuredthe diaphragmpotential obtainedby

forcing an iV/3000 potassium chlorlde solution through a

capillary under constant pressure. Between 21° and 31 C

the potential fell offby about 3 percent–a result confirming

Coehn'sdata very satisfactorily.

On the other hand, Cruse*has corneto entirelydifferent

conclusions. Using a porous earthenware diaphragm, he

found that "the electrorcataphoresis {electro-osmose) of

distilledwater, with increasing temperature, rises to a maxi-

mum lying between35 and 400 C; thereupon it fallsoffand

above these températures decreases rapidly at firstand then

slowly."

Perrin turned his attention neXtto the effect ofdissolved

substances. Hisfirst conclusionwas that electrolytesalone

influenced the electricalendosmoseand that the ionswereof

course the active agents. Mere traces were sufficientto

producepowerfuleffectsin many cases,while underconstant

conditions of temperature and concentration, the activity

of the differentionsvaried within wide limits.

It soon became evident that the degree of acidity or

alkalinity of the solution was one of the important factors.

With a diaphragm of insoluble chromic chloride (violet),

adds flowedto the anode and alkaliesto the cathode-a case

of marked reversai. Similar reversais were obtained with

diaphragms of alutnina, carborundum, sulphur, gelatine,

graphite, naphthalene, etc. The data for naphthalenefollow.

The numbers under "Flow" refer to a transport in cubic

millimetersper minute caused by a potential gradientof 10

volts per centimeterthrough the diaphragm

»Phil. Mag., (6) 18, 586 (1909).

Phys. Zeit, 6, 201 (1905).
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Naphthalene DIAPBRAGM

Solution H'conc. OH'conc.
DJU*y

Flow

«/SoHCl 2.10-8 5.10-18
I

+ 38 to
anode

«/100HCI io-« io-" + 39 to
anode

w/ioooHCl io-» io~u + 28 to
anode

w/SoooHCl 2.ÏO-4 5.10-11 + 3 to
anode

«/SoooKOH 5.10-" 2.10-4 – 29 to
cathode

«/ioooKOH 10-» 10-» – 60 to
cathode

«/50KOH 5.io~lî 2.10-* – 6o to
cathode

These results at first led Perrin to underestimate the

apparent specifieeffect of the diaphragm material, for his

initial approximationwas as follows:

"In the absenceof polyvalent radicals, every non-metallic

substance is positive in an acid liquid and négative in an

alkaline."

Perrin soon found exceptions to this rule. Both acid

and alkali flowedto the cathode through cotton wool (cellu-

lose). However,as the strength of the acid increased, the

flowdecreaseduntil it becamezero at a concentration of one-

thirtieth normal in the case of hydrochloric acid. This

correspondsto an isoelectricpoint for the diaphragm. Were

the rule correct as stated above, the isoelectricpoint should

coincidewith the point of exact neutrality, or, in other words,

pure water shouldshowno electricalendosmosethrough any

diaphragm.1
1

Iodoform and glass diaphragms were even more per-

sistently electronegative,while barium carbonate and, to a

less extent, diromic chloride, possessed distinctly electro-

positivecharacteristics. On analyzing Perrin's data it will be

1Cf.Coehn:Zeit.Elektrochemie,16,s86(1910);CameronandOettinger:
PMI.Mag.,(6)18,586(1909).
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found that in no case does the isoelectric point correspond
to exact neutrality, although this condition is approached

closely in some instances (alumina, naphthalene, etc.). Ac-

cordingly Perrin was obliged to modify his first statement

to the following:
"The electricpotential of any surfacewhatever in aqueous

solution is invariably increased by the addition of a mono-

valent add to this solution, and it is always loweredby the

addition of a monovalent base."

I wish to point out in passing that Perrin's modification

of his original hypothesis has been overlookedby many of

his critics, notably by Cameronand Oettingerand by Coehn.

Indeed, Coehnwent.so far as to prove that water pf exceptional

purity gave electrical endosmose through a short capillary
tube bored in diamond.

To be sure, Perrin thought the substanceand nature of

the diaphragm were of little importance and he believed the

differences were best explained by postulating different

solubilitiesin water. If tbe ion content (especiallythe acidity
or alkalinity) of the liquid is changed by the solid dissolving,
one would expect measurable differences in the endosmose,
since the contact potential is so extremely sensitive to traces

of dissolved substances. My own bélief is in a way like

Perrin's, except that it goes one step farther and postulates

preferential or selective adsorption of the ions, which is a

property distinctly characteristic of every solid.

Perrin considered next the effect of other ions. Instead

of employing relatively strong, neutral solutions of various

salts, he used dilute solutionsrendered slightlyacid or alkaline.

His method was equivalent to studying the influenceof other

ions upon the known effects produced by hydrogen and

hydroxyl ions. The results follow:

When the diaphragm is positive,anions are more active

than cations; when the diaphragm is negative,the reverse

holds true. In general, every anion lowersthe positive charge
on a diaphragm, producing concomitantly an effect upon the

electrical endosmose. This effect is shown by a falling off
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in the flowper minute and it seems to be greater in many
instances the higher the valence of the active ion. Cations

have the sameeffecton a negativediaphragm.

Freundlieh1has calculated .from Perrin's data the con-

centration of salt in millimolsper liter necessary to reduce

by one-half the endosmose through a positive diaphragm,
thé salt being added to a dilute hydrochloric acid solution of

constant composition. In this case the anions were active.

I. ChromicChloridb Diaphragm (Positive)

Solution Activeion Half-value

Dilute acid + KBr Br' 60
Sameacid + MgSO« S<V 1
Sameacîd + KsPe(CN)« Fe(eNV" 0.1x

Similar data were obtained with a carborundum dia-

phragm in dilute alkali, except that in this case the cations

wereactive.

II. CARBORUNDUM Diaphragm (Négative)

Solution Activeion Half-value

Dilute alkali + NaBr Na' 50
Same -f Ba(NOa)2 Ba*

# 2
Same + La(NO3)3 La' o. t

1 wish to call attention to the apparently abnormal

activity of the particular polyvalent ions studied by Perrin

and the resemblanceshownto the rule of Schulzeand Hardy.2
Perrin found the influenceof polyvalent ions of unlike charge
to be great enoughto reverse the direction of osmosein some

instances. A reversaiof this kind means, of course, that the

signof the interfacepotential has been changed. Perrin gives
an interesting example in the case of a chromic chloride

diaphragmand acidifiedpotassium ferricyanide.

1
Kapillarchemie, 238 (1909).

Cf. Bancroft: Jour. Phys. Chem., 18, 24 (1914).
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Solution Diaphragmcharged Plow

Water slightlyacid -f 59
Same + 0.001«/KîFe(CN)« + a
Satne -f 0.02 «/Ks^eCCN)»

– 20

(reversai)

Perrin's rutes may be summarized as follows: Every

diaphragm tends to becomecharged positivelyagainst an acid

solution and negatively against an alkaline solution. Every

ion of unlike sign tends to neutralize the charge on the dia-

phragm and this tendency increases rapidly with the valence

of the ion.
Etectrical endosmose with methyl alcohol has been

studied by Baudouin.1 The experimentswere carried out in

Perrin's electro-osmometerand it was found that alkali alco-

holates in alcohol are equivalent to alkalihydroxidesin water,

the diaphragms tending to become negative. Acids act in

methyl alcoholas they do in water, and polyvalent ions con-

form to Perrin's second rule.

Some interesting experiments are due to Larguier des

Bancels2who used textile materials for his diaphragms in

Perrin's apparatus. Ail three of the substancesemployedwere

electro-negative against distilled water in the order: wool>

silk>cotton, and the negativecharge wasaugmentedby traces

of alkali. In acid solution, however, silk was the only one

of the three to showreversai,cotton andwoolstillbeing electro-

negative against n/100 hydrochloricacid. Thèse results with

cotton confirmPerrin's observationswith cellulose.

Furthermore, the action of polyvalent ions was entirely
in accordancewith Perrin's rule. By mordantingcotton with

tannin and wool with bichromate the electro-osmosewas not

appreciably affected; but in some instances the dyed fibers

behaved quite differently,notably whentreated with magdala
red or méthylène blue (basic dyes). Wooldyed with these

1Comptes rendus, 138, 898 (1904).

'Itrid.. 149,316(1909).
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substanceswas much'less electro-negativeagainst water than
the undyed material.

Perrin's laws of contact electrification have been con-
firraed more recently in a most interesting fashion by the
so-calledBose-Guillaumephenomenon.1 If two wires, one of
which is covered with a very.thin coat of some porous ma-

terial, such as gelatine, be placed into a solution and the

coated wirebe given a sudden twist; a momentary E. M. F. is

produced which may be detected by connecting the wires

through a ballistic gàlvanometer. According to the most

plausibleexplanation,liquid is squeezedout of theporesof the
material coating the wire and, since the liquid is charged
oppositely to the solid by contact, a momentary separation
ofelectricitiesoccurs and a differenceof potential is produced.
If the porous coating is negative against the liquid, the wire
overwhichit is spread becomesnegative against the uncoated
wire and a current flows through the galvanometèr. The
Bose-Guillaumephenomenonis thus a specialcaseof Quincke's

diaphragmcurrents and since the latter are to be regardedas
the converse of electrical endosmose, Perrin's rules should

apply. Guillaume found that such was the case, using
platinum wires coated with gelatine or fire-hardened clay.
Someof his data follow

Bose-Gira,LAUMBEwbct (Pt Covbrbd with Gslatine)

CSSie E.M.P. Activeion

NaOHo.ooiiV –
33.7y OH'

HC10.001 N + 36.0 H'
Alkali+ NajSO*0.001N 3*1 8 Na'
Same + K4Fe(CN)eO.ooiiV – 39.6 K'
Same+ Ba(N0»)30.001AT – 19. 1 Ba"
Same+ La(NO) 0.001N – 2.5 La'

• •

Same-f moreI^a(NOa)8 + (reversai) lia* •

Add-f NaaS040.ooi N + 15.8 SO/
Same+ K4Fe(CN)«0.001 iV –(reversai) 35.5 Fe(CN)/ff
Same + Ba(NO»)a + 36.0 NO»'

(1908).
1Guillaume: Comptes rendus, 147, 53 (1908); Perrin: Ibid., 147, M
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Against an alkaline solutionin the absence of disturbing
polyvalent radicals, the twisted wirewas charged negatively.
In such solutions polyvalent cations, such as Ba' or La"
neutralized the negativeelectrificationto a great extent when
present in sufficient amount, the lanthanum salt produced
reversai. It is interesting to note that the polyvalent anion
Fe(CN)6'" increased the négative chargeproduced by alkali
and more than neutralized the effect of the potassium ions.
Guillaume's data would have been more useful had he used
salts with a commonanionor cation,as the casedemanded.

The twisted wire was chargedpositively against hydro-
chloricacid solutionand, whenpolyvalentanions werepresent,
the E. M. F. fell off; Thé tetravaleat ?è(CN)è"" ion was
extremely active, producing a very marked reversal-indeed
an acid solution of potassium ferrocyanideappeared to be
equivalent to an alkali hydroxideso far -as the electrification
was concerned.

Ascoli' has. studied electrical endosmose with liquid
ammonia. Alumina was positiveagainst the pure liquid but
becamenegative when sodiumwasadded.

Morse and Horn* have reported strong electrical endos-
mose through a porous cup in which they were depositing
electrochemically a copper ferrocyanide membrane. They
made use of this observation to remove air from the porous
cup, before impregnating the latter with the membrane.
They observedthat "the liquidin the cup riseswith a rapidity
which increases with the dilution of the solution and the

intensity of the current." Thèse experiments led probably
to a subsequent investigation of electrical endosmose by
Frazer and Holmes,3whosework I shall discuss in some de-
tail.

Frazer and Holmes designed elaborate apparatus, the

diaphragms of which were porousearthenware, so that their

1 Comptesrendus,137,1253(«903).
1 Am.Chem.Jour.,26,801(1901).
» Ibid., 40, 319 (1908); H. N. Holmes: Dissertation (Johns Hopkins, 1907).

fit
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data apply to this particular material only. They studied
very dilute solutions of alkali and alkalineearth nitrates and
came ultimately to the followingconclusion:

"The rule which is tentatively advanced is that the
amount ofosmose of varioussalts witha commonanion varies
approximately inversely as the velocityof the cation divided
by its valence."

The data given to substantiate this statement were
comparative and represented the amount of endosmoseof
various thousandth normal solutionsas comparedwith potas-
sium nitrate of equivalent strength, the flow of which was
taken equal to ioo. The numbers seemto confirmFrazer's
rule very satisfactorily for the particular diaphragm material
which they used, but before this rule can be accepted as a
general one, it will have to be submitted to a much more
rigorous test. The data were tabulated in the following
form:

1 Il III IV
N%iooo Osmose Calculated Relativespecifie

osmose resistance

KNOa 100.0 100.0 100.0
NaNOa 149.1 148.4 120.7
NaNOa 102.9 Mt.6 98,7
liNOs 182.6 6 187.3 139.6
CsNOa' 96.6 95.22
RbNOa 96.9

6

95.22
Ca(NOa)2 64.8 66.6 113.8
Sr(NOa)t 61.3 65.1 114.3
~~(NOs)a 58.4 61.o 108.9

In all cases where neutral salt solutions were employed,
Holmes observed the usual flowto the cathode; but, on turn-
ing his attention to solutionsof the commonacids, he found
reversais of the flow, just, indeed, as he should have ex-
pected. Such a reversai, and flow to the anode, was pre-
sented by solutions of acetic acid, which moved faster than
hydrochloric. This is a bit surprising,for Perrin considered
the rate of flow of acids with a monovalent anion to be an
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approximate measure,at least, of their dissociation. Holmes'

result is possibly quite correct, for one can easily reconcile

oneself to such variations with the aid of the preferential

adsorption hypothesis.
Holmes in his dissertation described a very interesting

occurrence which apparently puzzled him a good deal, for

he left it unexplained. Howeverone does not have to seek

farther than Perrin's experiments (which seem, by the way,
to have been entirely overlookedby Holmes)to find a simple

explanation which will account for ail the facts. These I

shallgive in Hohnes'ownwords.

"In one instance a iV/iooo solution Qf barium nitrate,

whenelectrolyzedfor • sometimewith thé current at a potential
of ioo volts, showeda slight but distinct 'negative osmose'

[reversai of flowto the anode]. After the cell containing the

barium nitrate had been refilledwith some of the same solu-

tion and allowedto stand several hours, the usual positive
osmose [to the cathode]was observed on closingthe circuit."

The italics and brackets are mine. The anode was

composed of sheet platinum and encircled the porous cup

fairly closely. On closing the circuit the "positive" osmose

carried the dilute barium nitrate solution through the cell

walls into the cathode chamber. While this process was

going on, electrolysiswas occurring with the production of

nitric acid about the anode and barium hydroxideabout the

cathode. In the courseof time,the liquid from the immediate

neighborhood of the anode, rapidly beeomingdistinctly acid,

wascarried into the diaphragm by endosmose. The chargewas carried into thé diaphragm by endosmose. Thé charge
on the diaphragm finallyreversed,passing through zero to a

positive value, whilethe directionof the fiow changed to the

anode. Had Holmescontinued still further he would have

observed a secondreversai,forin time the alkalineliquid from

the cathode would have been drawn into the diaphragm,
would have neutralized the add, and finally would have

changed the sign of the electrificationfrom plus to minus.

These reversais couldbe kept up as long as one wished; the

frequency of their occurrencewould depend upon thé thick-
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nessof the porouswalls and their proximity to the electrodes,
the area of whichwouldhave to be fairly large.

Mr. Piersonwas goodenoughto test this point forme in

my laboratory in Worcester. He employeda specially con-
structed electro-osmometerto be described later and used a
carborundum diaphragm. Dilute neutral solutions of the
alkali chlorides,between platinum electrodes acted in the
manner outlined in the precedingparagraph and successive
reversaiswereobtained.

Coehn1has worked with a Pukall filter. Solutions of

potassium hydroxide and sulphuric acid always went to the
cathode. Nitric acid went to the anode when more con-
centrated than one milligram-moleculeto the liter, while
acetic acid did not show reversai until 200 milligram-mole-
cules hadbeen exceeded. Thèsenumbers represent the com-

positionof the liquid phase at the isoelectricpoint. Neutral

sulphate solutions flowed to the cathode under all circum-
stances and alkali nitrate did the same. But solutionsof the

heavy métal nitrates flowedto the anode, except when ex-

tremely dilute.

Barratt and Harris2 have worked with diaphragms of

gelatine, agar, and parchment. The authors report the usual
acid-alkali reversai with gelatine (also reported by Perrin);
but, with agar and parchment, a flowto the cathode occurred
even in acid solutions. This behavioris not surprisingin the
case of parchment in view of what Perrin found with cellu-
lose but the failure to showreversai is somewhat puzzling
in the other case, more especiallywhen one considers the

similarity betweenagar and gelatine. As a matter of record,
someof my own experimentshave shownthat traces of acid
do reversethe flowthrough an agar diaphragm.

With a diaphragm of ten percent gelatine, solutions of

Na2SO4,NaOH and NaNO»flowedto the cathode in thé fol-

lowing order: Na2SO4>NaOH>NaNO8(slowest), and the
rate for a givensolute increasedwith the concentration. Solu-

1 Wied.Ann.,64,227(1898);Zeit.Elektrochemie,16,586(1910).
Zeit.Elektrochemie,18,mi(1912).
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tions of HNOj,Cu(NO3)sand A1(NO3),flowed to the anode
in the order Al(N0»)8>Cu(N0a)ï>HNO» (slowest). With

parchmentthe solutionalways flowedto the cathode,the order

being.:Na2HPO4>Na4SO4>NaOH>NaCl >HC1>CuCfe>Aia

(slowest). In theparticular casesof thecopper and aluminum
chloridesthe rate of flowrose to a slight maximum with in-

creasingconcentrationbut soon fellahnost to zero even when
the amount of salt present was actuay very small.

With agar diaphragms, as the concentration of dissolved

electrolyteincreased,the endosmosepassed through a distinct
maximumin everyinstance. Asin the previouscase,the rate
of flow (alwaystoward the cathode),decreased in the follow-

ing ordW: Na2HPO3Na^Ô4>NaÔH>NaCl>Hd>
AICI3. Barratt and Harris would have obtained more inter-

esting data, no- doubt,if they had foUowedPerrin's method
of working always in acid or alkaline solutions. It would
be interesting to work out thé influenceof the Hofmeister
series. My guess is that the order of the series will be re-

versed, when the salts are used in acid instead of alkatine
solutions.

An elaboratestudy of electricendosmosein neutral solu-
tions has been completedrecently by Elissafoff1in Freund-
lich's laboratory. His procedure was based on Lemstrôm's2.
method of measuring endosmotic movements in a single
capillary without the direct application of electrodes. A
horizontal capillaryof glass or quartz was held between the

charged pôles of an influencemachine,with the axis of the
tube parallel to the Unesof force in the electric field. The

capillary wasfilled with liquid except for a small bubble of

air; on the applicationof the external electric field, a film of

liquid was draggedalong the surfaceof the glass and around
the air bubble,until a drop collectedfinally at one end or'the
other of the tube. This form of apparatus has obvious ad-

vantagesanddisadvantages,amongthe latter beingthe limited
number of materials that are available for study and the

?Zeit.phys.Chem.,79,385(1912).
1 Dnide's Ana., S, 7*9 (1901).
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relatively small interfacial area. The actual transport of

liquidwasvery small.

By comparing solutionswith pure water, EHssafoffar-

rived at tbe followingempiricalrelation between endosmose

and composition:
AVr = R log,C + -y

where AV«~is the loweringof endosmoseby adding the salt

to water, C is the concentrationof the solutionand R and y
are constants.

In the 'followingtable some of Elissafoff data are re-

produced, the numbers under "half-value" referring to the

concentration of solutionswhich hâve a rate of endosmose

one-halfthat of pure water.

I. GLASS Caphxary (Nbgativb against Disthxbd Watbr)

Substanceinsolution Half-value

NaCl 260millimols/liter
Vt K2SO4 270
Morphine hydrochloride 51i

AgNOa 47
Neufuchsin 41
HNOa 39
BaCl2 37
UCCNO^ 35
Potass. benzoate 29
Ce(NO8)8 8.66
A A12(SO4>3 4.5s
HgCU 3.88

Th(NO»)4 2.7y

II. Quartz CAPa^ARY (Négative against Distiu,ed Watbr)

Substanceinsolution Half-value

Sod. picrate- 220-400
KNQs 140millimol/liter
Pierie acid 100approx.
HNO3 46
CaCl2 26

Th(NO,)4 0.44
'A A13(SO4)» 0.24
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These data show that Perrin's rules hold to.a certain
extent. Both glass and quartz are strongly electronegative
and are affectedby the cations in most cases. So far as the
alkali and light metal salts are concerned the Perrin-Schulze
valency rule holds without exception, but when we corne to
the heavy metals and certain organic cations the valency
rule fails completely. The organic cations specifiedare uni-
valent, yet they appear quite as effectivein oeutralizingthe
négative charge on the capillary walls as the divalent light
métal cations. Silver falls in with the divalent light metals;
jnercuricchlorideis as effectiveas aluminumsulphate. Potas-

siumbenzoateand sodiumpicrate giveoddrésulte.
No reversai by acids was observed, but the strength of

the solutions employed was never greater than one ten-
thousandth normal. With certain salts, however, reversais
were obtained. Against solutions of thorium nitrate of suffi-
ciently high concentration the glass or quartz becameelectro-
positive and a similar reversai occurred with solutions of
methyl violet, a basic dye. One should compare this with
what Larguierdes Bancelsfound with wooland basic dyes.

In all of these cases, addition of electrolyte produced a
decreasein the rate of endosmose. On the other hand potas-
siumhydroxidesolutionsincreasedthe flowtoward the cathode.
There seemsto be, accordingly,no hard and fast rule that dis-
solved substances always reduce the contact electrification,
just as there is no relation holding rigidly between valence
and loweringof the contact potential or betweenvalenceand
coagulation. Neither the empirical formula of Elissafoffnor
the rules of Schulze and Perrinare morethan workinghypoth-
eses applicableto special cases.

Very recently some experimentshave been describedby
Byers1who worked both with tripartite cells and with an
apparatus containing as many as five porous earthenware
diaphragms. The procedure employed in measuring the
endosmosewas exceedinglyunsatisfactory and the data pub-
lished are of doubtful value, as they are rough approxima-

1Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,36,2284(*9»4).
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tions only. Neither the fall in potential through the

diaphragm nor the current was heldconstant, so that anything
but indirect comparison was out of the question. Similar

results were publishedyears ago by Napier,' in whose experi-
ments Byers seemsto have been able to introduce little im-

provement. A discussion of Byer's results wil! be under-

taken later.

Various attempts have been made from time to time to

apply electrical endosmose to practical purposes. Not the

least interestingof these is electrical tannage, which has been

employedoccasionallyfor many years, though never with any

realsuccess,

Some interesting experiments have been described by
Roever*who investigated tanning with a direct current, using
dilute quebracho extract and a raw-hide diaphragm. He

found that the infiltration of the raw liquor into the hide was

greatly accelerated by the electric current. The direction

of flow through the hide was from anode to cathode, and the

amount of liquid transported was directly proportional to the

applied E. M. F. With too volts fall in potential through the

hide-diaphragm,the total quantity of liquorpumped amounted

to 7.38 kg. per hour for each square meter of hide surface.

More recently the problem of electric tannage has been

discussed by Rideal and Evans* and also by Williams.6

Williams observedquite correctly that the failure of electrical

tannage is caused by decomposition of the tannins at the

electrodes by electrolysis. He therefore recommended

electrical endosmosewith an alternatingcurrent, to prevent

decompositionof the tan liquid. It seemsobvious, of course,
that an alternating current cannot produce a steady electro-

osmotic flow in one direction, so that Williams suggestion

1 Phil. Mag., (3) 29. 16 (1846).

*Folsing: Zeit. Ëlektrochemte, a, 167 (1893); Rideal and Trotter: Jour.

Soc. Chem. Ind., 10, 435 (1891).
»Wied. Ann., S7, 397 (1896).
1Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind. 33, 633 (19x3).
»Jour. Am.I^athcr Cbemists Assoc., 8, 3«8 (1913).
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appears to be basedon a misconception. In this connection
Professor Bancrofthas suggested to me that the accelemting
action of the alternatingeurrent may be dueto electricheating
and consequentlyincreaseddiffusion.

Rideal's experimentswere rather involvedand the condi-
tionswere not kept at ail constant. They consistedessentially
in watching the passage of tan liquor through a diaphragm
of gelatine under the influence of a low E. M. F. (not over10
volts), thé gelatine containing ferrie chloride as indicator.
No allowancewasmadefor the ionicmigrationof the indicator
or for the complicatingcircumstancesthat its use introduced.
The movement of the tan liquor into the gelatine occurred
in both directions, bittmostrapidly toward thé anode This,
accordingto Rideal,represented ionicmigrationof the tannic
acid anion, the lessnoticeable flowto the cathodebeing that
produced by electricalendosmose. The correctnessof these
conclusionsis anything but certain and Rideal's experiments
shouldbe repeated.

The possibilityof removing water from spongy or sus-
pended material by electro-osmosishas been considered in
some detail in Germany. The peat bogsof the latter country
and of Ireland offera very great potential sourceof fuel, if
only a sufficientlyeconomicalmethod of removingthe water
from the material can be devised. Dried by steam, the peat
produced is balanced by the coal consumed. Accordingly
methods have been devised by von Schwerin,in particular,
to remove the water from a mud of ground-uppeat, by a
processwhich is reallya combinationof electricalendosmose
and cataphoresis.

In an address before the Bunsen Societyvon Schwerin'
has discussed his process, illustrating it by removingwater
from alizarin paste and ground-up peat. The suspendedsolid
tends to migrate toward one electrode by cataphoresiswhile
the water flowsin theoppositedirectionby electricalendosmose
and is removed. Themany formsofapparatusdo not interest
us here. From a peat mixture containing originally 85 to

Zeft.Elektrochemie,g,739(1903).
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90 percent of water, it is claimed that three-quarters of the
watercanbe removed,at a cost of onlyone-fifthof theenergy
availablefrom.therecoveredpeat. The most suitablepotential
gradientthrough the peat mixture is stated to be 4 or 5 volts

per centimeterand from 13 to 15 kilowatt-hours are required
to remove a cubic meter of water. The process does not
seem to be a great success at present, however, doubtless

owingto the difficultyof removing the remaining one-quarter
of thewater.

Nernst1 has discussed the principle underlying von
Schwerin'sprocess and with Brill has observed what seems
obvious-that oneis dealing not with,a caseof true desiccation
but merely with a mechanical removal of water. Electrical
endosmosedoes not lower the partial pressure of water vapor
overthe liquid, and true drying doesnot occur.

In view of the first of Perrin's rules, it is most significant
that in the Germanpatent No. 233,281(1910), von Schwerin
recommendsthe additionof acids "to those substanceswhich
wander to the cathode" (positivelycharged substances)and
the "addition of alkali to the paste of those substanceswhich

tnigrateto the anode." It is obviousthat the processshouldbe
accelerated, provided that one avoids certain polyvalent
anionsin the one case and certain polyvalent cations in the
other.

In diaphragm electrolysis2(of the alkali chloridesfor

example)the phenomenonof electricalendosmosemay come
into play. The considération of this case has been under-
taken by Tardy and Guye,3 whose original paper may be
consultedfor détails.

Contact Eleotriflcation and Adsorption

The earlier attempts to explain électro-osmoseare in-

teresting. Wiedemann believed that the electric current
exerted a tractive action upon the liquid in a capillary tube

1Verh.Deutschphys.Ges.,11,112(1909).
»Bancroft:Trans.Am.Electrochetn.Soc.,3,261(1903).
'Jour.Chim.phys.,a,115(1904).
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and that the liquid was carried thus from anode to cathode,

regardless of the substance composingthe walls. In opposi-
tion to this view, Graham,' Quintus Icilius, and Breda and

Logemann,*showed conclusivelythat no transport of liquid
occurred unless a diaphragm or its equivalent were present.
As I observedin the earlier pages of this paper, weowe to

Quincke and to Helmholtz the electrical double layer theory
of contact electrification. The Coehn rule is an interesting
development of this theory. But both Quinckeand Helm-
holtz contributed little to further our understanding of why
and how an electrical double layer or its equivalent maybe

formedwhensolid and liquid are placed in contact.
For the special case of a metal in contact with its own

ions in solution the Nernst theory holds. It is only natural
that there should have been proposedan analogousexplana-
tion of the contact potentials of non-metallicsolids. Every
solid dissolvesin water to a' certainextent and the electrical
double layermight be supposedto be producedby differences
in the rates of ion diffusion-if the cation diffusedfaster, a

separation of charges would tend to occur and the solid (or

liquid immediatelyin contact with the solid) would become

negative. Bredig3has givenvague expressionto this idea by
observingthat the Coehnrulepoints to somerelation between
the solubility of ions in different media and the dielectric
constant.

As a matter of fact, the explanationoutlined above can-
not be the correctonefor the caseofa solid immersedin a pure

liquid, unless one postulates that the liquid remains un-
saturated with respect to the solidor that fresh liquid is being
supplied constantly. The electricalchargedoesnot disappear
when the liquidis saturated with the particular solid,although
its sign and intensity may change, while the potential differ-
ence at the liquid interface in a concentrationcell exists only
so long as a differencein concentration is maintained. No

Pha. Mag., (4) 8, 151 (1854).

Pogg. Ana., ïoo, 149 (1857).

Zeit. Elektrochemie, 9, 738(1903).
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permanentpotential differencecan possiblybe producedas the
result of unequal ionmobilities. Weshall seethat adsorption
offersa rational explanation.

The contact potential betweena solid.and a solutionis a
more complex problem. Perrin has offered an explanation
of bis acid-alkali rule by postulating that, since hy-
drogen and hydroxyl ions are abnormally mobile, they are

correspondinglysmall, and are able thereby to crowd to the

surface of a solid more closely than the other ions. This

might account for the solidbeing positivein acid and négative
in alkaline solutions.

Now, this "crowding to the surface" pQstulated by
Perrin is nothing morethan sélectiveadsorptionand it becomes
a simplematter to includethis hypothesiswith the adsorption
theory. To what extentsélectiveadsorptiondependsuponthe

relative mobilities of the ions is quite another story, although
the work of Holmesand Frazer seemsto indicate a relation-

ship in case the ions are very similar chemically. In this

connectionRutherford1passedan ionizedgas thiougha narrow

metallic tube and found that the latter became electrified

positively or negatively according to the sign of the charge
on the more rapidly diffusing(hencethe smallest) ion.

Perrin himself was unable to reconcile his theory with
ail the facts, for he observed that lithium bromidefailed to

charge a chromic chloride diaphragm negatively although
bromine ions are twice as mobile as lithium ions. The diffi-

culty, however,is not sogreat as it appears,forPerrinneglected
to take into accountthe ions producedin the solutionby the

dissolving chromium chloride. My guess is that, if some

relation does hold between sélectiveadsorptionand ion mo-

bilities,the tendencyto reduce the positive chargeon chromic
chloride will be greater with lithium bromide than with po-
tassium bromide for instance. Thedata of Fraserand Holmes
confina this to a certainextent.

Haber2has suggestedfor the particular caseof glassagainst

SeeCameronandOettinger:PhU.Mag.,(6)t8,586(1909).
HaberandKJemensiewfcz:Zeit.phys.Cbem.,67,413(1909).
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water that the solid is essentially a hydrogenelectrode, and
that the magnitude of the potential différencedepends upon
the concentration of hydrogenions in solution. Gttided by
Haber'stheory Cameronand Oettinger1performedsome rather
inconclusiveexperimentsonthe E. M. P. producedby acid and
alkaiinesolutionsforcedthrough a capillaryofglass. Haber's
theory, as Freundlichpoints out, is opento the seriousobjec-
tion that electrical endosmosedoesnot depend entirely upon
hydrolysisof the dissolvedsolute,as it should do if the con-
centration of hydrogen ions is the only factor. Addity. and

alkalinity, while of very great influence, are not the only
factorsdeterminingelectro-osmoticeffects.

Freundlich*wasthe ârst to point out clearlythe intimate
relationsexistingbetweenadsorptionand electricalendosmose.
Thisdevelopmentmaybe said to be the result ofhis ownwork
on adsorption and the speculationsof Perrin8 regarding the
analogiesbetween thé behavior of suspensionsand the pe-
culiarities of electrical endosmose. Freundlich went still
farther than Perrin He had already shown the relation
betweenadsorption and the stability of suspensionsand had

pointed out the validity of the Schulzevalence rule for ad-
sorbedlight-metal cationsand the ordinary anions. He had
discovered,too, that many organicions as well as the heavy
metal cations were exceptionsto the Schulze rule. He was
able, as a result, to emphasizethe similarity between the
Schulzerule and the valencerule of Perrin, and, from Elis-
safoff's data, he showed that exceptions to Schulze's rule
were exceptions likewiseto Perrin's. From this it was only
a step forwardto applyto electro-osmoticphenomenaa definite
theory based upon adsorption,or more specifically,upon the
selectiveor preferentialadsorptionof ions.

Freundlichcalled the differenceof potential between solid
and solution, the "adsorptionpotential." If a cation is
adsorbed to a greater extent than the accompanying anion,

1PhU.Mag.,(6)18,586(1909).
KapUlarchemie,245(1909);Zeit.phys.Chem.,79,407{igii).
Jour. Chim. phys., 3, 85 (1903).
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the solid becomespositivelycharged, and if it is employedas

a diaphragm, the electricalendosmosewilloccur from cathode
to anode. For the case of a solid against pure water it is

only necessaryto postulate selectiveadsorption, either of the
ions already present in water or producedby the soliddissolv-

ing. When preferential ion adsorptionoccurs, the number of
ions actually adsorbedis very small, becausethe chargeon a

single ion is relatively large and the electrical double layer
that is established opposes any further spacial separation of

positive and negativeions.

Freundlich1 has recently modified his original theory
çf thé adsorption potential, without improving matters

appreciably and not without adding several complicating
hypothèses. He postulates that the contact potential of the

diaphragm dependsupon the nature of the material of which

it is composed(upondifferencesin solutiontension of the ions

thrown out) and that it is affectedonly indirectly by adsorp-
tion. In my opinioncontact potential does undoubtedly de-

pend upon the nature of the solid itself, but the important
thing is the power of the solid to adsorb selectively the ions

present in the liquid from the beginning,or producedby the
solid dissolving.

Frazer and Holmes, following a suggestion rejected

by Whetbam,*have advanced a distinctlydifferenthypothesis
based upon the solvate theory. If the hydration of the cation
is greater than that of the anion, for example, liquid should
be carried fromanode to cathode; and this is what the authors
found to be the case with neutral salts of the alkalies against
earthenware. Since the mobility of an ion may 'be regarded
as an inverse measure of its hydration, one should expect
a strong flow to the cathode in an alkaline solution and a

strong flowto the anode in an acid solution. This deduction

agreed with the facts as far as they weredetennined by Frazer
and Holmes. Furthermore, in a given series of salts with a

1 FreundlichandElissafoff:Zeit.phys.Chetn.,79,407(1912).
1 Am.Chem.Jour.,40,319(1908). .h,-
» "TheoryofSolution,"292(1903).
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common anion, the amount of flowto the cathode should in-
crease with decreasing ionic mobility. Holmes confirmed
this experimentallywith the alkali nitrates.

Barratt and Harris have discussed a similar theory'
1

which I shall give in the words of the original:
"The flow of liquid in electro-osmoseis obviously de-

termined by the movementof the ions contained ta the liquid
at the surface of contact with the solid. Thèse ions, as
they move under the influence of the potential gradient,
cause a passive movement, in the same direction, of the molé-
cules of the liquid. The narrower the interval between the

particles ofwhichthé diaphragmis çomposed,the moremarked
this movement of liquidwill be. Further, the more numerous
the ions in the liquid portion of the double layer, the greater
the now of liquid will at first be, tbough with continued
increase in number of ions a diminution of concentration of
fluid will later occur and thé flowwill diminish thus the curve
obtained by plotting concentrations as abscissas against
rates of flow, as ordinates, will exhibit a maximum,

"Up to the present it has been tacitly assumed that elec-
trical endosmosehas been brought about solely bythe move-
ment of unaltered ions. If, however,the ions in question be-
corne centers for the condensationor combination of water
molecules, then an additional factor in the transport of fluid
would come into play."

Barratt and Harris postulate further that the electric
current will be carried through the diaphragm by those ions
not in the double layer and if these are hydrated the flow
of liquid will be greater by a certain amount, which will de-
pend upon the relative hydration of anion and cation and
their transport numbers. Nevertheless, they were not quite
sure of the rôle played by hydration, for they found, in the
case of agar diaphragms, from 18 to 370 molécules of water

transported through the diaphragm for every molecule de-
composed electrochemically-"a circumstance which may be
interpreted as indicatingthat conveyanceof fluid by hydrated

1Biochem.Jour.,6,315(191a).
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ions plays only a subordinatepart in electro-osmose." Some
of my own experimentsconfirmthis statement; for, with a

eurrent of less than two milliamperes,1 have caused several

grams of water to flow through an alundum diaphragm in

one minute. To account for this one must assume the ion

hydration to be extremelygreat.
The theory of Frazer and Holmes cannot be correct, for

one would have to conclude,in consequence,that there is a
fundamental difference between electrical endosmose and

Quincke'sdiaphragm currents. Moreover the theory assigns
to the diaphragma subordinateand purely mechanical rôle.
Neither does it expiait» whymère traces of lanthanum salts,
for instance, reduce the flowof an alkalinesolution, or why
an acid solutionflmvsto thecathodethrough powdered glass.
If there is any relation betweenendosmoseand ion mobility,
it is better to considerit an indirectone,producedby a possible
relation betweenion mobilityafidion adsorption,as 1 pointed
out whendjscussingPerrin'sspeculations.

Having considered the facts, so far as they are known,

together with the differenttheoriesregardingelectrical endos-

mose, 1 am of the opinionthat the most satisfactory working

hypothesis is the one proposedoriginallyby Freundlich and

emphasizedmorerecentlyby Bancroft1in the followingwords:
"The signof the chargeon a diaphragmdependsupon the

relative adsorption of cation and anion, being positive if the

cation is adsorbed to a greater extent than the anion and

negative if the reverseis the case."

We start with the propertiesof surfaces. By virtue of

thèse, propertiessolids are able to adsorb substances from a

liquid with ;whichthey are in contact. They may adsorb a

particular ion preferentially,in which case we have selective

ion adsorptionand either a positiveor negativecharge on the
solid. The adsorbingsubstancetends to be peptized by the

adsorbed ion. Or solidsmay adsorb the solvent itself and be

peptized, while the other possibilities,all of which tend to

1Jour.Phys.Chem.,16,312(1912);Trans.Am.Electrochem.Soc.,ai,
«33(19")-
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produce peptization, are adsorption of a non-electrolyte, an

undissociatedsalt, or a second colloid. Since electrical en-
dosmosehas to do with electricallycharged surfaces, we are
concernedchieflywithpreferejitialadsorptionof ions.

We postulate that every solid has a specifie adsorbing
powerfor a given ion,whichdepends upon the spécifiesurface5
of the solid, upon the temperature, upon tbe concentration
of the particular ion in the solution and upon the other ions

present, or adsorbed previouslyby the solid. When the ion
content of a liquid is vanishingly small, we shall have biit
little ion adsorption and little electrical endosmose. Non-
dissodated and rton-dfesoriatingliquids show little; electrical
endosmose (Perrin, Coehn), an experiniental confirmation
of the preceding statement. On the other hand "pure"
water shows marked endosmosethrough many solids. This
is a case of preferential ion adsorption where the ions are

producedboth from the ionizationof water itself and the solu-
tion of the solid, whichweshall see is a very important matter
in some cases (notably glass). Now, since the majority of

solidsare negative against water, we postulate that hydroxyl
ions are usually adsorbed in preference to hydrogen ions.

Freshlyprecipitated alumina is reported to beelectro-positive;
my idea regarding this is not that alumina on dissolvingsends
out rapidly diffusing hydroxyl ions and becomes positive

against the solution, but that it adsorbs aluminumor hydrogen
ions more easily than hydroxyl ions. Crystalline alumina
in the form of alundum is electro-negative against water,
and in this respect shows a distinct différenceas compared
with the gelatinous form, a differencewhichmay be due,not

only to the alteration of its surfaceby agglomeration,but also
to its slowerrate of solution. In discussingthe potential of
a solid against water originally pure, we must accordingly
take two factors into account:

(i) The specifie adsorption capacity of the solid for

1Cf.Bancroft: Jour. Phys. Chem.,20,85 (1916).
Wo.Ostwald: Grundrissder Kolloidchemie,29 (19t2).
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hydrogen and hydroxyl ions produced by the dissociationof
water.

(2) The solution of the solid, which, though extremely
small in many cases, may produce ions that are strongly
adsorbed.

Hydrogen ions are often adsorbed preferentially frorn
solutions containing them, especially from acids, though
we haveseen that the rule is by no means a generalone. My
experimeritshave shown that alumina, which is positive in
dilute hydrochloric acid, is weakly negative in dtric acid
where the equivalent selectiveadsorption of the citrate ion
must be greater than. that of the hydrogen ion. Moreover
we knowthat metal sulphidesare peptized by hydrogen sul-
phide,anacid, yet theadsorbedionis sulphur andnothydrogen;
the particles in suspensionare electro-negative.J

In general the same statement applies to the adsorption of
hydroxyl ions. Solidsseem to have a somewhatgreater ad-
sorption affinity for hydroxyl ions than for hydrogen ions,
though there are notable exceptions to this generalization.
The general theory covering the electrical endosmoseof ail
liquidsand solutionsmay be formulatedas follows:

(t) electrical endosmosedepends upon the preferential
or selectiveadsorption of ions and is influencedonly by those
ionswhichare adsorbedby the diaphragm.

(2) Any circumstance or condition whch changes the
adsorption produces an çffect upon electrical endosmose.
Electrical endosmose varies, therefore, with the condition
of the surface (fora givensolid),with the relative and absolute
ion concentrations,with the temperature and soforth.

(3) The directionof endosmoseindicates the sign of the
diaphragm; the rate of endosmose is proportional to the

intensity of the chargeon the diaphragm in casethe potential
gradient through the diaphragmis constant. When the liquid
flows to the cathode, the diaphragm is negative; when it

«Wïnsstager:BuU.Soc.chim.Paris,(3) 49,453(1888);Linderand
Picton:Jour.Chem.Soc.,61,116(1892).
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flows to the anode the diaphragm is positive. No flow at

all indicatesan isoelectriccondition.

(4) Adiaphragmtends to becomepositiveby the sélective

adsorption of cations, and negative by the adsorption of

anions.

(g) The positive charge produced by an adsorbedcation

isneutralizedmoreor less by the addition ofan adsorbedanion,
the effect increasing with the concentration of the anion.

Similarly,the négative charge produced by an anion is neu-

tralized by an adsorbed cation.

(6) Electrical endosmose measures the tendency of a

solid to fôrm an electrical suspension in a given liquid but it

does not measure the tendency of the solid to form a non-

electricalsuspension,such as is produced by adsorbedsolvent,
soluteor neutral colloid.

One of the most beautiful cases illustrating the theory
is affordedby the experiments of Lottermoserl on the halides

of silver. It was shown that these halides are peptized in

suspensionby silver or halogen ions, whilenitrate and alkali

metal ions are of little influence. Silver chloride, for ex-

ample, is 'peptizedstrongly by a slight excessof either silver

or chlorineionsand, accordinglymust adsorbthose ionsprefer-

entially. In tlie light of the adsorption theory of electrical

endosmose,silver chloride peptized by silver ions shouldbe

positivelycharged,but negatively charged when peptizedby
chlorineions. Such was actually the case. AlthoughLotter-

moser did not study electrical endosmosewith silverchloride

diaphragms,he did show that cataphoresis occurredin the

expecteddirectionin both cases.

By applying the adsorption theory and making certain

assumptionsthat accord with previous and later experiments
Bancroft was able to explain some curious phenomenaob-

served by Reed2with tripartite cells. By assuming that the

selective adsorption from solutions of equal concentration

varies according to the series H'>S(V>Cu' '>NCV oneis

1Jour,prakt.Chem.,(2)7a,53(1905).
Trans.Am.Electrochem.Soc.,2,238(1902).
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ableto understandwhyacid (and neutral) solutionsof copper
nitrate flowto the anodethrough a porous cup whilesolutions
ofcoppersulphateflowin the oppositedirection.

Byersand Walters' have recently made a study of "elec-

trolytic" endosmosein cells containing several diaphragms.
In their first experimentswith three-éompartment cells they
confirmedthe earlier experimentsof Parker,2 without being

impressedwith the surprisinglycorrect explanation of affairs
that Parker offered.

Their apparatus consistedessentially of a large vessel

containingtwo porous cups, in one of which was placed a

large platinumanode while the other contained the cathode.
Onfillingthe wholeSystemwith a solution of potassiumper-
manganate,acid and alkali were produced in the anode and
cathode compartments,respectively,and both cups were ob-
servedto fill up by electricalendosmose. Byers was puzzled

by this occurrenceand concludedthat endosmoseis "capable
of producingflowof electrolytes in both directionsat the

sametime."
JI

What Byers has forgotten is that he was dealing with
two diaphragms. If we postulate that both diaphragmsad-
sorbhydrogenor hydroxyl,asion, morethan theydopotassium
or permanganate,the porouscup enclosing the anode should

becomepositiveand the other, enclosingthe cathode,negative. •

A flowinto both cups shouldresult, since the endosmosewill
be from cathode to anode through the anode cup and from
anode to cathode through the cathode cup. Everything
is perfectlyintel igible.

Parker, discussing the phenomenon of simultaneous
endosmosein oppositedirections,wrote as follows:

"To accountfor this wemust assume that ions alsoaffect
the character of the chargeof the contained liquid in respect
to the walls of the cell. If this be the case we have an ex-

planationfor this phenomenonsincein the alkali cupsthe ions

1Jour. Am.Chem.Soc.,36, 2284(1914).
1JohnsHopkiasDissertations,31,23 (1901).
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potassium and hydroxyl, and in the acid cups the ions H and
MnO4were present,"

Much of Byers' workcan be accountedfor by the theory.
There are some puzzling things that will need explaining,
but until the experiments have been repeated they should
not be regarded as co'nclusive,as it is onlytoo apparent that
no rational procedure was adopted. Thestrength of the solu-
tions was varied in a haphazard fashionand the potential
gradient was never twice the same. Byers seems to have
been unfortunate regarding his vlews on the direction of

endosmose,as 1 shall show by quoting from the original:
"In the experiments with ferrie chïoride,uniform results

are securedand only anodic flowis noted. Yet the flowfrom
the cathode cup is so marked that to keepfrom disconnecting
the current solution must be added. In Èxpt. 19, 220ce were
added to the cathode while only 20 ce passedinto the anode

cup. Manganese chloride and magnesium chloride also
show only negative flow,and from the cathode cup in excess
of that into the anode cup

What Byers means is that a solutionof ferrie chloride
flowedthrough both diaphragms from cathodeto anode and
that the same occurred with manganese and magnesium
chlorides. Why the rates of flow showedsuch differencesis
a question– possiblythe condition of the porous walls or the

potential gradient were different in the two cases. Further-
more the direction of the flow (to the anode through both

cups) was what one would expect with a weakly negative
diaphragm and a strongly adsorbed cation which follows
Schulze's rule. On repeating the experiment with a six-

compartment cell and five diaphragms, Byers again obtained
a flowto the anode with ferrie chloridesolution.

In passing, I wish to point out that ferriechloridesolutions

belong to a class which should be avoidedwhereverpossible
in experiments upon electrical endosmose,sensitive as this

phenomenonis to minute quantities of adsorbablematerial.
Onehas to consider in this case the iron, chloride,and hydrogen
ions,as well as the hydrous iron oxide in suspension.
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Thèse experiments of Byers are instructive, for, aside
from being the latest work in the field, they emphasize the

obscurity still surrounding electrical endosmose and the

necessityfor carefullyredetennining the facts.
The chief points brought out by this paper may be sum-

marizedas follows:

(t) The development of our present knowledgeregarding
electricalendosmosehas been outlined and especial emphasis
has been laid on the electro-osmotiebehaviorof solutions.

(2) The different theories of electrical endosmose have

beendiscussedcritically.
(3) The most satisfactory of thèse is the Freundlich-

Bancroft adsorption theory which agrees with the facts
wheneverthese are accurately known.

(4) A new and convenient apparatus for studying elec-
trical endosmose, together with the experimental data ob-

tained,will form the subject of a separate paper.
CornellVniversity



ELECTROLYTIC FORMATION OF PERClttORATE

BY B. l. MACK

The usual conception of the mechanisminvolved in the
anodic formation of perchlorates from chloratesis largelydue
to Oechslil and his theory has graduallyfound its way into the
text-books of electrochemistrywith the result that it is at the

present time commonly accepted as representing the actual
mechanism of the process.

Accordingto this theory the reaction at thé anode during
chlorate electrolysisis not to be considereda direct addition
of oxygen to CKV with the formation of CKV but rather
as a more complicatedprocess,during whichwemust suppose
the liberation of the chlorate ion. Briefly, the various steps
involved are asfollows Chlorateionis liberatedby the current

and, assuming that it acts in a manner analogousto other

strongly acid anions, reacts with water at the anode with the
formation of freechloric acid and liberationofoxygen,

2CIO,+ H»O aHCIO,+ O. (0

The free chloric acid generated in this way is probably at a

very high concentration in the film of electrolyte which is
in immediate contact with the anode. Since in this condi-
tion it is known to be very instable, spontaneous decomposi-
tion takes place, perchloric and chlorousacids being formed,

2HC10a HCIO4+ HC1O«. (2)

The free chlorous acid thus formed very evidently cannot

remain in the solutionas such, sincein contact with the chloric
acid présent it would immediately evolve chlorine dioxide:

HClOs+ HCIO2 HjO+ C1Q, (3)

This evolution of chlorine dioxide has never been observed
to take place during this process,and the theory, therefore,
assumes that the chlorous acid formed as shown in (2) is

immediately oxidizedto chloric acid by the oxygen from the

1Zeit.Elektrocheœte,9,807(1903).
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décompositionof water by the liberated CKV ions, as shown

in(i).
The sum total of the reactions which, accordingto this

theory, takes placeat the anode may then be representedby:

aCI<V+ HjO + 2? HCIO4+ HC1O»

Oechsli,in order to satisfactorily explain the formation

of perchlorate,finds it necessary to assume the liberationof

the chlorate ion mainly for the followingreasons: Oxygen
whendischargedunder conditions such that the electrodeis

reversibleprobablyrequires a lowervoltage than that needed
for the liberationof oxy-acid anions,' but if we deal with an

electrodewhichis notréversible towardoxygen,that is,where

the dischargeof oxygen requires a considerableovervoltage,
a pointmay be reachedat whichthe dischargeof the oxy-acid
anionwillbecomeeasier, or require a lowervoltage, than that

for oxygen and will consequently take place. From this

standpoint,assumingthat ClOa' is discharged,the formation
ofperchloratecouldbe expected to take placeonlyat an anode

where the overvoltage for oxygen liberation is sufficientto

allow the preferential discharge of the chlorate ion. It is

held that this hypothesis is supported by the followingfacts:

(1) Perchlorate formation goes on with a markedly higher

effidencyat a smooth platinum anode, where oxygenover-

voltageis known to be high, than at an anode of platinized

platinum, where oxygen discharge takes place much more

easily. (2) If the solution is made alkaline at the anode the

effidencyof perchlorate production falls off rapidly; a fact

whichis explainedby the increasedease of oxygendischarge
in a solutioncontaininga high concentrationof hydroxylions.

The result is a discharge of oxygen along with the chlorate

ionsand a consequentdrop in the anode efficiency. (3) This

hypothesisbest explains the rise from a comparativelylow

efficiencyat the beginningof the electrolysisto a highervalue

as the electrolysisproceeds. When the oxidation is taking

placeat a high efficiencyand the current is interrupted for a

1Bose:Zeit.Etektrochemie,5, 169(1898).
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short time, it is found,upon closingthe circuit, that the effi-

ciencyis low.justas it was during the first few minutes of the

experiment. The ideais that during the break in the current
flowthe concentrationof free chloric acid at the anodefalls,

largely through diffusion,and that a certain length of time is

necessary for the chloricacid to accumulate to that concen-
tration in which it is unstable. During this time oxygenis
evolved and the current efficiency necessarily falls. (4)
Changing from a smoothplatinum anode to one ofplatinized
platinum brings about a markeddecrease in efficiencyand this
is best explained by consideringit equivalent to a decrease

incurrent density becauseof the larger surfacepresentedby
the platinized electrode. At this lower current density the

efficiencymust be lowerbecausewe would have moreoxygen
liberated in proportion to the number of chlorate ions than
at the higher current density. Furthermore, many other
electro-chemicalreactions which are commonly considered
as being due to anion liberationshow this same characteristic
ofdecreasedefficiencywith platinizedanodes. The formation
ofpersulphuric acid andKolbe's1synthesisof ethane are cited
as being processesof this type. (5) An increase of tempera-
ture, at a fixed current density, brings about a decrease in

perchlorate formationand a correspondingincrease in oxygen
discharge. This is consideredto be the result of increasein

hydroxyl ion concentrationcaused by the increased dissocia-
tion of water at the higher temperature. (6) Finatty, per-
chlorate formation must be conditioned by chlorate ion dis-

charge since the reactionhas not been duplicated chemically;
that is, chloratehas not beenoxidizedto perchlorate by chem-
icaloxidizingagents.

This theory is open to the objection that it rests upon
severalassumptionswhichmay or may not be true. Wehave
no direct evidence that chloric acid, when sufficientlycon-

centrated, decomposeswith the formation of perchloric and
chlorous acids. The visible products of the decomposition
are known to be perchloricacid, chlorine dioxide, chlorine

1Liebig'sAnn.,69,257(1849).
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and oxygen. While the intermediate formation of chlorous
acid is possibleit has not, up to this time,beendemonstrated

satisfactorily. If we are to reason from analogy to the re-
action which takes place when alkali chlorates are heated'1

it wouldappearmuchmoreprobable that theprimarydécompo-
sition products would be perchloric and hydrochloricacids.

Granting, however, that the liberated chlorate ion and
free chloric acids would act in the manner assumed, the
theory is still unsatisfactory in that it doesnot explain the
decreasein yield of perchlorate on substitution of platinized
for smooth platinum anodes or the marked fall in efficiency
with tising température. In the formercase,using a platinum
anode a current efficiencyof 97.0 percent was noted," while
with a platinized anode, the other conditionsremaining un-

changed, the efficiency dropped to 2.7 percent. It is very
evident that it would be necessary to assumea tremendous
decreasein current density to account for the marked effici-
ency drop at the platinized anode sincea succeedingexperi-
mentshowsthat, under likeconditions,usinga smoothplatinum
anode and a current density approximatelyone-fourth that
in the first experiment cited, the effidencyfell only to 92.0
percent.

Regarding the temperature effect it may be stated with

certainty that the increase in the dissociationof water with
a temperature rise of 73 is insufficientto account for a de-
crease,in efficiency of 97 percent. The efficiencyat 70 is
97percent while noperchlorate is formedat 80° C, other con-
ditions remaining unchanged.

It has seemed advisable, therefore, to postulate that
the electrolytic formation of perchlorate does not depend
upon the liberation of the chlorate ion but rather is to be
consideredas a direct addition of oxygento the chlorate ion.
The object of this paper is to show that the phenomena ob-
servedduring perchlorate formation are mosteasily and satis-
factorily accounted for from this viewpoint. It is further

1Cf.Scobai:Zeit.phys.Chem.,44,319(1903).
1 Oechsli: Zeit. Elektrochemie, 9, 813, 818 (1903).
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proposedto furnish independent proof that chlorate may be

oxidizedto perchlorate by strictly chemicalmeans; that is,
under conditionswhere the Uberationof chlorateioncannot be

assumed.

Let us consider for a moment the conditionsexisting at

an insoluble anode during electrolysis of solutions containing

oxygenor hydroxylions. Recent investigations^have shown

that the action ofthe electrolyàngcurrent is to liberate oxygen
in the active or atomic form. This oxygenunlessdepolarized

by some substance present at the anode will be converted

into molecular or gaseousoxygen, the reaction being repre-

sentedby: .. ..•
201= Os

Further, it has beenpointed out that the rate of this reaction,

ând consequently the concentration of active oxygen or Oj,

whichis present at the anode at any giventime, is dependent

upon, (i) the nature of the anode material, (2) the current

density, (3) temperature, (4) nature of the solution, and (5)

the elapsedtimeof electrolysis.
Schoch has pointed out that only an exceedinglysmall

voltage is required to dischargeoxygen or any other ion into

an electrode which is absolutely free from electromotively
active material, and it followsfrom this and the above state-

ment that the potential of the anode, at any given time, in

a solution capable of dischargingoxygen, depends primarily

upon the concentrationof active oxygenthen existent at the

eîsctrode. Thus we see that by properly varying the condi-

tions we may have oxygendischarged at any potential above

a certain minimumvalue which is determined by the equilib-
rium value of the equation

2O1= Oa

at the particular anode and under the particular conditions

in question.
It may be well to point out here that in order to oxidize

a given substance present in the electrolyte, chlorate for

1BennettandThompson:Trans.Am.Electrochera.Soc.,29,15(191e).
1Jour.Phys.Chem.,14,665(1910).
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instance, it is necessary that the potential of the anode should
rise not to that point wecessaryto bringabout the Uberationof
gaseousoxygen,as is commonlybelieved,but only to that point
necessary to produce a concentrationof activeoxygensufficient
to oxidizethe chlorateion. That this is the case and that the

potential necessary for the latter process is very much less
than that required for the former is conclusivelyshown by
the work of SchocU1 Using a N/j, potassium chlorate solu-
tion and an iron anode it was found that the formation of

perchlorate began when the anode potential reached -fo.023
volt, while a succeedingexperimentshowed that at an iron
anode oxygen is not evolved until an anode potential of +1.5
volts is reached,

This experiment, even without the support of further

evidence, shows that the formation of perchlorate is not de-
termined by the liberation of chlorateion sinceno one would
claim for this ion a dischargepotential as low as +0.023 volt.
Most of the attempts at measurementhave obtained values
around +1.37 volts.$

Having thus shown that perchlorate can be produced
at an anode potential far below that required for the libera-
tion of oxygen as well as much belowthat commonlyassigned
for ClOs' discharge, let us considerthe phenomena actually
observed duringthe electrolysisof achloratesolution, assuming
the formation of perchlorate to be the result of a direct addi-
tion of oxygento the chlorate ion.

Using a smoothplatinum anodeina strongneutral chlorate
solution with a current density of, say, 4 to 6 amperes per
square decimeter. we find the efficiencyof perchlorate forma-
tion to be high, possibly as high as 95 percent. The anode

potential is also found to be high and from the standpoint
taken we considerthat wenowhaveat the anodeactive oxygen

1Jour.Phys.Chem.,14,735(1910).
AUpotentialsgiveninthispaperarethéobservedreadingsagainstthe

normalcalomelelectrode.Thesignsarethoseobservedin theexperimental
arrangement.Thisis inaccordwiththesuggestionofLuther.SeeLeBlanc:
TextbookofElectrochemistry,4thEd.,245.

LeBlanc:Zeit.phys.Chem.,8, 299(1891).
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in such concentration that it is able to oxidize the chlorate
ion rapidly and with good efficiency. We know that we are
here dealing with an anode which exhibits a high overvoltage.
This means that the concentration of active oxygen is above
the equilibrium value. If we decrease the current density
belowthe value first taken, wefind a decrease in current effi-

dency withrespect toperchlorateformationand a corresponding
decrease in anode potential. This becomes intelligiblewhen
weconsider that at moderate current densities oxygen over-

voltage, and consequently concentration of active oxygen,
decreases1with decrease of current density. Again, if the

temperature be raisedwe find the current efficiencydecreases

markedly. Tins, again, is in accord withthe view taken since
we have seen that the concentration of active oxygenprésent
at the anode at any given time is dependent upon the state of

the reaction

2O1= Os

Increased temperature increases the velocity of this

reaction and tends to keep the concentrationof active oxygen
down to the equilibriumvalue. We would expect, therefore,
a lower active oxygenconcentration and consequentlya lower

oxidizingpower. A sufficiently high current density at the

higher temperature would, however,tend to increase the rate

of production of active oxygen and increase its concentration
in the electrode. Asthe current densityis increasedweshould,

therefore, expect to obtain a consequentrise in efficiencyof

chlorate oxidation tending to overcomethe inhibitory effect

of the high temperature. This is actually realized experi-
mentally.2 The current density used was 16 amperes per
square decimeter and with the solution maintained at 80°

gave a current efficiency of 13. 5-14.8percent. This was

raised to 40.0-42.5percent when the current density was in-

creased to 20.8 amperes per square decimeter, the tempéra-
ture remainingconstant at 80°.

1Bennett and Thompson: Trans. Am.Blectrochem.Soc., 29, IS (1916).
Oechsli:Zeit. Electrochemic, 9, 817 (1903).
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If the solution is made alkaline the current efficiency
falls off rapidly, a fact whichis explainedwithout difficulty
when we recall that the dischargepotential for oxygen at

platinum is lower1in alkaline than in acid solutions. In
other words, the active oxygenconcentration is lower. Fur-

thermore, oxidizingpower in general is lowerin alkaline than

in neutral or acidsolutions. This is to be concludedfrom the

fact that many oxidations which take place readily in acid
solution are either entirely prevented or proceed at a very
much decreasedrate when the solution is made alkaline.

It is noted that on startingthe electrolysisboth the poten-
tial of the anodeand the effidencyare somewhatbelow their
normalvalues. Both, however,steadily increaseto a maximum
with increasingtime. This is entirely to be expected from
the fact that reliable measurements of anodic overvoltage2
always indicatea low concentration of active oxygen during
the first few momentsofoxygendischarge.

Finally, on substituting an anode of platinized platinum
for one of polished platinum, other conditions remaining
constant, we find a notable decrease in anodic efficiency.
This, once more, is satisfactorily explained from our view-

point, since the work of Coehnand Osaka3interpreted from
the viewpointwhichwehave taken showsthat at a given cur-
rent density we must have a lower concentration of active

oxygenat a platinizedanodethan at oneofsmooth platinum.
Their results' gave for the potential of oxygenat smooth plat-
inum + 1.39 volts, and at platinized platinum +1.19 volts.

From what has been saidabove, it becomesevident that
we can satisfactorilyaccountfor the anodicformation of per-
chlorate without assuminganything at ail about the libera-
tion of the chlorate ion, by consideringthat the oxidation is

1Smale: Zeit phys. Chetn., 14, 577(1894).
t Poersterand Piguet: Zeit. Elektrochemie, 10, 714 (1904).

Zeit. anorg. Chem., 34,86 (1903).
4

fhe measurements given by them were made against a normal hydrogen
electrode but for the sake of consistency in this paper these have been converted

to the normal calomelélectrode values.
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dependentonly upon the presenceat the anode of a sufficient
concentration of active oxygen. It has, been satisfactorily
shownthat this concentrationcorrespondsto an anodicpoten-
tial far below that required for liberation of gaseousoxygen
and nearlyas far belowthat required for the liberationof the
chlorateion,if weare to acrept for this the values givenby the
best measurementsavailable.

Althoughit may be readily admitted that the potential
of the anode during the electrolysisof a chlorate solutionis
at all times probably above that necessary for chloratedis-

charge,it must be kept in mind that these reactions willnot

take place as long as we have chlorate present in sufficient
concentration. This followssineeit has been shownthat the
direct oxidation of the CKV is the more easily accomplished
process,that is, the one requiringthe lowest potential and as
such willtake placefirst. This doesnot mean that the oxida-
tion will take place under ail conditions with fyighefficiency
sincewehave seen that thosefactors which unfavorablyaffect
this reactionare exactly thosewhichtend to lower the concen-
tration of active oxygen at the electrode. The direct result
of this decreaseis a decreasein its ability to oxidizechlorate
and a correspondingincrease in the ease of oxygen evolution
and the conséquentdrop in current efficiencywith respect to

perchlorateformation.

Experimental

Althoûghthe theory outlined above is well supported by
knownfacts, it has seemeddesirableto have independentproof
of the fact that chlorates may be directly oxidized to per-
chloratesby chemicalmeans and under conditions such that

the liberationof the C1O3'ioncannot be assumed.

Wehaveevidencethat this is true in the fact that chlorates

when heated to moderate temperatures produce perchlorate,
one portionof the chlorate furnishingoxygenfor the oxidation

of another portion; a reaction which may be represented by:

4NaC10â= NaCl+ 3NaC104

The possibility of a direct oxidation was even more
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strikingly shown by Fowler and Grant.1 They found on

heating chloratewith silveroxide that the chloratewas
com-

pletely converted to perchlorate without the loss of oxygen,
metallic silverbeingthe other product.

It wasdesired,however,to showthat the oxidationcould

be brought about in an aqueoussolution and forthis purpose
several oxidizingagents wereselected as the most useful and

their action onsodiumchlorateinvestigatedas describedbelow.

Method of Analysis

The methodusedfordeterminingthe amountofthe various

chlorine acids in the présenceof each other was essentially
that described by Treadwell-Hafl*-and is briefly as follows:

In a solutioncontainingchlorides,chlorates and perchlorates,
or the correspondingfree acids, the amount of chlorine as

chloridewasdetermineddirectlyby titration ofonesample (i).
A separate portion (2) titrated, after reductionwith ferrous

sulphate with an excessof dilute sulphuric acid, gave the

amount of chlorineas chlorateplus that as chloride. A third

portion (3) of the solutionafter evaporation to dryness with

sodium carbonatewas fused in a tall platinum crucible, the

mouth being closed by a plug of loosely packed asbestos

fiber. This sample showed the total amount of chlorine

present in a forms. The amount of chloridepresent in the

original solution is, then, shown by (1), that as chlorate by
the différencebetween that found in (2) and (1), and that

present as perchlorateby the differencebetween the amount

shown by (3) and (2).

The amount ofchlorinein these sampleswas in ail cases

determined3by addition of an excess of tenth normal silver

nitrate solution, filteringoff the precipitated silver chloride

and titrating the excess silver nitrate with a tenth normal

solution of ammoniumsulphocyanate,using ammoniumferric

1Jour.Chem.Soc.,57,273(1890).
2AnalyticalChemistry,p.463(1911).
3Sutton:VolumetricAnalysis,gthEd.,p.172.
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alum as indicator. This method was found to be rapid and
gave consistent and very accurate results. Duplicatesamples
containing 0.3 gram chlorinefrequently gave results differing
by only0.3 milligram.

In addition to the quantitative détermination ail solu-
tions were examinedfor the presence of perchloratesby the
microchemicaltest describedby van Breukeleveen.'l

Experiments with Persulphate

The first oxidizingagent studied wassodiumpersulphate.
This is commonly consideredas a very powerful oxidizing
agent and it seemedprobable that it might convertchlorate

to perchlorate eveii in aqueôtJSsolution. ThiswasestabUshed
as true by the followingexperiments.

Preiïminary Experiment.–A solutioncontainingabout 5
percent of sodium chloratewas boiled for 10 minuteswith an
excess of sodium persulphate. After evaporation to dryness
concentrated hydrochloricacid was added and the solution

again evaporated, on a water bath, to convert ail remaining
chlorate to chloride. After dissolvingthe residue in water,
silvernitrate was addeduntil ail chloridepresentwasremoved.
After filtering the solutionwas evaporated, the residuefused
with sodiumcarbonate,dissolvedin dilutenitric acidandsilver
nitrate added. A heavyprecipitate of silverchlorideindicated
that a portion of the chlorate originallypresent had beencon-
verted to perchlorate.

Experiments8-12. – Onegram portionsof sodiumchlorate,
representing 0.3324 gram chlorine as chlorate, were boiled
with solutions of sodium persulphate, the conditionsbeing
as shownbelow. In ail casesa considerableoxidationto per-
chloratewas found. Testsof the severalsolutionsforchlorides,
after boilingwith persulphate,showedthe absenceof chlorine
in this form. We have to deal with chlorineas chlorateand

perchlorate only. The latter was determined'bydifferencein
the first experiments.

1Rec. Trav. chim. Pay-Bas., 17,94 (1898).
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8 9 10 11 12

Chlorine (as chlorate)
taken 0.3324 0.3324 0,3324 0.3324 0.3324

Water, ce. 100 100 100 25 25
Sodium persulphate

(grains) 10 JO 10 10 10

Length of time heated

(minutes) 30 30 .60 30 30
Chlorine (as chlorate)

found 0.27ro 0.2705 0.2736 0.2730 0.2751
Percentageoxidizedto

perchlorate 18.47 18.32 17.69 17.87 17.24

Wtiile these experiments showedin a satisfactory mânner

that chloratemay be oxidizedto perchlorateby meansof per-

sulphate, it was desired, if possible,to establish conditions

under which the oxidation would take place moreefficiently,
since.it was noted that a large amountof oxygenwasevolved

during the reaction in the previous experiments. It has

been pointed outl that the presenceof silver salts seems to

affect favorably the oxidizingpower of persulphates, many
substances being easily oxidized in this manner which are

scarcelyaffectedby persulphate alone.

Experiment26. – Onece of tenth' normal silver nitrate

was added to a solutioncontainingone gram sodiumchlorate

in 25 cc (representing0.3324g CI) and 10g sodium persul-

phate. Boiledone-halfhour.

ANALYSIS

Chlorine(as chlorate) taken 0.3324gram
Chlorine(as chlorate) found after treatment 0.2565gram
Oxidizedto perchlorate 00759 gram
dxidized to perchlorate 1 22.83percent

This experimentconfirmedthe fact that the presenceof even

small amountsof silver. saltsincreasedthe oxidizingpower of

persulphates. Since this phenomenon has béen ascribed to

the fact that silver salts catalytically increasethe velocity

1Pricc:Per-AcidsandTheirSalts,p.35(1912).
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with whichpersulphate decomposes,and sincethis decomposi-
tion may be representedby

NajjSaOg+ HjO*• 2NaHSO4+ 0,

it seemed probable that under conditionssuch that the sul-

pliate ion would be removed from the sphere of reaction as

fast as formed,the velocity of décompositionand the oxidizing

power might be favorably affected. This was confirmed as

follows

Experiment 31. – A solution, containing in 100 ce, one

gram sodium chlorate, 10 grams sodiumpersulphate and 13

grams barium oxide,wasboiled for 30minutes. After removal

of the bariumsulphatë, an ànàlysis gavethe follôwingresults:

Anàlysis

Chlorine (as chlorate) taken 0.3324 gram
Chlorine (as chlorate) found after treatment 0.2202gram
Oxidizedto perchlorate o. 1122gram
Oxidizedto perchlorate 1 33.75 percent

Although it seemed certain that in the previous experi-
ments the oxidationwas due solelyto the persulphate present,
the statement is frequently madethat dilutesolutionsofchloric

acid or weakly acid solutions of chloratesare somewhat oxi-

dized to perchlorate on boiling. To determine whether this

was true for the conditions employedin' the experiments de-

seribed twosolutions were made up containing in 25 and 100

ce, respectively, an amount of sulphuricacid and of sodium

sulphate correspondingapproximatelyto the end products of

decomposition of 10 grams sodium persulphate; that is, 6

grams sodium sulphate and 2.1 cesulphuricacid (sp. gr. 1.82).
To each of these one gram sodiumchloratewas added and the

solution boiled for 15 minutes. Neither the usual analysis
nor the microchemicaltest showedthe presenceof perchlorate
in either solution after this treatment. This shows conclu-

sively that the oxidation obtained in experimentspreviously
described is to be assignedto the sodiumpersulphate.

In ail casesdescribed the microchemicaltest' showed the

VanBreukelevccn,loc.cit.
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présenceof considérablequantifies of perchlorate. It seemed

désirable, however, to determine analytically the quantity
of perchlorateprésent. This was done as follows:

Experiment 40. – Onegram sodium chlorate, containing

03305 gram Cl as chlorate, added to 10 grams sodium per-

sulphate in 25ce water. Boiled30 minutes.

Analysis

Chlorine (as chlorate) taken o 3324gram
Chlorine (as chlorate) found after treatment 0.2886 gram
Total chlorinefound after treatment 0.3312 gram
Oxidizedto perchlorate 0.0626 gram
Oxidized to perchlorate 18.94 percent

Thèse experiments establish satisfactorily that chlorate

canbe oxidizedto perchlorateby means ofsodiumpersulphate.

Experiments with Ozone

Although the action of ozonized oxygenon solutions of

chlorates was investigated by Oechsli thé result of his ex-

periments is hardly conclusive,since one case in which a 2.5

percent sodium chlorate solutionwas saturated with ozonized

oxygenfor 8 hours, showeda decrease of 1.2 percent in the

chlorate content. A following experiment, in which free

chloric acid was substituted for the sodium chlorate, gave a

decreaseof 0.34 per cent in chlorate as a result of the treat-

ment with ozone. The conclusion reached, however, was

"das eine Oxydation des C10!Ions durch ein etwa 6 Volum-

prozent Ozonenthaltendes Gas nicht bewirkt werden kann."

It seemed desirable, therefore, to carry on experiments
with ozonein order to determinewhether a larger proportion
of the chloratemight not be oxidizedby this means.

Experiment 25.– Ozonizedoxygen for this experiment
was generated by passing dry oxygen through a Siemens

ozonizer,the high tension current being suppliedby a 10,000
volt transformer of i KVAcapacity. The gas thus generated
was bubbled through the chlorate solution contained in a

1 Zeit. lïlcktrochemie, g, 821 (igo.^).
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large test-tube, the lengthof the experimentbeing 19 hours
and the températureofthe solution22°. Thesolutioncontained
1 gram sodiumchlorate and, i cc sulphuricacid (sp. gr. 1.82)
in 25ce.

Analysis

CMorine(as chlorate) taken 0.3324 gram
Chlorine (as chlorate) foundafter treatment o. 3298grant
Oxjdizedto perchlorate 0.0026 gram
uxidized to perchlorate 0.78 per cent

Since it is known that silver oxide,decomposes ozone
catalytically, it wasthoughtthat the presenceof this substance

nùght haye a favorableeffeçton the oxidizing power, This
seemedespeciallyprobablein view of thé increased oxidation
obtained with persulphatethrough'the presenceof silver salt.

Experiment2H.~Solution consistedof one gram sodium
chlorate, i ce of normalnitricacid, o.io gram silver oxide and
25 ce water. Ozonizedoxygenwas bubbledthrough the solu-
tion for 20 hours, the temperature of solution being 22 C.
Results of analysis follow:

Analysis

Chlorine (as chlorate) taken 0.3324 gramChlorine (as chlorate) foundafter treatment 0.3262 gram
Oxidizedto perchlorate 0.0062 gram
Oxidizedto perchlorate i 86 percent

Experiment32. – Thesolution used was the same as in
the previous experiment but was maintained at 100° C.
Ozonizedoxygenwas passedthrough the solution for 5 hours.
Result of analysisfollows:

Analysis

Chlorine (as chlorate) taken 0.3324 gramChlorine (as chlorate) foundafter treatment < 0.3301 gram
Oxidizedto perchlorate 0.0023 gramOxidizedto perchlorate .1 0^69 percent

Although no attempt was made in the previous experi-
ments to regulate the ozoneconcentration of the ozonized
oxygenused, it was known to be about 7 percent by volume.
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It seemed probable that a gas with higher ozoneconcentra-
tion might be more effectivein obtainingthe desiredoxida-
tion. An apparatus was, therefore, constructed which was
capableof producingoxygencontaininga veryhighpercentage
of ozone. The ozone was produced by electrolysisof sùl-
phuric acid solutions at low temperatures. The apparatus
employedwas essentially a modificationof that describedby
Fischerand Massenay.1

1

No attempt was made to control the concentrationof
ozone produced by this apparatus but it continuouslyfur-
nisheda gasofvery muchhigherozonecontent than that from
the Siemens tube. One analysis showeda concentrationof
2t percent ozoneby volume.

Experiments38 and jp.-– Solutionscontainingone gram
sodium chlorate and 2 ce sulphuricacid (sp. gr. 1.82) in 25
cc water wereused and weremaintainedat ioo° by meansof
a water bath. Ozonizedoxygenproducedby the apparatus
described was allowed to bubble through these solutionsfor
two hours. As in the previouscasesa slight oxidationof the
chloratewas obtained.

Anajuysis

38 39

Chlorine (as chlorate) taken 0.33241ml o 1^24 em
Chlorine (as chlorate) found after treat-

4g^ °-^a*^

ment
A 0.3300 gm 0.3296 gmOxidizedto perchlorate o. 0024gm o 0028gmOxidizedto perchlorate 071% 082%

The experimentswith ozoneshow,therefore,that while
ozone is capable of oxidizing acid solutions of chlorates,
the oxidation is not at ail efficient. In ail cases described
the amount of ozone used was in excessof the theoretical
amount necessaryto oxidizeail chloratepresent. It may be
pointed out that while the amount oxidizedis small it is
neverthelesscertain that perchloratewas produced sincethe

1Zeit.anorg.Chem.,52,102,229(1907).
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microchemicaltest showed,unquestionably, the presence of

perchlorate in ail solutionsafter treatment with ozone.
Since acid solutions of permanganates are known to be

strong oxidizingagents, this was the next material studied.
Experitnent4$. – Asolution containing one gram sodium

chlorate, i ce sulphuric acid (sp. gr. 1.82) and one gram po-
tassium permanganate in ioo ce water was boiled for 30
minutes. The solutionshowedno perchlorate present.

Analysis

Chlorine as chlorate) taken
at 0.3324 gramChlotine (as chlorate) foundafter treatment o. 3326gram

This experimentshowsthat acid solutions of potassium
permanganatewill not oxidizechlorate to perchlorate.

The nextoxidizingagentstudied wasaqueous sodiumper-
oxide.

Experiment46. – Asolution containing one gram sodium
chlorate and io grams sodium peroxidein 25 cc was boiled
for 15 minutes. After coolingand diluting to 100ce the solu-
tion was acidifiedwith dilutenitric acid.

ANAI.VSI8

Chlorine as chlorate) taken I o 3324gram
Chlorine (as chlorate) foundafter treatment | 0.3317 gram

The slight discrepancynotedherebetweenthe amount of chlor-
ate taken and that found after treatment is probably to be

regarded as experimental error since the microchemical test
usedfailed to showthe presenceof perchlorate. The amount

represented by the differencein the two chlorine determina-
tions is probably within the experimental error in this case
sincethe présenceof largeamounts of sodium salts in the solu-
tion made the analysissomewhatlessaccurate than in previous
cases.

Expérimenta with Hydrogen Peroxide

Hydrogen peroxide is probably to be considered as one
of the strongest of oxidizingagents since its decomposition
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must be accompanied by the generation of atomic or active

oxygen:
HsO»– + HSO+ O,

Althoughnot commonlyso consideredit shouldbe a stronger

oxidizingagent than ozone since the decomposition of the
latter is representedby

O,–* Os+ O,.

The concentrationof active oxygenin the caseof the hydrogen
peroxide is thus seen to be much higher. Consequently its

oxidizingpower must be correspondinglygreater.
The action of hydrogen peroxide on chlorate solutions

was, therefore,next investigated.
Alkaline solutions of hydrogen peroxide were used as

oxidizing agents. A solution containing one gram sodium
chlorate and i ce ammoniumhydroxide (sp. gr. 0.90) in 15ce

perhydrol was boiled for 30 minutés. Analysis of the solu-
tion gavethe followingresults:

Analysis

Chlorine(as chlorate) taken I 0.3305 gram
Chlorine(as chlorate) foundafter treatment | 0.3298 gram

No perchloratecould be found in the solution by microscopic
test. Theexperiment, therefore,showsthat alkalinehydrogen
peroxideis not a sufficientlypowerfuloxidizingagent to con-
vert chloratesto perchlorates.

Experiment47. – Onegrani of sodium chlorate was dis-
solved in 15 ce perhydrol (Merck's 30 percent) and the solu-
tion evaporated to dryness on the water bath. The residue
was dissolvedin a second 15ce portion of perhydrol and again
brought to dryness. After dissolvingthe residue in water the

followinganalysiswas obtained

Analysis

Chlorine(as chlorate) taken I 0.3324gram
Chlorine(as chlorate) foundafter treatment | 0.3327gram

This experiment shows that chlorate in neutral solutions is

not oxidizedto perchlorate by 30 percent hydrogen peroxide.
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It is undoubtedly true that oxidizingagents, in gênerai,
are more powerfulin the presence of acid than in neutral or

alkaline solutions. Therefore, it was decided to investigate
the actionof hydrogenperoxideon acid solutions of chlorates.

Somework has been done along this line by Tanatar1 who

investigated the action of hydrogen peroxide on halogenoxy-
acids. He found that hydrogen peroxide had no effect on

either neutral or acid solutions of chlorates, while bromates

werequicklyreducedto bromidewith evolution of somebrom-
ine. Theseconclusionsare certainly in error in so far as they
state that acid chlorate solutions are unaffected by hydrogen

peroxide. This will be seen from the following experiments.

Expérimentas.One gram sodiumchlorate was dissolved

in 25 ce of30 percenthydrogenperoxidewhich had previously
been acidified by 1 ce sulphuric acid (sp. gr. 1.82). The

solution was boiled for one hour. Soon after the solution

had reachedthe boilingpoint a yellowgas was evolved. This

was at first thought to be chlorine but more careful examina-

tion showedit to be a mixture of chlorinedioxide and chlorine.

The microchemical test showed the presence of perchlorate
in the solutionand analysisgave the followingresults:

Analysis

Chlorine (as chlorate) taken 0.3324 gram
Chlorine (as choride)found after treatment 0. 2916gram
Chlorine(as chlorate) found after treatment 0.0030gram
Total chlorinefound after treatment o. 2927gram

This experiment shows that chlorate, through the action of

acid solutions of hydrogen peroxide, is largely converted to

chloride. A considérable amount of chlorine and chlorine

dioxideis evolvedat the same time.

Experiment49.– Theconditions in this experiment were

the same as in the previous case with the exception that 3

percent hydrogenperoxidewas used. The solutionwas boiled

for 12hours.

t Ber.deutsch.chetn.Ges.,32,1013(1899).
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Anamtshs

ChlorineCaschlorate) taken 0.3324 grain
Chlorine (as chloride)found after treatment o. 0122gram
Chlorine as chlorate,found after treatment o. 3162gram

This experiment,again,showsthat by the action of acidhydro-

gen peroxide solutions on chloridewe have an apparent re-

duction to chloride. This was confirmedby a series of experi-
ments which ail gaveresults similarto those described above.

It now became necessary to account for the apparent

reducing action which hydrogen peroxide exerted on acid

chlorate solutions. The fact that chlorine and chlorine di-

oxide were set free during this reaction caused no difficulty.
The présence of a small amount of hydrochïoric add in the

solutionwouldbesufficientto accountfor this, since it is known

that hydrochloric acid solutions rapidly decompose chlorate,

particularly whenheated to 80°. This decompositionmay be

represented by

HC10»+ HC1– >HO+ CIO2+ Cl.
It seemedcertain,therefore, that the main reaction with which

we were dealing, was an apparent reduction of chloric to

hydrochloric acid, and that the evolution of chlorine and

chlorine dioxidewas to be consideredas a secondary reaction

due to the action of hydrochloricacid on chlorate, which still

remained undecomposed.
To account for the apparent reducing action shown here

by hydrogen peroxide several possibilities presented them-

selves. It seemed improbable that so strong an oxidizing

agent as hydrogen peroxide was here acting as a reducing

agent, espedally in view of the fact that many, if not all, of

the apparent reductions, accomplished by hydrogen per-
oxide are in reality the result of oxidations to higher instable

oxides1which immediately decomposeif the experiment is

conducted under.ordinary conditions. Applying this idea to

the case in questionit wasconsideredpossiblethat the chloric

acid was oxidizedby hydrogen peroxide to a higher form,

1Thiswillbediscussedmorefullyinalaterpaper.
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which was unstable under ordinary conditions. Since the
acid next higher than chloric acid is perchloricacid and this
was shown to be perfectly stable under the conditions ex-

isting in the experimentsit was necessaryto assumethe forma-
tion of an acid still higher than perchloric. The further as-
sumption necessary was that this hypothetical higher acid
would décompose spotitaneously with the liberation of oxy-
gen and formationof hydrochloric acid.

Assumingfor the moment the existenceof this compound
it seemed highly probable that during its formation from
chloric acid we would pass through the perchlorate stage or,
in other words, that it should be formed equally well from
perchloric acid.

A preliminary experiment showed, however, that this

theory was untenable. A 5 percent solution of potassium
perchlorate acidified with sulphuric acid was added to an
equal volumeof 30 percent hydrogen peroxideand the whole
boiledfor 10minutes. No chlorideswerepresent in the solu-
tion after this treatment. This experiment is supported by
the work of Tanatar1 who found that perchloricacid is not
affectedby hydrogen peroxide. It became necessary, there-
fore, to abandonthe position first taken.

The possibility next considered was the existence of a
molecularcompoundbetween chloric acid and hydrogen per-
oxide. No assumptions were made as tQ the nature of this

hypothetical compound but for the time being it was con-
sideredanalogousto the possible compounds between ferrous

sulphate and hydrogen peroxide described by Mummery.2
The hypothesis which we are now considering postulated,
of course, that this compound HClOa.zHiA,if existent, would

decomposewith formation of hydrochloricacid.
If this compound were actually formed on mixing solu-

tions of chloricacid and hydrogenperoxideit seemedprobable
that its presencewould be revealed by a measiirablethermal

change. Accordingly the heat of dilution of solutions of

1Ber.deutsch.chem.Ges.,32,1013(1899).
Jour.Soc.Chem.Ind.,3a,889(1913).
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chloric acidwith hydrogenperoxidewasdetermined as follows:

Experiment50. – Theapparatus usedconsistedofa silvered

Dewar flask of about 200 ce capacity, fitted with a stopper

carrying a small funnel tube and a 100 thermometer, gradu-

ated in o.i°. The stopper was also eut away at one side to

permit the introductionof a glass stirring rod.

Twenty ce of a 5 percent chloric acid solutionwas intro-

duced into the flask and the temperature allowed to become

constant. 5 ce 30 percent hydrogen peroxide solution were

then brought to the same temperature and introduced into

the flask. The temperature of the mixture rosé rapidly and

reacheda value whereit remainedconstant forseveralminutes.

The thermal effect on diluting 20 cc of 5 percent chloric acid

with 5 ce of water was next determined, the procedure being

exactly similar to that used in the previous case. The data

obtained were as follows:

Initial temperature of chloricacid 24. 700
Initial temperature of hydrogen peroxide 24. 700
Maximumtemperature of mixture 24 95

°

Rise in temperature of mixture 0.25
°

Initial temperature of chloricacid 24 55
°

Initial temperature of water 24 55
°

Maximumtemperature of mixture 24.80
Rise in temperature of mixture o 25

°

These experiments are sufficient to indicate that there is

little possibility of the formation, at room temperature, of

a compound between chloric acid and hydrogen peroxide.

One possibility remained to be considered, however, before

abandoning this hypothesis. It has been mentioned that

the apparent reducing action of hydrogen peroxideon chloric

acid does not become évident until a temperature of about

8o° is reached. The possibility existed, therefore, that the

intermediate compound just considered might be formed at

a point somewhat above room temperature. If this were

true the formation of the compound would be indicated by

a break in the heating curve of a mixture of chloric acid and

hydrogen peroxide. An investigation of the heating curve

of a 5percentchloricacid solutionmixed with an equalvolume
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of 30 percent hydrogen peroxide failed to show any break

whichwouldindicate the formation of a compound,

The conclusionwas, therefore, reached that the apparent

reductionof chlorate to chlorideby hydrogen peroxidecould

not be assigned to the formation of an instable compound
betweenthe two.

The most satisfactory explanation of this phenomenon,

however,was found in the fact that in a dilute solution of

chloric acid we have a small.amount of chlorine liberated

throughspontaneousdécompositionof the acid. Thischlorine,

by its action on the hydrogen peroxide, immediatelyforms

hydrochloric add.1r Thé htydrochloricacid thus produced

would,of course, immediately attack the remainingchlorate,

the productsof this reaction beinghydrocbloricadd, chlorine,

chlorine dioxide and oxygen. The reaction is, therefore,

auto-catalytic, and a small amount of hydrochloricacid is

sufficientto start the décomposition. It has beenmentioned

that the formation of chlorides in a solution of chloricacid

and hydrogen peroxide, does not begin to be appreciable
until the temperature is raised to about 80°. This is in ac-

cord with the work of Sand2 who investigated the reaction

betweenchloric acid and hydrochloric acid. He found that

the velocityof the reactton became appreciable at tempera-

tures above70°.
This explanation of the apparent reducing action of

hydrogenperoxide on chloric acid has the advantage that

it makesno assumptionswhatever but uses only weU-known

facts to account for the phenomenon. There is scarcely

room for doubt that the explanation put forward represents
the true mechanism of the reaction. It also shows that

hydrogen peroxide does not here act as a reducing agent,
in the true senseof the term.

Expérimenta with Aotivated Oxygen

The fact that oxygen is activated or ionized by ultra-

1Pairley:Jour.Chem.Soc.,31,22(1877).·
Zeit. phys. Chem., 50, 465 (1904).
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violet light rays is well established.' In this condition it is
a very powerfuloxidizingagent probably stronger than either
ozone or hydrogenperoxide. The action of activated oxygen
on chloricacidwas, therefore, investigated.

It is frequently stated that solutions of chloric acid
are slowlyoxidizedon standing in sunlight. While this is

probably true, the necessity for the presence of oxygen has
not beenrecognized.

A solutionwas made up containing 0.4784 gram sodium
chlorate and 0.25 cc sulphuric acid (sp. gr. 1.820) in 45 ce.
This represented 0.1582 gram chlorine as chlorate. The
solutionwasplacedin a transparent quartz flask and a neutral

atmosphère maintained by "continuouslypassing in nitrogen
which had been freed from traces of oxygen by washing
with alkaline pyrogallol solution. Ultraviolet light was ob-
tained by meansof a Cooper Hewitt quartz tube mercury arc

lamp, the flask containingthe solution being suspendedabout

5 cm from the lamp. The experiment continued for 28
hours. No oxidationof the chlorate took place, as is shown

by the analysis.
ANALYSIS

Chlorine(as chlorate) taken o. 1582gram
Chlorine(as chlorate) found after experiment o. 1580gram

This experimentshows conclusively that, in the absence of

oxygen,dilute chloric acid solutions are not photochemically
oxidizedto any appréciableextent.

The next experiment was similar to the preceding one,
except that oxygen was continuously bubbled through the
solution. The flask held 50 ce of solution containing 1.000

gram of sodium chlorate and 0.50 ce sulphuric acid (sp. gr.
1.820). This represents 0.3305 gram chlorine as chlorate.
The solution was subjected to the action of the ultraviolet

rays for 8 hours. After the treatment, the microchemical
test showedperchlorate to be present. This was confirmedby
analysis.

1
Sheppard: Photo-chemistry, p. 253 (1914).
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Analysis

Chlorine (as chlorate) taken 0.3305 gram
Chlorine (as chlorate) found after experintent 0.3269 gram
Oxidizedto perchlorate a.0036 gram
Oxidizedto perchlorate 1 .09percent

It was desired to detennine whethermore of the chlorate

could be oxidized by longer treatment with the activated

oxygen.

Accordingly,a solution of sodium chlorate was made up
and found, by analysis, to contain 0.1172 gram in 10 ce.

The solution was acidified slightly (0.5 percent) with sul-

phuric acid. The other conditions being as in previous ex-

periments the solution was sûbjected to the ultraviolet rays,

oxygenbeing continuously bubbled through. 10 cc samples,
for analysis, were withdrawn at regular intervals. The re-

sults follow:

i«s_->«i«™^itu~ SodiumchloratefoundTimeelapsed(houre) per10cesolution

o 0.0072
24 0.1158
72 .0.1160
96 0.1157

It willbe noted that during the first24 hours a small amount

of the chlorate was oxidized. This represents about i.~c

percent of the total amount present. During the remaining
time no further oxidation took place. It will also be noted

that these results are practically identical with those ob-

tained when ozonized oxygenwas used as the oxidizingagent,
as wellas with those obtained by Oechsli1with ozone. It has

proved impossible to account satisfactorily for the fact that

the oxidation of the chlorate stops when approximately one

perçent has been converted to perchlorate. The possibility,
of perchloric acid being instable under ultraviolet rays was

consideredand investigated. If this were true, after exposing

1Zeit.Elektrochemie,g,807(1903).
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the acid to ultraviolet light we shouldexpect to find some of
the chlorinepresent as one of the loweroxy-acids,presumably
as chlorate. A solution containingabout 2 percentperchloric
acidwasplacedin a quartz test-tube and oxygenslowlybubbled

through the liquid. The tube was exposed to the rays from
the mercury arc lamp for severat hours. Examination of
the solution showed that ail of the chlorine remained in the
form of perchlorate. The hypothesis mentioned is, there-

fore,untenable.

The possibility remains that active oxygen is less stable
in the presenceof perchloric acid than under ordinarycondi-
tions. This is équivalent tosaykg that perchloricacid cata-

lyzesthe reaction 2O1= 02 and héncetends to keep the con-
centration of active oxygen down. We know that under the
conditionsmaintained thé concentration of this substance is

very low, at best, and the présenceor formation in the solu-
tion ofany substancewhichtended to convert it to themolecu-
lar formmight force its concentrationbelow the point neces-

sary for chlorate oxidatiori. There seemsto be no satisfactory

way of testing this hypothesis, however,and it must stand

simply as a suggestion which, if true, might account satis-

factorily for the facts observed. This phase of the problem
should be further investigated with a view to determining
what stops the formation of perchloratewhena certainamount
has beenproducedand whether theposition of the equilibrium
can be shifted by varying the concentrationof active oxygen
used. It seemsprobable that if the amount of activeoxygen
presentor rather the rate of its productioncouldbe increased
a further oxidation of chlorate wouldresult.

In the experiments described in this paper, with the ex-

ception of those in which persulphate was used, the con-
centration ofactive oxygenattainable was necessarilylowand
not comparable,in degree, to that present at the anodeduring
electrolysis. However, it is held that the conditionsmain-
tainedduplicate qualitativelythose at the anode duringchlorate

electrolysisand show that perchlorate can be formedby the
direct addition of oxygento the chlorateion.
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From what has been said aboveit may be concludedthat
i. Chlorate may be oxidizedto perchlorate by persul-

phuric acid, ozone, and hydrogen peroxide in acid solutions.
2. In the case of hydrogen peroxide the hydrochloric

acid formedinterfereswith the reaction.

3. This oxidation may also be carried on with oxygen
activated by ultraviolet light.

4. The reaction is consideredto take place accordingto:

HC108+ Ot HCIO4,

the quantity of oxidation depending on the concentration
of active oxygenprésent.

Since active oxygen chemically produced oxidizes
chloricacid to perchloricacid andsinceactive oxygenis formed
at the anode it followsthat the electrochemicalformation of

perchlorate is the result of directoxidation.
6. Perchlorate is formed at the anode at a potential

far below that necessary for the continuous dischargeof any
ion present in the solution.

7. The conditions realized in the experiments described
above duplicate, qualitatively, those existing at the anode

during electrolysis.
ComettUnnersity
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A Text-Book of Physics. Edited by A. WilmerDuff. Pourlhédition re-
vised. al X 15 cm;pp. xto + 692. Philaddphia: P. Blakiston'sSonand Co.,
iqi6. Prm: $2.7$. – Thesectionson Mechanicsand Soundare writtenby A.
Wihner Duff, those on Wave Motionand on Light by E. PercivalLewis, and
tfaoseon Conduction of Electricity through Gases and on Radioactivity by
R. K. McClung; white CharlesE. Mendenhall writesabout Heat, and Albert
P. Caïman about Electricity and Magnetism.

The reviewer was delighted to read the paragraphon p. 643. "NebtUae
give blight Une spectra, some of the Unesbeingdue to hydrogenand hélium,
white others have not yet been identified. The spectrum of cometsconsists
mostly of the cbaracteristic hydrocarbon bands similar to those given by the
greencôneof the Bunsen lame. It seemsevident inthe cases of nebulae and
comets that the radiation is an exampleof luminescence,or luminositydue to
other causes than high temperature, because thesebodiesappear to consist of
massesof higbly attenuated gases,or small bodies,and it is inconceivablethat
their temperature can remain penmanentlymuch higher than that of the sur-

roundingspace."
There is another paragraphof distinct interest to chetnistson p. 601. "It

seemsquite possible that the change of index of réfractionat the boundary
(betweentwo phases] is not abrupt, but that there is a transitionlayer due to
the interpénétration of the two media, or occlusionat thé surface,causing
a graduai change in the index. If this be the case,total reflectionmaybe con-
sideredas aitogether due to refraction. When the angle of incidenceis equal
to or greater than k [the criticalangle) the wavefront in the transition layer
will swingaround and becomenormal ta the surface;then the loweredge will

gain on the upper and the wavewill swing back into the first médium. If we
consideran air film betweentworefracting mediathe two transitionlayers may
encroachoneach other, in whichcase the loweredgeof the wavewillbe retarded,
and a part of it will pass into the third medium. It mightbe expected,there-
fore,that if the air filmfromwhichtotal reflectiontakes placeis verythin, total
reflectionwlltcease. This bas beenfoundto be thecase. If a right-angledtotal

reflectingprism with a slightlyconvexhypothenusesurfaceis pressedagainst
a glassplate, total reBectiontakesplace fromthehypothenuseof the prismwhen
the angle of incidenceis sufficientlylarge, but somelight willalwaysbe trans-
mitted through the region surroundingthe point of contacteven wherethe air
filmhas a measurable thickaess. It is found that the thicknessof the air film

throughwhichtransmissioncanoccur(whichmaybeconsideredas approximately
the thicknessof the transition layer) differswith the wave-lengthand with the

angleof incidence,and may reach several thousandthsof a millimeter."
On p.525under Sound, wereadthat "diffractionmeansthe bendingofwaves

around obstacles. It prevents the formationof sharp shadows. The amount
of diffractionin any case dependson the linear dimensionsof the obstaclecom-

pared with the waverleogthof the sound. A billcasts a fairly definitesound
shadowbecauseit islarge in comparisonwith tbe wave-length. Caseshave been
knownin whichhousesin the shadowof a bill sufferednodamagefromvery loud
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sounds,suchas the explosionofa powdermagazineor the firingofcannon,while

the windowsof equally distant housesnot in the shadow werebroken by the

impact of the sound waves. But small obstades,such as treesand posts, cast

noobservablesoundshadows,exceptwbentested by wavesof very short length.
The human head is of sufficientsizeto cast somethingof a shadowfor sounds

ofhigh pitch. If the soundis to the loft or the right of the observer»onecar is

in this partialshadowand fromthe relative intenaitiesas heard by the twoears

wejudge of the directionof the source. Longwaves produceabout equal in-

tensitiesat the two ears, but at oneear the phaseof the wavesis later than at

the other and it has beenshownthat it is by this sligbtdifferencethat the mind

uneonsciouslyjudgesof the directionof the sourceof the sound."

It wouldhave been interestiagif the author had pointed out whyit is as

difficultas it issaid to be to tell thedirectionfromwhicha tion'sroarcomes.

On p. 162is given an accountof Langmuir'snew mercury vapor pump,

whichis apparentlythe mostefficient andmostrapid pumpin existence. Lang-

muir's pumpwillexhausta vesselof 11liters' capacity fromatmosphericpressure
to a vacuumofo.ooooi mmin 80seconds.

The remarkson raiscellaneouspropertiesofsolids,p. 119,are worth quoting.
"There are many mechanicalpropertiesof solids,frequently mentioned,whieh

are not yet definedwith sufficientclearnessto makeit possibleto measurethem,

butwhichcallforsomemention. Amalleablebodyisone whiehcanbehammered

into thin sheets.A ductilesubstanceis onewhich can be drawn out into

finewires.
"A plasticsubstance is onewhich can be moulded by pressure. Many

substancesnot ordinarily regardedas plastie are so, when subjected to great

pressure slowlyapplied. A stickof sealing-waxis ordinarily brittle, but, sus-

pendedhorizoetahyonendsupports,it willyield slowlyto its weightand bend.

AUmetals under enormousshearingstresses become plastic. The impact of

a cannonbailonarmorplatewillsometimesproducea splashlikea stonedropped
in water.

"A friablesubstance is oneeasily reducedto powder by a blow. Glass,

diamondsandcrystals arefriable.

"Hardnessis a term usedin différentsenses. It sometimesmeans the op-

positeof plasticity,that is, résistanceto changeof shape, as when we speakof

ironas hardandrubber assoft. Anotheruseof it is to denotepowerofscratching,

as in the minéralogiste'scaleofhardness,whiehconsistaofa seriesofsubstances,
beginningwithdiamondat oneendand talc at the other, arrangedso that each,

beginningwithdiamond,willscratchthe foUowingbut not the preceding. Any

other substancethat willscratchone in the list but not the next higher is said

to.hâve a hardnessbetweenthe two."
On p. 157wefind that "whena gas is incontactwith a solidthereare molecu-

Jarforcesdrawingthe particlestogether,and theseproducemoreor Jesscondensa-

tionof the gason the surfaceofthe solid. This makes it impossibleto remove

thé last tracesof a gas froma glassvesselby means of an air pump. It also

accountsforthe fact that, whena figure is traced on a sheet of glassby a stick,

the figure will appear when the glaas is breathedon. The breath condenses

lessreadily on the part of the glassthat has beenfreed fromcondensedgasby
the scrapingof the stick. (Thisimpliesthat the gasfilm is taken up slowly. It
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isnot clearwhymoistureahouldcondenseonthe airfilmratherthan on theglass.]
"A porous solid is readilypenmeatedby a gas andcondensationon the sur-

faces of the pores takes place. This is caUedocclusion,Very porous wood
charcoal will absorb nine volumes of oxygen,thirty-fivevolumesof earbonic
acid, and ninety volumesof ammoniaper volumeof the charcoal,and cocoanut
charcoalwill absorb stillmore. This iswhycharcoalis so usefulas a deodorizer.
Platinum in the porousformcatled platinumspongewill absorb 250 times its
own volumeof oxygea. Palladiumwillabsorbmorethan onethousand volumes
of hydrogen. Its ownvolume is thereby increasedby about one-tenth. The

hydrogenis,therefore,reducedtoone-thousandth(ten-thousandth?]of itsoriginal
volume;to producesucha condensationby pressurealonewouldrequirea pres-
sure of several tons per square inch." WtiderD. Bancroft

The Chemistry and Technologyof Mixed PaJnts. By Maximitùm Toch.

Secondrevised édition. 23 X 16 cm; pp. 366. NewYork: D. Van Noslrand

Company, 1916. Frite: $4.00–Thefirst édition of this admirable book

appeared in 1907andcontained160pages. Theextent of the revisionmay be

guessedfrom the faet that the present volumebas 353 pages. The subject is
treated under the headings: the manufactureof mixedpaints; the white pig-
ments the oxides of lead; the red pigments;the brown pigments; the yellow
pigments; the blue pigments; the greenpigments;the blackpigments; the inert
flllers and extenders; mixed paints; linseedoil; Chinesewoodoil; soya bean
oil; fisb oil; miscellaneousoils; turpentine; pine oil; benzine;turpentine sub-

stitutes; cobaltdriers;combiningmediumsandwater;finegrinding the influence
of sunlight on paints and varnishes; paint vehicles as protective agents
against corrosion; the electrolyticcorrosionof structuralsteel; painters' hygiène;
the growth of fungi on paint; analysis of paint matenais.

ln 1909Soya beanoil waspracticallyunknownas a paint oil whereasnow
we read, p. 301 "It is not within the provinceof the writer to forecastthe
future of any paint oil; but there is no doubt that if a campaignof education
be waged among the farmers,particularlyin thosestates wheresoit bas beenre-

gardedas improductive,and the properlyselectedseedsof soyabeans areplanted,
no scarcityin the fiaxseedcropwilleveragainbea menacetothe paint andvar-
nish industries.and after the groundhas been productiveof soya beans
for sometime, it willbe fit for the growingof eventhe mostdifficultofcrops."

Pine oilis anothernewand usefulmaterialthoughby nomeans a substitute
for linseedoil or turpentine,p. 234. It is a verypowerfulsolvent, and many
of the acid resins whichhave a tendencyto separatewhentheyare insufficiently
heated with drying oilswill remain togetherwhenpine oil is added. Pine oil
can be used to a considérableextent as a diluent in nitrocellulosesolutions;
and as a coolingagentfor the reductionof vamishesit alsobas excellentquai-
ities.

As might be expected, the author is enthusiastieabout China woodoil,
p. 181. "It is pretty well agreed that at 450° F. China wood oil gelatinizes,
and if allowed to coolbecomesinsoluble. But experts in the manipulationof
China wood oil add metallicsalts or resinatesat this temperatureand a small

percentageof untreated linseedoil, and, beforeit issufficientlycool, smallquan-
tities ofnaphtha andbenzol. The resul£ingliquidis a clearvarnish-likeoilwhich
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dries witha hard clasticfilm.much more slowlytban the original Chinawood
oil. la this conditionIt possessesmost remarkable qualities. By thé use of
China woodoil paintsare madewhichdry in damp atmospheres. The advan.
tage whichthe Chines*and Japanesehave.over the Europeanson this subject
has beenrecognizedfor a longtime. It is nowknown to have beendue to their
knowledgepf the proper manipulationof China woodoil. For the making
of marinepaints and waterproofpaints China wood oil is indispensable."

The author believesthat a dried film of linseedoilis not porous,excepting
for the air bubbleswhichmaybe beddedin it, but that any dried filmof linseed
oit subjectedto moistttreformswith it a semi-solidsolution,and the moisture
is carriedthroughtheoil to thesurfaceof the metal,p. 166. "If a dropof lioseed
oil is spreadon a glassstideandone-halfof it covered witha cover glass,it will
readily beseenunderthe microscopethat the dried filmis as solidas the glass
itself and that thereare no poresnor any semblanceto a reticuiated structure
visible in the oil and the author therefore makes the statement with absolute
eèrtàtety that Mreteedottdries witha homogeneousfilminalt respects similar toa
sheet of gélatineor glue."

This conclusionmay be right, but the évidenceon whieh it resta is insuffi-
cient. Without havingtried it, the revieweris quite certain that it wouldbe

impossibleto see anyreticulatedstructure in oneof Bechhold'sultra-filtersand
yet thèsemust be porous.

The author pointsout clearlythat white lead in oil tends to chalk while
zinc oxidecausesoiltodry veryhard, p. 142,and eonsequentlythat a mixture
of the two is better than eitheralone. What relative proportionsshould be
taken dependon the local conditionsof exposureand climate. Spécialstress
islaid, pp.16,34,1io,119,onthepoint that theuse of inertfiUerssuchas barium

sulphateaddsverymuchto thewearingpropertiesof the paint, and consequently
these substancessbouldnot be consideredas adulterants. Of course the pres-
enceof thesesubstancesin the paint should not be concealed. Althoughthe
author callsattentionto the présenceofcalciumsulphate,silica,etc., in Venetian
red, ochres,and urabere,hedoesnot point out clearlythe conditionsunderwhich
a natural oradded fiUerbas onlya stight effecton the tint. That willcornein
the next édition. On the other hand, the author acceptsO'Brien's theory in

regard to the darkeningof lithopoae.
The reviewerwasmuch Interestedin the pages on concrètepaints, p. 147.

"It is wellknownthat concreteof any kind and of any mixture is rapidlydis-

integrated by paraffinor taachineryoiis and reduced in time. If, however,
the cementlilleror neutralizingliquidis composedof Chinawood oiland a hard
resin likecopal, the resultingcalciumresinate becomesinsolublein oil, so that
oil drippingon a floorof thiskind does not disintegratethe Portland cernent.
Oilcollectrâgon an unpaintedconcrètefloorwillcause thefloorto becameas soft
as cheeselntime, andthen thereisno remedyforit exceptingto take up the floor
and put downa.newone."

The nrst éditionwas a goodbook and the second edition is incomparably
better than the first. WïlderD. Bancroft



EQUIUBRIUM IN THE SYSTEM: MERCURIC
IODIDE-PYRIDINE

BY J. HOWARD MATHBWS AND PHILIP A. RïTTBR

Pyridine bas long been recognizedas an unusual organic
solvent, especiallyas regardsits power of dissolvinginorg
salts and forming compoundswith them. While it is .WW^
that alcohol, acetone and other organic solvents oftenSSta
compounds analogous to hydrated salts, pyridine does «SRI
to an unusual extent, the combination of sait and pytfflfciç
often occurringin severaldifferentratios. ^x

The object of the work to be here described, whichis btffe£
a part of an extensiveséries of similar investigations' carried
on in this laboratory, was to study the phase relations for
mercuric iodideand pyridine. Monari,2in 1884,whilework-
mg with mercuric iodide in pyridine solution observed the
formation of large, colorlesscrystals which he found corre-
sponded to the formula HgI2.2C6H6N.Other investigators8
since then have isolated the same compound, but beyond
describing a few of its properties and confirniing its formula
as stated by Monari, no detailedstudy has been madeand its
solubility in pyridinehas not beenmeasured.

Merck's "Médicinal" pyridine was purified by the usual
method usedin this laboratory.4

4 It was allowedto stand over
causticpotash for a month, then over barium oxideandpotas-
siumpermanganate for an equalperiod. It was then digested
withbarium oxideand permanganateunder a refluxcondenser
for ten hours, and finallydistilled, the fraction passingover
between 114-1160 being reserved for use. The mercuric
iodide used was also a Merckpreparation. It was recrystal-
lized from pyridine, the crystals being drained and washed
three times withpyridine,after whichthey were driedbetween

Jour.Phys.Cheœ n, 283(I9o8);13,42(1909);t4, 189(1910);i6,
373(19M);18,«64(1914);Jour.Ain.Chem.Soc.,33,1039(1911).s Jahresber.,1884,629;Rev.chim.med.fann.,3,190.»Selu-oeder:Zeit.anorg.Chem.,44,2 (1905);Groos:Archiv.Pbawa.,
aa8»73(r89o).

Wilcox: Jour. Phys. Chem., 14, 583 (1910).
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sheets of clean filter paper. Gentle warming drives off the

pyridineheld in loose combinationwith the sait, leaving the

latter in a pure condition.

For the temperatures– 30*and above,mercurythermom-

eters graduated to tenths and capable of being read to

hundredths of a degree were used. AU the temperatures

above o° were read from a Goetze thermometer which had

been carefully comparedwith a similar thermometer stand-

ardizedby the U. S. Bureau of Standards. From o° to – 300

the temperatureswere read from a thermometer the correc-

tions forwhich had been furniahedby the U. S. B. S. From

__30«>to – y, °f the temperatures were read from a toluene

thermometer,--whiehhad been comparedat the points o° and

– 300with athermometerstandardizedby the U. S. B.S.

The well-knownsolubilityapparatus of Meyerhofferand

Saunders1was employed. It was fitted with a spiral glass

stirrer and a mercury seal which effectuallyprevented lossof

pyridineby evaporation, and ingress of water from the sur-

rounding atmosphere. The solubility apparatus was im-

mersedin a suitable gas-heatedthermostat whosetemperature

was controlled by an ordinary toluene gas-regulator. For

the temperatures above 6o° a thin layer of paraffine aided

materiallyin controllingthe temperature by the preventionof

evaporation. Températures between 200 and o° were ob-

tained by circulating a current of ice-water through a lead

coil immersed in the same thermostat. For temperatures

of o° and below, the thermostat was replaced by a large,

silveredDewarcylinder. The point o° was obtainedby using

finelycrushed pure ice. The desired.points below o° were

obtained by the use of freezingmixtures whose cryohydric

points were suitable; the mixtures used being sodium thio-

sulphateand ice (-11°), sodium chloride and ice (– 21.2°),

and calciumchloride and ice (–55°). While the true cryo-

hydric pointswere not reached, the temperatures which were

obtainedwereconstant, and served the purposewholly satis-

factorily. For points below–-32°, solid carbon dioxidewas

used. In ail casesthe temperaturewas brought to the desired

Zeit.phys.Chem.,28,464(1899)-
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point and was kept constantfor a periodof three hours before

samples were removedfor analysis, the maximum variation
in temperature during that time being *o.i °, and for the
half hour immediatelypreceding sampling ^0.05°, with the
exceptionof the points– 40° and –50°, where the maximum
variation was *o.s°. As our thermometer was not stand-
ardized for these lower temperatures and on account of the

difficulty in keeping the temperatures sufficientlyconstant,
not so much relianceis to be placed in the values obtained
for the solubilityof the salt in this region. Howeverthe error
is not likely to be very large.

The samples for analysis were taken by the sampling
devicedesignedby Waltonand Judd,' whichinsuresno change
in concentration during the process of sampling. Duplicate
sampleswere taken at intervals of half an hour, to insure

complètesaturation, and in no case were data accepted where

analysisof thèse duplicatesamplesdid not agree.
Some difficultyin perfecting a quantitative method for

the analysis of the sampleswas first encountered,due to the
interférenceof the pyridine,but the onefinallyadopted.proved
wholly satisfactory. The sample of the mercuric iodide
solutionwas dissolvedin an excess of potassium iodide, and
the whole diluted to 250cc with distilledwater. Hydrogen
sulphidewas then bubbled slowly through the cold solution
until the mercury was completely precipitated. The pre-
cipitate was allowed to stand until the supematant liquid
became clear (whichrequired about an hour), after which it
was filtered through a Gooch filter. The precipitate was
washed three times by decantation with hot water, then
transferredto theGoochcrucibleand washedthree times with

purifiedalcohol,after whichit was dried at 1150for one hour.
This method of analysis was tested on solutions of known
concentrationsof mercuriciodide in pyridine and was found
to give thoroughly satisfactory results. The data obtained
for the solubility of mercuric iodide in pyridine at different

temperatures appear in the table below, and are shown

graphicallyby the accompanyingsolubilitycurve.

1Jour.An.Chem.Soc.,33,1039(1911).
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Temperature Wt.of sample Wt.of Hg8 PercentageofHgl,

– 50. o° 5.4666 0.0546 1.95
-50.0 5-6768 00554 *-9*
–43.O 4.1520 0.0593 2.79
–43.0 4.7514 0.0674 2.77
–31 -55 3.2840 0.0748 4.45
-^31 -5 2-3348 0.0488 4.09

– 20.0 2.1992 0.0804 7.14
–20.0 3.0050 0.Ï153 7.49
– 10. o 2.5624 0.1354 10.32
– 10. o 2.1422 0.1124 10.25

– O.ï1 2.35O2 O.I75O I4.86
– 0.1 2.5554 0.1944 1485

t+ 8.83 2.5564 O.24O9 I8.4I
+8.83 a.6634 0.2513 18.43

20.02 1.4418 O.I80O 24.38
20.02 I.27OO O.I588 24.42
25.55 O.8412 O.I205 27.97
25.55 0.7858 O.II2O 27.84
35.28 2.27*4 0.4032 34.67
35.28 1.7522 0.3090 34.45
40.08 1.8338 0.3538 37.68
40.08 19564 0.3766 3760
42A58 a. 2426 o.4516 39.33
42.58 2.1724 0.4344 3906
45.10 2.3018 0.4832 41.01
45.10 1.9242 0.4038 40.99
47.72 2.4642 0.5344 42.36
47.72 2.1004 0.4548 42.32
50.02 1.9198 0.4242 43.17
50.02 1.5286 0.3375 4313
55.05 1.1066 0.2574 45.44
55.05 1.18o6 0.2767 45.57
57.07 1.3252 0.3182 46.90
57.07 2.1038 0.5064 47.02
60.07 1-2358 0.3060 48.36
60.07 0.7016 0.1732 48.22
70.35 2.1276 0.5761 52.88
70.35 2.9600 0.7990 52.73
80.05 3.0460 0.9008 S7-76
80.05 2.2172 0.6520 57-44
90.08 2.5288 0.7962 61.50
90.08 3.4620 1.0876 61.36
98.50 4.5080 1.5088 65.37
98.50 1.9712 0.6590 65.30
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The final point to be detennined was the composition
of the solid phase in equilibrium with the saturated solution.
While workingat temperatures of 500 and above, the samples
taken deposited long monoclinic needles upon cooling, while
samples taken at 30 deposited shorter monoclinic prisms,
both forms having previously been described by Groos.l
However, there seemedto be no definite temperature marking

the transition from prisms to needles. For example, at 400
one sample deposited both needles and prisms, while at 35

°

one sample deposited needles and the other deposited prisms.
Careful analyses of each variety of crystals showed the per-
centage content of mercuric iodide to be identical, namely,
74.15percent. This corresponds very nearly to the theoretical
mercuric iodide content for the compound Hglj.îCsHsN,
whichis 74.18percent.

Summary
The solubility of mercuric iodide in pyridine has been

determined between– 50 and 4-98.5°.

1Archhr.Pharm.,228,73(1890).
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Only one compoundof mercuriciodide and, pyridine

exists in equilibriumwith saturated solution of mercttric

iodidein pyridinebetweenthèselimita, the compoundbeing

that previouslydescribedby Monariand others. This com-

pouad «oayappear either as longmonoclinicneedlesor as

shortermonoclinicprisms,as previouslystatedby Groos.

LaboroUryrfPkysitaiChmistry
UniversityofWismsi»

February,tçtf



ELECTROMOTIVE FORCES AND ELECTRODE PO-

TENTIALS IN PURE AND MIXED SOLVENTS.II

BYtf. s. MORTIMERANDJ. N. PBARCR

The first systematic study of the electromotiveforces
in non-aqueoussolventswas made by Jones.1 By usingcells
of the type:

Ag–AgNOj.aq.–AgNOj.non-aq.Ag,

with the same concentration of the sait in each solvent, he
had hopedto be able to calculate the degreeof dissociationof
the sait in the non-aqueous solvent. He found, however,
that thé solution pressure of a metal varies from solvent to
solvent. By substituting the values found by Vôllmer2
for the degreeof dissociationof silvernitrate in ethyl alcohol,
he calculatedthe solution pressure of silver in ethyl alcohol
to be about one-fortieth of the value whieh it has in pure
water.

Kahlenberg8measured the electrode potentials of ten
different metals in o.io N solutions of their salts in about

thirty différentsolvents. From his results he concludesthat
the solutionpressureof a metal variesnot onlywith the differ-
ent solventsand their mixtures, but alsowith thenature of the
dissolvedsalt.

The electrode potentials and electromotiveforces of a
number of cells containing solutions of salts of silver, lead,
copper,mercury, cadmiumand zincwerestudiedby Neustadt
and Abegg.4 For solvents they used water, methyl alcohol,
ethyl alcohol, acétone and pyridine. In ail cases, the half

cell, Ag-~AgNOg-,constitutes one-halfof thecell. Since the

potential differencesin methyl alcohol,ethyl alcoholand ace-
tonewerefound to be approximatelyequal to those in water,

1 Zeit. phys. Chem., 14, 346 (1894).

Dissertation, Halle (1893).

Jour. Fhys. Chem., 3, 379 (1899).
Zeit. phys. Chem., 69, 486 (1910),
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they believed that the solutionpressures for any one métal

in these four solvents are practically the same. The con-

siderablylowervalues obtained for solutions in pyridine were

attributed to an extremely low ionic concentration, due to

associationand the subsequentcomplexionization of the silver

nitrate in the pyridine solutions.

Getman1 and Getman and Gibbons9have measured the

potentials of cadmium and zinc in alcoholic solutionsof their

salts, using the normal calomelelectrode as the other half of

the cell. Sincethe electrodepotentials were found to become

more negative as the concentrationof the salt increases,they

concludethat the applicabilityof the Nernst equation is very

improbable In a later investigation3..of the electrode po*

tentials, transport numbers,and conductivitiesof solutions of

silver nitrate in methyl alcohol,ethyl alcohol, acétone, and

aniline,certain abnormalitieswerefound which they attribute

to the formation of complexsolute-solventcompoundswhich

dissociatemore or lessgraduallywith dilution.

The first attempt to measure the electromotive forces

of concentration cells in alcoholic solutions were made by

Witeon.44 His cells contained silver nitrate dissolved in

methyl and ethyl alcohol and the measurements were made

at o and 25°. From the agreement between his results and

the values calculatcd from the conductivities of the solutions

he draws the conclusionthat the Nernst equation can also be

applied to non-aqueoussolutions,yet admitting at the same

time that the Nernst equation can hardly be recognized as

givingmore than approximatevalues.

Bell and Field6measuredthe electromotiveforcesof con-

centration cellsin water and ethyl alcoholicsolutionsof silver

nitrate. The electromotive forces of concentration cells in

aqueoussolutions at 25° were found to be in accordwith the

1Ain.Chem.Jour.,46,117(1911).
Ibid.,48,124(1913).
Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,36,1630(1914)-
Am.Chem.Jour.,33,78(1906).

•Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,35,715(i9'3)>
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Nernst equation for dilute solutions. Rearrangingthe equa-
tion for cells with transferenceto the form:

aw RT EK
<= –y logeK»

» 7-,u+ v nf logc\/c%

wherecxand c2are the concentrationsof the cation in the two

solutions,they calculated the values of K. The values thus
obtained for the aqueous solutions varied between 0.0560
and 0.0623. For the ethyl alcoholicsolutions the value of
K for three combinationsvaried between 0.068 and 0.074.
Assumingthe value 0.0623 for aqueous solutions and o.o74
for alcoholicsolutions, they calculatedthe transport number

of the NO9~ion to be 0.523 and 0.62, respectively. Since
the value of K varies so widely in these solvents,they con-
clude that the transport number ofan ion is not independent
of the concentrationof the sait.

The first systematic study of electrode potentials and
electromotiveforcesin mixed solventswasreportedby Pearce
and Farr.1i They determinedthe electromotiveforcesof con-
centration cells and the electrode potentials of silver against
its ions for solutionsof silver nitrate in water, methyl alcohol
and ethyl alcohol, and in their binarymixturesat botho°and

25°. From the close agreement between the observedand
calculated values for the electromotiveforces it was shown
that the Nernst equation can be appliednot only to solutions
in non-aqueoussolvents, but also to solutionsin the binary
mixtures of these solvents. The électrode potentials were
foundto berelativelygreatest inthe methylalcoholandsmallest
in the aqueous solutions, the correspondingvalues in ethyl
alcoholoccupying an intermediate position. In each solvent
the electrode potential is highest in the most concentrated
solution. These potential valuesdecreasevery rapidly with
the first initial dilutions, while subsequently the decrease

proceedsalmost linearly as the concentrationof the salt de-
creases. The electrode potentials in the binary mixtures of
the alcoholsobey the law of mixtures. In the binarymixtures

1Jour.Phys.Chem.,18,729(1914).
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of water with the two alcoholsthe electrode potentials in-
crease slowlyat first with the addition of the alcoholfrom the
value in pure water up to mixtures containing about seventy-
five percent of alcohol, and then more rapidly with further
increase in the proportion of alcohol. They also determined
the temperature coefficientsof the electrode potentials, the
solution pressure of silver in each of the pure solvents, and
the heat of ionization in the pure solvents and in their fit ty
percent binarymixtures,

ln the hopethat still further lightmay bethrownuponthe
effect of solvent upon the electrochemistry of solutions, a
fourth solvent--pytidine~has been added to the series. As

à sotvent pyridine occupies a position ahnost as unique as
that of water. Ita molecularstructure is very different from
that of the alcoholsand water. It has a much lowerdielectric
constant, yet many salts dissolvedin it give solutionsof fairly
good conducting power. The solution of salts in pyridine
is generally accompaniedby the Hberation of a considerable
quantity of heat. Salts crystallizingfrom pyridine solutions
often separate with fromone to severalmoléculesof pyridine.
Obviously, therefore, the sait molécules as well as the ions
must be solvatedto a considérableextent in solution.

Materials and Solutions

Water.– The conductivity water used in makâng ail of
the aqueous solutionswas prepared according to the method
of Jones and Mackay.1 It had a specific conductance of
0.6 1.5 X io"8 mhos.

Ethyl Alcohol–Ordinary 95 percent alcohol was allowed
to stand over fresh quick-limefor two or three weeks. It
was then decanted and distilled. The distillate was allowed
to stand over anhydrous copper sulphate for one week and
then redistilled. This distillate was refluxed with metallic
calcium for ten hours and again distilled. ^inally, it was
refluxedfor two hourswith silvernitrate to remove aldehydes
and other redudng agents. The distillate from this treatment

»Am.Chem.Jour.,19,83(1897).
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was collectai and preserved in dry glass-stopperedbottles,

beingprotected from the air during distillationby phosphorus

pentoxide tubes. In each distillation a fractionating column

was used and only that middle portion which passed over

between 77.90and 78° (uncor.) wasretained.

Methyl Akohol– Kahlbaum's best grade was further

purified in the same mamer as the ethyl alcohol except that

the treatment with quick-lime was omitted. Only that

fraction of the distillate passing over between64.90and 65.1°
°

wascollected.

Pyridine. – The best grade of pyridine obtainable was

allowed to stand over fused potassium hydroxide for several

weeks. It was then decanted and distilled. That portion

passingover between 115.3°and 115.7°wascollectedand pre-

served in small glass-stopperedbottles, protected during the

distiUingprocessby a train of phosphoruspentoxidetubes.

The solvent mixturesweremadeup on a percentage basis

by weight, the weights of the separate solvent components

being accurate to 0.1 grain per liter.

SilverNitrate. – Baker's"Analyzed"salt was further puri-

fied by recrystallization from a hot saturated solution of the

salt in conductivity water. The crystals were filtered on a

Büchner funnel, washed with ice-cold conductivity water,

suckeddry and then heated for severalhours in a toluol bath

at 109°. The salt when perf ectlydry waskept in dark bottles

further protected by dark cloths.

Potassium Chloride–-Baker's "Analyzed" salt was fur-

ther purifiedby precipitating a saturated solutionby hydrogen
chloridegas. The precipitate was filtered,washed with con-

ductivity water, and dried in an air bath at 1100. The salt

was always stronglyheated beforeusing.

Mercury. – The mercury used in preparing the calomel

electrodes was purified by usuàl nitric acid method and the

add completely removed by repeated washing with conduc-

tivity water. It was then distilled under reduced pressure
in a current of dry air.

Calomel. – Kahlbaum'sbest grade of mercurous chloride
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was washedrepeatedly with a 0.10 Nsolution of potassiumchlorideafter whiehit was preserved under a fresh sample of
the samesolutionin dark bottles.

Solutions.– &nsolutionswereprepared by direct weighing,or by the suitabledilution of freshly prepared solutions. Theywere made up to volume at 25°, and to^void the possibilityof decompositionoccurriag in the solutions, aU electrometrk
measurementsweremade on the same day.

Apparatus
The apparatusused in this work was the same as that used

by Farr.1 The o°-bath was obtained by clean,finelycrushed
ice moistenedwith distilled water. The 25°-bath was kept
ia raptd cîrcolatiotj by a motor-driven meehaniGalstirrer
It was electiically heated and maintained at 25 001°°

by an electricallycontrolled temperature regulator.
Seven half-cells and two calomel electrodes were used

simultaneously in this investigation. Each half-cell was
fitted with a stopcock in the connecting tube. These were
always kept closed except for very short intervais when
measurementswere being made. Loose plugs of filter paperinserted in the ends of the connectingtubes practically elim-
inated any possiblediffusion even when the stopcocks were
momentarily opened for potential readings. The middle
vessel was so armnged that the connecting tubes of ail the
cells couldbe inserted simultaneouslythrough tightly fittingrubber stoppers. With this arrangement the solutions were
not unduly exposedand the measurements could be made on
any combinationby simply changing the wireleadsand open-
mg the stopcocksin the connectingtubes. A normal solution
of ammoniumnitrate was used in the middle vessel. It was
assumedthat this solution éliminâtes the diffusionpotential.2a

The calomelelectrodes were prepared in the foUowingmanner: In the bottom of thé electrode vessel was placeda large globuleofmercury. This was next coveredby an inti-

'I~c.ctt.
'Ostwald-Luther:Messungen,3rdEd.,p,448.
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mately mixed paste of calomel-and mercury moistened with

o.io N solution of potassiumchloride. Over this was placed
a solutionofo.10N potassiumchloridewhichhad beenshaken

with calomel and allowed to stand in contact with it until

saturated. The singlepotential of the calomelelectrode'was
calculatedfromthe valuegivenby Richards,1the values taken

being -4-0.5986volt at o° and 0.6186 at 25°. Thèse elec-

trodes were renewed alternately every two weeks and were

found to be immediatelyreproduciblein most casesto within
one-tenth of a millivolt. Upon standing for a day or longer

they checkedin every caseto within 0.02millivolt.

The electromotiveforceswere measured by means of a

Wolff potentiometer in connectionwith a sensitive I^eeds
and Northrup "Type H"wal1 galvanométer. In aqueous
solutionsit waseasily sensitiveto o.oi millivolt,but the high
resistances in non-aqueoussolutionsmade it impossibleto de-

tect differencesof less thano.1 millivolt. A Cadmium-Weston

cell which had been recently standardized against a similar

eletnent certified by the Bureau of Standards was used as a

standard of reference. It had an electromotive force of

1. 01745volts at 25°. While its température coefficient is

practically negligible,it was kept at this temperature by in-

sulating it in a deep beakerimmersedin the 2s°-bath.
The silver electrodeswereprepared by fusingshort pieces

of silverwire into the endsofglass tubes. To the ends sealed
into the glass were solderedcopperwires, each the length of

the glass tube. The tubeswere then filledto within an inch

of the top with hard paraffinewhich prevented the mercury,
with which the contact was made, from amalgamating the

silver electrode. Beforeusing,the electrodeswere plated by

connecting them in séries in a solution of potassium-silver

cyanidé. After a current of ten milliampereshad been passed
for three hours, they wereremoved,rinsed with distilled water

and then allowedto stand forforty-eighthours in contact with

a button of pure silverundera pure aqueoussolutionof silver

nitrate. Ten or twelve electrodeswere thus prepared. The

1Zeitphys.Chem.,24,39(1897).
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choiceof the electrodesto be used was made in the foUowing
way: They were ail grouped in a single cell containinga
o.io N solutionof silver nitrate whieh was in turn connected
with a calomelélectrodethrough an intermediate solutionof
ammoniumnitrate. Only those electrodeswere chosenwhich
gaveidentically'thesameelectromotiveforceswith the calomel.

It was observed early in the work that the electrode
potential of a freshly prepared half-cell changes on standing.Thts change for any given electrode is most rapid at first,the rate of change then gradually decreasingto zéro at equi-librium. In order to elimiaate any errors from this source
the wholebattery of half-celk with their respectiveelectrodes
and solutions was set up and allowed to stand for at least
one and one-half hours at constant température, This in-
terval was tepeatedly found to be sufficientfor the attain-
ment of equiJibriumbetween the électrode and the solution.

Theoretlcal

There are four sources of electromotiveforce in any cell-
the thermo-electricpotential at the junction of the wire leads
with the electrodes,the diffusionpotential at the junctionof
the two solutions,and the two electrodepotentials at the sur-
faces of contact between the electrodes and their respective
solutions. The first oftheseis entirelyeliminatedby compensa-
tion, and it is assumed that the diffusionpotential has been
madenegligibleby the interposition of the i.o N solutionof
nitrate. There are left for consideration, therefore,onlythetwo electrodepotentials.

Accordingto the equation of Nernst, based on the os-
motie theory of the cell, the electrode potential of a metal in
contact with a solutionof its ions is given by the expression

« RT P

.l~e
1I~

where R represents the gas constant (1.985cals.), T the ab-
solute température, n the valence of the cation and F the
faraday (96540coulombs). P and p represent, respeetively,the solutionpressureof the metal and the osmoticpressureof
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the cation in thé solution,these pressuresbeing measured in

atmospheres.

Assumingthe absence of a diffusionpotential, the elec-

tromotive force (E) of a concentration cell is equal to the

differencebetween the twoelectrode potentials, or

RIr. 10&P- (2)
= log,

(2)

Since thé osmotic pressure of thé ions is proportional to

their concentrations, and since for normal electrolytes the

ionic concentrations may be considered as approximately

proportional to the equivalent conductivitiesof the solutions,

then

.n. «tCl
pi. «aea Mts

where c, a and Xrepresent the concentration of the salt, the

degree of dissociation and the equivalent conductance, re-

epeetively. By substitution in Equation 2, weobtain

RT 'A1Ct
(3)

n~ log,
(3)

The temperature coefficientshave been calculated by

meansof thé relation
dE ~s ~o

~4)
cu 25

The relation betweenthe etectricaland chemical energies

of a cell is given by the well-knownHdmholtz equation, vi,

.T.

By rearranging this equation and multiplying by 0.2387to

transformjoules into calories,we obtainthe expression

Q
p, C~r.

X o.a337~ (5)

where Q is the heat of ionization.J.

Assumingthat the osmotic pressure of the ions is given

by the expression
T

~M.4.c. 273
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the solution pressure of a métal may be calculated from a

transformation of Equation i, e. g.,

Iog,P |y
+

Iog,(a2.4 -ca -^j.
(6)

Résulta

The results obtained are given in the followingtables

and curves
Table I

ElectrodePotentialsin the Water-PyridineSéries

J*£

N iooW 75 W–35 P 50W–SOP »5W– 7J P 100P
™ volts • volts volts: voMa volts

1.0 1.0513 – l
0.7513 0.7002 0.6112

0.50 I.0430 0.7603 0.7026 o.6496 0.5866
0.10 1.0097 0.7075 0.6578 0.6070 0.5470
0.05 O.9944 0.6820 0.6371 0.5878 O.5367
O.025 0.9774 0.6650 0.6178 0.5714 0.5255
o.Ol 0.9578 0.6426 o.6o23 0.5504 0.5066
0.005 0.9403 0.6343 0.5928 0.5328 0.4853

2'nar.~ Iz

ElectrodePotentials in the Water-PyridineSeries

00

w iooW 75W–isP soW–30P 25 W–75P iooPN volts volts volts volts volts

1.0 1.0456 – 0.7282 0.6836 o.581o
0.50 1.0411 0.7332 0.6842 0.6361 0.5678
0.10 1.0095 0.7034 0.6324 0.5946 0.5296
0.05 0.9913 0.6739 0.6368 0.5758 0.5216
0.025 0.9820 0.6581 0.6085 0.5630 o.so8i
0.01 0.9625 0.6405 0.5973 0.5421 0.4926
0.005 Q-9471 0.6334 0.5866 0.5309 0.4746

Mean Temperature Coefficientsof ElectrodePotentiats

-ro.000045 1 +0.000430 1 +0.000762j +0.000771 1+0.001293

1Insoluble.
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Table III

ElectrodePotentials in the Ethyl Alcohol-PyridineSeries

25°

N 100E 75E– 25P 30E– 30P 25E–75P 100P
volts volts volts volts volts

0.50 – J
0.7986 0.6872 0.6380 0.5866

O.IO 1.0826 0.7348 o.639i 0.5921 0.5470
0.05 1.0686 0.7084 o.6222 0.5790 0.5367
0.025 1.0592 0.7007 o.6148 0.5655 O.5255
0.01 10391 o.6821 0.5906 0.5363 0.5066
0.005 1.0277 0.6684 0.5667 0.5204 0.4853

Tabuî IV

ElectrodePotentiab in thé Ethyl Alcobol-PyridineSeries

o°

N
• 100 E 73 E– 35P 50E– 30P 25 E – 73 P 100P

volts volts volts volts volts

0.50
– l

0.7698 0.66211 0.6190 0.5678
0.10 1.0696 0.7144 0.6195 0.5741 0.5296
0.05 1-0571 0.6866 0.6036 0.5603 0.5216
0.025 1.0466 0.6739 0.5952 0.5473 0.5081
o.oi 1.0251 0.6583 0.5726 0.5108 0.4926
0.005 1-0131 0-6397 Q-5512 0.5083 0.4746

Mean TemperatureCoefficientsof Electrode Potentials

+0.000506 | +0.001457 1 +0.001280 | +0.001295 | +0.001293

Tablb V

ElectrodePotentials in the Methyl Alcohol-PyridineSeries

250

N 100M 75M– 25 P 30M– 50P 25M– 75P 100P
volts volts volts volts volts

0.50 – •
0.8105 0.7177 0.6386 0.5866

0.10 10975 0.7306 0.6541 0.5911 0.5470
0.05 10799 0.7145 0.6369 0.5690 0.5367
0.025 10707 0.6959 0.6201 0.5520 0.5255
0.01 1.0507 0.6766 o.6ooo 0.5426 0.5066
0.005 1.0286 o.66i2 0.5834 0.5280 0.4853

1Insoluble.
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Tabus VI

electrodePotentialsin thé MethylAlcohol-PyridineSéries

o°

v woM 75 M–asP 50M–30P as M–75P w»P
w volts volts volts volts volts

0.50 – » O.78H 0.6934 0.6175 O.5678
0.10 1.0916 0.7136 0.6233 0.5658 0.5296
0.05 I.0706 0.6970 0.6184 O.5522 0.5216
0.025 X.0611 0.6814 0.6017 0.5369 0.5081
0.01 1. 0330 0.66288 0.5851 0.5243 0.4926
0.005 I.0167 0.6493 0.56*4 0.5120 0.4746

MeanTemperatureCoefficientsoffElectrodePotentials

+0.0003681+0.000989 | 4-0.001419| +0.001352| +0.001293

Table VII
Heataof Ionization

“. Electrode Meantempérature Heatof Dielectric
w»vent potential coeffidentt Jonlzationconstant

Water 1.0097 – 0.000069 23728 80.5

75 W–25 P 0.7075 +0.000430 13352 56.9

50W– soP 0.6578 +0.000762 9925 41.1
25W– 75 P 0.6070 +0.000691 9243 31.5

Fyridiae 0.5470 +0.001293 3726 ïi.2

EthylAlcohol 1.0826 +0.000506 21472
–

75 E– 25 P 0.7348 +0.001457 6927 –

50 E– 50 P 0.6391 +0.001280 5938
–

25 E– 75 P 0.5921 +0.001354 4346 –

MethylAlcohol 1.0975 +0.000415 22440 32.8

75 M–25 P 0.7306 +0.000989 10045 *4«S
50 M– 50P 0.6541 +0.001420 5321 18.3*

25M– 75 P 0.5911 +0.001356 4310
–

Table VIII

SolutionPressuresin the PureSolvents

Solvent Solutionpressure

Water 2.46 X ior»

EthylAlcohol 2.02 X io~»8

MethylAlcohol 3.55 X «r»

Pyridine 1.77 Xio~10

1Insoluble.
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In the accompanyingtables (I-VI) are giventhe potentials

of the silver electrode measured against solutions of its ions

in water, methyl alcohol, ethyl alcohol and pyridine, and in

the binary mixturesof pyridine with each of the other solvents.

From these tables and the corresponding curves (Plate II)

it is to be observed that the electrode potentials of silver are

much higher for solutions in water and the two alcoholsthan

for equivalent concentrations in pyridine. Furthermore

for any given concentration of silver nitrate the electrode

potential increases with the decrease in the proportion of

pyridinein the solvent mixture. This increaseis very graduai
until seventy-fivepercent of the pyridine has been replaced

by the secondsolvent. For water-pyridine mixtures the initial

increaseis apparently a linear function of the percent of water

present in the mixture. With further decrease in the propor-
tion of pyridine there is a rapid increase in the value of the

electrodepotential up to its value in the secondsolvent.

Thèse electrode potential-solvent curves show a striking

resemblanceto the dielectric constant-solvent curve plotted
for the same solvent mixtures. The dielectric constants of

the water-pyridine and methyl alcohol-pyridine mixtures

weredeterminedby the Drude-Schmidtmethod and the values

are given in Table VII. In both mixtures the dielectriccon-

stant increasesrather slowly at first with the decreasein the

proportionofpyridineup to mixturescontainingabout seventy-

fivepercent of the second solvent and then more rapidly with

further decreasein the proportion of pyridine. Accordingto

the law of Dutoit and Aston those solvents which have the

highest dielectric constants are those in which electrolytic

dissociationtakes place to the greatest extent. Thus for a

givenconcentrationof silvernitrate ionization should increase

with a decreasein the pyridine content of the solventmixture.

For metals whose electrodes are electropositive to solutions

of their ions this should mean a correspondingincreasein the

electrodepotential, and such is the casein the solventsstudied.

The curves for the water-pyridine series show also a

Discussion
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striking resemblanceto thé curveobtainedby Hartley, Thomas
and Applebyl for the surface tention of the sameseriesofmix-

tures. Whether or not any relation exists between surface

tension and the electrode potential is a question still un-

answered.

Volume
PlateI

For ail solvents,simpleandmixed,the electrodepotentials
increase with increasing concentration of the dissolved salt.

From the curves (Plate I) it willbe observedthat, starting with

the most concentrated solution, the electrodepotential drops

1Jour.Chem.Soc.,93,549(1908).
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1

very rapidlywith the first dilutionsand then decreasesalmost

linearly with the dilution in the more dilute solutions. It

will also be observed from the volume-electrodepotential
curves for any set of binary mixtures and, hence, for ail pure
solventsas well,that the curvesobtainedare, within ttmits of

experimental error, practically parallel with each other.

This confims the relation pointed out by Farr.*1 "If

the electromotiveforce at the junction of the two solutionsis

entirelyeliminated,and sincethe electromotiveforceof a con-

centration cell at a given temperature is proportional to the

logarithm of the ratio of the ionic concentrations in the two

solutions,it followsthat the ratio between the ionicconcen-

trations forequivalentconcentrationsof the salt in the separate
solventsis constant and independentof the dilution."

The electromotiveforcesof a11the possibleconcentration

cellsin each of the simple and mixedsolventsweredetermined

immediately after the readings for the electrode potentials
had been made. The ëectromotive forces calculated for

the concentrationcells in the pure solvents-water, methyl
alcoholand ethyl alcohol-agree closelywith thosedetermined

by experiment. This confirms the statement madeby Farr1

that the Nernst equation does hold for concentrationcells in

these solvents.

For solutions in pure pyridine, however, the values

calculated for the concentration cells from conductivity
data do not even approximate the electromotiveforces ex-

perimentally determined. For ail concentration cells where

the normal solutionconstitutes one-halfof the cell, the calcu-

lated values are smaller, whereas when the concentrations

in each of the half-celtë are less than 0.5 N, the calculated

values are larger than those observed. Thèse deviations

were not found to be appreciably lessenedwhen the conduc-

tance values are corrected for viscosity. AU of which goes
to prove that, in so far as pyridine solutions are concerned,

one of two conditionsexist. Either the Nernst equation does

not hold for concentration cellsin pyridine as solvent,or the

«I,oc.dt
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electrical conductivity of these solutions is in no sense a

measure of the degree of dissociation. Itvidence seems to

point most strongly to the latter condition as the one which

is the causeof thèse deviations.

Walden and Centnerszwer,1i using the boiling-point

method, have found that the molecular weights of silver

nitrate in dilute pyridine solutions are normal, while in the

more concentrated solutionsthe molecular weight is greater
than normal. This evidence of association does not neces-

sarily exclude the présence of ionization. Since pyridine
solutions show considerableconductivity, ions of some sort

must be present. Aswas pointed out by Pearce2the amount

of polymerizationof thé soluté need only be very slightin
order to compensatefor the effect due to ionization. When

these two effectsjust balanceeach other the molecularweights
will appear as normal.

Transference measurements in pyridine solutions made

by Neustadt and Abegg8showedthat both the Ag+ion and

the NOs radiclemigrate toward the cathode. They assumed

that, if ionizationdoes take place, it doesso accordingto the

équation
+f

(AgNO*)*Ag8(NO3)+ NÔa.

That the simpleAg+ionsare alsopresent is not to bedoubted.

In ail probability we are here dealing with a complexequi-

librium, viz., the simple and polymerized soluté molécules

in equilibrium with each other and with their respective
ions. Under such conditionsit would be impossibleto calcu-

late the electromotiveforcesfrom conductivity data.

The temperature coefficientsof the electrode potentials
have been calculated for solutions in the pure and mixed

solvents and they are inserted at the bottoms of the tables

for the électrode potentials. Obviously the accuracy of the

temperature coefficientsdepend to a large extent upon the

Zeit phys.Chem.,55,331(1906).
Jour. Phys. Chem., 19, 30 (1914).

Zeit. phys. Chem., 69, 486(1910).
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accuracy attained in the potential measurements, a slight

error in the latter being enormouslyenhanced when it ap-

pears in the temperature coefficient. All of the tempera-

ture coefficientsare positive except those in the more dilute

aqueous solutions. At concentrations slïghtly greater than

<i m»– I I' "11

jvrcmr qf ryriaim

PlateII

o.io N the temperature coefficientsin the aqueous solutions

become positive. In ail solutions containing pyridine the

temperature coefficients are extraordinarily high. In the

water-pyridine series they increase regularly from the value

in pure water up to the value in purepyridine. ln the methyl

alcohol-pyridine series thèse coefficientsincrease rapidly to
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a maximumvalue in the fifty percent solvent mixture, theti
decreaseslowlyto the value in pyridine. A similar relation
is foundfor the binary mixtures of ethyl alcoholand pyridine
except that the maximumoccurs in the presenceof a smaller
percentof pyridine.

The heats of ionization are given in Table VII. They
werecalculatedby substituting the mean temperature eoeffi-
cients and the correspondingelectrode potentiatsofthe 0.10 N
solutionsin Equation 5. The heat of ionization of silver in

pyridine is relatively *verylow. For any series of solvent
mixtures the heat of ionization decreases the most rapidly
upon the first addition of pyridine to the second solvent,
and then more slowlyas the percent of pyridine is inereased.
The heat of ionizationdecreaseswith increase in the propor-
tion ofpyridinerelativelymorerapidly in eachof the alcoholic
pyridineseriesthan in that of water and pyridine.

In the last columnof Table VII are inserted a few dielec-
tric constants.1 Hère again it will be observed that the first
addition of pyridineto the secondsolvent produces relatively
the greatest changein the dielectric constant.

The solutionpressureof silver in contact with pyridine
solutionsof silverions is found to be much higher than when
in contact with aqueous or alcoholic solutions. These pres-
sures were calculated by making the proper substitutions in
Equation 6, using in each case the value of the electrode
potential found for the 0.10 N solutions. The values of a
werecalculatedfromthe followingconductivity data:

Solvent x10 Xoo

Water 94-962 128.54»
Methylalcohol 38.582 98.00*
Ethylalcohol 13.212 35.60*
Pyridine 27.58» 7I.oo5
»DeterminedbyMr. RichardBeeson,Drude-Schmidtmethod.
JonesandBassett: Am.Chem.Jour., 33, 409 (1904).»Kohlrausch,Sitaungsbcr.Beri.Akad., 36, 570(1903).4VoUmer:Lac.cit.

1H. L. Duntap (thisIaboratory).
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The solution pressures in water and the alcoholsare in good

agreement with those calculated by Farr.1I The value
calculated for water is also verycloseto the value,2.3 X io-lT,t
found by Neumann. Assumingfrom conductivity data that
silver nitrate is only one-fourth as highly ionized in pyridine
as in water solutions, Kahlenbergcalculatedthe solution pres-
sure of silver in pyridine to be 3.4 X io"10. The value found
in this work is 1.77X io~10.

TheStateUniversityoflowa

1I*c.cit.



THE ÉkECTRICAI, CONDUCTANCE OF SEVERAI,

SALTSIN PYRIDINE

BYJ. HOWARDMATHBWSANDAWREDJ. JOHNSON

This paper constitutes a further contribution to a de-

tailed study of the physical chemistry of pyridine and its

solutions which bas been under way in this laboratory for a

number of years.

Laszczynski and Gorski1determined the electrical con-

ductance of lithium chloride, and the iodides and sulphocy-
anates of potassium, sodium and ammonium in pyridine at

a température of i8ft C. They f oundthat the èquivalettt
conductance at infinitedilution couldbe calculatedby extrap-
olation fromthe equivalentconductancecurves, in somecases.

Lincoln3found that a large number of inorganic salts yielded

conducting solutions, but that the equivalent conductance

at infinité dilution could be determined in but a few cases

only. Dutoit and Duperthuis3 studied the conductance of

potassium iodide,potassiumsulphocyanateand sodiumsulpho-

cyanate in pyridine for dilutionsranging from 1,000to 20,000
liters per gram-mole of sait. It was found that Ostwald's

dilution law held in most cases, rendering it possibleto cal-

culate the degreeofdissociationat any givendilution. Hevesy*
worked on the electrolysisof pyridine solutions of the iodides

of barium, strontium and calcium and found that thèse salts

dissolved fairly well in pyridine yielding solutions that were

good electrolytes.

Andersonshas recently made a careful, systematic study
of the conductance of fifteen different inorganic salts in

pyridine over as wide a range of concentration as the expéri-
mental conditionswouldallow,and at three differenttempera-

1Zeit.Elektrochemie,4,290-393(1897).
Jour. Phys. Chem., 3,459-484 (1899).

Jour. Chim. phys., 6, 699-725 (1909).
4 Zét Blektrocbeinie, 16, 672 (1911).

6 Jour. Phys. Cbeto., 19, 753-789 (1915).
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tures, vis., o°, 25 and 500C. Prom the data thus obtained

the temperature coefficientswere calculated. It was found

that in gêneraidistinct minimain the temperature coefficients

occurred, whilein the caseof lithium bromide, sodiumiodide,

cobalt chloride and cadmiumnitrate, negative temperature

coefficients were encountered at certain dilutions. Two

classes of electrolyteswereobserved: (1) those for which the

equivalent conductanceincreased throughout, and (2) those

which gave minimum values. The value of the equivalent

conductance at infinite dilutionis given for lithium iodide at

o°, 25° and 500; for sodiumiodide at o°, and for potassium

sulphocyanate at o°.

In thé présent work,which was under wây wheiiAnder-

son's article appeared, the electtical conductance of six salts

was determined at 25°, andof twoof them at o°.

For measuring conductance, the Kohlrausch method

was used. An excellent Wheatstone bridge with ten ratio

coils, made by I^eds and Northrup, was employed, together

with an inductioncoiland a specialtuned "wireless" téléphone

receiver to which an ordinary physician's stethoscope was

attached for the purposeofconcentrating the sound from the

téléphone receiver.'» The ratio coilsof the Wheatstone bridge

were guaranteedby the manufacturerto be accurate to within

Vso of one percent and the resistance coils to within Vasof

one percent.
An Arrhenius conductivity cell, with a ground-glass

stopper and sealed-in electrodes,was used. Thé électrodes

were coveredwith a velvety coating of platinum black, pro-

duced by electrolyzing a solution containing 3 grams of

platinic chloride and 0.02-0.03 gram of lead acetate in 100

cc of water, reversingthe current every half minute for 10-15

minutes, using a current of such strength that a moderately

rapid evolutionof gaswas obtained. The platinizing solution

was then removed and replaced by a dilute solution of sul-

phuric acid and the currentpassed for about 15minutes with

1ForthissuggestionandtheloanofthereceiverweareindebtedtoPro-

fessorAcreeoftheU.S.PotestProductsLabomtory.
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reversai of current every minute. This treatment removed
the platinizing liquid and occludedchlorinefrom the platinum
coatings. The electrodes and conductivity vessel were then
washedthoroughly, first with warm,distilledwater and finally
with conductivity water until all soluble matter had been
retnoved. A 0.02 N potassium chloride solution was used
in determiningthe cell constant. Chenùcallypure potassium
chloride was recrystallized from conductivity water and

carefully dried at a temperature just below red heat. The

specificconductance of the 0.02N solution of potassiumchlo-
ride was taken as 0.002768at 25 C and 0.001522at o° C.
The cellconstant at 25was o.170.

A 50 ce flask, ealibrated at roomtempérature, was used
in makingthe originalsolutions. In running a seriesof mea-
surements,exactly 20 ce of the solutionwereplacedin thecon-

ductivity cell and after the temperature of the bath had
been attained the résistance was measured. A pipette cali-
brated to take up exactly 10ce was then used to removeone-
half of the solution and a secondpipette calibrated to deliver
10ce was used to replace the volumeremoved by fresh pyri-
dine, thus giving a solution of one.-halfthe concentrationof
the original. This processof dilution was repcated as longas

fairly accurate measurementsof conductivity could be made.
For the measurements made at 25 an electricallycon-

trolled thermostat was used. A regulator entirely filledwith

mercurywas substituted for the ordinary toluene filledregu-
lator, with excellent success. The variation in temperature
in this thermostat was not greater than *o.oi° C. For
measurements at o° a large Dewar flask filled with clean,
crushedice moistenedwith distilledwater was used. A cork
Hnedwith tin-foil was used as a cover and the conductivity
celland thermometer were fitted into holes bored throughthe
cork.

The pyridine was purified by allowingit to stand over
fused electrolytic caustic potash for several weeks, with an
occasionalshaking, and was then decanted off and digested
for several hours with potassium permanganate and barium
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oxide (prepared by fusing barium dioxide) under a reflux

condenser.'1 It was finally decanted off and distilled, the

fraction distillingbetween 114.5-113.3°C at 730 mm being
used. By this method of purification pyridine having an

average specificconductance of 0.74 X 10~7was obtained.

This is the samevalue as that obtained by Anderson.
In the followingdata, V denotes the volumeof the solu-

tion, in liters, containingone gram-equivalentweight of the

salt, and Lo and 1^6represent the equivalent conductanceof

the solutions at o° and 25 C, respectively. Two separate
series of detetminationswere made for each salt. The tem-

perature coefficientwas calculatedaccordingto the customary

format,; £gK"ir° X 25
In the curveswhichfollow,the cube roots of the volumes

in liters are plotted as abscissae and the equivalent con-

ductancescorrespondingas ordinates.

Lead Nitrate

Lead nitrate was purified by recrystallizingtwice from

conductivity water and drying at a temperature of about

1200 C. The conductancesof solutions varying in concen-

tration fromJV/4to iV/2048weremeasured in duplicateseries.

Table 1

Conductanceat asC Conductanceat o° C

V

SériesI Série»II J& SériesI SeriesII M^ «Jf
1

Mean Mean coeff.

4 O.OSOI 0.0507 0.0504 – – – –
8 0.0728 0.0734 0.0731 0.052 0.052 0.052 0.0162

16 0.0930 0.0933 0.0932 0.072 0.071 0.072 0.0117
32 0.1263 0.1267 0.1265 0.110 0.105 0.108 0.0070
64 0.1840 0.1843 0.1842 0.157 0.158 0.158 0.0066

128 0.2655 0.2668 0. 2661 0.243 0.238 0.241 0.0040
256 0.4201 0.4211 0.4206 0.386 0.384 0.385 0.0037
512 0.6467 0.6476 0.6472 0.631 0.629 0.630 0.0022

1024 1.032 î.034 I-°33 1.001 1.003 1.002 0.0008
2048 1.676 1.686 1.681 1.660 1.672 r.666 0.0003

1Witcox:Jour. Phys. Chem.,14,576 (1910).
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Walton and Judd1 1 havedetermined the température-

solubility curve for lead nitrate in pyridine, for temperatures
between – 1940 and no* C. Three crystalline modifica-

tions wereobserved,ws., Pb(N03)24CsH5N,Pb(NO8)4.3C6H»N,
and 3Pb(NO8)8.2C5H6N.

From Fig. I it is seen that the equivalent conductanceof

Vig.I

lead nitrate at first increases rapidly on dilution, but as the

dilution increases there is a less rapid increase. However,

Jour. Am.Chem.Soc., 33, 1036(1911),
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there is no approach to a maximum value in the dilutions

studied. The equivalent conductance at 0° is a little less

than at 25 and, as the table shows,the temperaturecoefficient
decreaseswith dilution.

Copper Aoetate

Anhydrouscopperacetate was obtained byrecrystallizing

copperacetateseveraltimes frompyridineand carefullydriving
off the pyridine from the crystalHnecopper acetate-pyridine

compoundthus formed.

Tabuî II

Conductanceat 250°

v – –

Soie,!I Sertell

64 0.0228 0.0227 0.0228
128 0.0398 0.0400 0.0399
256 0.0638 0.0641 0.0639
5« 0.0957 0.0963 0.0960

1024 0.1468 0.1477 0.1473
2048 0.2145 0.2152 0.2148
4096 0.3025 0.3020 0.3023

Kg. II
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Fig. II shows that the eottductanceinc~easeswith dilu-

tion through the range of the determinations made, without

the attainment of a maximumvalue. Mathews and Benger*

detennined the temperature-solubilitycurve for copper acetate

in pyridine at temperatures ranging from – ii.6° to 95 C

and proved the existence of two compounds, Cu(CaH»Oi)t>-

4 CsHoNand ÇutCsHtOkKCtHfiN,having a transition point

at44-7°C
Silver Sulphate

The silver sulphate used was purified by recrystallizing
twice from redistiÛedwater and drying at a temperature-of

105 C. Silversulphate is a good conductor of electricity in

a pyridine solution.. Conductivity measurementswere made

at two temperatures, o° and 25° C.

Tabub III

Conductanceat 25
° Conductanceat 0°

V
––––––––'

V
SeriesI SériesII j SériesI SériesII J*^ ;££Seriesl SedeaII j~ S~esIS~~II

64 1.19 1.19 1.19 – – – –
128 1.48 ï.47 1.48 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.0192
256 1.91 1.93 1.92 1.54 1.53 1.54 0.0099
512 2.70 2.68 2.69 2.36 2.34 2.35 0.0058

1024 3.86 386 3.86 3.62 3.61 3.62 0.0027
2048 5.67 5.63 5.65 5.58 5.60 5.59 0.0004
4096 8.65 8.62 8.64 8.30 8.32 8.31 0.0016
8192 12.98 12-97 1298 12.21 12.19 12- 2O O.0026

16384 19.27 19.29 19.28 16.40 16.40 16.40 0.0070
32768 29.62 29.61 29.62 20.19 20.20 20.20 0.0186
65536 4510 45.09 4510 24.38 24.42 24.40 0.0339

Deemer2determined the solubility-temperature curve of

silver sulphate in pyridine for temperatures from – 200 to

70 C and proved the existence of the compound AgaSQ».-
CsHjN between the temperatures – 190 and 70 C.

1
Jour. Phys. Chem., 18,264 (1914).

• Thesis, M.S., U. of W., 1914.
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The curves (Fig. III) show that at 25 the conductance

rises rapidly with dilution, while at o° there is a considerable

fallingoff in the rate of increasein the more dilute solutions.

Pig. III

The temperature coefficientdecreased with dilution until a
dilution of 2048 liters had been obtained, when it increased
with about the same rapidity with whichit had decreased.

Silver Sulphocyanate

Cotton1determined the solubility curve of silver sulpho-

cyanatein pyridine fortemperatures between– 200and i io° C

and provedthe existenceof four silver sulphocyanate-pyridine

compounds,viz., AgCNS-CsKEsN,4AgCNS.3C6HtN,2AgCNS.-
CbHsNand 4AgCNS.C6H5N.

Silver sulphocyanate was prepared by adding a solution
of potassium sulphocyanate to a solution of silver nitrate,

working in a dark room. The precipitated salt was washed

thoroughly by décantation with water, followedby purified
alcoholand finally with purifiedether, bringingthe precipitate

1Thesis,M.S.,U.ofW.,1911.
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upon a filter with the last portion of ether. la this wayit
was possibleto dry the silver sulphocyanatevery rapidly by

heating slightly to drive off the ether and then dry,ing at a

temperature of 6o° for some time. Silver sulphocyanate in

pyridine is a goodconductorof the electriccurrent.

_TABLE IV

Conductanceat2s0
o

v
Séries!1 Séries!!

4 2.05 2.05 2.05
8 I.96 I-9S ».96
16 1.92 1.92 1.92
32 1-93 ï-93 i-93
64 2.04 2.04 2.04

128 2.28 2.29 2.29
256 2.76 2.80 2.78
5" 356 3.54 3.55

1024 4.63 4.62 4.63
2048 6.28 6.27 6.28

4096 8.47 8.43 8.45
8192 11.51 11.49 11.50

16384 15.78 15.76 15.77
32768 21.80 21.78 2I-79

Pig. IV
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From the curve (Pig. IV) it is seen that the conductance

decreases in the more concentrated solutions, while in thé

dilute solutions the increase in conductanceis very rapid,
with no tendency toward the attainment of a constant maxi-

mum value.

Sllver Cyanide

Silvercyanide was preparedby addingpotassiumcyanide
solution to a solution of silver nitrate, washing with water,
alcohol and ether as in the case of the sulphocyanate. The

sait yields a fairly goodconductingsolutionin the more con-

centrated solutions, but the increase in equivalent conduc-

tance with dilution is not very great. The curve obtainéd

(Fig.V) rèsemblesthe one obtainedby Anderson' for àmtno-

mg.v

niumsulphocyanate. The equivalent conductatrcecurve rises

rapidly at first, then becomesalmost parallel with the X-axis

and again rises.

1Loc.dt.
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Tablb V

Conductanceat 23°
0

Vv
Series.1I SedesII M T̂

8 4.35 4-35 4-35
16 4.92 4.93 4.93
32 5-57 5-57 5 57
64 6.31 6.31 6.31

128 6.95 6.93 6.94
256 7 53 7 53 7.53
5x2 8.01 7.99 8.oo

1034. 8.26 8.25 8.26

2048 8.37..•• 8.35 8-3ô
4096 8.79 8.77 8.78
8192 9.95 9.91 993

16384 12.20 12.18 12.19

Franklin1found an analogousrelation in the conductance

values for ammoniumsulphocyanate and tetramethylammo-
nium iodide in liquid sulphur dioxide. He found that the

molecularconductancefirst increased to a maximum, then fell

to a minimumvalue andfinallyapproachedthe usual maximum

on further dilution. He explained these results by assuming
that the dissociatedsait is "auto-ionized" in the concentrated

solutions and that this effect decreases with dilution. On

the other hand, the decrease in viscosity with dilution causes

a rise in ionic mobility. These two effects were assumed to

balanceeachother at the first maximum. On further dilution

the "auto-ionization" disappeared and the conductivity from

then on is due to the dissociatingpowerof the solvent.

Silver Chloride

Silver chloridewas prepared by adding hydrochloric acid

to a solutionof silvernitrate. The precipitated silver chloride

waswashedthoroughlyby means of hot water by decantation,

and finally on a filter. The washed silver chloride wasthen

carefullydried at 1 io°C. Ail of these operations werecarried

»Jour.Phys.Chem.,15,675-697(19")-
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outina dark room. Kahlenbergand Wittich1hâve detennined

the temperature-solubility curve of silver chloride in pyri-

dine between – 560 and no° C. Two crystalline phases

wereobserved: (i) Aga.2C.sH5Nand (2) AgCl.CsHeN,with

a transition point at about --210. At – 1° there is another

transitionpoint, betweenAgCl.CsHsNand AgCl.

Table VI

Conductanceat 25°

V
–

SeriesI SériesII j^

16 0.986 0.986 0.986

32 1.201 1.201 1-.201

64 1.462 1.461 1.463
128 1.733 1.731 ï-732
256 1-994 1.992 ï-993
512 2.229 2.225 2.227

1024 2.388 2382 2.385
2048 2.538 2.532 2.535
4096 2.710 2.700 2.705
8192 2.998 2.991 2.994

16384 3.420 3-4io 3-4Ï5

Flg.VI

1 Jour.Pbys.Chem.,13, 437(1909).
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Fromthe curve(Fig. VI) it is seen that silverchlorideis
a fairlygoodconductor, but that the increasein equivalent
conductancein dflute solutionsis not very rapid. No maxi-
mum value is approached,however, in the dilutionsused.
There seemsto be some tendencyin moderatelydilute solu-

tions, where the curve bends slightly toward the X-axis,
to act in a way similarto silvercyanide.

Fig. VII showsail of the precedingconductancecurves

Pîg.vn
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plotted on thésame scale,and, therefore, gives an interesting
graphie comparisonof the magnitude of the conductances
as well as their behavioron dilution.

Accordingto the modem theory of electrolytic dissocia-
tion the electricalconductanceof an electrolyte is dependent
upon the number of ions present in solution, their velocities
and the chargesthey carry. The number of ions in solution
is determined by the degreeof dissociation of the dissolved

electrolyte and accordingto the Nernst^Thomson8 rule the

dissociatingpower of a solvent is greater the greater the di-
electric constant of the liquid. The velocity of the ions is

dependent in some measure on the viscosity of the solution

and on their mass or volume, The mass or volume of either
or both ionsmay be further augmented by combination with
moleculesof the solvent to form more or less highly solvated
ions. Franklin9in attemptingto apply the Arrheniusdissocia-
tion theory to explain the decreasein molecular conductance
with increasingdilutionassumesthat the decrease is due to a
decrease in "auto-ionization"whieh more than compensates
for the increasein molecularconductance due to a decrease
in viscosity.

Sachanov4studied the molecularconductance of various
solutions in acetic and propionicacids and in aniline, methyl-
aniline and dimethylaniline and found that the molecular
conductancedecreasedin nearly every case with dilution and
he came to the conclusion6that a decrease in molecular con-
ductance with increasingdilution is just as charaeteristic for
solventswithlowdielectricconstants as is an increasein molec-
ular conductance in solvents with high dielectric constants.
He asserts that electrolyticdissociationdoes not depend solely
upon the magnitudeof the dielectricconstant, but also on the
solvates and complexions. The formation of such ions favors

Zeit.phys.Chem.,13,531(1894).
sPhil.Mag.,36,320(1893).
toc.cit.

4 Jour. Russ. Phys. Chem. Soc., 43, 683 (1910); 43, 526 (1911); 44, 324
(191a).

Zeit.phys.Chem.,80,13(»9w).
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electrolytic dissociation because the electro-affinity of these

complexions is greater than that of the simple ions. In sol-

vents with lowdielectric constants, he says, only the complexes
whichyield complexionsofhigh "electro-affinity"can undergo

electrolytic dissociation. Thé decrease in equivalent con-

ductancein suchsolventsis explainedasbeingdue to the forma-

tion of these polymerized solute moleculeson dilution.

In 1901,Schlundt1 published a set of exceptions to the

Nernst-Thomson rule and showed conclusivelythat this rule

couldnot be held in the light of the facts presented. Mathews2

continued and verified the work of Kahlenberg3on the sulpho-

cyanates and mustard oils, in which it was found that solu-

tions of trichloracetic acid in the mustard oils were poorcon-

ductors, notwithstanding the fact that the mustard oils have

fairly high dielectric constants and, hence, should give good

conducting solutions. These poorly conducting solutions of

trichloracetic acid neverthelessacted rapidly upon carbonates

and metals, which according to the theory of electrolyticdis-

sociation should occur only in conducting solutions. The

dielectric constants of a considerablenumber of liquids were

determinedand it was found that the exceptionsto the Nernst-

Thomson rule were as numerous as the confirmations. The

workofEggers4on dielectricconstants led to similarconclusions.

Anderson8divides the salts which he studied into two

types: Pirst, those which give minimum conductance values

at certain dilutions, such as the mercuric halides and copper
nitrate. Second, those like the nitrates of silver and cad-

mium, the chlorides of lithium and sodium, lithium bromide,
and the thiocyanates of potassium and ammonium, which

upon dilution give increasing values of equivalent conduc-

tance. Anderson attempts to show that the pheriomenonof

decreasingequivalent conductance with increasing dilution is

due entirely to the presence and properties of the polymerized

»Jour.Phys.Chem.,5,157,503(1901).
Ibid-, 9, 641 (1905).
Zeit. phys. Chem., 46, 64 (1903).

Jour.Phys.Chem.,S,14(1904).
»toc.dt.
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solute moleculeswhich are present in solutions showingthis

phenomenon. He gives equations representing the possible
equilibria in the case of mercuric chlorideat differentconcen-
trations, between the simple and potymerized moleculesof
mercuricchloride,the simpleand complexionsand the solvated
ions and molecules.

Andersonexplainsthe minima of temperature coefficients

(which phenomenon he states is quite general in pyridine
solutions) on the basis of viscosity and ionic solvation.

Briefly his arguments are as follows: In the more concen-
trated solutionsthe pyridine held on as pyridine of solvation
would be at a maximumand the effectof the dècreasein com-

plexity of thé solvates due to a rise in température would be
to increasethe amount of the pure solvent. This wouldmean
a dècrease1in the viscosity of the solution which would be

augmented by the decrease in viscosity of the pure solvent
due to a rise in temperature. The solvated ions, which may
or may not have been altered appreciably, due to rise in

temperature, are able to migrate more rapidly. In the less
concentrated solutions the viscosity changes due to a rise in

temperature willbe lesspronounced. Hence, the value of the

temperature coefficientswill decrease. With the decreasing
viscosity changesupon dilution, the ionic solvation increases.
The instability of the solvated ions with rise in tempera-
ture is also increasingwith dilution. As the temperature is
raised the decrease in complexity of the solvated ions will
cause an increase in their mobility. Thus the solvated-ion
effectmay annul that of the viscosity and it is this condition
which gives rise to the minimum temperature coefficients.
As the increase in dilution continues the ion-solvation effect
becomesthe sole factor and, hence, a steady increase in the
values of the temperature coefficientsis obtained.

Granting the correctness of the views stated above, it
would seem that the factors affecting electrical conductance
of salts in pyridine are numerous and complicated,and diffi-
cult of determination by expérimental means. It is very

1Thisisnotnecessarilythecase,however.
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evident that attempts to explain the behaviorof solutionsof
varioussalts in pyridineon the basisof the Arrheniustheory of
electrolytic dissociationbecome quite involved and cumber-
some. Purthermore, it seemsimpossibleto givean explana-
tion whichwillhold, in principle,in everycase;exceptionsand
anomalies show up wherever generalixationsare attempted.
Obviously,by arbitrarily putting together a suitablecombina-
tion of simpleand polymerizedmolecules,simpleand polym-
erizedions,more or less solvatedsimpleor complexmolecules,
more or less solvated simple or complexions, in conjunction
with unproven concepts concerning the dielectric constant,

viscosity, ionic velocities, etc., and theit relationship to con-

ductance, it is possibleto give an "èxplanàtiôtt" of âny con-
ductance phenomenon. Thèse explanationsare as yet purely
hypothetical (as far as pyridine solutions are concerned),
since the experimental evidenceto corroborate such assump-
tions is unfortunately lactdng. In fact, the only foundation
for these assumptions is the evident desire to harmonizethe
facts with the Arrheniustheory.

Summary
A study of the equivalent conductance of six salts in

pyridinehas beenmade at a temperature of25 Cand forsome
of them at o°.

Several classes of electrolytes are to be observed: (i)
those for whichthe equivalent conductancecurverises rapidly
in the more concentrated solutions and showssome promise
of becoming asymptotic in the more dilute solutions; (2)
those for whichthe conductance increasesmore rapidly in the
dilute solutions;(3)those whichgiveminimumvaluesof equiv-
alent conductance; (4) those which show an irregularity in
their equivalent conductance curves.

A résuméof some of the more récent explanationsof the
anomaliesfound in electrical conductanceof salts in pyridine
in attempts to make the Arrhenius theory of electrolytic
dissociationapply has been given.

LaboratcryofPhysicalChemislry
UniversityafWisconsin

January,iqij



AN IMPROVED MERCURY STIU,

BY I,. H. DUSCHAK AND S. Ô. SPENCER1

The mercury still, shown in the accompanyirigdiagram,
embodiesthe principle of the familiar Weinhold apparatus,
whichby certain additions has been adapted to the distilla-

tion of mercury in the presenceof a small partial pressureof

oxygen as recommended by Hulett. Ûnder this condition

the commonmetals contaminating the mercury are oxidized

and separatedmuch more effectivelythan by ordinary distilla-

tion.2

The mercury after, a preliminary cle ansingby one of -the

usual methods, if necessary, is placed in the cup A with a

reservesupplyin the reservoirB by which the levelin the cup
is automatically maintained. By closing the stopcockthis

reservoirmay be filled periodicallywithout interrupting the

distillation. The bore of this stopcock should be at least

5 mm so that air bubbles entering the bottom of the delivery
tube will have no difficulty in passing; The horizontal

branch of the three-way stopcock C is joined to a water

aspirator, or other vacuum supply of mdderate capacity.
This stopcock may be also used for the rapid admissionof

air to thé apparatus when it is desiredto stop the distillation

quickly^

Whenthe vacuum is applied,mercury rises in the annular

space between the extended neck of flask. D and the con-

densertube within. This flaskwill ordinarily have a capacity
of i,ooo to 1,500ce and may be of soda lime glass,although

Pyrex or Jena glass is preferable. Thé flask is supportedby
an ample wooden clamp, not shown in the sketch, which

gripsthe neck just belowthé gasburner. The'élévationof the

flask above the cup should be such that the, differencein

1Publishedby permissionof the Director, U. S. Bureauof Mines.
Hulett: Phys. Rev., 33, 307 (1911); Hulett and Machin: Ibid.»31,

388(1905).
~l (tgzx); Hulett and Minchin:Ibid., 2z,
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mercury levels willbe 20 to 30 mm lessthan the mean baro-

metricpressure.

Averysmallstreamofair

enters the apparatus through
the capillary tip at E. This

is carefully adjusted so that

several bubbles per second

pass up through the mercury
in D and a plug of cotton

woolpreventsdust fromalter-

ing the size of the orifice.

The rate of distillation is so

regulated that the condensa-
tion of the mercury vapor in

the upper part of tube F is

practically completed 10 to

15 cm above the mercury
levelin the cupA. This may
be judged by noting the tem-

perature of the a s c e n d ing

mercurycolumn and alsoob-

servingthe formation of gas
bubblesnext the outer glass

tube,whichoccursonly in the

zoneof condensation. With

the apparatus in our labora-

tory the rate of distillationis

about 750g per hour.

In starting the apparatus
it is obviouslynecessaryeither

to closethe lowerend of tube

F, or to introduceenoughpure

mercury to establish a baro-

metric column. Whenthe still

has once been used sufficient

mercury remains in the réservoir at the bottom for this

purpose.
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From time to time it is necessary to removethe flask

D in order to washout the accumulateddirt withnitric acid.

To do this it is only necessary to loosenthe clampreferredto

above, and slip the flask off the condensertube F, using care

to avoidbreaking the tiny capillaryabove.

As the still shown in the sketch is heated by gas a piece
of nichrome gauze and an asbestoshood are used to insure

symmetrical heating, but an electric heater as describedby
Hulett1canbe equallywell applied. With a dependablesource

ofvacuumthe apparatus is entirelyautomatic in operation.
The supports for the cup A, reservoir B, and flask D

and the clamp for holding the stopper in the bottomof cup A

shouldbe robust and designed with due regardto the weight

of mercury to be supported.
BureauofMinesExpermentStation

Berkeley,VaUfonvia

1Loc.dt.



THE EFFECT ÔF ADSORPTIONON THE PHYSICAL
CHARACTER OF PRECIPITATES BARIUM

SULPHATE

BYHARRVB. WBI9ER

In connection with a general discussion of the physical
character of precipitates, Foulk1says:

"Somè compoundsreadily separate in coarseheavy crys-
tals and some do not. With the same precipitate the con-
stituent in excessoften has a markedinfluence. This is seen
in the case of barium sulphate which cornes down in much
bettër fofm whenpredpitated with SO4than when Bà is in
excess. Magnesium ammonium phosphate is also coarser
whenmagnesiumis in excessthan under the reverseconditions.
There is no explanation of this to offex.

"The presence in solutionof substances taking no part
in the reaction probably in all cases influencesthe character
of the precipitate. In oneor two casesthis influenceismarked
as is shown by the precipitation of barium sulphate with

SO4. A large excess of hydrochloricacid favors this precipi-
tation. When the reverse conditions obtain, however, and
the precipitation is made with Ba in excess, a large amount
of add causesthe precipitateto settle ina finelydividedstate."2

It is a well-known fact that precipitated barium sul-

phate is contaminated to a greater or lessexextent by sub-
stances present in the solution from which the precipitate
forms. In manycases the degree of contamination is suffi-

ciently great to affect materially the estimation of barium or
of sulphate by the barium sulphate method. A quantitative
study of the contaminationwithbariumchloride,of the barium

sulphate obtained in the precipitation of barium chloride by
sulphuric acid and sulphuricacid by barium chloridehas been

1
"Quantitative ChemicalAnalyste,"46 (1914).

aCL Poulk: Jour. Ma. Chem.Soc.,18,793 (1896).
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made by Richards and Parker,! and by Hulett and Duschak."

Thé latter investigators find that barium chlorideis taken up
not only during precipitation but also when finely divided

crystals of barium sulphate are suspended in a solution of

barium chloride. As an explanationof the phenomenonthey
consider the possible formation of complex salts, such as

BaCLHSO* and (BaCl)2SO4.aSchneider*has investigated

quantitatively the contaminationof barium sulphateby ferric

sulphate and Creighton6has made a similarstudy of the con-

tamination with aluminum sulphate. Both investigators

regard the phenomenonas a case of solidsolution. The work

of Ktîster and Thiel6and of Korte7who has repeated and ex-

tended Schneider's experiments,indicatesthat the phenomenon
is a case of adsorption. in accordwith this conclusionVanino

and Hartl8 find that barium sulphate acts as an effectivead-

sorption agent toward certain colloidalsolutionsin which it

is placed. An extensive quantitative investigation of the

various factors affeçting the purity of barium sulphate pre-

cipitates has been made more recentlyby Allenand Johnston*
and by Johnston and Adams,10and has led to the following
conclusion: "Since the size of the crystal particles depends

upon the degree of supersaturation, it followsthat the de-

gree of fineness of the particles is increasedby a rapid addi-

tion of the precipitant; is diminished by precipitating in a

medium in which barium sulphate is more soluble; and is

further diminished when the precipitate remains in contact

with a medium in which it is soluble by the process of re-

crystallization, the rate of which depends on this solubility.

1Zeit.anorg.Chem.,8,413(1S95).
Ibid.,40,196(1904).
Cf.Folin:Jour.Biol.Chem.,x,131(1905).

4 Zeit. phys. Chem., 10, 425 (1893).
• Zeit. anorg. Chem., 63, 53 (1909).
• Ibid., 19, 97; Mi 4*4 (X899).
7Jour.Chem.Soc.,8i, 1503(1905).
• Ber.deutsch.chem.Ges.,37,3620(1904).

Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., 33, 588.(1910).
MIbid.,33,829(1911). Cf.alsoKatoandNoda:Mem.Coll.Sci.Eng.

Kyoto,a,217(1909-10);Jour.Chem.Soc,08II,895(1910).
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Now thèse are preciselythe conditionswhich affect the oc-
clusion, when the precipitates are made from identical solu-
tions. We are, therefore, justified in concluding that this
occlusionis a phenomenonof adsorptionat the surface of the

grains of the predpitate; and that its amount depends upon
(a) the compositionof the originalsolution,and (b) the initial
finenessof the predpitate and the amount of recrystalliza-
tion whichhas taken place.

"This explanation, besides accounting for our own re-
sults also accords with those of Richards and Parker and
Hulett and Duschak

Since barium sulphate shows a marked tendency to ad-

sorb manyother substances, thé presence of such substances
in a solution fromwhich barium sulphate is precipitatedwill
have a peptizingeffecton the sait1that willact independently
of the above quotedfactors to producesmall particles. Since

adsorption is a specificproperty, other conditionsbeing iden-

tical, we should expectto get the most finelydivided particles
when barium sulphate is precipitated in the presence of sub-
stances for which the salt showsthe greatest spécifieadsorp-
tion. As a matter of fact this is exactly what was found to
be the case.

It is a well established fact that a solid salt shows a
distinct preferential adsorption for its own ions. Thé writer
has shown in a recent article2that lead molybdate possesses
such a marked adsorptionfor molybdateion that in the pres-
ence of this ion lead molybdate is peptized to such a degree
that a stable colloidal solution is formed. Bancroft8 has
calledattention to a large number of cases of this kind. Of

particular interest is the case of the silver halides. By the
addition of a slight excess of alkali halide to silver nitrate
iottermoser4 prepared a colloidal solution of silver halide

>Bancroft:"TheTheoryof Peptization,"Jour.Phys.Chem.,30,85
(1916).

Jour.Phys.Chem.,so,640(1916).
Ibid.,M,97(1916).

«Jour, prakt. Chem., [a) 68, 34» (1903); fa, 39 (1905); 73, 374 (1906);
Zeit. phys. Cheœ 62, 371 (1908).
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that owedits stability to the adsorbed halogen ion, since it

tnoved to the anode under electrical stress. By adding a

slight excess of silver nitrate to the alkali halide a colloidal
solution of silverhalide was againprepared; but this time the

colloidowedits stability to adsorbedsilverion since it moved
to the cathode under electricalstress.

Analogousto the behaviorof the silverhalides, it might
be expected that under the right conditions a colloidalsolu-
tion of barium sulphate couldbe prepared, peptizedby prefer-
ential adsorption of barium ion or of sulphate ion. It is
evident that Kato's1 colloidalsolution of barium sulphate

was peptized by adsorbedbariumion. This colloidprepared

by the intermixingof alcoholicsolutionsof sulphuric acid and
barium acetate was positive. Cations of higher valency
hindered the coagulation. Barium chloride and barium ni-
trate did not cause coagulationexcept in highly concentrated
solutions and the presenceofbariumion hinderedthe coagula-
tion by potassiumchloride..

The fact that the interactingsubstances were mixed in
stoichiometric proportions doesnot change matters since we

know that barium ion is so stronglyadsorbedthat it is always

present in barium sulphate precipitates even in the presence
of an excess of soluble sulphate.2 Moreover, precipitation is

complete only after a very long time, if at all, when neither
ion is in excess.

Recoura3has preparedstablecolloidalsolutionsof barium

sulphate by doubledecompositionemployingpure glycerolas

the solvent for the reacting substances. A particularly stable

variety was madeusingethylateof barium and sulphuric acid.

Recoura's colloidal solutions possessedproperties similar to

Kato's. Boilingcoagulatedthemas didthe additionofaqueous
solutions of metallic salts with the exception of mercuric
salts and the salts of barium. The presence of barium salts

1Mem.Coll.Sci.Eng.Kyoto,a, 187(1909-10);Jour.Chem.Soc.,98
II, 850(1910).

Hulett and Duschak: Loc. cit.

Comptes rendus, 146, 1274 (1908).
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increasedthe stability to a very markedextent, so that cer-

tain electrolyteswhich caused coagulationin the absence of

an excessof barium ion had little coagulating effect in the

presenceof an excessof this ion. It is évident that the col-

loidsadsorbedbariumion stronglyandwerestabilizedthereby.
Under suitable conditions it should be possible to pre-

pare a colloidalsolutionof bariumsulphate stabilizedby pref-
erential adsorption of sulphate ion. This has been.done in

my laboratory by Mj. H. M. Bulbrook. The method used

was similarto that of Recoura exceptthat water and glycerol
in the proportionof i to 5 was used as the solvent instead of

pure glycerol. A tenth normal solution of barium chloridé

was mixedwith a small excessof a tenth normalsolution of

sodium sulphate. A fairly stable colloidalsolution resulted

that. was found to be negative sinceit moved to the anode

under electricalstress. The apparatusemployedin detennin-

ingthe directionofmigrationwassimilarto that recommended

by Taylor.1 It was essentially a glassU-tube with arms 14
cm in lengthmade from thin-walledglasstubing of 3 mm in-

ternal diameter. A fillingtube at the side joined the U-tube

from belowat a point midway betweenthe arms. Just be-

lowthe junctionthe sidetube wasconstrictedto a very narrow

opening. To the top of the side tube was attached a small

funnelbymeansofa rubber tube suppliedwith a screwclamp.
To fill the apparatus a portion of the colloidwas first poured
into the funnel, after which the screwclamp was opened al-

lowingit to fill the side tube completely. Any part of the

solutionwhichescapedinto the U-tubewas thoroughlywashed

out withdistilled water. Water was then placed in the U-

tube to a depth of 7 to 8 centimetersand the smallélectrodes

wereinsertedat the top. The screwclampwas next carefully

opened,allowingthe solutionto flowequallyinto the two arms

until the électrodesdipped into the water. By this process
a sharp dividing line between the colloidand water was ob-

tained. A voltage between 125v. and 150 v. was employed.
Thé migration was slow but the directionwas unmistakably

1"ThéChetnistryofColloids,"78(1915).
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toward the anode. In a half hour the water in the anodecom-

partment becamecloudyas much as 2 cm above the interface,
while the interface in the cathode compartment remained

almost as sharp as at the outset of the experiment.
In order to study the variable effect of an excessof cer-

tain ions on the physical character of precipitated barium

sulphate, it is necessary to maintain certain conditions as

nearly constant as possible. In the precipitation of sul-

phuric acid by barium chloride and barium chlorideby sul-

phuric acid, hydrochloricacid is one of the reactingproducts.
Inasmuch as barium sulphate is slightly solublein this acid,1

its presenceeven in very slight amount wiUhave some effect

on the crystal size of the precipitated salt. By precipitating
the sameWeightof sait thiseffectwiUbe the samëirrespective
of whichion is in excess. In like manner when the precipita-
tion is the result of the interaction of a barium sait and a

sulphate, the soluble salt formed may have a slight solvent

action that willbe constant for the same weightofprecipitate.

Practically constant conditionsof precipitation may be main-

tained by very rapid mixingof constant volumesof the react-

inç substances at constant temperature The precipitation
will be practically instantaneous in every case becauseof the

very great insolubilityof barium sulphate, particularlyin the

presenceof an excessof barium ion or sulphate ion. A very

rapid and at the same time thorough mixing of the two re-

acting solutionsis difficultto obtain. In an investigationof

factors affectingthe crystalsize ofprecipitated leadchromate,
Free2 attempted to avoidincomplete mixing by pouring one

solution into auother stirred by an electrically driven stirrer;i
but his results werenot verysatisfactory. A simpleapparatus
was accordinglydesignedfor the purpose that gaveconsistent

and satisfactory results. The apparatus, a diagramof which

is shownin Fig. I, consistsessentiallyof two concentricglass
tubes. The outer tube A is 2.7 cminternal diameterand 32
cm long; the inner one B is 2.1 cm external diameter, 1.9cm

»Banthlsch:Jour.praktChem.,29,54(1884).
Jour.Phys.Chem.,13,114(1909).
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intentai diameter and 36 cm long. To increasethe efficiency
of the mixing,four stnallprojectionsC are made on the lower

end of B. Thé tubes are supplied with the rubber stoppera
D and B; the former is held firraly in place in a holebored

concentricallyin the latter. For the purposeof heating the

apparatus it is suspendedin the steam jacket F by means.of

thecorkG.

The method of using the apparatus was as follows:

Alter thorough cleaning,it was hung in the steam jacket at

Fig. I

least 20 minutes beforeuse so that the tem-

perature of the solutionssubsequentlyadded

would not be reduced. Into one compart-
ment was poured 50ce of,a boiling solution

of bariùmsait, and into the other 50ce bf a

boilingsolutionof sulphuricacidor sulphate.
The volume of the compartmentswassuch

that the level of the liquids in eachwasthe

same..The apparatus andcontentswerenext

removed from the steambath and clamped
in an upright position. By a gentle twist

the innertube was loosenedandrapidlywith-

drawn until the lowerend was levelwith the

column of liquid. Immediately thereafter

the tubewas againplungedinto the liquidand

the processrepeated a half dozen times or
more. In the wake of the rapidly with-

drawntube flowedthe solutionfromtheouter

compartmentand mixedwith the outflowingsolutionfromthe

inner compartment, throughout the full length of the column
of liquid. The churning motion given to the inner tube im-

mediately after its withdrawal ensured complete mixing in
case this was not accoraplishedby the singleopération. By
the manner of bringingthe long narrow columnsof liquidto-

gether, completemixing was almost assured and the process
was as nearly instantaneous as one couldwish.

After effectingthe precipitation as above described,the

solutionand precipitatewerepoured into a 200ce beaker and
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set aside. After half an hour the precipitate was stirred up,
a drop of the supernatant liquid placedon a slideand aphoto-

micrographtaken, by means of which it was possibleto com-

pare the character of the precipitates obtained under differ-

ent conditions. For this purpose a Reichert metallurgical

microscopewas employed.
Sincethe morefinelydividedthe particlesof a precipitate

the slowerit wiUsettle, it was thought that the relative sizes

of the particlesofprecipitatedbarium sulphateobtainedunder

different conditions could be determined by comparingthe

turbidities of supernatant solutionswhichhad stood a definite

length of time. Inasmuch as turbidity déterminationsgive

only a very approxhnate measure of the bulk of material in

suspension,it wasdecided to draw off the supematant liquid
after a given interval of time, centrifugeout and measurethe

bulk of the precipitate. The actual procedurewas as follows:

Exactly 20 ce of a tenth normal solution of one of the salts

were alwaystaken and mixedwith a measured excess(25 cc

or 40 ce) of a tenth normal solution of the other sait. By

this means the amount of precipitate was kept constant in

ail the experiments. The solutions were made up to 50 ce,

heated to boiling,placed in the mixingapparatus, and mixed

as previously described. The solution with precipitate was

set aside and waswell stirred at 20-minuteintervals. After

exactly one hour the solutionwas made up to 100ce, stirred

thoroughly and placed in a secondapparatus to settle. This

apparatus was simply a large test tube, 2.1 cm in diameter

and 32 cm long, with an outlet tube 4 cm from the bottom.

The outlet tube wasbent sharply upward about 3 cm andthen

downward. This provision was necessary in order to pre-
vent a portion of the precipitate from settling in the outlet

tube. If any settledat the edgeof the opening,it wasreadily

dislodgedby tapping with a rubber-coveredrod. A tip was

attached to the lower end of the outlet tube by a piece of

rubber tubing and the openingwas closedby a screwclamp.
Before placingthe suspended precipitate in the settling ap-

paratus the exit tube was filled with distilled water. The
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apparatus with contents was clamped in a vertical position
and adjusted exactly by the aid of a small spirit level. A
stop-watch was started at the moment the samplewas poured
into the apparatus and the settling was allowed to proceed
exactly 15 minutes, after which the outlet. tubewas opened
and the cloudy supernatant liquid was run into a beaker or
measuring flask.

Since the bulk of barium sulphate in the supernatant
liquid obtained as above describedwas never very large,, the
centrifuging was carried out in a 100 ce Goetz phosphorus
tube, the capillary tube at the bottom of which was about
3 cm long and i mm internai diameter. This was sufficiently
large to holdall of the suspended partieleswhen barium chlo-
ride wasprecipitated in the présenceof excesssulphuric add
but in other casesit was not. In the latter event, the super-
natant liquid was run into a measuringflask, diluted to the
mark and a suitable quantity pipetted for centrifuging. Be-
fore centrifuging the sample was diluted to approximately
ioo ce, heated to boilig and set on the steam plate for 24
hours. By this digestion the particles were rendered some-
what larger and the volume of liquid was reduced to a few
cubic centimeters. The precipitate was transferred quanti-
tatively to the Goetz tube, using as little water as possible.
The centrifuging was done in an electricallydriven centrifuge
making 1500 to x6oorevolutions per minute. The particles
of barium sulphate precipitated in the presenceof an excess
of barium ion were so fine that difficultywas experiencedin
getting the last trace dislodgedfrom the wall of the tube and
thrown into the,capillary. To accomplishthis as nearly as
possible, the centrifuging was continued for 15 minutes,
stopping every two minutes to shake the solution thoroughly.
It was unnecessary to take any such precautions when sul-
phate ion was in excessbut the time of centrifugingwas the
same. The length of the column of precipitate was measured
accurately with a cathetometer.

Particular précautionmust be taken to keep the apparatus
thoroughly clean. Each time before use every part was
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brushed with a tube brush to remove any films of adhering

barium sulphate, cleaned with chromicacid cleaningsolution,

and finallywashedand rinsedwith distilled water. By taking
all necessary precautions resulta were obtained that are

quite consistent throughout. Expérimenta were made with

the constituent in excess in two different concentrations,

viz., one-fourth more and once more than the stoichiometric

quantity. The results are recorded in Table I. Under

"Solutions Taken" is given the volumes of solutions takeh

and diluted to 50 ce, so that the total volume after mixing

was always top ce. Under "Iyength of column of BaSO*1'

is recorded the bulks of barium sulphate held in suspension

by a constantvolume of solutionobtained as abovedescribed,

in terms of the length of a columnof the sait 1 mmin diameter.

TabïmI

_““ taken LengthofcolumnofBaSO«Solution»taken (centimeters)

iV/ioHsSO^ iV/ioBaCl, 123 3 Meaa

20 25 II.2O II.S2 II.40 H.37
20 40 12.95 I3-4O *3-85 I3-36
25 20 1.79 1-77 – i-7«
40 20 2.28 2.31 – 2.30

W/ioK.S0« JV/ioBaCl*

20 25 6.76 6.68 6.10 6.48
20 • 40 9.76 10.04 9-90
25 20 3.52 3.48 3.64 3.54
40 20 3.96 4.04 4.00~ra~r~oe~

2V/ioMgSO42V/ioBaC!»

20 25 7.32 7.92 – 7.62
20 40 9.88 10.44 9.60 9.97
25 20 2.49 2.58 2.54
40 20 2.99 3.02 3.01

That the figures in the above table represent with con-

siderableaccuracythe relative bulks of sait held in suspension
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and, therefore, the relativedegreesof finenessof the particles
obtained under the spécifie conditions described, is shown

clearly in a photographof some samplesof the supernatant

liquid taken before centrifuging. This photograph is re-

produced in Fig. II. The samplesof supernatant liquids in

the respectivetest tubes wereobtainedby mixingthe solutions

recordedin Table II.

Fig.II

TABLEII

Test- Lengthof
tube Solutionstaken columnof
Mo. BaSO«cm

I Pure water 0.00
II 20ce N/10 BaCl225ceN/10 KJSO*1 ce HCI, Conc. 0.56
III 2occN/ioBaCl825cciV/ioMgSO4

– 2.54
IV 2occiV/ioBaCl2 25ccAr/ioK^04 – 3.54
V 2OccAr/ioBaCfe25ccAr/ioHsSO4

– 1.78
VI 25ccN/ioBaCl22occiV/ioHj!S04 – 11.37
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Fig. III

Fig. IV
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Figs. III and IV are photomicrographsof barium sul-
phate précipitâtes obtained as descrïbèd by precipitating,
respectiveïyï acid in the présenceof onë-half more
than the theoretical quantity of barium chloride àndbarium
chloride in the présenceof one-half morethan the theoretical
quantity of sulphuric add. The magnificationis 180 di-
ameters. In accordwith the other facts observedit is évident
that the precipitate formedin the présenceof excess barium
ions is djstinctiy themore finelydivided.

Discussion of Besults

Analogous to Lottermoser'scolloidal solutions of the
silver hades, it has been shownthat under. the right condi-

tions colloidal solutions of bariumsulphate màybe formed
that owe their stability in part at least to strong adsorption
either of barium ion or of sulphate ion. Since this is the case,
it is to be expectedthat the presenceof eitherof these ions in
excesswfllhave an effectua the physicalcharacter of precipi-
tated barlum sulphate unless thé effect is nëutralized1 by the
presence of an equally strongly adsorbed ion of opposite
charge.

Consider first the conditionsthat obtain when a solution
of bariumchloride in slight excessis mixedwith a solution of
sulphuric acid. In the presence of an excess of barium ion
the precipitation is practically complete so that the only
anion remaining is monovalent chlorine which is relatively
slightly adsorbed. Of the cations barium ion is very strongly
adsorbed and hydrogen ion is usually much more strongly
adsorbed than most cations.2 Under these conditions we
should expect to get finely dividedparticles which is in ex-
act accord with all the experimental data. A part of the
barium chloride resulting from the partial neutralization of
adsorbed barium ion by chlorine ion is retained by the pre-
cipitate in every case. This salt adsorption likewise tends
to peptize the precipitate.

» Bancroft: Jour. Phys. Chem., 19, 363 (1915).
1 Freundlioh:KapiUarchemie,354(1909).
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Different conditions obtain when the precipitationtakes

place in the presenceof excesssulphuric add. Sulphate ion

is relatively strongly adsorbed and would exert a peptizing
action on the precipitate in the absenceofa stronglyadsorbed

cation. In the presence of hydrogen ion, however, the ad-

sorption of sulphate ion is eut down and largerparticles are

obtained in this case than in the previousone (compareEx-

periments r and2 with 3 and 4, Table I; TubeVI with Tube

V, Fig. II; Fig. III with Fig. IV). If the precipitationwere

effectedwith a sulphatè in excessthe cation of which is not

so strongly adsorbed as hydrogen ion, e. g., potassium sul-

phate, the strongly adsorbed sulphate ion would not be so

eompletely aeutraUzed and the precipitate should be more

finely divided. This conclusion was confirmed (compare

Experiments 7 and 8 with 3 and 4, Table I; Tube IV with

Tube V, Fig. II). By substituting magnesiumsulphate for

potassium sulphate the precipitate obtained appeared some-

what less finely divided (compare Experiments it and 12

with 7 and 8,Table I; Tube III with Tube IV, Fig. II). This

is what we might expect since, as a rule, divalent ions are

adsorbed more strongly than univalent ones. This does not

necessarilyconfiietwith the observationofHulettand Duschak1l

and Allen andJohnston1that magnesiumsulphateis adsorbed

by barium sulphate less strongly than potassium sulphate.
Since adsorption is a specifieproperty there is no necessary
connection between the amount of adsorption of non-dis-

sociated sait*and oneof its separate ions.

The fact that the crystals are more finelydivided with

potassium sulphate than with sulphuricacid in excessmight
be attributed to the differencein solubilityof the precipitate
in potassium chloride and hydrochloric add, the respective

products of the reaction. If this were the casewe should get
a less finely divided precipitatewith sulphuricacid than with

potassium sulphate when barium chlorideis in excess. As a

matter of fact the reverseof this is true (compareExperiments

'Loc.dt.
Cf.Richards:Zeit.anorg.Chem.,33,383(1900).
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i and 2 with5 and 6, Table I), a result that is in exact accord
with whatwe shouldexpectsince the concentration of barium
ion is the same in each case, and hydrogen ion is adsorbed
more strongly than potassiumion.

The next questionconsideredwas the effect of the pres-
ence of hydroch1oricacid on the character of precipitated
barium sulphate. At the beginning of this paper 1 called
attention to the observationsof Foulk. In the precipitation
of barium with excesssulphuric acid Mari recommends the
use of an excessof hydrochloric acid for the purpose of se-

curing large particles. In one set of experiments, 0.5 g of
barium chloridein 400cc was precipitated with io ce of dilute

sulphuricacid (1. to 3) in theprésence of yarying .amountsof
hydrochloricacid. "Whenonly one or two cubic centimeters
of hydrochloricacid were present, the precipitate appeared
immediately in a milky condition and settled slowly; as the
amount of acidwas increased,a point was soon reached where
the precipitatewas not so quickly apparent, but settled out
much more quickly and in a coarser condition. With 10
cm*to 15cm3of strong hydrochloricacid in the solution, the

precipitate settled clear in ten or twelve minutes and was
in excellentconditionfor filtration. When the solution con-

tained 50 cm3 of the acid, the precipitate settled clear in
five minutes. Upon adding the sulphuric acid to such very
acid solutions,no precipitate shows for a moment, but then
it separates in beautifulcrystalline condition and falls almost

immediately. It can be filtered with or without pressure in
ten minutes." Mar believesthat the solvent action of even

large amounts of hydrochloricacid is insufficient to interfere
with the estimationofbarium by this method.

Browning2made similar observations on the effect of
nitric acid and aqua regia. "The entire work would seem to
show that the presenceof an excess of nitric acid or aqua
regia amountingto to per cent by volume of the liquid treated
is not only not to be avoided in estimating barium as the

1 Am.Jour.Sei.,41,288(1891).
1 Ibid., 4S, 399 (1893).
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sulphate,but is actually beneficial. Ordinarily the advantage

is found in the tendency of the precipitate to fall coarsely

crystallineunder the conditions."

Richards and Parker1 have shown that the amount of

barium chloride adsorbed is enormously increased by the

presenceof an excessof hydrochloricacid and point out that

the accurate values obtained by Mar and by Browning are

the result of a compensation of errors; the solubility in the

presenceof considerable excessof free acid is offset by the

increasein the amount of barium chloride adsorbed. In the

determination of sulphate Huybrechts2recommends the pres-

enceof 20 to 30 ce of 5 N hydrochloricacid in 500 ce of solu-

tionand definitelystates that the error due to adsorption and

to solubility compensate. In sulphate déterminations, Folin*

prescribesas safe limits of addity 1 to 4 ce of concentrated

hydrochloricacid in 150cc ofsolution. Textbooks of analyt-

ical chemistry, however, generallyrecommend that the solu-

tion contain but little free hydrochloricacid both in the pre-

cipitation of sulphate by barium and the reverse. Allen and

Johnston4 used one of two acid concentrations, viz., 2 ce

of2percent or i cc of 20percenthydrochloricacid in a volume

of 350 ce. "The stronger add has the advantage that the

precipitates formed in its presenceare somewhat denser and

moreconvenient to handle, but the weakeracid is to be recom-

mended because the sum of the corrections in that case is

smaller."
In a method for the exact determination of suiphate

Johnson and Adams4recommend that the precipitation be

carried out in strongly acid solution (50 ce of concentrated

hydrochloric acid in 350 ce) which is subsequently removed

by evaporation to dryness. In this method the corrections

necessaryto apply are determinedby a concurrent calibration

of,the method usingpure dry sodiumsulphate. "Incidentally

>Loc.cit.
»Bull.Soc.chim.Belg.,24,177(1910).
» Jour. Biol. Chem., 1, 147 (1906).

Loc.cit.
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it may be mentioned that the manipulation of the precipitate
obtained from add solutions is much easier and more rapid
becauseofthe coarsenessof grain1One may evaporate
to drynessimmediately after precipitation and the precipitate
being coarse-grained does not adhere at all to the vessel,
is quicklyfiltered and easily washed and with less dangerof
lossin any of the opérations."

The effect of the presence of hydrochloric acid on the

crystal size has been studied both in the présenceof barium
ion and of sulphate ion in excess Twosetsof experiments
were run with barium chloride and sulphuric acid and one

Tablem.

Lengthof column
Solutionstaken of BaSO.

_j_ cm

H»S04 BaCl» Conc.HC1 12 2 Mean

2OCcAT/ïo 2SCciV/io icc 1.12 1.04 1.08
2gcciV/io 2occiV/io icc 0.59 0.53 0.56
2occiV/io 25cciV/io 2 ce 0.74 0.73 0.74
25CCJV/IO 2OCCiV/lO 2 CC 0.36 0.33 0.35
2occJV/io 25cc/V7io SPC 0.57 0.46 0.522
25<xN/ïo 2occAT/io 5 ce 0.40 0.33 0.36
2occAi7io ssccN/io 10 cc 0.58 0.49 0.53
2sccN/w 2occAT/io 10cc 0.41 0.37 0.39
2occiV/io 8 cc N 1 cc 4.62 4. 80 4.71
8cciV 2oeciV/ro 1 ce 1.62 1.57 .1.59

20CCJV/10 8 ce N 5 cc 1.45 1.40 1.43
8cciV 2occN/io 5 ce 0.36 0.39 0.38

2occiV/io 8 ce N iocc 1.09 0.99 1.04
8ccAr 2occiV/io iocc p. 48 0.43 0.45

K*SO4 BaCls Conc.HC1

2occJV/io 2sccN/io I CC 1.09 –
1.09

25CCJV/10 2occAT/io icc 0.54 0.54
2occiV/io 25ccAT/io 5 ce 0.40 0.40
25 cc N/10 2occiV/io sec 0.28 0.28
toccN/to 25 cc N/10 10ce 0.33 0.33
25 cc JV/10 20 cc N/10 10 cc 0.24 0.24

1Cf.Foulk: Jour. Am. Chem.Soc.,18, 803(t896).
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with barium chloride andpotassiumsulphate, in the presence

of varying amountsof hydrochloricadd. The acid was dis-

tributed equally between the two solutions before mixing.

The method of procedurewas identicalwith that given in the

first part of this paper. Precipitations were made as pre-

viously describedin a total volumeof ioo ce. As before,the

solution was allowedto stand for an hour before placing in

the settling apparatus, and after the fifteen-minute interval

the supernatant liquidwas drawn off and centrifuged. Be-

causeof the largerparticlesobtained in the presenceof hydro-

chloric acid, the centrifugingcould be done immediately.

The results are recordedin Table III.

Phototnicrographs show that in thé présence of small

quantities of hydrochlorieacid there are fewer skeleton crys-

tals than in its absence. Needles,X's and H's predominate

with lower concentrationsof acid, and with higher concen-

trations these give place to large well formed rhombic crys-

tals and plates.
Discussionof Results

The data containedin the above table together with the

photomicrographs show two important facts: first, that

barium sulphate is always more coarsely crystalline when

precipitated in the presence of an appreciable amount of

hydrochloricacid; and second, that with the same concen-

tration of hydrochloricacid thë physical character of the pre-

cipitate is better in the presence of sulphate ion in excess

than with barium in excess. Assumingfor the moment that

hydrochloricacid has no solvent action on barium sulphate,

the explanation of the second fact is quite evident. In the

precipitationof sulphuricacidin the presenceof hydrochloric

acid with barium chloridein slight excesswe should expect

to get very finelydividedparticles because of the strong ad-

sorption of both hydrogenion and barium ion and the rela-

tively weak adsorptionof chlorineion. The peptizing effect

shouldbe slightly lessmarked in the precipitation of potas-

sium sulphate. In the precipitationofbarium chloride in the

presenceof hydrochloricadd with sulphuric acid we should
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get larger crystals since the adsorption ofhydrogenion is eut
down by the sulphate ions présent. With a large excessof

hydrochloricacid and a small excessof sulphuricacid peptiza-
tion should result. Por the same concentration of hydro-
chloric acid, therefore, larger crystals should be obtained
in the precipitation of bariumion with sulphate ion in ex-
cess,than in the reverse process. However,in the precipita-
tionin thepresenceof considérablehydrochloricadd the effects
ofadsorptionare of minor importancecomparedto the solvent
action of the acid itself Becauseof this solventaction, large
crystals are always obtained in the presence of an excessof

hydrochloricacid.

The followingis a summary of the results of this paper:
1. Bariuni sulphate showsa inarked tendency to adsorb

many other substances.

2. Since any substance which is adsorbed by a second
willtend to peptize the latter, it followsthat, otherconditions

being the satne, barium sulphate will comedownmost finely
divided when precipitated in the presenceof those substances
for which it has the greatest specifieadsorption.

3. In accordance with the general rule, barium sulphate
showsa marked adsorption for its own ions.

4. Positive coUoidalsolutions of barium sulphate, sta-
bilized by preferential adsorption of barium ion, have been

prepared by Kato and by Recoura.

5. A negative colloidalsolution of barium sulphate, sta-

bilized'by preferential adsorption of sulphate ion, has been

prepared.
6. Barium sulphate cornes down very much finer when

precipitated with barium chloride in excess than with sul-

phuric acid in excess. Finer crystals are also obtained from

potassium sulphate solutions. The explanation of this is
as follows: Barium sulphate adsorbs its own ions strongly
and hydrogen ion is much more strongly adsorbedthan most
cations. When sulphuric acid is precipitated by barium chlo-
ride the precipitate tends to comedown in a finelydivided
state because of the relatively strong adsorptionof barium
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ion and hydrogen ion. It would also come down very finely
dividedfromsulphuricacid solutionwereit not that thestrongly

adsorbed hydrogenion cuts down the adsorption of the sul-

phate ion. Frompotassium sulphate solution it cornes down

finely divided sincepotassium ion is not strongly adsorbed.

7. In the presenceof hydrochloricacid barium sulphate
cornes down more finely divided with barium ion in excess

than with sulphateion in excess. In the first case, the cations

hydrogen and barium are strongly adsorbed; in the second

case, the presenceof sulphate ion cuts down the adsorption
of hydrogen ion.

8. Barium sulphate is always more coarsely crystalline

when precipitated in. the presence of an appreciable amount

of hydrochlorie acid This is due to the solvent action of

hydrochloric acid. In the presence of considerable excess

of hydrochloric acid this solvent action is the prédominant
factor.

DepartmqntofChemistry
ThcRiceinstUule

Houston,Texas



THE POTENTIAI, OF THE HYDROGÉN ELECTRODE
AT DIFFERENT PRESSURES

BY N. B. WOMlB, C. N. MYERS AND S. P. ACRBB

In previous articles1 it wàs pointed out that a thorough
study of the relation betweenthe hydrogenpressureand thé
electromotiveforce of the hydrogenélectrodehas been under-
taken and in this note we shall point out soméof the factors
to be considered. We must study the effect of different

hydrogen pressures at différent temperatures, the rate of
establishment of the gaseousand electricalequilibriumwithin
thé électrodes of différent materials havingdifférent kinds of
surfaces in order to study constant and especiallychanging
solutions, and especially the problemof studyingthe mech-
anism of the establishment of the equilibriumbetween the
molecules,atoms, and ionsofhydrogenin and at the different
kinds of électrodes. This last phase of the problem is also

being studied by Prof. Edward Bennett and one of us in our

investigations on the conductivities of solutions. Espedal
attention will be given to the well-knownfacts that between
ioo° and 1800hydrogen dissolvesin palladiumas hydrogen
atoms2 up to about 400 mm and above this pressurechiefly
as H2 to the extent of about 900 volumes. Platinum black3
dissolvesabout 100 volumes of oxygen and ixo volumes of

hydrogen up to 300 mm, and above this pressureup to 4-5
atmospheres the volume absorbed is practicallyconstant for

hydrogen but increases 8.5 volumes for oxygen. This last

point may be significant in connectionwith the fact that the

hydrogen-oxygencell gives only 1.08 volts instead of 1.23.
Experiments will be performed at 1-3000mm at different

temperatures to see whether at the criticalpressuresdiscussed

above, 300mm and 400 mm,there is any breakin the e. m. f.-

pressure-température relation which should involve (P-300)

Jour.Phys.Chem.,19,663(1916);Am.Chem.Jour.,46,585,609.
Hoitsema:Zeit.phys.Chem.,17,1(1895).
Ibid.,19,25(1896).
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and (P-400) instead of P.i This effect of pressure on the

electromotive.forcemust be consideredall the more important
becauseof suchwork as that of Harris*in whichhe foundthat

in hydrogengas the negative charge is associatedwith i, 3,
and 6 moleculesof hydrogen and that the positive charge is

associatedwith 9 moleculesof hydrogen.
Thé importance of this study for making the barometric

correctionswhen the worker does not employ a pressure-

regulatingdevicewhich we use, is obvious. The equilibrium

apparentlyinvolvesreactionswhich canberoughly sketchedas

Htv» K'Hïekc, Haetec. K" X zH and H + 0
+

K" H, whose velocitiesare not known. Maybe other forms
4

of hydrogensuch as H8>etc, shoùld also be considered. Since

the work of Hoitsema,3 and Langmuir show that at low

pressures hydrogen exists largely in the atomic state in

platinum and palladium black while at higher pressures it

existsto a farger extent in the molecularstate, and the same

may occur in moist electrodes, it becomessimply an experi-
mental question to détermine whether these three constants

change measurably with ordinary variation in atmospheric

pressure, espedaUy when the electromotive force can be

measuredto one-millionthvolt. There are four sets of condi-

tions whichmay be consideredin developingequations: The

first is the possibility that (a) the hydrogenabsorbed by the

electrode, Hadec.»is directly proportional to thé partial pres-
sure of the hydrogen, H2gas»that (b) the absorbedgas givesa

constant concentration of hydrogen atoms, H, independent
ofthe concentrationof the absorbed hydrogen,just as the same

volumesof different concentrations of an add salt of a weak

dibasic acidA«H, give a constant concentrationof hydrogen

ions, and that (c) the hydrogen atoms in turn give a constant
+

percentage of hydrogen ions, H. This assumption leads to

»Van'tHofif,Ibid.,Si3*8(1890).
Phil.Mag.,31,339(1916).
Zelt. phys. Chem., Vf, 1 (1895).
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+
the equation H « K, from whieh it followsthat the e. m. f.
would be independent of hydrogenpressure. As the expéri-
mental data are against this conclusionthe above assumptions
are incorrect. The second possibility differs from the first

only in the assumption that the absorbed gas molecules,
Hîciec.,then give a constant percentageof hydrogen atoms,
H, just as aniline acetate is hydrolyzedto a constant percent
independent of dilution. This assumptiongives at once the

équation H KHag8ïand the equation 8 S- log n

would give the difference between two hydrogen électrodes
saturated with the surroundinghydrogengas at the pressures
Hagaaand H'jg»,. It is séen below that our expérimental
data at about atmospheric pressuresdo not harmonize with
these équations and assumptions

The third possibility differsfrom the second only in the

assumption that in the moist électrodes the concentration
of the absorbed moleculâr gas, H2eiTO.,is proportional to the

Va power of the hydrogen pressure, Ha^ as has been
found in otherl similar casesof absorption. This assumption

·i, $/, Rt H2g.,gives the equation E ^logn^ |?iOg»§!s5Lr Sgas Ztf il 2g,
The fourth casediffersfromthe secondin that it is assumed

that the absorbed molecular gas gives hydrogen atoms in
accordance with the equation H2dec.= K' X 2H. If the

équations be combinedand written H K VH2gB8,thethermo-

dynamic equation becomes E «= ^log« x- = log»

"VHagaa RT
log

H»gssfor < hydrogen ion forKV^ 1¥ snWr– fortliettnivalenthy«l!"ogenionfor
expressingthe changein E fora givenélectrodeat two different
pressures, Hag» and H'2g<uin a given add solution, provided
K remains constant. The équations for this and the pre-
ceding case are therefore identicaland the assumptionscould

Hoitsema:Zeit.physChem.,iy,1(1895).
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be differentiated by determining the relation of the amount
of absorbedmolecular gas, Hgd* to the partial pressure of the

hydrogen, H8gaB.
We have made 18 series of measurements at different

pressures from 700 to 800 mm and find that the equation

B• •» -gglog nH8/H'2 holds very closely This fein harmony

with the one measurement by Ellis1 and with the work of

Lewis2and Rupert on the chlorine electrode. We shall not

be satisfied, however, that this equation applies over a wide

range of pressures, especially the lower ones, until we obtain

further expérimental evidence.

ChemistryofForest Products 1.
Universiiyoj Wiscansin

1Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,38,737(1916).
IbM., 33. 299 0<9").
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The Scienceof MusicalSouda.. ByDaytonChrenceMiller, as X 16m;

pp. viii + 2S6. New York:TheMacmiilanCompany,1916. Priée: $3.$o.
The bock is a developmentof a series of eight lectures on "Sound Analyste"
deJiveredat the LowellInstituts in January and February, 1914. The titlea
of the eight lectures were:soundwaves, simple harmoniemotion, noise und

tone; characteristics of tones;methods of recordlngand photographingsound

waves; analystsand syntbesisof harmonie curves; Influenceof horn and dia.

phragmon amd waves,correctingand interpretingSoundanalyses;tone quali-
tics of musical instruments;physicalcharacteristicsof the vowets; synthetic
vowelsand worda,relationsof the art and sdeaoe of muslc.

The chief sdentifie valueof the book consistsof coursein the exposition
of the quantitative detaib inregardto musicalsonnas,and the workof the author
has beenreaponsiblefor a surprisinglylatge part of what we knowon tbis sub-

ject. The book bas an added charm, however,becausethe author dlscusses

incidentaUya number of thingswhichare of interest to the layman who may
not care to foUowthe quantitativedevelopmentof the subject very dosely.
Thé followingextracts wUlgivesomeidea of what ismeant, pp. 21,57, 173,179»
207,243.

"Noiseand tone are tnerelyternis oflcontrast, in extremecasesclearlydis-
tinct, but in other instancesblending;the differencebetweennoise and tone is

one of degree. A simpletone is absolutely simple mechanically;a musical
tone is moreor less comptes,but therelationsof the componenttones, andofone
musicalsoundto another, are appredated by the ear; noise is a sound of too

short duration or too complexin structure to be analyzedor understoodbythe

car. The distinctionsometimesmade,that noiseis due to a non-periodicvibra-

tion, while tone is periodic,is not sufBdent;analysisshowsclearly that many
so-calledmusicattones are non-periodicin the senseof the définition,and it is

equallycertainthat noisesare as periodicas aresometones. In someinstances
noisesare due to a changingperiod,producingthe effectof non-periodiclty:but

by far the greater numberof noiseswhichare contlnuousare merely complex
and only apparently irregular,their analysisbeing moreor less difficult. The

ear, becauseof lack of trainingor fromthe absenceofsuitablestandards forcorn-

parisonor perhaps on accountof fatigue,often fails to appredate the character
of sounds and, relaxing the attention, classifiesthem as noises."If

"The détermination of the acoustic properties of auditoriums is of the

verygreatestpractical importance,and it isalsooneofthe mostelusiveproblem;
the soundswhichmost interestus are of short durationand they leave no trace,
and the conditionsaffectingthe production, the transmission,and the percep-
tion of soundsare extremelycomplicated. Thedifficultés of the work are such
as to discourageany but the most skillful and determined investigator. In-

deed,the problembas beenalmostuniversallyconsideredimpossibleof solution;
and this opinionbas beenacceptedwith so much complacence,and even with

satisfaction,that it still persistsin spite of the fact that a sdentificmethodof

determiniflgthe acoustic propertiesof auditoriumsbasbeendevelopedby Pro-

fessorWallaceC. SabineofHarvard Universlty. No auditorium,
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largeor small,and nomusicroom,publicorprivate,sbouldbe coustructedwhich

is not deslgnedin accordancewiththese prindples. Sabine'sexpérimentahave

shownthat the most commondefectof auditoriumsis due to réverbération,a

confusionand diffusionof soundthroughout the roomwhichobscuresportionsof

speech. There are other effects,due to echoes,interférences,and reflectionin

gênerai,ail of whichhave been considered. In many casesthèse troublescan

be remedied,with moreor lessdlfficulty, in auditoriumsalreadyconstructed;

this is espedallytrue in regard to reverberation,which1sreducedby the proper

use of tblck absorbing fett placed on the side wallsand ceiling."
"Thesound-produdagpartsofa musicalinstrument,in gênerai,performtwo

distinct functions. Certain parts are designedfor the production of musical

vibrations, The vibrations in their original form may be almost Inaudible,

thoughvigorous,becausethey do not set up wavesin the air, as is illustrated

by the vibrationsof the string of a violin withoutthe body of the instrument:

or the vibrationsmay producea very undesirabletonequality becausethey are

not properlycontroUed,as in.the caseof tbe reedof a clarinetwitboutthe body

tube. Otherparts of tbe instrumentreceivethesevibrations,and by operation
ona largerquantity ofair and by selectivecontrai,causethe instrumentto send

outinto the air the soundswhichweordinarilyhear. Thèse parts, whichmaybe

referredto as gmeratorand resonator,are iUustratedby the foltowlngcombina-

tions a tuning fork generatorand its boxresonator;the strings and soundboard

ofa piano;the reed and body tube of a clarinet;themouthandbodytube of an

organpipe; the vocal cords and mouth cavitiesof the voice. In the pianothe

soundboardacts as auniversalresonator for ail the tonesemittedby the instru-

ment in the organ eachpipe constitutesits ownseparateresonator;in the flûte

the bodytube is adjusted to variousdifferentconditionsby meansofhotesand

keys, each condition serving for' several tones.

"The resonator cannot giveout any tonesexceptthose receivedfromthe

generator,and it may not giveout ail of thèse. The generatormust therefore

be capableof producingcomponentswhichwe wishto hear, and thesemust in

turn be emitted in the desired proportionbe the resonator. If the generator

producespartial tones whichare undesirable,the resonatorshouldbe designed
sothat it will not reproducethem; if the generatorproducestoneswhichare of

musicalvalue but whichthe resonatordoesnot produce,we do not hear them,

and it is as though they werenot producedat ail. It followsthat we can hear

froma given instrument nothing except what is produced by the generator,
and furtherwecan hearnothingexceptwhat isalsoreproducedby the resonator;

henceit maybe that the most important part ofan instrumentis its resonator.

Thequalityof any touedependslargelyupon the kindand degreeof sympathy,
or résonance,whichexistsbetweenthe generatorand the resonator."

"Both the toues generatedby a musicalinstrumentand thosereproduced,
as wellas those absorbedor damped,dependin a considerabledegreeupon the

materialof whieh the variousparts of the instrumentare constructed. While

this tact is wellknownand commonlymade use of in connectionwith certain

classesof instruments, its truthfuinessis often deniedby the devoteesof other

instruments. The questionof the influenceof the material of which the body

tubeofa flûte is madehasnot beensettledafter morethan seventyyearsofwide-

spreaddiscussion. Howdoesthe tone froma goldorsilverflûtedifferfromthat
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ofa woodenflûte? It was this spécifiequestionthatsuggestedtheinvestigations
which.havingpassedmuch beyondthe originalinquiry,bave furniahedthe ma-
terial uponwhiehthis courseof lectures is based.

"The followlugexpérimente,suggested by those.of Sehafhôutl, indicate
the great changesin the toneof au organpipe whlchmay be producedby effects
passingthrougbthe walte. Tbree organpipes areprovided. The first pipe,of
the ordinary type usedin physicalexpérimenta,is made of wood and) sounds
the tone G>= 193. Two pipes havingexactly thesaine internat dimensionsas
the woodenoneare made of sheetzinc about 0.3 millimeterthlcfc. Oae of the
zincpipesbas beenplacedinsidea Me casingto fonna double-walledpipe,with
spacestwocentuneterawidebetweenthe walls; theouter watt is attached to tbe
faner one onlyat the extrême bottom on three aides,and just above the upper
lip-plateon the front side. Thèsetwo pipes haveexactlythe samepiteh, giving
a tone a little ftatter thau F,, whichis more than two musicalsemitones lower
than that of the woodenpipe of the saine dimensions.

"Using the single-walledzinc.pipe one can producethe remrkable effect
of choktagthe pipetitl it actUallysqueals.When the pipeis blownin the otdi-
nary manner,its soundbas the udualtotte quality. If the pipeis firtnlygrasped
in both handsjust above the mouth,it speaks a mixtureof threedearly distin-
guishedinharmanicpartial tones,the ratios of whichare approximately1 a .06
3.66. Theresultingunmusicalsoundissounexpectedthat it is almoststattling,
the tone qualityhavingchangedfromtbat of a flûteto that of a tin nom.

"Expérimentawith the double-walledpipe aie perhaps more convincing.
Whilethepipebsoundingcontinuously,the spacebetweenthewallsisfilledslowly
with water at mm température. The pipe, withthe dimensionsof a wooden
pipe glvingthe tone G. whenempty,bas the pitchF»,and whenthe wallsare
filledwith waterthe pitch is Et; duringthe fillingthe piteh variesmore than a
semitone,ftrst rismgthen fallmg. Wbile the spaceis fittmg,the tone quality
changesconspicuouslythirty or forty times.

"After the demonstrationof thèse effects, onewili surety admit that the
quality of a wind-instrumeotmay be affected by the material of its body tube
to the comparativelysmall extent cMmed by the player. The flûte is perhaps
etpedally susceptibleto this influencebecause its métal tube is tisuaOyonly
o.3 millimeterthick. It is concevablethat the présenceor absenceof a ferrule
or ofa supportfora keymightcausethe appearanceor disappearanceof a partial
tone, or put a harmoniepartial alightlyout of tune.

"The tradltionalinfluenceofdifférentmetals onthe flûte tone are constatent
withthe experimentalresutts obtainedfrom the orgaupipe. Brassand German
snverare usuallyhard, atiff, and thick,and have butlittle influenceupon the air
column,and the tone is aid to be hard and trumpet-like. Silveris denserand
softer,and addsto the mellownessof the tone. Themuch greatersoftnessand
densityofgoldaddsstillmoreto thesoftmasadvenessof the walls,givinganeffeet
like the organ pipe surrounded with water. Elaborateanalysesof the tones
from flutesof wood,glass, silver,and gold provethat the tone from the gold
flûte is mellowerand richer, havinga longer and Ioudersériesofpartials, than
flûtesof othermaterials.

"Mèremassivenessof thewallsdoesnot fidfillthedesiredcondition;aheavy
tube, obtained fromthick wattsof brass, bas suchincreasedrigidity as to pro-
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duce an undesirableresuit; the wallsmust be thin, soft, and flexible,and must

be made massive by increasingthe density of the material. Thé gold flûte

tube and the organ pipe surroundedwith water, are, no doubt, similarto the

longstrings of the pianoforte,whichbavea richquality; thesestringsare wound

or loaded, makingthemmassive,whilethe flexibilityor "softncss"isuniinpaired.
Théorganpipepartlyfilledwithwaterislikea stringunequallyloaded,its partiels
areout of tune and producea grotesquetone. Aflûte tube havingnotone noies

or keys is iuflueucedby the manner of holding; certain overtonesare some-

times difficult to produceuntU the points of support of the tube in the hands

hâve been altered."
"The piano is perhaps the most expressiveinstrument, and therefore,the

mostmusical, upon whiehone personcan play, and bence it is rightlythe most

popular instrument. The pianocan producewonderfulvarietiesof tone color

in chordaand groupsofnotes,and its musicis f ull,rich, and varied. The sounds

fromany one key are also susceptibleof muchvariation through the nature of

the stroke.on the key. So skillfuldoes the awotaptisbedperformerbecome

in produdng variety of toue quatityin pianomusic,whichexpresseshis musical

moods,that it is often sald that somethiugof the personality of the player is

transmitted by the'touch' to the tone produced,somethingwhichisquite inde-

pendent of tbe loudnessof the tone. It is also claimed that a varietyof tone

qualitiesmay be obtained fromone key, by a variation in the artisticor emo-

tional touch of the fingerupon the key,even whenthe differenttouchesaUpro-
duce sounds of the same loudness. This opinion is almost universalamong
artistie musicians, and doubtless honestly so. Tbese musiciansdo in truth

producemarveloustone quafitiesunder the directionof their artistic emotions,
but they are primarilyconsdousof theirPersonalfeelingsandefforts,and seldom

analyze thoroughly the principlesof physics involvedin the complicatedme-

chanicaloperations of tone productionin the. piano. Having investigatedthis

questionwith ample facllities,we are compelledby the definiteresultsto say

that, if tones of the same loudnessare producedby strikinga singlekey of a

pianowith a variety of touches,the tonesare alwaysand necessarilyof identical

quality; or, in other words,a variationofartistic touch cannot producea varia-

tion in tone quality fromonekey, if the resultingtones are all of thesameloud-

ness. From this principleit followsthat any tonequality whichcmbe produced

by hand playing can be reproduced identicallyby machine playing,it being

necessaryonly that the variouskeys be struck automaticauy so as to produce
the same loudnessas wasobtainedby the hand, and be struck in the same time

relationto one another. Thereare factorsinvolvedin the time relationsof be-

ginningthe several tonesof a chord or combination,whichare oftentaken into

account; a briefnoticeof the nature ofpianotone willenableus toestablishthis

conclusion.
"Whatever complextonemay begeneratedby the hantmerblow,the quality

of tone that enters into combinationwith that from other stringsis dependent

upon the parts of the tones fromthe severalstringsbeing simultaneouslycoex.

istent. The quality of tone obtainedfroma pianowhen a melodynote is struck

isdependentupon the massofothertonesthen existingfromother keyspreviously
struck and sustained,and it dependsupon the lengthof time eachof these tones

bas been sounding. It is evidentthat not onlydoesa pianogivegreatvariety«f
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tone by variousdegreesofhanuner blow,but there is possiblean almostinfinité

varietyof tonequality ln conjbraationsofnotesstruck àt intervalsofa fewhun-
dredths of a second; It is beUevedthat the artisttc touch constats in slight
variationsin the time of strikingthe differentkeys, as wellas in the rtrengthof
the blow,andthat tone quality Isdeterminedby purelyphysicaland tnechanical
considérations."

"Pecwtiaritiesof individuat volcesare probablydue to the présenceor ab-
senceof particularovertonea in the larynx souad, accordingto incidentalor ac-
ddental conditions. A lowvoiceof a man bas a large nuinberof partialsnot
essentlalto the vowel, which, so to speak, overload the characteristictones;
these partlals may make the voicelouder, but the detract from clearnessof
enundation. A child's voice,on the contrary, producesonlythe highertones,
and but fewDesidesthose necessaryfor the vowel; the enunciationis, therefore,
especiallydear, dean-cut, and distinct. One is coustiotuof the greaterclear.
nessofenundationof a child'svoicewhenllsteningto a conversationina foreigu
lattguagewhichis understoodwith difficulty.

.1."Tlie procesaof sJnginga vowelis probablyas follows: The jaws, tongue,
and lips,tralnedby lif elongpracticeinspeakutgandsinging,areset in the deflnite

positionfor the vowel, and the mouth ia thus tuned unconsciouslyto the tones
characteristicof that vowel. At the same time the vocalcorda of the larynx
are broughtto the tensiongivingthe desiredpitch, automaticallyifoneis trained
to singin tune, but usually as the result of trial. Whenthe air fromthe lungs
now passesthrough the larynx, a compositetone is generated,consistingof a
fundamentalof the given pitch accontpaniedby a longseries,perhapstwentyin

number,of partials,usually of a lowintensity. The particular partials lu this
serieswhichare most nearly in unisonwith the vibrationsproper to the air in
the mouth cavity, are greatly strengthened by résonance,and the resultant
effectis the soundwhiehthe ear identifiesas the spedfiedvowelsungat the desig-
nated pitch."

Wheresomuch.hasbeen given,it is perhaps unreasonableto askfor more;
but the reviewerwouldhave welcomeda fewUnesabout the physicaldifférences
betweenbel!metaland the other bronzesor lead. Wilâer D. Bancroft

A ChemicalSign of Life. By Shiro Tashiro. xç x 13 cm; pp.ix + 14g.
Chicago:TheUnkersityof ChicagoPress, içtf. Priée: $1.00net.– the author

pointsout, p. 4, that "there are twosigns,or tests, whiehail livingthingsshow
and whichare an index of life. Oneof these is an electricaldisturbance. This
wasdiscovereda very long time-a hundred years– ago, and its discoverywas
the basisof the developmentof knowledgeof electricity. The other is a chem-
icalaigu,whichbas just been discoveredandwhichwillbe discussedln thisbook.
Theelectricalsignof life was discoveredby Galvani whenhefoundthat animal
tissuesare a sourceof electricity. He discoveredanimal electricity. It is now

certain that wheneverthe responsetoa stimulustakesplaceinanimal or plants –
the responsewhichis the sign of life– anelectricalchangeaccompaniesit By
placiaga galvanometeron the animalor plant we eau study this electricalre-

sponse. Life and electricity are thus shown to be related. Electricity and

psychismhavesomethingin common,although just what the connectionlscan-
not at present be said. The Englisb physiologistWaller bas recently intro-
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ducedas a measure of lifea particuiar kind of electricalresponsewhichhe bas

discoveredand whichhecallsthe "blaze" current, becauseit is as iftbe electrical

display suddenlyblazed up whenthe living matter wasdisturbed; this he calls

an electrical«gn of life. By it he can tell whethera dry seed is alive or not

without putting it in the groundand letting it sprout. It is veryhard to know

whether this electrical disturbaucewhich living things show is due to physical

or to chemicalchangesintheir substances.

"It is therefore a matter of very great interest that I have recently found

that there is alwaysand everywherean accompanyingchemicalchangeof a par-

ticular kind which is as surea sign of life and as invariable anaccompaniment

of the vital reaction as the electricalchange. This chemicalsign is the sudden

outburst ofcarbondioxidewhichaUlivingthingsshow–plants as wellas animais,

dry seeds as well as the nervetissues of the highestmammals–when they are

stimulated in any way. The instrumentwhich 1 have made to detect this car-

bon dioxide1 have called a 'biometer' because,as willbeappreciatedfromthis

short discussion,it is an apparatus for measuring or detecting the amount of

Hfepossessedby differentthings. I shalt show in the foïlowingpagesthat the

incrementof carbon dioxideproducedby living thingswhen they are irritated,

or stlmulated in any way,is a sure measureof the amount of life they have;

and we mayhope that it is to be an indirect measureof the amountof psychism

they possess,although of coursewe cannot be sure of this as yet. It will be

noticed that it is not the absoluteamountof carbondioxidewhichis the measure

of life,but the increaseabovethe usual productionwhichoccurswhena definite

amount of stimulus is appliedto the living things,which is the reaimeasureof

life. Anesthetizedor sickthingsdo notshow tbe normalincrease;thoseabound-

ing inlife showa remarkableincrease."

On p. 103the author says: "The chemicalsign of life whichwe now pro-

posefor acceptanceis in manywaysmorefundamentalthan the etectrical. It is

probable,as Waller suggested,that the chemicatchangesunderlieand produce

the electrical,and they producethe functionalchanges,such as the movements

whiehfollowthe excitation. In the chemicaichanges,then, we seemto be deai.

iag with something more fundamental than when dealing with the electrical,

although, if we admit that all processesof oxidationare in reaiity electrical,this

distinction cannot be sustained. Wherever Waller has been able to show the

electrical'signof life,we canshowthe chemicalsign,and wecan showlifeat some

points where he could not, as in the case of the sea algae. Thèse,under our

method, respond in the samemanner as do ail other forms of livingmatter.

Moreover,we can use this method where it is impossibleto use the electrical;

for example,in very minuteformsof living things, likeeggs of smallsize, bac-

teria, or infusoria. Our methodcan makeit clearthat they are aliveand breath-

ing and respondingto changesin their enviroment likeevery otherlivingthing.

It appears, then, that thissignof lifehasalso certain virtues of its own,although

it is not sostriking and élégantas the method of Waller. It is alsonot so easy,

perhaps,forthe ordinarymantoset upandworkthisapparatus asa galvanometer.

But what it lacks in caseit makesup in précision,in the quantitative nature of

its results, and, above ail, in its fundamental character. By it weget as near

as wehave yet got to lifeitself

"In stfllanother waythe resultswhichare recordedhere are ofamost funda-
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mentalcharacter, for oneof the most interesting problemsof gêneraiphyslology
bas been to déterminewhat is the nature of the irritable responsewhich living
matter shows. It is this, the problem of problems,which we wish to bave
solved. Is that processphysicalor Chemical? Is it simplyan altention ofper-
meabilityof membranes,as somebave supposed,or is it inreality in the nature
of an explosion? Is the living thing essentiallya bag of jeUywith a wonderful
membraneabout tt, that membranebeing so wondcrfulthat aUthe phenotnena
ofUfeare to be ascribedto its changesin state? Por this isthe viewwhichsome
tnaintatn. They leadUsto the holy of bottesofcellsand tell-usto bebolda mem-
brane! Is life nothingmore than a membrane? What kindof a subterfugeis
thiswhich we encounter? Ail the riddlea of lifeare but the peculiarproperties
of a membranel Uponthis membrane, as upona magiecarpet of Arabia, we
are invited to mount and travel over that unexploredcountrywhose'mountain

peaksshine in the distance. Arewe,then, beingsof but twodimensions,nothing
but membranes,of whichthe magieproportionsmockus derisively,sincewecan
neverhope to seizethat whichbas but. two dimensions? That such a view re-

setnbtesthe membraneit haa conjured up, in that it is surfacewithout depth,
is self-evideot. In na such simple and naive a manner can the unknowns iu

theequationof lifebedetermined. For wehavefoundthat everywhere,parallel-
ingthe irritability changesin a perfectdegree,as far as wehavebeenable to de.

termine,go the chemicalchanges. Carbon dioxide,that very simplesubstance,
the last term in the catabolismof living matter, risesand faitswith irritability.
Function without chemicalchange bas been foundnowhere. Respiration, or
at least this phase of respiration,and irritability are in someway bound up to-

gether,and we may nowvery briefiyask ourselveshow they may be related."
ilus oook containssomewhat in detail ait the essentiel facts which thé

authorwith his students bas discoveredfrotn studiosof the chemicalchanges in
nerves accompanying functional change. ln the preentation of this work,
however,many important referencesand discussionsbave beenomitted in order
that the reader may not lose the main trend of the argument. The facts them-
selvesare nevertheless givenin the form of accuratenutnericaldata so that the
bookmay be useful alsoto the specialist whoseinterest liesmoredirectly in the

gêneraiphysiologyof the nervous System."
The ebapters are entltled: irritability as a signof life;chemicalsignsof irri-

tabl1ityin the nerve fiber; excitation and conduction;cheratcalsigns of tife;
conclusions. WilderD. Bancroft



MOLECULARATTRACTION. XIV. SPECIFIC HEATS

OP THE ELEMENTS AND SOME ENERGY >
CHANGES A

by j. b. miias UqI

In work upon rnolecular forces and the related ener

changes it seemed advisable to collect and examine mor

fully than has yet been doue the data upon the specificheats,

heats of fusion, heats of vaporization, and heats of trans-

formation from one allotropie form into another, of the ele-

ments. The results ofthis work are here published in part.

Theréférencesand the originaldata arenot hère given. This

omissionis regrettablebut necessary. If work upon the ele-

ments aloneis consideredsome 500referencesto the work of

about 300menhave been consulted. Many of these workers

have madeextensiveinvestigations. Merely to givethe refer-

ences and briefest necessary critical comment would greatly

exceed the limits of a journal article. Much effort has been

spent to make the collectionof the data as completeand as

accurate as possible and it is nearly ready for publication

should its publicationin somefonn later seem to be desirable.

In reconciling,smoothing,and digestingthe data in order

to obtain the resultshere given1have not been biasedby any

preconceivedtheory. I have tried to followthe most accurate

measurementsthat had been made and, therefore, have had

to rely upon my own judgment as to the probable accuracy

of the results at hand. In many cases more accurate data

are greatly to bedesired.

No data could be found for columbium, dysprosium,

erbium, europium, fluorine, gadolinium,holmium, lutecium,

neodymium, praeseodymium,radium, samarium, scandium,

terbium, thulium,ytterbium and yttrium.
For the elementsgiven in Table i data were not sufficient

to allow the drawing of reasonably good smoothed spécifie

heat curvesand data that are at hand are, therefore,published

hère.
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In Table i and throughout this paper, <r,vPt<r,denote
specificheat of solid(or liquid),specificheat at constant pres-
sure, and spécifie heat at constant volume, respectively.
y denotes the ratio of the specifieheat of a gas at constant
pressure to the specifieheat of the gas at constant volume.
L/ denotes heat of fusion,I* heat of vaporization, I,, heat of
sublimation, and L, heat of transformation. C beforethese
symbolsmeans that the rësult was not a direct measurement.
Since the calculations are quite often based on thermo-
dynamical formulasthe results may be quite as accurate as
more direct measurements. K denotesabsofute temperature.
Other temperatures.are centigrade.
.1. In Table i whentwo températures are named the value
of the specificheat givenis for the mean specificheat between
the temperatures given. Whenonlyone temperature is given
the value is supposedto be the value of the measurement at
the temperature named. Whenno temperature is given the
value is probably a mean value at or near room temperature.

Table 2 contains the smoothedspecifieheats per gram,
and per gram molecularweight, of the remaining elements,
exceptfor the gaseswhicharediscussedlater. The "average"
valuegiven at the bottom of the table is the total heat in the
liquidat its melting point dividedby the absolute temperature
of the melting point. A line acrossa column indicates that
the specifieheat curve becomeslinearto the next line. (The
specifieheats abovewhere the lineswere drawn in the manu-
script have been placed in italics and this will serve the
purpose intended.) Careful attention must be paid to the
noies immediatelyfollowingthe table since the valuesof the
specificheats givenin the table differgreatly in their probable
accuracy. Also transformation points and accompanying
heat changes are given in the notes. No attempt is made
to discuss ail of the data in the notes. The notes are num-
bered to correspond with the number of the element in
Table 2. Parentheses around a value indicate an extra-
polated result. Modern determinationswouldseemto prove
conclusivelythat the specifieheat of ail elements (and com-
pounds)approacheszeroat the absolutezero.
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Tabmî a– SwscnttcHbat (Continued)

48.Zinc
Température –

Grum Gram-atom

50° K 0.0400 2.61
100 K 0.0718 4.69
150 K 0.0844 5 52
300 K 0.0886 5.79
250 K 0.0910 5.95

o C 0.0921 6.02
50 0.0941 6.15

100 0.0953 6.23
200 0.0996 6.51
300 p.toi8 6.65
400 0.1030 6.73

Meltingpoint 419.4°
Solid 0.1033 6.75
I^quid 0.0956 6.25
Avenue 0.127 8.27

Table 3 contains additional values below 2730 C for alu-

minum, carbon, copper, lead, magnesium, mercury, silicon,
silver, sodium, sulphur, thallium and zinc.

1. Alutninum.– Atlow temperatures the values given by
Nernst, Nernst and Schwers, Ewald, Koref, Tilden, 'and

Schimpff, tend to run below Behn, Schmitz, Richards and

Jackson, and Griffiths and Griffiths. Trowbridge and Nord-

meyer are yet higher. The final curve is, therefore, a com-

promise, followingNernst and Schwersat low, agreeing fairly
wellwith Behn, Schmitz, and Richards and Jackson, at higher,
and at yet higher temperatures following Bontschew, and
Griffiths and Griffiths, and Bailey. Schübel's results indicate
a lessrapid rise of the curve above 400than the values given
and his results may be correct. Slight extrapolation gives
check results as followsfor the total heat 900K to o° C:

Behn, 31 23cals
Schmitz, 31 14cals
Richards and Jackson, 31 65cals
Curve given, 31.27 cals
Bailey, o° to 6oo°, 146.9 cals
Curve given, o° to 6oo°, 148.4 cals
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Roosextrapolâtesthe values of Bontschewand of Schûbel
to cover the range from 18 to 637° and obtainsvalues which
for comparisonI hâve changed to cover the range o to 658°
and obtain as foUows:

Bontschew, 167 8 cals
Schûbel, 166.3 cals
Richards, J. W., 158.3 cals
Pionchon, 160 5cals
Curvegiven, 166.3cals

2. Antimmy–Th<& curve follows values of Dewar,
Richards and Jackson,Rolla, Schiibel,Schimpff,and Naccari,
aU fairly well.. It is above Ewald at low and above Jahn at
lwgh and below Gaede»Dttkmgand Petit and Bede at high;
Thé total of 34.46 calories obtained from the values given,
o° C to the melting point, agrees fairly wellwith the total
34.1calories as givenby J. W. Richarde

3. Argon– Thete are no data as to.the specificheat ofthe
solid or liquid. For the gas see later.

4. Arsenic. – Thereare no determinations above ioo° C.
The curvebelowthat point is very uncertain, beinga compro-
mise whichmight perhapsbe considereda guess. The variety
examined is not always mentioned but was supposed to be
crystalline unless otherwisestated.

5. Bismuth. – Most of the determinations are in fair
accord with the line given. Ewald is low, and as usual Bede
and Stücker are wrong, and Naccari good. Jahn seems fair
but not exact. Schübel's values indicate a total heat o to
271° of 8.34. The values givencorrespondto a total of 8.36.

6. Boron.– The specifie heat of boron is considerably
uncertain. The line adopted follows Dewar, Koref, Weber,
etc., most nearly. The kind of boron used by Koref and by
Dewar is not specified. The amorphous variety has a much
higher specificheat than the crystalline judgingfrom the de-
terminations of Moissan and Gautier.

7. Bromine.–The determinations do not give the spécifie
heat with any certainty. The total heat per gram of liquid
bromine from the melting point to the boilingpoint is 7.527
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cals, making the total heat in a gram of vapor at its boiling

point from o° K, 86.374cals. For bromineas a gas see later.

8. Cadmium,– The curve followsDewar, Griffiths and

Griffiths,and Deuss fairly well exceptat the upper and lower
ends of the curve by Deuss. It is not possibleto say whether
the extremely rapid rise in the curve after 4500 K observed

by Deuss is correct or not. The values of the specificheat

givenmake the total heat, o° to 321°, 18.78calories,as against
18.t3 found by Person. The values given by Deuss would
make the total throughout this rangemorethan 18.78calories.
Of course, the values given by Deuss at lower temperatures
were extrapolated and are wrong.

p. Caesium.–-The values for the spécifieheat given for
caesium are uncertain. It would seemthat the specificheat
shoulddecrease at lowtemperatures more than is shown,but
the only determination at low temperatures that has been
made (Dewar) was followedin arriving at the values given.

10. Calcium. – Thevalues givenfollowthe determinations
of Dewar and Brunner. Bernini's values are lower and

Nordmeyer's off..

11. Carbon.– For graphite the followingvalues for the
total heat o to 10000C are indicated by the observations:

Violle, 415 cals; là Chatelier, 359.3cals; Dewar, 301.4 cals;
Kunz (charcoal), 356.3cals; Weber, 377.5cals. The values

given correspond to a total heat of 380.2caloriesfor the same

range of température. Above iooo0 C one has to depend
solely upon the observations of Violle. Magnus, after re-

determining the specificheat of platinum, recalculâtes the
results of Weber for diamondandgraphite and giveséquations
good for 500° to 850° C (which cannot be extrapolated)
which lead to values for graphite at 500°, of 0.388 and at

800°, of 0.434. The corresponding values for diamond are

0.383 and 0.428. Certainly the values given need readjust-
inent, quite possiblysoas to agreewiththe values as givenby
Magnus, but to attempt such readjustmentwith the data at
hand would be largely guess work. The observationsupon
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diamond would indicate a total heat o to iooo° of 360.95
cals per gram.

The total heat of carbon per mol as vapor at its boiling
point divided by the absolute température of the boilingpoint
wouldbe 44 fromestimates that have been made.

12. Chlorine.îh& values given for the apecifieheat of
solid and liquid rest on the determinations of Dewar, Es-
treicher and Staniewski, and Knietsch, and are uncertain.
As a gas see later.

13. Chromitm.–Thz determinations by Mache, Adler,
Richards and Jackson, Schimpff,Dewar, and Schûbel seem
to define the curve fairly well.

je 4. Cobalt.– Thevalues for the specifieheat given follow
the déterminations of Dewar, Schimpff,Tilden, Gôbl, etc.,
most closely,thèsedeterminationsbeingin fair accord. Tilden,
Gôbl, and Schûbel ail get discontinuity somewhere about
550° C. Probably the exact temperature at which discon-
tinuity of the spécifieheat curve is evidenceddependsupon the
purity of the metal, as is certainly the case with iron. It is
alsopossiblethat under carefullyselectedconditionsthe specifie
heat curves would remain regular near a discontinuity and
there would be a sharp heat absorption (or evolution) at the
temperature of discontinuity. Under ordinary circumstances
the two phases of the metal do not seem to change suddenly
the one into the other, and différent observers get different
results accordingto the method used. Probably the differ-
ence between the results of Gôbl and Schübel,400to 6oo° C,
is not due to inaccurate work. The estimated value of the
total heat in solidat melting point is very uncertain.

15. Copper.-At lowtemperatures the valuesgiven follow
Keesomand Onnes,Nernst, and Griffithsand Griffiths. From
o to 1083 C the specificheat adopted is made to give the
total heat found by J. W. Richards on the supposition of a
linear variation of the specifieheat from ioo° C. This gives
values in agreement with Glaser. For the total heat o to
600° C we have: Bailey 59.07; Schûbel 59.50; curve given
60.99. Perhaps the curve should followHarper and Schübel,
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o to 6oo°with values as foUows: o° = 0.0905;500 = 0.0924;
ioo° « 0.0940;2000 = 0.0966;300 °=0.0993 ;4oo°= 0.1014;
500° «* 0.1043;6oo° 0.1080.

If these values are adopted the specificheat would have
to increaserather rapidly above 6oo° in order to give a total
heat at the melting point equal to that found by Ledebur,
Richards and Frazier, or Glaser.

16. Glucinwm.– Thedeterminations of Dewar and Hum-

pidge are followed.

17. Gold.-The déterminationsof Dewar, Richards and

Jackson, Schimpff, and Violle are mainly followed. Total
o° to melting point; Violle34.49cals; Roberts-Austen, 34.63
cals; curve given, 34.63cals.

20. Iodine.-The total heat added between o and 1140C

according to the values given is 49.52 cals. The total heat
observed throughout this range (slightly extrapolated) by
Favre and Silbermannis 49.30cals. The total heat per gram
of the liquid from the melting point to the boiling point is

7.67cals,making the total heat fromo° K to the vapor at its

boilingpoint 60.91 cals.

21. Irutium.–The results given followthe determinations
of Dewar,Behn and Viollemainly. The results o to 14000C

may be badlywrong if Violle'stotal heat for the solid at the

melting point is correct. For, assuming the melting point to
be 22900C and assumingViolle'stotal and a linear variation
of the specificheat, the specificheat at 14000C would be

0.0382. At 22900 the specificheat would be 0.0426. Violle

thought the melting point of iridium to be 19500C.

22. Iron. – Thevalues given for the specifieheat of iron
at low temperatures followthe results of Dewar, Ewald, and
Griffiths and Griffiths, fairly well.

At 15300 C y iron forms from the molten iron. At

900° C y iron changes to 0 iron and probably gives out about

5.6 cals. At 7600 C 0 iron changesto a iron and again gives
out about 5.6 cals. œ iron is commonly known as ferrite.
The presenceof carbon greatly complicates the relations, and
the transformation temperatures,and the transformation and
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specificheats, are also changed. A referenceto a phaseequi-
libriumdiagramfor iron and carbon will aid in understanding
the changesthat take place. The presenceof carbonchanges
the spécifieheat of iron differently at different temperatures
and concentrationsof carbon. See Meuthen and Brown.

The specificheat for a iron increases regularly. This
seemsalsoto be true for the spécifie heatof 0 iron if dueallow.
anceismadefor the heat evolvedat the transformationpoints.
Thé specifieheat of y iron is practically constant. Pionchon's
resultsalsoindicate this. I regard Meuthen's determinations
as themostaccurateand they are in very closeaccordwiththe
values adopted for the specifie heat at high temperatures.

A summaryof the most important data upon the total
heat of iron at high temperatures is given in Table4, and for

comparisonthe total heat obtained from the valuesgiven for
the specificheat of iron in Table 2. It will be seenthat the

assumptionof a perfectly straight line for the specifieheat of

iron, o to 9000 C, and of heat évolution at 7600and 9000
as above stated, fits the facts excellently. The only point
ofpossiblecriticismis at 700°, and as has alreadybeenpointed
out, the exact transformation point dependsupon the purity
of the ironand the method of treatment.

23. Lead.– At low temperatures the values given follow
the determinations of Eucken and Schwers, Keesom and

Onnes,Griffithsand Griffiths,fairlywell,and lesscloselythose

of Nernst. At higher temperatures, Griffiths and Griffiths,
Gaede, Schûbel, Magnus, and Naccari, are followedfairly
closely. For the total heat o to 300° C we have Naccari

9,53; Spring 10.49; Magnus 9.586; Stûcker 9.82; Schûbel

9.589;curvegiven 9.585.

24. Lithium.-The values given for the specifie heat

followDewar, Koref, Laemmel, and Regnault, most closely.
The determinationsgiven by Bernini lie above the values

adoptedand those ofThum liemainly below. The détermina-
tions differwidely. Tluun's values o° C to the meltingpoint
wouldlead to a total of 163.35calories,and those of Bernini
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TABtB 4– Tom Hbat o» Iron by Dmmmt Observées

PionchonPkmchonHarker Post EuchêneOber.
<o.i corrected o.01 hoffer

M
byHarker 0.06

Carbon

Temperature
o, xoo – io.8 11.0 –

o, 200 23. s1 23.5 23.5 22.0 23.0
o, 250 – – – – – 30.5
o, 300 36. 8l 36.8 37.0 35.0 37.0 37.7
o, 400 51. 6l 51.6 51.3 39-5' 42.0» 52.2a
o, 500 68. 21 66.0 66,9 67.5 69.5 68.3
o, 600 87.o1 83.2 83.8 86. o1 84.0 85.0
o, 700 108.41

1 102.2 104,1r 108.0 106.0 ni. 8
o, 800 135.41 125.0 127.8 132.0 131.0 135.3
0,900 I57-21 146.7 *48-° ÏS7.O1 151.5 152.8
0,1000 179.0 166.0 155.7 187.5 173.0 167.8
0,1100 168.8 183.0
0,1500 250.0

Meuthen Beck Stûcker Bailey Schûbel Average From

C~~a
0.06 o.a8 valuesIn

Carbon Table2

Température
0, 100 – • – il. 2 – –

10.95
0, 200 ( 22.8) 23.5 – –

23.05 23.00
o, 250 – – – – –

29.44
o, 300 35.8 37.2 36.0 36.56 36.15
O, 400 49.9 52.9 47.0 49.7 50.51 50.40
o, 500 –

64.9 70. 61 62. o1 64.1 66.74 65.75
o, 600 82.37 80.5 93. 71 78. 71 81.5 82.55 82.20
0, 700 103.96 101.0 –

97.9 104.37 99.75
t, 800 129.38 124.9

–
126.9 129.10 129.60

o, 900 149.82 147.8 – – –
149.44 149.35

0,1000
0,1100

1
0,1500

1Notlnduded in average. Bailey examtaednine specimensof diffemt
composition;onlyhisNo. 7, a steel,is heregiven. There is a great variationin
ironsof differentcomposition. The originalarticlesmust be consultedfor de-
tails.
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to 201.00calories. The curve given leads to a total over the
samerange of 177.21calories.

25. Magnésium.–Aboveo° C we have followedSchubel.
His results are lower than the results given by Brunner or
Stucker. Réconciliationof the results does not seempossible.
The values given lead to a total heat o to 650°C of 177.38.
Roos' value of 179.3is adopted in Table 5 becausehis heatof
fusionis used. #

ad. Manganèse.– Thevalues given for the specificheat
of manganesefollowthe déterminations of Dewar,Estreicher
and Staniewski,and lyaemmelmainly.

27. Mercury–-The values given for the spécifieheat of

solid mercuryfollowthedéterminationsof Pollitzerand Qnnes
and Holst mainly. The specificheat of the liquidfollowsthe
determinationsof Bames. This curve shows a minimum of

0.03286at 140°C. For mercury as a gas see later.
28. Motybdmum.– The values given are very uncertain.

They follow the déterminations of Dewar, Richards and

Jackson,and DeFacqz and Guichard.

zg. Nickel.-The values given follow Dewar, Schimpff,
Schübel,Tilden, Naccari,Schlett, etc., fairly weU. By slight
extrapolationweobtain forthe total heat

ItucheuePionchonTilden Bailey Beck DumasSchübel

o°to 600° 75.0 78'3 74H 70.11 76.39 73 -H 74-49
o to 800 103 97.79 104.9
o° to 1000° °134

Averaging Euchene, Tilden, Beck, Dewar, and Schübel,
o to 6oo°we get 74.63calories. The curve givengives 74.67
calories. The curve givengives 133.27calorieso to 10000C.
Schübelfinds nickelconstant from 380to 630° at 0.125.

32. Palladium. – Thevalues given follow the determina-
tions of Dewar, Behn, Regnault, and Violle mainly. Since
Violle made the only determinations at high temperatures
it seemsas well to adopt his value for the heat of fusionand
the total heat o° C to the melting point and then correct the
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spécifieheat given by VioUefor his mistake in the melting

point,makinga linearvariation inthe specifieheat throughout
this interval. Viollethought that the melting point of palla-
dium was 15000C. Of course, this means that the specific
heats asgiven at high temperatures are very uncertain.

33. Phosphorus.– The values given partially follow the

determinations of Dewar, Ewald and Heinrichs. It is im-

possible to reconcile the various results. The values of

Wigandare much above those ofHeinrichs. The results for

yellowphosphoruswould seem to be above those for the red,
but beyond this fact the line for the yellow phosphorus is,
if anything,less certainlyestablishedthan is the lineforthe red.

The transformation point of yellow to red phosphorus is

260 C and the heat of transformation has been variously
determined. For phosphorus as a gas see later. The total

heat of red phosphoruso to 3000C = 57.57cals.

34. Platinum. – From500 to 15000the values givenfollow
the determinationsof White. At o C 1 thought the value

adoptedby White toohigh. Thetotal valueof the heat added,
o°Cto the meltingpoint fromthevaluesgiven,is 65.71calories.

This value is to be compared with the value 75.21calories

obtained by Violle. The latter thought the melting point of

platinumtobe 1775°C. It is possibleofcoursethat the specific
heat ofplatinumincreasesbetween1500and 17550sufficiently
to give on summation the total heat obtained by Violle,but

this does not seem probable. For the total heat from o to

850° C, we have: White 29.89;Magnus 28.96; Violle31.38;

Bailey 28.72; Kunz 30.355; eurve given 29.60. From o to

12000C, we have: Pouillet 45.74;Violle 46.68; White 43.31;
curve given 43.13.

3$. Potassium.-The curve given follows Rengade at

high temperatures. For potassiumas a gas see later.

36. Rubidium.– Therearenotenough data to enable one
to give the specifieheat curve with any degree of certainty.

37. Sélénium.– The determinations are too various to

enablemore than a guess to be made. If Dewar's values are
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for crystalHzedseleniumperhapsthe guessmade will be found

fairly correct.

38. SiUc<m.Wigand says amorphou9 and crystallized

silicon are the same, the amorphousbeing micro-crystalline.

The differencesin properties obtained he attributes mainly

to a differencein purity.
The values given followNernst, Schimpff,and at higher

temperaturesWeber. They are in fair accord with Russell.

No déterminations hâvebeenmadefor siliconabove 232.40C.

The total heat per gram from o to 230° C would be about

47.40cals.

39. Silver.-The results at high temperatures for silver

are hard to reconcile.6:00-. for thé atomic specifie heat at

o° C seems to be pretty well established. Then Griffiths'

value at 97.440C makes the line start weUabove that shown

by Tilden and Schubel, but is more in accord with Naccari,

Bystrôtn, and Pionchon. Pionchon'sresults give an average

o to 960.5 of 0.0628 and if the Uneis straight this would be

équivalent to 6.76 at 50b0C, whichis a lowervalue than one

wouldexpectfrom the trend of Griffithsand Griffiths' values.

Accordinglywe give values below o" C after Nernst,

and values above o° so as to total, o to 600°, 35.33 calories.

Schûbel gets for the same range 35.60, and Magnus 35.82

calories. After 6oo° we make the total heat agree with the

value given by Pionchon, no other determinations being

available.

40. Sodium.-The values given for sodium follow the

determinations of Dewar and Grifliths mainly. They are

belowthe valuesgiven by Berniniand Thum and only in fair

accord with Koref,. and above Estreicher and Staniewski.

The specificheat of the liquid decreasesto 0.318 at 1400C.

For sodiumas a gas see later.

41. Sulphur. – Rhombic,monocUnic,and vapor of sul-

phur arein equilibriumat 95.5°C; liquid,vapor, and rhombic,

at 110.20C; liquid vapor and monoclinicat 114.60C. The

curves givengive2.806caloriesfor the heat of transformation

of rhombic to monoclinicat ioo° C assuming their heat con-
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tent to be equal at the absolute zero. The value for this

transformationshouldbe 3.36accordingto Lewisand Randall.

The heat of transformation of Sxto SMis about 13 calories.

Thistransformationoccursgradually, but much of the change
takes place about 160 C.

The specificheat of mouoelinicsulphur.. =0. 1744- 0.00022?
The spécifieheat of rhombicsulphur. =0. 168+ 0.00015*
The spécifieheat of Sx =0.21 + o.oooiôf

Thé total heat from too to 3900 from the formulafor

Sx«=72.2 calories,which subtracted from the 76.47 calories

observedfrom 100to 390" gives 4.27 calories,against about

3.9 caloriesactually necessary to transform Sxinto S, At

390°C the liquidsulphuris about 33.9percentS, At ioo° C

it is about 3.1 percent SM. See Lewis and Randall. 0.45
was added to the heat of fusion given by Lewisand Randall

at 100 C to change the value to the heat of fusionat the

melting point. The total heat of liquid sulphur per gram
from the melting point to the boiling point is 88.9 grams
for the rhombic and 87.9 grams for the monoclinic,making
a total per gram of sulphur vapor from o° K of 492.15 cals

forthe rhombic and 491.61calsfor the monoclinic.

42. Tantalum.– The curve follows Dewar, and Muth-

mann, Weiss and Riedelbauch. The determinations allow

Httlemore than a guessto be made. The spécifieheat prob-

ably increases from the values given at ioo° C to about

0.04in the neighborhoodof 13000C.

43. Tellurium.– The values given are very uncertain.

TheyfollowDewar and Tilden. It is presumedthat they used

the crystallinetellurium.

44. ThalUum.–'îht curve followsNernst and Schwers,

Dewar, Russell, Ewald, Richards and Jackson, and Schmitz

fairly well. No determinations of the specifie heat above

ioo° C have been made.

45. Tin.-The values given are for the white variety of

tin and follow the determinations of Griffiths and Schübel

at high temperatures.
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46. Titanium. – The curve given is very uncertain. It

followsDewar and Nilsonand Pettersson mainly.

47. Tungsten.-The curve given follows Dewar and De-

Facqz and Guichard.

48. Zinc- – The values given follow Nernst, Pollitzer,

Dewar, Griffiths and Griftths, and Schübel. The values

after ioo° C are rather uncertain. From o to 4190C wehave

Schiibeî41.64; Naccari 41.16; Person 39.68; much less from

Ledebur; and from the curve given 41.45 calories.

Hydrogen.– For the specificheat of solid hydrogen only

Kopp's estimate of 2.3 calories per gram obtained from a

study of compounds is available. For the heat of fusion of

hydrogen only Dewar's rough approximation of.16.0,calories

per gram is available. For the specificheat of liquidhydrogen
wehave Dewar's determination of 3.4 caloriesper gram. The

heat of vaporization of hydrogen is taken as 108,6 calories

per gram in accord with Keesom'sresults.

For the specificheat of gaseoushydrogen from 35° K

to 2800 K the values givenby Eucken as recorded in Table 5
are used. Eucken found that increasing the density of the

hydrogenat lowtemperatures exertedan increasingeffectupon
the specificheat at constant volume. Hence Eucken calcu-

lated his results to an "ideal gas" condition. Eucken's re-

sults are remarkable in that they make diatomic hydrogen
behave at low temperatures as an ideat monatomic gas so

far as its specific heat is concerned. While 1 have adopted
Eucken's values 1 feel very doubtful as to their correctness.

For the effect of pressure on the specifieheat of hydrogen as

a gas the work of Joly and of Lussanamust be consulted.

From o C upwards the true molecular specifieheat of

hydrogenwould seemto be best represented by the equation

mcv 4.78+ 0.0010t.

But various determinations are quite divergent and cannot

be entirely reconciled,so that taking into account these varia-

tions we might write

m<rB« 4,60to 4.90+ 0.0009t̂oo.ooi2i.
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Oxygen.– Forthe specificheat of one gram atomic weight
of solid oxygenwe have again only the estimatesof Kopp and
of Meyer from a study of compounds as 4.0 to 4.9 calories.
The heat of fusion of oxygen has not been measured. It is

probably between5.7 and io caloriesper gram. Thé spécifie
heat of liquid oxygenhas been given by Alt as 0.347 calories

per gram. For the molecular specificheat at constant volume
of oxygen as a gas we have

nwt = 4.90+ o.ooicrf,or possibly= 4.95+ 0.0012?.

Nitrogen.– Forthe specificheat of solidnitrogen we have
a series of determinations by Keesom and Onnes, smoothed

values being given in Table 5. Also they give the specific
heat of the liquid per gram as 0.476calorie. For the specific
heat at constant pressureof nitrogen as a gas under 760milli-
meters of mercury pressure see the values given in Table 5
after Plank and Holbornand Henning. The molecularspecific
heat of nitrogen as a gas above o C can be expressedfairly
closelyby the equation

tn<rv= 4.62+ o.ooio65<.

Table 5

Hydrogen Nitrogen Nitrogen

Température mon Temperature jj^Jît Température ap

35° K 2.99 i5.27°K 1.60 77-33° K 0.2473
45 2.99 20 1.98 – 1500 C 0.2342
60 3.00 30 2.38 – 100 0.2329
80 3.15 40 2.64 – 50 0.2339

100 3.39 50 2.82 0 0.2354
120 3.68 60 2.89 50 0.2372
140 3.93 62.48 2.90 100 0.2390
160 4.15 200 0.2428
180 4.35 400 0.250
200 4.50 600 0.258
220 4.61 800 0.265
240 4.69 1000 0.273
260 4.75 1200 0.281
280 4.80 1400 0.288

(1600 0.296)
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Chlorine.– Themolecular spécifieheat of chlorine gas at

constant volumeis given by the equation

m&t= 5.704+ 0.0005*

after Pier. The equation givesa value of 6.404 at 1400 C.

Pier finds that chlorine commences to decompose above

14000C.

Bromine,– Thespecifieheat at constant pressure of bro-

mine as a gas from 83 to 228° Chas beendetermined by Reg-
nault as 0.65518.

Por the gaseouselements the best measurements that are

availablefor the ratio of the two specifieheats, -y,wouldlead

to the values giyenin Table 6.

Thé values of y for the monatomicgaseous elements are

ail in agreementwith the theoreticalratio5/3 for a monatomic

gas to within the probable limit of expérimental error. In

similar agreement with the theoreticalvalue of 2.979for the

specifieheat at constant volumeper gram molecular weight
are the determinations for helium,– 15 to 1500 C, of 3.01,
and for argon, o to 2500 C, of 2.977.

For the diatomic gases the values of 7show a decrease

with a rise in temperature. The valuesof y for the diatomic

gases seem also to depend upon the pressure, for Valentiner

givesfor nitrogen the equation at 82 K,

'Y= 1-3997+0.07812P/S,

whereP/S is the ratio of the actual to the saturation pressure.

Phosphorusas a vapor has 4 atomsin its molécule.

In Tables 7 and 8 are given for convenient refer-

ence the atomicweights used, alsothe melting points, boiling

points, heats of fusion and heats of vaporization adopted as

best representingthe best measurementsthat have been made.

Alsousingthe data given in this paperin these tables are given
the total heat added to the respectiveelements from o° ab-

solute to o° C, and from o° C to the meltingpoints of the ele-

ments,and the total heat fromo° absolutein the elementboth

as a solid and as a liquid at its meltingpoint. Finally the

total heat per gram atomic weightfor the element in the liquid
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conditionat its meltingpoint divided by the absolute tempera»
ture of the meltingpoint is given under the heading Total/T.
The extrapolationsof the data involved in obtaining the total

heats given in Tables 7and 8 will introduce no seriouserror if

the data alreadygivenare correct.

The facts whichhave been presented in this paper permit

many interesting conclusions to be drawn. Thèse will be

discussedin a continuation of this article.

UniversityofSouthCarolina
Colmnbia,S.C.
Feb,i$,JÇ17



QUANTITATIVE UGHT-FILTER FOR THE ULTRA-

VIOLET PART OF THE SPECTRUM»

BY N. P. PË8KOV

The question of obtaining monochromaticlight within

narrow limits of wave-lengths is important both from the

theoretical and the practical standpoint. The following

practical methods are in existence:

(i ) Colorationofthe flamewithvaporsof différentmetals,

This is the least perfectmethod.

(2) Rubens' method of "residualrays" based on selective

reflecfionof light by différent substances.

(3) Spectroscopicalmethod. This is the most accurate,

but on account of the very smallintensityof light can hardly

be appliedto photochemicalreactions.

Finally, there is a method of filtrationthrough absorbing

media or light-filters. This methodhas so many advantages

as compared with the others, that it is used in ahuost ail

photochemical investigations where monochromatic light is

needed. Formerly the light-filterswere used only for the

visible part of the spectrum, and they were of more or less

qualitative nature. With the developmentofphotochemistry,

however,a need formore accuratefiltersbas arisen, and there

came into existence so-called "quantitative" light-filters,

i. e., filters through which only rays of definite, previously

calculated, wave-lengths can pass. In order to prepare

such a light-filter it is necessaryto calculate the coefficient

of absorptionof the substanceor substancesusedfor the filter.

Knowing this coefficientwe can calculate the concentration

of the substance and the thicknessof layer required to get

light of definite and known wave-lengths. The fonnulae

for these calculations are very simple. Àccordingto Beer's

law the intensity of light enteringthe filter (I.) and the in-

1ContrlbutedfromProf.J. S.Plotnikov'slaboratoryofPhysicalCbem-

istryandPhotochetnistryofthe ImpérialUniversityofMoscow.Transteted

byB.YanovskyfromJour.Russ.Phys.Chem.Soc.,47,918(191&).
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tensity of light transmitted through the filter (I,) are con-

nectedby the followingéquation

I» « Io ro~»xc (i)

where C is the concentration of the substance and X the

thicknessof the layer.
From this equation

E = ^(logI0-logI»).
(2)

The physical meaning of the coefficient Eis this. At a con-

centrationequal to i the value<j| will express in centimeters

the thickness of layer necessary to decrease the intensity of

lightten times. For instance,E for iodoforra forrays ofwave-

length X = 436 ju/tequals 21.4. This means that a normal

solutionof CHIa with a thickness of layer 1/21.4cm will de-

crease the intensity of light of this wave-length ten times.

From Equation 1 it is easy to détermine the quantity of

light emergingfrom the filter expressedin percentageof light
entered. From Equation 1 follows

Y io-bxc. (3)
~0

Hencethe percentage of light (p) transmitted throughthe filter

p = l^ IO° = io-EXC-io2 io*-BXC. (4)
~o

As long as the problem of the preparation of light-filters
was limited.to the visiblepart of the spectrum it was a com-

paratively simple matter. In this case the coefficientof ab-

sorptioncould be determined with great accuracy by means

of a goodspectrophotoineter. But as soon as we pass to the

region of shorter wave-lengths the matter becomes more

complicated. Our eye is not sensitive in this part of the spec-

trum, and we have no physiologicalcriterion for the com-

parisonof absorbedand transmitted rays. On the other hand,

it is very important to be able to separate the ultraviolet part
of the spectrum from the visible,part, and differentregionsof

ultraviolet light from each other, in view of the fact that
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many inorganic and very many organic substances possess
a selective absorptionand photochemicalsensitivenessin the

ultraviolet part of the spectrum.
The separation of the ultraviolet part of the spectrum

from the visible had been done by several investiçators.
Wood1 used for this purpose a thin plate of metallic silver,
or celluloid diaphragm colored with nitrosodirnethylaniline.
The latter substancewasalsoused by I^hmann2 for construc-
tion of his apparatus giving exclusively ultraviolet light.
The principleof the apparatus is to concentrate by means of

quartz lenseslight froma source rich in ultraviolet rays and

pass it through a series'of media absorbing ail visible rays.
As média, Lehniann used bke U, V. glass, solution of CuSO4
and solution of nitrosodimethylaniline. The light passing

through this apparatus was invisibleto the eye, but could be

detected by chemicalactionand especiallyby the phenomena
of phosphorescenceand fluorescence, for investigations of

which the apparatus was constructed. Neither investigator

paid tnuch attention to the quantitative side of the problem.
It was my object to find a light-filter absorbingthe en-

tire region of the spectrumbetween 500 and 300 p/i and to

study this absorptionquantitatively by varying the concen-

tration and thicknessof layer of the filter. 1 first studied the

substances usedby Woodand Lehmann, viz., silver and para-

nitrosodimethylaniline. Photographs taken through these

substances showed,however,that rays in the region360-300

passed easily through these media. There was, however, a

possibility ofusing thosesubstancestogether with someother

substance absorbing the long ultraviolet rays. Paranitroso-

dimethylaniline was not good for this purpose, sincephoto-

graphs showedit to betransparent for wave-lengths200-250

HH,as wasalsofoundbyDefregger.8 Organicdyesand other

complex organiccompoundsare not suitable for my purposes

Phil.Mag.,(6)3,607(1903);Proc.Am.Ac.,39,51(1903);Astropbys.
Jour.,17,133(1903).

Verh. deutsch. phys. Ges., 12, 890 (1910); Phys. Zeit., 11, 1039 (1910);

ZeH. Instruinentenkunde, 33, 43 (191a).
Drade'sAmi.,41,1012(1913).
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since ail of them have more or less distinct absorptionbands

in the region of the shortest ultraviolet rays. I, therefore,
tried to find the desired substanceamongsimplercompounds,
and have chosen chlorine, since the data in the literaturel

showedthat chlorine is transparent forshortultravioletwaves.

Photographs taken by tnyselfnot only confirmedthese data,
but also showedthat chlorineis the right substancefor our

purposes,sincethe maximumabsorptionfor chlorineis in the

region 380-300ftp.
·

Next I had to find anothersubstanceabsorbingthe region

500-380 li/t. Silver was known as an absorbent of visible

rays. 1havenot chosen metallicsilver,however,as a majority
of investigators8did, but colloidalsuvef. Thé practical ad-

vantage of it is that one can regulate the concentrationand

thickness of the layer much more easily than when dealing
with metallic plates. Besides,metallic silver is perceptibly
transparent for blue and violetrays whilea colloidalsolution

of silver is not. Espedaliy good results wereobtained with

silver reduced and depositedas a colloidin a gelatine dia-

phragm. Diaphragms of brownish red color were obtained
this way. Photographs taken through such diaphragms and

solutions of colloidal silver showed, however,that the ab-

sorbing capacity ends at about 400 /> *'•e., before the

region of chlorine absorption begins. With increaseof con-

centration considerable absorption in the region of short

ultraviolet rays is noticeable. It appears, therefore, that

silver is just as unsuitable as nitrosodimethylanilinefor our

light-filter.
1 then turned my attention to brominewhosespectrum

was more than once investigatedqualitatively.3
$

Photographs
1W. H. Miller:FhilMag.,(3)a, 381(1883);W.A. Miller:Ibid.,

(3)27,81(1845);Moureu:Comptesrendus,49,606^(1859);WveingandDewar:
Proc.Roy.Soc.,35,71(1883);Laird:Astrophys.Jour.,14,85(1901).

Stokes:FUI.Trans.,152,If (1862);Cornu:Ann.sd.écolenorm.Sup.,9,
21(1880);Wernicke:Pogg.Aon.,Erg.Bd.,8,53(1876);Liveing:1.c;Rubens
andHagen:Drude'sAnn.,8,432(1903);Minor:Ibid.,10,581(1903)·

W.H.Miller:1.c.;W.A.MUler.l.c.andPhil.Trans.,15a,1.681(1863);
RoscoeandThorpe:Phil.Trans.,167,207(1876);Martens:Verh.deutsch.
phys.Ges..4, 138(1902).
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taken through vapors of bromine gave very satisfactory re-

sults. For the entire ultraviolet part of the spectrum be-

ginning from 380 uti, bromine is transparent, and at the

same time it cuts out the entire visible part of the spectrum

up to 380 fin, i. e., its absorption capacity ends a little bit

beyond the point where the absorption by chlorine begins.
AU these data are given in Fig. i where the dark Unes

represent the absorptionregionsof the substances investigated

Pig. 1

and the heavy line on the

bottom of the diagram corre-

sponds to the region of wave-

lengths we want to eliminate.

The two Unes for silver corre-

spond,to two plates of different

thickness. It is clear from the

diagram that only Cl and Br

have absorptionbands covering
our regionwithout any gap. I

decided,therefore, to use CI and

Br for my light-filter. The--0'

question now arises how to use these elements, whether as

gases, or as solutions, e. g., in water. Photographs through

solutions of Cl and Br in water gave interesting results, viz.,

their spectra were quite differentfrom those of gaseousCl and

Br. The differencemight be ascribedto formation of complex

moleculesof halogenand water. Anyway for our purposes

gaseous CI and Br had to be used, as only their absorption

spectra answerour requirements.
Before passing on to quantitative determination of the

absorbing capacity of mixtures of CI and Br, I tested them

out as a light-filterin an experimentanalogousto that of Leh-

mann. Raysfrom an arc light betweencopperand iron passed

through a mixture of Cl and Br, which was in a vesselwith

quartz windows. Only red and a very small part of yellow

and green rays remainedvisiblefor the eye. Solution ofaescu-

lin in a quartz vesselplaced in the path of these rays showed

strong fluorescence. It is easy to prove that this fluorescence
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is not caused by the visible rays. A screen of transparent

glass placed between the light filter and the solution caused

disappearance of fluorescence,althoughthe visible rayspassed

freely through the screen. It is evident then that in our ex-

periment, as in Lehmann's, the fluorescenceis causedby the

ultraviolet rays which pass through the light filter. But it

is easy to show that the ultraviolet rays of Lehmann's experi-

ment and mine belong to different regions of the ultraviolet

part of the spectrum. A quartz vesselwith a solutionofCuSÛ4

placed in the path of rays emergingfrom my light-filter does

away with the fluorescence,while Lehmann used this solution

for filteringhis light without doingaway with the fluorescence.

It is plain then that only short ultraviolet rays pass through

a mixture of Cl and Br.

Now I had to determine quantitatively the coefficients

of absorption for Cl and Br for differentwave-lengths. Since

the determinations had to be done in the ultraviolet region

of the spectrum I couldnot make useofthe spectrophotometer.

1 availed myself of the photographiemethod of Henri.1 This

method consists in taking photographs of a series of spectra

through the absorbing substance and without it, one after

another. The time of exposurewithout the absorbingmedium

is constant (*“), with the absorbent it varies within a con-

siderable interval (*»). We have, therefore, for every absorp-

tion spectrum one plain spectrum (comparison spectrum).

Then for each line of the spectrum of our source of light we

find twoadjoining photographs (of absorption and comparison

spectra) on which the given line has the same intensity of the

image. The time of exposure of both photographs is known.

Schwarzschild's2formula gives a simple relation between the

time of exposureand intensity of light in case of equalintensi-

ties of the image.
1

= (t)"
= IO-BCX (5)

ç-(s)""ro-"CIt
w

1

» Comptes rendus, 153, 26s. 535. 1629 (»9»)". Jour. de Phys. (1913);

Phys. Zeit., 14, 5 «6 (»9«3).

Jahrbuch der Photographie, 1900, 161.
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Hence, the coefficientof absorption

E=^(lqg*«-log*o) (6)

wheren is a constant dependent on the kind of photographie
plate. It varies between 0.8 and i and has to be calculated
in advance. Henri worked with Wratten's plates andfound
n » 0.9. My ownmeasurementsfor the sameplates by J. S.
Plotnikov's method with Krüss' colorimetergave for n the
value 0.87,which was used in my calculations.

The difficultyof Henri's method consistsmainly in the
determination of the relative intensity of the image on the

photographie plate. Henri used for this purposea micro-
photometer, but this does not exclude purëly physiological
difficulties. The eye gets tiredvery quicklywhendifferentiat-

ing between lines of different intensity. Besides, the Unes

subject to investigation are of different width, and this neces-

sarilyleadsto an optical illusion in choosinglinesof the same

intensity of color. 1 studied the photographs through a black
screenwith a transparent slot so that the lineswereobserved
as having the same width. This is not as accurate as Henri's
method but much simpler and sufficient for quantitative
characterizationof the light filter. In'his experiments,Henri
had on oneplate 45 spectra (23absorptionand 22 comparison
spectra). The large number of spectra allowedvariation in
time of exposure and resulted in greater accuracy. 1 had
on my plate 54 spectra arranged so that after two absorption

spectra one comparison spectrum followed. In this way I
also had absorption and comparison spectra adjoining each
other and at the same time the number of absorptionspectra
was increasedto 34.

In my method 1 also met with a difficultyin determining
the concentrationsof gaseous Cl and Br in my light-filter.
When Cl and Br were used in separate vesselsthey couldbe
absorbedby a solution of KI and titrated with hyposulphite.
From a series of observations on filling the vesselwith Cl,

1J.S.Plotnikov:PhotochemicaJReseatches,sudpart,Moscow,igis.
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1 conduded that the amount of Cl could be calculated with

sufficient accuracy from barometric and temperature datai

Analogouscalculationsfor Br did not give good results and

Br was determinedeitherby titration or as AgBr. Whenthe

absorbingvessel was filledwith a mixture of CI and Br the

quantity of each componentwas determinedby the Jannasch-

Claasenmethod. Both Cl and Br were precipitated as AgCl

and AgBr,filtered throughasbestosand heated in a streamof

Cl to transform ail the AgBr into AgCl. Or AgCl and AgBr

are reduced with zincdust and H2SO4,KOH added, Br pre-

cipitated with KMnO<,sulphuric and acetic acid added, Br

absorbed with KI and titrated with hyposulphite. The fol-

lowing results were obtainedby these methods. Using the

first method I found AgCl + AgBr = 0.09406 g. After

heating in a stream ofCl,0.08872g. DifférenceD = 0.00534

g, Atomic wt. of Cl = 35.45, Br = 79.96. Molecular wt.

ofAgCl 143.38,AgBr= 187.89. DifferenceAgBr AgCl
«=44.51. The amount of Br(») is calculated from the pro-

portion.
x D

x = o.oog36q~8·– -ï–
= –– = O.OO9364g.79.96 44.51 ^°

The volume of the vesselcontainingBr was 41 ce. Hence,

the molar concentrationof Br is Car = 0.002402. Knowing

the amount of Br in the mixture AgCl + AgBr it is easy td

calculate the amount of Cl; it is 0.017805g. The volumeof

the vessel containingCl was 86 ce. Hence, the molar con-

centration of Cl is Cci 0.02189.

The second method gave the followingresults: AgCl +

AgBr = 0.70273. Afterreducing with Zn dust and separa-

tion of Br, the latter wasabsorbedby 50 ce of solutionof KI.

The solutionwas then diluted to 100cc, and 10 cc of it were

titrated with N/100 solution of hyposulphite. Five titra-

tions gave followingresu1ts: 8.26 cc, 8.19 cc, 8.20 cc, 8.24

ce, 8.21 ce. Average, 8.22 ce. From this the amount of

bromine separated = 0.06574 g. Cl could be determined

by difference,but 1 alsoverifiedthe results by precipitating

it again as AgCl.
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TABU3I

BC| Wave- EB.lengthof orBraquartz a quartz i
BxptlExpt.IIA^~f »7P Ave«f ExptI Exptn

81 7-7 79 5790 175 171 17.9
6.3 5.7 6.0 546.0 37 38.3 36.3– – 496.O 50 48.4 51.2
14.7 15.3 15 435-9 189 185.7 19220 21.0 20.5 410.0 – – –
26.4 27.6 27 404.8 162 160 165– – 398.4 – –
18.4 17.6 18 390.6 140.1 138.6 142.6
ï4<9 ÏS-S 15..2..386-0 “–- –
17-7 183 x8 382.0 – –
20.4 21.2 20.8 379.1 H5 113.4 us
322 33.8 33 375.0 112 113.4 no– – – 3700 – – –
39ï 373 38.2 365.0 100 98 102– – 359-2 – –
45 43 44 356.O 72 73.5 70.5
50.2 52.8 51.5 339.1 68 67.1 69.1
53 55 54 334.3 – – –
44.6 42.4 43.5 313.0 63 62.5 64.5
3ïi 32.9 32 302.0 53 543 SI,721.5 20.5 21 2967 47.2 48.4 46
196 18.8 19.2 292.5 48 51.4 46.8
174 16.8 17.1 289.3 41 418 4016.8 16.2 16.5 287.2 – – –
– – – 282.1l – – –
13.1 12.5 12.8 280.6 372 38.3 37
9-2 8.8 9 275.9 3o-» 30.6 29.78.3 7.9 8.1 270ï – – –
7-5 75 7.5 267.7 – – –
75 6.5 7 265.0 33.2 38.3 34
7-2 6.8 7 264.1t 42.1 4r.8 41.1
7-2 6.8 7 262.6 37.5 38.3 38.4– – – 261.1 – – –
– – – 257-5 – – –
4-6 46 46 253.6 35.8 34.6 37– – – 249.5 – – –
4.0 44 4.2 245.2 – – –
– – – 241.3 – –
– – – 238.6 – – –
61 5-9 6 234.7 36.5 34.6 376.2 5.8 6 232.6 37 38.3 37.76-i 59 6 230.8 38 38.3 38.461 5.9 6 226.3 40.3 41-8 39.8
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Now 1 prbeeedwith the determinationof the coefficient

of absorption for CI and Br. For this purposeI made several

photographs of absorption spectra of Cl, Br, and mixtures of

both. Besides,using a double quartz vesselI filledone com-

parttnent with Cl, the other with Br, then took photographs

through this vessel, once when the compartmentswere sep-

arated, and the other time when they were connected by

means of a stop-cock, and the gases were diffused. This

latter experiment was both of theoretical and practical in-

terest. Having calculated the results obtained from photo-

graphs through separated and connectedcomponents1 proved

experimentally the correctness of my supposition, that a

mixtureof Cl and Br must followBeer'slaw, i. e.,no molecular

change takes place on mixing of the two gases, either on

account of change of concentration or chemical action be-

tween Cl and Br. Photographs were taken at differentcon-

centrations and different time of exposureboth for absorption

and comparison spectra. The results of calculation showed

that the values for coefficientsof absorptionobtained from

different experiments differ not more than 5 percent. The

values for the absorptioncoefficientofCI and Br are given in

Table l.

In Fig. 2 are given the absorptioncurves for Cl and Br.

From the eut we can see that these elementsare suitable for

our light-filter, and we also can

judge approximately as to the

relative concentrationsof Cl and

Br required to produce the de-

sirable results.

To give a clearer idea about

calculation of absorption coeffi-

cients from the photographs I

shall show here how the values

for Ei»rin Table 1 were calcu-

lated. The time of the exposure Fig. 2

varies from 6.5 to 120seconds. For thecomparison spectrum

it was 5 seconds. In the followingtable (II) under X are
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Tabmî II

<5secoadBtp
-s h

seconds
X

But

6-5 579.0 i7<1
7
7.5 – • Z
8 2759 30.6
8.5 2536:338.6 34.6
9 546o; 280.6; 265.0; 262.6; 232.6; 230.8 38.33
9-5 289.3; 264.1; 226.33 41.8ïo

10.5 496.0; 296.7 4g,4
292-S 51.4

J2r-5 302.0 54.J
ra

12.5
'3 3I3O 62.5s
H 3391 67.1
J5-5 35£.o 73.5
17y
20 –

22.5 365.0 Qg.O
25 – 7__
28.5 379-i;375-o 113.4
32 –
35 – –
38.55
42 390.6 r,8.6
46 –

5* –
160.0

57.5 404.8 –
64
71 – –
77
87 435.7 xS-7

100
120 –

given those lines of the spectrum of the quartz lamp,
which gave the intensity of the image equal to that on the
comparisonspectrum. EDrwas calculatedfromEquation 6.

(log:x ~1og to)

In our casen = 0.87,concentrationCat = 0.00439,thickness
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of layer x =» 1.29,and to = 5. Substituting ail these values

in the formula, and also correspondingvalues for k>we will

get #Br. For exposure of 42 seconds, for instance, the line

of the spectrum corresponding to 390.6 mmgave the same

intensity of the image as on the comparisonspectrum. The

absorption coefficientfor this line of the spectrum is calcu-

latedasfollows:

k390'6 nm,8vT,n 42 îog5) 138.6
E390.6o·~439 X L2g t

42 log3) ==138.6
Br 0.00439X1.29

Having determined the coefficientsEct and EBrwe can

easily calculate the amount of light transmitted through one

or the other component separately. But for our purposes

it is important to know the amount of light transmitted

through both components at the same time, when they are

either in a double filter or mixed. The mathematical rela-

tions in this case will be somewhat different, and 1 will now

discussthese relations, taking first the case of a doublelight-

filter, and then the more general case when we have in the

filteran absorbingmixture of n components.

Let us imagine two light-filters, one with Cl, the other

with Br. Let the concentrations be Ca and CBr,thickness

of layer Xa and XBr. I<etthe intensity of the ray entering

the first filter be Io, the intensity of ray emergingfrom Cl

filter be Ia. from Br filter be IBriand finally the intensity

of ray passedthrough both filtersbe Ici + Br- The coefficients

of absorptionare Eci and E*.

Io and Ici are connectedby the equation

Ici Io .io-BaCaXci. (7)

Having passed the Cl filter the light will enter the Br

filterwith the intensity Ia and will emergewith the intensity

Ici +Br<
ICI+ Br= I« • IO-BBr«Br«Br (8)

Substituting in this equation the value for Ici from (7),

wehave
la + Br «

Io .IO-^ClCciXc,
+ BBtCBrXBr). (9)

Denoting the total coefficient of absorption as E and
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correspondingto it imaginary concentration and thickness of

layer as Co and Xo, wecan Write

ÎC1+ Br =
Io .IO– BC°X" (10)

or

ECOXO EciCciXcl+ EBrCBrXBr. (il)
If we wa-tt to calculate the total coefficient E from ex-

peritnental data, e. g., from the intensity of image on the

photographie plate, we must refer it to some real concentra-
tion and thickness of layer. It is natural to calculate E re-

ferring it to concentration and thickness of one of the com-

ponents. If we take Br we get equation
ECBrXBr EBrCBrXBr+ EciCcjXci (12)

or

T, '_LC ~CtXc)''

f-t+fcgg:' fa)9 EBr+ Eci C»r X»r* d3)

Let us consider now a more general case, vu., a light-
filter containing an absorbingmixture of n components. In
this case we cannot consider the absorption by each com-

ponent separately, and must use differentialequations.
Lambert gives the followingequation correlating the in-

tensity of light passing through some absorbing medium and
the thicknessof layer of the medium.

dl t t s
–~=.1

al (r4)ix-

This means that the change of intensity of the light is

proportional to the intensity of light at a given depth of the

layer. The coefficient, a, is characteristic for thé substance

through which the light passes. If we have n substances the

processof absorption consistsof nprocesseseach proportional
to the entire amount of light at a given depth of the layer.
Let the proportionality coefficientsfor these components be
«1»«2,as. an. Then we get the followingequation

dl
«II + «21+ Ct3I– 3- = «il + «si + ail + anl (15)

or

(aF-i-as -f-as.-I-a~)I (I6)= («1+ at + at -f an)ï (16)

hence
I» = Ioer~*<«+« +« + <*«>, (17)
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Passing nowf romLambert's formula to Beer's law, and sub-

stituting 10 instead of e, and k,Cl, hd – knCn instead of

«i, a% a»,weget

Ii.2.3,«
= Io.io-*»'c"c» W. (18)

But this is the same expressionthat wededucedfor the double

light-filter. The only differenceis that in this case the thick-

nessof the layer xbeingthe samefor all componentsis outside

the parenthesis. Therefore, if we déterminethe total coeffi-

cient of the mixture of CIand Br on the basisof Br concentra-

tion, we get

E Esr + Ea
S2*

(19)
Br

where x is eliminated.

The value E-^as previously mentioned-has no definite

physical meaning since it is referred' to arbitrary C and X,
y

and changeswith change of the ratio
g^xf'

for double filter
Br

or S51
for mixture of Cl and Br. But this expressionis im-

portantfromthe theoretical point of view,as it has the same

form both foi-a double filter and for a mixture. By means

of these formulae we can verify experimentallywhether the

componentschange chemicallyon beingmixed, i. e., whether

the character of absorption remains the same in a mixture,

as in a double filter.

I verifiedthe above formula experimentallyon my light-

filter, and came to the conclusion that a mixture of dry Cl

and Br followsBeer's law exactly. The verificationconsisted

in taking photographs through the doublefilter and the mix-

ture, and determiningE from photographs,referringit to con-

centration and thicknessof layer ofBr. E obtainedfromthese

determinations was compared with E calculatedfrom the for-

mulae. The agreement of both figurespointsout at the nor-

mal absorption of a mixture of Cl and Br. In Table III are

given the results for five differentwave-lengths.

There remains now a practical problemto calculate the

percentageof light passing through mixturesof differentcon-
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centrations ofCl and Br and choosef r omthesemixturesseveral
more suitable for our purposes.

Table111
A. CIandBr inseparatedfilters

Cb« = 0.00340a Xbj « 0.61cm = s
j

Ca «,0.02189 Xçi « 0.68cm 'q^S seconds

),
lt ftom expe4i- S -= ~Br+ SC)££!gment C»rXne

390.6 18 317.6 318.8
356.0 39 509.3 3 508.55
313.0 36 489.4 494.9
ay5.g 8 ïï6.5 ~9.4

a at$3.6- ''6~ 83.4"' ;8t~

B, Mixture of Cl and Br
CDr = 0.004783 X =: 1.25 cm to = 5 secondsCCI = 0.02223_

X <,inse<~b fromexpert-
`

°~ ~8r -i- ~Ctmetkte C13r

390.6 225 224.5 223.8
356.0 530 274.5 276.5
313.0 500 a7x.r 265.5
275.9 159 68.1 yt,g
253.6 130 56.25 51.18
This problem is solved very easily. From Equation (x)

we have

I~ ro ~Cx

and the percentage p is determinedas

P » f- zoo = I0*~BCX.

If we have two absorbing substances, e. g., CI and Br, we

get, in casethe substancesare separated,

PB» = 1^ IOO « IO*-B8*c8rJtBr t20)
0

T

Pa = ==100 » io*~Bcaxci. (21)
*0
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For a mixturewehave

p ?»!L±-S je© » IO»-*«C|Cci
+ BBrCBr>, (22)

le

A very simplerelation exists between the values P, Pa, P*

fa +*t “
ïo-*(8ciCc»+%rcBr>c iO-BaCcjXIO)–8BrCBrX(23)

1~

but

io-«c»cax = ï£! and io-*BrCB»x =
*Sï,

lo 10

hence

Içt-f Br ÏBr la C,.))
–

=
T I

24
In Io 0

Multiplyingboth sides of the equatiôfi by100weget

IÇLfcBî.IOo =iS.i2-r.ioo. (25)
L..100.

(25)

o 0 0

Multiplying and dividing the right part of the equation (25)

by 100 we get

ICt·+.sr 100 =~«ro
100.

xoi~
100

(26)
=^ 100. 100 Av

IcjL±~ I.–––1~-
10 100

or
P “ ÏSLÏ2E. (a7)

100

In Table IV are givenvalues for Pa and PB,for differentcon-

centrations of Cl and Br for 12 more important lines of the

spectrum of quartz lamp. The following concentrations

of Cl and Br wereused:

Cl Br,

I o.oil 1 0.00105
II 0.022 2 0.0023

III 0.044 3 0.0046
IV 0.088 4 0.0092
V 0.176 5 0.0184

Usingvaluesfor Pa and Par from Table IV, 1 calculated

from Ponnula 27 the percentageof light transmitted through
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Tabib IV

Pci at theconcentrationofCI
X –

I Il III IV V

579° 81.9 67.3 44.9 20.2 4.1
546.o 5.9 73.8 54.5 29.7 8.8
43S-9 68.4 46.88 20.1 4.8 0.2
404.8 50.0 25.5 6.5 0.4 0.002
365.0 38.2 14.6 2.i 0.05 0.0
3130 33.2 n. 0 ï.2 0.02 0.0
302.0 44.5 20.0 4.0 0.2 0.0002
2967 58.8 35.0 12. o 1.4 0.02
265,0 83.6 70.0 49.o 24.0 5.9
253.6 89.0 79.2 62.8 39.4 15.5
232.6 85.9 73-8 54.5 29.7 8.8
226.3 1 85.9 73-8 545 29.7 8.8

Par at theconcentrationofBr

579-O 95.9 .91.2 83.1 69.0 47.7
546.0 91.4 82.2 67.6 45.7 20.9
435-9 63.3 36.8 13.s 1.8 0.03
4048 67.6 42.4 17.9 3.2 0.1
3650 78.5s 58.9 34.7 12.0 1.4
3130 85.9 71.6 51.3 26.3 6.9
302.0 88.0 75.5s 57.0 32.5 io.6
296.7 893 78.0 60,8 36.9 13.7
265.0 92.2 83.9 70.5 49.7 24.7
253-6 91-7 82.6 68.3 46.6 21.8
232.6 91.4 82.2 67.6 45.7 20.9
226.3 9O-9 81.2 65.8 43.3 18.8

nine differentmixtures.of Cl and Br, composed of the above

givenconcentrationsof CIand Br. (SeeTable V.)
The mixture 3/111cornes near to concentrations of Cl

and Br at normal conditionsof temperature (18°) and pres-
sure (740mm).

From Table V it is evident that the minimum of absorp-
tion lies in the regionof visible spectrum up to 500 pp, and
then in ultraviolet region between 250-240 pp. Studying
the photochemicalaction of light one has to take into con-
siderationalso the distributionof energyamong the spectrum
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lines of a given sourceof light. I, therefore, calculated the

distribution of light energy among ten main Unes of mer-

cwy lamp, taking the entire energyof light passed through the

filter as 100. Table VI showsthis distribution for the three

most favorablemixturesof Cl and Br.

Tabus V

Percentageof light transmittedthroughmixtures of Cl and Br

composedas follows:

~~l I/IV 2/III a/I? 3/ÏII 3/V 4/11 4/IV 5/1 S/H

579.0 70.0 40.9 17-9 37.3 34 46.3 ï3-o 49-1 3i-9

546.0 27.1 44.8 24.4 36.8 5.9 33.7 13-5 -7-9 15-4

435.9 L, 14 1.8 3.0 0,03 0.9 0.09 0.02 0.02

$4.8 0.3 1.9 0.1 1.2 0.0 0.5 0.008 0.05 0.009

365.0 0.04 1.3 0.03 0.7 0.0 1.8 0.00s 0.6 0.2

,,30 0.01 0.9 o.O! 0.6 0.0 2.9 0.0 2.3 0.8

302.0 0.1i 3.0 0.1 2.2 0.0001 6.4 0.05 4-7 a.ii

2067 0.4 9.3 1.1 7.2 0.02 12.8 0.5 8.0 4.7

265.0 22.4 24.2 20.3 34.7 4.1 34.9 12.1. 20.7 X7.3

253.6 36.0 51.3 28.0 42.9 io.6 36.9 18.4 19-4 17.2

232.6 27.1 44.8 24.4 36.8 5.9 33.7 13-5 18-0 154

2263 26.9 44.1 24.0 35.8 5.8 31.9 12.8 I9.o 13-9

TableVI

).
MixtureI MixtureII MixtureIII

a
3/III 3/V 5/1

435.9 9.781 4-74
|

£-£|

404·8 a.o8 0.0025 0.08

aS:ï i'-59 ï6.47% oir5 4752% 2/.91 x6.O2%

3130 1-46 0.0 6.71

302.0 1.46 0.0 5-67

a~, y S, Ig o.oq.W i .gg

296.7 $.19 °'°V 8.85

ta* 35-61 83.53% st.ll t 95-248% 29:34 83.98%

232.6 25.8 24.78 27O7

226.3 7-35 6.84 1 6Sl 1

The first fivelinesbelongto the.part of the spectrumwe

want to eliminate. The secondfiveare in the regionwe want

to makeuse of Thedistributionoflightenergy betweenthese
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two groupais about the same for the three mixtures, while-t-.» .6

Fig.j3

––––-–~ "&A\rM4~,wuuc
the distribution amongdifferent
lines differs considerably. In
the mixture 1 there is a distinct
maximum in the region 250-232
na, but on the other hand too
much energy is spent on the un-
desirable blue Une 435.9 MAI.
In the mixture II there is even
a more distinct maximum in the
region 250-240 np, and the

energy of blue light is rather

small. The. mixture III has
more even distribution in the
lower group of linesand the bluetuwcr group 01nnesand the blue

hght is almostentirely absorbed. The graphiepicture ofdistri-
bution of light is given in Fig. 3.

Summary

r. Through qualitative study of spectrodiagramsa light-filter was foundwhich absorbs the regionof spectrum between
500and 300 nft. It consistsof a mixture ofgaseousCI and Br.

2. Henri's photographic method for determination of the
coefficientof absorption in the invisible part of the spectrumwasdevelopedand somewhat improved.

3. By means of Henri's method, absorption coefficients
of gaseousCl and Br weredetermined for 43lines of the quartz
lamp spectrum.

4

4. Mathematical treatment of the processof light absorp-tion by mixtures of several components is given. By means
of formulaededuced, the question whether a mixture of CI
and Br followsBeer's law was investigated experimentally.The investigationgave positive results.

5. The light-filter found was subjected to quantitative
study. Mixtures of CI and Br were found which could be
used for filtering off certain previously calculated regions of
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spectrum. The region of transmitted light could be made as

narrow as 250-240 mt.

In conclusionI wish to express my sincere gratitude to

ProfessorJ. S. Plotnikovfor the use of his laboratory and his

kind assistance.

Moscou,Marchto,1915



EQUIUBRIUM IN THE SYSTEM:CUPRIC CHLORID&-
PYRIDINE

BYJ. HOWARDMATHBWSANDSAMUBI,SPBRO

Two compounds of cupric chloride with pyridine have
been described previously, vis., CuC12.2CjHbNby Lang,1
and 2CuC1ï.3CsH6Nby Lachowitz*and later by Schrôder.a

However,no detailed study of their solubilityrelationsappears
to have been made.

Materials Used.– Asample of Merck's pyridinewas dried
for several days over fusedpptaasiumhydroxide, thendigested
with potassium permanganate for eight hours, using a reflux
condenser. It was then distilled off the permanganate and
redistilledfrom barium oxide,the fraction comingoverbetween

1140and 1 160at 739.7ram being reservedfor use.

The cupric chloride was a Schuchardt preparation, and
was recrystallized from water three times. The dried, finely
pulverizedsalt was spread out in a thin layer and heated in an
air-bath at 80 for three hours. Analysisshowedit to be com-

pletely dehydrated. The anhydrous salt so prepared was

kept in tightly stoppered bottles.

Method.The solubility determinations were madewith
a modified* Meyerhoffer-Saunders6apparatus, which was
immersedin a thermostat controlled (between io° and 100°)
by an ordinary toluene gas-regulator. Above45° a layer of

paraffineon the water aided greatly in the controloftempera-
ture, by prevention of evaporation. At io° a stream of
ice-water was passed through a lead coil immersed in the

thermostat, to aid in maintaining a constant temperature.
At o° the solubility tube was surrounded with finelychipped

1Ber.deutsch.chem.Ges.,21,15S6(1888).
2 Monatsheft Chem., 10, 884 (1889).
»Zeit. anorg. Chem.. 44, 1 (1905).
4Cf.WaltonandJudd:Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,33,1039(1911).6Zeit.phys.Chem.,38,464(1899).
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ice,whichwaskept thoroughty stirred. For the temperatures

belowo°, mixturesof ice and salt and of ice and calcium chlo-

ride wereused. As it is more difficultto maintain a constant

temperature in this particular region, and becauseof the fact

that temperature has a greater influence on the solubility of

cupric chloridein this region than elsewhere, the determina-

tions made at these lower temperatures are less certain than

those made at temperatures above o°. The location of the

points on the curve seems to indicate that no seriouserror

resulted from the slight temperature fluctuations experienced.

AUtemperatures above o° were determined by means of •

a mercury thermometer graduated to o.x° and capable of

beingread to o.ôi°. For the temperatures belowo°, a toluene

thermometer capable of being read to o.ï° was employed.

Both thermometers were standardized by comparison with

instruments,the correctionsfor which had been furnishedby

the UnitedStates Bureau of Standards.

AnalysisoJSamples.–A numberofthe customarymethods

for the determination of copper were tried. Of ail those

tested the followingelectrolytic method gave the most satis-

factory results:

After weighing,the sample was washed into a porcelain

casseroleand evaporated to dryness on a water-bath. The

residuewas taken up with a few drops of dilute nitric add,

and the solutiondiluted to about 2500cc. This solutionwas

brought to boiling and potassium hydroxide was added to

precipitate the copper as oxide. After boiling for some time

to coagulatethe precipitate, the solution was filtered and the

filtrate tested for copper. After rinsing once with distilled

water, by decantation, the precipitate was dissolvedin dilute

nitric acid, and the resulting solutionwas poured through the

filter into a weighedplatinum dish. After washing the filter

severaltimeswith hot water, about 2 cc of èoncentratednitric

add wereadded to the solution,the volume of whichwas made

up to about 150ce,and the copperwasdepositedelectrolytically

usinga rotating anode. Before siphoning off the liquid after
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electrolysis,a few drops were always removed and tested for
copper. Analyses made on our purified copper chloride by
this method showedit to be accurate.

The data obtained are given in the followingtable, and
are showngraphically by the accompanyingcurve. Tempera-

tures are plotted as absdssae and percentagesof cupric chlo-
ride in the sample as ordinates.

Soï.DBiwihrDaïa

W 19b f wekht of PercentageAverapTemperature
W^jtof *•, Bggaggp

deposited in sample P«««rtage

A. Equilibrium between saturated solution and the solid
CuCla-eÇHuN

– »7-3° 6.7175 gs 0.0047 I 0.14a
7.0880 0.0044 0.131 0.140

–13.0 7.2788 0.0063 0.183
7.0602 0.0060 o.z8o 0.181

– 12.1 6.5008 0.0058 0.189
70598 0.0067 0.201 0.195

-'II. 2 7-3572 0.0076 0.219
7.3855 0.0079 0.225 0.222

– io.o* 6.4598 0.0088 0.290
5-5Ï9O 0.0078 0.299 0.295

Metastablepoints.
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B. Equilibritunbetween saturated solutionand the solid

Cugi>2CtH6N

–8.9 7.3958 0.0093 0.266

7.4690 0.0097 0.275 0.270

+2.0 6.7028 0.0089 0.281

3.3087 0.0042 0.269 0.275

10.00 7'7*44 0.0105 0.288
5.9528 0.0083 0.295 0.293
6.3746 0.0089 0.295

25.00 6.1265 0.0100 0.345
4.5613 0.0076 0.352 0.348

35.00 6.6351 0.0117 0.373
5.8956 0.0109 o.39i(?) 0.382

45.00 5.5593 o.oin 0.422
7.2783 0.0145 0.421 0.422

49.00 6.9589 0.015a 0.462
6.0618 0.0133 0.464 0.463

53.00 7.0590 0.0165 0.495
4.7097 0.0109 0.490 0.493

55.00 4.8899 0.0117 0.506
6.1453 0.0149 0.513 0.508
5.7676 0.0138 0.506

60.00* 5.3765 0.0142 0.559
0.5654.2250 0.0114 0-571 0.565

61.oo* 6.4458 0.0178 0.584
6.1363 o.oiôr 0.555 0.570

62.00* 4.6384 0.0132 0.602
5.3812 0,0160 0.629 0.616

C. Equilibriumbetween saturated solution and the solid

2CuCla.3C6H6N
1. 1

63.00 6.1628 0.0159 0.546
5.0568 0.0129 0.540 0.543

64.00 58512 0.0153 0.553

5.4901 0.0142 0.547 0.550

65.00 4-6413 0.0118 0.538

5.4230 0.0136 0.531 0.535

70.00 58679 0.0160 0.577

6.3428 0.0167 0.557 0.567

75.00 58990 0.0176 0.631

5.6334 0.0168 0.631 0.631

85.00 52593 0.0195 0.784

6.7064 0.0235 0.741 0.763

95.00 6.2027 0.0270 0.921

5.7970 0.0250 0.912 0.917

Metastablepoints.
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The solid phase in contact with the saturated solution
from – io° to about 58° was determined by analysis to be
CuCl2.2CsH8N.At about 580 there is a transition point,
the solid phasesCuCl3.2C&H5Nand 2CuCla.3CsH6Nbeing in

equilibrium with the saturated solution. From 58° to 95
°

the solid phasein equilibriumwith the saturated solutionwas
found to be 2CuCla,3CaHiN.Sinceboth of these compounds
are describedin the literature no ultimate analysiswasdeemed

necessary.
At – io° a secondtransitionpoint was found. From this

temperature to –17.30, the lowesttemperature at whichsolu-

bility determinationsweremade, the solid CuC12.6C6HbNwas

found to bethe salt in equilibriumwith thesaturated solution.
As this compoundis stable only below– io° it was naturally
difficult to obtain a satisfactory analysis of it on account of
the danger of losingsome of the combinedpyridine in drying
it. Analysis gave 9.95 percent copper, whereas theory re-

quires 10.44Frcent( There is little doubt but that the low
result was due to imperfectdryingof the crystals. This com-

pound consistsofminute, deep bluecrystals, and hashitherto
been unknown.

Summary

The equilibriumcurves for cupricchloride-pyridinehave
been determinedfrom – 17.3 to 95.0°. The transition point
between the twopreviouslyknowncompounds,CuCl2.2C6HsN
and 2CUCU.3CSH&N,was found to be at about 58°. At and
below – io° a newphase appears, the compositionof which

appears to be CuCfe.ôCsHsN.

Laboraiory of Physical Chemislry

Universily of Wisconsin



LIQUID FILMS IN CAPILLARY TUBES

BY WIU>ER D. BANCROFT

If a liquid is adsorbed at a solidsurface, it forms a liquid

filmthere and we say that it wéts the solid, If a liquid is

not adsorbedby a solid,it doesnot wet the latter. There has

beena gooddeal of questionwhetherthe tiquidmeets the wall

at a definite angle, the contact angle, or whether the contact

angle is zero. Lord Rayleigh' states definitely that in his

opinion the contact angle is zéro. This must be true if we

considerthat the liquid is adsorbedby the solid. The forma-

tion of a Hquidfilmover the surfaceof a wettedsolid accounts

for the generally accepted fact that the rise of a liquid in a

capillary tube is independent of the nature of the walls of the

tube. This has always seemed a very improbable state of

things and one that could only be justified by the tact that it

wasso. The whole thing becomesquite simplewhen we con-

sider that the rising liquid doesnot come in contact with the

wallsof the capillary tube at ail.22 We are really dealing with

the rise of a liquid in a liquid tube and it makes no difference

what material is used to support the walls of the liquid tube.

That this is the real explanation may be seen from the fact

that concordant results are not obtained when a liquid is

allowedto rise in a dry tube. To getgoodresultsit isimportant

to immersethe tube in the liquidand then to raise it.

Bigelowand Hunter3 claim that the nature of the walls

does have an effect on the capillary rise. Their method of

experimenting was very ingenious. After calling attention

to the difficultyin workingwith opaque tubes, they point out

that the height of a column of liquid in a capillary tube is

detennined by the radius of the tube at the meniscus, while

the size or shape of the tube below the meniscus makes no

différence. Accordingly, a tube of any convenient radius,

1ScientificPapers,3, 393(i9<w).i·
1 Rayleigh: Ibid., 3, 421 (1902).
»Jour.Phys.Chcm..15,367(«9»»)•
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say 3 mm, may be closed at the top by a thin plate of any
material, through which a sraall hole is bored. If the whole
be immersedin a liquid and then gradually raised, a meniscus
should form in this small hole and the whole tube should re-
main full of liquid until the height of the column is equal to
that whichwould have beenobtained with a long enough tube
of the material of the plate, and of uniformbore the same size
as the hole. When this point is reached,the meniscus should
break away from the lower surface of the plate and the tube
should empty. It is not even necessary to cernent the thin

plate to the glass tube. If the crack between the plate and
the glass tube is less wide than the hole in the plate, it will
fill with the liquid by capillary action andwill not leak. It
is an easy matter to grind off the top of the tube and to use
flat plates so that the break always comesat the hole. The
authors tabulated the highestand lowestvalues of the product
of the radius of the holeinto the height, and the data are given
in Table I.

TabIvSI
Platesofdifferentsubstanceswithwater
Temperature20.5"-21

°

Capillaryrise(mm)in tube of 1 mmradius

Plate Higl1 ^w Avemge
mm mm tma

Zinc 15.28 14.98 15.15
Copper 15.32 1503 15. ii
Nickel 15.12 14.89 15.00
Aluminum 15.04 14.63 14.78
Silver 14.89 14.61 14.75
Platinum 14.76 14.69 14.72
Glass I4?l 14.68 W'to
Celluloid 14.29 13.97 14.12a
Beeswax 13.08 12.98 13.02
Paraffin 9.90 9-43 9-69

Though the values for the different metals are not far
apart, yet the lowest value for zinc is largerthan the highest
value for silver and the highest value for glass is lessthan the
lowest for nickel.. Bigelowand Hunter say that "it both sur-
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prised and interested us to find that with substancescomtnonly

spoken of as 'not wetted,' namely, with celluloid,beeswax,

and paraffin, we could not only get ascensionsbut high and

regular ascensions. Our results with thèse substancesagree

with each other as well as the results with plates ofother

materials. We believe that our results arenumerousenough,

and have been obtained with sufficientcare, to justify the

statement that water rises todifferentheightsin capillary tubes

qfdifferentmaterials."

After showing that the capillary rise in the glass. tubes

gives a value for the surfacetension of waterof 7.35at 20.5°-

21.0°, whereas Volkmann found 7.40 at 200, a satisfactory

agreement, they say: "Now if that is the value of the sur-

face tension of water at 200what are wemeasuringwhen we

obtain our higher values withpracticallyall the metals wehave

tried, and when we obtain our lower values with celluloid,

beeswax, and paraffin? The surface tensionof one liquid at

one temperature must be a constant, and since we obtain

different values, it cannot be surface tensionwhich we are

measuring. It is possible that the contact angle between

water and glass is not zero,and that this angleis morenearly
zero between water and those substanceswith which we ob-

tained higher ascensions. This view is the more probable

as other methods for measuringthe surfacetension of water,

the drop method, the bubble method, the ripple method, all

give somewhat higher values than those obtained from the

ascensionsof water in glasscapillary tubes. But one has not

much more than stated the problemwhenhehas demonstrated

that the angle is zero in some cases and greater than zero in

others. What interests us is, why is the angle different in

different cases, or as we prefer to state it, why is the ascen-

sion of a given liquid differentin tubes of differentmaterials?

This is a fieldin which but little, if any, direct experimental
evidence has thus far been obtained, owingto the lack of a

convenient experimentalmethod.

"A liquid rises and is heldat a definiteheight in a capil-

lary tube through the action of two forces,first, the cohesion
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between the like particles of the liquid which, in the surface

layer, is denotedby the phrase 'surface tension' and second,
the adhesionbetween the liquid and the walls. The arrange-
ment may be likenedto a chainwith two links, and when such

a chain is strained to the breaking point it is the weaker

£bik whichgivesway. So,here, whicheveris the weaker,ad-

hesion or cohesion,must break first. The cohesionof a given

liquid at one temperature must be considered as constant,
not varying. We find the phenomenonof 'breaking' at differ-

ent strains, therefore,wemust be measuring the force of ad-

hesion. The forceof cohesionmust be the greater in all our

experiments except those giving the highest results, and in

those caseswe hâve no sure meansof knowjngwhich of the

two forcesit is whichgivesway."

Bigelowand Hunter also made similar experimentswith

benzeneand got similarresults.' The data are given in Table

II.

Table. II

Platesofdifferentsubstanceswithbenzène
Température20.5° 0.2°

Capillaryrise(mm)in tubeof 1mmradius

Plate Rise Plate Rise(mm)

Silver 6.166 Copper 6.02
Nickel 6. 11x Platinum 6. 01
Aluminum 6.07 Glass 5.87

It should be noted that their method is not strictly com-

parable with the ordinary détermination of the capillary rise.

Under ordinary conditions the liquid rises along the walls

of the tube whereas,in the experimentsofBigelowand Hunter,
the meniscusis at the top of the so-calledtube. This intro-

duces a possible source of error. Then air may introduce

another error. Of course, capillary rises are often measured

in presence of air; but this is not strictly accurate and it is

quite possible that the effect of air might vary to some ex-

tent with the nature of the tube becausewe are dealingwith

a displacementof liquid to some extent by air. The effect
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of the air may very wellbe increasedin the special apparatus
used by Bigelow and Hunter with the meniscus at the hole

in the plate. Of course,thesepossibleerrorsmay not amount

to muchin reality; but the conclusionsofBigelowand Hunter

are so improbable, in viewofwhat weknowabout adsorption,
that we are justified in consideringtheir experimentalmethod

as faulty until the contrary is proved.
On the assumption that the contact angle is zero, a thin

film of liquid must rise to the top of the tube, irrespective
of the height and diameterof the tube. This has beenrecog-
nized explidtly by Xord Rayleigh.' "When liquid rises in

a capillary tube open above, the morè attenuatèd vapor at

the upper level is in equilibrium.with the concave surface,

and the more dense vapor below is in equilibrium with the

plane surface of the liquid. But the riseofliquid isnot limited

to the height of the meniscus. Above that point the walls

of the tube are coated with a layer of fluid, of gradually di-

minishing thickness,lessthan therange of forces, and extend-

ing to an immenseheight. Ateverypointthelayerof fluidmust

be in equilibrium with the vaporto befound at the same level.

The data scarcely exist for anything like a precise éstimate

of the effect to be expected;but the argument sufficesto show

that a solidbody broughtinto contactwitha vapor at a density
which may be much below the so-calledpoint of saturation

will cover itself with a layer of fluid,2and that this layermay
be retained in some degree even in what passes for a good
vacuum. The fluid composingthe layer, though denserthan

the surrounding atmosphere of vapor, cannot properly be de-

scribedas either liquid or gaseous.
"In our atmosphere fresh surfaces, e. g., of split mica

or of mercury, attract to themselvesat once a coating of

moisture. In a few hours this is replaced,or supplemented,

by a layer of grease, which gives rise to a large variety of

curious phenomena. In the case of mica the fresh surface

SdentificPapers,3,523(1902).
This paper was publisbed in Phil. Mag., (5) 33, 209 (1892) and, there-

fore, antedates the paper by Cantor to which reference has been made.
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conductselectricity,white an old surface, inwhich presumably

the moisturehas beenreplacedby grease,insulates well."

When the liquid does not wet the solid, mercury and

glass for instance, the assumption of a zero contact angle

leads to at least one awkward conclusion. The upper part

of the meniscus is certainlynot in contact with the glassand,

therefore, none of the mercury is in contact with the glass.

If we have a glass tube, infinitelylong, dosed at the bottom,

and fifledwith mercury, wemust concludeif we are goingto

be strictly logicalthat the columnof mercury does not touch

the glass at any point and that it stands alone, surrounded

on aUsides by a filmofa»*,mercury vapor,or somethingwhich

is not glass. Personally, I f eelno. désire to be,so logicalas

that. It seems to meprobable that at somepoint the force

of gravity squeezesout ail the vapor layer and the mercury

does corne in contact with the glass. This is the more cer-

tain because we know that the mercury sometimes tends

to hangin a freshly madebarometer and this couldnot happen

if the mercurywere not in contact with the glass.

Bigelowand Hunter are evidentlynot measuringthe real

capillary rise due to surface tension alone. They cannot be

measuring the force of adhesion between the liquid and the

walls becausethé liquid is not pulled off the wall, leavingthe

latter dry. They are not measuringthe forceof the cohesion

of the water because the water slides over the wetted sur-

face and is not torn from it. Besides, the values found are

of quite different order from those obtained by Budgett1

in hiswork onthe tensile strength of liquid films.

"In recent years it has beenfound possibleto polishplane

surfacesof hardened steel to a degree of accuracy whichhad

previously been approached only in the finest optical work,

and to produce steel blocks in the form of end gaugeswhich

can be made to adhere or 'wring' together in combinations.

Considerableinterest has been aroused by the fact that these

blocks will often cling together with such tenacity that a

far greater force must be employed to separate them than

1Proc.Roy.Soc..83A,25(«««J.
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would be required if the adhesion were solelydue to atmos-

pheric pressure. It is proposedin this paper to examine the

variouscauseswhichproduce this adhésion: firstly, showing

that by far the greaterportion of the effectis due to the pres-

sureofa liquidfilmbetweenthe facesofthe steel;and, secondly,

endeavoringto accountfor the force whichcan be resisted by

such a film.

"The only previousexperiments in this direction appear

to be thosecarried out with Whitworth surfaceplates by Prof.

Tyndall in 1875. By wringingtogether two of these plates

aud suspendingthem in a vacuum he proved that the ad-

herence between them was not caused solely by atmospheric

pressure as had been previously supposed. According to

Goodeve, the conclusionat which Tyndall arrived was that

the plates adhered by the molecularattraction of the bearing

points brought into closecontact by reason of the near ap-

proach to absolute truth of surface. Fréquent references

have beenmade to these experiments, and the conclusionsof

Tyndall appear to havebeen generallyaccepted.

"The author's curiositywas aroused by the iact that

some steelgauges whichhe was constantly using in combina-

tions did not always cling together with the same force.

Frequently they refused to adhere to one another at all,

while at other times considerabledifficulty was experienced

in getting them apart. On one occasion, when two blocks

had been left wrung together for a long time, it was found

necessaryto hold onein a vice and hit the other sharply with

a hammerin order to separate them. Subsequentexamination

showedthat the faceshad rusted together, whichproved that

some moisture must originally have been present between

them. This led to the discovery that a minute film of con-

densed water vapor always formed upon the steel when the

blockswere held with warm hands, and if càre were taken to

avoid this, and the faceswere thoroughlycleaned with alco-

hol to removegrease,then all signs of adhesionvanished, and

Paperreadat theRoyalInstitutionbyProf.Tyndall,June4(1875).
»"TheElémentsofMechanism,"272(1897)-
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the blocks would fall apart under their ownweight. It soon

became clear that the wringing effect was chieflydue to the

presenceof a liquid film between the blocks, and it was de-

cided to make a series of expérimentain order to examine–

(i) The adhesive properties of various liquid films.

(2) The effectsof atmosphericpressure.

(3) The force of attraction between the moleculesof steel

in the twosurfaces.

"For these experiments a number of hardened steel

blockswere speciallymade in the form ofcylinders,! inch in

diameter and Va inch deep, having a central screwed hole

'/m inchin diameter, the areaof the facesbeingthus 0.7 square

inch. These were spedally poHshedwith great care so that

their faces were true planes within the one-millionthof an

inch, the accuracy being optically tested by means of proof

glasses.
"In testing the adhesiveproperties ofvarious liquid films

the followingprocedure was adopted: The liquid under ex-

amination (with the exception of condensed water vapor)

was applied with a piece of clean linen to the faces of two

blocks which had previously been thoroughly washed with

alcoholand allowedto regaintheir normaltemperature. The

superfluous liquid was wiped off until only the barest film

remained, until, in fact, the ordinary observerwould say that

the faceswere perfectly dry. In the caseof condensedwater

vapor, the blocks were held for an instant in the hands, or

near the bVeath,to allowa filmof moistureto spread over the

steel, and were then quickly put together before evaporation

could take place. The blockswere next wrung together with

a combined sliding and twisting motion, which was found to

producemaximum results, and after a pair of screw handles

had been attached the force required to separate them nor-

mallywas noted on a spring balance.

"No adhesion could be obtained with volatile liquids,

such as alcohol, benzine, and petrol; and viscous liquids,

such as glycerine, treacle, and glucose, produce very little

effect. By rubbing the blocks on the hands after they have
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been quite recently washed, very great adhesiontakes place,
and readings as high as go Ibs. (over 8 atmospheres) were

recorded. This must be due to traces of soap remaining on

the hands, as only ordinary adhesion is obtained if ail soap

is carefully removed by rinsing the hands in clean water.

Severalattemptsweremade to apply soapfilmsby other means,

but thesewere unsuccessful.

"In order to détermine what were the effects of atmos-

pheric pressurearrangementsweremade by which, after being

wrung together, the blocks could be separated in a vacuum.

This wasaccomplishedby means of a rod passingthrough an

air-tight gland in the glass bell jar of a vacuum pump, and

fixed to a spring balance within the jar. The lower end of

the spring balance could be screwed through a universal

joint into the upper block under test, the lower block being

screwed to the plate of the pump. It is surprising to note

that the force due to atmospheric pressure in no case ex-

ceeds 5 Ibs., as, the area of the faces being 0.7 square inch,

it might have been expected that this force would have ap-

proached 10.5 Ibs. One would naturally suppose that such

accurate surfaces with a grease-film'between them, would

be perfectly air-tight. It is evident, however,that air must

have free accessto a very large area of the faces, probably

owing to the blocks being pulled apart or distorted slightly

under the strain of the applied force, the film between them

stretching before breakage occurs. It must be remembered

that the volumerequired to fill thé space between the faces,

is exceedinglyminute, and since the pull is inereased very

gradually a considerabletime is allowedfor the air to leak in

or out. Thus with a fairly thick layer of Rangoonoil a differ-

ence of 6.5 Ibs. was noted between the force of separation in

air and in vacuo,the force due to the air in this case being

9.3 Ibs. per square inch. This may be due to the air being

more impededby the thick oil, or to the faces being lessdis-

torted or separated, owing to a smaller force being required

to causebreakage when a thick filmispresent. On the other

hand, when the facesare perfectly clean and no filmwhatever
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is présent, the adhesion almost vanishes and the blocks will

not support each other, although their weightis only 1.5 oz.,

showingthat in this case the force due to atmosphericpres-

sure is almost eliminated. For the samereasonit is obvious

that the force due to the attraction of the moleculesof steel

in the opposingfacesis quite negligibleincomparisonwith those

whichwe are considering.
"It seemsprobable that the results obtained by Tyndall

in his experimentsmust be attributed to the presenceof traces

of greaseor moisture on the surfacesof the plates rather than

to molecular attraction, and we must concludefrom our ex-

amination

(1) That atleast 75 percent of thé adhésionis.caused by

the presence of a liquid film between the faces in contact.

(2) That no more than 25 percent is due to atmospheric

pressure.
(3) That the adhésion practicaUyvanisheswhen no film

is present.

(4) That the attraction ofthe moleculesof steelin one face

by the moleculesof steel in the oppositeface is negligible."

Spécialexperiments made Budgett concludethat at the

moment of rupture the liquid coveredonly about one-tenth

the face of the steel blocks. On this assumptionand making

the necessarydeductions for atmosphericpressureand surface

tension, he obtained the final data1givenin Table III.

"These figures for the ultimate breakingstrain of liquids

are farhigherthan those previouslyobtainedby othermethods,

probably owingto the fact that no air bubblesof any magni-

tude can possibly be present in the film, and the action of

wringingthe blocks together must bring the liquid into very

intimate contact with the steel. It does not appear to be

likely that results of this magnitude could ever be obtained

with larger volumesof the liquids,and, in fact, if the thickness

of the film is increased the pull requiredto causeseparation

rapidly diminishes. Thus if the blocks,when cold, are held

by a personhaving very warm damp hands,an excess of the

»Budgett:Proc.Roy.Soc.,86A,34(19").
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moisture is deposited upon the steel, and it is difficultto ob-

tain any wringingeffectuntil the blockshave warmedup and

someof the liquid has evaporated.
"It appears that there is a limit to which the thickness

of the filmcan be reduced,and when this is reachedthe liquid

willseizeto the steel. The slidingand twisting of the blocks

tends to further reduce the thickness by spreadingthe liquid,

and this action is strongly resisted by the film, considerable

force being necessary to move the blocks over one another.

Soft metals will not stand the strains put upon them in this

mannerby the filmsbetweenthem, and the piecesmayactually

be draggedout of their polishedsurfaces. This is alsovery

noticeablein glass andit is essentialthat optical proofplanes

shouldbe perfectly free from greasebefore use, as otherwise

they will be ruined. During the manufacture of lensesand

proofglassesthe faces are alwayscleanedwith spirit ofbenzine

beforebeing put together, but this precaution appearsto be

taken more as a matter of traditional routine than owingto

the knowledgeof why it is necessary.

"As a result of our examination,we are led to the follow-

ing conclusions:

ï. Breakageoccurs in the liquid itself, and not between

the liquid and the steel.

2. Only 4 percent of the force required to rupture the

filmis due to the surface tension.

3. Thé remaining96 percent must be necessaryto over-

comethe molecularcohesionof the liquids.

4. The tensile strength of water mày, under special

conditions,amount to nearly 60 atmospheres."

It seems to me very likely that Bigelowand Hunter

have studied, without knowing it, a phenomenonanalogous

to the breakingup of a liquid film into dropswhenit reaches

certain thickness.

The spreading of one liquid over another is usuallycon-

sidered to depend on the relative surface tensions. If oil is

dropped on water, it is assumed that we have a water-air

surface, a water-oil surface and an oil-air surface. If the
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surfacetensionwater-air is greater than the, sumof the surface

tensionsoil-waterand oil-air, the dropof oil spreads out over

the surfaceof the water. If the water-air surface tension is

less than the- sumof the other two the oil will draw up into

a globule. Whilethis maybe a perfectlycorrectwayof looking
at things, it is not a usefulone becausemost cases where we

get globulesof one liquid on another do not comeunder the

rule.1

"Howthen is it possiblethat we should get a lens-shaped
mass of oil, as we often do, floating upon the surface of the

water? Seeingthat the general tendency of oil is to spread
over the surface of the water, why does it not do so in this

casé? Thé ânsweris that it has alreadyspread, and that tMs

surface is not really a pure water surface at all, but one con-

taminated with oil. It is in fact only after such contamina-

tion that an equilibriumof this kind is possible. The volume

of oil necessary to contaminate the surface of the water is

very small;but 1 want to emphasizethe point that, so far as

we know, the equilibrium of the three surfaces in contact

with one another, is not possibleunder any other conditions.

That is a fact not generallyrecognized. In many booksyou
will find descriptionsof these bodiesin contact, and a state-

ment of the lawof the anglesat whichthey meet; that the sides

of a triangle,drawn parallel to the three intersecting surfaces,

must in be proportion to the three tensions. No such equi-

librium, and no such triangle is possibleif the materials are °

pure; whenit occurs, it can onlybe due to the contamination

of one of the surfaces. These very thin films, which spread
on water, and,with lessfreedom,on solidsalso, are of extrême

tenuity; and their existence, alongside of the lens, proves
that the water prefers the thin film of oil to one of greater
thickness. If the oil were spread out thickly, it would tend

to gather itself back into drops, leaving over the surface of

the water a film of less thickness than the molecular range."

"By meansof the potential wemay prove, independently
of the idea of surface tension, that three fluids cannot rest in

1Rayleigh:SdentificFapers,3,354,413,416(1902).
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contact. Along the surface of contact of any two fluids the

potential must be a constant, Otherwise, there would be

a tendency to circulationround a circuit ofwhichthe principal

parts are close and parallel to the surface, but on opposite

sides. For in the limit the variation of potential willbe equal

and opposite in the two parts of the circuit, and the resulting

forces at corresponding points, being proportional also to

the densities,will not balance. It is thus necessary to equi-

librium that there be no force at any point; that is, that the

potential be constant along the whole interface. It follows

from this that if threefluids can rest in contact, the potential

must have the sameconstant value on ail the three intersect-

ing interfaces,- But this is clearly.impossible,thé potential

on each being proportionalto the sum of the densities of the

two contiguousfluids,asweseeby consideringplacessufficiently

removed from the point of intersection."

The simplest wayto lookat the matter is to consider the

adsorption. If oilis adsorbed by water, it wets the water and

spreads over the surface. Now the adsorbed layer may be

very thin, not over 2 mt. At greater thicknesses there is

nothing to prevent the oil tearing loosefromthe oiledsurface

of the water and drawingup into drops under the influence

of surface tension. This actually happens and has struck

people as quite extraordinary.l

"When.oil spreads upon water, the layer formed is ex-

çessively thin, about two millionths of a millimeter. If the

layer be at first thicker, it exhibits instability, becoming per-

forated with holes. Thèse gradually enlarge, until at last,

after a series of curious transformations, the superfltious

oil is collected in smalllenses. It wouldseem,therefore, that

the energy is lesswhen the water is coveredby a very thin

layer of oil, than when the layer is thicker. Phenomena of

this kind present manycomplications,forwhichvariouscauses

may be suggested,such as solubility,volatility, and-perhaps

more important still--chemical heterogeneity. It is at pres-

11Rayleigh:ScientificPapets,3,424.(1902).
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ent, 1 think, prématuré to draw definite physical conclusions;

but we may at least considerwhat is implied in the preference
for a thin as comparedwith a thicker film. We begin with a

thin layer of oil on water and an independent thick layer of

oit. In the secondstage the thick layer is split in two, also

thick in comparisonwith the range of the cohesive forces,
and the twoparts are separated. In the third stage one of the

component layers is brought down until it coalesceswith the

thin layer of water. The last state differs from the first by
the substitution of a thick film of oit for a thin one in con-

tact with the water, and we have to considerthe work spent
or gained in producing change. If, as observation suggests,
thé îast state has moreenergy than the first, it followsthâtt

more work is spent in splitting the thick layer of oil than is

gained in the approach of a thick layer to the already oiled

water. At somedistances,therefore,and thosenot the smallest

oil must be more attracted (or less repeUed)by oil than by
water."

This last paragraph is not very helpful and one has the

feeling that Lord Rayleigh was a. bit puzzled over the phe-
nomenon. The whole matter is really quite simple. The

first portion of oil spreads over the water because it is ad.

sorbed and held by the water. The second portion of oil

flows out over the oiled surface, but is instable becausethe

samemass of oilwouldhave a lessersurfaceif present in drops

and still more so if present in a single drop. The excessoil,

therefore, drawsup into one or more drops dependingon con-

ditions, therebyleavingbareoiledsurfaces. As Rayleigh puts

it, one might think that the formation of holesin the filmof

oil was the primary phenomenonand the occurrenceof drops
or lenses a result of this; but that is not right. The filmstarts

to break into drops and the holesare the result of that. The

several drops will coalesceinto one large one if brought in

contact. If more oil is added the drops become larger and

finallyform solarge a drop that under the influenceof gravity,
it covers the wholesurfaceof the water and becomes a liquid

layer of free oil. From this way of lookingat it, we see that
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the phenomenonmust be general and so it is. Budgett1

found that it was quite impossibleto get a thin continuons

filmof keroseneor water on the surfaceofsteelblocks. Micro-

scopic examination showed that the applied films were not

continuousmembranesbut that the liquidcollectedinto small

drops. This is undoubtedly exactly like Rayleigh's experi-

ment. On the surface of the wetted steel the kerosene or

water gathered in small drops. With différent liquids we

should expect to find the drops first fonning when the films

reacheddifférenttbicknesses. Thishasbeennoted by Hardy.2
2

"When some ricinolic acid (Kahlbaum) is placed upon

a cleansurfaceof water the quantity added first spreads with

great rapidity, but whenthe film is somewhereaboutie nn

thick, any further quantity added refuses to spread, but re-

mains permanently gathered into a lens. When more acid

is addedto the lensit enlargesuntil the wholesurfaceiscovered

with a layerof the oilwhichhas beenforcedoverit by gravity.

Clearly, therefore, whereas the first added oil spreads be-

cause it lowers the tension, the sign of the effect changes at

a certainstage in the thickeningof the oil layer, further thick-

ening increasing the tension. The spreading of the oil is,

therefore, resisted, and a lens is formed. With some sub-

stances(oliveoil,cymene,heavyoil),beforethe stageis reached

at which a drop refuses to spread, small lenses, just visible

to the naked eye, appear dotted a11over the surface. In

the caseof cymene these tiny lensesare just visiblewhen the

oil film is of an average thickness of 100MMicalculated on

the assumption that its density is that of cymene in mass.

The phenomenoncan be followedin detail by adding succes-

sive drops of heavy oil8 at the same spot. The result is a

patch whichis bounded by rings. Each drop allows the one

last added to contract to a ring. The rings are of the same

breadth when the drops are of equal size. The outermost

ring of all-very visible when heavy oil is used-^is the con-

»Froc.Roy.Soc.,86A,30(i9«)-
«Ibid.,86A,6m(1912).
»DistilledfromPricesMotorineA.
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tracted field of contamination on the surface before the oil
is added. The color of the rings changes slowly. A drop of

heavy oil spreadsfirst to a patch of superb blue, then changes
to purple with a definedyellow edge, i mm wide, the patch
being (say) 5 cm across. The patch, up to now uniform,
begins to becomemottled, the red gives way to a beautiful

patch of peacock-green, steel-blue, and bronze-yellow, the
various colorsbeingmarked off sharply from one another even
under considerablemagnification. In the center of each blue

patch, which in an undisturbed surface is accurately circular,
is a smalllensofoil, appearing as a point only to the naked eye.

"The modeof formation of these lenses is clear. Each

is a droplet of oil condeosedabout somenucleus,f orthe. most

part solid,much more rarely a tiny bubble of gas. They ap-
pear on a surfaceof distilled water greased with the heavy oil
when the average thickness of the fihn isapproxirnately
.200fin. The surface, except at first, is therefore highly
complex-colored areas and' lensesbeing in tensile equilibrium.
In these cases when the general surface is nearly saturated
with oil, that is, when the minimum of surface energyis nearly
reached, condensation occurs on any nuclei which may be

present. Thé ultimate relation is the same as that found for
ricinolicacid, or, indeed, for ail the substances experimented
with (olive oil, castor oil, croton oil, ricinoleic add, benzyl

cyanide, heavy oil, cymene and benzene) a uniformsheet
of a third fluid in mass can only be inserted between the

fluids, air and water, by the opération of an external force,

namely, gravity."
In an appendix to the same paper, Hardy1 says that

"after the foregoingpaper was completed, certain new facts
came to light which make it possible to. extend and confim
the conclusionsarrived at. Aswillbe retnembered,a suspicion
was expressedthat the effect of the oil called 'heavy oil' upon
the tension ofwater might be due to the presencein it of some
active impurity. 1wrote to Messrs. Price Patent Candie Co.,

askingthem for information as to the chemical constitution of

»Proc.Roy.Soc,86A,633(1912).
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the oil 'Motorine A,' and espedally whether the distillate I

employed under the name 'heavy oil' might be taken to be

composedentirely ofparaffins. 1 did sobecause, as the simple

paraffins.are more stable than benzene, the chemical theory

of the tension of compositesurfacesdemanded that the effect

of paraffins upon the tension of water should be even less

than that of pure benzène. The courteous letter which 1

receivedfrom Messrs.Price informedme that the Motorine A

contains glycerides, which would account for its activity;

further, that my distillate also might contain glycerides,

that is esters, or products of the decompositionof glycerides.

Messrs. Price sent to me a sample of a paraffin oil about as

heavy as Motorine A, and. about the same time I came, by

accident, across another sample of an oilcontainingparaffins.

Thèse oils 1 will call B und C, respectively. Both of them

refuse completelyto spread upon pure water. The statement

is founded upon the most rigoroustests I could devise. One

experiment was as follows: The trough and blades were

scrubbed with strong caustic potash, and left in running tap-

water for one hour. The trough was then rinsed out with

water freshly distilled in a silver still, filled with water, and

the surface scraped at intervals for an hour. It was now

not possibleto detect any contraction of surface by the move-

ment of motes. Carefully cleanedblades were inserted, and

thé tension found to be constant when the surface was con-

tracted as much as possible. The barriers were placed at

the extrême end of the trough. A very few grains of lyco-

podium were then dusted on to one spot-very few in order

to avoid risk of contamination. While the position of a

particular cluster of grains was being observed along a fixed

line of sight a small drop of oil B was placed on the surface

i cm distant from the cluster. The cluster did not move at

aU,and the tensiondid not vary. A tiny drop of oil C was

then placed 2 mm awayfrom the cluster, again with no result.

Bach drop floated on the surface as a tiny lens. The barriers

were now moved, and the surface contracted as much as

possible,with no effectupon the tension. In contracting the
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surface it was noticed that the lenses of oil did not move
until they were impelledforward by the upward slope of the
surface to the barriers. That is to say, the surface was so

pure as to be 'non-contractile.' They were driven in this

way right up to the blades. Both barriers were now lifted

out, without any sign of expansion of a 'skin,' and placed
touchingone another in the middleof the length of the trough.
They were then moved rapidly apart to each end, and on to
the fresh surfaceso formed a few grains of lycopodiumwere

placed, and oil drops beside them, all as rapidly as possible.
The oil did not spread at ail.

"The statement, so commonlymade, that a drop of one

flutd refuses to spreadon the surface of another only when
the latter is contaminatedby a filmof impurity is remarkably
far from the truth unless the contamination in question be
the air – aninterprétation not usually included in the state-
ment. I have found lensesof oil C on pure water unchanged
after 24hours, the edge still being tucked in. The lens, how-

ever,flattens at onceif the clean water surface be veryslightly
oiled with an active substance such as castor oil An

instanceof the fact that spreading is made possible,not pre-
vented.by a filmof impurity, which must not be too thick,
is furnishedby oil B, which spreads slowlyon tap-water but

refuses to spread if the surface has been first thoroughly

scraped."
If an ail is adsorbedby water, there is theoretically a

filmof air betweenthe water and the drop of oil. It seems

improbablethat this air film can continue to exist when a

thick layerof oilis present and yet, if not, there must be some

point under someconditionswhen surfaces of oil, water, and

air coexist. It seems probable that Rayleigh's conclusion,
that such a state of things cannot exist, holds only when the
effectof gravity is ignored. With increasing amount of oil

there probably comes a time when the air film is squeezed
out entirely.

The generalconclusionsof this paper are:

1. The rise of a liquid in a capillary tube is independent
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of the nature of the walls, providedthe liquid wets the walls.

2. The method of Bigélowand Hunter does not give the

true capillaryrisebecausethe upper part ofthe tube is missing.

3. The method of Bigelowand Hunter does not give a

measure of the adhesionof the liquid to the wall of the tube

becausethe Uquidis not removedfrom the wall.

4. It is probable that the results obtained by Bigelow

and Hunter depend on the conditions under which air dis-

placesa liquid froma wetted surface.

CornellUtiwertfty



THE DISCHARGE FOTENTIAI, OF IONS ON HEATED
ELECTRODES. I

BY JNANENDRA CHANDRA GHOSH

In a previous paper, it has been shownhowthe discharge
potential of ions is considerably reduced when an alternating
current is allowed to play between the électrodes.11 In this

communication, the variation of the dischargepotential of
ions with the variation in the temperature of the electrode
willbe described.

The température-coefficientof the electrode-potentialsof

seyeral metals was fkst detennined by Bouty*and later by
Croustschoffand Sitnikoff8 and Gockel.* Thé method con-
sisted in measuring the potential differencebetweenthe elec-
trodes of a cell, made up of two parts, whichexcept for tem-

perature are identical, e. g.:

Ag/| AgNO,Sol. • • AgNO»Sol.| Ag
Hot Cold

This method is, however, somewhat uncertain because
the liquid potential at the junction of the hot and cold elec-

trolyte cannot be ascertainéd. Again, the température co-
efficientof discharge potential at irréversible junctions yet
remains to be determined.

To remove the difficulty caused by the indefinitenessof
the liquid potential noted above, and to detemdne at various

temperatures the discharge potentials of ions like SO4",NO8',
etc., where the phenomenon of overvoltage complicatesthe
mechanismof ionic discharge, the followingmethod was de-
vised

ExperimentalProcedure.-A single pieceof thin platinum
wire is sealed into three glass tubes, A, B and C, as shownin

Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., 37, 734 (1915).

•Jour. Phys., 8, 289, 341 (1879); 9» 306 (1880).

Comptes rendus, 108, 937 (1889).
4Wied. Ann., 34, 634 (r88s).
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Fig. i, the length of the wire betweenA and B beingequal to

that between B and C. The wire is immersed in a dilute

salt solution,and its temperature is raised

by means of a variable electric current

passingthrough the points A and C. On

this. wire is discharged the anion of the

salt by another electric current passing

through'the circuitBEE'X,

Determinationof the Temperatureof

the Wire.–ït is obvious that the tem-

perature of the wire will be higher, the Flg. i

greater the strength of the current passing through it. The

heat:evolved.is C2R*/J>whereCis thé strength of the current,

R the resistanceof the wire, t thetime, and J the mechanical

equivalentof heat. Whena thermalequilibrium is established

CaRt K~,t
J

where T is the différencein temperature between the wire

and the solutionand K is the rate at which heat is conducted

away when the temperature difference is unïty. Of course,

this equation holdsgood only on the assumption that there is

a thin filmofconstant thicknesssurrounding the wire,to which

the variationin temperature is restricted. T canbe determined

experimentallyby determining the variation of the resistance

of the platinum wire, with varying current. This is easily

done by putting in a standard coilofmanganin wire immersed

in an oil-bathin serieswith the platinum wire, and determinkig

the potential differencesbetween the ends of the coil and be-

tween those of the wire, when a definite current is passing.

C = P/R = P'/R', where P and P' are the potential differ-

encesat the ends of the coil and wire,respectively,andR, the

resistanceof the manganin coil. If P, P' and Rare known,

R', the resistanceof the wire at various current strengths,

can be calculated. We can now apply the formula

R' = Ro(i +0.00367O

and since Ro, the resistance of the platinum wire, when the
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current passingthrough is negligiblysmaU,can be determined

experimentally by the Wheatstone Bridgemethod, T can be

calculated.
Fig. 2 shows how the résistance of the platinum wire,

when immersedin pure water, varieswhenthe current passing

through is increased. Fig. 3 gives the calculated values of.

Kg. 2 Wg. 3

the temperature of the wire at various current strengtbs.
Applying the equation

K = C*R/JT

to the actual expérimentaldata, we findthat K is not constant
but increasesas T increases. Thisis dueto the f actthat bubbles
of vapor appear on the surfaceof the wire as the temperature
rises, and these carry away heat by convection. Indeed,
the temperature of the platinum wire could not be raised
much above 100°, for then the variation of the temperature
of the wire with the current becomes extremely indefinite
and often the wire melts at some point and snaps into two.
When dilute solutions of electrolytes, e. g., N/25 CuSO4,
CuBr2,etc., are substituted for pure water, curves were ob-
tained which were identical with the above within the limits
ofexperimentalerror. The time taken for thermal equilibrium
to be established, was less than a minute and, therefore, the

discharge potential can be determined when the whole mass
of solution is at room temperature, the variation of tempera-
ture being restricted to a thin film on the surface of the wire.
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The chief defect inherent in this method is that part of

the current passingthrough the points A and C may be carried

by the ions in solution. The followingsourcesoferrormaybe

presentdue to this fact:

(1) The resistance of the platinum wire cannot be ac-

tually determined.

(2) A subsidiary current may pass through B E E' X be-

cause the fall in potential from A to B due to the current

passingfrom A to C, may not be the same as from A to X;

thus a current may pass along B E E' X if B is at a higher

potential than X.

(3) The conduction of part of the current by the elec-

trolyte is nécessarilyaceompaniedby the discharge,of anions

near the positive end of the wire, and of cations near the other

end.

Now the first error may be made negligibleif, as has been

stated before, a very dilute solution of electrolyte be used.

For the elimination of the second error, it is necessaryto ad-

just the position of X in such a way that the points B and X

may be equipotential. For this purpose, a commutator was

insertedin the circuit D A Cand a very sensitivemilliammeter

(reading up to 1/6of a milliampere) in the circuit B E E' X.

The point X was so arranged by trial that the current indicated

by the milMammeterwas the same, whatever be the direction

of the current along A C. When this conditionwas satisfied,

the fallin potential betweenA B was the same as that between

A X, and, therefore, the current passing through B E E' X

was due only to the potential differencebetween the points

E E7. The third error is eliminated if the point B wherewe

measure the discharge potential of ions due to the current

through B E E' X, be at the middleof the platinum wire.

In thé actual détermination of the discharge potential

of irréversibleions, it is convenient to determine, first of all,

thé résistanceof the circuit B E E' X. Nowwe have

n Pbb'~ (Pb+Px) 1
R

wherePeb' is the applied electromotive force and PB' Px the
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discharge-potential at B and X, respectively. The polariza-
tion E. M. F.s at B and X for the given current C weresep-
arately determined with the help of a calomel normal elec-
trode and potentiometer. Now C and PBB'are known, and,
therefore, R is known. Sincethe electrodeX ismadeofmetals
like Cu or Zn,P»is almostindependentof the current strength.
Hence, for any other current C' we have

r *W– (P'b + Px)
––––R––––

and P'b can, therefore, beeasilycalculatedfor any current C'.

Expérimental Resuits. – Figs. 4-7 show the variation of
the discharge potentials of SOA NO8', Cl' and Br' ions,

Fig.4 Fig.5

respectively, with the strength of the current. The potential
is given in volts, the electrodepotential of a normal calomel

element being taken as zero. The electrolytesin these cases
were ail pure salts ofcopperand the electrodeX wasalsomade
of a thin strip of pure copper. It will be observedthat when
the temperature of the wire is 30" C, the current potential
curve is almost vertical at first, and then tends to. become
horizontal. The decompositionpotential of S(V, N08', and

Cl' on the platinum wireat 30 are about 1.5, 1.45,and 1.6

volts, respectively. The marked difference between these
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curves, and those obtained when the temperature of the wire
is 96°, will be evident at once. Here the dischargepotential
bas become almost independent of the current strength. So

the effect of raising the temperature of the wire is to make the

dischargeof such ions as NO8', Cl', or Br' resemblethe dis-

chargeof réversibleions like Cu' or Zn' Thedecomposition

tfig. 6 Pig. 7

potential at this température can easily be obtained by
extrapolation. The voltages, when the current strength is

zero, are o.y8, 0.75 and 0.45 for NO8', CI' and Br' ions, re-

spectively and these are the decompositionpotentials. In
the case of S04"ion, the curve is not quite a straight linebut

showsa break at 0.8 volt.

SO«* NO,' CI' Br'

Décompositionpotential at 30"
°

1.55 r.45 1.6 –

Décompositionpotential at 96
°

0.78 0.75 0.45 o.8
Normal électrodepotential at 250 – – 0.95 0.58

It is quite apparent that not only has the phenomenon of

overvoltage disappeared at 96 but that the decomposition

potentials of Cl' and Br' ions are less than their respective
normal electrodepotentials.
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Attemptsweremade to determinethe dischargepotentials
of I' ions underthe above conditions by using the following

electrotytic cell: Cd | Cdl«1 Ptwire (anode). The result ob-

tained is givenin Fig. 8. The curve is not at ail sirnilar to

• Jfe« . ,

those obtained with NO3', CI', etc. This is, perhaps, due to

the complexelectrolyticdissociationof the salt Cdl2.

Physico-ChemùalLaboralory
PtesideneyCollège

Calcutta
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The Organiamas a Whole. By JacquesLoeb. ai X r6 cm;pp. s + 379,
NewYork: G.P. Pulnam'sSons,1Q16. Pria: $2.50. – "Thebook is dedicated

to that group of free thinkers, ineludingd'Alembert, Piderot, Holbach, and

Voltaire, who first dared to followthe consequencesof a mechanistic science

–incomplète as it then was– to the ruiesofhumanconductand whothereby laid
the foundationof the spirit of tolérance,justice,and gentleness whichwas the

liopeof our civilizationuntil it wasburiedunderthe wave of homicidalémotion

whichhas swept through the world. Diderotwas singledout, since to him the

wordsof LordMorleyare devoted, which,however,are moreor less cbaracter.
istic of the wholegroup."

The headings of tbe chapters are: introductory reraarks; the specifie
differencebetweenliving and dead matter and the questionof the originof life;
the chemieal basis of genus and species;specificityin fertilization; artificiai

parthenogenesis;determmism in the formationof an organismfrom an egg;
régénération;déterminationof sex, secondarysexuatcharacters, and sexual im-

pulses;Mendelianhetedity and its mechanism;animal instincts and tropisms;
the influenceofenvironment:adaptationto environment;evolution; death and

dissolutionof the organism.
la the introductory chapter, the author says,p. 11 "Those familiarwith

the theoriesof evolutionknowthé extensiverôleascribedto the adaptations of

organisais. Thé writer in 1880calledattention to the fact that reactions to

light–e. g., positiveheliotropism– are foundin organismsthat never by any
chance make use of them; and later that a greatmany organismsshow definite

instinctive réactions towards a galvanic current – galvanotropism– although
no organisnibas ever had or ever willhave a chance to be exposedto sucha

current except in laboratory experiments. This throws a different light upon
the seeminglypurposefulcharacter ofanimalreactions. Hetiotropismdépends

pritnarily upon the présenceof photosensitivesubstancesin the eye or the epi-
dermlsof the organism,and these substancesare inheritedregardlessof whether

they are usefulor not. It is onlya metaphorto callreactions resultingfromthe

presenceof photosensitivesubstances'adaptation.' In thisbookother examples
are given whichshow that authors have too often spokenof adaptation to en-

vironment where the environmentwas not responsible for the phenomena.
The bliudnessof cave animais and the resistanceof certain marine animaisto

higherconcentrationsof sea water aresuchcases. Cuénotspeaksof 'preadapta-
tion' to expressthis relation. The fact is that the 'adaptations' often existed

before the animal was exposedto surroundingswhere they were of use. This

relievesusalso of the necessityof postulatingthe existenceof the inheritanceof

acquired ebaracters, although it is quite possiblethat the future may furnish

proofthat such a mode of inheritanceexists."
On p. 23we read tbat: "The essentialdifferencebetweenliving and non-

living matter consists then in this: The living cell synthetb.esits own com-

plicated spécifiemateriat from indiffèrentor non-specifiesimple compoundsof

the surroundingmédium,whitethe crystalsimplyadds the moleculesfoundin

its supersaturated solution. This synthetic power of transforming small
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'buildingstones'intothe complicatedcompoundsspecifiefor eachorganismIsthe
'secret of lile,'or rather oneof the secretsof life.

"Wbat clewhavewe in regardto the nature of thût syntheticpower? We

know that the comparativetygreat velocity of Chemicalréactionsin a living

organismisdue to the présenceofenzymes(ferments)or to catalytic agencies
in general. Someof these catalytic agenciesare specifiein the sensé that a

given cataJyzercan acceleratethe reaction of only one step in a complicated
chemicalreaction We shaü see in the next chapter that each species
seemsto ppssessoneor moreproteinsnot foundin any other but dosely related

species. Ëachorganisaidevelopsfrom a tiny microscopicgermand growsby

synthetizing the non-specifiebuildingstones (amino-acids)into the specifie

proteins of the séries. This most be the work of the yet unknownsynthetic

enzymesor mechanisms. Thé elucidationof theircharacter wouldseeinoneof

tbe main problemsofbiology."
On p. 32the author says: "The ideathat the body cellsare naturally im-

tnortal and die onlyif exposedto extreme injuries such as prolongea1lack of

oxygea or.too higha températurebelpato make one.problemtnoreintelligible.
Tlie médicalstudent,who for the first timerealizesthat lifedependsupon that

oneorgan,theheart,doingits dutyinccssantlyforthe seventyyearsorso allotted
to man, is amazedat the precariousnessof our existence. It seemsindeed un-

canny that so délicatea mechanismshould functionso regularlyfor so many
years. Themysticismconnectedwith this and other phenomenaofadaptation
woulddisappearif wecouldbecertainthat ail cellsare reallyimmortaland that
the tact whichdemandsanexplanationisnot the continuedactivitybutthe cessa-

tion of activityin death. Thuswe secthat the idea of the immortalityof the

body cellif it can be generalizedmay be destinedto becomeone of the main

supports fora complète pbysico-chemicalanalysis of llfe phenomenasince it

makesthe durabilityof organismsintelligible."
The followingpassage, p. 108, is interesting though is seemsdistinctiy

unwise to talk about the osmoticpressure of a colloïdal solution. "It is

impossibleto state at present whetherthe fertllizatlonmembraneis preformed
in the fertilizedeggand raerelyliftedofffromthe eggor whetherits formation
is due to thehardeningof a colloïdalsubstanceseparated fromthe cmulsion(or
excreted)andhardenedin touchwithseawater. Butwecan besureofone thing,

namely,that the liquidbetweeneggand membranecontains someçolloidalsub-

stancewhichdéterminesthe tensionand sphericalshape of the membrane. The
membraneisobviouslypermeablenot onlyto waterbut also to dissolvedcrystal-
loids, whiteit is impermeableto colloids, When we add some colloïdalsolu-

tion (e.g., whiteof egg,bloodserum,or tannicadd) to the seawatercontaining
fertilizedeggsof puppuralus,the membranecoUapsesand liesclosearound the

egg; whiteif the eggsare put back into seawater or a sugar solutionthe mem-
brane soonassumesits sphericalshape. This is intelligibleon the assumption
that in theprocessofmembraneformation(or in the destructionof the emulsion
in the corticallayer)a colloïdalsubstancegoesinto solution whiehcannot dif-

fuseinto theseawatersincethé membraneis impenneableto the çolloidalparti-
cles. The membraneis, however,permeableto the constituents of sea water
or to sugar. Consequentlysea waterwilldiffuseinto the space betweenmem-
brane and egguntil the tensionof the membraneequals the osmotiepressureof
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the eoUoiddissolvedin the spacebetweeneggand the membrane. If we add
enoughcolloidto the outsidesolutionso that its osmoticpressureis higherthan
that of the colloïdalsolutioninsidethe membranethe latter willcollapse.

"It shouldalsobestated that the unfertilszedeggsof manymarineanimais
are surroundedby a jelly(chorion)whichis dissolvedwhenthe eggis fertilized.
The writer bas shownthat the samechemkalsubstanceswhichwillinducemem-
brane formationandartificialpartbenogenesiswill,as a rule, alsocausea swell-
ingand liquéfactionofthe chorion."

Under animal instincts and tropisms,p. 279, we read that "Heliotropic
reactions playa greatrôle in the preservationof individualsas weilas ofspecies.
In order to understandtbis rôleit must be stated that the photosensitivesub-
stancesappearoftenonlyunder certainconditionsand that theireffectisinhibited
under other conditions. Thus amongants the wingedmalesand femalesatone
show positive heliotropism,whilethe winglessworkersare free from this re-
action. This positiveheliotropismbecomesviolent at the time of the nuptial
flight and this pbenomenonitselfseemsto be a hetiotropiephenomenonsinceit
takes place in the directionof the light. Whenthe queenfournisher nest she
losesher wingsand becomesnegativelyheliotropicagain. Kellogghas shown
that the nuptialflightof the béesisalsoa purelyheliotropicphenomenon. When
a part of the hiveremotefrom the entranceis illuminatedthe béesrush to the
Ught and can thus be prevented from swarming. These phenomenasuggest
that the presenceofsomesubstancesecretedby tbe sexglandsmaycausethe in-
tensificationof the beliotropismwhichleadsto the nuptial flight"

On p. 300weseehow important it is to study casesin whichthe disturbing
effect of secondaryfactors is eliminatedas completelyas possible. "Âltbough
aU normal human beingshâve about the same temperature, yet if the heart-
beats of a largenumberof healthyhumanbeingsare measuredthe rate is found
to vary enormously. Thus. v. Korôsyfoundamong soldiersunder the most
favorable and most constant conditionsof observations– the soldierswere
examined early in the morning beforerising– variationsin the rate of heart-
beat between42 to J08. In viewofthis fact,thoseopposedto the ideathat the

organism as a wholeobeyspurelyphysico-chemicallawsmightfindit preposterous
to imaginethat the rate of heart-beatcoutdbe used as a thermometer. Yet if
we observe thé influenceof temperatureon the rate of the heart-beatof a large
number ofembryosofthe fish Fundulus,whilethe embryosare stillin the egg,we
findthat at the sametempératureeachheartbeatsat the samerate, the deviations

being only slightand such as the nuetuatingvariations woulddemand. This

constancy is so greatthat the rateof heart-beatof these embryoscoutdin fact
be used as a roughthermometer. The influenceof temperatureupon the rate
of heart-beat is completelyréversibleso that whenwe measurethe rate for in-

creasing as well as fordecreasingtemperaturewe get approximatetythe same
values as the followingtable shows.

"Why doeseach embryo hâve the same rate of heart-beat at the same

température incontradistinctionto the enormousvariabilityof the samerate in
man? Thé answeris on account of thé eliminationof aUsecondarydisturbing
factors. In the embryoPundulusthe heart-beat is a function almost if not

exclusivelyof two variables, the massof enzymes for the chemicalreactions

underlying the heart-beat and the temperature. By inheritance the mass of
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Température
*>»>•Requlred for Nlueteen Heart-bests la tira

Bœbryo of Pundalus

°C Seconds

3«> 6.3S

23 8.5
«» ILS

'S 19,0
»o

33 .S

5 6r.o

10 335
15 1S.8
M I2.o
25 10 .0
30 6.0

enzymesis approximatetythe sameandin this wayail the embryosbeat at the
sainerate (witbinthetimits of the fluctuatingvariation)at the sametemperature.
This identity exists,however,only as long as the embryo is relatively quiet
in the egg. As soon as the embryo begins to move this equalitydisappears
since the motion influences the heart-beat and the motility of différent
embryosdiffers.

"In man the number of disturbing factors is so great that no equalityof
the rate for the sametemperature can be expected. Differencesin emotionsor
the internat secretionsfollowingthe emotions, differencesin previous.diseases
and their after-effects,différencesin metabolism,differencesin the use of nar-
cotiesor drugs,anddifferencesin activity are only someof the numberof varia-
bles whiehenter."

WilderD. Bancrofl

Technologyof Paint and Varoish. By A. H. Sabin. Secondremua édi-
tion. 23 X 16 cm;pp. x + 473. New York:John Wiley& Sons, Inc., 1917.
Price:$3 $0.–luthe preface the authorsays: "In the twelveyearswhichbave
passedsincethe firstpublicationof this work,certain changeshavecorneabout,
whichseemto makea new edition desirable. The most important is theuseof
tung oil in varnish-making,whichhas entirety changedthe characterof cheap
and medium-pricedproducts. Varnishescontaining it dry with a rapidity and
hardness unknownbefore, which lessens the time needed for finishingwork;
and its remarkablewater-resintingquality makes rosin-varnishesmoredurable
and better in everyway. But surfacesthus finishedbecomehard and crack;
the gêneraiappearanceof furnitureand ofrailwaypassengercoachesandmedium-
priced carriagesof every sort throughout the country bas grownworserather
than better during the last ten years."

The chaptersare entitled: introductory;early history; originof the name
varnish; linseedoil; linoléum; manufactureof vamish; tung oil; japans and
driers; rosin;spirit varnishes; pyroxylinvarnishes; oil-paint andpaintsin japan;
vamish or enametpaints; Chineseand Japanese lacquers; protectionof metals
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against corrosion; water-pipe coating; ship's-bottom paints; ship- and boat-

painting carriage-painting;house-painting;furaiture-varnishrag;conclusion.
This is an interestingand readablebook; but it is apparently very difficult

for an expert to reallzewhat the layman wants to know,and most of that is
omittedbecause the author supposedthat everybodyknewit. What resins are

actually used in carriage-painting,just what is spar vamish, why does hot
water play havoc with a dining table and what resinwas or shauld have been

used,what are someof the detaib in regard to baking-japans? Whileone might
like to knowthe answersto thesequestions, one cannotcomplain, because the
author says quite frankly that "apologyis perhaps due the reader for the laek
of a very coherent plan in this treatise. In part the contents of this book'are
thèse things which seetn most interesting or important to the writer; in part
they are'things which long practicat expériencebas shown to interest many
other people.Things whichmanypeoplewill wish to knoware left out, in many
cases because of the limitationsof the author's knowledge,but often because
the bookis already too large." To ail the writer commendsthe amiable maxim
of Erasmusthat "a reader shouldsit downto a bookas a polite diner does to a

tneai. Thé entertainer tries to satisfy àll his guests; but if it should happen
that somethingdoesnot suit thisor that person's taste they politelyconcealtheir

feelingsand commendother diabes,that they may not distress their host."
One sces the author at his best in the followingextract from the chapter

on earlyhistory, p. 19.
"The foregoingformulae, whichare selectedfrom a great number known

to the writer, give a fair idea of the knowledgeof the art of vamish-makingin
the middleages. Theconclusion1havereachedfromacarefulstudy of the whole

subject,as far as' therecordsare accessibleto me, is that the best varnish was
made front amber, or rather from what was called amber, the term

being made, as the records show (but which are not included here
on account of Jack of space), to include certain hard varnish resins
fromtbe Kast. This varnish wasmade originallywithout spirits of turpentine
or any other thinner, and in order to have it sufficientlyliquid it was made
witha largeamount of oil, fromtwenty-fiveto fifty gallonsofoil to the hundred

poundsof resin (to put it in the terms of modemvamishes), well-cookedand

slow-drying. The oilwascarefullyrefined,as willbedescribedlater, and proba-
bly wasmade drying with lithargeand possiblywithumber, but the painterex-

pectedto allow a longtinte forbisworkto dry, in somecasesa year or more for
the paint to dry beforethe finalvarnishïng; and if haste was necessary,the use
of an ovenor other source of heat was the alternative. There was practically
no progress for eight hundred years, the varnish made by 'l'heophilus being
quite equal to that made in the eighteenth century, and when a really good
varnishwasdesiredrecoursewasbad to this oldformula,whichwasbanded down
fromone générationof artisansto another. There were no varnish-makersin
the modemsensé until the nineteenthcentury, i. e., no establisbedbusinessof

vamish-making,but every important manufacturingestablishmenthad its own

varnish-maker,who made up smallquantities, but the more important apothe-
cariesin tbe largecitiessold,and in some casesmade,vamish; sometimes"com-
monliquidvarnish," only whiehwas made with sandaracor other cheaper resin;
sometimesthis and also ambervarnish. But alwayssmall batches were made.
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Near the end of the eigbteenth centiiryTingry,the mostnoted varnish-maker
of his time, warnshis followersthat six onneesofamber is as largea melt as in
advisable.. It willfurtherbesbownthat varnishwasknownbeforethe Christian
era, and there can be no reasonabledoubt that knowledgeof the art was con-
tinuousfrom at least as eady as 500B. C., whenthose vamisheswere made
whichstill exist on the Egyptian muminy-cnsesalreadymentioned,dowa to
the present time, and it seems likelythat the formulaof Theophilusmay hâve
beenbanded downfromthose earlyEgyptian workmen. This latter conclusion
may strike the reader as an unsupportedconjecture;and sincethe matter is
one.ofinterest toail thosewhocareta knowabouttheoriginofthe art, it isworth
whiteto give someof the groundswhiehseemto supportsuch a proposition.

"la the first place,nothing is so conservativeas tradition in artisanship.
We stillwear the buttons on our coat sleeveswhichwereusedbyouranccstors
in thedark agesto fastenback theirsleeveswhentheywentintobuttle,and those
on the backs of our coats with whichthey buttonedup their skirts to ride in
the saddie. Hundredtof such instancesare knownto the student. Thosewho
hâvenot studied suchthingscannot imaginehowpersistent habits andnlethods
of workmanshipare. The fact that the processof Theophilus,which he put
downas the old and approved one, continuedfor hundredsof yeara after bis
time and is still almost exactly practised,only with someadditionsand on a
largerscate, a thousandyears after it wasknownto the menwhocommunicated
it to him, is in realitya substantiai reasonfor believingthat it had then existed
a longtime. Thisis alsostrongly.supportedby theappearanceof the Egyptian
vamish. Too muchstresscannot be laid on the fact that hèreweare not deal-
ing with tradition or history, but with the real and actual thing. Here isthé
vamish,just as it wasapplied twenty-fivehundredyearsago. It is just as real
as the mummyitself and isjust as absolutea proofthat varnishwasmadeinthose
days as the mummyis proof that peoplelived in those days. Hère, I say, is
the actual and reat varnish. It wasmade with resinand oil. It was smeared
on, possiblywith a spatula, but morelikely with the flngers,certainlynot put
on witha brush nor in a thinly fluidcondition. Sucha vamishas Theophilus
describeswould lookas that looks,and in all probabilitywouldlast as that bas
endured." WilderD. Bancrofl

LabotatotyManualof General Chemlstry. ByArthurB. Lamb. 27 X 21
cm;pp.vi + r66 (+ 130pagesfor notes). Cambridge:HarvardUniversityPress,
iqi6. Priée:$1 .45. – Thisis a specialmanual for thosestudentswho hâvehad
somechemistryat oneof the better high schoois. "Those students who have
studiedchemistryin the secondaryschoolhavealreadydonea largeshareof the
simple, important, and impressiveexperiments. Thé first freshnessof their
interest in, and wonderat, chemicalphenomenahas beenlost. On the other
band, to trust that the average collegestudent retains any etear conceptions
regardingthe abstract matter of hissecondaryschoolchemistry,whiehis so im.
portant as a basis for further study, is to court disappointment. Besides,as
every experiencedcollegeteacher knows,the very familiarityof such students
with parts of the subject frequently leads to over-confidenceabout the whole
of it-with disastrousresults. Plagginginterestthen,hazyideasaboutthe prin-
ciplesofchemistry,andover-confidenceare the specialdifôcultiesof the problem.
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"The requirementsthen to be met by a laboratory manual of this kind
are by no meanseasy. The mostessentlalare, first, that thoseimportant facts
sud principleswhichthe student bas alreadystudiedsbaUbe reviewedin a way
suffidentlynovel not to bore him, nor to encouragehim to o ver-confidence;
second, that the student's chemicalhorizon sball be widenedby the study of
new and unfanuliarsubstances;and third, that further important généralisa-
tionsuponwhichthe superstructureofthe scienceis based,shallbedisclosedand
madeclear. To meetthese requirementsI bave resorted to severalexpedients.
For instance, to review the weightrelationshipsof chemicalreactions, I hâve
deviseda seriesof simple,quantitativeexperimentsquite differentfrom the ones
usually performedin a strictly elementarycourse. A number of new experi.
ments of a semi-quantitativenature bave also been devised, illustratingsuch
matters as thévaporpressureofsolutions,reactionvelocity,catalysis,the strength
of oxidizingagents, etc."

Amongthe experimentsare ones on autoxidation, velocity of chemical
reactions,chemicalequillbrium,electricalconductivityof solutions,ionicequi-
libria, hydtolysis,catalysis,over-voltage,solubility, botling-pointsof solutions,
chromousacetate and colloidaisolutions. This is a very interestingset of
experimentsand makesone wonderwhat lectures go with them. It is quite
certain that the author is right in saying that only an exceptional
student can doall the sixty-sevenexperimentsin thirty-three-hourperiodsand
it seemsrather remarkablethat everystudent can be requiredto complètefour-
fifthsof them. WilderD. Bancroft

A Laboratoryand ClassroomGuideto QualitativeChemicalAnalysis, By
GeorgeF. Whik. r9 X 13 cm;pp. v + 171. New York:D. Van Noslrand
Co.,içi6. Price: $1.35.– In the prefacethe author says: "In compiUngthis
book, the authorbas endeavoredcontinuallyto bear in mind the fact that the
main objectiveof a coursein qualitative analysisis the attainment of a knowl-
edgeof the fundmental principlesunderlyingthe dlfferentialbehaviorof ele-
ments and compounds. AbiUty to devise and execute schemes of analysis
should be developednaturally. With this point of view, a study of réactions
has beencombinedwithmethodsof analysis,the latter beingconsideredas prac-
tical applicationsof previouslyobservedphenomena. It is consideredthat this
booksatisfiesthe needof a manualfor students whohave completedthe usual
collegecoursein gêneraichemistry. Such students have acquiredsomeknowl-
edgeof the physicallawsunderlyingchemicalreactionsand yet, in the author's
expérience,too often haveonlyveryindefiniteconceptionsof theselaws. There
are books at hand which present advanced theories in detail, and there are
others whichlay especialstress on analyticalproceduresand laboratory prae-
tice. Suchtextsare admirablefor référence. This book is offeredas a working
manual whichpresents the essentialsof both theory and practice,but which
also suggeststhe possibilitiesfor more extended study and experimentation.

"Emphasisbas beenlaid in the first part of the courseon the reversibility
of réactions,equilibriumphenomena,and the laws governiugthe behaviorof
electrolytes,whilemany applicationsof these principleshave been left to the
studentin his later work. Thébriefoutlineofthe electrolyticdissociationtheory
presented, is meant to be supplementedby dass-room questionsand instruc-
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tiens this is also true of the individus! base-forralngand acid-fortningcon-
stituents, aaalytical procedures, etc.

"WWIemuch may be said for the progressivestudy of the basc-fornilng
constituents beginning with the alkalics, the silver-groupmetals bave been
first consideredin order to co-ordinate the study of reactionswith the scheme
of analysisoffered. The first year's work in general chemistry shouid have
furnished the student suffident knowledgeof the aikaligroup and the gênerai
propertiesofthe metals toenable himto appreciatethe fullsignificanceof the re.
actions as carried out.

"Thé dlmethyl-glyojcimetest for nickel, and the nitroso-betanaphtliol
test for cobaltbave beenfound ht this laboratory to be particularly successful
in the bandsof the beginner. Thé cobalt test was successful,however,only
after beingmodifiedin such a way that there is no possibilityfor the reagent
to be precipitated" WilderD. Bancroft

Introductionto InorganicChemlstry. By AlexanderSmilh, Third édition.
2o X 14 cm;pp. xiv + çt$. NewYork:TheCenturyCoi,1917. Price, $2.for~
The first editionof tins bookwas reviewédover teti yearèSgo{to, 719) wnder
the title "Introductionto General InorganicChemistry." The new editionbas
been modifiedsomewhatand has beenbrought up to date, even the apparently
varying atoinicweight of lead beingincluded,p. 54. Likeother booksby the
same author, the book covers a uuurvetousamount of ground. It might be
called a condensedtreatise on introductory chemistry, inorganic chemistry,
and physicalchemistry. If the author can reallyteach the essentialparts of this
book to a freshmanwithout a processof crammingwhichwouldbe bad for the
student's health and brain, then the general chemistryof other universities
needs a veryvigorousoverhauling. Either the author basa positivegentusfor

teachlng– whichis the general belief--or he is a very misguidedenthusiast.
It seemsa pity that there is no way of decidittgto gêneraisatisfactionwhether
Columbiabasoutstrippedthe other universitiesin the teachingoffreshmanchem-
istry or whethershe is the victim ofa colossalmistake. So far as the reviewer
can see, thereis no middleground and one raust lineup ononesideor the other
if one has anyopinionat all. In any case this bookcanbeconsideredas repre-
senting oneideaiof whata beginnershouldbe taught.

There are only a fewcasual statementswhichshouldbe changed. Bredig
has shownpretty conclusivelythat the catalytie actionofplatinum on hydrogen
peroxide isnot a tnechanicalone, p.318. WillardGibbsdid not predict that a
colloidwouldtend to reaeha higherconcentrationin the surfacelayer than e1se-
where in theliquid, p. 624. He discussedthe behaviorof truc solutionsand he
should not be held responsiblefor the fact that other peoplebave raisapplied
bis formula. The reviewerdoes not sympathise at ail withthe author's attitude
in regard to "nascent" hydrogen,p. 543. It is really monatoraichydrogenof

varying concentration. This, however, is a matter on which a differenceof

opinion is permissible. WilderD. Bancroft



SEMIPERMEABLE MEMBRANES AND NEGATIVE

ADSORPTION

BY WIMMÎR D. BANCROFT
y*

Mathieu observednegative adsorptionwith a numbo^f

·

dilute solutionswhenadsorbedby porousplates,membfanjK>o'r·

capillary tubes. With normal solutions the concentrarataSp
in the capillary tubes were often only,one-tenth that. VlmM
différencein concentrationincreases with decreasingradi
the capillary tube and Mathieuconsidersit quite possibleutq&i
with very fine tubes water alone would be adsorbed, a con-

clusion which, as Mathieu himself points.out, is of distinct

importance for the theory of semipermeablemembranes. If

this conclusionis true and general, it accountsfor the results

of Bigelow2and ofBartell8on osmotic pressure. In the 1912a

paper Bartell says: "The fact that somegrades of porcelain
act 'osmotically' was clearly demonstrated by Graham.'4

He made use of a porcelaincylinder ofabout 170ce capacity,
to whichwas attached an outlet tube calibratedin millimeters,
for measuring the changeof height of the solution. This ap-

paratus was filledwith the solution to be tested, then placed
in a jar of distilledwater, the temperature of whichwas held

between 56° and 64° Fahr. Someof the results obtained are

as follows:A solution containing 1 percent of Rochellesalt

produced a rise in the column of 82 mm; phosphoricacid of

the same strength gave 62 mm; sugar and other organiçsub-

stancesgave somethinglessthan 20 mm.

"Notwithstanding the fact that certain grades of porce-
lain do produceosmoticeffectswhen tested,it is alsotrue that

most grades of porcelaindo not produce apparent osmotic

effects. The differencein the behavior of the porcelain con-

Drude's Ann., 9, 340(1903).
» Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., 29, 1576»i6?5 (1907) 3»i » »94(1909)-

'Jour. Phys. Chem., 13, 659 (1911); 16, 318 (1912); Jour. Am. Chem.

Soc., 36, 646 (1914); 38, 1029, 1036 (1916).
Phil. Trans., 144, 177 (1854).
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sequentlyraisesthe followingquestions: What is characteristic

of that porcelainwhichis capable of producing osmosis? Is

the compositionoftheporcelainor the internaistructurethe prin-

cipal factor, and, if the latter, is there any definite relation

between the size of the pores in the porcelain and osmotic

effects?" Microscopicexaminationof.different samplesof un-

glazedporcelainshowedthat thosewhichproduced the osmotic

effectswerethosewith the finesttexture and thereforeprësum-

ably thosewith thesmallestporediameters. It thereforeseems

reasonableto supposethat,' if the size of the pores makes the

difference,osmoticeffects should be obtained from a plate,
which alonewUlnot show osmoticeffects,provided its pores

be suffidentlycloggedwith someinsoluble material. In Table

1 are given the pore diameters,above which no osmoticpres-
sure effectwasobtainedandthe pressuresat which100-125air-

bubblesare forcedthrough the diaphragm.

?ABun1

Pressurein lqi/cm*necessaryt6 force100-125air-bubblesthrough
the diaphragm.Limitingporediameterin micronsat which

osmoticeffectsoccur

ni-«».««»~. Pressure Porediameter
Diaphrs8m kg/cm'

Porcelain 7.0 0.422
Porcelainand sulphur 5 o o. 591
Porcelainand BaSO4 4.o o 738
Porcelain and PbCrO4 3.88 0.777
Porcelain and PbSO* 3.2a 0.923
Poroelain and CuS 4.0 0.738
Porcelainand Cu3Fe(CN)» 3.2a o 923

"The border line between osmotic effect and no osmotic

effectis not quite the samefor the differentmembranes; how-

ever, the valuesare of the sameorder ofmagnitude and prob-

ably agree as closelyas couldbe expected, for comparatively

large errors are possiblein determining the pressure at which

100-125bubblesappear. Sincethese values are not the same,

it cannot be stated definitelythat the nature of the substance

makes no difference;but they are so nearly the samethat the
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pore diameter seemsto be one of the main factors in deter-

mining the appearance of osmotic phenomena. The success

of finding within rather narrow limits a pore diameter which,
if exceeded,unsuits the membranefor demonstrating osmotic

effectsdoesnot excludethe followingpossibility. Perhaps it is

only through the pores of molecular dimensions that pure
water passes through to the solutionwhile the solution as a

whole is leaking outward through all the large porès. When

the inflowequals the outflow,no changein level is observed;
when the inflowslightlyexceedsthe outflow,a change in level

is observed. Pérhaps what was measured in this investi-

gation was the pore diameter at which the 'leak' was just a

Utile less than the osmoticeffect." The général conclusion-
drawn by BarteUis that there is no osmoticeffectwhen there

are 100-125pores, in the observedarea of about 1.5cm, wth

diameters greater than 0.923microns. "The border line be-

tween osmoticeffectand no osmoticeffect seemsto be practi-

caUythe sameformembranescloggedwith insolublecrystalline

precipitates and for those cloggedwith the so-called 'semi-

permeable' precipitates."
In the chapter on OsmoticPhenomenaBigelowlsays:

"By somethe functionof themembraneinosmoticphenom-
ena is considered to be a subordinate question, because it

can be demonstrated that the nature of the membrane,assum-

ing perfect permeability, makes no difference. This demon-

stration runs as follows: Imaginea longtube dividedinto com-

partments by two diaphragms, perfectly semipermeable,but

of such natures that the first is capableof 'generating'a higher
osmotic pressure than the second. Imagine the chamber

made by the diaphragm filled with a solution and the rest

of the tube full of water. Water will pass in through both

membranes until the pressureis the maximumthe secondcan

generate. It will continue to come in through the first but

will then begin to pass out through the second. Since the

membranes are not altered, and ail solute is retained in the

chamber, water will continue to flowin through the first and

1TbeoreticslandPhysicalChemistry,218(1912).
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out through the second forever. We could insert a water

whee andmake the current dowork, thus realizinga perpetuai

motion machine,one to do work at no expense. Such a ma-

chine is impossible,thereforethe two diaphragmscannot have

the differenceassumed for them. Therefore, the maximum

osmotic pressuremust be the same for ail perfect membranes.

This is entirelyconclusive,beingjust as certain as the premise
that a pérpetual motion machine is impossible; but, like so

much thermodynamic reasoning, it leaves us exactly where

we started without adding one iota to the actual sum of our

knowledge.
"Asa matter of tact we seldomhave to do with conditions

wherem even approximately maximumosmotic pressures

become evident, but we have to do constantly, whether we

will or not, with what we may call traces of osmotic pressures,

for the majority of our lifeprocessesare secretions by glands,

and through membranes which permit the passage of this

and hinder the passage of that. Unless the countlessmem-

branes in our bodies have their appropriate permeabilities,

sickness and death ensue. Hencethe majority are not satis-

fied to let the matter rest with a thermodynamic demonstra-

tion that the nature of the membrane makes no difference

but will continue experimental investigations in the hope

to find a cure for indigestion, rheumatism, and allied com-

plaints.
"The earliest publications on osmosis considered the

membranes as capillarystructures, and many were the efforts

to account for the endosmoticand exosmotic currents on the

basis of the behaviorof liquidsin capillary tubes. One liquid

adhering closely to the inner walls constituted a liquid tube

moving in one direction while an interior core of the other

moved in the opposite direction. Thèse suggestions are not

satisfactory as a statement ofthe cause ofthe observedeffects.

"Then it was thought these capillary structures acted

like sieves, permitting the passage of molecules of solvents

because they were smallerthan the holes, and preventing the

passage of solute because its moleculeswere larger than the
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holes. It has been brought forwardagainst this theory that
membranes are known which permitthe passage of the large
moleculesof various alkaloidswhileholding back the smaller
molecules of amido acids. It is here silently assumed that
the size of the formulawe write for a substanceis a measure
of the size of the individual molécule. This is rather hypo-
thetical. The argument might be met on its own ground
by the assumptionthat a very longcarbonchain might worm
its way through a holesosmall a benzenering couldnot enter.1

"Experiments of extraordinary interest werecarried out

by Lhermite.2 In a test-tube heput somewater, above this
a thin layer of alcohol. In the courseof a day or two the
alcoholhad passed throughthé oilto the water and there were
but two layers in the tube, the solutionof alcohol in water
and the oil above it. He substituted turpentine for the oil
with the same result. He separated a layer of chloroform
from a layer of ethyl ether by a layerof water and the ether

passed through to the chloroform. He tried eight different
combinations. Of particular interest, as foreshadowingour

present devices, is the followingexperimentof his. He put
alcohol in a porous cup, immersedit in water and observed
that the water passed in to the alcohol. He next filled the

pores of the cup with castor oil, filled the cup with alcohol
and immersedit in water as before. With this modification
the alcoholpassedoutward to the water. As a result of thèse

experiments he stated that substanceswhich pass through
membranes first dissolve in them. Many investigators at

present entertain the opinion that membranes with which
osmoticphenomenamay be producedmust be able to dissolve
the substancewhichpassesthrough. That this is not essential
is proved by the fact that small excesspressuresmay be ob-
tained with a crackedtest-tube fora membrane.

1ThewriterinconjunctionwithP.E.Bartellbasestimatedthesizeof
thecapillaryholesinthecoarsest-grainedporcelainwithwhichsmall,butdefinite
osmoticpressuresmaybeobtained,andfindsthediametersoftheseholesinthe
neighborboodofonethousandtimestheprobablediametersofmolécules.For
details,seeJour.Am.Chem.Soc.,31,1194-1199(1909).»Ann.Chim.Phys.(3)43,420-431(1855).
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"It is possible to look upon a liquid, or solution, as a

capillarystructure, for there must be spacebetween the mole-

cules else it wouldbe continuous, infinitely divisible, and we

should haveto abandon our moleculartheory."
Since a copper ferrocyanide membrane is distinctlycol-

loidal, it is necessary to consider to what extent adsorption

helps or hinders osmosis. This point has been discussedat

length by Trouton.1

"The investigation of adsorptionand absorption should

throw light on osmosis,as in the first place the phenomenon

ocçursacrossa surfacenecessarilycoveredwith an adsorption

layer, and in the second.place, as weshall see, the final condi-

tion is an equilibriumbetween thé absorptionof waterby the

solutionand that by the membrane. The study of the condi-

tions of absorption of water throughout the mass of the col-

loidal substance of whieh osmotic membranes are made is

of much interest. Little work has been done on the subject
as yet, but what little has been done is very promising.

"It is convenient to call the material of which a semi-

perméable membrane is made the semipermeable medium.

The ideal semipermeable medium will not absorb any salt

from the solution,but only water, but such perfectionis prob-

ably seldom to be met with. If a semipermeablemédium

such as parchment paper be immersedin a solution, say, of

stigar,less wateris taken up or absorbed than is the casewhen

the immersionis in pure water. The diminutionin the amount

absorbedis found to increase with the strength of the solution.

It is at the same time found that the absorption or release

of water by the semipermeable medium according as the

solution is made weaker or stronger is accompanied by a

swellingor shrinkage greater than can be accounted for by
the water taken up or rejected. The amount ofwater absorbed

by a semipermeablemedium from a solution is found by ex-

periment to depend upon the hydrostatic pressure. If the

pressure be increased the amount of water absorbed by the

semipermeablemedium is increased. It is always thus possi-

1Brit.Ass.Reports,84,288(1914).
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ble by the applicationof pressureto force the semipermeable
medium to take up from a given solution as much water as
it takes up from pure water at atmosphericpressure. It is
not possiblefor a mass of sucha mediumto be simultaneously
in contact and in equilibriumboth with pure water and with
a solution all at one and the same pressure, seeing that the

part of the mediumin contact with the pure water wouldhold
more water than that part in contact with the solution, and

consequently diffusionwould take place through the mass
of the medium. If, however,'the medium be arranged so as
to separate the solution and the water, and provided the

médiumis capableofstanding thenecessarystrain, it is possible
to increase the pressureof the solutionwithout increasing the
pressure of the water on the other side. Thus the part of
the mediumwhichis in contact with the solutionis at a higher
pressure than that part in contact with the .pure solvent;

consequentlythe mediumcan be in equilibriumwith both the
solution and the solvent, for if the pressures are rightly ad-

justed the moisture throughout the medium is everywhere
the same.

"The ordinary arrangementfor showingosmotic pressure
is a case such as we are considering,and equilibrium through-
out the membrane is only obtainedwhen the necessarydiffer-
encein pressureexistsbetweenthe two sidesof the membrane.
The conditions would eventually be reached no matter how
thick the membrane was. It is sometimes helpful to think
of the membraneasbeingverythick. It precludesany temp-
tation to view moleculesshootingacross from one liquid to
the other through some kind of peepholesin the membrane.
The advantage of a thin membranein practice is simply that
the necessarymoisture is rapidlyapplied to the active surface,
thus enabling the pressure on the side of the solution to rise

quickly,but it has no effect on the ultimate equilibrium. As
far as that goes, the semipermeablemembrane or saturated
medium might be infinitely thick, or, in other words, there
needbe no receptacleor place forholdingthe pure solventout-
side the membrane at all. In fact the function of the recep-
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tacle containing the pure solvent is only to keep the medium

moist, and is no more or less important than the vessel of

water supplied to the gauze of the wet-bulb thermometer.

It is merely to keep up the supply of water to the medium.

"The real field where the phenomenonof osmosistakes

place is the surface of séparation betweenthe saturated semi-

permeable medium and the solution Imagine a large mass

of colloidalsubstancesaturated withwater and havinga cavity

containinga solution. The pressure will now tend to rise in

the cavity until it reaches the osmoticpressure-that is, until

there is established an equilibrium of surface transferof molé-

cules from the solution into the medium and back from the

médttan into the solution. No doubt thé phenomenonas

thus described occurs often in nature. It is just possible
that the high pressure liquid cavities which mineralogists
find in certain rock crystals have been formed in some such

manner in the midst of a mass of semipermeablemedium;

the pure solvent in this case being carbon dioxideand the

médium colloidal silica,which has since changed into quartz

crystal.
"In considering equilibrium between a saturated semi-

permeablemedium and a solution there seemsto me to be

a pointwhich should be consideredcarefullybeforebeingneg-
lectedin any complètetheory. That is, the adsorptionlayer
over the surface of the semipermeable medium. We have

seen that solutions are profoundly modifiedin the surface

layersadjoiningcertain solids, throughconcentrationor other-

wiseof the salts in the surface layer, so that the actual equi-
libriumof surface transfer of water moleculesis not between

the unraodified solution and the semipermeable medium,

but between the altered solution in the absorptionlayer and

the saturated médium. Actual determinationsof the adsorp-
tion by colloidsare much wanted, so as to be able to be quite
sure of what this correction amounts to or even if it exists.

It may turn out to be zero. If there is adsorption,however,

it may be possible to âccount for part of the unexpectedly

high value of the osmotic pressure observed at high concen-
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trations of the solution, the equilibrium being, as we have

seen, betweetithe saturated medium and a solution of greater
concentrationthan the bulk of the liquid, namely, that of the

adsorption layer. In addition, when above the critical ad-

sorptionpoint, there may be a deposit in the solid state. This

may producea kind of polarizedequilibriumof surface trans-

fer in whichthe moleculeswhich dischargefrom the saturated

medium remain unaltered in amount, but those which move
back from the adsorptionlayer are reduced owing to this de-

posit, thus necessitating an increase in pressure for equi-
librium. If either or both of these effectsreally exist,it would

seem to require that the pressure should be higher for equi-
librium of the molecularsurface transfer than if there were

no adsorption layer and the unaltered solution were to touch

the medium,but at the same time it should be remembered
that there is a second surface where equilibrium must also

exist-that is, the surfaceofséparation of the adsorption layer
and the solution itself. It is just possible that the two to-

gether cancel each other's action.

"Quantitative déterminations of adsorption by solid
media from solution are hard to carry out, but with a liquid
medium are not so difficult. Ether constitutes an excellent

semipermeablemediumfor use with sugar solution, because

it takes up or dissolvesonly a small quantity of water and no

sugar. A series of experimentsusing these for medium and
solution has shown (i) that the absorption of water from a

solution diminisheswith the strength of the solution; and

(z) that the absorption of water for any given strength of

solutionincreaseswith the pressure. This increase with pres-
sure is somewhatmore rapid than if it were in proportion to

the pressure. On the other hand, from pure water, ether
absorbsinexcessofnormalalmost in proportionto thepressure.

Certainly this is so up to 100 atmospheres. This would go
to confim the suggestion made that the departure from

proportionality in the osmotic pressure is attributable to

adsorption. By applying pressure ether can be thus made
to take up the same quantity of water from any given solu-
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tion as it takes up fromthe pure water at atmosphericpressure.
It is found by experiment that this pressure is the osmotic

pressure proper to the solution in question."
It is quite clear that we can, get osmotic phenomena

in two distinct ways depending on whether we have a con-
tinuous film or a porous one. In the case of a continuous
film it is essential that the solvent shall dissolvein the mem-
brane and the solute shall not. Since the permeability is
not dépendent on adsorption, there is no reason why there
should be any fundamental difference between the adsorp-
tion of a soluté which does pass through the membraneand
of one which does not pass through. If we have a porous
filmVwe gét osmoticfphenomena only in casé thé pore wallsnhtt, Weget bsmoticf phenomehabnly in case thë pore waMs9
adsorb the pure solvent and the diameter of the pores is .so
small that the adsorbed fihn of the pure solvent fills the pores
fun. Under these circumstances the dissolved substance
cannot pass through the pores. On the other hand, if the.
dissolvedsubstance can pass through the membrane,it must
be adsorbed by the latter. There is therefore a fundamental
differencebetween a solute which doespass through a porous
membrane and one that does not in that the first is adsorbed

by the membrane and the second is not. This way of look-

ing at it makes Bartell's results perfectly intelligible;but it
also shows that his conclusionsmust be modified to a cer-
tain extent. Since we are dealing with selective adsorption
it cannot possibly be strictly true that osmotic pressure phe-
nomena begin at the same pore diameter for all membranes
and ail solutions, though the fluctuations may wellbe small in

many cases. Incidentally, it does not follow that all semi-

permeable membranes are porous because one is.
When castor oil is the semipermeablemembrane,we are

dealing unquestionably with a continuous film and adsorp-
tion plays no essential part in the question of pemeability;
but it is not so clear what we are dealingwith whenwe have
a rubber or a copper ferrocyanide membrane.

Kahlenberg1 has shown that benzene, toluene, and

1Jour.Phys.Chem.,10,141(1906).
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pyridine pass through a rubber membrane very readily while

water does not. This is perfectly natural on the assump-
tion that these liquids dissolve in rubber; but on the basis

of pores it is difficult to understand why water should not

pass through. One might hark back to the case of the oiled

sieve and say that water does not wet rubber; but the diffi-

culty is that water does wet rubber. The case of trichlor-

acetic add is also interesting.. When dissolved in benzene

it passes through a rubber membrane readily, whereas it

passes through very slowly when dissolved in water. This

is quite easy to explain if we are dealing with solution and

very difficult if we are dealing with adsorption. Another

interesting fact which mayor may not hâve a bearing is that

Küsterl found that the distribution of ether between rub-

ber and water could be represented by the equation C/C,,2

const., whereasin all duly accepted cases of adsorption it is

the concentration in the solid that carries the factor. While

nothing is proved, 1 am inclined to think that a rubber mem-

brane is not a porous one in the sense that Bartell's clogged

cups are, and 1 believetherefore that when a rubber film acts

as a semipermeablemembrane, thé solvent dissolves in the

rubber and passes it essentially in that way. There are no

publisheddata which would enable us to tell anything about

the copper ferrocyanide membrane; but my personal feeling

is that it is more like the liquid diaphragm and the rubber

diaphragmthan like the cloggedporcelain membrane. With

the cloggéd porcelain membrane, the semipermeability de-

pends undoubtedly on adsorption; but 1 believe it to be an

interesting special case and not the general one.

In this discussionit has been assumed that the clogged

membrane was strictly semipermeable. Diffusion from the

solvent to the solution and the production of some osmotic

pressuremay take place even though the membrane is not

semipermeable. It is merély necessary that the rate of flow

from the solvent t9 the solution shall exceed the rate in the

opposite direction. We may postulate that the adsorbed

1Zeitphys.Chem.,13,445(1890).
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film in the pores is not pure water but is a very dilute solu-
tion. In that casewater will pass in one direction and the
solute in the other; but the moredilute the solutionthemorethe
osmotic flow will counterbalancethe diffusionof the solution.
If the adsorbed film is practically pure water, but the pore
diameters are just large enough so that there is a thin core
of uncharged solution,there willbe a flowin both directions.
In the later series of papers Bartell' is evidently working
under conditions under which the dissolvedsubstance passes
through the membrane because he gets negative osmosis
under certain circumstances. To what extent this negative
osmose is a caseof electrical endosmosecannot be discussed
at this point

Bigelow has urged that we have a capillary structure
in the case of liquids and that a liquid may therefore be con-
sidered as a porousdiaphragm. This does not seems to be
a satisfactory point of view. Solutionis certainly not a ques-
tion of relative molecularsizes. The solubility of sugar in
water and its insolubility in alcoholor benzeneare certainly
not due to the fact that liquid water is more porous than
liquid alcohol or liquid benzene. If one is going to insist
on a mechanical conception, we get solution when the dis-
solved substance is able to push aside and displacethe mole-
cules of the solvent. A fish doesnot swim through the holes
in the océan; he displacesthe water. There is obviouslyno
relation between the allegedporosityof a liquid and the forma.
tion ofa colloidalsolutionand alsonone between the porosity
of the liquid and the formation of a true solution.

The gênerai results of this paper are as follows:
1. We may have osmotic phenomenawith a porous dia-

phragm provided we hâve very marked negative adsorp-
tion and provided the diameter of the pores is so small that
the adsorbed filmsfill practically the wholeof the pores.

2. A porous diaphragmwill act as a semipermeablemem-
brane in case there is no measurable adsorption of the solute
and in case the adsorbedfilms fill the pores completely.

1Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,36,646(1914);38,1029,1036(1916).
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3. In the usual case of a semipermeablediaphragm, we

do not have a porousdiaphragm and the semipermeabilityis

due to the fact that the solvent dissolvesin the diaphragm
while the solute does not to any appreciableextent under

the conditionsof the experiment.

4. A liquid is not to be consideredas a poroussubstance

and solubilitydoesnot depend on porosity.
CorndlUniversity



ADSORPTIONBY SOitS*

BYJ. B. HARW8

In a former paper," the writer published.the results of
someexperimentsundertakento throwsomelight onthe cause
of acidity,in soils: The resultsof those experimentssupported.
in every way the theory that acidity in soils is due to selective

adsorption rather than to the présence of true acids. The

experimentsdescribed in thispaper have been undertaken to
obtain more evidenceconcerningthe phenomena of soilacidity
and of adsorption by soils. Before taking up a discussion

of the expérimentalwork it will-be well to deseribe briefly
the properties of acid soilsand to review the various theories

concerningthe causeof acidity.
Acid soils may be divided into two types. The first,

which may be truly calledan acid soil, will give an extract
with water which is add to litmus, indicating that there is

present in the soil a solubleacid. This type of acid soil is

comparativelyrare.

The second type, whichis the type considered in this

paper, gives a water extract that is neutral to litmus, but

gives a sharp acid actionwhena pieceof sensitive litmuspaper
is brought into direct contactwith the moistened soilparticles
themselves. Thèse soils,«lthough giving a neutral extract
with water, will give a stronglyacid solution when shaken
with a neutral salt solution.

Concerningthe cause of acidity in the first type of soil
there can be no question. It is undoubtedly due to the pres-
enceof true acids, theseacidsmanifestingthemselvesby giving
an acid solution when thé soil is extracted with water. Oc-

casionally appreciable quantities of a minéral acid, such as

sulphuric acid, are found in the soil extract, but usually the
1Théexperimentsdescribedin thispaperwerecaniedoutwhilethe

writerwastemporarilyemployedattheMichiganAgriculturalCollegeExperi-
mentStation.ThepaperispublishedbypermissionoftheDirectoroftheSta-
tion.

Jour. Phys. Chem., 18, 355 (1914). `
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add found- is of organic nature. Formerly these organic

compounds were given names such as humic, ulmic, crenic,
and apocrenic acids. Thèse compounds are described in the

literature between 1825 and 18S0.1 Later work by Eggertz,'
van Bemmelen8and others has shownthat the so-called"acids"

described by the earlier writers are not definite compounds
at ail, but complex mixtures of colloidalnature exceedingly
variable in composition. However, Schreiner and Shorey,4
OHn5and others have demonstrated beyond a question of

doubt that definitecompounds, some of them of an acid char-

acter, can be extracted from the soil. As noted abôve, how-

ever, the cases in which these compounds are present in

sufficietit quantitiesto give an acid extract arerare.

Acid soils of the second type are exceedinglycommonin

occurrence as is indicated by the statement of Whitson and

Weir6that two-thirds of the soils of Wisconsinare acid in

character. Undoubtedly soilacidity is as commonin Michigan
and other middle western states as in Wisconsin. Pormerly
the acidity of these soils as well as those of the first type was

explainedby the presence of acids of the type of humic, ulmic,
and crenicacids. This theory concerningthe cause of acidity
has gradually been abandonëd for two reasons. The first

is that, as noted above, it has been found that humic, ulmic,

and crenicacidsare not definitecompoundsat all. The second

is that a very large part of the acid soilsof the second type
are upland sandy soils so deficientin organicmatter that the

acidity could not be ascribed to organic matter. In fact,
Daikuhara7 has found soils in Japan which, although devoid

of organic matter, are acid in character. The writer8 has

1For the literature on this subject see TechaicalBulletin.19, Michigan

ExperlmentStation (1914).
4 Biedermann's,Zent. Agr. Chem.,18, 75 (1888).

Laad. Vers.Sta., 26, 113(1888).
U. S.Bureauof Soils,Bulletins47,70,74,77,80,83,87,88and 90.
Ber. deutsch. chem. Oes., 45, 6$i (191a).
« Univ.of Wis.Bxp. Sta. Bull. No. 330.
Chem. Zeit.,32, 1187 (190S).
• I^xî.dt.
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shownthat soilsfromwhich all organicmatter had been re-
movedwere moreacidin character thanin their originalstate.
The acidity in such cases cannot be ascribed to the presence
oforganic acids whether they be of the nature of humic acids
or definite compoundsof the type extracted by Schreiner
and his co-workers.

There are two hypothesesaffered to explain the acidity
of soilsin such cases. Accordingto one, the acidity is due to
the presence of true acids, in some casesto organicadds and
in othersto silicatesof an acid nature. Accordingto this ex-

planation, the fact that test»papersare not affectedby water
extracts of the soil is accounted for on the assumption that
the acids are so insolublethat the litnms mustbe broughtinto
direct contact with the soil particles to be affected. The
fact that quite appreciablequantities of acid are liberated
when solutions of soluble salts are shaken with the soil is

explainedon the assumptionthat the insolubleacidsenter into
doubledécompositionwith the salt liberatingthe corresponding
acid. That is to say, if the soil is shaken with a solution of

potassium chloride for example, the insoluble acid would in

part be changed overto the potassiumsalt and an equivalent
quantity of hydrochloricacid would be set free.

There are certain fundamental objectionsto this theory.
In the first place, if the acidity is due to the presenceof a true
acid, the water extract of the soil shouldgive just as strong
an acid action toward litmus as the moistened soil particles
themselves. Accordingto the generally accepted idea, an
acid owes its propertiesto the presenceof the hydrogen ion.
Nowit is known that if a piece of sensitive litmus paper be
drawn carefully through the supernatant liquid so as not to
touch the -soil particlesin the bottom of the receptacle, the

paper will be unaffected. If, on the other hand, the paper be

draggedover the surfaceof the soilparticlesor the mixture be

agitated in sucha waythat the soil particlescorne into direct
contact with the test-paper, the blue litmus is instantly red-
dened. If this effectis due to the présenceof a true acid, in
other words to the presenceof the hydrogenion, we must as-
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sume that thé hydrogen ions are held in some mysterious way
to the soil particles themselves and are not free to migrate

through the solution in the usual manner. If we cannot as-

sume that the hydrogen ions are boundin this manner by the

soilparticles, then it is necessaryto assumethat the reddening
of the litmus is due to somethingotherthan the hydrogenions,

in which case this something cannot be a true acid. Again,
as mentioned above, these acid soils have the property of

liberating free acids when shaken with solutions of neutral

salts. If this is brought about by a double decomposition
with the insoluble acids it meansthat an insolubleand slightly
dissociatedacid is reacting to liberate quite appreciable quan-
tities of a soluble and highly dissociatedadd, a phenomenon
that is hardly conceivable in the light of the law of mass

action.

Thèse objections to the theory concerningthé présence
of true acids in those acid soils whichgive neutral water ex-

tracts have given rise to a secondtheory concerningthe cause

of the peculiar behavior of such soils. This theory is based

on the assumption that the colloidalmatter of the soil has the

power of adsorbing selectively the cation from a neutral salt

solution leaving an equivalent quantity of soluble acid in

solution. If the soil is shaken with a solution of potassium
cbloridefor example, it is assumedthat the negatively charged
colloidal matter of the soil will adsorb a certain amount of

the positivelycharged potassiumionsfromthe solution, setting
free a correspondingamount ofhydrochloricacid. This theory
furnishes a plausible explanation for the action of soil toward

litmus paper. The soilwill adsorbthe base of the blue litmus

salt when the test-paper is brought into direct contact with the

soil particles leaving the red acid dye on the paper. Since

this theory does not assume the presence of a true acid, the

water extract would be found to be neutral toward litmus,

and this is found to be the case in a great majority of cases

of soil acidity. More will be said concerningthe mechanism

of selective adsorption later.

In the paper mentioned above, the writer described some
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experiments which were undertaken to secure some positive
evidence in favor of the adsorption theory. It was shown
that, when samples of a soil were shaken with solutions of
different salts such as sodium nitrate, and potassium chloride,
différent quantities of acid wereset free, indicating that differ-
ent quantities of the cation were taken up by the soil in the
two cases. It might be argued that the differencein quantity
of acid set free is a function of the strength of the two acids
involved. However, if this were the case, we would find
that with successiveapplications of the salt solution to the soit,
the total quantity of acid set free in the successiveapplica-
tions of thé two salts would approach the same limit if the

change werejjrought about by a doubledecoiapôsition with

any free acid that is present in the soil; this limit wouldbe
measured by the quantity of free acid in the soil. However,
it was found that the total amount of acid obtained in the suc-
cessive applications of potassium chloride in the one case and
of sodium nitrate in the other did not approach the same
limit. Instead, with each additional application, thé ratio
of the total quantity of acid set free in the case of potassium
chloride to that in the case of sodiumnitrate became greater.
This indicated that some change other than double decompo-
sition with a fixed quantity of some insoluble acid was re-

sponsiblefor the libération of the acid.
`

Again when a soil was treated with barium chloridesolu-
tion, it was shownthat the bariumtaken up by the soilcould
be removed almost quantitatively by a single application of

JV/20 hydrochloricacid, although it cpuld not be washed out

by persistent washing. If the action between the barium
chloride and the soil is one of doubledecomposition,we must
concludethat the acid present in the soil forms a salt with the
barium that is more insoluble than the acid which is itself
so insoluble that it cannot be washedout in measurable quan-
tities even with several days of continuous washing. It
would be hard to conceiveof anythingmore insolublethan this
barium salt. We would not then expect this action to be re-
versible to any appreciable extent. It was found, however,
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as stated above, that the barium could be changed back to

the soluble chloride by treating the soil with dilute hydro-
chloric acid. This fact would indicate that the barium is

held by the soil in someother form than an insolublebarium

salt.

E. Truog1has criticizedthe conclusionsdrawn from the

above experiments. Concerningthe first experiment, Truog
asserts that the fact that different quantities of sodium and

potassium were taken up by the soil can be accounted for

by various "side reactions." He suggests as some of these

side reactions, different rates of hydrolysisof the salts formed

by different bases, action of organic matter, "latent acidity,"
etc. Wherever his ownresults or those of -other. expeti-

menters do not agree with his theory, he dismisses the non-

agreementon the ground ofsidereactions. He doesnot show

that these side reactions actually take place. In another

experiment,he attempts to avoid these sidereactions by using

small quantities of soil with large volumes of salt solutions.

He finds that usingsodiumchloride,potassiumchloride,barium

chloride, and calcium'chloride,the quantities of acid liberated

measured in terms of ce of N/25 NaOH, were, respectively,

i.2, 1.4, 1.4,and 2.0 in the case of a silt loam soil, and 1.9,

1.9, 1.9, and 2.7 in the case of a peat soil. He concludes

from this that "the reactions due to soil acidity take place

according to chemical equivalenceand exhibit ail the proper-

ties of true chemical reactions." However, an examination

of his figuresshowsthat 67percent moreacid is liberated in the

calcium chloride solution than in the sodium chloride in the

case of the loam and 43 percent more in the case of the peat
soil.

This, however, has very little to do with the questionat

issue. Even though a particular soil does take up nearly

equivalent quantities ofdifferentbases, this fact doesnot show

that all soils will behave in the same manner nor does it

show that the action is not one of adsorption. Certainly in

the soils investigated by the writer much greater quantities

1Jour.Phys.Chem.,20,457(1916).
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of add wereliberated from potassiumsalts than fromsodium
salts. Of course, these resultscan bedismissedwith the magie
phrase "side reactions," but until these side réactions are
actually shown to take place and that these can be avoided
in the way Truog suggests, about the only conclusionthat
can be drawn is that differenttypes of soitvary in their power
of liberating adds from various salts.

With regard to the experiment in which the writer has
shownthat the adsorbed barium may be recoveredby the ad-
dition of a dilute add, Truog says "Harris, apparently, for-
gets that in the first reactionan overwhehtungmassofbarium
chloridewas used and the reaction forced as a consequence
to the right. In the second reaction thé excess of barium
chloridehad previously been removedand now a largeexcess
of hydrochloricadd is added and, to be sure, the reaction is
reversedand forced to the right. The results are entirely in
accordwith the law of mass action and serve as evidencein
favor ofthe existenceof trué acidsas the causeofsoilacidity."

In order to determine the validity of Truog's conclusion,
it willbewellto consideroncemorethe nature of the substances
involved. If there is an add present in the soil,its insolubility
is indicated by the fact that when the writer subjected a
sampleof add soil to continuouswashing for a periodof two
weeks,its powerfor liberating an acid from a neutral salt was
just as great as before the washing, thus showingthat none
of the "acid" had been removedby the long-continuedwash-
ing. The fact that barium chloridereacts with this veryweak
and insoluble acid liberating a very large quantity ofa strong
acid, makes it necessary that the barium salt be even more
insolublethan thé add itself. This would make thé barium
salt about as insolublea product as any that can be imagined.
This being the case,wewouldnot expectto render appreciable
quantities of the barium soluble by treatment with hydro-
chloricadd, if the barium compoundwere formed by double
decomposition, whereas the writer found that with N/20
hydrochloric acid the barium could be recovered almost
quantitatively. The fallacy of Truog's conclusionconcerning
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the experimentmay be seenby consideringa similar instance

with substanceswith whichwe are somewhatmore familiar.

Starting with barium oxalateand adding sulphuric acid, we

would get of course barium sulphate and oxalic acid, the

barium oxalate 'disappearing. Now according to Truog's

reasoning, if we removethe sulphuric add completely and

add a slight excess of oxalic acid, the barium sulphate
should be changedback almostcompletely to barium oxalate.

Of course this. couldnot happen. It is impossibleto believe

that any acid of the character that might be present in an

almost absolutelyinsolublecondition in the soilcan react with

a soluble salt and liberate large quantities of a strong acid.

And evenif this werepossible(as it might beif thebarium salt

were many times as insoluble as the corresponding acid)
it would certainlybe impossibleto carry the barium back into

solutionby removingthe solublesalt and somewhatincreasing
the concentrationof hydrochloricacid above that liberated

by the action ofthe soil onthe barium chloride.

Truog goesfarther, and states that the "selectiveadsorp-
tion from the common,simple,stable, neutral salts has never

been demonstrated conclusively." Also that "various prop-
erties having no existencein either pure chemistiy or physics

are ascribed to colloidsin order that certain phenomena may
be explainedwithout goingto the trouble of finding the real

cause." Sincethe only property of colloidsunder discussion

is their powerfor selectivelyadsorbing ions from solutionsof

electrolytes,he wouldthusplace in this categorysuch chemists

asWhitneyand Ober,Cameron,Billitzer,Freundlich,Michaelis

and many otherswhohaveworkedon colloidalprecipitation.
In the paper above mentioned, the writer likened the

action of the soiltoward solutions of salts to that of colloidal

arsenic trisulphide. Hcton and Linder' first observed that

in the coagulationof arsenictrisulphide by barium chloride

solution,the precipitatecarnesdown with it a certain amount

of barium, an equivalentamount of hydrochloric add being
liberated iri the solution. Truog calls attention to the fact

1Jour.Chem.Soc.,67,63(1895).
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that Picton and Linder1 explain this action on the basis of
a doubledecomposition. Whileit is true that Picton and Un-
der do offer such an explanationit is also true that their ex-
planation has not been generallyaccepted. In fact, Whitney
and Ober2,FreundKch,8Taylor*and practically all who have
written on this subject regard the action of electrolyteswith
arsenic trisulphide as a case of adsorption.

But gtanting that the interprétation in this particular
experiment is doubtful, another example may be dted con-
cerningwhich there can be no doubt. Freundlichand Losev6
have shown that when eharcoalis treated with methyl violet
(an organic chloride)the dye is adsorbedin the form of the

organie. base an an équivalent quantity pf hydtochloriç acid
is set free ut the solution. The base thus adsorbed is not
solublein water, but may be easilyremovedby acids,alcohol,
pyridine and other organic solvents. Now methyl violet is
a strongly dissociated electrolyte and is not hydrolyzedin.
water solution, and in this regard is' comparableto barium
chloride. The action is in every way analogousto the action
of arsenic trisulphide, soils and other colloidstoward elec-
trolytes. There is the differencethat the methyl violet has
an organic cation instead of a metal cation, but it is not possi-
bleto endowit withspecialpropertiesfor this reason. Freund-
liche has found that arsenic trisulphide has the same effect
on dyes as has the charcoal, and finds that the adsorptionof
metallic ions followsthe same law as does the adsorption of
the base from suchdyes as methyl blue.

The questionnext arises as to why any substanceshould
selectivelyadsorb any ion. In seekingan explanationfor the
selective adsorption of ions, we must keep in mind certain
well-knownproperties of colloids. With very few exceptions
colloidal substances (either in solution or in suspension)

1Jour.Chem.Soc.,87,1914(igoj).
Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,67,63(1901).
KapiUarchemie.
ChemistryofColloids,p.104,Longmans,GreenandCo.
Zeit. phys. Chem., 59, 384 (1907).
I,oc. cit.
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carry electriccharges, in a few cases positive but in most

cases négative. Soils,kaolin,and practically ail suspensions
are negativelycharged. The présenceof this charge is shown

by thé migrationof the particles in suspensionunder an ap-

plied electromotiveforce. Againthiscolloidal-conditionseems

to dépendupon this charge becauseas soon as the charge is

neutralized by any method, and the colloid becomes elec-

trically neutral(the isoelectricpoint), it is coagulated. This

précipitationby neutralization of the charge carried may be

brought about (i) by the additionof electrolytes, in which

case it is alwaysthe ion carryingan opposite charge to that

of the colloidthat causesthe précipitation, (2)by the addition

of a colloid of opposite charge in-.which case both colloids

are precipitated, (3) by the action of negatively charged 0-

rays in the caseof positivelychargedcolloids. In this latter

connection,1it has been shown that the negatively charged

rays will precipitate certain positively charged colloids, and

will increasethe mobility of certainnegatively charged sub-

stances.

The facts concerningthe precipitationof colloidsby elec-

trolytes, such as the influenceof valence, etc., are toc well

known to need further discussionhere, but the question as

to whetherthat portion of the precipitatingion that is almost

invariablycarrieddown with the colloidalprecipitate, is held

enmeshed by the colloid through adsorption or through a

chemicalprocessis the important questionin connectionwith

the presentproblem. There are two facts that tend to sup-

port the adsorptionhypothesis. First, the fact that the pre-

cipitationof one colloidby anotherof opposite charge is ac-

companiedalso by the precipitationof the latter, would lead

us to believethat the precipitationofa colloidby an oppositely

charged ion should be accompaniedby the enmeshing of a

sufficientquantity of that ion to neutralize the chargeon the

colloid. Second,in the case mentionedabove, of the action

of charcoal, silk, wool,and cotton on dyes such asmethyl

violet we have undoubted cases of adsorption of the cation,

1Hardy:Jour.Physiology,29,29(1903).
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this adsorption being accompaniedby, the liberation of an

équivalent quantity of acid.

p'reundlichihassuggested an explànation of these facts

based on Perrin's» work. This explanation accounts for the

charge carried by the colloid, the adsorption of the cation,

and the liberationof an equivalentquantity ofan acid. Perrin

has shown that the présenceof the hydrogen or hydroxyl

ions has an important influenceon the charges carried by

solid particles in contact with water.. In contact with acids

and highconcentrationsof thehydrogenion, thé solidparticles

become positively charged, whilein contact with bases and

high concentrationsof the hydroxylions the particles become

ne^atively charged. Freondlich expiâtes this on thesupposi-

tion that when a body in suspensionis positively charged it

has adsbrbed hydrogenions, thesehydrbgen ions forming one

layer in a system of Helmholtzdouble layers, the other layer

being formed by the acid ions, these two layers, of course,

being an infitritesùnaldistanceapart. In case the substance

carries a negative charge, it is the hydroxyl ions that will

form the layer on the surfaceof the substance thus giving it

its charge. In case the substanceis charged in contact with

water and in the absenceofbasesand acids, it is the hydrogen

and hydroxyl ions of the water that are responsablefor the

charges. In the caseofa negativelychargedbody the hydroxyl

ions form the layer next to the solid and the hydrogen ions

the other. In the case of the pOMtJvelycharged body, the

conditions are reversed. To explainthis preferential adsorp-

tion, it is only necessary to recallthat any substance which

will lowerthe surfacetensionofa liquid in a system consisting

of a solid and a liquid will be mechanicaUyadsorbed.a If

the hydrogen ion lowers the surfacetension of the liquid in

contact with the solid it will be adsorbedand, of course, im-

part to the adsorbing surface its charge. If the hydroxyl

ion lowersthe surfacetensionit willbe adsorbedand the charge

»Zeit.phys.Chem.,59*̂84(w).
1 Comptes rendus, 136, 1288, 1440;I37.SI3. 5^4 («903).

SeeMichaella:DynamicsofSurfaces,p.22,E.aadP.N.Spon.
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will be negative. Since most suspensions are negatively

charged,the hydroxyl ion must, in most cases,form that part
of the double layer next to the particles. If the chargeon the

suspendedparticles is in any way neutralized, the suspension
is flocculated. If the suspended particles are brought into

contactwithan electrolyte,that ionagainwhichhasthe greatest
effectin loweringthe surface tension will tend to pass into the

inner layer. In most cases apparently, when the electrolyte
is a salt, it is the metal ion that is adsorbed. Of course,

uponpassingto the innerlayer it willcounterbalancethe charge
within this layer and the suspension will becomeelectrically
neutral, permitting the particles to coalesceand settle out,
the precipitàté carrying downwith it the cation and the hy-

droxylion. The balancing of the charge due to the.hydroxyl
ions in the inner layer will set free the hydrogen ions of the

outer layer. These will pass into the solution forming with

the acid ions of the electrolytea free acid.

This hypothesis of Freundlich's furnishes a better expla-
nation for the facts concerningselective adsorption than any
of the others that have been advanced. To suppose that the

colloid in being coagulated simply carries down with it the

ion of charge opposite to its own, would leave free ions with

unbalanced charges in solution. To supposeas does Parker1

that the colloidhydrolyzesthe salt, and carriesdown the base

leavingthe acid in solution,wouldnot account for the neutral-

ization of the charge on the colloid. Also it would give to

the colloida power of decomposingsalts, for whieh we would

have no adequate explanation. Freundlich's hypothesis has

the advantage that it furnishes an explanationfor the charge
on the colloid, for its precipitation by an electrolyte, and for

the carrying down by the precipitate of the ion carryingthe

oppositecharge.
Another hypothesis to explain the action of soils toward

salt solutionshas recently been advanced by Frank E. Rice,*
who suggests that the acid set free when a soil is shakenwith

1Jour.Ag.Research,x,179(1913)-
'Jour.Phys.Chem.,20,214(1916).
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a neutral salt is a result of the hydrolysis of aluminium salts
formed by the displacementof aluminium ions by the cation
of the salt. This phenomenonundoubtedly does account for
a large part of the add set free in the salt solution, for it has
been noticed by all whobave experimentedwith soils of this

type that large quantities of aluminium salts are present in
the solution after a soil hasbeen shaken with a neutral salt
solution. However, this hypothesis cannot explain all the

properties of such soils. For example, the writer1has shown

that if a soilbe treated with a dilute add, and this dilute acid
washed out, the soil has a very much greater power for liber-

ating acids fromneutral salt solutionsthan before. The effect

of the add wouldbe to removeany adsorbed bases, induding
aluminiumsothat if Rice'shypothesiswerecorrect, their power
for liberating add in a salt solution shouldbe decreased by
such treatment rather than increased. This hypothesis also
fails to account for the powerofpeat soilsof liberating an add
from a salt solution.

Sharp and Hoagland2have recently used the hydrogen
electrodefor the déterminationof hydrogen ion concentrations
in soilsolutions. They foundthat soilsolutionsfrom acid soils

showed higher hydrogen ion concentrations than did those
from neutral soils. They also found that the hydrogen
ion concentration was materially increasedby the addition of
neutral salts in the case of acid soils. They conclude that

acidity in soilsis due to the presenceof true adds. The writer

wishesto call attention to the fact that in acid soils (meaning

by this, soils deficient in basic material), the conditions are

especiallygoodfor the accumulationofsmall quantities of acid
due to the deficiencyof basic material for them to combine
with. Under ordinary conditions of drainage there might
be sufficientquantities of acid accumulatedto be detected by
the hydrogen electrodebut not by litmus. It cannot-becon-

cluded, however, that this small quantity of acid can be the
causeof the liberationof largequantities of acid when treated

Loc.cit.
» Jour. Ag. Research, 7, 123 (1916).
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with a salt, nor can those experimentsexplainthe fact that,

althoughlitmusis not afiectedby the soilsolution,it is sharply
acted upon by the soil particlesthemselves.

The experimentsdescribedin this paperwereundertaken

with a two-fotdpurpose; first, to secure additional evidence

as to whetherthe causeof acidity (wheresuchacidity is char-

acterizedby a neutral soil solution,but add action whentest-

papers are brought into direct contact with the soil particles)
is due to couoidaladsorptionor to the presenceof true acids;i

second,to securedata that might throwsomelight on the ac-

tion of f ertilizersalts.

It is knownthat in casesof adsorptionby colloids,whether

frôm solutionsof dyés or front solutionsof electrolytes,the

quantitative relations are expressedby the equation x/m –

acxlnwhere x is the mass of the materialadsorbed,mthe mass

of the adsorbingsubstance, c the concentrationof the solu-

tion with respect to the material adsorbed,and a and n are

constants characteristicof the substancesused. This formula

may be written in the fonn ci/cj/* = k, in whichformit is an

empirical modification of Nernst's partition law, which is

formulated thus, C1/C2= K. This latter equation givesthe

equilibrium conditions when a substance is shaken up with

two immiscibleliquids in each of whichit is soluble. There

is a second adsorption formula that has been developedby
preundlichl partly on theoretical and partly on empirical

considerations. This formulais expressedthus: log^zrx

a(-)
where v represents the volume of solution, m

the mass of adsorbing material, a the total quantity of ad-

sorbable material, x the quantity adsorbed,and à and n are

constants. However,by the expansionof the terms involved,

Freundlichshowedthat the first adsorptionequationexpressed
above could be derived from his. The first equation is the

one most often used in work on adsorption. The value'

»Zeit.phys.Chem.,57»385(1906)-
Freundlich:Kapillarchetnie,p.130.
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of i/n usually lies betweeno.i and o.5. This formula gives
us a goodmethod for testing the action in the case of the soil
to détermine whetherwehave a case of adsorption or one of

chemicalreaction.

The test was applied to a soil of the sandy loam type.
In preparing the soil samples,the soil was air-diriedand put
through a 20-meshsieve,every precaution being taken to se-
cure as nearlyuniforra samples of the soil as possible. 50-
gram samplesof the soilwere treated with solutions ofbarium

chloride varying in concentrationfrom 0.8 N to 0.01 N, the

mixtures being shaken at intervals for a period of twenty-
four hours. The volumeof solutionused in each casewas 125
ce. The solution wasanalyzed before and after application
to the soil, the quantity of barium adsorbedbeing detennined

by difference. In calculatingthe results, the equation used

was x = ac1! The use of this simpler formof the équation
given above is made possibleby the fact that the mass, m,
of the adsorbingsubstancewas kept constant. The élimina-

tion of this quantity merelychanged the value of the constant

a. Thevaluesof i/wwerecalculatedand the results are shown
in the followingtable. The concentrations of the barium ion

werecalculated from the values given in conductivity tables

for barium chloridesolutions.

Tablb I

Normalityof Conc.ofBaions. Totalquantityof
BaCUsot. Gram pertocce Baadsorbed

0.8 3.3175 0.2375 0.437
0.4 1.8133 0.1983 0.374
0.2 0.9849 0.1550 0.395
0.1 0.5233 0.1125 0.414
0.07 0.3778 0.1109 0.372
0.04 0.2253 0.0819 0.405
0.02 0.1175 0.0580 0.421
o.oi 0.0611 0.0413 0.437

Asimilarexperimentwasperformedwithkaolin which had

been treated withN/20 hydrochloricacid,the excess acid being
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then removedby carefulwashing. This treatment is the same

as that applied to the kaolin used in the experimentsdescribed

in a previous paper.1 The kaolin before treatment with the

acid wasperfectly neutral in its behavior, but after the treat-

ment with the acid, although washed until the wash water

was found to be neutral, had the same power as the acid soils

of liberating a solubleacid when shaken with a solution of a

neutral salt. The results are givenin Table II.

Tabuî II

Nonnality of Conc.of Baions. Quantityof Ba ions
BaCljsa. Gms.per too ce adsorbed

0.1 0.5233 0.1065 0.275
0.07 0.3778 0.0982 0.274
0.04 0.2253 0.0885 0.262

0.02 O-ÏI75 0,0714 0.274
0.01 0.061 1 0.0567 0.284

The above results show values for x/n that agree re-

markably well especiallywhen it is rememberedthat it is ex-

tremely difficult to get exactly uniform samples, particularly
in the caseof the soil. The fact that the values of i/n are so

nearly constant, indicates that the action is one of adsorption
in both cases.

It was next undertaken to determine the power of ad-

sorption on the part of the soil for various cations. As a

preliminary to this experiment, samplesof various soils were

treated with barium chloride solutionto déterminewhether or

not the acid radical is adsorbed. In no case was there any
evidenceof adsorptionof the chlorideion, indicating that the

soil adsorbs only the positive ion. The salts used in this ex-

periment were sodium chloride, potassium chloride, calcium

chloride, barium chloride, manganese chloride, magnesium
chloride, and aluminium chloride. To détermine the quanti-
ties of the cations adsorbed, so-gram samples of soil were

treated with 125 ce of N/10 solutions of each of the above

»Loc.dt
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salts. The solutions were left in contact with the soi!for a

period of twenty-four hours, being frequently shaken during

that period. The solutions were analyzed before and after

treatment of the soit, and the quantities adsorbeddetermined

by difference.

TABteIII

fi«i«»tnM Quaatityofcation No.oféquivalentsSolution «
adsorbed adrorbed

KC1 0.0395 0.00101
NaCI 0.0041 0.00013
CaClg 0.0134 0.00067
MnCla 0.0177 0.00064

MgCli 6.0057 0.00047
AlCJâ 0.0113 0.00125

From the above tables, it may be seen that the calcium,

manganeseand magnesium are adsorbed in almostequivalent

quantities, while the potassium and aluminiumare adsorbed

in larger quantities and the sodium in much smaller quan-
tities. It is of interest to note that the quantities of the ions

adsorbed followclosely the valence rule for the precipitation
of colloids, the potassium being excepted. The writer can

offerno explanatiorifor the anomalousbehaviorof the potas-

sium. Whether there is any connectionbetweenthe highad-

sorptive powerof the soil for this element and the important
rote played by this element in influencingthe fertility of the

soit is hard to say. Presumably the potassiumwould have a

greater effecton the'physical properties of the soil than would

the sodiumor the divalent ionsCa, Mn or Mg. On the other

hand the Al -wouldbe more effectiveso far as its flocculating

power is concernedbut the beneficial effectof this wouldbe

destroyedthrough the hydrolysis of aluminiumsalts and the

consequentsetting free of solubleacids.

To determine the extent to which the various ions m

replace adsorbedpotassium ions, a large quantity of soilw

treated with normalpotassiumchloride solution,the twobeing
shaken together.for several hours. The solutionwas then re-
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movedby centrifuging. This wasrepeated six times to insure

the adsorptionof as largea quantity of potassium as possible.
The soil was thoroughlywashedto removethe greater part of

the solttblepotassium. After drying, nine 5o-gram samples
were treated as follows:

No. Treatedwith

1 200ce distilledwater
2 200ce N/10 NaCl

3 200ce W/10NH4CI
4 200ceN/10 CaCU
5 200ce N/10 MnClg
6 200ceN/ïo MgClî
7 200CeN/10 AlClj
8 200 ce water with 1.72g CaSO^HsO
9 200ce water and 1 g CaCOa

The samplesof soil were left in contact with the solu-

tions, with occasionalshaking, for a period of seventy-two
hours,after whichthe solutionsweredrawnoffand the quantity
of potassiumdetermined. The results are shownin the follow-

ing table:

Tabi.8IV

Stunote No Treated with KsOfound in Ks0 liberatedbyaampiewo. ltea.ua wiUi solution action of solution

1 HgO 0.0092
2 NaCl 0.0393 0.0301
3 NH^Cl 0.0568 0.0476
4 CaClj 0.0511 0.0419
5 MnClj 0.0514 0.0422
6 MgClj 0.0413 0.0321
7 AlCta 0.0617 0.0525
8 CaSO4 0.0510 0.0418
9 CaCOj 0.0322 0.0230

From the above table it may be seen that large quantities
of the potash held adsorbed by the soil are liberated upon
treatment with various salt solutions, and that the quantity
varies with the sait solution used. Aluminium chloride is
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found to liberate the greatest quantity followed in order by
ammonium chloride, manganèse chloride, calcium chloride,

calcium sulphate, magnesium chloride, sodium chloride and

the suspensionof calcium carbonate in water. The order for

the ions AI, Mn, Ca and Na is the same as that found in

Table III. TMs was to be expected because the abilityto

liberate potassium held adsorbed by the soil should depend

directly upon the relative tendencies of the different ions for

beingadsorbed.

It is possible that there is someconnection between this

displacementof potassium, held adsorbedby the soil,by other

ions, and the beneficial effect noted by a number of expert-
menters upon the addition of gypsum, sodium chloride, and

manganesesalts to the soil. If such additions are beneficial

becauseof the power of these substances to displaceadsorbed

potassium, the beneficial effect should be a temporary one,
and suchhas usually been found to be the case.

To determine the efféct of the presence of one ion upon
the adsorption of another, three samples of soil were treated

as follows: No. i with 200 cc of N/10 KNO3,No; 2 with 200

ce of N/to CaCl2 and No. 3 with 100 ce of N/s KNOsand

100 ce of N/s CaCl*. In No. 3 after mixing the solutions

of KNOsand CaCl2,the soil was, of course, in contact with a

solutionthat was tenth normal with regard to both salts. Thé

quantitiesof the ions adsorbed are shownin the followingtable:

Tabus V

Quantity of KsO Quantity of CaO
No. of equivalentsadsorbed

adsorbed adsorbed

No. 1 0.0471
– 0.0010 –

No. 2 –
0.0245

–
0.00087

No. 3 0.0347 0.0190 0.00074 0.00067

It is seen from these results that the quantity of one ion

adsorbed is materially decreased by the presence of another

ion, but the amount of decrease does not correspond to the
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amount of the secondion adsorbed. In other words the sum
of the equivalents adsorbedfrom the mixture is greater than
the number ofequivalentsadsorbedfrom either solutionalone.
This would indicate that a soil that had adsorbed all that it
could of one ion, would still retain some power of adsorption
for another ion, overand above that adsorbed by the displace-
ment of the first ion.

Summary
It has been shownthat, when a soil or kaolin is treated

with salt solutions of varying concentrations, the quantities
of the cation adsorbedfollowvery closely the adsorption iso-
therm represented by the equation x/m = ac indicating
that the action is one of adsorption and not of double de-
composition.

When the soil was treated with different salt solutions it
was found that the number of equivalents of the different
cations adsorbed was not the same. The cations with refer-
enceto their tendencyfor beingadsorbedoccurred in the order:
Al, K, Ca, Mn, Mg and Na. The numbers for the ions
Ca, Mn and Mg werevery nearly the same. It is observed
that the metals with the exception of the potassium occur
in the orderof their valenceandthat metalsof the same valence
givepractically the samevalues.

It was found that a soil that had adsorbed large quantities
of potassium, would give part of this up when treated with
various salt solutions. In the case of the solutions tried it
was found that, with reference to their ability to set free
adsorbed potassium,the salts occurredin the followingorder
A1C13,NH4CI,MnCl2,CaCl2,CaSO4,MgCfe,NaCl, CaCO*.

When the soil wastreated with a mixture of salts it was
found that the amount of each ion adsorbed was eut downby
the presenceof the other. The total number of equivalents
adsorbed from the mixture was greater, however, than from
either of the salts alone.

AnnArbor,Michigan



CAPIUrARY PHENOMENA AND SUPERCOOLING

BV S. LAWRENCE BIGBMW AND EDWARD A. RYKENBOER.1

PART I– SUPERCOOUNG IN CAPILLARY TUBES

Introduction

In mountainous regions the existence,at a definite alti-

tude, of a clearly marked "tree line," indicates that above

this the average température is too lowfor the trees to with-

stand. Certain formsofvégétation cannot survive the winter

abovecertain latitudes. It would appear to be a logicalcon-

clusionthat the completenesswith whichail moisturewithto

the tree or plant is frozen is at least one factor determining

whetherit lives or dies.

Undercertain conditionsliquidsmaybe supercooledmany

degreesbelow their freezingpoints without solidification. It

occurredto us that sufficientsmallnessof cells or capillary

tubes might make possiblea degreeof supercoolingsuch that

at least some of the contained moisture did not freeze and

that this might be the reasonthat someplants or treeswerenot

"winter killed," but resumed their growth in the spring.

In winter,trees andplants are frequentlysubjected to tempéra-

tures belowthe freezingpoint of the dilute solutions in their

cells and pores. Trees give off moisture in winter at low

temperatures and the amounts given off are more than can

be explainedby the vaporization of the ice present in the

tree as a result of freezing,which indicatesthat there must be

somecirculationofliquids,though thismaybe smallinamount.

That the contents of the largervesselsfreezesolid isdoubtless

true but whether the contents of the very minute ones freeze

also is not so certain. If they do not, they could furnish

the small amount of circulation which appears to be main-

tained. When different spécimens of a single variety or

tree growingat different altitudes are compared, it is found

»ContributionfromtheChemicalLaboratotyoftheUnlversîtyofMichi-

gan.
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that the capillary tubes become progressivelysmaller as the

height at which the tree grows is increased. This seemsto

point to a natural fortificationagainst the lowertemperatures
experiencedat high altitudes. At any one altitude the pores
in the summerwood are smaller than those formedin spring,
but sincethe year's growth is very small this wouldnot neces-

sarily indicate that the smaller tubes were formed later in
the seasonas a preparation for winter. We were unable to
find any exact data bearing on these points, indeed we did
not find any reference to the considerationsjust outlined,in
our examinationof the literature, either botanical, physico-
chemicalor physical.

Furthermore, the question of pore size as determining,
if it doesdétermine, the degreesof supercôolingpossiblewith-
out solidification,may be significantin connection with cold

storage.. For it is well known that many food products,
after beingfrozenand then thawed, arc lesspalatable. Possi-

bly for eachsubstance there is a temperature, belowwhichit
shouldnot be brought.

The subject seemed to us of interest amply sufficient
to justify a careful study of the amount of supercooling
obtainablein capillary tubes and wehoped we might possibly
succeedin formulatingthe degreeofsupercoolingas a function
of the diameterof the tube.

Disoussion of Supereooling
The literature upon the subject of supercoolingin capil-

lary tubes is very meagre and is confined practically to a

singlecontributionby H. C. Sorby.1
1 He madea brief study

of the temperatures at which water froze in capillary tubes
of différentdiameters. He did this because he observedthat
in quartz cavities, liquids, that he supposed to be water,
remained in the fluid state far below the freezing point of
water. In tubes from 1/4 to 1/40 of an inch in diameter

the freezingpoint was found to be about -60 C, in tubes
smallerthan 1/40 ofan inch he foundhe couldcarry the super-

1PhiLMag.,[4]18,105(1859).
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coolingmuch further and in tubes of a diameter varying from

1/200 to 1/300 of an inch water froze at – i7°C. On the

other hand he found that there was no decided differencein

the point at which freezingoccurred in tubes varying from

1/200 to 1/700 of an inch nor in tubes with diameters from

1/4 to 1/40 of an inch. However,while the values for the

tubes included in each of these ranges were the same,the two

sets of readingswere different. No conclusionswere arrived

at nor was any explanationofferedfor the phenomenon.
Van der Mensbrugghe1refersto supercoolingin capillary

tubes, among a number of other facts, which he uses as ex-

amples to demonstrate the application of a formuladerived

from thermodynamical considerations. Thé formulafollows:

»-«?
K

K spécifieheat.
k = specifieheat ifsurfacehasnopotentialenergy.
A = thermalequivalentofthe unitof work.
t = absolutetemperature.
S = freesurface.
T – potentialenergyof surfaceof contact (ofa solidand a

liquidwhiehwetsit).
V = volume.
X = specifiegravityof theliquid.

The exact form of the function which expressesT by
means of t for any liquid whatever is not known,but for a

given liquid, the values of the coefficientsof an equation such

as T = a + 0 t + y t2 + can be obtained. According
to Van der Mensbrugghethe values of 0 and y for water are

very small, and permit the powersof t higher than the second

to be neglected. For the same liquid is negative and

from this it followsthat the quantity of heat to be supplied
or taken away from unit weightof water, to raiseor lowerthe

temperature one degree, in general increases with t and also

with S. Consequentlyit willbe necessary to supply,orwith-

draw much more heat to raise or lower the température one

>Phil.Mag.,b]3,45°(1876);4i4*>(>«77).
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degree,if the total surface of a givenmass is increasedby any
means, such as dividing it into many small spheresor intro-
ducing it into a capillary tube.'1

jpf In capillary tubes it is necessaryto ascertain the sign

%», in order to foresee the quantity of heat necessaryfor
a variation of potential energy in the surfaceof contact be-
tween the liquid and walls. If the sign is negative,we must
concludethat K increaseswith the surfaceS and consequentlythe smaller the tube diameter the larger willbe the value of
K. However, is a continuousfunctionandfor any decided

differencein S/V there ought. to be a correspondingdifference
in K, which wouldmean a differencein the supercooling,the
other conditions remaining unchanged. A considerationof
Sorby's results showsthat this is not thé case, since the di-
ametersvary widelyover ranges of equal supercoolingvalues:
thevalueS/V changinggreatly withno correspondingchangein
supercooling. It seemed possible that Sorby's results were
notaccurateor that he had omitted to considersomeimportant
conditionor sourceof error. But our experiments,described
later, tend to confim his results in this particular, and it
becomesevident that the formula, as given, is of doubtful
value, at least in its application to liquids in capillarytubes.

Although supercooling in capillary tubes has receivedso
little attention, the general subject of supercoolingand the
conditionsunder which a supercooledliquid will crystallize

1 TheratioS/Vincreasesas thevolumeofthemassdiminishes,and,con-
sequently,sinced*T/<«»isnegative,thesmallerthediameterofthemassor
dropthegreaterwillbethevalueofK. VanderMensbrugghebelievesthatthisexplainshowM.Mousson(Bibl.Univ.deGenève,3,296(i7S8))wasableat verylowtemperaturestokeepdropsofwateroflessthan>/»mmdiametertntheliquidstate,whendisposedupona surfacewhichtheydidnotwet. luthesameway,Tomliuson(Students'ManualofNaturelPhilosophy,p. '55»)couldseeminutedropsofwater,alcoholandetherrolluponthesurfaceofafixedoilraisedtomorethan2000C.

Inthisconnectionit canbeshownthat thesigndn/dPchangesundercertainconditions:forwaterthechangeoccursinthevicinityofthemaximum
density.
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spontaneouslyhas been the subject of a good deal of study.

Stuamarizing the results we may say that the spontaneous

erystallization of a supercooled liquid depends upon two

factors:

(a) On the spontaneous power of erystallization: this is

determined, and can be measured,by the number of centers

of crystallization which are formed per unit of time in unit

massof the liqtud.

(b) On the velocity with which the boundary between

Uquid and crystal is shifted (i. e., velocity of crystallization).

Crystaîlization1 in a supercooled liquid never occurs

hombgenedmly throughout the wholemass of the Uquid but

always begins at certain points or centers of crystallization,

the number of which dependsupon the amount and duration

of the supercoolingand the volume of the supercooledmass.

Crystal threads growoutwrardsfromthese centers and spherical

crystal aggregates result. In many substances the number

of centerscanbe determinedby counting the spherical crystals,

each crystal aggregate containing a center of crystallization.

For this purpose the material, enclosedin a thin-walled glass

tube, is heated just abovethe meltingpoint and is then rapidly

cooled400 to 80°. Then the centers usually begin to appear.

If they appear too slowlythe tube can be warmed slightly

and the number of centerswill be increased, but the velocity

of crystallization increasesalso, so that the whole mass tends

to crystallize when the first center appears and the counting

is soon ended. With increasing initial supercooling the

number of eenters formed per time and temperature unit

increase at first to a maximum, but at temperatures about

100 below the melting point the number formed per unit

time decreases rapidly. This behavior is well shown in the

case of piperin as is manifest in the two tables following:8

The amount of substance used in each case was.i/8 ce.

The melting point of piperin is 1290C.

1 Tamman:Zeitphys.Chem.,25,443(1898).
a Tamœann:Loc.cit.
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Tabuî I

Cootedquickly Time «. “*“
tot'C,4C Minutes No.of carte»

35 •ï 2 0
4 2
8 3

12 5
40.2 2 4

4 10
8 19

12 23
451 2 1

4 3
8 5

12 7

Tabi,b II

*° No.ofcenters

25.2 38 32
30.1 73 62
35.2 102 96
c~0 I I32 I r~,I40.1 132 141
45.2 106 m

50.2 92 96
55.3 85 88
60.1 52 43
65.2 27 24
70.2 8 7
75.1 o 1

In Table II the number of centersgiven is in every case

the number which appeared in exactly two minutes.

Table III shows the relation between the volume of the

liquid and the number of crystal nuclei.

Tabi,« III

1 Cylinder 1 CylinderII CylinderIII
O.25CC O.5CC X.3CC

O I I 18
20 4 5 58
40 39 50 148
60 6 8 76
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Tabuj III– (Cmtinued)

Cylinder Lg.cm
Outerdkun. TMcknessof VolumeCyUnder Lg.cm

cm wall cm ce

I 26.0 o.n 0.02 0.25
II 23.0 0.18 0.02 0.50

III 4.2 0.53 0.04 1.2b

Figure I showsthe graphical représentation of the values

given in Table III.1
1

The most significantfacts brought out by this figureare
that the number of crystal nuclei is not proportional to the

Kg. 1

volume of the containingcyl-
inder and that the maximum
value for each curve comesat

the same point on the tem-

perature axis. In general,
however,the numberofcenters

is greater, the greater the vol-

ume of the liquid, as would

naturally be expected.
The second determining

factor in the spontaneouscrys-
tallization of a supercooled

liquid is the velocity of crys-
tallization, or the speed with

which the boundary between

liquidand crystalisshifted. If the velocityisverysmall,centers

might appear but they could not growand the liquidwouldnot

crystallize. Piperin, for example,can be melted, then cooled
until several centers appear and then if the temperature is

lowered rapidly the centers remain the same size, and will
not change until the temperature is again increased to a

region where the velocity of cystallization is noticeable. To

détermine the velocity, the molten liquid is supercooledin

a U-tube and inoculated at one end with a crystal nucleus.

As time passes the crystal surface can be seen to grow. If

Tanunann:Loe.cit.
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crystalHzationvelocity is plotted against temperature a dia-
gram will be obtained similarto Pigure II.1r

Kg.II

In considering this diagram three things must be borne
in mind: (1) Bath temperatures are represented on the
horizontal axis. (2) The temperature at the boundary layer
between crystal and liquid is not the temperature of the bath,
on account of the heat of crystalKzation. (3) When layersof liquid relatively far from the boundary layer are heated
to the melting point, due to heat ofcrystallization,the velocityis high. If a thin layer only is heated to the melting point,
the velocity will have a constant value as long as the heat
of crystallizationis suffident to maintain this temperature in
a thin layer. As the temperature at the boundary falls the
velocity decreasesstill further.

At first, in range A, as the temperature of the bath is
lowered, the values for velocity are small. The reason for
this is that, owingto the insufficientlyrapid removal of heat
or crystallization,layers of liquid adjacent to the crystallizing
boundary are heated to temperatures even above the melt-
ing point and the penetration of the crystal nucld into these
layers is retarded. In range B the velocityincreases,in spite
of the fact that the bath temperatureis lower,since the heat of
crystallization is sufficient to cause layers, that are far from
the crystallizing layer, to be heated to the melting point.
As the température of the bath decreasesstill further in range
C, only enough heat is furnished to establish the melting

1 Tanunann:Zeit.Elektrochemle,10,532(1904).
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point temperature in a thin layer. If the maximumvelocity

is lessthan 3mmper minute, the heat liberated perunit of time

is usually not sufficientto maintain the temperature of the

meltingpoint constantly at the boundary for an extended fall

of temperature in the bath, and, in consequence,range C

shrinksto a point. Furthermore, with substances showinga

rather high velodty the heat liberated will heat layers of

liqttid, still farther from the crystaffizwg boundary, as in

range B, and the curve will continue to rise beyond C into

range D. In this range the velocitywill rise to its maximum

value. Finally, in range B the heat of crystalHzationis no

longer suffident to establish the melting point temperature

evenin a thin layer, and the velocitydecreaseswith increasing

supercooling.
The viscosity is also related to the spontaneous power

ofctystallizationand to the velocity,and its relationis brought

out by the curvesin Figure III.1

Flg.III

The viscosity of the liquid increases with descending

temperature and frequently, in a small range of temperature,

passes through ail values from those of a syrupy liquid to

those of a solidmass, and if the temperature is stffl further

lowered the mass becomes hard and brittle. After passing

the temperature range in which the maximum number of

centers of crystallization are formed, the viscosity becomes

very large and few,if any, centers appear in the brittle, glassy

1TQmmann:Loc.dt.
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mass. If centersdid form they would not growon account of

the very smallvaluesof crystallization velocityin this region

and the substancebecomes highly stable, since the number

of centers of crystallizationis a measure of the instability of

a supercooledliquid. The more there are, the greater is the

tendency of the liquid to change its state of aggregation. A

liquidcanthereforebethe moreeasilyundercooledthe fewerthe

nuclei in it, and the more slowlythese nucleigrow.

Subjeot of Investigation

We undertookto ascertain experimentally the maximum

degreesofsupercoolingobtainablein glass tubeswith diameters

varying fromabout one-half a centimeter down to the small-

est we could convenientlymanipulate. Our purpose was to

settle the questionas to whether supercoolingcould be more

easily produced and could be carried further in capillary

tubes than in larger tubes. Our hope wasto find and estab-

lish somemathematicalrelation between the maximum super-

coolingeffectand the diameter of the tube. And our intention

was to include a number of different substances in the in-

vestigation.

At first the experiments were confined to a study of

water as the supercooledliquid. Mixtures of ice and salt

were employedas cooling agents, but they proved to be a

sourceof annoyancedue to the fact that the apparatus soon

becameencrustedwith a layer ofsalt, whichmade it practically

impossibleto take readings on the thermometer immersed

with the supercooledtubes. Solutions of solid carbondioxide

in ether or in alcoholwerealso used, as wasa current ofcarbon

dioxidegasescapingfrom a pressure tank and therefore cold,

due to the expansion. The solutions, of course, evaporated

rapidly and it becameevident that the quantities we should

have to use would involve too great a cost. We therefore

abandoned,for the time at least, our originallyplanned work

on water, and solutionsin water, and turned our attention to

materials whose melting points were between ioo° and 1250.

With these, ail the coolingthat was neededwas obtained by
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allowingthe temperature of the bath containing the expert.
mental tubes to faU gradually to that of the room. Almost
ail of the work was done with sulphur, oxalicacid, orthoacet-

toluid, 0-naphthol and acetanilide. Thèse substances were
chosen because, with the exception of oxalic add, they do
not decomposeat temperatures near their meltingpoints.

ffletnod and Apparatus

The material,enclosedin glass tubes immersedin a bath,
was first heated to a temperature a few degrees above its

meltingpoint. It was held at this point until all had melted;
the temperaturewas then allowedto faUand the temperature
at whichcrystallizationbegan in each tube was noted,

Alongwith each séries of capillary tubes was included
one large or standard tube. This tube was of sufficientdi-
ameter so that the enclosed mass represented a volume so

large that the number of nuclei formed was considerableand
the tube gave the smallest possible values for supercooling.
This conditionwas fulfilledby tubes having diameters from

4 to 5 mm, whîch was smaller than we had anticipated.
Numerous larger tubes were tried but none of them gave
supercoolingvalues different from those obtained with the

4 to 5 mm tubes. We then fixed,as it were,the upper limit
abovewhichthe effectswe were studying were not to be ex-

pected. Tubes of this dimensionwe calledour standard or

comparisontubes.

Ordinary soft glass tubing was steamed wellto get rid of

any solublematerial and then left standing for several hours
filled with the usual potassium bichromate-sulphuric acid

cleaningmixture. It was then washed with distilled water,
dried by drawingthrough it a current of air, and drawn down
to the capillary sizes desired in the blast lamp. Suitable

lengthsof the capillary were then eut offwith a smallflame,
thus sealingboth ends. These little tubes were left sealed
untilwewereready to filla seriesand start a setofobservations.
In fiUingthe tubes the substance to be used was heated just
above its meltingpoint and held there until the whole mass
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had tnelted. The tubes selected were opened, warmedand
their ends were dipped into the liquid where they filled by
capillaryascension. They were then removedand the sub-
stance,still liquid,was drawn up by suctioninto the tube far
enoughto allowthe end to be sealed. The tubes were then
reheatedto a fewdegreesabove the meltingpoint of the sub-
stancein a bath and any leak could be detected by the as-
censionof bath liquid in that tube. Ordinarily,the length
of the columnof substancewas only a fewmillimeters.

In order to regulate the rate of cooling,and in order to
have normally a rather slow rate of cooling,it was found
necessary to use a bath of from 600 ce to 800 ce capacity.
Alargebeakèr answeredour purpose and an innerbath served
tokeep the temperaturemorenearly uniformfor all the tubes
containedwithin it. A variety of differentliquidswere tried
in the bath but sulphuricacid was finallychosen in spite of
certainrisks ofaccidentsthus entailed. Thegreat advantage
ofsulphuric add wasthat it could be usedovera large range
of temperature, but after repeated heatingsit was found that
it was satisfactory only for temperatures below225 degrees.
The bath was placed upon sand and an ordinary Bunsen
burnerwas used for the heating.

After experimentingwith several methods of stirring, a
devicewas finallyadopted which consistedof an inner bath
of glass,a tube 3 cmin diameter and 22 cm long, closed at
the lowerend. The upper end projected through the center
ofa horizontalwoodenwheelto whichit wasfirmlyattached.
This wheel was supported on bail bearingsand was rotated
by an electric motor. Projecting ahnost to the bottom of the
inner bath was a small glass tube which had attached to it,
two platinum carnages. The capillary tubes, usually three
or four in number, projectedthrough openingsin these car-
riagesand werefastenedat the top to the glasstube by means
ofan ordinary rubber band. The glass tube was fastened to
a separate support and being stationary, whilethe inner bath
wasrotated, the arrangementeffectedthe stirring.

A thermometer extendedthrough the glass tube and its
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mercurybulb wasat the samelevelin the bath as the material

endosedinthecapillary and standardtubes. Thethemometers,
ten inches long, were made especiallyfor this work and have

a scale about five inches in length on the lower half, while

the upper half is left blank forpurposesoffastening in position.
In this way the wholescalewas immersedin the liquid of the

bath and no correction was necessary. While this was not

Plg.1V

important, the readingsweremuchmore easily followedwhere

the wholescalewas visible. The scaleswere madein seventy-
five degree lengths and each succeeding thermometer over-

lapped the one before by twenty-five degrees. The ther-

mometer,being removable,permitted the use of a wide range
in temperature because one thermometer could be taken out

and another covering a different range could be inserted.
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The arrangement of tubes and thermometer is shown in

Figure IV.

It was necessary to have an adjustable means for regu-

lating the rate of cooling of the outside bath. A coolingcoil

ofwater wasout of the question, sincethe coldcoil,immersed

in the add at perhaps two hundred degrees, might break

and under these conditions, explosionsand seriousaccidents

might resuit. A cooling coil of sulphuric acid was tried but

wasnot found to be very efficientunless of a sizeso largethat

it would interfere with the readings. Finally a satisfactory

method was devised by means of which cold sulphuric acid

was added while the hot acid was simultaneouslydrawn off,

thus keepingthe bath at a constant level. By means of a

suction flask and pump connected with a two-liter bottle,

the hot add was drawn.through a glass tube at the top of the

bath, passed through condensers for .the purpose of cooling

it and then wasallowedto fallinto a bottle. At the sametime,

by means of a pressure flask, cold acid was forced into the

bath from a reservoir immersed in running water. For most

substancesthis cooling was sufficient,but in caseswhere the

substancehad a low melting point it was necessaryto keep

the reservoirsurrounded with a mixture of salt and ice. Thèse

two outfits were so connected that by turning severalvalves

the cooled add was drawn over into the reservoirand the

process was ready to be repeated. Though the apparatus

lookèd,and was, rather complicated it was very quicklyand

easily set in action or stopped. Figure V showsthe arrange-
ment.

In carrying out the experimentalpart of the workit was

necessaryfirst, to select a thermometer such that the melting

point of the material enclosedin the tubes came near the top
of its scale. Then supercoolingvalues could be read on the

same thermometer. In some cases the supercoolingwas so

great that, in spite of this précaution, another thermometer

covering a lower range had to be substituted later. The

thermometerand tubes were adjusted as previouslydescribed

and the temperature was gradually raised to a point not more
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Pig.v
To Cool Bath: Open cock i, close9 and turn the three-way cock 3,

elosingit to 5 and leavingit openfrom2 to 4. Then the suctionof the water
pump drawsthe add from the bath F throughthe condensersinto the coolingbottle A. At the sametimeleavecoda 6 and 7 openwith8 closedand water
fromwservofrE flowsinto pressurebottle C and causesthe acid h D to pass
throughoock6 into the bath.

Tobring apparatusback to the originalconditions: Close1, turn cock 3
sothat/jisopentos, dose cock6, open9, opea7 leaving8 dosed and suction
drawsthe acidback intoD andat thesametimedrawsthe waterfromC into E
Cock8is to relievethe partial vacuumin C after the processis completed.
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than five degrees above the melting point of the substance
under investigation. With rapid heating the temperature of
the inner bath laggedbehindthat of the outer bath, so, as the
temperature ofthe outerbathapproachedthemeltingpoint, the
rate of heating was graduallydecreased. In this way it was
possibleto keep the temperature of heating from going more
than fivedegreesabovethe meltingpoint. The heatingburner
was then removed and the bath allowed to stand until thé
temperature had dropped several degrees. The cooling
arrangement was then used to bring the bath downahnost
to the temperature which had been foundby previousexperi-
ments to bethe point wherethe material in the standard tube
solidified. The bath was then allowed.to cool more slowly,
subject only to the coolertemperature of the room. A four-
inch reading glass was used to magnify thé smaller tubes so
that the formation of the first nucleus could be noticed more
readily. Immediately that this was seen, the temperature
was read from the thermometerwithin the inner bath. The
liquid of the bath also magnifiedthe tubes within so there
was no difficulty in making the required observation even
with the smallest capillariesused. There was also no diffi-
culty in noting when solidificationbegan, sincethe transparent
contents of a tube immediatelybecame opaque, due to the
solidified material enclosed. This procédure was repeated
several times for eachset of tubes and successivevalues of
supercoolingwere obtained. After such a series of readings
had been obtained the tubes were removed from the bath.
The length of the column of confinedmaterial was then mea-
suredto tenths of a millimeterand the diameterin millimeters
to three decimalplaces. The diameterwas obtainedby break-
ing the tube at a point where the material was enclosedand
then inserting a short sectionof the tube verticallyin a small
clamp attached to a metal objectplate. This plate was then
put on the stage of a microscopeand the inner diameter of
the tube was measured by means of a calibrated scale in the
ocular. Amicrometerattachaient alloweda hair to be moved
across the field from one side of the tube to the other, the
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movement being read directly by means of a calibrated drum

on the ocular. The number of divisionson the drurn multî-

pHed by their actuat value for the objective used gave the

results in millimeters. Several readings were taken, as the

cross sections of the tubes were not perfectly circular, and

the mean value was recorded.

Results

The tables foUowinggive results obtained with some of

the materials used. The data for ail of our materials are not

given, nor are ail the data for a single substance shown. It

is unnecessary to give more than we have given, since ail

results obtained were similar to those recorded. By degrees

of supercooMngis xneantthé temperature at which thé first

crystallization was observed, counting downward from the

melting point of the substance. For instance, with sulphur,

crystallization was first noted in tube 41 at 92 C. Then

114 92 » 22degreesof supercooling.

The tubes are arranged in the tables in the order of in-

creasingmean diameter. In ail tables Lg. Col. «= I*eagth of

Tablb IV

SulphurM.P. = 114-115°C

Tube
Meantg..Col.S.C.ï S.C.a S.C.3 S.C.4 S.C.1 S.C.6

TJJ8 Dto. f£J S.C. «S.C.3 S.C.3 S.C.4 S.C.s B.C.6
innun lu mmS.C.1S.C.2 S.C.3 S.C.4 S.C..5 S.C.6

30 0.164 7.0 49.0 49.5 56.5 59-11 –

29 0.187 5-5 44.5 51.5 44.4 57.0 56.5 56.0
25 0.227 5.6 52.22 62.5 62.2 62.0 61.7 61.6
32 0.233 n.S 555 58.8 58.5 52-4 61.6 54.4
28 0.260 4.S 41.0 60.4 55.6 56.2 56.7 58.2
31 0.312 42 53-8 54.5 65.5 57.6 61.2 66.5
44 0.318 5.4 43.0 43.8 44.2 47.3 44.7 42.7
35 0.319 5.7 48.8 57.2 57.0 Si-5 63.2 60.2
26 0.389 S-S 46.3 52.0 55.5 648 60.5 60.0
24 0.402 7.0 53.55 56.2 42.2 – – –

27 0.434 6.5 43.2 47.3 39.2 40.2 50.5 39.7
45 0.544 6.4 38.2 38.0 42.0 455 4ï.o 40.8
61 4.1 4.5 30.4 3i-o 27.5 28.5 30.0
41 45 3-5 22.0 20.8 26.5 24.2 24.8 27.0
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Column of material enclosedin tube; Mean Diam. = Mean

Diameter of tubes; S. C. = Degreesof SupercooUng;S. C. x,
S. C..2, etc., represent valuesfor successiveheatings and cool-

ings. Table IV contains some of the results obtained with

sulphur.
Tabuj V

Orthoacettoluid.M.P. = no C

'$$? Dlam. ^^J- S:C.1 S.C.a S.C.3 S. C.4 S.C. s S.C.6Dtam. 8:C.t S.C.a S.C.3 8. €.4 S.C.5 S.C.6

inrnm

69 0.209 5.0 37.0 34.8 36.4 35.0 36.0 39.6
77 0.223

–
38.7 35.5

68 0.291 4.4 29.2 29.8 31.5 33.11 33.5 32.2
67 0.401 5.1 30-5 30.5 30.9 32.9 33.0 32-9
72 0.471 – 29.5 33.9 29.9 33.5 33.6
66 0.530 3.2 29.3 30.8 31.0 32.0 33.8 33.5
65 0.568 5.1 31.6 32.1 33.7 35.7 34.8 35.4
71 0.727 34.5 31.7 31.2 33.5 34.9
64 4.0 4-5 23.0 23.5 22.5 24.2 24.2 25.0
70 4.0 19.6 23.8 24.0 18.6 24.2

64and70werethestandardtubes.

Table VI
g-Naphthol. M. P. = 122C

Tube Mean
Ig. Col

Tj$* piX M[ • Cf S.C.1 S. C. » S.C.3 S. C.4 S. C. s S.C.6
iu nana in mm

80 0.327 4.2 16.8 18.0 17.0 16.6 17.8 19.2
91 0.342 5.1 11.8 13.3 16.2 13.2 – –
83 0.353 4.0 14.7 16.0 14.11 17.5 18.2 17.4
79 0.382 4.0 14,5 15.0 x6.7 16.7 18.5 16.o
82 0.394 5-° IO-5 16.4 l3-° 16.3 r8.6 17.3
go 0.409 9.5 14.0 13.2 16.0 16.0 • – • –
81 0.420 11.0 13.0 13.0 14.5 16.2 16.2 16.3
89 0.459 5-2 158 15.7 18.3 16.7 – –
88 0.499 4-i Ï57 x5.6 i6.i1 16.3 – –
87 0.672 2.5 14.7 14.0 15.55 16.8 – –
86 0.695 3.2 15.3 18.4 17.5 17.5 – –
85 4.3 4-i 6.5 5.6 5.4 6.0 – –
84 4.3 4.0 5.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 5-2 5.5
84and 85 weré the standard tubes.
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4i and 61 werethe standard tubes and it can be seen that
the supercoolingwas much less than with the capillary tubes.
35 and 44were practicallythe same in size and yet there was
a decided différencein the results. In this short table it
looks as though 27 and 45, the largest of the capillary tubes,
gave supercoolingsthat were consistently less than those of
the smaller tubes, but these were exceptional cases, and later
it will be seen that very small tubes give supercoolingsno
greater than those givenby tubes of this size or even larger.

Table IV shows that it was impossible to obtain the
same results in successiveobservations. This is equally true

Tablb VII
Acetanilide.M.I». = ii4°CC..

Tut» Mean » pi
No. ~œn ~'Mm S. C.1 S. C. 2 S. C.3 S. C.4 S. C.S. C. 6N* P* Tarn SCl sc-2 sc-3 S.C.4 S.C.5 S.C.6

mttiiti

131 0.174 5.6 46.6 47.8 42.5 47.3 –

123 0.182 5.5S 48.0 48.0 – – – –

129 0.189 6.5s 47.6 46.7 47.2 47.0 – –

130 0.203 4.5 47.7 46.7 46.8 47.4 – –
126 0.206 7.2 47.7 47.4 46.6 45.6 – –-
128 0.213 5.4 45.3 47.5 46.8 46.9 – –

132 0.234 4.4 46.66 40.g 43.6 44.6 – –

127 0.248 4.5 45-2 46.5S 45.8 45.3 – –
120 0.249 2.4 47-o 47.7 – – – • –
121 0.249 5.8 47.6 43.7 – • – – –
122 0.264 4.3 46.9 46.0 – – – –

125 0.285 ï-8 47.6 47.5 46.5 45.2 – –

117 0.328 S.ï 46.0 45.4 –. – –

«4 0.433 3.3 42.9 45.3 45. 1 45.6 44.7 –
118 0.336 3.2 46.8 47.6 – – – –

119 0.336 4.0 45.0 46.0 – – – –
"6 0.353 45 46.1 45.5 – – – –

«3 0.405 3.1x 44.7 46.0 45.0 45.0 46.0 –
ii2a 0.409 4.0 44.0 45.2z 43.9 44.1x 44.6 –
iro 0.466 2.5 43.8 45.3 45.1It 44.7 46.0 –
108 0.575 5.1 43.1 43.1 43.6 44.2 44.0 –
III 0.677 i-8 – 43.0 41.0 41.9 43.4 –

109 0.6g8 4.5 38.7 38.7 39.8 42.0 38.8 –

"5 4-3 5.0 37.5 37.5 – – – –

124 4.8 6.5 36.7 33.0 36.4 38.4 – –
TTCat%A t -yanrAt*PttiActartAarA+iiKao

r- v .WUV-
115and 124werethe standard tubes.
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for the tables to follow. ln somecasesdifférenceswere very
slight, but in many instances they were large. It is notori-
ously difficult to get concordant results upon supercooling,
and bearing this in mind, it maybe conceded,at least by those
whohave ever tried suchexperiments,that the results check
better than might have been expected.

Here, although there was a widerange of tube diameter,
the readings were almost the same in value. The smallest
tubes gave, in some cases, equal supercoolingor even smaUer
supercoolingthan the largest tubes, and we naturally expect
them to give uniformlyhighervaluesin aUcases. Hère, also,
a capillary tube 109 gave the same reading as the standard
tube 124

TABLEVIII

OxalicAcid. M. P. = 98°C
1 1 l

Tube
a ta S.C.. >c. 3No. Diam. in 2= S.C. i S. C. a S. C. 3iti mm

J 2 3

145 0.191 I?.s I9.o ,7#5
148 O.I92 19.5 23. g I7#Q
150 O.I9S I6.O 15.3 22.2
147 0.210 19.4 15.0 21.5
149 0.219 –

155 16.5 20.5101 0.238 i.s 19.4 24.1 –

146 0.242 15.0 14.5 i5.o
151 0.253 –

10.5 10.8 iô.s
100 0.278 1.6 15.9
143 0.339 4-o –

17.0 17 o
96 0.352 2.6 15.5 9.2
97 0.376 ï.i 1 rô.6 11.2

155 0.461 6.0 9.6 g.o too
98 0.475 3-4 12.S 13.0
99 0.508 1.7 20.3 x7.6 –

156 0.585 8.5 7.0 11.0 8.0
95 0.589 4.4 14.0 11.o

154 0.739 6.6 3.5 3.6 16.o
94 0.755 4- S 16.o 12.9

^2 4-1 8.0 3.5 3.5 7.5
93 42 48 5.5 8.0 –

93 and 142werethe standard tubes.
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Where the length of the column is not givenit is because

the thread of substance itself was broken into small segments

dueto the repeated heating. A columnof from 4 mm to 6mm

in length sometimesbroke up into as many as a dozenparts.
This might have been caused by a slight decompositionof

the acid as this splitting up was most pronouncedwith oxalic

add which toses its water of hydration just above its melting

point. The substance was heated to only a fewdegreesabove

its melting point, just enough to make sure that all the ma-

terial had melted. Sometimes the différent fragmentssolidi-

fiedat differenttemperatures, but usuaUythey all crystallized
out at the same time.

Hère, again, some of the larger capillaries gave S. Ç.

values ahnost as small as those found in the standard tubes

93and 142. In tubes 145to 151columnsof acid crystallizedout

at different temperatures, and on reheating these columns

broke into a number of smaller segments, yet the results do

not indicate that this further subdivision had much if any
effecton the amount of supercooling. In somecasesthe read-

ings were even higher than before, but as a rule the small

segments gave values of supercoolingpractically the same as

that obtained with the original column of material.

From a consideration of Tables IV to IX it is seenthat,

with very few exceptions, the contents of a standard tube

solidifiedat a temperature above that at which the contents

of the capillary tubes solidified. The difference, as a rule,

wasconsidérable,but comparing the results with the capillary
tubes with each other, the amount of supercoolingwas not

always the same for tubes of equal diameter, even when the

length of the column was the same. The readings of the

standard tubes did not alwaysagree, but the differenceshere

were much smaller than the difference between the results

obtained in the capillary tubes. It is also evident that tubes

of widely different diameters, but within what we may call

capillary dimensions, gave practically the same readings.

Comparing the capillary tubes with the standard tubes it is

seen that the increase in supercoolingis not proportional to
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TabwbEX

BenzoicAcid. M. P. «= 121.40Cr –

'l'ube Mesn
Lg Col.

'rube S In'mm' S.C.1 S. C. S.C.3 S.C.4 4 S. C.gïE ^»mSCl S.Ca 8.C.3 S. C.4 S.C5

174 0.132 5.3 25.2 36.9 43.4 – –

164 0.152 2.0 41.6 49.0 48.4 49.9
161 0.167 6.6 26.4 46.6 41.3 41.4 41.4
175 0.170 2.5 26.0 21.6 19.0 – –

176 0.179 0.8 39.9 21.3 13.4 – –

163 0.192 5.2 15.9 19.4 18.4 18.4 19.4
x68 0.217 6.5 23.2 3I.4 I4.9 – –

173 0.235 7.0 32.8 23.1z 38.4 – •–

178 0.262 .7.5. 19.4 27.9 32.4
– –

177 0.265 40.6 32.9 24.4 –

172 0.276 2.6 27.2 35.4 32.9 – –
162 0.281 6.0 28.2 28.1 32.3 32.4 32.4
170 0.308 7.3 24.4 30.4 24.4 – –

165 0.311 4.3 31.2 29.9 37.4 23.1
169 0.339 2.6 30.9 34.8 35.0 – –
160 0.354 6.8 22.6 41.4 36.9 32.9 41.9
171 0.453 2.6 37.4 35.2 20.9 – –

167 0.458 2.3 47.9 33.4 36.4
179 0.459 2.2 44.2 32.9 28.4
159 0.459 w-2 io.6 37.4 37.4 32.3 39.6
158 0.894 3.5 21.2 31.4 41.4 45.9 ï6.4
157 41 2.5 9.3 16.6 12.4 16.4 13.4
166 4.4 2.4 7.6 8.9 8.9 l – –'-r~ *"T' y'~t v.y 1 v. 1

157 and 166 were the standard tubes.

the decreasein diameter. It is also noticeable that the super-
cooling is independent of the length of the enclosed column
of material.

Interprétation of Results

It is reasonableto supposethat the arrangement of mole-
cules making up a crystal nucleus is characteristic for every
substance and that some internai molecular configuration
or rearrangement is necessary in order that a nucleus may
form. It may be somesuch arrangement of the liquid molé-
cules as given by A. Johnson' reasoning from the work of
I^.ue and the Braggs on crystal structure. Accordingto

>Phya.Ut., 16,369(1915).
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them, a crystal must have minimal symmetry i. e., musthave
one and only one of the 230 Schoenfliesspacegroups, and at
the same time it must conform with one of the 32 groupsof

symmetry. There must be some definite arrangement of
the liquid moleculesor atoms which, when the proper con-
ditions are present, give rise to a crystal nucleusor center of

crystallization. Now as the temperature of the substance
is loweredbelowthe melting point, crystallizationtakes place,
but in materials suchas we studied, the velocityof crystalliza-
tion is such that the whole mass solidifiesrapidly as soonas
a single center appears. So when crystallitation occurred
in one of our tubes it denoted the temperatureat which such
a center first appeared. The molécules are in continuons
motion within the liquid and no doubt many times assume
the arrangement necessary for the formation ofa center, but
with small supercoolingthe viscosity is not great enoughto
retard the motion of the molecules and hold them in that po-
sition long enough for the centers to form and to allowthe

crystallization to begin. As the temperature decreases the

viscosity is increased, thereby increasing the probability of

crystallization until a maximum of probability is reached.

Beyond this point the increased viscosityretards the forma-
tion of thecenters or is so great that the internairearrangement
ishindered. Then if the temperature couldbe loweredenough
without having a center form, the substancecouldbe obtained
in the form of a glass.

The number of centers formed spontaneouslydependsto
a large extent upon the volume of the substanceconsidered,
and alsoupon the inclinationof the curveobtainedby plotting
the number of crystal centers on one axis and the correspond-
ing temperature on the other. See Figure VI.

If the number of centers increases rapidlywitha decrease
in temperature the conditions would be representedby curve

X, but if the number ofcenters increasesslowlywitha decrease
in temperature, curve Y would represent the conditions.
Curve Xcould also represent the number of centers formed
in a largevolume, thencurve Y would representthe conditions
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ln a small volume of the same substance. Since in a large
volumeofa supercooledliquidthe number of centersof crystal-
lization formed at any given temperature is greater than in

a smallvolumeofthe samematerial,the probability of a single
center being formedat the giventemperature will be greater
in the large volumethan in the small one. That is to say, if,

in a certain volumethere appearedfour centers of crystalliza-
tion and in a smaller volumeonly one appeared, the proba-

bility of just onecenter formingwould be four times as great
in the largervolume. I^t a pointwheresuch a center appears
be represented by A and Ai on the curves in Figure VI. It

is seenthat the number of centersformed at this temperature
is âbôut four times greater in the case of curve X, or large

Fig.VI

volume curve, than for curve Y or curve of smaller volume.

In order to have equal probability for both cases it would

be necessaryto pass along curveY to point B. Point B rep-
resents the samenumber of centersas point A, and hence the

probability of a single center forming would be the same.

But point B is at a much lowertemperature than point A and

consequently,sinceall the materials used crystallized at the

appearance of the first center, the supercoolingin the case of

the small volumewouldbe muchgreater. If the volumebe-

camevery smallthe probability might become so small that

not even one center would even appear and in this case the

liquid wouldremain uncrystallized.

If, in the casescited above, the number of centers was

very small even in a large volume,the temperature might be
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lowered several degrees beyond the temperature indicated

by the probability factor before crystallizationwould take

place, or in other words,before a centerwould appear. The

actual appearance of a center might then, as it were, lag

behind the température at whichwewouldexpectit to appear.

In a small volume, suchas is representedby a capillary tube,

the temperature might evenbe loweredten or fifteen degrees

beyond the point indicated by the probability value, before

the materialwouldsolidify. Thiswouldallowa seriesof small,

though unequal volumes,to give values of supercoolingdis-

tributed aU through this temperature interval and explains,

perhaps, the range of equal readingsobtained with capillary

tubes of different diameters.

The fact that the supercoolingwas not proportional to

the decreasein tube diameter,is in agreementwithTammann'a

observation, that the decreasein the number of crystal nuclei

was much greater than the diminutionin volume seemedto

warrant, and it supportsthé connectionthat wehave attempted

to estabtishbetweenthe supercoolingand the numberofcrystal

nuclei.

That the supercoolingwas apparently independent of

the length of the enclosedcolumnof material seemsto indi-

cate that perhaps it is the shape of the supercooledvolume

and not the actual volumeitself that is the determiningfactor.

Perhaps the arrangement of the imaginaryunits of volume

with respectto eachothertends to aid or retard the formation

of crystal nuclei. It is conceivablethat a crystal nucleus,

to form and to grow, needsto have somedefinitequantity of

the substance ail aroundit. Then forany volume,a spherical

shape would give the largest number of possiblecenters, and

any other would give fewer. In the discussionabove then,

perhaps the cross sectionof the various tubes should be con-

sideredrather than the correspondingvolumes.

INFLUENCEOF VARIATIONIN EXPERIMENTALMETHOD

Variation In Rate ofCooling

The number of crystal nuclei formedin a given mass is

dependent upon the time, and from the relation established
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between the number of crystal nuclei and supercooling(see

Figure VI) we wouldexpectto get greater supercoolingunder

conditionsof more rapid cooling. We found, however, that

the rate of coolingmade very little differencein the amountof

supercoolingobtained, as can be seen from the values given

in Table X.
Table X

Sulpbur M.P. *>ii4~"5°C

Tube
Mesa Lg ColTube rS M-

°°l S.C. 1 s. C. 2 S.C.3 S.C. 4 s. c. s
No- in mm

mImn

61 4.10 45 32.5S 31.5 27.9 28.0 27.7

62 0.917 6.o 45-o 43-O 45-5 53-3 4»-5

63 0.214 6.5S 50.8 520 52.s 54° 53.6

Heated to 140°
0

140° «40° Ho 140

Rate of Cooling slow slow fast fast fast

61 410

1

4.5 34-55 36.2 41.0 36.5S 47.0

62 0.917 6.0 49.5 55-8 46.5 46.5 52.5

633 0.214 6.55 58.9 6i-7 66.0
61.^

62.0

Heated to 155° *55°
0

m° yo* 1700

Rate of Cooling fast slow slow slow fast

Past Cooliag=» about 50per minute.

SlowCoolingabout 5°in 10minutes.

The rate of coolingis not constant. At higher tempera-

tures it is more rapid than at lower temperatures but the

mean valuesabove are closeenough. The differencein super-

cooling under the different conditions of cooling from any

one temperature was no greater than the differencein con-

secutive readings under the same coolingconditions.

Variation in the Material of Whieh the Tube Is Made

The point of solidificationis mainly a function of the

material itself, but there is a possibility of other factors in-

fluencingthe crystallization to a certain extent. For example,

different supercoolingvalues might be obtained in tubes of

glass and of platinum or contact with different substances

might help or hinder supercooling. Someexperimentswere

carried out to test this possibility, using acetanilide as the

supercooledmaterial. Two glass tubes of exactly the same
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diameter and from the samepieceof tubing, containingacetan-
ilide, wereheated in the ordinarymanner and the solidifying
point was noted. This was repeated several times in order
to increasethe reliabilityof our conclusions. Strands of glass
and platinum were made of nearly the sane diameter. The
columns of acetanilidein the capillarieshad beenmade of the
same length. A piece of the glass thread was put in one
tube and a pieceof the platinum thread was put in the other,
and they were long enough to pass through the acetanilide.
The heating and coolingwasthen repeated in exactlythe same

way as before, both tubes beingallowed to cool at the same
rate.

-,v.. TABLEXI -
Acetanilide M.P. = riz C. Heatedto 120"C

Tube Meau
Ig. ccl

No. pSL *& ££ Sub. AddedS. C. s S.C.2 S. C.3 S. C.4
in mm

X 0.4" – 45.4 42.0 45.7 –
Y 0.411 – – 45.3 45,2 44.8 –
X 0.411 5.2 Platinum 41.0 43.6 42.1 41.5
Y 0.411 5.2 Glass 41.7 44.8 44.0 43.54 & 44 44 43·5
DiameterofStrands– Platinum=0.121 mm.Glass=» 0.116

mm.

The slight difference noted in the supercoolingwith
the threads was practically the sameas the differencebetween
the successive readings of the tubes without them. Thèse

experiments led us to concludethat the nature of the surface
in contact with the crystallizingliquid does not influencethe

temperature at which crystallizationbegins.
That a difference in the surface tension between the

large and smal1tubes wouldaccountfor the differencein super-
cooling hardly seems plausiblesince the differencein surface
tension must be very slight. G. Quincke's' experiments
seem to show that the difference between the surface
tensions in tubes of differentdiameters is slight and that the
surface tension is greater in larger tubes. The experiments

1 Wied.An».,sa,1-32(1894).
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of P. Volkmann,1 however, indicate that the surface tension

is smaller in larger tubes, but his experimentsalso show only

slight differences between the surface tension values.

If in the tubes there were any relation between the sur-

face tension and the supercoolingobtainable, there ought to

be some relation between the position of the center of crystal-
lization and the surface. No suchrelationshipcouldbe found,

the contents of the tubes beginningto solidifyat times in the

interior and at other times, perhaps, in the surface layer.
If a change in the surface tension changed the amount of

supercooling obtainable, it would be reasonable to expect a

gradual, continuous change in the amount of the supercool-

ing, increasing or decreasing as the diameters of the capil-
laries were varied. No evidence of this sort is perceptible
in any of the tables. Someof the capillary tubes gave nearly
the same values of supercoolingas the standard tubes, while

others of almost the same sizegave much greater values.

PARTII-EFFECT UPONTHESUPERCOOLINGOFTHE

MOLECULARAGGREGATIONOF THEMATERIAL
IN THELIQUIDSTATE

Introduction

Since we believe that the formation of a crystal nucleus

is due to a definite molecular configurationwithin the liquid,
we would naturally expect to have a change in the character

and number of nuclei if the molecular arrangement in the

liquid were changed. This would undoubtedly involve a

change in the supercooling values also. In fact, we çould
detect such a change in the liquid by observing changes in

the values of supercooling. Such a transformation or re-

arrangement could be brought about in several ways but we

shall confine ourselves to a study of the effect of variation

in the temperature to which the material is heated. Sulphur
has proved itself to be an ideal substance for this purpose and

a review of the changes brought about in the liquid sulphur

1Wied. Ann., 53 633-663, 664-666 (1894).
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by changesin temperatureis necessarybeforeour experimental

results can be interpreted.

Chemistry of Molten Sulphur

The effect of the température to which liquid sulphur

bas been heated, has been the subject of a large amount of

work. D. Gernez1,by making use of the inoculationmethod

fordeterminingthe freezingpoint, found that the freezingpoint

of sulphur is not constant, but depends upon the temperature

to which it has been heated. He found that when sulphur

wasfused at 121
° C and cooled,the freezingpoint was H74°-

When the liquid was heated to 144 it had a freezingpoint

of 113.40and whenkept at 1700for five minutes the freezing

point fell to 112.20. Later he found2by heating sulphur to

i6o°, then allowingit to cool to 100 and holdingit there for

sometime, that when the sides of the containingvesselwere

rubbed, a déposition of "pearly" sulphur was obtained.

Smith and Carson8representedthis pearly or nacreousforma-

tion by Sm orthorhombic by SI and monoclinic by Su.

They found that the liquid from which the nacreous modi-

fication has been separated may be converted into mono-

clinicor orthorhombicsulphur by the touch of a correspond-

ing crystal. In the conversionof liquid to ordinary crystals

in this way, the reaction takes place with seven-foldrapidity

after the nacreous crystals have been deposited,and Gernez

considersthat at the temperature of 160°the allotropiepearly

modificationis produced,and by its solution in the rest of the

liquid the latter is in the condition of a supersaturated solu-

tion. F. W. Ktîster4 found that the amount of insoluble

sulphur present after solidificationwas dependent only upon

the rate of crystallizationand the temperature at which the

crystallization occurred, and not upon the temperature to

whichit had beenheated nor uponthe lengthof time of heat-

ing. He concludes that the soluble and insoluble forms of

» Comptesrendus,8a,it$t (1876);Phil.Mag.,jsl »,79(1876).
1Comptusrendus,98,144(1884).
» Zeit. phys. Chem., 71, 661-676 (1911).
4Zeit. anorg. Chem-, 18, 365 («898).
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sulphur are isomerides. Other experimenters,however, seem

to agree that the insoluble variety of sulphur is present in

increasîng amounts as the temperature is raised above the

meltingpoint. P. Duhem explainsthe differencein velodty

of crystallization of sulphur as due to the differencein con-

centration of the insolubleform. AlexanderSmith2found that

the formation of insoluble sulphurtakes place in an irregular

manner as the temperature is raised above the melting point

and that the depressionof the freezingpoint is proportional

to the amount of insolublesulphur thus formed. In a later

investigation8 he found that yeUow mobile sulphur (Sx)

predominates from the melting point to 160° and that the

browtt vtscûus or amorphous (insoluble) sulphur (S,,) in-

creases greatly in amount above i6o° at the expenseof Sa.

He thought that this indicated a transition point, since a

separation into the two phases, yellow and brown liquid

sulphur, was observed.4 later, however, he6 accepted the

viewof Hoffman and Rothe6that there is no transition point

in the ordinary sense,for if the rate of coolingwas diminished

the discontinuitydid not appear and thereforethe two modifi-

cationsmust, under ordinaryconditions,becompletelymiscible

with each other. The apparent separation into two phases

was brought about by the differencesin temperature which

arise in a column of the liquid owingto the poor conduction

of heat, in reality there being no formation of two phases,

the difference in color being accounted for by the difference

in temperature. Smits and Leuw' apparently accepted these

viewsalso since they found that the liquid sulphur contains

the two forrns Sxand SMin equilibriumproportions.

1Zeit.phys.Chem.,33,193-266(1897).
Ibid., 42, 469 (1903); Proc. Roy. Soc. Edln.. 34, 299, 34a (1902).

Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., ag. 388 (1905).

Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,27,797-820(1905)-
Proc.Roy.Soc.Edin.,a6,352(»9o6);Zeit.phys.Chem.,S9i44»(W)i

Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,20,499(ioo?)-
Zeit. phys. Chem., 55»113-124 (1906).

»ProcAkad.Wetenâch.Amsterdam,14,461(»9»)îZeit.phys.Chem.,

83,331-341(1913).
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In addition to Sx and S*, A. H. Aten1 has described
two other forms of sulphur, S» and S*. S* is not formed,
however, by the action of heat upon sulphur and is of no
interest to us. S, is formed when sulphur is heated above
its melting point and then is rapidly cooled. The relative

quantities of Sx,S,,and S, present in sulphur which has been
heated to various temperatures hâve been determined by
Aten.1t The amount of S, is at a maximumwhen the sulphur
has beenheated to i8o° and at thispoint the amount present
is 6.5%. The quantity of SMincreasesas the température
rises to 448 °C,the greatest rate of increase being between

170° and 1800. Sx decreases as the temperature increases.
He givesthe compositionat i8o° as S, ==6.5 percent, S,,
20.4 percentand Sx = 73.1percent.

Sumtnarizingall this: when sulphur is heated to various

temperatures above its melting point there are present prin-
cipally the fourmodificationS7,S, S»and Sni- Sx is soluble

sulphur and is present in the greatest amounts, decreasing,
however,withincreaseof temperature abovethe meltingpoint.
S^isinsolubleoramorphoussulphurwhichincreasesin amount
as the temperature is raisedwith themaximumrate of increase
between 1700C and 1800. S» is present in small amounts
but inereasesto a maximum as the temperature is raised to
180 and then decreases. Sm or pearly sulphur, begins to
form at 1606C. The various formsof sulphur occurring to-

gether in the liquid state are mutuallymiscible.

Influence of Foreign Materlal upon the Formation of-
Crystallizatlon Nuclei

Tammann8 has observed that the addition of solublé
materials to a supercooledliquid causesa decided change in
the numberof crystal centers and in the temperature at which
a maximum number forms per unit time. By the addition
of one substance the temperature for maximum number of

1Zeit.phys.Chem.,8ï, 237-380(1912);88,3*1-379(1914)-
» Ibid., 86, 1-35 (1913).

» Ibid., 25 453 (1898).
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centers was loweredwhile the addition of another substance

would cause a shift towards higher températures. In some

cases the maximum point was at the same temperature but

the number ofcenterswas changed,with sorneaddedmaterials

the number being larger, and with others, it was smaller. Of

course this caused a decidedchange in the slope of the curve.

We have indicated the relation between the number of crystal

nuclei and supercoolingand have also shown the effectof the

slope of the curve representing the variation in number of

crystal centers with température. It would seem,then, that

added foreignmaterials wouldcause a change in supercooling,

either increasingit or decreasingit as.the casemay be.

As sulphur is heated to various temperatures above its

melting point, increasing amounts of new and in that sense

foreign materials are formed as has just been described,

consequently a shifting of the curve representing the number

of crystal nuclei could be expected. Since the amount of

supercooling in capillary tubes depends upon the position of

the maximum and the slopeofthe nucleicurve, any suchshifting

would be indicated by a change in the amount of supercooling
obtained.

Method and Results

The degreesof supercoolingof sulphur when cooledfrom

temperatures just above its melting point have been given.

When it was heated to points between 1200and 2000,changes
in the supercoolingvalues with the capillary tubes were ob-

served.. The heating was carried on in the usual way. Both

rapid and slowcoolingwas tried with no noticeabledifference

in the results. Table XII showsthe effect of heating to diff-

erent temperatures upon the amount of supercoolingafter-

ward obtained, and it also shows that whether the coolingis

fast or slowthe results are practically the same.

In obtaining the results given in Table XII the tubes

were first allowed to cool slowlyfrom the temperature given

in the table and then the time of cooling was shortened

for the same tubes from the same temperature point. The

fast cooling was about 120per minute while the slowcooling
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Tabmî XII

Sulphur M. P. ii4-ii5°C
Cools Rateof Cooling Heat = Températureto whichSubstance

washeated

'tubeNo MeanDlain,Lg.Col.
TubeNo. inaun inmm

61 4.10 4.3
62 0.917 6.0

63 0.214 6.5

TubeNo. S. C.i 8. C.a B.C.3 S. C.4 S.C.55

61 30.4 31.0 27.5 38.5..3QO
62 36.0 47.0 47-3 46.5 50.2
63 37.8 41. s 54.4 42.5 53-O

Cool slow slow slow slow fast
Heat 125

° 1250° 125° 1250 1250
61 32.5 31.5 27,9 28.0 27.7
62 45.0 43.0 45.5 53.3 48.5
63 50.8 52.0 52.5 54-O 53.6

Cool slow slow fast fast fast
Heat 1400

0
1400 1400 14000 14000

61 34.5 362
62 49.5 55.8
63 58.9 61.7

Cool fast slow
Heat 1 155° 1 155"

TubeNo. S. C. 1 S.C.2 S.C.33 S. C.4 S. C. 5S.C.6 S. C.7 S.C.88

61 34.0 34S 37-O 43.5 44-2 42.0 46.0 44.5
62 45.5 44-5 45.5 5*-o 5°-5 45.5 50.5 56-o

63 93° 93-5 8o.o 66.o 86.o 80.0 76.o 8o.o

Cool slow slow slow fast fast fast fast fast

Heat 1700 1700 1700 1700 1700 1700 1700 1700

TubeNo. S. C. i S.C.a TubeNo. 8. C. 1 S.C.2

61 38.3 4*-° 6l 33.5 42.O
62 48.0 48.0 62 48.0 56.2

63 75-0 75.5 63 59.5 66.2

Cool slow fast Cool slow fast

Heat 190°
0

1900
0

t Heat 225"
°

225
°
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TubeNo. S.C.1 S.C.a TubeNo. S.C.1

61 41.0 36.5 61 47.0
6z 46.5 46.5S 62 52.5g
63 60.0 61.4 63 62.0

Cool slow slow Cool fast
Heat 1700 1700

0 1 Heat 2250

wasabout 1.20to 20 per minute. This was repeated at each

successiveelevation of the temperature to which the heating
was carried,but as canbe seen from the table, no great change
in the supercoolingwas observed. At about 1700 a decided

change wasnoticed in the readingswith the sraallest tube 63.
The largest tube 61 did not show such a large change and

the intermediate tube 62 gave values between those of the

other two. Tubes of practically the same diameter gave
wide variations, as subsequent data will show, but as a raie

the valuesof supercoolingwerelarger than those givenby this

tube 62. When the heating wascarried to about 225°, smaller

values were again obtained which persisted even when the

tubes were reheated to 170", the temperature corresponding
to the maximum supercooling. It may be inferred that the

modification which formed at 1700 was permanent since a

tube heated to that temperature and cooledgave the same

value when reheated to 125° andcooled at the same rate.

With the ordinary supercoolingof sulphur from its melting

point the whole mass solidifiedin an instant as soon as the

first center appeared, but where the supercoolingwas carried

to room temperature before a center appeared the rate of

crystallization was decidedly slow and the solidificationof

the mass continuedto grow from the first center formedwhile

the temperature was loweredperhaps ten degreesin fivemin-

utes. The fact that no more centers formed even when the

tube was so slowlycooledthrough ten degrees,seemsto point
to a smallnumber of centers even at the maximum point.

A graphical representation of the data in Table XII is

given in Fig. VII. The horizontal axis represents the de-
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grees of supercoolingand the vertical axis showsthe tempera-
ture to which the heating was carried beforethe supercooling
was measured. Points on the curvesrepresent averagevalues.

Although Curve B crosses Curve C at the lowest preheating

temperature used, it is evident that it followsthe contour of

the jctirve for the standard tube for its wholelength, and this

might be expected since the tube is hardly of capillary di-

ameter.

Kg.VII

In order to show that the changeat 1700was permanent

a series of capillary tubes were heated to 1700, then cooled

to ioo° and held there for five hours. The supercooling

values were then determined and they correspondedto those

obtained without this long wait, instead of to those obtained

after heating only to a lower temperature. The tubes were

again heated to 1700 and this time cooledto 75and held at

this temperature for several hours. The results were sutnlar
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to those obtainèdwhen the wait was at ioo°. If the change

within the liquid had not been permanent it would surely

have reverseditself to at least some extent, during these long

waits. The experimentallyobservedvaluesare givenin Table

XIII.

Tabw XIII

Sulphur

Mean Diam Lg.Col. S C 1 S C 2 S C S C 4TubeKo. M^£T' %£* ac ac ac.» ac*

219 -o».i9t 5.6 55-O 64.0 510 58.7
222 0.205 4.3 55-5 87-5 83.0 78.5
218 0.211 4.2 43.8 70.0 72.55 73-77
217 0.237 S-* 44° 88° 7ÏO 75-9
214 0.252 5-5 44-0 59.4 59.0 56.3
213 0.267 S-7 59.0 83.0 81.0 79-O
215 0.271 6.5 53.0 64.5 76.5 77.5
216 0.276 5.2 48.0 78.55 70.5 71.0
212 0.321 3.9 41 o 48.5 708 74.0
211 0.339 4-8 47.0 5<S.o 58.0 55.0
210 0.429 3-5 507 – 7io 69.0

Temp.heatedto 125 185° 185° 185

After the readingsS. C. 2 weretaken, the sulphtirwas heated

to 185°. It was then cooledto ioo° and held at this point

for five houis and then cooled as usual giving the readings

in S. C. 3. Thisprocedurewas repeated for the valuesin the

column headedS. C. 4 except that the temperature was first

loweredto 75° andheldherefor fivehours. It wasthen cooled

as usual givingthe readingsin S. C. 4.

Table XIV gives more data of the same kind as that in

Table XIII and confirmsfurther our belief that holding the

temperature constant at a point far below the temperature

where we presumea permanent transformation took place,

is without effectin reversingthe transformation.
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TAsm XIV

Sulphur

TubeNo. ^ftSt* "feSt &C,« S.C., S. C.3~'ubeNo. üunm Ittmm ..1 x ..2 z ..3'

306 0.201 4.7 84.5 91.0 100.0
201 0.220 5.6 68.5 58.0 55.0
205 0.338 5.8 68.0 82.5 81.5
204 0.273 3.5 69.0 83.0 89.2
203 0.281 4.0 88.5 H° 95.5
202 0.284 4° 59-°* 64.0 82.0

198 0.470 8.2 68.0 64.5 73.0
199 0.655 5.4 67.0 62.0 60.0

Terap. heated to 1900
0

185* 185°

After the readingsS. C. 3 were taken thé sulphur was heated

to 185°. It was then cooledto ioo° and held at this point

for three hours and then cooledas usual, giving the readings
in S. C. 3.

Interprétation of Résulta

The greatly increasedsupercoolingobtained with capillary
tubes after heating to 170°or aboveindicatesa broad shifting
of the crystallization center curve towards lower tempera-
tures. The probablechange is indicated in Fig. VIII.

Fte.vra

The effectof added materialsupon the position and char-

acter of the nuclei curve has already been discussed. In

Fig. VIII the added materials are the various forms of sul-

phur formed by the action of heat at temperatures above the

melting point. Curve X represents the conditions in liquid
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sulphurwhichhas been heated only to the melting point and

CurveXi representsconditionsresultingfromheating to 170
°

C. The two curves start to leave the horizontal axis at

approximatelythe same point sincethe changein supercooling
valuesfor the standard tube is very small. As has beensaid,

in a large volumesuch as in a standard tube, a center ofcrys-
tallizationwillappear practîcallyas soonas suitable conditions

are present, and this wouldbe where the curve starts to leave

the temperature axis. The maximumvaluefor Curve XI is

belowthat for Curve X sincewehave found that the number

of centers formed in sulphur that has been heated to 170
°

is smaller than when it is heated only to the melting point.
The maximumpoint willalso be farther alongthe temperature
axis for Curve Xi since the increase in supercoolingfor the

capillary tubes is very large. With a lowermaximumpoint
shifted to the right, Curve Xi will have a more gentle slope
than Curve X.

The point of crystalUzationfor the standard tubes is

representedby 0 and 01 the projections of which upon the

horizontal axis give the temperature readings A and Ai.

P represents the point where sulphur in a capillary tube,

that has been heated only to the melting point, will crys-
tallizeout, theincreasedelevationof the pointcounterbalancing
the decreasedvolume. Thus P and 0 wouldrepresent equal

probability of crystallization. Point Pl represents the crys-
talUzationpoint for the same tube after it has been heated

to 1700. Equalelevationfor the same volumeindicatesequal

probability for the formation of a crystal nucleus. But in

the case of Pl the temperature is lower, which corresponds
to greater supercooling.

Let us assumethat S,,and S»have a combinedeffect in

shifting the curve of crystal centers to the right in Fig. VIII.

The increasein supercoolingindicated by the gradual rise of

Curve C in Fig. VII would then be attributed to the gradual
formation of SMand S,. In the neighborhoodof 160 the

rate of formationof S, suddenlyincreasesand this is indicated

by the bend in the curve at S continuingto V. The influence
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of S, now growsless since the maximum percentage cornes

at 1700and simultaneouslySmornacreous sulphur is fortned.

If we assumethat the additionofSxnto the fusedmass causes

the curve to shift in the same direction as does S* and S,
then there willbe no decidedbreakin the curve but the curve

will continue to rise more gradually,to the right, the increas-

ing amounts of Sru partially roakingup for the decreased rate

of formation of S* and S». Apparently, however, Sni at

temperatures above 170° exerts an opposite and stronger
effect than doesS,.for there is a sharp bend in the curve at

170 and above this temperatureit gradually approaches the

vertical axis. The correspondingCurve A for the standard

tube shows the same effect but lesspfonouticèd.

Conclusions

We have designeda form of apparatus for the measure-

ment of supercoolingin capillarytubes.

We hâve shown that decidedlygreater supercooling can

be produced incapillary tubes thanin tubes of largerdiameter.

We did not succeedin formulatinga mathematical con-

nection between the amount of supercoolingobtainable and

the diameter of the capillary.
We have developed a plausibleexplanation for the in-

crease in supercoolingfound possiblein capillary tubes.

We have obtained evidenceindicating that the material

ofthe tube has little if any effectonthe degreeofsupercooling,
and have reachedthe conclusionthat small changesin surface

tension are likewiseof insignificantimportance.
We have found that in the caseof sulphur, the amount of

supercooling depends upon the temperature to which the

substancewas heated previously.
We have offereda plausibleexplanationof this interesting

phenomenon.
`



SATURATED SOLUTIONS OP POTASSIUM AND

MAGNESIUM SULPHATESAT 25° C

BY H. S. VAN KU5OSTER

Van't Hoff,in givingan exposéof the work done by him-
self and his collaborators on the formation of oceanic salt

deposits, discussesalso the case of the polyhaliteparagenesis
at 250

° C.» Polyhalite [CaMgMSO^.nUîO), first arti-

ficiallyprepared by Basch, coexistsat 25° C in stable equi-
libriumwith either two of the three composingsalts syngenite
[CaK2(SO4)2.H2O],reichardtite [MgSO4.7H2O]and gypsum

''"{CaSO^.aH^O]in solutions of potassium magnésium sul-

phate (the calciumsulphate beingpractically insoluble here-

in) of different, though adjacent, compositions. This being
the case, the questionarises, and was actually put by van't
Hoff3whether there does not exist a temperature, not far

from 25° C, belowwhich polyhalite should break into the

three salts above mentioned. Exactly at this temperature,

polyhalite wouldcoexist with three salts in equilibriumwith
a' solution, the composition of which was to be found out.
This was the starting point of the present investigation. On

repeating the experimentsof Baschand findingnot inappreci-
able deviationsfrom his results, I thought it not inadvisable
to redetermine carefully the solubility-curveof potassium
magnesiumsulphate solutions at 25° C in order to test, first
of all the existingdata by Baschand others. The determina-
tions were carriedout in a large water-bath, kept at constant

temperature (25 C) by means of two thermoregulators,the
fluctuations in temperature amounting to =±=o.i°C, and ex-

ceptionally (during the night) to ±0.2°. Special care was
taken that before each détermination the temperature re-

mained at least one hour at exactly25 C. The components
potassium sulphate (K2SO4),magnesiumsulphate (MgSO^

1ZurBildungderozeanischenSalzablagerungenII, p.21(1909).
Diss.Berlin1901.DarstellungundBildungsverhaltnisscdesPolyhalits.

»Irfic.cit.,p.21.
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7H2O)and water were brought together in Erlenmeyerflasks

of xoocc,closedby corkstoppers,whichturned withmoderate

speed about an axis, moved by a Henrid gas motor. The

time of shakingvaried from3 to 10 days, although saturation

will generallybe reached in the course of a day. The potas-

sium sulphate was purified by recrystallization, the mag-

nesium sulphate was the purest product from Kahlbaum

(pro attalysi). The solutions were analyzed by evaporating

the water and determining the dry residue, the magnesium

sulphate was weighed as pyrophosphate (Mg2PîO»)[method

of Gibbs, cf. Treadwell, II, p. 59 (ï9»3>Î. the percentageof

potassium sulphate was found by subtraction. The experi-

mental data are given in the table belowand graphieallyex-

pressed in Fig. 1, where-following van't Hoff's representa-

C{,
Pig.1

tiottAjtt>eabkissae represent the number of molecules of

MgSQi ifiiè
thousand moleculesof water and the ordinates

the egrrespondingfigures for KaSO4. The point A, repre-

sent^fg the solubility of K2SO«at 250 C, gives 12.5 mol

KjSd4 in 1000mol HïO, equal to 12.07 parts of K2SO4in

ïoo parts of water in accordancewith the careful determina-

tionsof Trevor1and Meyerhoffer,2who found 12.04and 12.06,

respectively. In B, saturation of potassium sulphate and

schonite exists, expressedby 14.5 mol K2SO4and 24.8 mol

1Zett.phys.Chem.,y,470(1891).
Landott and Bernsteiii's Tabellen, 3rd Ed., p. 547 O905).



Tabls i

<3atnTlmpnt v <sr»
Molec. Molec.

Satu-Tlmeof Residueafter
Mg$Otdeter. Mg;3l, Kx.SO~

solu- ingin evapowtion mlnedta% st*actionon 1000on 1000sotu- tngin ~apomtton minedin %a straction mol molth> days "•*
fa% «g g

Average Average
A 4 10.76 10.77 10.77 I2.5
A 4

£78 'O-77 -77 12.5
AB 5

32 «»--8 Jg} 4.00 n.o3 7.o I3.415.02 4.03
6

\ï% Ï7-6O 6_64 «0.96 12.1i 13-817.57
AB ?

Ît-J}'»^ 77^}7.So
,o 14.4 i4.«

AB 8
«:S}«-« S:g ».«, -84 2o.4 I4.321.58 2I·53 10.70 IQ.dj TO.$4 20.4. I4.3

AB 5

S:S}"-«3 S;ïï}»;06
«,7 *3-* H.422.82 22 83 12.°4 10-77

14-4

B 3 23-37 j2- -g
–

23-39/ 12-68 10.70 24.8 14.5
BC 7 23.44| 12.83]

23.36 23.39 12.89 12.88 10.51 25.1 14-3ro 23^8 2339 m:5? 12.88 io'si 2SIï I4>3
23.38

BC 6
11? 23.6o 13.23 10.34 26.o 14.023.61 13.29

BC 5
SI? '3-9O ^gU.^ 9.63 a8., «3-123.91 14.23

BC 5
\X% >4-79 ;6.36 8.43 3*.5 «.6
24.77 24-79 16.36 16.36 11.6

BC 5
Ht 2596 :8?°}'8-76 7.» 37-9 10.0
25.95 li~ 72

BC 9 x7·°S
ay.o3

20.86
6.Iy 42.8 8.7

BC 9
?:2

27-°3 2-86 6.17 ^.8 8.7

BC 7 29.13 2 1 24.44 4.70 si.6 6.9
29.15 *y-'44

BC 4 30.23 26.12 4. 11 56.0 6.11
C 6 30.41 26.35

3 30:40
P°-41

26.42
26.39 4-O2 56.7 6.0

3 3°.40 26.48
–

26.32
CD 6 30.10] –

10 30: îo
3OÏ2

26"4O
26.36 376 56.4 5-510 3°.10 26.4°

30. 18 26.32
CD 29.90

29.95
ad·5o

26.40 3.55 56.4 5.4
3°.00 26.30

CD 8 28.91 | ,0 QI 26.57
28.89 y 26.56 26.57 2.34 55.9 3-4
28.93 J –

J
CD – 28.35 26.67 1.68 55-77 2.4
t) 26.76 26.76 – 54.77

–
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MgSO4lwhereas the correspondingdata given by van't Hoff

are t6 and 22 (point Bi), probably derived from détermina*

tions made by Precht and Wittgen1 in 1882. Saturation

of schônite and reichardtite (MgSO^HjO) is feached in

C (6 mol K3SO4and 56.7 mol MgSO4);the point Ci \wz.

van't Hoff, 1. c., p. 30) derived from Basch's detenninations

is represented by 5.3 mol K2SO4and 58.3 mol MgSO4. The

solubiHtyof MgSO4.7H2O(point D) was found to be 54.7

mol, differing but slightly from the value given by Basch

(54.8mot). As will be seen from the figure, the Curve AB

is slightlyconvex, BC is distinctly concave,whereas CDdoes

not differ essentiatty froma right line. Part of the figure,

Ihtiitedby the dotted Unes,in the ïight corner is represented

also ona larger scate, to give a better ideaof the discrepandes,

found in repeating the experimentsof Basch, carried outwith

the purposeto continuehis workin the direction outlined by

van't Hoff (1.c., p. 31) as describedabove.

Now the points 0., 0%and 03 represent-according
to Basch-solutions of potassium magnesium sulphate, in

equilibrium,respectively,with

i. Polyhalite, reichardtite and gypsum,

2. Polyhalite, reichardtite and syngenite,

3. Polyhalite, syngeniteand gypsum,
with the followingcomposition

Oi=3.6molK«SO4and55.7molMgSO41
Oi = 5.1 mol KsSO»and 58.1mol MgSO4f in

1000mol HjO

Os « 3.5 mol KjSO*and 56.7mol MgSO4J

AUthree points lie voiihmthe field limited by DCi and &B,

so that these solutions ought to be unsaturated in regardto

KjSO4 and MgS04.7H,O. In preparing these solutions,

however,I found that only the composition 01 gave a com-

plète solution, whereas O2 left some salt (MgSOi^HaO)un-

dissolved,and O»still more, a sure indication that C was

rightlydetennined.

Âfter having prepared and analyzed the required salts

»Ber.deutsch.chcm.Gis.,15,1666(1882).
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polyhalite and syngenite1 (reichardtite and gypsum being
present in pure state), 50 ce of the solutions Oi, O2 and O3
(Ojunsaturated, O2and Os saturated, as shown above) were
brought together with the required salts in excess (at least
5 grams) and shakenduring severaldays in the thermostat,
taking care that after each periodof shaking a period of rest
followed, because there are indications (viz., van't Hoff,
1.c., p. 21) that equilibriumis sometimesdelayed by shaking.
The results wereas follows,Table 2

Tabis 2

~turated ..f..r Dryreeidae M~U~deter-
E!~

Saturated II II Dryresidtie MgSO4deter-$i 5|
solution "g"»«g"8 oneta% mined in &£s¡ «ÏB

8
4I'S4.£1
J J 3» -ss

p_p a a

solution 7 2 28.41
Average

–
Average

z8.33 z6.6g
Ttesamea8ate2 7

4 12 --«sa -*»••, ?/p,Newmixture,
28.39 26.68 a6.6g

^P°mt pw

same comp. 8 2 28.33 26.64
Solution Os – – 29.69 – –

The samte
29.76 26.23

Thesameagain 7 2 30.43 –

¡

30.46 30.4426.20 26~2156.4 6.3Thesameagain 5 1 w'-ts P0'44^
26*2156-4 6.3The same again 5 130.45~26.22 26 Zz 56

.3 Ps)30.40 1 (point Ps)
~0.4O

2

Solution 0, 7 7
a8.a61rf 25.50 53.2 3.9
28.22 J28^ (point Pa)

K»SO4by diffetence^.23%. A directdétermination,after TreadwellII,
p. 366,by eliminatingthe Mggave4.13%K1SO4.

A comparison of these data with those of Basch (1. c.)
shows that for solution Oi, instead of a dry residue of 28,91

1Polyhalite was made by two methods, followingthe prescriptionsof
Basch (Diss., p. 11)and those of D'Ans (Ber.deutsch. chem. Ges., 41, 1778
(1908));syngenitewaseasilyobtainedafter van't Hoffand Wilson(Sitzungsber.
Preuss.Ak., 1 142(1900))by bringingtogethertherequiredquantitiesof KjSO<,
CaCUand water.
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percent and a quantity of 26.45 percent MgSO4,are found,

respectively,28.35 percent and 36.64 percent (solution Pi).

Instead of 30.45 percent and 27.01 percent (solution Os),

the correspondingresults (solution Pa) are 30.44percent and

26.21percent. Practicallythe same value for the dry residue

is found, whereas there is a differenceof not less than 0.8

percent for the MgSO4présent in the solution. In thé case

of solution Os, Basch gives ?o.22 percent and 26.80percent,

differing largely frorn the corresponding values (solution

P8): 28.24 percent and 25.50, albeit that in the latter case

onlyone experiment was made, so that there was no proofof

any state of equilibriumbeing reached.

Thé dfecre^âïieybetwëenmy résulta and tiboseof Basch

is too great to be attributed to errors of analysis. Most

probablyhis way of experimentingwas not the suitable one,

so that no real equilibrium was reached. Consequently the

conclusionsof van't Hoffbased on them seemto be very ques-

tionable. In bringing the results, sofar obtained, to the notice

of those interested in work on sait solutions, I only wish to

callattention to someinaccurate data in this fieldof research,

broughtto light by the present investigation.

LafayetteCoUege,
Boston,Pa.
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LubricatingEngineer's Handbook. By John R. Battk. 23 X 17 cm; pp.
333. Philaddpkia: J. B. Lippincott Company, içiô. Prke: $4.00 net.~ln
the préfacetbe author pointsout that the importance of the almost timitiess
fieldof lubricatingengineeringmay be appreciatedfromthe fact that not a spin-
die can turn without overheatingand wear, nor can the largest locomotivein
the world move a heavy train, unless there is a lubricant provided to reduce
the ever-present friction between the bearing surfaces. The headings of the
chapters are: friction, theory of lubrication; historical (petroleum);petroleum
and other lubricants and greases;lubricating oil and grease tests; oil data and
tniscellaneousnotes; mechanicaland engineeringdata; steam enginesand steam
turbines; electricalengineeringdata; rollingand slidingfriction, and its applica-
tion to bearingu;the lubricationof steam cylinders;oil cups, greasecups, and
filters; oil-housesand oil-housemethods; the steam engine indicator and its
use; air compressorsand their lubrication; automobile lubrication; coal mining
machinery lubrication; Diesel engines; the lubrication of baking machinery.
dough dividers; the lubricatiouof electric street cars and interurban electric
cars; the lubrication of passengerand freight elevators;flour millingmachinery;
refrigeratingand ice-makingmachinery;internat combustionengines(explosive
type); marineenginesand marine oUs;motors and dynamos and their lubrica-
tion; newspaperprintingmachineryand operation; the lubricationof pneumatic
tools; the lubrication of railway locomotivesand cars; rolling mills and their
lubrication; textile machinery, operations and lubrication; transformers and
transformer oils; steam turbines and their lubrication, water-wheelgenerators;
wire drawingand its lubrication;the cost of lubrication; specifications.

Althoughthe book is written primarily for lubricating engineers,there
are a numberof things in it whichare ofgeneral interest, as for instanceon pp.
23,35,93, 188,190,216,289,299,and elsewhere.

"To obtain the least fractionalresistancebetweena rotating journal and
itsbearing,it isnecessarythat the rotating part be 'floated' by a filmoflubricant,
sothat therewillbeno metalliccontactbetweenthe surfaces. The slidinglayer
theory is basedon the assumptionthat the lubricating film is split into two or
more layers due to the adhesiveaction between the lubrlcant and the metallic
surfacesof the journal and bearing,which is greater than the cohesiveattrac-
tion betweenthe particlescomposingthe lubricant. Part of the layers, there-
fore,revolverelativelyto the rotating journal, and the remainiag layers tend to
remainat rest, as isthe surfaceof the bearing,so that a sliding movementtakes
place betweenthe layers of the lubricating film. Sincethe frictionalresistance
betweenthe oil layersis small,the frictionalresistanceof the bearingisreduced."

"The runningclearanceof the ordinaryenginemain bearingis onlyabout
0.003 of an inch for a six-inchto a twelve-inchshaft. When the shaft revolves
and the lubricatingfilmis brokeninto severallayers, it can readily beappreciated
that the thicknessof theindividuallayersmust beverythin. Thecohesiveaction
within the layers is not strong enough,due to their thinness, to producevery
muchof an effecttowardssurfacetension. We must, therefore, considerthat it
is the cohesiverésistanceto tear,within the body of the lubricating layers, rather
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than the increasedelasticity of the surfaceof the layers, that is the deciding

factor to the maintenance of the lubricatingfilm. A goodlubricantmust pos-

sess the proper proportions of the propertiesof cohésionand adhesionin order

that it may have the greatest efficlency. An excessof either is unsatisfactory.

Mercury has an exeessof cohésionand very little adhesion. Water bas an ex-

cess of adhésion and a low proportionof cohesion. It is obvionsthat neither

of thèse fluldswouldbe satisfactory as a lubrlcant.

"The idéal lubricant for any bearingmust possessjust enoughviscosity

to enable it to maintain a lubricatingfilm through aU the conditionsand re-

quirementsmadeuponit. It shouldnot,however,hâveanyexcessofviscosityat

normal air temperaturesor at the normalrunning bearingtemperatures,since

the internai friction of the lubricant ls directly proportionalto its viscosity.

'therefore, to avoid an unnecessaryfrictionload, usean oil havingas lowa vis.

cosity at stationary and at running bearingtemperaturesas will maintain the

lubricating film- It is possible to increasethe friction load of a bearing 35

percent by increasingthe viscosityof the lubricant."
"Oit used asa lubricant creepsover the outersurfacesof a bearing,even

at ordinary tetnpemtures,due to the fact that air is drawnintooil, by thé rota-

tive action of the journal and due to the rapid flowof the oilto the feedpipes.

This air spreadsthroughthe bodyof the oil in the formof fînelydividedbubbles.

Thesebubblesburstwhen they corneto the surfaceandforma finespray, which

settleson the exteriorof the bearing,causinga wasteof oil."

"Road dust, metallic wear,or toorich a mixtureof gasoline,arethe usual

causes of the so-called'carbon deposits,' which are usually blameduujustty

upon the lubricatingoil. There willalwaysbe somecarbondeposit formedin

the cylinders of an internai-combustionengine,but it shouldbeof sucha nature

that it will latgelybe removedwith the exhaust. Anexcessofoil in the crank-

case will cause 'carbon deposit' troubles. The levelof the oil shouldnever be

carriedabove the beightindicated by the oil gauge. Too higha levelwillcause

the oil to workup past the piston ringsinto the explosionspace. Herethé oil is

partially burned anddeposits wiUresult. chemical analysisof many 'carbon

deposits' bas indicatedthat about 70percentof thesesc-called'carbottdeposits'

found in the cylindersof automobilesconsistof mineraimatter. The analyses

of these depositsshowa large percentageof undecomposedoit,a smallpercentage

ofdecomposedoil,a little free carbon,and, as beforestated, about60-70percent

minerai matter. The minera! matter is hard and abrasiveandcauseswear be-

tween the piston rings and the cylinders. It is introducedinto the cylinders

duringthe suctionstrokeof the piston,whichsucksin dust fromthe roadmixed

with the air, and whicheventually gets into the crank-case,whereit is mixed

withthe oiland then is workedup intothe eylinders. Theheat of the explosions

hardens the deposit,forming a 'carbon-appearingscale.' A smallprojectionof

this hard scale,remainingin the upper part of the cylinders,may becomeover-

heatfd and retain enough heat to ignite the incominggas duringthe charging

stroke. This conditionis indicated by a poundingnoise in the cylinder."
If

"ït has been stated by some investigatorsthat motoroils manufactured

from paraffine base crudes give a more objectionable carbon deposit in the

cylinder than is producedby the oilsmade from asphalticbasecrudes. A care-

ful working test to investigate this statement has indicatedthat the amount
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of carbonfoundin automobileenginecylinders averagesthe same, for high or
lowviscosityoils made from either paraffine of asphaltic base crudes. The

conslstencyof ail motor cylinder 'carbon deposits' is about the same,irrespec-
tiveof the sourceof the oil. Tbe amount of carbon deposit produceddepends
uponthe amountof oil actuallyreachingthe upper part of the cylinder."

"In the past it was believedthat lubricatingoil for use in the cylinders
of internai-combustionenginesshould possessa high flashing-point,to prevent
its destructionduringthe firingstroke. This theory has been givenup for the

followingreason: ln order to obtain a flashing-pointof over 5000Fahr., with
a petroleumoil, it 1snecessaryto use a cylinder stockoit,with ail of the rcsulting
disadvantagesof slowdistribution of the lubricant. due to its high viscosityat
normaland even fairly hightemperatures. The averageworkingtemperatures
in the cylindersof internai-combustionengines are far above 500° or even6000
Pahr., so that evena hightest oilwill beburnt withpractically as muchrapidity
as anoil havingonly4000Fahr. flash test and a muchlowerviscosity. Jlthas
beendemotrated by many practical tests, that the most importent character-
isticof an oil, in the lubricationof internai-combustionengine cylinders,is its

viscosity. The viscosityshouldbe as bw as practicable, to permit of a quick
and efficient'spread' of the oil over the cylinder walls. The flashing-pointof
the oil is of minor importance.

"Due to the fact that the sameoil is used forboth the cylindersand the

bearingsof internal-conbustionengines of the light high-speed type, now in
mostgeneraluse in automobiles,motor-boats, etc., it is désirable,and the best

lubricatingefficiencycan onlybe secured, by usingan oïl having a viscosity,at
the'averagerunningtemperaturesof the bearings, that is just sufficientto meet
the physicaloperatingconditionsof these bearings, so that the distributionof
this sameoil over the surfacesof the cylinder wallswill be accomplishedwith

speedand eft'ectiveuessand not retarded by an unnecessarilyhigh viscosity.
The followingtheoretical discussionillustrâtes the fact that the outer part
of the lubricatingoil film,whenexposedto the hot gasesduring the firingstroke,
protectsthe inner part of the film, whichremains uponthe cylinderwalls. It is

important,therefore,to replacethis outer film quicklywith fresh oil after the

firingstroke, which demanda a free-flowing,low viscosity oil. The bearings
are heatedbyconduction,throughthe metal of the connectingrods,etc.,and the
oil iscompelledto work underhigh bearingtemperatures. The viscosityof the
oilshouldbesufficientlyhighto allowfora reduction,due to the bearingtempera-
tures.

"Dueto the high rubbingspeedsof the piston, the period of time, during
whichthe lubricatingfilmisexposedto the hightemperaturesof the firingstroke,
is very short. The maximumtemperatures usually met with in the cylinders
of internai-combustionenginesare usually about 2700°Fahr. This is the max-
imumtemperaturefor the cylindergases,and the temperaturerange willproba-
bly run as lowas 250°Pahr., thus givinga mean temperature of the gases,for
the completecycle,of about 9500Fahr.

"A filmof petroleumoil, if exposedto a high temperature as described
above,willnotbe burnt instantly,but willrequire that it be exposedto this high
temperaturefor an appreciablelength of time beforeit will be destroyed. It

must,therefore,beassumedthat in the cylindersof theseenginesthe highspeeds
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and loss of heat in its transmissionto the lubricatingfilm, will resuit ouly ln

partial destruction of the lubricatingfilm. Therewill be, therefore,a partially

destroyedfilm of lubricaut remaroing upon the wallsof the cylinders after the

firingstrokehasbeenexpended. Itis theheat conditions,to wbichthis remaiulng

filmis exposed, that dcterminethe severestrequkementsmade on the Iubricant,

becausethis mm reraainson the wallsof the cylinder,whlchare hot, fora louger

timethan the outer film is exposedto the hot gases. WbJlethe cylinderwalls

are'at a lowertemperature than the hot gases,the racreasedtime of exposureof

the Innetfilm to their heat causesthe lubric::atJngfl1m,as a whole.to beattacked

on the hot gas side by hightemperatures for a shortperiod of time, and,on the

cylinderwall side, by lowertemperatures for a longerperiod of time.

"Tbe value of the outer film as a beat-protectingblanket for the hmer

film maybe compared relatively as follows: lu a paper read before the Iosti-

tttte of Naval Architectsln England, it was stated that a film of lubrlcant one

one-htmdredthof an inchthick, a layerof boiterscaleone-tenth of an inchthlck.

and a sted botter plate 10taches thick, offerequalrésistance to the passageof

heat."
"An important factor in the lubricationof drawingiron wire is the lime

coat. When the rods first corne to the wire mlUthey are covered with scale.

'this scalemust be removed,as Its hard surfacewoulddestroy the die hole. To

accomplishthe removalof this scale, the rods aie immersedin hot, dituted sul-

ph'uricadd, which dissolvesand loosens it. A stream of water is then rua on

the rod buadles and the loosenedscale washedoff. The rodaare next immersed

in a hot lime-watervat and a thin limecoatingadheresto them. This coating

is believedby wire manufacturerato have great value in aiding the lubrication

of the métal as it is drawnthrough the dies. It is not knownwhether the lime

combineswith the grease to aid it in lubrication,or whether the roughened

surfacesmerely aid in carryingan increased quantityof the lubricant into the

die. The lime-coatedrodsare baked beforebeingtaken to the wire benches."

"It has generally been taken for granted in the past that the Iubricant

appliedto tools duringthe cutting operationflowedbetweenthe edge of the cut-

ting tool and the work. If the enonnous pressurewhich is required at the

cuttingedgeof the tool,and whichoftenexceeds100,000pomds per squareinch,

is comparedwith the maximumpressureof even tooopounds per square inch,

whicha lubricant of as Hghta viscosityas that requiredfor cittting-toollubrica-

tionmust have, it can be readily appreciated that the Iubricant does not forat a

filmbetween the tool edgeand the work. Whenmetal is eut, there ls a large

amountof heat generated. This beat is producedby the slipping of the metal

chipover the surface of the tool, by the separationof the chip or eut fromthe

metalbody, and by the 'crimping'of the eut. • Sharp toolsare only

possiblewhen the heat of cutting is removedat a sufficientlyhigh rate, by the

lubticant, to prevent the overheating and drawingof the temper of the high

carbon steel used to make these tools. Of ait liquida available

for the 'lubrication' or coolingof the cutting operation,water has the bighest

heat-absorbingquatities. It can also be readily flowedinto contact with the

heatedsurfaces,but, dueto its lowviscosity,wiBnot forma satisfactory lubrica-

ting filmfor the slidingof the chip overthe faceor Upof the tool. The rusting

propertiesof water make it unsuitable as a cuttinglubricant when usedalone.
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PetroleumoU,cottonseedoU, and lard oil have fhe requiredbody to form the

necessaryfilm on the tool lip, and, whiletheir spedfic heats or heat-absorbing

propertiesare only about balf as bigh an water,they have the propertyof pre-

ventiag rusting. The usual solublecutting oilis made of a combinationof oils

as outlinedabove, and is designedto permititsbeing mixedwithvaringamounts

of water to form a stable, cutting emulsion. Thé amounts of water required

vary with the chameter of the work. For toughsteel,a largeramountof water

is used than for the morebrittte metals, sincethe steelchips pressagainst the

faceof the tool with greater force and for a longerdistance."

In regard to spécificationsthe'author says,p. 297: "The crudeoil condi.

tions are constantly changiag, and thereforea spécificationcallingfor a certain

viscosityand gravity may aUowcompetitivebiddingfrom many oil companies
this year; then, due to a ftillingoffin the productionof certainfieldsand the in-

creasedproduction in other fielde.-the spécificationsmay quicklybecomeobso-

lete and limit the numberof competitors forthe businessin succeedingyears.

fhe gravity and tbe.other characteristics raaycall for an oil froma particular
fieldinwhichthe conditionshave matcriallychanged. Tbe resultisan increased

pricefor the oU,or restrictedbidding. In preparingspécifications,someparticu-
lar oilmust be usedasa sample. Specificationswritten on tests fromthe sample
Umitthe sourceof the crudefrom whichthe specificationoil canbemade. This

may be desired, but sucha condition preventsreceivingthe benefitof the con-

stant improvementswhichare beingmade by the différentlubricatingoilmanu-

f acturersin the oilsmadefrom the variouscrudes. If specificationsare desired,

they should not be too dosely written. Theirpurpose should be to secure a

satisfactoryoil for f ulfillingcertain conditions,at the lowestcompetitiveprices,
and should not be written with the view ofexcludingoils madefrom crudes,
other than that of the tested sample. An exactlystated gravity,viscosity,and

flash will pin aU bidders to very narrow limits. Gravity is of no importance.
Lubrication depends upon viscosity and its characteristicvariations."

1 WilderD. Bancroft

The Respiratory Exchange of Animaisand Man. By AugsutKrogh.

34 X 16cm:pp. vin + 173. New York:Longmans,Green& Co.,1916. Price:

$1.80 net.-In the prefacethe author says: "The subject of the respiratory

exchangeof animais is not one of physiologicalchemistrybut ratherofchemical

physiology. It deals with very fewsubstances,and with their quantities,not

qualities. The"relations between respiratory exchangeand functionalactivity

havebeenexcludedfromthe scopeof the presentmonograph,whichdealsthere-

forewithone very limitedproblemonly: the quantitativeaspect of the catabolie

activity of the living organismas living. Togivean exhaustiveaccountof the

workdoneeven in this restricted field bas not been attempted; but I have en-

deavoredto trace out the essential lines of study, to state the fundamental

problems,and to indicate the solutions of themso far as such solutionsappear

to havebeenreached-with what amount ofsuccessit is forthe readerto judge."

The subject is presented under theheadings: the physiologicalsignifi-
canceofthe exchangeof oxygenand carbon dioxide;methodsfor measuringthe

respiratory exchange; the exchangeof nitrogen.hydrogen, méthane,ammonia,

and other gasesof minorimportance;définitionand determinationof the stand-
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ard metabolismof the organism;the influenceof internaifactorsupon the stand-

ard tnetabolisra;the influenceof cheraical factorsupontherespiratoryexchange;

the variationsin standard metabotismduring the life cycle of the individual;

the respiratoryexchangein differentanimais.

The respiratoryexchangeof an animal in the widest sense of the terro

means the exchangeof gaseoussubstancestaldng place betweenthe organisât

and the surroundingatmosphere. It is notdefinedby any physiologicaldiffer-

encebetweenthe part playedwithinthe body by these substancesand others,

but solelyby practicalconsiderationsofconvenience. The respiratorycxchange

in the strict senseof the terracomprisestmlythe oxygenintake and the elimlna-

tion of carbondioxide. Whendealiagwith individualsof the same species,it

seeinsprobablethat the gasexebangeshouldbecalculated per unit surfaceand

not perunit weight,pp. 113,133. It bas heenshownthat menof the samcsize

snd weight may difter comiderablywith regard to their standard metabolism.

Tbe results vary from 8 ce oxygenabsorbedper kilogramand minute to 5 .s

cc, or fromabout 0.8 Cal.per kilogramand hour to 1.6 Cal. The différences

areto beaseribedin ttianycasesto différencesin the proportionof fat in the body,

as the fatty tissuesappear to haveonlya very slightmetabolism. Fat persans

have also been found experimentallyto have a smatler respiratory,exchange

than lean ones. The value 5.5 ce oxygenper kilogram and minute (= 1 .66

Cal. per kilogramand hour>,whichis very unusual, was obtained by Caspari

on a trainedathlete, and recentlyBenedictand Smithhave compareda number

of athlèteswith 'normal' subjectsof similarhelghtand weight,and haveshown

that the metabolismof athletesis on an averagedistinctly greater than that of

non-athletes(1 .083Cal. per kilogranand hour es against 1 .017). t
WUàerD. Bancroft

Analytical Chemistry. By P. P. Treadwell. Pourth English Edition

translatéeand réviséefromtheEigltthGermonEditionby WilliamT. Hall. Vol.

I. QualitativeAnalyste. 23 X 16*»; pp. xiii + 538. New York:John WUey
and Sons,1916. Price: $3.00»e*.–Thistext on QualitativeAnalysisfumishes

an admirablecompanionbookforthe excellenttext on quantitative analysis.by

the sameauthors. It strikesa happymediumbetweenthe ponderousréférence

text and the too abbreviatedlaboratorytnanual. The theoretical part covers

76 pages,the reactions of the commoncations 207 pages, the réactionsof the

rarer éléments60 pages,the reactionsof the allions 137pages,and systematic

analysis 32pages. The theoreticalportion,in additionto the discussionofsuch

topics as properly apply to QualitativeAnalysis.contains valuable'tables of

solubilityproductsandoxidationpotentials. Thebriefparagraphson occurrence

and generalproperties,whichprecedethe detaileddiscussionof each cationand

anion, are a pleasingfeature. G. E. P. Lundell



THE RADIOACTIVITY OP PHILIPPINE WATERS

BYJ. R. WRIGHTANDG8ORGKW. HSIS8

In recent years there have beenso many investigations^
of the radioactivity of waters that comparativedata are nmfiy
available from many different parts of thé world. It is

purpose of this paper to present the results of similar ^TO*4o\
on the radioactivity of typical Philippinew^ters. r

Up to the present time our workon radioactivity JW^
been limited to the détermination of radium emanation anav

actual radium content of typical springsand deep, drilled

wëlls; As yet, no attempt has beenmadeto studythé radio-

activity of the deposits or residues fromsprings,or of typical

rocks, or of the gases evolved from spiingsor wells. Ail of

the work was done on Luzon, part of it at high altitudes in

the mineràl-bearing mountainous regionand the remainder

practically at sea level.

Owing to the difficulties of travel, equipment for pro-
vincial expeditions had to be reduced to a minimum;
in consequencecomparatively few data on the chemicalcom-

position of the waters were secured.

Experimental Part

The testing apparatus wasa SpindlerandHoyeraluminum

leaf electroscopeused in previous radioactivemeasurementsl

in the Philippines. The instrument was provided with the

usual equipment of tripod, shaking vessel, and circulation

system necessaryfor fieldwork.

Owing to the high humidity generally encountered in

the Philippines, a small tube of calciumchloridewasfastened

inside the leafchamber of the electroscope. In ail determina-

tions, in the fieldor in the laboratory, a calciumchloridetube

(generally of the Bender and Hobein'type) 'was introduced

into the circulation system, so that ail air and gaseswere

1J.R.WrightandO.F.Smith:Phys.Zeit.,15,31-39(1914);Philippine
Jour.Sci.,«A,5J-77(>9H):ïhys.Rev.,5,459-482(1915);7»40~6i(»9«S)-
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dried before they entered the ionization chamber. It was

found impossibleto obtain reliable readingswithout this pré-

caution. Our results indicate that drying is also necessary

at lower temperatures in order to ensure correct results with

the type of instrumentused. With the precautionsnoted, the

natural leak was usuaîty lower in laboratory work, and fre-

quently lower in field work, than the figures for the natural

leak furnishedby the instrument makers. The electroscope

was chargedby means of a bank of storagecells in the labora-

tory in the field,by meansof an eboniterod.

The electroscopewasstandardized by means ofa radium

bromidé solutionof knownstrength secured' front the Bureau

df Standards, Washington,D. G. A definite portion of thist

solution was kept sealed in a proper vessel (essentiallya

"Curie2 tube") for over one month. The emanation was

then removed from the solution by boiling and by circula-

tion of air and drawn into the evacuated ionization chamber.

The standardization was checkedwith a knownquantity

of standard radium bromide solution put directly into the

shaking vesselused in fielddéterminations. After the closed

vessel had been allowedto stand onemonth to ensureradio-

active equilibrium, a détermination was made by the usual

field method. Two different deterniinations showed satis-

factory agreement with each other and with the results pre-

viously obtained. This procedure is much simpler than 'the

usual method of standardization, and since determinations

both with the standard solution and with water samples of

unknown activity are thus performedunder identica1condi-

tions, the chance for error is minimized. Our data indicate

that this method can be relied upon for accurate results.

The shakingapparatusofSchmidt3wasemployedinfield

Our thanksareduetheBureauofStandards,Washington,D.C..for

tbestandardradiumsolutionusedinthiswork.
P. Curie: "Dosage du radium par la mesure de l'émanation dégagée,"

LeRadium, 7,65-7o (1910).

H. W. Schmidt: "Uber eine einfache Methode zur Messung des Etnana-

tionsgehaltes von Plassigkeiten,ll, Phys. Zeit., 6, $( 1-566 (1905)-
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work. Déterminationsweremadeas soonas practicableafter

a sample had been taken; usuallywithin thirty minutes and

in no case after more than three hours.

Samples of typical waters were brought to the labora-

tory, sealed up in proper vessels, allowed to stand for one

month, and tested for radium content. Instead of Curie

tubes, 400 ce Jena flasks,equipped with aspirator tubes, were

used to hold the water. About 250ce of water were used in

a determination. In some cases, when larger quantities of

water were available, as much as 15 liters were evaporated

to 250 cc, acidifiedwith hydrochloricacid, sealed up in Jena

flasks, and tested.

Though the object of this work was primarily to get re-

liable comparative data rather than exceedingly accurate

absolute values, it is probable that the error was not great.

The radium solution used for standardizationmay be consid-

ered accurate within 5 percent. Duplicate deterrninations

made with the standard solutioncheckedwithin t .5 percent.

Duplicate determinations made in the field on the same

water checked within the limits of observation error. We

have reason to believethat, exceptfor isolatedcases in which

proper samples could not be secured because of the nature

of the source, the maximumerror in fielddéterminationswas

not greater than 7 percent. The probable error was, there-

fore, much smaller and hence was well within the limits of

accuracy to be expected for this class of work.

No attempt was made in the fieldto détermine anything

but radium émanation content. That we wereactually deal-

ing with radium emanation wasshownby the fact that when

the gasesfrom a number of the watersstudiedwere allowedto

remain in the ionizationchamberfor long periodsof time the

typical decay curve of radium emanation was obtained.

The radioactivity of over ninety Philippine waters was

determined, the followingdata being typical:
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In order to examine waters for actual radium content,

250 cc samples-of twenty typical waters, from which the

emanation had been removed, were acidified,sealed up in

proper containers, and allowedto stand at least one month.

In no case was there any indication of radioactivity at the

end of that tinte.

In addition, 15liters of Batangas water (No. 1), 15liters

of Los Baflos water (No. 7), and 5 liters of Sibul Springs

water (No. 3) were evaporated to smaJl bulk and similarly

tested. The first twoshowed no emanation, and the third

showed a trace.

The radioactivity of the waters studied, therefore, was

due prhnorily ta émanation derived from the materials in

the ground with which the water had been in contact.

Discussion of Results

The work has not proceededsufficientlyto justify many

conclusions. The typical Philippine water supplies studied

possess no abnormal features, so far as their radioactivity is

concemed. Though some of them are moderately high in

radium emanation content, none show an excessiveamount,

compared with waters from other countries reported in the

Hterature.1

Since hot water is a poorer solvent of gases than cold

water, it is to be expectedthat the radioactivityofhot springs

should, in general, be low. With the exceptionof the Los

Baflos water (No. 7), most of the thermal waters studied in

the courseof this work showedlittle or no activity.2

In general,the averageactivity of igneousrocksis greater

than that of the sedimentary,8and it is to be expectedthat

water fromthe formermaterial shouldshowthe higheremana-

1Cf.SchhmdtandMoore:Bull.U.S.Geol.Snrv.,395,*9(1909);Jotir.

Phys.Chem.,18,66»(1914);D.Wtani:Proc.TokyoMath.Physic.Soc.(1912).

ff.,etc.
TheaveragetempératureofPhilippinegroundwatersinthelowlands

isabout28°C.
Cf.P.W.Clarke:"Dataof Geocbemistty,"BuU.U.S.Geol.Surv.,

166,122(1916).
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tion content. Thus Sahlbom found that the water from

sedimentary deposits was much lower in activity than that

frompritnary rocks;further, that wéllsbored in the acid rocks

showed the highest activity. In the Philippines the rela-

tively smallnumber of déterminationsmade and the frequent

difficulty of determining the actual water-bearing stratum,

since this is frequently not the same as the geologicalforma-

tion exposed at the place where the water emerges,make

generalizations at this time inadvisable.

In some cases at least, the radioactive material from

which the water derived its activity must have been confined

to a rather lirnited area. Thus it was pointed out2 that

"Olla" Springs .(No.. 8)we*« in reality ûnly seepage water

derived from a river about a hundred meters distant. The

"spring" water must obviously have acquired its activity

in the course of a short journey underground.

So far as theavailableanalytical data on the waterstested

are concerned, there is no apparent general relation between,

the chemical quality of a water and its radioactivity. This

is not surprising, since the emanation content appears to

be due, not to dissolvedradium, but to contact with radio-

active materials, sometimeswithin a very restricted area.

There was no sharply defined rainy season8during 1916

in the places visited. With the exceptionof the determina-

tions made in April and December, the tests for radioactivity

were conducted during months of considerablerain.

Though no systematic study of the relation between

the radioactivityand the variation of flowingwellsand springs

has been made,4it may be of interest to point out that Sibul

iN.Sahlbom:Arklv.Kemi,Min.Geol.,6,No.3,>-S2(»9I5);tbrough

Chem.Abstracts,ro,1134O9«6).
»ByMr.B.E.Lednicky,Chief,DivisionofMines,BureauofScience.
• tforthedistributionofrainfaltinthePhilippinesascordingto locality

andseason,seeA.J.Cox:PhilippineJour.Sci.,6A,287-29609"«)•
«Theflowofmanyspringsanddeepwellsin thePhilippineschanges

greatlyinquantitywiththe tide,thoughthereisnoappreciablevariationin

chemicalquality.Seenoteonthe tidatvariationofspringsanddeepwells

in thePhilippineIslands.W.G. Heise:PhilippineJour.Sci.,hA, 123-127

(1916).
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Springs (Nos. 3 and 4) weretested on two differentoccasions

(as indicatedin TableI), oncein themiddle of the dryseason,
that is, after two or three practicallyrainlessmonths,and once

during a period of frequent tains. The results of thé two

determinations, which are practically identical, indicate

that deep-seated springs, such as Sibul Springs, may show

surprisingly smalt seasonal variations in radioactivity. It

should be pointed out that Sibul Springs show a compara-

tively slight variation in flow throughout the year, so that

the inferencefrom the two isolated déterminations just dis-

cussed is not considered to be at variance with the findings
of others. Thus Ramseyl found a greater emanation con

tent in certain springsduring periodofwet weather and great

ûmr, and Steiehen8observedan increasein activity in certain

Bombay hot springsduring the dry season,while the flowof

water was considerably reduced. As pointed out by the

latter investigator, localconditionsmay well âccount for the

differencesnoted.

For the sake of completeness,wehâve noted in our data

ail sources of water supply which are popularly considered

to have specialmedicinal virtues. Obviously,either popular

opinion is a poor guide to the médicinalvalue of a water, or

else the médicinal properties of water are not to any great

extent due to radium manation content. The waters with

perhaps the greatest reputation, namely,Los Bafiosand Sibul

Springs (Nos. y and 3), have relativelyhigh radium emana-

tion contents, yet many others regarded as highly, such as

Marilao, Pansol (Nos. 5 and 6), SantoTomas (No. 19), and

Klondike (No. 26), contain little or no emanation. More-

over, many waters highon the list, suchas Batangas (No. 1),

Kiangan (No. 25), Pagsanjan (No. 11), and in general the

spring waters near Mt. Banajao (Nos. 8-16), are regarded
with entire indifference.

1R. R. Ramsey: "The Variation of the Emanation Content of Certain

Springs,"Phil. Mag.,30, 815-818(1915).
» A. Steichen:"The Variationof the Radioactivityof the Hot Springs

at Tuwa," Phil. Mag..31,401-3 (1916).
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Summary

The radioactivity of about ninety différent Philippine
waters,cbieflyfrom springsand flowingwells,has beenstudied.

The highest radium emanation contentencounteredin a deep-
well waterwas equivalent to 2100X 10 grams of radium

(per liter); the highest in a springwater was equivalent to

1300X ïo~12grams of radium.

A test for the actual radium content of about twenty

typical sources showed that the radioactivity encountered

was due to emanation absorbed from materials with which

the groundwater had been in contactand wasnot due to dis-

solvedradium salts. One sample of watér showeda scarcely
detectible trace of activity due to radium salts in solution;
aUthe others tested gave negative results.

This paper describes a part of an extensive study of

Philippinewaters, full détails of which will be found in the

PhilippineJournal of Science.

BureauofScience
Manila,P.J.
Febtmry,igif



ON THE LIGHT ABSORPTION OF AN AQUEOUS

SOLUTION OP SODIUM SULPHATE

BYB. 0. HUBERTANDJ. F. HUTCHINSON

It is well known that the temperature coefficientof the

solubility of sodium sulphate in water expériencesa marked

change at the température 32-384°C.1 If the sudden break

in the solùbitity.curveis interpreted to indicate a change in

the state of aggtegation of the moleculesof the salt and of

the solvent, one might expect to find also at this tempera-

ture changes occurring in the light absorption bands of the

solvent and of the solution. The région of the spectruœ

under examination was from 901 mmto "33 M/ The

aqueous solutionof sodiumsulphate was practically as trans-

parent as pure water for this region; therefore, the change

was looked for in the water-bandwhich has a maximum of

absorption at about i n. It may be stated in advance that

no change was found. The experiment.was suggested by

Dr. A. H. Pfund, of the Department of Physics of the Johns

Hopkins University.

The apparatus describedin a previous paper2 was em-

ployed. For the purposes of this experiment the cells were

surrounded by an electric heating device. The light absorp-

tion coefficienta (in the notation of the paper just referred

to) was measured for a one molaraqueous solutionof sodium

sulphate at temperatures 19.07°, 30.0°, 35.5°, 40.0° and 24.1
°

C, throughout the regionof the spectrumfrom901 mmto 1133

pp. Table 1 shows the experiment data. Columns 2 to

5, inclusive,give the values of a at each wave-length, as the

temperature of the solution increased in successive steps;

Column6 gives thé values of a taken after the solution had

cooled down. The data show that at ail the temperatures

a remained constant within the error of experiment.

1H.C.DickiasonandE.P.Muetler:Bull.Bur.Standards,3, 640(1907).
TbeJoumalofFhyslcalChemtetty,ai, 150(1917).
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TABLO1

«r
Wave- | 1 1
lma>

19.I0C 30.0» 35-5° 40-o° i»«*

qot un 0.0034 0.003a 0.0036 0.0034 0.0034

920 0.0043 0.004S 0004S 0.0047 0.0043

04û 0.0082 0.0080 0.0084 0.0085 0.0086

û6o 0.0192 0.0194 0.0193 0.0195 0.0192

079 0.0208 0.0212 0.0210 0.0211 0.0206

908 0.0178 0.0181 0.0180 0.0179 0.0182

1018 0.0136 0.0134 0.0133 0.0131 0.0135

1037 0.0096 0.0094 0.0092 0.0092 0.0095

ÏO56 0.0070 0.0073 0.0074 0.0072 oo°7*

10715 0.0067 0.0067 0.0069 0.0067 o.oo68

10QS 0.0079 0.0078 0.0078 0.0081 0.0081

1114 0.0102 0.0102 0.0104 0.0107 0.0101

1133 0.0158 0.0165 0.0160 0.0163 0.0160

The fact that no modification in the character of the

light absorption occurredwhen the température of the solu-

tion was above and below the transition point is in accord

with the known facts concerning other physical properties

of this solution, for in none of thèse propertieshas a sudden

change been found.1

TheJohnsHopkinsVnhenUy
June,1916

t whetham: "theory of Solutions," p. 79«



ARE-DETERMINATIONOF THEHEAT OFVAPORISA-
TION OF WATER

BYJ. HOWARDMAÏHBWS

A number of years ago an improved method for the de-
termination of heats of vaporization of liquids wasdeveloped
by T. Wï Richards and the writer.1 For testing the method,
water was chosenas the substance to be vaporized for three

principal reasons;it is a substance easily purified, it has a high
heat of vaporization, and it is the substance upon whichmore

methods have been tried than any other; consequently it

offeredus the best possiblemeans of comparisonof our method

with the methods used by others..

In the development of the method we finaUyperfected,
after trying a considerable number of devices designed to

prevent previously recognized possibilities for error, we dis-

covered some exceedinglyimportant sources of error which

had been quite overlooked by other workers. Por a detailed

description of the apparatus and method, and a complete
discussionof the sourcesof error to be avoided or minirnized,
the original article must be consulted. Briefly, the method

wasbasedononepreviouslysuggestedby Kahlenberg,in which

the liquid was vaporized by means of an electricay heated

resistance in a speciallydesignedvesselwhich couldbe brought
closeto the condensingcoilwhich was immersed in the calori-

meter. In our modification of this apparatus, the water'to

be vaporized was contained in a vacuum-jacketed cyUndrical
vessel constructed as shown in Fig. i. This vaporizing
vessel was connected directly to a block-tin condenser im-

mersed in the water of the calorimeter proper, the various

parts of which are shownin Fig. 2.

In the calculationof the heat of vaporization of the liquid
condensed in the coil, the assumption has always been made

1Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,33,863(1911);Proc.Am.Acad.Sci.,46,511i
(19»).

1Jour.Phys.Chem.,s»215(1895).
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that aUof the vapor was at the boiling point of the Hquid

at the moment that it condensedin the coil. With the various

designs of apparatus heretofore used, with the possible ex-

ception of that of Luguinin,1

this assumption is erroneous,C

for long before the boiling

point of the liquid is reached

the liquid is giving off vapor

which passes into the calori-

meter and condenses,and since

the heat of vaporization is

highly dependent on the tem-

pérature of the condensing

vapor, the error so introduced

into the calculationmust have

been considerable. Further-

more, in the calculation it

has been assumed heretofore

that allofthe condensedliquid
coolsfrom a definite tempera-

ture, viz.,the boilingpoint, to

the temperature of the calori-

meter. This assumption also

is not true for thé methods

previously used, with the ex-

ception of that of Luguinin.

In our method both of thèse

seriouserrors are avoided,for

the vapor does not begin to

pass down the delivery tube

to the condensing coil until

the liquidhas been boilingfor

some time-the time during
Fig.tr

which temperature readings are taken to ascertain exactIy

the correction to be applied for radiation and conduction of

heat fromthe vaporizerto the calorimeterwater.

»Ann.Chim.Phys.,(7)7.«5»(1896).
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Early in our work it was observed that the values ob-

tained for heatsofvaporizationdependedon the rate at which

PJg.a

The calorimeter. The vaporlzer (V) ta set within a large hole (XX) in
the cover. At B is attached the condenserA immersedin watercon-
tained in the calorimeter. Betweenthe jacketing vesselsB and F is

dilate alkali, into whichsulphuric acid is droppedin order that the

temperature of the surroundingsshould keep pace with that of the
catofimeterproper. C is a stirrer within the calorimeter,H one in the
outaidevessel

vapor passed into the condensingcoil. We succeededin

showingthat this effectis due to prematurecondensationof
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the vapor, l e., condensationof the vapor at somepoint where

the heat given out in the act of condensation would not be

transmitted to the calorimeterwhile the water-produced by

this condensation would be delivered to the coil. By the

introduction of a trap at the bottom of the chamber in which

the liquid is vaporized(seeF, Fig. i) and by making the dis-

tance fromthis trap to the calorimeterwater as short as possi-

ble (a few mm only) the effect produced by this premature

condensation was reduced to a minimum. The trap also

served to catch and retain any liquid which may have gotten

into the deliverytube by spattering. A drop or two of liquid

was alwaysfound in this trap after the experiment; hence the

trap was always emptied between déterminations.

While the trap and the shortening of the distance be-

tween vaporizer and calorimeterwater naturally minimized

the effect due to premature condensation, the effectwas not

whoUyeliminated,since it is impossible wholly to eliminate

the zone in which premature condensation may take place.

To get the true heat ofvaporization,however, it is only neces-

sary to conduct severalexperimentsin which the rate of con-

densation of vapor is madeto vary considerably, then plot

the times necessaryfor the condensationof one gram against

the values obtained for the heats of vaporization, and by a

slight extrapolation of the linear curve so obtained the true

heat of vaporization is found, that is, the heat of vaporiza-

tion which would have been obtained had the vapor passed

into the calorimeterunderconditions such that no premature

condensation could occur.

Curiously,no previousworkershave ever made mention

of the dependenceof the experimental values on the rate of

condensation. With the most perfect apparatus we were

able to devise, this effectwas so marked that serious error

would have been made had it not been recognizedand cor-

rected for, and with the less perfect methods used by former

workers, where the possibility of error was not even recog-

nized, the error must have been very serious indeed since

generally the design of apparatus was such as to necessitate

considérablepremature condensation.
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Preliminarywork on the heats of vaporization of a num-
ber of substancesother than water showed the same effect,
in degtee dependingon the differencein temperature between
the temperature of the calorimeter and the boiling point of
the liquid. Wherethis difference was great the loss of heat
by premature condensationwàs naturally great; and where
the differencewas small the effect was small.

Previous to our work it had been noted that the values
for the heats of vaporization of liquida as determined by the
condensationmethod were usually lower than the values ob-
tained by the electrical method, where the energy required
to vaporizea gram of the material is measured. In this con-
nection it.is interesting to find that the values found by.our
methodagrée retnarkàbly wëtt with the values obtained by
the most refined of the electrical methods, not only for water
but for other substances as well. As the average of two
eloselyagreeingseriesof determinations of the heat of vapori-
zation of a true gram of water at ioo°, made with two differ.
ent vaporizers, the value 538.9 cala»,was found. This value
agreeswell with the value obtained by Henning,1who found
tbe value 539.5 calai», using a refined electrical method.
Work now well under way on the heats of vaporization of a
largenumber of compoundsconfirmsthe belief tbat the values
which have been obtained by the electrical methods are not
considerably too high, as had formerly been supposed,but
rather that the values whichhave been obtained by the con-
densationmethodsare the oneswhich are at fault.

Soon after the appearance of our paper in 191t. A. W.
Smith2published an account of his déterminations of the
heat of vaporizationof water. Proceeding on the assumption
that all former condensationmethods had neeessarily given
low results due to "priming," i. e., the. carrying over of un-
vaporized liquid along witb the steam, Smith developed a
method in whichthe vaporization took place from a relatively
quiet surface. The vaporization was brought about by pass-

Drode'sAnn.,ai, 849(1906}.
Phys.Rev.,33»»7î(tgn).
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ing dry, pre-heated air through the vaporization chamber,
the water vapor beingsubsequentlyremoved from the air by

condensingmost of it and absorbingthe remainder in sulfuric

acid. The energy necessary to just overcome the cooling
effectof this evaporation,i. e., to maintain the liquid at a con-

stant température (98.7°), wassuppliedelectrically,and could

be determinedby a potentiotaetricmethod. By changingthe

rate of evaporationit was possibleto eliminate the necessity
of a knowledgeof the water equivalent of the apparatus and

the amount ofheat conductedout through the heating wires,
as well as a knowledgeof the amount of heat received by the

water in the vaporization chamber from the surrounding
steam jacket. Since but one température was read a com-

plète standardization of the thermometer was unnecessary.

Twenty déterminationsweremade at 98.070, and the re-

sults calculated to ioo°. The average of all of these de-

terminations,in whichthe extrêmevariation was 2 .44calories,
was 540.7 mean calories,or the same number of 15° calories

since thèse are of equal magnitude. The difference between

this value and the value which has generally been accepted
heretofore was ascribedwholly to priming.

Somefifteenyearspreviousto the work of Smith, Harkerl

had developeda method designedto eliminate danger oferror

through priming. In this method the vapor was conducted

through a pre-heater to insure the removal of ail liquid parti-
cles before it entered the condensingcoil in the calorimeter,
the amount of pre-heatingbeing determined by means of a

thermo-coupleso placed that it gave the temperature of the

vapor entering the condensingcoil. Correction was made

for the excessheat introduced by this pre-heating. Harker

concludedfrom his experimentsthat the true heat of vaporiza-
tion of water at 100°is 540calories. However he considered

his experimentsto be onlypreliminaryones, and gave no data.

His method has certain featureswhich appear to be somewhat

faulty, and likely to give somewhattoo high results. These

1Mem. Manchester Lit. and Phil. Soc,, to, 38 (t896).
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were discussed by Richards and the writer in 19*1* "thé

particutar virtue of Harker's method lies in the way in which

prématuré condensation was avoided, rather than in the

éliminationof priming. It is regrettable that further experi-

mentation was not carried out.

Since the question of the possibility of error through

priming is so important in measurements of heats ofvaporiza-

tion, it was imperative that the question be subjected to ex-

périmental test. Accordingïy,the followingmethods of at-.

tack wereused:
In the first the heat of vaporization apparatusas used by

us at Harvard was set up as for a determination. In the

vaporizer was placed a percent solution of potassium per-

manganate Instead of pure water. Now if priming, £ e.,

the purely mechanical disengagement of liquid particles

from the boiling solution, took place, and if these particles

were not subsequently removed before condensation took

place in the coil it is evident that permanganate should be

found in the condensed liquid. Twotests were made, with

different rates of vaporization, both of which exceeded the

rate used in the measurements of heats of vaporization. In

the first 9.3 grams were condensed in three minutes; in the

second 15 grams were condensed in three minutes, and in

neither casewas the slightest trace of permanganatedetecta-

ble in the distillate. A capillary tube was inserted in the de-

livery tube of the vaporizer, from beneath, and the trap was

washedout with a jet of water. No permanganatewas found

in the trap. Since thèse vaporizations weremade at a much

greater rate (one of them 100 percent greater) than any of

the vaporizations in the actual measurements of heats of

vaporization,it seems certain that no particlesof unvaporized

water were carried over mechanically from the boiling liquid

in the vaporizer.
The second method of attack was quite différent, but

perhaps equattyas condusive. in this the vaporabove water

boiting vigorously in a distilling flask was examinedfor the

»Ixxi.dt.
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presenceor absenceof particles by observingwhether it would

show the Tyndall effect. The flask used was one having a

wide neck, about 3 cm in diameter. Through this a power-

ful, condensedbeam of light was projected from an arc; the

room itself was dark. When the beam of light was brought

down to within 5 cm of the boiling water a number of points

of light couldbe seen in the path of the beam, but when it

was raisedto 10cmno points of light wereobserved,evenwith

very vigorousboiling.. The water was boiled both by means

of the electriccurrent passing through a submergedresistance

coil, and by means of a burner placed beneath the flask. In

neither casewas any semblance of a cône visible.

It therefore seemssafe to conclude that in the vaporiza-

tiôh whichtakes place under thé conditions of experiment

in the measurementsmade by the method of Richards and

the writer no anxiety need be felt regarding the possibility.

of error through priming. The vapor rising from the boiling

liquid has to pass through a.hood placed over the upper end

of the delivery tube, thence down through this narrow tube

to a trap at the bottom of the vaporizer. It is well lmown

to bacteriologiststhat an effectivemeans of freeingair of bac-

teria is to pass it through a narrow tube, the insidewalls of

which are wet. It is also equally well known to those who

have occasionto use the ultra-microscopethat the most con-

venient and effectiveway to get air which is optically empty,

i. e.,to free it entirely of ail suspended matter, is to pass air

through sucha tube. The chance that particles of liquid tom

from the boilingwater might traverse ail of the pitfalls pro-

vided for them in this apparatus and eventually pass into

the condensingcoil seems very slight indeed; and the- first

line of experimentation (with the permanganate solution)

showsconclusivelythat unvaporized particles are not so car-

ried over. Doubtless priming does occur under certain cir-

cumstances,such as violent boilingunder pressure as in steam

boilers, but that there is possibility of any uncertain^r in

the values of beats of vaporization as determined by this

particular method seems quite out of the question.
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Since the Harvard work was completedthe writer. has
had occasion to build up an entirely new set of apparatus
for the tneasurement of heats of vaporisation. In principle
the apparatus as it nowstands perfectedis the same as that

used in the. former research, the différencebeing in détails

of construction.

The two-compartment adiabatic calorimeter formerly
used has been replaced by one of thé "submarine type,

1

in which the caloritneter properis surroundedby one and the

same bath of alkali. Thestirrer in the alkali bath, of the

propellor type, has ten blades andis dtiven at a high speed

by an electric motor. The. temperature control in the new

form of adiabatic calorimeter.is muchmore satisfactory than
în the one îôrnïerly used. It is possibleto keep thé tempéra-
ture of the outer bath within a fewhundredths of a degree
of the temperature of the calorimeterproperduring the whole

détermination. The stirring of the liquidin the calorimeter

proper is accomplished by means of a stirrer consisting of

three flat, perforated brass rings attached to two slender

brass rods which pass througb tubes solderedinto the cover

and are fastened to a cross bar of hard rubber whichin tum

is attached to a stout brass rod wbichis actuated by an elec-

tric motor operating through an eccentric. Both rings and

rods are thinly plated with nickel. This stirrer is made to

thrust up and down at a lively rate – aboutioo strokes per
minute-and stirs the water very effec-tivelyThe calorimeter

proper (of about 1400ce capacity) is of thin sheet copper,

lightly nickel plated inside and out and highly polished to

reduce radiation. The condensing coil is of platinum, and

has axmpacityofabout 80ce. This coilhangssuspendedwithin

the stirrer.

To détermine the rise in temperature a Beckmann ther-

mometer having a large, long mercury bulb is used. This

particular thennometer was selectedfroma groupof a dozen.

The scale divisions were fine and sharp, enabling accurate

readings to be made. It was standardizedby careful com-

1SeeRichardsandJesse:Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,32,268(1910).
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parison with: (i) a Beckmann thermometer which had been
standardized by the Physikalisch-TechnischeReichsanstalt,
.correctionsfor which were given to o.ooi0; (2) anenclosed
scale "Normal" thermometer made by Goetze,graduated to
0. 01°between18and 25°,correctionsforwhich(inthousandths
of a degree)had beenfumished by the United States Bureau
of Standards; (3) a second "Normal" thermometer of similar

type, graduated to o.oi0 between 14 and 24°, correctionsfor
which (in thousandths of a degree)had been furnishedby the
Bureauof Standards; and (4) a Leedsand Northrup resistance
thermometer and bridge which also had been standardized

by the Bureau of Standards. Températures could be esti-
mated to o .0005° bymeans of this thermometerand bridge.

Comparisonsof aIl of thèse thermometers weremade at
the same tkne, under adiabatic conditions. One observer
read the mercury thermometers while a secondmanipulated
the bridge. AU the thermometers wete read at least twice
for each point at whichcomparisonswere made, these points
being at intervals of about o,i°throughout the Beckmann
scale. The comparisons showed the mercury thermo-
meters and resistancethermometerstandardizedby theBureau
of Standards to be consistent among themselves,within the
ïimit of error of reading, while the readings taken from the

thermometer standardized by the Reichsanstalt did not agree
so wellwith the thermometers standardized by the Bureau.
For this reason more reliance was placed on the thermo-
meters standardized by the Bureau in calculatingthe correc-
tions to be applied to the thermometer used in this research.
The thermometers were compared in a room whose tem-

perature was regulated to 2o°-2i°, since the thermometer

being standardized was to be used in a room maintained at
this temperature.

The greatest single improvement in the apparatus over
that previouslyused consistsin the substitution of a vaporizer
made of thin, transparent quartz for the vaporizersmade of

glass. Considerable difficulty was experienced in even get-

ting the glass vaporizers made, to say nothing of the danger
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of breakage under the severestrains they were subjected to
in service. Although the initial cost of such a complicated
piece of quartz apparatus is considerableit is in the longrun*
more economical than glass on account of the decreased

breakage.1 The position of the quartz vaporizer was care-

fully adjusted so that the level of the water in the calori-
meter came up about one centhneter higher than the point
where the delivery tube joins the outer wall of the jacket.
This depth of immersionis necessary because a great deal
of heat is undoubtedly liberated in the portion of the quartz
tube which dips into the water of the calorimeter. The

vaporizer was always maintained in exactly this same posi-
tion, so that the water equivalent of the system should re-
main constant. If in différent déterminations différent
amounts of surface of the quartz were wetted the water

équivalent naturally would vary.

Water Equivalent

The accurate determination of the water equivalent of
the calorimetric system heated by the condensing vapor
presented some difficulties. The équivalent of the calori-
meter proper, stirrer, condensingcoil and thermometer can
be calculated with sufficient accuracy (assuming that the

spedfic heats are sufficientlywell known),but the détermina-
tion of the equivalent of the part of the quartz vaporizerim-
mersed in the water cannotbe calculated directly. The prob-
lem was solved in the followingmanner; First, the total
water equivalent of the entire calorimetric system was deter-
mined by an electrical method, then the quartz vaporizer
was removedand the total water equivalent again determined.•

The differencebetween these two values must represent the
water equivalent of the quartz, and this value can be added
to the value calculated for the rest of the calorimetric

parts. It is of coursenecessarythat the quartz be immersed
alwaysto the same depth,elsethe water équivalent of the sys-

1Thequartzapparatususedin thisworkwasmadebyThéHanovia
ChemicalandManufaduringCo.,ofNewark,N.J.
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tem willvary. This condition was met by fixing the vapor-
izer in the cover of the calorimeter so that it was always in

the sameposition; then to securethe samedepth of immersion

it is only necessarythat the same volumeof water be placed
in the calorimeter each time.

The apparatus was set up exactlyas used in the measure-

ment of heats of vaporization, with the followingexception;
On account of lack of room in the calorimeterfor both, the

platinum condensing coil was removedand in its place was

substituted an electrical heating element consistingof a suit-

able length of finenichromewire to givea resistanceof about

32 ohms, contained in a thin, fiat metallicsheath. The wire

was wound on.a. micaframe.and wasenclosedin a fiat brass

case 5 cmlong, 4 cm wide and 3 mm thick, to whichwas sold-

ered a light brass tube 13.5 cm long and 4 mm in diameter.

One end of the nichrome wire was soldered to the bottom

part of the case, the other being solderedto a stout rubber-

insulated copper wire which passed out the tube. The wire

on the mica framewas insulated from the containingcase by
thin micasheets,one on eachsideofthe frame. The resistance

element so prepared was given a light coatingof copper, on

whichwas then depositeda thin layerof silver. In calculating
the water equivalent of this elementthe assumptionwas made

that it was composedentirely of brass, since the weights of

nichrome, mica, copper and silver are, when taken together,
not more than two grams.

The heating element was placed in such a position that

the sheath containing the résistance wire was about at the

center of the calorimeter. The tube of the element passed

throughdry corksfitting tightly into a brasstube solderedinto

the cover of the calorimeter. The current was brought to

the heating element by heavy (No. 10)insulated copper wire.

Connection was made through freshlybrightened brass con-

nectors, with set screws, to secure perfect electrical contact.

Two No. 10 insulated copperwireswere solderedto the leads

carryingthe current, the junction of thewiresbeingabout one

centimeter back of the' connectors. These wires led to a
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heavy double-pole,double-throwswitch, by means of which
either a voltmeter or potentiometercould be bridged across
the circuit at will, to ascertain the potential drop across the
terminais of the heating element.

With the heating elementsoplaced, the amount of water
necessary to bring the levelto the desiredpoint on the quartz
vaporizer was carefully determined, and this exact amount
of waterwas used in all of the déterminations.

Thé calculationof the water équivalent of the apparatus
by the electricalmethodcan best be describedby means of a
sample calcttlation. The symbols used have thé following
significance:

H the water équivalentof the calorimetricparts,
Q « the quantity of heat (in ao° calories) liberated by

the passage of the cunent through the element,
W « the weight (reduced to vacuo)of the water in the

calorimeter,
R the rise in températureof the calorimetriesystem,
E » the potential drop acrossthe terminais of the heating

élément,
F = the value of the faraday in coulombs (96490),l
w' = the weight of silverdepositedin the coulometer.

The data for the followingcalculation were obtained
with the quartz vaporizerin place:
Data:

Weight of water in calorimeter(W) 1376.gramsRise in temperature ofthe system (R) 4 8200
Voltage drop across terminalsof heating ele-

-a/F&S'K 35000 volts
Weight of silver depoated in coulometer (w') 0.9x62 gramMean temperature ofcalorimeter 19 1°Value of the calorie at this temperature 4! 180jouIes~'–t~-y~

Calculation:

H-Q-(WXR)
R

But,

o« (FXg'x E) » (96490x 0.916a X 35.000)
(107.88 X4.180) (107.88X 4.180)

1Valuefwindby theBureauofStandards,usingthesilvercoulometer.
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Then,

H J9bq9oXo.gt6~X35.000~ (I3yb,5Xq~.82o)
H = ro?.88 X 4.rgo

4-8204.82O
H « 47.0grains.

It will be observed that the quantities which have to

be determined are: (a) the weightof water in the calorimeter,

(b) the rise in temperature of the system, (c) the voltage

drop across the terminais of thé heating element, and (d)

the weight of silver depositedin the calorimeter.

The water used was freshly distilled fromalkaline per-

manganate. A definite quantity was placed in the calori-

meter, the weightbeing constant to 0.05 gram. The weigh-

ing was done on a large Bungebalance capable of carrying

a load of 2 kiloswith a sensitivenessof one-tenthmilligram.

This fillingof the calorimeter was left for the last operation

before putting on the cover, in order to tninimizeevapora-

tion. The amount of water evaporating from the calori-

meter during a détermination was negligible,as the volume

of air in the compartmentoccupiedby the calorimetricsystem

was very small; and the brass tubes through whichwere in-

serted the thermometer,heatingelement and quartz vaporizer

were entirely closed, to prevent circulation of air through

them. For the same reason the brass rods of the stirrer

passed througb closely fitting cork sleeves. The weights

of water used in the calorimeterwere therefore certain to

one or two parts in fourteen thousand.

The temperature rise was determined with the carefully

standardized thermometer, already described. The tem-

perature of the room was automaticallycontrolledby a ther-

mostatic device, and was kept at the temperature at which

the thermometer had been standardized;hence no correction

for exposed mercury thread was necessary. The tempera-

ture of the system was read at intervals of one minute for

some time before the current was turned on to the heating

element, and was read similarlyfor some time after the cur-

rent had been turned off. A small electric buzzer attached
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to the top of the thermometer eliminatedthe sticking of the

mercury thread. Thé temperature readings were made
with the aid of a reading télescopemounted on the thermo-
meter. The scalewas iUuminatedfrom behind; the readings
to 0.0010 could be made with certainty. The maximum

temperature (which of course remained constant, as condi-
tions were adiabatic) was attained within one minute after
the current ceased passing through the heating element.
The température rise, usually about 4. 8°, took place at the
rate ofabout 0.40 per minute, and ofcourse took place regu-
larly. As the zéro of the Beckmann thermometer in the
bath of alkali had been set identicalwith the zéro of the Beck-
mann in the calorimeter (to 0..01°), it was easy to admit
sulphuric acid into the violently agitated alkali at such a
rate that the temperatures of the calorimeterand its environ-
ment did not differby more than 0.050at any time and were

usually within 0.01 or o.o2". One observer (my assistant,
Mr. R. V. Williamson,to whom 1 am greatly indebted) de-
voted his entire attention to the adiabatic control of the
calorimeter throughout the whole experiment. The readings
of temperature rise are probably as certain as temperatures
can be read with the mercury thermometer, i. e., to within
±0.001°. Thé température rise was therefore certain to
about one or possibly two parts in five thousand.

The current for the heating element was taken from a

group of storage batteries, isolated from the remaining bat-
teries in the battery room. The potential drop required to

give the desiredrate of température rise was 35 volts. In a
number of preliminary experiments made to test the method
and to becomefamiliar with the exacting technique required,
a large Weston Laboratory Standard voltmeter with 12-
inch scalewas used to ascertain the voltage. This voltmeter
was standardizedby means of a Brboks potentiometer and a
standard Weston cell, certification of which had been made

by the Bureau of Standards.1 By means of a five-inch lens
1ThisstandardizationwasmadebyMr.P. A.Kartak,Directorofthe

WisconsinStandardsLaboratory,towhomI amgreatlyindebted.
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mounted above the scale, readings to 0.02 volt could be esti-

mated. Bymeans ofa suitablesliding resistance, the potential

drop could be kept eonstantly at 35 volts to within ±0.02

volt. As a part of the current passed through the voltmeter

a correction had to be made for the amount of energy so lost.

This was determined by putting the voltmeter in serieswith

a silver coulometer, with the voltmeter registering 35 volts,

and determiiûng the amount of silver deposited at the end

of several hours. The correction so found amounted to

about 0.14 percent of the total current used, and agreed

closely with the correction as calculated from the known

resistance of the voltmeter (about 31,000 ohms) and that

ci the heating élément (about 32 ohms).
It was feared, however, that the voltmeter readings

might not be sufficiently accurate and certain, and in the

final work hère reported a Leeds and Northrup Type K

potentiometer and Weston standard cell were substituted

for it. A volt box with a ratio of i to 100was used to reduce

the potential drop to a value which could be measured ac-

curately. The volt box was improvised from a large Wolfï

resistance box, having a total resistance of approximately

100,000 ohms, tbe individual resistances of which as well

as the total were standardized by means of a large Leeds

and Northrup Wheatstone bridge having io ratio coils. In

this standardization a Leeds and Northrup Type HN wall

galvanometer was used as indicating instrument. The total

resistance of the box was found to be 99,937ohms, while the

sum of the individual resistances, as measured separately,
was 99,934 ohms. The resistance value for the particular
1000ohm cellused to pick offpotential drop for the potentio-
meter was checked and re-checked using different combina-

tions of the ratio coils, all of which gave closely agreeing
values. The mean of these values showed this coil to have

a résistance of 999.83 ohms. The volt box therefore had a

ratio of To secure a potential drop of exactly 35

volts required that the potentiometer be set to read

X 35 = 0.35017 volt.
99934
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The indicating instrument used with the potentiometer
was a Siemensand Hafekegalvanometerhaving a very short
period and giving a deflectionof i mtn on a scale meter
distant for a potential of I2 X 10-7volts. The sensitiveness
was somewhat further increased by increasing the distance
to 120 cm.

The slidingcontact rhéostat already mentionedwas sup-
plemented by pladng m series with it a coarse slidewire of
manganin, whosetraveHngcontact was operated by a micro-
meter adjustment. The sensitiveness of the galvanometer
was such that a movement of 2 mm for the slider produceda noticeable deflection on the scale. It was found possible
to niaintain the voltage constant to=*oooi volt.

The Weston standard cell used with the potentiometer
wasone which was kindlyloaned by the WisconsinStandards
Uboratory. It had been standardized a few months pre-
viously by the Bureau of Standards, and was compared at
the time of use with a similar Weston cell which had been
standardizedby the Bureau more recently. This comparisonwas made by means of an excellent Wolffpotentiometer in
the Wisconsin Standards Laboratory. The value agreedwellwith that previouslyfound by the Bureau. The poten-
tial of this cell was 1. 01872at 21.5°.

The coulometer used was of the Richards porous cup
type, platinum dishes of about 275 cc capacity beingused as
cathodes, and electrolyticsilver as the anode. The unglazed
porcelain cup was cleaned by digestion with hot nitric acid
for several hours, after which the acid was completely re-
moved by repeatedly washing and soaking in pure water
until the water showedno acid reaction. While not m use
the cup was kept immersed in silver nitrate solution. The
electrolyte was made fromMerck's pure silvernitrate, which
was found to be neutral. A 10 percent solution was used,
fresh portions being usedfor each determination. The pre-cautions recommendedby the Bureau of Standards1were ob-
served in handIing and drying the silver deposit. The de.

1Bull.BureaaofStaudards,13,479(i9,6).
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posits were weighedon a Spoerhase-Staudingerbalance,sensi-
tive to Vsothmilligram, the weighings being made with a
set of platinum plated Sartorius weights which had been
standardized by the Bureau of Standards. As the deposits
weighedabout 0.9 gram, it is felt that the amounts of cur-

rent used were determinedto one part in nine thousand.

Having assembled the various parts of the apparatus,
the approximate résistance to maintain a potential drop of

35 volts across the terminais of the heating element was de-

tennined by putting in a coulometersimilar to the one to be
used in the détermination and adjusting the rhéostat to the

position required to give a reading of 35 volts on the volt-

meter. This coulometer was then rèmoved and the one to
be used was put in its place; and the potentiometer was

bridgedin, in place of the voltmeter, by meansof the double
throw switeh, Meantime the adiabatic bath was being ad-

justed to the proper temperature and readingsof the tempéra-
ture of thé calorimetriesystemwere made at intervals of one
minute. When all was in readiness, the initial température
thus having been determinedexactly, the current was turned

on and the necessary slight adjustment was quickly made
on the rhéostat (or extended wire) to bring the voltage pre-

ciselyto 35 volts. One observer watched the galvanometer
and kept the voltage constant by keeping the galvanometer
indicationat zéro by means of the slide wire, whilethe other

gavehis entire attention to the exact controlof the adiabatic
bath. When the desired rise in temperature, about 4. 8°,
had been attained, the current was eut off and température
readings were again taken for some time at intervals of one

minute. The initial and final temperatures were read on

stationary mercury threads, the température of the calori-

meter remaining constant during the two periods. The

coulometerwas dismantled immediately the current was eut

offand -thedepositof silverwas washedand dried, the wash-

ings being examined for particles of disengagedsilver. In

none of the runs here reported were weighableamounts of

silver found in the wash-water.
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The data and results for the six determinations made to
ascertain the water equivalent of the calorimeter and parts,
with the quartz vaporizer in place, appear in the following
table:

Tabmî I

Weight of Risein te~a~ Voltage WeiÍbt of Tatnl Water equiv-
water in 01 a1en~ of

colorlraeter
= calori- across

deposited equiva- calorimetric
° tneter heating depomied lent parts

Gms ° etement Gms Gms

1376.5 48'o ao.3 35.000 0.9137 1422.6 46.1
1376.5 4769 ao.3 35.000 0.9065 1423.5 470
~76.5 4 Sao 20.2 35 ooo o.9ï6a 14~3 5 47. 0
1376.55 4.812 20.2 3g.ooo 0.9*47 1423.66 47.1
1376.5 4.793 20.2 35 ooo 0.9103 1422.55 46.o
ï376 5 4.868 20.2 t 35 ooo 0.9254 ~4~3 7 47.22

Meanvalue c 1423.2gms 46.7gms

Since the heating élément was substituted for the plat-
inum condensingcoil (there not being room for both) a cal-
culation had to be made to determine what change in water

equivalent was caused by this substitution. Thé weight of
the heating élément was 52.55 grams. Considering this
as being composed entirely of brass, its water équivalent
was 52.5 X 0.091 = 4.78 grams. Since thé water equiv-
alent of the condensing coil was 150.3 X 0.0^2 = 4.81
grams, the differencein water equivalent caused by the sub-
stitution of theheating elementfor the platinum coilis negligi-
ble. Hence the water equivalent of the calorimetric parts
of the apparatus as assembled for measurements of heats of
vaporization would appear to be 46.7 grams.

The quartz vaporizer was then removed and four de-
terminations of the water equivalent of the system remain-

ing were made in precisely the same manner. The data and
results calculatedtherefrom appear in the followingtable.

From the results shown in these two tables it is evident
that the amount to be added for the water equivalent of the

quartz is 1423.2– 1419,0 = 4.2 grams.
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TabmîII
f

Weightof w]<a>lt, JOUfS^ Voltage
Total Water equiy.

water in
Rise in «TOP"»- drop We|f»t01 water aient ofail

caffieter te^a"
ture of ££*

silver
equiva- calorimetric

(pam) 0
met

heating deposited lent parts
Oins m

c element
Gm Gms Gœs

Ï376-S 4-836 20.3 35.000 0.9162 1418.8 42-3

1376. S 4-293 19-9 35-0OO 0.8134 14190 425

1376.5 4.839 20.2 35000 0.9166 1418.6 42.1

1376.5 4830 20.2 35.000 0.9155 1419-5 43.0

Meanvalue = 1419.0gms 42.5gms

The water equivalent of the entire apparatus composing
the caîorîinétrîc system may now be calculated.

The copper calorimeter was made with tightly crimped

joints to minimize the amount of solder required to make it

tight. The amount of nickelused in plating was smaU,and

sinceits specificheat is nearlythat of copperthe entire calori-

meter can be considered as being composedof copper. As

its weight was 275.2grams and the specificheat of copper
at 2O°is 0.093, the water équivalent of the calorimeterwas

25.59 grams. The stirrer wasmade of brass and was lightly

plated with nickel. Since but a small length of the brass

rods projected above the calorimeter,where they were fast-

ened to the hard-rubber crosspièce, the entire weight of the

stirrer was taken in calculating its water equivalent. Its

weight was 90.9 grams. Taking the specifieheat of brass

to be 0.091 at 200 the water equivalent for the stirrer would

be 8.27 grams. The condensingcoil was made of platinum

and, as mentioned above, its water equivalent was 150.3 X

0.032 = 4.81 grams. The water equivalent of that portion
of the Beckmann thermometer which was immersed in the

calorimeter water (the depth of immersionof course always

being the same) was detenninedby the method of Ostwald,1r

and was found to be 1.74 grams. The sum of all of these

quantities, including the value found for the quartz, was

44.6grams.
1Ostwald-I.uther:"Physico-chemischeMessungen,"p.300(1910).
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It will be noted that the value obtained by the electrical
methodfor the water equivalent of the various parts fs about
two grams higher than the valueobainedby calculation from
the known weightsand specifieheats of the parts. It must
be remembered,however,that this differenceis really a differ-
ence of two grams in. fourteen hundred and twenty rather
than two gtams in forty-four, since by the electrical method
the water equivalent of the parts is gotten by difference,
i. e., the total water equivalent minus the water équivalent of
the water placed in the calorimeter. Because of a difficulty
which is inhérent in the electricalmethod, and for which no
reallysatisfactorycorrectioncanbe made, vie.,the error which
may arise fromthe, possibleflowof heat out ofthé calorimeter
alongthé stout copperwires used to carry the electric current
for heating, perhaps'more reliance should be placed on the
value for the water equivalent as determined by calculation
fromthe knownweightsand specificheats, although the elec-
trical measurementswere made with the utmost care. The
température of the room, during the measurementsmade bythe electricalmethod, was maintained at a point 0.5 to i.o°
higherthan thé meantemperature of the calorimeter, to mini-
mize the tendency for heat to flow out of the calorimeter
during the heating period. The fact that the initial readings
and final readings of the température of the calorimeter,
surrounded by its adiabatic bath, remainedconstant showed
that no appreciablequantity of heat was flowingout from or
into the calorimeteralong the copper wires during either of
these periods. Moreover the résistance wire in the heating
element was indosed in a very thin, flat sheath which was
immersed several centimeters under the level of the well-
stirred calorimeter water. The heat must have been given
up very quickly to the calorimetèrwater becauseof the con-
struction of the element, a conclusionwhich is further sup-
ported by the fact that after the current was shut off the
temperature ceased to rise almost immediately. It seems
unlikely that either the tube supporting the sheath or the
copperwire running through this tube were at a temperature
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appreciably higher than the calorimeter water, hence there
should have been little, if any, loss of heat by conductionout
of the system along the copperwires attached to the heating
element. However this possible source of error may be re-

sponsiblefor the smalldifferencein the total water equivalent
(a differenceof but 0.14%) as detennined in the two ways.
Of course there remains one other alternative; the specific
heats of the substances composing the calorimetric system
may not be known with sufficient accuracy. Should it
later develop that such is the case a recalculationcan be
made from the data here reported. In the calculationsof
the heat of vaporizationofwater reported in this paper 1 have
used the value caleulatedfrom the weightsof the variousparts
and the specific heats whieh seem to be most reliable. The
electricalmeasurementshave been used to ascertainthe water

equivalent of that part of the quartz vaporizerwhichiswetted

by the calorimeterwater when the apparatus is in use..
Since the correctnessof the value for the heat of vapor-

ization is dependent on a very exact knowledgeof the water

equivalent of the apparatus, it seemeddesirableto check this
value by an additional method. This third method consisted
in introducing into the condensingcoil of the calorimeter a

quantity of hot water, at a known temperature, noting the
rise in temperature of the calorimetricsystem, and ascertain-

ing the quantity ofwater by weighingthe coilafter dismantling
the apparatus. This method willbe referred to in this paper
as the "hot water method."

The apparatus used was one designed in collaboration
with T. W. Richardsin 1 908forthe déterminationofthe spécifie
heats of liquids, and has not previouslybeen described. The
water is heated, by an electricallyheated résistance coil of

platinum wire, in a container closelyresemblingthe vaporiza-
tion flask already described. This vessel (seeFig. 3) is made
of transparent quartz, is vacuum jacketed, and the inner
walls (i. e., in the vacuum chamber) are silvered to about
half the height of the vessel. Passing through the bottom
of this flask is a short delivery tube, into the top of which is
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ground a longquartz capiUarytube, which serves as a tight

stopper. The platinum condensing coil is attached to the

Fig. 3

lower end of this delivery

tube, the end of the platinum

spiral being flared somewhat

so that the delivery tube sets

downinto it a fewmilliraeters.

Connection between the two

is made by a very short pièce
of rubber tubing. The out-

sidedimensionsof this quartz
vessel are approximately the

same as those for thé vapor-
izer. Care was taken to im-

merse this nëw vessel to the

1 same depth that the quartz

vaporizer is immersed in

measurements of heats of

vaporization.
A delivery tube passing

out through the stopper and

to a condenser allows the

escape of steam while the

water is beingboiled.
A Landsberger thermo-

meter graduated to 0.050
and capable of being read to

0.01 °was inserted through the

stopper, with its bulb im-

mersed in the water. The

entire mercury thread was

within the flask, the reading

being made through the walls

with the aid ofa reading lens.

A suitable quantity of

pure, freshly distilled water

wasplaced in theflaskandwas boiled for sometime by the cur-
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rent. Readings of the temperature of the calorimetrie sys-
tem were taken for some time, at intervals of one minute.
After the temperature rise per minute had thus been ascer-
tained with certainty, and the exact temperatureof the boil-

ing water had been noted, the boilingwas discontinued by
opening the line switch, the quartz stopper was immediately
raised for the few secondsnecessaryfor the desiredquantity
of water to run into the coil in the calorimeter,the stopper
was again inserted and boilingresumedby dosingthe switch;
The platinum heating coil in the boilingchamberwas always
placed belowthe top of the deliverytube, so that it was al-

ways entirely immersed in water. Itnmediately the water

began to run,into.,the platinum condensingcoil in the calori-
meter, acid was delivered into the alkali bath at a rate such
that the température of this bath rose simultaneouslywith
that of the calorimeter. Since the boilingwas interrupted
for but a few seconds, the températureof the water remain-

ing in the flask did not changeappreciably,and consequéntly
the radiation and conduction of heat to the calorimeter re-
mained regular. Although the delivery of the water took
but a fewseconds(about fifteen)all of its heat was not given
up so quickly. In fact about ten minuteswererequired for
the delivery of all of the heat to the calorimetriesystem.
Temperature readings were taken at intervals of one minute
until the successivereadings differedby the same amount,
showing that the water in the coil had ceasedto give out
heat to the calorhneter. This amount of changeper minute
is naturally somewhat less than the change per minute in
the fore period, since the differencein temperature between
the boilingchamberand the calorimetersystemhasbeendimin-
ished by about five degrees,and alsobecauseof the fact that
the water equivalent of the system in the after period is
somesixty or so grams greater than it was in the fore period.

The amount of water enteringthe coil canbe determined

exactly by weighing. However,the 18mm ofquartz delivery
tube immersedin the calorimeterwater has its internai walls
wetted by the water flowingthrough it, and usuallyone small
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drop was foundhanging inside this tube when the apparatus
was dismantled. Since the heat that was contained in this

water left in the delivery tube was transmitted to the calori-

meter water it is necessary to knowapproximatelyhowmuch

was left in the tube. It was estimated that this amounted,

on the average, to about o. i gram. It certainly was not less

than this amount, nor was it probably more than o. 15gram.
In the calculations following, a correction of +0.1gram
has been made to the weights of water actually contained in

the platinum coil.

It was necessary to knowvery exactly the temperature
at whichthe water was delivered to the coil. The thermo-

meter used for this purpose could easilybe read ta o. 01°, but

to get this degree of aceuracy it was necessary to determine

the thermometer correction after each experiment. Imme-

diately after use each time, the correction to be applied to

the reading of the boiling point of water was determined by

hanging the thermometer in live steam in a thermometer,

tester, the whole instrument being in the steam. The tem-

perature of the steam was ascertained by reading the baro-

meter, applying the necessary corrections and consulting

the tables. The barometer was of the Weather Bureau

type and was standardized by comparisonwith the United

States Weather Bureau Barometer at the Madison station.

The method of calculation can again best be shown by
an example.
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Data:

Tiuiewhenreading Observedthenno- Increasein tempera~Wa8taken metrlcreading tureperminùte~~–~
(NaeotTMtedr tUtepo-mimtte

05 0.3070
i 06 0.329 0.022
11 O7 0.351 0.022

08 0.373 0.022
09 0.396 0.023

ii 10 0.419 0.023
II II 0.442 0.023
11 •12 0.464 0.022
11 13 0.486 0.022
II 14 0.508 0.022
" 15$ 0.530 0.022

11 I6 0.552 0.022
11 •l7 0.574 0.022
n 17Water run into coil

Current off 16seconds
11 2i 4.140
11 22 4- 198 0.058
11 '•23 4' 239 0.041
11 24 4- 270 0.031 I
11 25 4.296 0.026
h 26 4.320 0.024
11 27 4-343* 0.023
ii 28 4.365 0.022

29 4.386 0.021
h 30 4.408 0.022
11 31 4-4*9 0.021
n 32 4-4SO 0.021

33 4-471 0.021

JUr^dfrom Correctionto
TruetempératureB~ reduceto true 'rruetemperatumBetkma1lb reduœto true hydr" sca1e]Beckma=

temperature hydrogen~ale

Final température 4-343* 17-772°
°

22.1150
0

Initial temperature 0.574 17-754 18.328

Rise in température 3 787

Point at whichwater in coilceasedto giveout heat.
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Rise dueto radiationand conduction = 10 X0.0215 = 0.215°
Rise intempérature duesolely to heatgiven out by cool-

ing ofwater run into coil
3.572

°

Mean temperatureofcalorimeter 20.2
Barometricpressure(corrected) 743.8mm
True temperatureof steam in thermoineter tester 99400
Thermometerreading for steam in tester 9926°
Correctionfor thermometer +0.14

0

Thermometerréadingfor boilingwater 99.58
°

True températureof boiling water 9972°
Heat givenout by coolingof onegramof water fromthe

boiling température to the mean temperature of
calorimeter = (99.72– 20.22) X 1.0012 = 79.60cals

Weight (reducedto vacuo)of waterrun into coil 60.64gms
Water equivatentof water placedin calorimeter 1276.25gms
Water equivalentof 1/2the water run into the coil 30.32gms
.Total water équivalent for water ' 1306^57 gmsw

Wateréquivalentofcalorimetricparts= ( – j – 1306.6 «=
44.7 '7

Pîve déterminations of the water equivalent of the ap-

paratus were made in this manner. The data and results

calculatedtherefromappear in the followingtable:

Tabuî III

Weight
True Mean

Weightofr 2£Q rise in Temper- Mean Total Waterequiv-Weightof ofwater "sein Temper- temper-
40 Waterequv-

waterin £*£2 temper. ature of temper water «•el»tofca1-
calorimeter delivered ature of ix~iling ature of equiv- orlmetric

(IUU;UO)
to cod caJon- water

calori. aient partst""») (wm) calori- water meto alent partsGms meter m « Gms Gms

1276.25 65.53 3.833 99.36 20.22 1354.6 45.6
1276.25 54.71 3.230 99.46 20. 01 1347-3 43-7
1276.25 62.01 3.646 99.45 20.07 1351.5 44-3
1276.25 68.tt 3.985 99.69 20.40 1356.8 46.5
1276.25 ^60.64 3-572 9972 20.22 1351.3 447

Mean= 45.0

This value of 45.0 grams represents the water equiva-
lent of the calorimetrie parts when the quartz boilingvessel

is substituted for the quartz vaporizer. Although the two

quartz vessels are nearly alike in size and were immersed

to the same depth they do not have the same water equiva-

lent becauseof the fact that the boiling vesselwas made of
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considerably thicker quartz. It was therefore necessary to
determine the amount that the quartz played in fixing the
value for the total water equivalent. This was accomplished
by the electrical method already described. The assembly
of apparatus for this purposewas precisely the same as de-
scribed for the determination of the total water equivalent
of the apparatus when the quartz vaporizerwas included in
the set-up, except that 'the vaporizer was replaced by the
boiling-vessel. The differencebetween the two total water

equivalents of course gave the differencebetween the water
equivalents of the two quartz vessels, or rather the parts
of each concernedin makingup the total water équivalent in
each case, and enables us to correctthe values for thé water
equivalent as obtained by the "hot water method." The
data for the determinationsand the results of the calculations
made therefromappear in the followingtable:

Table IV

Weight of Rkein t£K- Voltage Weightof Total Water equiv-
water in temper-ature of drop Weight of ~,ater alontof alt

'= S- Ss £ calorimetric
atureo meter heating Om alent parts

Gms merr dément Gm
Gms Gms

I376-5 4-67O 20.23 35-0OO 0.8893 1426. 1 49.6
1376.5 4-716 20.16 35.000 0.8963 1423.4 46.9
1376.5 2-4O9 19-03 3500O 0.4586 1425.6 49.1t
I376.55 4-222 19.91 35.000 0.8033 1424.9 48.3
13765 4-8l4 20.25 35000 0.9150 1423.55 47.0
J376-5 4-794 20.27 35-ooo 0.9124 1425.4 48.99
1376.5 4-8io 20.36 35.000 0.9143 1423.55 47.0
I376.5 4.798 20/32 35.000 0.9126 1424.5 48.0

njr~~–~–Tt-Meanvalue 1424.6gms 48. gms

Water equivalent of a!l calorimetrieparts when quartz
vaporiseris included n set-up 46.7 gms

Water equivalentof all calorimetrieparts when quartz
boilingvesselis substituted forvaporizer 48. 1gms

Differenceduetosubstitution ofbo ing-vesselforvaporizer 1 gms
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From this it is evident that the values obtainedfor the

calorimetricparts as determined by the "hot water method"
should be diminished by 1.4 grams to get the value for the

parts as used in the measurements of heats of vaporization.
This gives 43.6 grams as the water equivalent of all calori-
metric parts of the system so set up, whereasby direct cal-

culation from the known weights and spécifieheats, plus the

value whichhad to be added for the quartz vaporizer(as ob-

tained by the electrical method) the value 44.6 gramswas

found. Since the total water equivalent for the deterrnina-

tions of heats of vaporization is about 1325grams, thediffer-

ence in total water équivalent for these determinationsas

detennined by thèse twomethods is about 1 part in 1325»
or a differenceof about 0.07 percent.

As the "hot water method" is one whichwould belikely
to give slightly low rather than high results, becauseof the

possibilityof loss of heat while the water is running fromthe

boiling chamber into the coil below, more reliance is placed
in the other method. In the "hot water method," the water

flowsthrough a quartz tube about 53 mm long, the upper30
mm of whichis surrounded at ail times during the détermina-

tion with boiling water, 5 mm of which is betweenthe inside

and outside walls of the vacuum jacket, and the remaining
18 mm of which is submerged in the calorimeterwater. No

loss of heat can occur in the first zone of 30 mm, sincethis is

at all times at the temperature of the boilingwater, andproba-

bly very little occurs in the second narrow zone of 5 mm,
while the heat given out in the third zone is all transmitted

to the calorimeter water. The only loss of heat therefore

takes place in the very narrow zone between the wallsof the

flask. This loss, however, must be small, since the zone is

narrow, the water passes through it very quickly, it is con-

siderablywarmed before the water begins to pass throughit

(by conduction of heat from the boiling liquid above),thus

causing the temperature gradient to be reduced, the tube

passing through this zone is well silvered, and the spacebe-

tween the walls is highly evacuated. These reasonsfor the
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smaUloss of heat in this zone undoubtedly account for the
really excellentagreementbetween the two methods, an agree.
ment which is extremelyreassuring as to the accuracy of the
value for the water equivalent of the heat of vaporization
apparatus.

Heats of Vaporization

Having described the changes in detail made in the
apparatus for the measurement of heats of vaporization and
having discussedthe methods whereby the water equivalent
of the apparatus was determined, we may now proceed to
the measurementsof the heat of vaporization themselves.

In the first half of the new series of detenninations the
température of the steam entering the condensing coil was
determined from the existing atmospheric pressure; in the
latter half the temperature of the steam as it entered the de-
livery tube was taken with a standardized thermometer capa-
ble of being read to o.oi°. In a number of the détermina-
tions in the first half of the series a water-filled manometer
was connected with the vaporization chamber. At no time
was there ever any change of pressure sufficientto cause an
appréciable error in the determination of the temperature
of the steam. What little differencethere was, never more
than a few mm ofwater pressure, was négative, i. e., the pres-
sure in the vaporization chamber was slightly less than the
atmospheric pressure existing at the time. This difference
in pressure was usually greatest toward the end of the run,
and for the greater portion of the experiment was very slight
indeed. The differencein pressure was not sufficientto cause
an average error of o.oi ° for the experiment.

Sincethe vaporizationstook place at varying atmospheric
pressures, none of whichwere as great as 760 mm the values
obtained at the différenttemperatures of vaporization had to
be corrected to ioo° in order that they might be plotted..
This correction was madeby the formula deduced by Hen-
ningl for the change in heat of vaporization of water with
temperature, the formulabeing

m1/=94«io(365 <•)*»*»caig.
1lac.cit.
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In the neighborhoodof ioo°, thé changeof heat of vaporiza-

tion, as determined by this formula,is 0.63 cals^per degree.
The values obtained have aîl been corrected to ioo° by this

equation, as is shown in the table. The correction usually
amounted to about two-thirds of a calorie. Théfollowing
table shows the data and results obtained for twenty-one
determinations of the heat of vaporizationof water made at

quite different rates of vaporization, aU determinations in

which the technique was known to be faulty having been

excluded from the table.

Thé accompanyinggraph(Fig. 4) showsthe dependence
of the values obtained on the rate of condensation. As was

pbnited out in the formerpaper, and discussedat considéra-

ble length, there is every reason to believe that the curve

should be a linear one; and this conclusionhas been verified

repeatedly, not only for the heat of vaporizationof water but

for the heat of vaporization.of a largenumber ofother liquids
as well, data and results for which will be published in the

near future. A straight linedrawn throughthe pointsplotted
shows that the heat of vaporizationof a true gram of water

at ioo° is 539.9 cals.40.5->-1In terms of the 21 calorie this

becomes 539.8 cals., and as the 21° calorie is about 0.9985

times the i
°

calorie,in terms of the latter the valueis 539 o.
The new value for the heat of vaporizationof water is

in good agreement with the values obtained with the Har-

vard apparatus and published in 1911, the value reported
at that time being 538.1cals.u-. Thé différenceamounts to

o. 16 percent. This difference is undoubtedly attributable

to the fact that in the calculationsmade from the Harvard

data, no account was taken of the water equivalent of the

small portion of the glass vapotizer which dipped*into the

calorimeterwater. Assumingthat this was about two grams,

which is a likely figure as the vaporizerwas not set quite as

1Thecorrectnessofthisgraphwasdeterminedbythemethodofleast

squares.Sincethecurveis linearthe equationusedwasofthe form

S Ç£x.Xxy)-(£y.2x*)=
(E%)2-nExI
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low as in the new series (in which it will be remembered
that the correctionfor the quartzwas 4 2grains) the Harvard
sérieswould have given the samevalue as that found in this
newseries.

Kg. 4

The value obtained in the new séries is slightly higher
than that obtained by Henning, whose electrical method
worked out at the Reichsanstaltis probably the best of its
class. Henning's value for the heat of vaporization of a true

gram of water at ioo° is 538.7 cals.»». Inasmuch as the
two methods are quite differentin principle, one depending
on a measurement of the energyrequired to vaporize a gram
of water, while the other dépendson the measurementof the

energy given out by the condensationof a gram of vapor,
the agreement of the two methods,each of which is the most
refinedof its class, indicates that the true value for the heat
of vaporization of a gram of water at 100 has about been
reached.

Summary

1. The method devisedby Richards and the writer for
the determination of the heats of vaporization of liquidshas
been improved upon, particularly by the substitution of a

vaporizermade of transparent quartz for those made ofglass;
and by the use of a better type of adiabatic calorimeter.

2. Thé water equivalent of the calorimetrie system has
been determined with accuracy.
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3. The amount of heat required to vaporize a true gram

of water into a vacuum at ioo° has been ascertained to be

539.0 cals.iu».1

1If the vatue for the water equivalent of the apparatus as determined

by the electricalmethod be used in the calculations,the value for the heat of

vaporisation is raised exactly one calorie. On this basis,whieh may be more

nearly correct than the other onaccount of the uncertaintyof the exact spécifie
beats at 30* of the substances composingthe calorimetricparts, the heat of

vaporizationof a true gram of water at 100 ls 540.0cals.is». This agree3well
with the value obtained by Smith, whichwas540.7.



FERRIC OXIDE AND ALUMINA

BY FRANCIS H. SCHBBTZ

In a paper on the yellowcolor in bricks, Keanel showed
that this was due to finely divided, anhydrous ferrie oxide
stabilized by alumina and possibly to some extent by other
substances. In the Mars pigments there is enough alumina
to keep the ferrie oxidefrom agglomeratingwhile it is in the

hydrous state; but not enough to keep the ferrie oxide from

turning red when all the water is driven off. He concluded
that it should be possible to obtain, a buff product which
would stand heating if oné should precipitate a relatively
amall amount of ferrous hydroxide along with a relatively
large amount of alumina. I have made a few experiments
to test this point. Mixturesof ferroussulphateand aluminum

sulphate were made up in triplicate so'that after oxidation

they would contain 2, 3 and 4 parts of Fe^Osper hundred

parts of Fe2O3+ A12O3.These mixtures were dissolved in
water and treated, respectively,with sodiumcarbonate, sodium

hydroxide,and calciumhydroxide. Care was taken to make
the precipitation completeand to avoid an excessof the pré-
cipitants. The precipitates were washed thoroughly by de-
cantation, filtered, and placed in porcelain crucibles. They
weredried gradually, heated gradually, and finally blasted at
a temperature of about 1000 C. The resulting colors are
shownin Table I.

It is quite evident that an anhydrous yellowferrie oxide
can be obtained providedagglomeration is prevented. That
it is only present consistentlywhere the iron is precipitated
with lime water seems to indicate that the calcium serves
to stabilize the iron oxide in the yellow form. It may be,
however,that the important thing is the dilution of the pre-
cipitate with calcium sulphate. This could be tested by
starting with ferrouschlorideand aluminumchloride instead

1Jour.Phys.Chem.,20,734(1916).
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of with the sulphates. Unfortunately, the time at my disposât
did not permit of my making this experiment.

'tABLa1

J%L
Precipitatedby

veto$
NatCO» NaOH CaOjH.

– ^– – – w*w*– – – – t
2 Non-uniform product, Uniform, Uniform, white

colored red, pink, pinkish tinged with yellow
pale yellow, and white
white

3 Non uniform, b uif Uniform, Uniform, white

predominating decided tinged with yellow
pinkish
tinge

4 Non-unifom, red and Uniform, Uniform, creamcolor
straw-colored pink

Another set of experimentswasmade to see how the color

changed when the percentage of iron was increased and lime

water was used as the precipitating agent. The result was

a splendid gradation of color as can be seen in Table II.

TABfcBII

FejOs Color (precipitation with lime)
2 White with faint yellowtinge
3 White with yellowtinge
4 Cream color
6 Buff
8 Deep buff or light brown

10 Brown
12 Reddish brown

15 Reddish brown
20 Chocolate

Since a yellow-burning clay will tum red before it goes

yellow, it should be possible to obtain the same results by

starting with the red hydrous ferrie oxide. In the preceding

experiments the conditions of precipitation do not give the

red form directly and consequentlythe aluminamerely has to

prevent the agglomération and is not required to peptize an
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aiready agglomerated form. Amounts of ferrie chloride
and aluminum sulphate were taken which corresponded to
the four and six percent mixtures of Table II. The hydrous
oxide was precipitated with ammonia and the alumina with
calcium hydroxide. Thé two précipitâtes^were mixed inti-
mately and treated as in the preceding runs. After heating
in the blast lamp the resulting colorwas pinkish gray in both
cases, the pinkish tinge being lighter in the one containing
less iron. The war prevented further experiments being
made.

The conclusionsto be drawn from these few experiments
are:

1. When limewater is added to a mixture of ferrousand
aluminum sulphates, thé resulting precipitate is buff colored
even after heating to about rooo0C, provided the percentage
of ferrie oxide in the ferrie and aluminum oxides is less than
eight.

2. When solutions of ferrous sulphate and aluminum

sulphate are precipitated with sodium hydroxide or sodium
carbonate, a unifonn buff color is not obtained even when
there is only two percent of ferrie oxide.

3. It is not known whether the important factor is the
mere addition of a lime salt or is the presence of calcium
sulphate in the precipitate.

4. An anhydrous yellow ferrie oxide can be obtained in
présence of aluminaand calcium sulphate.

ComettVnmrsUy



CONTACT CATAlvYSIS. I

BY WU.DBR D. BANCROtfT

General Theory

In 1823Dôbereinershowedthat spongy platinum caused
hydrogen to ignite in contact with air. White this may seem
merely an interesting experiment,the principle involved bas
led directly or indirectly to such industries as the contact
sulphuric acid process, the Hargreaves and Bird salt cake
process, the Deacon chlorineprocess, the Claus sulphur pro-
cess, the Haber ammonia process, the Ostwald nitric add
process, the processfor thé hydrogénationof oils, the surface
combustion process, and many others. The action of the
platinum in accelerating the reaction between hydrogen and
oxygen is calledcatalysis and the phenomenondependson the
adsorption or increased concentration of one or more of the
reacting substancesat the surfaceof the catalytic agent.

While mostpeople are willingto speak of adsorptionand
to let it go at that, attempts have been made to account for
adsorption either through the formation of known compounds
or of unknowncompounds. Rhead and Wheelerldiscuss the
adsorption ofoxygenby carbon. "The experimentsshowthat
carbon, at ail temperatures up to 9000 and probably above
that temperature, has the power of pertinaciously retaining
oxygen. This oxygen cannot be removed by exhaustion
alone, but onlyby increasingthe température of the carbon
during exhaustion. When quicklyreleased in this manner it
appears, not as oxygen, but as carbon dioxide and carbon
monoxide. The proportions in which it appears in these two
oxides when completely removeddepend on the temperature
at which the carbon has been heated during oxygen-fixation.
No physical explanation alone can account for this 'fixation'
of oxygen;but, in allprobability,it is the outcomeofa physico-
chemical attraction between oxygen and carbon. Physical,

1Jour.Chem.Soe.,103,462(1913).
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inasmuch as it seems hardly possible to assign any definite

molecularformula to the complexformed,which,indeedshows

progressive variation in composition; chemical, in that no

isolation of the complexcan be effectedby physicalmeans.

Décomposition of the complex by heat produces carbon

dioxide and carbon monoxide. At a given temperature of

decompositionthese oxidesmake their appearancein a given

ratio. Furiher, when a rapid stream of air at a given tem-

perature is passed over carbon (which has previouslybeen

'saturated' withoxygen at that température) carbon dioxide

and carbon monoxide appear in the products of combustion

in nearly the same ratio as they do in the products of decom-

position of thé complexat that température. Ourhypothesis
is that the first product of combustionof carbon is a loosely

formed physico-chemicalcomplex,which can be regarded as

an unstable compoundof carbon and oxygenofan at present
unknown formula 0,0,. It is probable that no definite

formula can be assignedto this complex
"For the present it is sufficient to assumethat several

carbon molecules hold one oxygenmolecule, in bond as it

were, and do not allow it to escapein conjunctionwith oneof

their atoms. A considerable evolution of heat takes place

during this attachment of oxygenmolecules,so much so that

some of them eventually acquire sufficient energy to seize

hold of a carbon atom and depart with it as carbondioxide.

Some of them become tom apart in the process– become
atomized-and leave the carbonmoléculeas carbonmonoxide.

This formation of a complex,and partial decompositionas

fresh oxygen moleculesbecome attached, goes on until the

carbonbecomes'saturated,' the products of combustionduring

this period (a comparatively short one) being C«0,,COa,and

CO. After the carbon has become saturated there is an

altemate formation and decompositionof the complex. Each

moleculethat impingeson the carbon is at onceseized hold

of to form the complexfonned from previous oxygenmole-

cules. So that, finally, when air is passed over saturated

carbon maintained at a constant temperature by the applica-
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tion of an externalsource of heat, carbon dioxideand carbon
monoxide appear in the products of combustion in volume
sufficientto accountfor the total volumeof oxygenin the air
originallypassed."

Haber' pointsout that, accordingto Braggthe ordinary
solid crystallinesalts are not systems in which one anion and
one cation form a moleculewhich is separated from the next,
but that one anionis probably bound to all the surrounding
cations. Sincethere is nothing to show that the outer layer
of a crystal differsfrom the inner portions, there must be
forces at the surfaceof the crystal similar to those acting be-
tween the outer layer and the next layer. If we call these
forces chemicalvalencesof some sort, it is possible that ad-
sorption is due essentiaUyto the saturation of these valences.

This ideahas been developedfurther by Langmuir,2who
studied the behaviorof an electricallyheated carbon filament
in presenceof oxygen at an initial pressure of about 5-10
bars."a "Thèse experimentsseem to show that when oxygen
acts on carbonat, say 12000K,4part of the oxygenreacts to
form CO4,but anotherpart forms an adsorptionlayer of some
sort on the surfacewhich retards the velocityof the reaction.
This adsorptionlayer is probably chemicallycombinedwith
the carbon,presumablyas an extremely stable solid oxideof
carbon. At highertemperatures the rate of formationof this
adsorptionlayerincreasesrapidly. Whena sufficientquantity
has accumulated,this compoundbeginsto decompose,forming
carbon monoxide,the higher the temperature, the more rapid
being the formationof this gas.

"Judgingfromthe great stability of this adsorptionlayer,i
which enablesit to be heated for half an hour at 22000K in
the highestvacuumwithout being completelydecomposed,a
plausible guess as to its constitution is that it consists of
oxygen atom chemicallycombined with the carbon atoms

1Jour.Soc.Chem.Ind.,33,so;Zeit.Elektrochemie,*>,521(1914).»Jour.Am.Cbem.Soc.,37.1139(1915).»[AbaristheC.G.S.unitofpressure,onedyne/cm*.Themegabar
isonemilliontimesthisandisalmostexactly750mmHg.J1

(Absolute temperature on the thermodynamic scale. 1
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which form the surface of the filament. Accordingto our

récent knowledgeof the structure of solidbodies, wehave the

best of reasons for believing that the atoms of solid bodies

are held together directly by chemical forces and that a

crystal must be looked upon as a single molecule. The

carbon atom in the filament must thus be considered as

formingendless carbonchainswith each other. It is probably
due to the great stability of these carbon chains that carbon

has such a lowvapor pressure and such a high melting point.
In the present case, if we consider the oxygen atom to be

chemicaUycombinedwith one of the outer carbon atoms, we

have a structure that could be represented by the formula

0 0" 0' 0

Il
g !f

H
(oxygenlayer)

c c c c
(bodyoffilament)

C C C C C

This hypothesiswould seemto affordan unf orcedexplanation
of the extraordinary difficultyof removing oxygen and hy-

drogen from carbon.

"Experiments were also made to study the action of the

heated carbonon carbon dioxideand mpnoxide. With carbon

dioxide at 12200K no change occurred, but at 1700 K

carbon monoxidewas formedat first slowlyand then gradually
more rapidly. The total volume,however, usually remained

nearly constant, showingthat the reaction was not

CO!+ C*=2CO

but wasrather

COa+ C«=CO(gas)+ CO(adsorbedoncarbon).

On the other hand, at temperatures up to 24000K,

there was never any perceptible change in volumewhen the

filament was heated in carbon monoxide, showingthat the

adsorbed compound is not formed by adsorption of carbon

monoxide.

"The theory of 'molecular layers' leads to a simple but

quantitative theory of adsorption. In every reaction that we

have studied wehave found that, of all the moleculesstriking
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a surface,a large proportion are adsorbed. If the rate of

evaporationis high, the moléculeswill leave the surfacevery
soon,whilethey may remaina longtime if the rate ofevapora-
tion is low. The adsorptionis due to the fact that a certain
time must elapse between the condensationand evaporation
of a molecule. In the case of strongly adsorbed bodies, or
in all caseswherethe vapor is nearlysaturated, wemust take
into accountthe condensationand evaporation in the second
and subsequentlayers. If weassumethat the rate ofevapora-
tion in the first layer is differentfromthat for the others, this

theory stated mathematically, leads to an equation of the
form

e=–

p+a-
where Qis the amount adsorbedat the pressure p."

In a later paper J^angmuir1amplifiesthe conception of

compoundsdue to adsorption. "It is definitely knownfrom
the work of Bragg and others that the atoms of crystals are

arranged accordingto space lattices in such a way that the

identity of moleculesis usually lost. The forcesholding the

crystal together are thus clearly chemical forces which act

probably onlybetween adjacent atoms. On the surfaceof a

crystal, the forces tend to be chemically unsaturated, and
atoms or moleculesof gases can thus be held firmly by the
atoms of the solid.2 In generalthe law of multiplecombining
proportionswillapply. Thus each metal atom of the surface
will be capableof holdinga definiteintegral number (such as
one or two) ofatoms of the gasor possiblyeach two atoms of
metal may hold one atom of gas. The atoms held on the
surfacein this way will forma part of the solidbody, beinga
real continuationof the spacelattice of the solid. This layer

1Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,38,1145(1916).
Haberbassuggested,onthebasisofBragg'stheory,thatadsorption

maybetheresultofunsaturatedchemicalforcesat thesurfaceofasolidbody.
Haber,however,onlyconsiderstheforcecausingadsorptionanddoesnottake
intoaccountthattheamountofadsorptiondependsona kineticequitibrium
betweenthecondensationandtheevaporationofmolecules.
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of atoms (or molécules) on the surface may be said to be

adsorbed. The surface of the metal is thus looked upon as a
sort of checkerboard containing a definite number No of

spaces per square centimeter. Each elementary space is

capableof holdingan atom or a definitemoleculeof adsorbed

gas. The number of elementary spaces, No, is probably
usually equal to the number of metal atoms on the surface.
But this is not essential, for we can imagine cases in which
each metal atom holds, for example,two adsorbed atoms or

molecules,so that we should then have twice as many ele-

mentary spaces as métal atoms on the surface."

There are two independent questions involved in I<ang-
muir's hypothesis»namely, whether the maximum adsorption
filmis only one or two moleculesthick and whether this layer
forms a compoundwith the adsorbingagent. The first may
be true and the second be wrong. Langmuir daims that it
never exceedstwo moleculesin thickness for plane surfaces,

though he is apparently willingto concedea greater thickness
for porous substances. There is no question but that the

adsorption film is very thin. Mitscherlich' calculates a
thickness of about 0.00005mm for carbon dioxide adsorbed

by charcoaland the filmof water round each particle of clay8
is usuallyassumedto be of the same thickness. It is difficult
to be certain on these points because one does not know the
surfacewith any degreeof accuracy.

Whenit comesto the questionof whether compounds are
formedor not, it must be rememberedthat Langmuir3 uses
the word "molecule"in a newsense. He considers that both
solidsand liquids consist of atoms held together entirely by
chemicalforces. "The conceptionof the molecules thus al-
most entirely loses its significanceexcept in the case of gases.
In fact we may well look upon any solid or liquid body as

constituting a single large molecule. Any change of phase,
such as the melting of a solid, is thus a typical chemical re-

1Sitzungsber.Akad.Wiss.Berlin,ijtyl,379,
Cf.Davis:Trans.Am.CeramicSoc.,16,69(1914).
Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., 28, 2222 (1916).
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action. The mobility of liquids,according to this viewpoint,
is due to a kind of tautomerism." Accordingto this view the

oceansand all that in them is constitutes one giant molecule,
and catchinga fish is a chemicalreaction becauseit breaksup
the molecule. This may be perfectly true; but the usefulness

of it has not been madeclear. For the present, it seemsto me

much wiser to say that one substance adsorbs another selec-

tively, meaning that the concentration at the surface of the

phasehas increased. Wheneverthere is no proof that a com-

poundis formedof the type at present recognizedby chemists,
it is safer not to postulate the existence of compounds. If

the time ever comes when it is a distinct advantage to dis-

tinguish an entirely newtype of compound,that canbe done;
but hopelessconfusionwill arisewhenevera man usesa word

in one sense and his listenersin another.

In somecasescompoundsare undoubtedlyformed. Thus

when platinum takes up oxygen,a portion of the oxygen is

certainly present as oxide. On the other hand, it seems

improbablethat it would be so difficultto make carbon tetra-

chloride if the chlorine which is adsorbed by charcoal and

thereby made active' consistedof a compoundof carbon and

chlorine. While the oxidizingaction of platinum may be due

to a platinum oxide, this cannot be true in the caseof charcoal

and oxygen. Calvert2 showed that oxygen adsorbed by
charcoalwill oxidizeethyl alcoholto acetic acid and ethylene
to carbon dioxideand water, reactions which certainly cannot

be due to any known oxideofcarbon.

The increasedconcentrationat the surface of a solid will

necessarilycause an increasein reaction velocity as a result of

adsorption quite apart from any special catalytic action

whichthe solid may exert. There may be catalytic action in

in all cases; but in somethere must be, so it will be better to

considera few cases in whichthe results may perhaps be due

solelyto increase of concentrationand we can then take up
the more interesting cases in which catalysis must occur.

1Damoiseau:Comptesrendus,73,60(1876).
Jour. Chem. Soc., 20, 293 (1867).
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Dôbereinershowedthat whenhydrogen is allowedto pass
over spongyplatinumin presence of air, the hydrogen takes
fire. So far as I know,nobody has ever compressed oxy-
hydrogen gas so that it occupiedthe volume of liquid water.
If no combinationtook place under these circumstances, it
wouldbe necessaryto ascribe a special catalytic action to the

platinum. Until that experiment is tried, it is possible that
the adsorbed hydrogenreacts with the adsorbed oxygen or
with platinum hydroxideby virtue of the increase in con-
centration. In the case of SO2and O3,Hempel1obtained a

yieldof65 percentSO»without any catalytic agent by working
at a pressureof 30-40atmospheres. On the other hand the
f actthat charcoalhaspracticallyno effectin causing hydrogen
and oxygen to combineindicates that some other factor is

important in addition to increased surface concentration.
The moreinterestingcasesof contact catalysis are those in

whichwe knowthat some other factor enters besides that of
increased concentration. If a given substance decomposesin
one way in presenceofone catalytic agent and in another way
in presence of a differentcatalytic agent, the differencein the
reaction products cannot be explained on the hypothesis of •

increased surfaceconcentration. Sincewe have sélective ad-

sorption from a gaseousmixture, we may also have selective

adsorption of the reaction products and this may cause one
reaction to predominateat the expenseof another.

It is usually assumedthat a catalytic agent cannot dis-

place the equilibriumand the reason for this is given clearly
by van't Hoff.2 "Theoretically too, assuming that contact
actions affected the equilibrium, we should corne upon a

perpetuummobile,by working alternately with and without
the contact substance;the conversionmight thus be carried
backward and forwardsindefinitely, and so work might be

accomplishedin any way, without fall of temperature in
contradictionto the lawsof thermodyuamics." Nernst8 takes

Ber. deutscb.chem.Ges..23,445(1890).»"LecturesonTheoreticalPhyslcalChemistry,"215(1898).«"TheoreticalChemistty,"617(1916).
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the same view, as does practically everybodyelse. "The

catalyst cannot of course affect the affinityof a process. To
do so wouldbein contradictionto the secondlawof thermody-
namics, according to which the affinity of an isothermal

process, as measured by the maximal work,dependsonly on
the initial and final states. The activity of the catalyst
therefore does not touch the driving forceof a reaction but

only the opposingresistance, as was early recognized.1
1 Since

the catalyst takes no part in the reaction, the equilibrium
constant is not altered by its presence. Thiswas seen to be

equal to the ratio between the velocity constantsof the two
reactions in opposite signs. A catalystmust thereforealways
affectthe'l1elocityoj-tke reversereaction. If, for example,any
added substance increasesthe rate of formationof the body
it must equally increase its velocity of decomposition. We
find an exampleof this in the knownfact that the presenceof
adds causes both the formation and the saponificationof
esters to take place with increasedvètocity. The observation
of Baker that in absence of water vapor, gaseousammonium
chloride does not dissociate, and on the other hand dry
ammonia does not combine with hydrochloricacid may be

explainedin the same way."

I trust that I have the proper respect for the laws of

thermodynamics; but there is always the possibility that

somethinghasbeen overlookedand that the lawsof thermody-
namics have not been applied properly. Neithervan't Hoff
nor Nernst is consideringthe case where the reaction takes

place immeasurablyslowlyin one phase. They are also not

consideringthe possibility of a solvent acting as a catalytic
agent.

Ostwald2says that "whena substancebyits merepresence
alters the velocity of a reaction, and may be recoveredun-

altered in nature or amount at the end, it is calleda catalytic

1SeeforinstanceHelmholtz:"DieErhaltungderKraft,"25.
*Zeit.Elektrochemie,7, 998(1901);Lehrbuchallgem,Chemie,a II,

248 (1902).QuotedfromBigelow:"TheoreticalandPhysicalCheraistry,"
36s(i9«)-
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agent or catalyzer, and the phenomenonis called catalysis."
Nernst's' defin tien is practically identical, being based on
Ostwald's. Catalysis "means an increase in velocity of re-
action caused by the presence of substances which do not
take part in it (or only to a secondaryextent), although the
reaction is capable of taking place without their presence."
Since a solvent changes the reaction velocity without neces-

sarily taking part in the reaction,a solvent may be considered
as a catalytic agent. This is recognizedexplicitly by Ost-
wald.2

"Catalysis, as just defined, is an uncommonly wide-.

spread phenomenon,which actually occurs in all cases in
which the rate of a chemical reaction can be measured. A

splendid example of this is to be found in the well-known

experiments of Menschutkm. For a number of different
reactions he has proved that the reaction velocity may vary
within wide limitsdependingon the solvent used. We must
therefore call these actions of the solvents catalytic actions.
This characterizationdoes not of course exclude the possi-
bility that it may be shown that compounds are formed be-
tween the solvents and the reagents so that the changes in
reaction velocity can be referred to changes in the active
masses. AUintermediate stagescan be found between cases
like these and casesin which a verysmallamount of an added
substance changes the reaction velocity very much. This
latter class of cases is the only one that hitherto has been
consideredas catalysis; but the differenceis merely a quan-
titative one and it is improper, when studying these things
systematically,to excludethose casesin which the acceleration
is relatively small."

Bigelow8says practically the same thing in somewhat
different words. "Instances of catalysis may be multiplied
almost without number. A givenreaction occurs at different
rates in different solvents. The solvent remains unaltered

1"TheoreticalChetnistry,"590,616(1916).
Zeit. Rlektrochemie, gb 998 (1901).

1"TheoreticalandPhysicalChemistry,"366(1912).
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at the end of the reaction and hence all the effectsmust be

reckonedwith catalytic actions. Menschutkinlmeasured the

velocityof the reaction

N(QH6),+ C*H*I= N(C#,)«I

in a variety of solvents. In hexane the velocity constant k

had the value 0.000180; in heptane, 0.000235;in benzène,

0.00584;in ethyl alcohol, 0.0433; in benzyl alcohol, 0.133;
and intermediate values in other solvents. The velocity is

nearly one thousand times as great in benzyl alcohol as in

hexane.

"The difference in velocity of the above reaction in

hexaneand heptane is but slight, though the quantity of the

catalytic agent is large, it being the solvent. Thé most

fascinating instances of catalysis are those in which small

tracesofthe catalyzer producegreat effects,and we are rather

too apt to assumethat these alone are instances of catalysis.
Someof the quantitative measurementsare indeed striking.
For instance, Bredig,2studying the increased velocity with

whichhydrogen peroxide decomposesin the presence of col-
loidal platinum, was able to detect such increase when the

concentrationof the platinum was but one senventy-millionth
of a symbol weight per liter. Again Titoff3found that the

velocity with which sodium sulphite was oxidized was in-

creased30 percent by the presence of one-thousandth of a

formulaweight in grams of copper sulphate per liter."

The effect of the solvent on the rate of decompositionof

xanthogenicadd into carbon bisulphideand alcoholhas been

studied by von Halban and Kirsch.44 The reaction may be

written HSSCOC2H5= CS2 + CsH5OH. If the reaction

velocityconstant for carbon bisulphideas solventbe taken as

unity, we get the followingvalues at 25°: carbonbisulphide,
i.oo; ligroin (hexane), i.5o; chloroform,3.64; benzene, 5.15;
nitrobenzene, 315; ether, 485; acetone, 25980; alcohol,

'Zeit.phys.Chem.,6, 41(1890).
ibid., 31,258(1899).

1 Ibid., 45, 641 (1903).

Ibid.,83,325(1913).
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1,000,000. In other words, the decomposition takes place a
million times as rapidly in alcohol, as in carbon bisulphide,
the two decompositionproducts.

It is wellknown that a solventmay displace equilibrium.
Cundall1has made a quantitative colorimetric study of solu-
tions of NjO*in différent solvents at concentrationsof nearly
3 grams NaO«per ioo ce. Ostwald's calculations' of these
data are given in Table I. The percentage dissociation
varies for the extrême cases in the ratio of about one to six.
The dissociationin the vapor would be much greater for the
same concentrationsthan in any of the liquids, for Ostwald
calculâtesthat the dissociationconstant for the gas is about
one hundred times that for nitrogen peroxide in chloroform
at 20° and about four hundred times that for nitrogen per-
oxideinchloroformat o°. No actual measurementshavebeen
made on nitrogen.peroxidevapor at the correspondingpres-
suresof6-7 atmospheres.

Tablb I

DissodationofNîO<in Solution

Solvent Liters
Percentagedissociation

S*
*?2| Percentagedissociation

10° 2O° 30*

Chloroform 3.36 0.36 0.58 1.24
Methyl chloride 3.39 0.29 0.56 1.06
Carbontetrachloride 3.48 0.46 0.82 1.43
Ethyleaechloride 3.45 0.20 0.41i 0.70
Ethylidenechloride 3.133 0.32 0.60 i og
Benzene 3.33 0.22 0.43 0.80
Chlorbenzene 3.40 0.30 0.56 0.99
Brombenzene 3.22 0.31 0.55 0.94
Bromoform 3.39 0.23 0.52 0.98
Ethyl bromide 2,93 0.33 0.63 1.144
Ethylene bromide 3.34 0.37 0.59 0.95
Silicon tetracbloride 3.34 0.71c i.22z 2.43
Carbonbisulphide 3.20 0.57 1.05 1.79
Aceticacid 3.25 0.11 0.22 0.40

»
Jour. Chem. Soc., 59, io76 (1899); 67, 794 (1895).

1 Ostwald: Lehrbuch aUgem. Chemie, 3, II, 602 (1892).
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An even more striking case is that of hydrochloric acid

and water where there are practically no ions in the vapor

phase and the hydrochloricacid is highly dissociated in the

liquid phase. As Nernstl points out, "the assumption that

water has an exceptional power of causing dissolved sub-

stances to dissociateelectrolyticallycan be replaced by another

that the solubilitycoefficientsof ions in water is exceptionally

large. Possibly this latter assumption may seem less ab-

horrent to some than the first one; but the one is merely
another wayof wordingthe other." The general effect of the

solvent in displacingequilibriumis to cause a greater relative

formationof the systemwhichisthe moresolublein the solvent.

1 In the caseof nitrogenperoxideand a solvent, weget one

equilibrium in the vapor and another equilibrium in the solu-

tion but if we had a hypotheticalcase in which the reaction

took place immeasurably slowly in the vapor phase and

relatively rapidly in the solution,the equilibriumin the vapor
would be reachedonly by volatilizationfrom the solution and

this might give rise to some rather interesting results. This

bas been discussedto someextentby Ostwald,2who,however,

apparently never saw the possibleconséquencesof his argu-
ment.

"It is a general phenomenonthat all gas reactions take

place relatively very slowly. This important fact appears
for instance clearlyin the experimentsof Berthelot and Péan

de St. Gilles. The formation of ester from acid and alcohol

was compared at the same temperature in two experiments,
in one of which the substanceswere liquid and in the other

ofwhichthe substanceswerepresent asvapors. Although the

experiments do not enable us to tell accurately whether the

decreasein reactionvelocityis duesolelyto the decreasein the

concentration or whether, as seems more probable, the de-

crease in reaction velocity is greater than that calculated

on this assumption, they sufficeto show that the reaction

1Zeit. phys.Chem.,8, 139(1891).
1Zeit. Blektrochemle,7, 1002(1901).
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velodty drops to about one thousandth as one passesfrom the

liquid to the vapor phase.
"On.this we may base a theory of catalytic accelerations

(Bodenstein). Let us imagine that a portion of a gaseous
system is converted at the same temperature into the liquid
state or is given a density comparable with that of the liquid
state. The reaction will take place more rapidly in this

portion and the liquefiedreacting substances willchange into
the corresponding reaction products. If the cause for the

liquefaction or for the increase in density is such that more
of the reacting substances are liquefied or given an increased

density as fast as the preceding portions have reacted, these

would react rapidly and the processwould be repeated, with
the result that we have an accelerated reaction. Such an
action of platinum on gases is quite conceivable. I do not
meanby this to say that this is the way that platinumcatalyses
actually occur but merely to point out a possibleway in which

they might occur. This would then be the simplestcaseof the

acceleratingintermediate reactions to which 1 have previously
referred.

"Professer Bredighas recently pointed out to me that the
mechanism of such an acceleration becomes intelligibleif we
considera liquid medium in which is suspended a smalldrop
of a second liquid. If this suspended liquid has the property
of making the substances dissolved in it react more rapidly
than in the main mass, the bulk of the reaction will take place
there. The reaction products will diffuse into the outer

liquid and new portions of the reacting substanceswilldiffuse
into the drop. In this way practically all of the reacting
substanceswill diffuseinto the suspended liquid and willreact
there, the result being an accelerationof the reaction.

"According to Bredig, what has been outlined here may
perhaps be applicable to the case where the catalytic agent is

present in the colloidal state in the liquid. It is known that
Professor Bredig and his pupils in a series of splendid in-

vestigations have shown and measured the manifold and

energeticcatalytic actions due to colloidal platinum and other
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colloidalmetals prepared by the Bredig process. He has also

emphasizedrepeatedly that the enzymes, those natural and

very effectivecatalytic agents, are also always in a state of

colloidalsolutionor suspension.
"These considerationshave no claim to being anything

more than suggestionswhich can be tested experimentally.
1 cannot refrain from pointing out that it has only been

possibleto make suggestionswhich can be tested scientifically,
sincewe adopted the conceptionof a catalytic agent being an

^accelerator. Let one just try to do anything like this on the

assumptionof molecularvibrations."

The samematter has been discussed by Hôber.11 "When

ethyl acétate is dissolved in benzene, it does not change

perceptibly with time.22 If one adds an aqueous acid solu-

tion as a ferment, the catalytic decomposition takes place.

Bredig,8who ftrst developed the point of view, devised the

followingartificial enzyme action; When triethylamine is

added to a solutionof methyl acetate in benzene at 250, the

base does not saponify the ester under these conditions. If

one forms an emulsionby shaking the mixture with 2.5 per-
cent water, the base and the ester dissolvefreely in the water

as the better solventand the ester is saponifiedrapidly by the

basewhichis highlydissociatedin water. The dropsof water

therefore act as an enzyme, increasing the reaction velocity
without themselves taking part appreciably in the reaction.

In this waywegaina conceptionof the way in whichcatalytic

agents act whichis quite different from the ordinary point of

view. The enzyme does not combine with the substrate to

form an intermediateproduct in an intermediate reaction, but

owesits catalyticaction to its beinga better reactionmedium."

Neither Ostwald nor Bredig has drawn the important

corollary that the equilibrium will be determined primarily

by the solvent in whichthe reaction takes place and that it is

therefore theoreticallypossible to obtain one set of reaction

1PhysikalischcChemiederZeUeundderGewebc,4thEd.,703(1914).
1[ItisnotclearfromtbisstatementwhatreactionHôberhasinmind.]1
» "AnorganischeFermente,"92(1901).
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productswith oneliquid as catalytic agent and another set of

reactionproducts with another liquid as catalyticagent.
If we consider a solid catalytic agent as equivalent to a

dropof liquid, as suggestedby Bredig,and the formationof an

adsorption film as equivalent for our purposesto solution, it

becomespossible theoretically to get different reaction prod-
ucts with différent solid catalytic agents just as it is possible

theoretically to get different reactionproducts with different

solvents. If wehave a reaction which takes placeextremely

slowlyin the vapor phase and relatively rapidly in or at the

surfaceof a solid catalytie agent, we shall get the equilibrium
in or at the surface which correspondsto that solid catalytic

agent hypothetically as équivalent to a solvent. This

equilibrium.will not necessarOybe the sameas the theoretical

equilibriumin the vapor phase any morethan the dissociation

of nitrogen peroxidein chlorofom solutionis the same as the

dissociationof nitrogen peroxidein the vapor phase. When

the reaction products diffuse froin the surface of the solid

catalytic agent into the vapor phase, they do not react in

measurabletime by definition,and consequentlyweget in the

vapor phase an apparent equilibriumcorrespondingto that

at the surfaceof the solidcatatyticagent andthereforevarying

perhapswith differentsolid catalyticagents.
r

The conceptionof a solidcatalyticagent as beingequiva-
lent to a drop or filmof liquid is dueoriginallyto Bredig2and

has also been made use of by Bodenstein,3who considersthe

reacting substances as actually dissolved in the platinum
insteadof adsorbed at the surface. In so far as the platinum
is actually a solvent and not merelyequivalentto a solvent,
'the possibility of an apparent displacementof equilibrium is

beyond question and the allegedviolation of the second law

of thermodynamicsbecomesan imaginaryone.

We have now to consider what the directionof the re-

action will be when several reactionsare possible. We have

>Cf.Bancroft:Jour.Phys.Chem.,tt, 138(1908).
Zeit. Elektrochemie, 7, iocw (1901).

Zeit.phys.Chem..46,736(1903).
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already seen that the solvent displaces the equilibriumso

that the ratio of the more solublesystem to the lesssoluble

systemin the solution is increased. This can be put in a more

general form which covers ail cases by saying that there is a

relative increase in the amount of the system, the chemical

potential of which is decreased relatively by the médium.1

If one treats a substance with a dehydrating agent, the

tendency of the substance to split off water is increased. A

very interesting case coming under this general head is the

decompositionofhydrazine in hot aqueoussolutionin presence
of platinum.2

z
Hydrazine may decomposein three different

waysaccordingto the reactions

ôNsKU«= 8NH,+ 2N8
6N8H4= 6NH,+ 3N*+ 2H2
6N2H4 4NH,+ 4NS+ 6H2.

Thé first reaction is the chiefonewhen starting with-hydrazine

sulphate; the second one predominates when starting with

free hydrazine, while the third one comes to the front in an

alkalinehydrazine solution. There is more ammoniaformed,

the more acid the solution is. This illustration is given as

being both typical and simple. Tanatar* found that a hot

alkalinesolutionof hydroxylaminedecomposedchieflyaccord-

ing to the equation 3NH2OH= NHS+ N2+ 3HA whilethe

same solution in presence of platinum decomposedaccording
to the equation 4NH2OH 2NH, + N2O + 3H2O. The

changein the course of the reaction is due to the addition of

the solidcatalytic agent and not to any change in the alkalinity
or acidity. Tanatar considersthat part of the hydroxylamine
oxidizes the platinum to an unspecified oxide, being itself

reduced to ammonia, while the platinum oxide then oxidizes

another portion of the hydroxylamineto nitrous oxide. This

explanation seems absolutely impossibleand it will probably
be wisenot to offer any explanationfor this caseuntil moreis

known about the adsorption of nitrous oxide by platinum.

«Cf.Miller:Jour.Phys.Chem.,1,636(1897).
Tanatar: Zeit. phys. Chem.. 40, 47$; 41, 37 (1902).

Zeit. phys. Chem., 40, 475 (1902).
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Displacementsof equilibriumby adsorption are perfectly

fatniliar matters. If fuller's earth be shaken with water and

then filtered, the filtrate is neutral to litmus paper' or to

phenolphthaldn, showing that no soluble base or acid is

present. If fuller's earth be shaken with a sodium chloride

solution and filtered, the filtrate is acid to litmus or to

phenolphthalein. This is because fuller's earth has adsorbed

the base, thereby leavingan excessof acid in the solution.

Freundlich and Masius2have studied the adsorption of

aniline benzoate and aniline acetate by charcoal. It so

happens that aniline is adsorbed less strongly than benzoic

acid by charcoal and more strongly than acetic add. From

a solutionùt antlifte benzoateeharcoalttiérefôfe adsorbs more

benzoic acid than aniline,whilemore aniline than acetic add

is adsorbed froman anilineacetate solution.

Silk has such a marked selectiveadsorption forrosaniline

that it will not only decomposethe hydrochloride,leaving the

acid behind; but it will convert the carbinol base back into

the color base in presenceof an excessof ammonia,8the silk

being dyed red from a colorlessammoniacal solution. The

displacement of equilibriumis in or on the silk phase and not

in the solution. Another, though less striking, experiment

with silk and rosanilinehas been carried out by Mills.4 "At

the heat of boilingwater a solutionof rosanilinehydrochloride

or acetate undergoes more or less complete dissociation,

attended, of course,by lossof color. Thus, for example,if a

solution of either of these salts, containing0.0000003g. in 1ce

[three-tenths of a milligtam per liter] be boiled for half an

hour, complete decolorationensues. But a piece of purified

silk, immersed in this liquid, is almost immediatelydyed red.

We thus have the remarkable phenomenon,admirably suited

to illustrate dissociationfor a lecture, of silk being dyed red

with a colorlesssolutionofmagenta."

»Cf.Cameron:Jour.Phys.Chem.,14,400(1910).
1 Van Bemmele» Gedenkboek, too (1910).
3 Jacquemin: Comptes rendus, 8a, 261 (1876).

Jour.Chem.Soc..35,27(1876).
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We are now in a position to predict that, when we are

dealing with something more than a mere increasein con-

centration, we may get different reaction products with

different catalytic agents. Under these circumstancesthe

nature of the reaction will be determinedby the spécifiead-

sorption of the reaction products by the catalytic agent in

question.
When heated in presence of certain catalytic agents

alcoholmay be decomposedinto aldehyde and hydrogenor

into ethylene and water, to take two instances. We should

expect catalytic agents which adsorb hydrogenstrongly to

cause the splitting to aldehyde and hydrogenwhile catalytic

agents which adsorb water readily should promote the de-

composition into ethylene and water. As a matter of fact

alcoholis decomposednearly quantitatively into aldehydeand

hydrogen when passed over heated nickel, which adsorbs

hydrogen.
1 It is decomposed nearly quantitatively into

ethylene and water when passedover heated alumina,2which

must therefore adsorb water. Johnson3has shown that up
to a certain point alumina adsorbs water so completelythat

phosphorus pentoxide takes no more out. When titanium

oxide is used as the catalytic agent, both reactionstake place

simultaneously, and a yield of 84 percent ethylene and 16

percent hydrogen can be obtained under certain conditions.

This would seem to imply that titanium oxideadsorbsboth

water and hydrogen. This was proved indirectly by Mr.

Engelder in the Cornell laboratory. When aqueousalcohol

is passed over titanium oxide, the water vaporcuts down the

reaction which produces water and consequentlythe relative

yield of acetaldehyde is increased over that obtained from

absolute alcohol. When hydrogen is mixedwith the alcohol

vapor, the relative amount of ethylene is increased. A some-

'Sabatier and Sauterons: Comptes rendus, 136, 738, 921, 936, 983

(1903).
2

Ipatieflf: Ber. deutsch, chem. Ges., 34, 3579 (1901); 35, 1047, 1057

(1903); 36, 1990, 2003, 3014, 2016 (1903).

Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., 34, 911 (1912).
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what similar result appears to have been obtained uncon-

sdously by Berthdot» nearly fifty years ago. He heated

formic acid at 2600without any speclfiedcatalytic agent and

found that when onïya third of the fonnic add is decomposed

the reaction appearsto be HCOSH CO + H,O. If aUthe

formir. acid is decomposed,the reaction is approximately

2HCO2H CO + Ha0 + COa + H«. This unexpectedre-

sult can only be true in casethe reactionHCO3H<= COa+ H,

predominates during the latter part of the decompositionand

this can happen onlyin case the originaldecompositionprod-

ucts check the initial reaction and thus permit the second

reaction to corne to the fore. It was this unexplained ob-

servation by Berthelot whichgave me the due to the présent

theory of contact catalysis.
When acetaldehyde and excess of hydrogen are passed

over suitably heated nickel, the reaction is reversed and

alcohol is formed. Similarlybenzene and an excess of hy-

drogen forms cyclohexanein presence of nickel and nickel

splits cyclohexaneinto benzeneand hydrogen.3
a We can even

go one step farther and can convert either benzene or cyclo-

hexane into methane by treating with nickel and a suffident

excessof hydrogen, Zelinsky8has shownthat palladiumwill

split cyclohexaneinto benzene and hydrogen or will reverse

the reaction under different conditions. Since the tem-

peratures are differentwith palladium and with nickel, it is

evident that we have a true displacement of equilibrium

though no quantitative study has yet been made. Wil-

statter and Hatt4 have shownthat when benzene is dissolved

in coldacetic acid it can be converted into cyclohexaneby the

action of hydrogen in the presence of platinum black.

It is interesting to note that Jellinek* daims to have

obtained more ammonia than corresponds to equilibrium

>Ano.Chim.Pbys.,(4)18,42(1869).
Sabatier and Senderens: Ann. Chim. Phys., (8) 4, 336, 361 (1905)'

*Ber. deutsch. chem. Ges., 44i 3121 09»)-

IbM..45,1471(içwî);cf.WlUard:Ibid.,4$,»6i5(»9").
•Zeit.anorg.Chem.,71,vit (1910-
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conditions by heating nitrogen and hydrogen in presence of

iron as catalytic agent. He points out that iron adsorbs

ammonia very markedly It is thereforetheoreticallypossible
that his data are correct, though they would have to be re-

peated before one would dare to lay much stress on them.

Mtiller1 electrolyzed a normal potassium nitrate solution

using 'a porous diaphragm, a platinum anode 2 cm X 5 cm

and a cathode of the same size made of platinum, iron, or

zinc. The cathode solution was stirred by a current of hy-

drogen. A current of one ampere was sent through the cell

for three hours. In Table II are given the metal used as

cathode, the voltage drop at the terminais,and the amount of

ammoniaformed.
TABtoilTâbvuII

Cathode Voltage Grams
metal drop Ammonia

Smooth platinum 4.88 0.0416
Iron 4.4 0.1894
Zinc 4.5s 0.1210

Mûller himself comments on the fact that most ammonia

was formed at the iron cathode although the voltage drop
was lowest in this case. It is probable, though not proved,
that this is a catalytic action of the iron cathode and de-

pendent on the adsorption of ammoniaby iron.

The catalytic setting free of hydrogenhas been studied

by Sievertst for the case of hypophosphorous acid. In

aqueous solutions platinum, silver, and copper cause hypo-

phosphorous acid and phosphorousacid to split off hydrogen,
the.final products beingphosphorousacid and orthophosphoric

add, respectively, while the intermediate products are pre-

sumably metaphosphorous acid and metaphosphoric acid,

respectively. The reactions may be written

H»POî+ H2O HPOs+ HSO+ H» H,PO,+ Ha
HjPOs+ H»O= HPO»+ HsO+ H2= H3PO4+ Ha.

1 Zeit. anoig. Chem., a6, 43 (1901).

Ibid.,04,59(1909);76,t (1912).ZdX.phys.Chem.,91,199(1916).
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It is the naturel thing to do to consider the production
of fonnaldehydefrommethyl alcoholin présenceof platinum

as a plain case of Jimited oxidation of methyl alcohol;but

there seemsnowto be no questionbut that the real reaction1

is undoubtedly a catalytic splitting of methyl alcohol into

formaldehyde and hydrogen, the nascent hydrogen then re-

acting with oxygen,which latter. therefore really acts as a

depolarizer. It is probable, though not proved, that the

oxidation of alcohol to acetaldehyde by osmium tetroxide2

may involvea catalytic dissociationas a first step.

An interestingcase of the splitting-offof hydrogen is the

conversion of alcoholinto acetic acid by means of hot soda-

lime. Thereac^onisusuaUywrittenCHsCHîOH + NaOBt»

CHîCOaNa+ 2H»;but Mr.Carroll has.foundthat the reaction

takes place in severalstages.

CH,CH»OH+ NaOH CHaCHO+ NaOH+ H»O«
CH»CO+ NaOH+ 2H, =CH,C02Na+ 2H4.

The caustic soda is the catalytic agent and the lime is prac-

ticay inert at the temperatures in question.
The catalytic action of caustic alkalies accounts for the

fact that hydrogen is so often evolved when organic com-

pounds are fusedwith alkalies.1 Thus oleic add reacts with

fused caustic potash to form potassium palmitate, potassium

acetate, and hydrogen4accordingto the equation

CnHjjCOjH+ 2KOH= CusHsiCOeK+ CH»COaK+ Ha.

In order to eut down the reducingaction of the nascent hy-

drogen it may evenbe necessaryto add an oxidizingagent as

in the productionof alizarine from anthraquinone sulphonic

acid.

It hardly seemsprobable that this evolutionof hydrogen

should depend on the organic substance forming a second

liquid layer with fused alkali, and yet, if not, we pass direct

»Cf.UBlancaodPkschke:Zdt.Elektrochemie,if, 471(1911).
Hofmann:Ber.deutsch,chem.Ges.,46,1657,2854(1913)-
Lassar-Cohn:"ArbeitsmethodenfOrorganisch-cheinischeLaboratorien,"

364(1903).
Varrentrapp:Webig'sAnn.,35»196(1840).
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from catalytic action in heterogeneoussystems to catalysis
in homogeneoussystems. In presence of cuprous oxideand

alkali, formaldehyde gives off hydrogen1 according to the

equation HCHO + NaOH » HCO8Na. This is clearly a

catalytic splitting-off of hydrogen in presence of cuprous
oxide. If we leave out the cuprous oxide the reaction be-

comes 2HCHO + NaOH = HCCWa + CH,OH. This is

usually described as simultaneous oxidation and réduction;
but it is really a case of dissociation,the nascent hydrogen

reducing some oî the formaldehyde to methyl alcohol. If

we have present a substancewhich is reduced more readily
than formaldehyde, such as sodium peroxide, the reaction

is of courseslightly différent2andmay be written

2HCHO + NaA 2HC02Na+ H,0 + H2.

Onedoesnot like to talk about adsorptionin homogeneous

systems and 1 think it wouldbe undesirable to try to formu-

late now a theory of catalysisin homogeneoussystems. 1 do

wish, however, to call attention to part of what Nernst says
about électrostrictionby freeions.3

"It is very remarkable that the values for the change of

volume of dissociated substances [dissolvingin water] are

extraordinarily small, being considerably smaller than the

molecular volume of the solid substance. In some cases

{e.g., sodium carbonate, magnesium sulphate, zinc sulphate)

they are even negative. It seems, therefore, that with in-

ereasing separation of ions, the change of volume has in

general a marked tendency to fall off; this may be seenclearly
from thé exact measurementsof Kohlrausch and Hallwachs.

The effectshitherto observedcan be explainedmost easily by

supposing the solventwaterto be strongly contractedby the

presenceof free ions. It is of interest to know that such a

contraction might be expectedfrom the electric chargesof the

ions; every electric liquid must suffer a contraction if, as

1 Loew:Ber.deutsch.chem.Ges.,ao,144(1887).
FrankforterandWest:Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,27,714(1905).
Nernst:"TbeoreticatChemistry,"430(1916).
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usuatty happeu, the dielectric constant increases with pres-
sure. It is therefore natural to suppose that the observed

contractionof water by dissolvedelectrolytes is due to the

electrostaticfieldof the ions; the theory of this électrostriction

by free ions has beendevelopedby Drude and Nernst.' This

électrostriction,which, accordingto firm physical principles,

must alwaysbe présent, causes therefore a contractionof the

solvent; the increase in internal pressure thus brought about

will not be distrlbuted equally over the whôle solvent but

onthe contrary will be very great in the immédiateneighbor-

hood of each ion, where a strong potential gradient exista,

and will fall off rapidly at a short distance away. In many

respects,however,the solventwillbehave as if it were evenly

sùbjectedto a higher pressure. In this waywe arrive ât'a

verysimplephysicai interprétation of the internai pressureof

solutions."
Kohlrausch2 has also emphasized the idea that there

is a shell of water round an ion, which differs to some extent

fromthe rest of the water. Kohlrausch makes the following

hypotheses: "About every ion moves an atmosphereof the

solvent,whosedimensions are determined by the individual

charaçteristicsof the ion. The atmospheres of multivalent

orcompoundionsdifferfrom those of monatomicions. Data

are at present lacking for a more complete representation.
The electrolytic resistance of an ion is a frictionalresistance

that increases with the dimensionsof the atmosphere. The

direct action between the ion and the outer portion of the

solvent diminishes as the atmosphere becomes of greater

thickness." One of the conclusions drawn by Kohlrausch

from these premises and from the data is as follows: "I

nowcome to the remarkablerelationshipbetweenthe mobility

of the ions and their temperature coefficients. This first led

meto seeka general explanationfor the electrolyticresistance

in the idea of a water atmosphere, in order to escape being

compelledto explain this otherwise unreconcilable funda-

1Zeit.phys.Chem.,15,79(*«9*).
» Proc. Roy. Soc., 71, 338 (i9«>3)-
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mental characteristîcof the ions as a deusexmachina. Assum-

ing as the singlefundamental characteristicof each univalent
monatomic ion the formation of a water atmosphere, which
varies accordingto the nature of the ion, the mobility of the

complexon the oneside, and its temperature coefficienton the

other, will be functions of the atmospheric formations, and
therefore both quantities must hold functional relations to
each other. We know too little of the molecular forces at

present to attempt to describe this connectionmore exactly.
But for the case in which the water shellis so thick that the

ion exerts no forcebeyond it, the resistanceto motion becomes

simply a matter of water friction, which explains the fact

that the mostsluggishions have nearly the same temperature
coefficientsas the viscosity. In thé caseof smaller aggrega
tions, we must remaincontent with the fact that we have at

least the possibilityof a fundamental explanation."
If one admits the existence of specialwater filmsaround

the ions, ail gradations between heterogeneous and homo-

geneous systems become possible. It opensup a11sorts of

fascinating possibilities;but now is not the time to discuss
them.

Comingback to definite cases of contact catalysis, there
are scveral instances which perhaps call for a word of com-

ment. In ail such cases as the décomposition of arsenic

hydride, antimony hydride, etc., the reaction takes place
practically completelyat the surface of the containing vessel
and not in the mass of the gas. To take a single case, the
rate of decompositionof antimony hydride is accelerated

by the presenéeof metallic antimony.1
` If we#assumethat

antimony adsorbsantimony or tends to makeantimony vapor
condenseuponit, the catalytic action followsat once. Another

case which also belongs in this class is the decom-

position of silver oxide into silver and oxygen. Lewis2has
shown that this reaction is accelerated by silver. At first

StockandGuttmann:Ber.deutsch.chem.Gcs.,37,901.;Bortcnstcin:
1361(1904).

2Zcit. phys. Chcm., 52, 310 (1905).
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sight this lookslike the catalytic decompositionof one solid

by another; but it seemsimpossiblethat the silvershould act

at a distance. It is probable thereforé that we are really

dealingwith thedecompositionof silveroxidevapor, in which

case the reactiondiffersonly in degreefrom the decomposition
of stibnine.

Tayîor and Hitlett1 have shownthat the decomposition
of mcrcuric oxide is facilitated by finely-dividedplatinum,
ferrie oxide, manganèsedioxide, and cadmiumoxide, but not

by stannic oxideor alumina. While this is undoubtedly an

adsorption phenomenon, the détails are not sufficient to

enableone to accountsatisfactorilyfor the results.

Since Sabatier has done an enormous amount of ex-

perimental work on contact catalysis, we must take his

theoretical views into account even though one does not

agree with them. Sabatier2 overlooks the fact that ad-

sorption is specifieand consequently draws the conclusion

that adsorption alone cannot account for the observed be-

havior of catalytic agents. "When one assumes a purely

physical cause for the reaction it is impossibleto account

for the specificaction of catalytic agents and for the sur-

prisingdifferencesin the reactionscausedby differentcatalytic

agents. For instanceat 300 the vapor ofan alcohol,isobutyl
alcohol for instance, is converted exclusivelyinto aldehyde

and hydrogenby copper,and exclusivelyinto isobutyleneand

water by alumina, while aldehyde and olefine are formed

simultaneouslyin presenceof uranium oxide,and manganous
oxideacts like copperbut more slowly..

"Even if one admits that the fact that copperis a metal

and a conductor of electricity has somethingto do with the

fundamentaldifferencebetween its actionand that ofalumina,

it is still impossibleto account for the differencein behavior

of alumina, uranium oxide, and manganous oxide if the

physicalphenomenaaccompanyingthe adsorptionof the gases

1
Jour. Phy». Chcro., 17, 568 (»9»3>-

"Die Katalyse in der organischen Chemie," 240 (1914).
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iii the poresof the catalytic agent are the sole causeof the

catalysis.
"The, decompositionof formic acid is another, not less

striking, caseof the specificactionof catalytic agents. Finely
divided metals and also zinc oxide decomposethe acid ex-

clusively into hydrogen and carbon dioxide while titanium

dioxide at the same température causes-it to decomposeinto

water and carbon dioxide, and other oxides, like thorium

dioxide,,accelerateboth reactions simultaneously,with the

possible complicationof the formation of formaldehydeand

even of methylalcohol.

"For thesereasons one must assumethat the pulverulent

catalytic agents, such as finely divided.metals and oxides,
owe their catalytic action to the tetnporary formationof a

compound of the catalytic agent with one of the. reacting
substances or one of the reaction products. The action of

these catalytic agents therefore does not differ essentially
from that of catalytic agents which we know to form inter-

mediate compoundsthat can be isolated. In this case of

the fonnic acid, the substance reacting with the catalytic
agent is either hydrogen which combines with the metallic

catalytic agents, carbon dioxide which is taken up by zinc

oxide, or formicacid itself whichreacts with the oxidesgiving
formates that decompose in different ways. The formic

acid moleculeis not especiallystable and tends to decompose
either into CO + H2Oor into COj + H2. Whichof these

two reactionstakes place dependson the specifieaffinityof the

catalytic agent and the consequent formation of a definite

intermediatecompound.
"We havepreviously seen that when the fatty acids are

decomposedcatalytically by oxides, the ketone is fonned

through the break-downof a salt formed as an intermediate

product. Thesesalts can be detected in several casesif one

works at a température below that necessary for catalysis.
At higher temperatures these salts cannot be detected be-

cause they décomposeas fast as formed. With someoxides,
such as thorium dioxide and titanium dioxide, the inter-
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mediate formation of a salt cannot be detected, presumably
because the temperature at whichit should form is not lower

than the decomposition température. The analogy is so

completethat one must assumethat the reaction takes place
in the same way with ail of the oxides.

"This conception of the way in which catalysis occurs

is supported by the expérimental confirmation of the pré-
dictions which one can make. If the metallic catalytic

agents, nickel, copper, etc., tend to react with hydrogen,

f ormiflgintermediate products analogous to the hydrides,
these metals must also be able to remove hydrogen from

substances which can give off hydrogen. In other words,
these metals should act as dehydrogenizingcatalytic agents.
It wasthis lineof thought whichcausedSabatier andSëhdérens

to try these metals as catalyzers for the decomposition of

alcohols into hydrogen and' aldehydes or ketones. It was

foundthat nickelwas lesssuitablethan copperfor this purpose
because of its tendency to fonn with carbon monoxide an

intermediate compoundwhichwasinstable at the température
of the reaction and which gave rise to a secondary decom-

position of the aldehydes and ketones.

"Sabatier and Mailhe have also accounted for the ex-

clusively dehydràting action of the oxides of alwninum,

thorium, and tungsten, on alcoholsby ascribing to them the

same part which 9ulphuricacid plays in the Williamson pro-
cess. Thorium dioxide first forms an alkyl thorate which is

decomposed by heat into olefine and regenerated thorium

dioxide. If this is really so, this thorate being a kind of

ester, should react chemically with substances brought in

contact with it. This assumption has been confirmed ex-

perimentally in great detail by Sabatier and Mailhe.1 In

contact with thorium dioxide alcohol vapor reacts directly
with hydrogen sulphide, ammonia, phenols, and fatty acids,

forming mercaptans, amines, phenol, ethers, and esters.

"Ostwaldcriticized the assumption of intermediate prod-
ucts becauseit does not rest on a sufficientlyaccurate know-

1Comptesrendus,igo,823(«910;.
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ledgeof the reactions,and alsobecause it is not proved that the
direct réaction takes place less rapidly thau the total of the

hypothetical intermediate reactions. He further expressesthe

opinionthat ail theories are worthless so long as no accurate
measurementsexist.

"The theory of intermediate reactions in catalysis is

open admittedly to the crltidsm of requiring here and there
the assumption of hypothetical compounds; but it is im-

possibleto give any other general explanation of the catalytic
phenomena."

Sabatier's position is essentially a defensive one. His
real claimis not that his theory is good in itself but that no

other makes any pretense of accountingfor the facts. That
is certainly not true nowadays. AU of Sabater's arguments
can be rewritten without trouble in terms of selective ad-

sorption, whichhas the advantages that it can be tested

experimentallyand that it accounts for the action of titanium
oxideon alcohols, a point which Sabatier's theory does not

pretend to explain. On the other hand it must be admitted
that it has not been shown that the relative adsorptions are

alwayswhat they shouldbe to explain the reactions. Until
that has been shown we are in the position of substituting
hypothetical adsorptionsfor hypothetical intermediate prod-
ucts. Personally, 1 think that it is an improvementto do so;i
but I recognize that this is a point on which opinionsmay
differtemporarily. The poisoning of catalytic agents is very
difficultto account for if we assume the existenceof inter-
mediate compounds, whereas it becomes quite simple if we
considerthat the adsorption may be decreased enormously.
Of course, it is still to be proved that ail substances which

poisoncatalytic agents do eut down the adsorption of the
essential reacting substances or reaction product, but that

againis a matter whichcan easily be tested experimentally.
The general conclusionsto be drawn from this paper are:

1. Onlythose substances which are adsorbed by a solid
are catalyzedby it.

2. While the catalytic action of solids may be solely
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the resuit of the încreasedsurfaceconcentrationin some cases,

this 19not always the ohly factor.

3. A solid catalytic agent may be consideredas équiva-

lent to a solvent and may thereforedisplacethe equilibrium.

4. As a resultof selectiveadsorptionwemay get différent

reaction products with different catalytic agents.

5. A catalytic agent tends to produce the system which

it adsorbs the most strongly.
CornellUnhasity
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ScienceandLeamlngfaFrance. EditedkyJohnH. Wigmore.34 y. 17m;
pp. xxxviU+ 454. Chicago:The Societyfor AmericanFellowshipin French
Untoerrities. içif, Price: $1.60.– Amongthe requirementsfor an advanced

degreetu Francewasthe onethat the candidate musthavethe precedingFrench

degree. An Americandegreefromany Americancollègedid not auftice. This

requirementmadeit impossiblefor an Americanstudent to obtain an advanced

degreein France in any reasonabletime, and this is onereason why American
students went to Germanywhereno such barrier esisted. It is alsoeasy to see
that an Americanprofessorwhohad receivedpart of bis training in Germmy
wouldnaturally tend to sendhis students to Germanyfor further etudy. The
French universities have now removed the obstacle which they themsdves
had created. There is now every reason why Americangraduate students
should take advantage of the opportunités which hitherto were practically
closed tothem– assumingthat they are goiugabroadto purme theii researehes.

In the prefacethe editorsays: "Our purposein thisvolumeis,primarily,
to put before the Americanpublic the contributionsof France in ail fieldsof
adentifieknowledge,and to showher statua in the forefrontof the world'sprog-
ress and, ln addition, to furoishto Americanuniversitystudents ail informa-
tionbearingon graduateworkin France.

"Bach chapter sets forthbriefly,for a particularfield:
x. The recordof Frenchscholarshipdurlngthe past century; the notable

achievements;the eminentleaders;the spécialUnesof development;in gênerai,
the shareofFrancein the world'sprogress;

2. Thécourse of instructiongiven, now or recently. at the universities
of France, particularlyat the Universityof Paris; the namesof the most im-

portant scholars,withmentionoftheir principalcontributionsand of the special
fieldsof researchoverwhichthey préside;

3. The facilitiesavailablefor study and research, includingthe libraries,
laboratories, archives,and muséums,the ausiliary institutes, special schools,
and learnedsocietiesand committees.

"There is also:
An introduction,describingthe general intellectualspirit of France and

Paris, and the interest and attractions that capital and country offer to the

foreignscholar; and
An Appendix,describingtheorganizationofFrenchuniversities,the stand-

ards of preparationexpectedof the student, the systemof degrees,the customs
as torésidenceandattendance,the régulationsas to feesand the like;and other
factsuâefulte the visiting student.

"The bookbas been madepossibleby the liberality of the Societyfor

AmedcanFellowshipsin FrenchUniversities,whichbas borne ail the expense
of publication.

"The ultimateand cardinalmissionof the bookwillbe an act of homage
to French science. Let the scholarsof France knowthat their Americancol-

leaguesare eagerto-paythis just tributel The greatplaceofFrancein the world
of knowledge– theplacethat it alwaysbas heldand alwayswillbold-can never

be forgottenby their debtoraon this side of the océan.
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"The men who wrote this bookare quallfiedto apeak on their subjects;
a glanceat their naineswiUshow that their word is decisive. They represent
Americanscholarsbip. They have spoken fraukly, uincerely, and judicklly,
without reserveor exaggeration.

"Their messagegoesout to the Americanpeople. May it conveysome
fresh lightto our fellow-countrymen,and hetp to fixin their convictionthe true
status ofFrenchlearning in the worldi

"This book was planned and begun towards tue end of the yesr 1915;
and in presentingit now, when the bonds of mutual esteetn and gratitudebe-
tween Franceand Americahave been drawneven more closely,the autbors be-
Uvethat they are not onlypointingthe youth of our country to splendidsources
of knowledgeand wisdom,but are also serving, in the measure of their ability,
to strengthen and confina that comradeshipof scholare which gymboUzesthe

enduringfriendsbipof the two nations."
The volumeopens with an article on "The Mind of France," by Ex-

President Eliot.

"lu thé eîghteenth and nineteenth centuries, France produced a large
number ofgreat tnasters in aUfieldsof thought–in literature, science,and the
arts. Shethus kept abreast of aU intellectual progress ln Europe, and often
led the way.

"Thèsegreat men wereusualjy skilful teachers as well as creators and

discovere1'S;so that they had worthy disciples-groups of younger scholara
who spreadabroad the masters' ideas, and prolongedtheir Influenceby adding
the neededinterprétations and modifications. In many fields, the works of
these Frenchleadersset standards not onlyfor France,but for the world.

"Theirintetlectualworkpossessed,as a rute, certain qualitieswhichchar-
acterize the French mind, such as broad sympathy, constructive imagination,
and a tendencyto prefer the concreteor realistîc to the abstract, and fact to

spéculation. Thèse intellectual cbaracteristics of the French have proved to
be extraordinarilypermanent,abidinggénérationafter génération, andsurviving
immensepoliticaland socialchanges. The French scholar is apt to be an open-
minded man,receptive toward new ideas, and an ardent lover of truth, fluent
and progressive. The French sdeatists have rarely been extreme spedalists,
narrow in their interests and their chosenobjects. They have recognizedthat
no sciencecan be pursued successfullyin isolation; its affiliationsand adjunets
must alsobe studied. They have not been subdued by the elaborate sorting
and compilingmachineryof modern scholarship.

"The French people uader ail their forma of goverament–monarchical,
imperial,or republican--have always shown cordial appreciationofintellectual

achievements,and particularty of scientificinvestigation in phitology,history,
physica science,blology, sodology, and law. They place high among their
nationalheroestheir great scholars,writers,artists, and scientists. Thispopular
appréciationbasgivenvitality and enduringnational influenceto Frenchscholar-

ship in a great varietyof fields.

"AUFrenchmasters in scienceand literature have bad the advantage,in

expoundingand communicatingthe fruits of their labors, of expressingthem-
selves in the Frenchlanguage,whichtends itself to eleganceand clearness,and
tonice discriminationandperfectaccuracyin statement. Itis well-nighunpossi-
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ble forteacher or expounderto be dutnsy, obscure,or disorderlyin the French
langtiage. Indeed, mauy of the most profound Freach philosopheraand in-
vestigatorsbave also exhibiteda nlghdegreeof literary skill. A French style
maybe exaggerated,redundant,or diffuse,but it never faitsto be clear. The
Frenchtanguage,therefore,bas beenof great advantage to the French masters
of thought, and throughthem to ail the students who followthem–native or
forelgn.

"To an nnexampleddegreethespiritoflibertybas animatedail theFrench

leadersand schoolsof thoughtfor twocenturies. For theminteUectualinquiry
has been free. This is true not only in the field of socialand political ideas
and the philosophyofgovernment,but alsoin the Institutionsintended to pro-
motethe développent of science,literature, and art. The Prench Academies
of Scienceand Lettersa illustrateit, and sodo the nobleprofessionaltraditions
in FrenchCourts of Justiceand the Preocb Bar, both the Courts and the Bar

having set high examplesof courage, independence,and bold insistance on

judicial and protessianat.privilèges. Science,Jettera, and art in France bave
always sbared, and often enkindled,the people's love of freedom and their

passtonateadvocacyofdemocracy.
"Americanstudents,thinkingto take advanced studiesin Europe, have

often in times past supposedthe Frenchto be an inconstant, pleasure-loving,
materia1isticpeople. Theyhave nowlearnedthroughthe GreatWar the French
are anheroiepeople,constantto great politicaland socialideals,a peopleintelli-

gent,fervid,dutiful,anddevotedto family,home,andcountry. Theyhâvealso
cometo see that the peculiarnational spirit of France is oneofthe great bul-
warksand resourcesofdvilization,whichought to be not only preserved,but
retoforced."

The subjects about which the book givesinformationare listed alpha-
betically as: anthropology,archaeology,astronomy; botany and agriculture;
chemistry; criminology;education; engineering;geography,geology; history;
law; mathematics; medicine;classical philology;romancephilology; oriental

philology;Semitie phUology;English pbilology;philosophy;physics; political
science;psychology;religion;sociology;zoôlogy. The informationin regard to

chemistrycoversthe professorsin Paris,Besançon,Bordeaux,Caen, Clermont,

Dijon,Grenoble,Lille,Lyon,Marseilles,Montpellier,Nancy, Poitiers, Rennes,
and'toulouse.

The dedicationisworthplacingon recordhere.
"To the scholarsof France, worthy eustodiansof their country's intel-

lectualgreatness, this volume,prepared in a time when Francehas reached the

heightsof moral greatness,is offeredwith heartfelt admiration and sympathy
in the name of the schotarsof America." WilderD. Bancroft

The Life of Robert Hare. By Edgar Fahs Smith. as X 17 cm; pp.
x + 5o8. Philadelphia:J. B. Lippincott &Co., 1917. Priée: $$.oo, wt.–Jn
the prefacethe authorsays: "This volumecontainsthe lifestory of oneof the

greatest sdentists of ourcountry. His chiefdelightwas in chemical pursuits,

althoughhis attachment to physicswas also great. He wasa true pioneerin

thesedivisionsof science. His expérimentalcontributionswereof a very high
orderin their day. Theycommandedrespectand admirationthen and continue
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to doso in the présent becausethey represent the beginaingsof so muchthat
hascorneto be of prime importance. When, in the future, the contributions
of America'searliest representatives in the many fleldsof scienceare scanned
moredosely, an abundanceof noteworthy material will be discoveredand our

country,althoughyoung,willbe foundto bavegiven her share to the sumtotal
of human kuowledge."

Robert Hare was bom in Philadelpbia in 1781;he was appointedpro»
fessorof chemistryin the University of Pennsylvanie in 1818;he resignedthis
chairin 1S47;and he died in 1858. Hare made a surprisingûumberofstriking
inventions. When only twenty-one he invented the oxyhydrogen blowpipe
thus increasingtbe available temperature range very cottsiderably. As the
author says,p. 5: "This discovery gave the indubitable evidence of a bigbly
philosophicalmind in its author, for theu the notions of the real natureofcom-
bustionwereextremelyvague, and that Hare should bave had the acumeato
conceivcthat a stream of oxygenand hydrogenburning together wouldproduce
so intensea heat wasextraordinary. It was a splendid triuntph for bim. And

whenit is reaiizedtbat fromthis discoveryaprattgyamongothers, thé limelight
or Drummondlight, univerealgratitude is dueto this youthfuladventurer in
the fieldof pure and applied science. The intense heat of the oxyhydrogen
blowpipeenabledHare to fuseplatinum, so that some years after the discovery
hadattaineda higherdegreeof perfection,a student of Hare, fatnlliar withthe

compoundblowpipe,set forth to found in this country an industry in thework-

ing of platinum. Indeed, Bishop's Platinum Works of to-day is the modem

developmentofJoachimBishop'spioneereffort. From the beginning,itsseveral

stepswerecrownedwith success."
In 1818Hare invented the calorimotor,a voltaic battery with the cells

mostlyin paraltelinstead of in multiple. When short-circuited with a wire

havinga reJativelylow résistance,this battery of course gave a very largecur-
rent heating the wireto incandescenceor even fusing it. The calorimotoris

equivalentto a two-or three-cell battery with enormouslylarge plates.
A couple01years later Hare invented an instrument whichhe catledthe

deflagrator. It is notclear fromthe text whether the deftagrator isan improved
calorimotoror whetherit is an improved voltaic battery with the ceUsinséries.
The two important features about it were that the plates.were put very close

togetherin coilsso that the internairesistancewasmadelow;and that theplates
couldbe immersedin the liquidor raisedout of it simultaneouslyso that a very
highcurrent was obtained before the cells polarizedpartially. Wheaapièce
ofcharcoalabouttwoincheslong,p. 90,wasusedto complètethe circuit "tbesub-
mersionof the coilscaused the most vivid ignition in the coal. It wasinstan-

taneouslyand entirelyon are. A pieceof platina of about a quarter ofan inch
diameterin connexionwith one pôle, was instantly fused at the end onbeing
broughtin contactwith somemercury communicatingwith the other. When
twocylindersof charcoalhaving hemlsphericaltermination were fitted into the
brasscylindets and brought nearly into contact, a most vivid ignitioutook

place,and continuedafter they were removed about a half or three-quartera
of an inchapart, the interval rivalling the sun in brilliancy."

Hare wasnever very clear as to the theory of these instruments, p. 91.
"Aspointsare pre-eminentlycapable of carrying off (without being injured)a
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current of the electricalfluld,and veryill qualifiedto conduct calorie;whileby
faditating radiation,charcoalfavors the separation of calorie from the elec-
tricity whichdœs not radiate; this resultseemsconsistent with my hypothesis,
that the fluids,as extricatedbyVolta'spile,is a compoundofcalorieand kectrmty
but not with the otherhypothesiswhichsupposesit to be ehclricityalone. The
finestneedleis compétentto dischargetheproduct of the mostpowerful[ftiction]1
machineswithoutdetriment,if receivedgraduallyasgeneratedby them. Platine
points, as smaUas those whichweremeltedJike wax in my experiments, are
usedas tips to lightingrods without injury, untess in sudden discharges,pro.
ducedunder peculiarities. • Accordingto my theory, calorieis not
separatedfrom the electricityuntil circumstancesvery much favor a disunion,
as on the passageof thecompoundfluidthroughcharcoal, the air, or a vacuum."
Instead of critidzing this conceptionseverely,one should remember that aU
thishappenednearlytwentyyeatsbeforethe formulationof the law ofconserva-
tionof energy,and whilethe wholequestionof heat was a very puzzlingone.

In 1839Hare constructedan electricfurnace with which one couldwork
in any atmosphère or in a vacuum. Withthis he prèpared calcium earbide,
phosphorus,graphite,and calcium. In regard to this, the author says, p. 498:
"Howis ail this to beregarded? Is it to bedesignated as primitive? Yes.it is
that; but doesit not stamp its originatoras a true pioneer in a field whichto-
day is cultivated mostassiduouslyand extensivelywith astonishing outcome?
Probablynoneof thosewhohâvedevelopedthe fieldof practical electro-chemis-
try hâve ever read a descriptionofHare's furnace; but it wasbuilt by him and
with its assistancehe obtainedproductswhich called forth little enthusiasm,
then droppedfromview,and whichare nowof commonoccurrence."

As minor thingsHare showedthat the tuminosity of the hydrogenflame
canbe increasedby theadditionof turpentine,p. 79;he constructed eudiometers
forgasanalysis,p. 498;he inventedan improvedvent-peg for béer casks, p. 20;
he usedplatinizedspongeto synthesizeammoniaby the action of hydrogen on
nitricoxide,p. 201 andhe useda mercurycathode in preparing barium, stron-
tium, and calciumamalgams. In regardto this, the author says, p. 3 u "In
this processHare usesmercuryas cathodein an aqueous salt solution. It is
probablethat this wasthe first time that the metal had beenso employed,and
wouldit not then bave to be regardedas the forerunner of its use in making
causticsoda froman aqueoussodium chloridesolution? Was it not atso the
forerunnerof the employmentof mercuryas cathode in etectro-analysis? It
wiilbe recalledthat in 1841WolcottGibbsacted as student assistant in Hare's
laboratory,and it doesseemquiteprobablethat the tbings whichhad sodeeply
interestedHare and occupiedso muchof his thought wouldbe the subject of
discussionwith his assistants,so that in later years when Wolcott Gibbs was
enrichingthe domainofanalyticalchemistrywithhis contributions,he mayhave
recalledhis old Philadelphiaexpériencesand used mercury placed in a stnall
beaker as cathode in the electrolysisof copperand nickel sulphates; and later
Drowne(his formerpupil),used it m the etectrolysisof iron phosphates, white
thousandsof determinatioasand separationsof metals bave since been expedi-
tiouslyand accuratelyeffectedin this way. Surely it is not too much to daim
for Hare the pioneerwork in the use of mercury as cathode in industrial and
analytical opérations."
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In the periodatterreslgnlngthe chairof chemistry,Hare interestedhim.
self in meteorologicalproblems;he wrote a novel; and he becamea spirituallst
It seenu probable that te had actually burned out. He waa entitled to rest
for he had done much. As tbe author saysin the préface;"Robert Hare, an
Americanchemist, willsurely Uvein the raemoryof ait whobecomeacqualnted
with him through bis epoc:h-makingcontributionsto that sciencewhich is so
closely interwovenwith the wellare, comfort, and happinessof tnanklnd."

WitderD. Bancroft

A German-EngltehDicttonary for Cheraists. By Austin M. Patterson.
18 X 13cm;Pt>-tri +3'à. NewYork;JohnWUey&Sons,1917. Priée: $3.00.
–In the préfacethe author says: "As thetitle is meant to iraply,this book Is
not solelya dictionaryofchemicalterms. It induites wordsfromrelated fields
of scienceand, what Is pcrbaps a novelty in a technicaldictionary,a general
vocabutary. More attention bas also beenpald to abbreviations,prefixes,and
suffixesthan inthe averagework of its kind. Forhistorical reasonsa nutnberof
ofd tenra are defined;where thèse might beconfused with.modemtneanings
they are distinguishedby the label "OU Chm." or insomeotherway. It should
be remembered,too, that some terms whichhave beenreplacedin chemistryare
still in usein pbarmacyor industry. If someof the chemicalindustriesdo not
seem to berepresentedin due proportion,this must be ascribedto the fact that
jdossariesof them arenot available and that war conditionsbave made it ex.
tremely difficultto secureGermanbooks. It is hopedthat thesedepartments
may be addedto in a later edition."

The book is an admirableoneand witlbe of great valueto the student of
chemistry. In fact he really cannot do withoutit.

WilderD. Bancroft

AMemoironBritishResources of SandsSultablefor Glass-Making. By
P. G. H. Boswell, 21 X 14 cm;pp. 92. London;Longmans,Grem &Co.,içiô.
Price: 50cts.– "Minutestudy of the sands employedin the manufactureof glass
has revealedthe tact that the very exceptionaiqualities displayedby the best
of them arenot due merelyto chemicalcompositionbut are the outcomeof their
exact mineralogicalnature,and even of the size and shape of their constituent
grains." This rather startling statement is true only so far as the economic
productionof glass is concemed. When the grains of sand are ait of the same
size and the same structure, they will reactwith alkali at practlcallythe same
rate and it is not necessaryto continueheatingthe massan additionailength of
time so as to formsilicatesout of the larger grains. Thereare a good many
interesting facts in thispamphlet, but the author too often neglectsto giveany
theoretical explanationsfor his dogmatic statements. It is not clear whether
he does not know the reasons hunself or whetherhe thinks that technica1men
do not care for reasons,but the pamphlet doesfait short of what it shouldhave
been.

The subject is presentedunder the headings:introduction;the nature of
sands; methodsof studyof sands; glass manufacture;the requirementsof a good
glass sand; sands suitablefor glass-making;special treatmentofsandsand rocks;
économieconsiderations. WildcrD. Bancroft



THE STABILITY OF EMULSIONS IN THE CON-

STRICTED TUBE AND MARBLE DEVICE
FOR ANAEROBIOSIS1

BY ÏVAN C. HALL
«1

In comparing the marble seal in the constricted wjté^
with a seal of hydrocarbonoil in the cultivation of obligaQye
anaerobic bacteria it was repeatedly observed that grW$i£
in the tube sealedby the latter method and especiallywMh^

inoculatedwith minutequantities ofculture, was considérable

less rapid and gas formation in glucosebroth less abundant.

That inhibition is not due to antiseptic properties of the oil

was easily shownby as early growth as usual in média con-

taining an excessof oil but sealedby means of the marble in
the broth.

In connection with this fact, and more particularly
some experiments as yet unpublished on methylene blue
as a criterion of anaerobiosis,I was led to the observation
that if the marbleis placed in the oil, and the tube heated in
a bath of boilingwater, on cooling,the oil belowthe marble
becomesmarkedly opaque, due, as shown by further study,
to emulsificationofwater in the oil. The oit open to the air,

however, remains quite clear, or, if an emulsion is formed
at ail, as it can be by rapid cooling,it persists for a short time

only. The emulsionbelow the marble, on the contrary, is

moderately stable, and consistsof microscopiedrops of water
in oil. The excessof water in the base of the tube remains

throughout perfectly clear. The development or stability
of such an emulsiondoes not depend upon the presence of

any of the usual constituents of culture média, being ob-

tained with distilled water and hydrocarbon oil. Two im-

miscibleliquidsare, of course,necessary; oil heated alone in a

1FromtheHearstLaboratoryofPathologyandBacteriology,University
ofCalifornia.

« Hall: "A New Aerobe-Anaerobic Culture Tube," Univ. of Calif. Pub.

in Pathology, 2, 147 (1915).
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clean dry tube remains clear on cooling. In experiments to
test the effect of hydrochloricacid, sodiumhydroxide, and
sodium chloride solution, instead of distilledwater, no différ-
ence in the formation of emulsionscouldbe detected. Solu-

tions ranging from normaHtyto hundredth nonnality showed
no differencein the stabilityof the formed emulsions at ice
chest temperature (about 6° C) during the first 48 hours.

After 96 hours the emulsionsformedoverN/i and N/5 NaCt
were c1earing,at 12o hours also that overN/i NaOH; all the
rest weresubsiding slightly. The differenceswerenot marked
and seemedto justifythe conclusionthat theeffectof these sub-

stances,i. e.,acids,basesand salts,israther aminorone. Since

hydrocarbon oil is a non-saponifiable compoundeven vigorous

shakingwith strong alkali fàils toprbdùcéa stable emulsibn.
A simple explanation of the formationof the emulsion

suffces. The solubility of water in oil, though slight at low

temperature, is increased as the temperatureis raised. When
the température is reduced, the water précipitâtes in the oil;
on raising the temperature again the emulsion disappears
by redissolving. As to why emulsionsform so much more

readily and persist so much longer below the marble seal

constitutes the point of interest in this paper.
Emulsions may be prepared by this method not only

with water and hydrocarbon oil but also with water and any
one of the following, to wit: gasolene,heptane, chloroform,

xylol, ether, benzol, kerosene,carbonbisulphide,commercial

lubricating oil, olive oil, and aniline. In every case water
forms the internai phase; this is true even with immiscible

liquids heavier than water, e. g., chloroformand carbon bi-

sulphide, and also with liquids more volatile than water
such as heptane, chloroform,ether, benzoland carbon bisul-

phide. Somespecial casesmust be considered. For example,
olive oil and "zerolene" (a commercialautomobile cylinder
oil) emulsify very slowlythough finallyvery heavily; this may
be attributed to their high yiscositywhichtends to prevent
the coalescenceof the precipitated water. A tube of 15 ce
of zerolenewith 5 ce of distilledwater in the base and sealed
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with a marble in the cil was still heavily emulsifiedbelowthe
marble after ten months at room température. Even with-
out the marble seal there is a tendency to permanent emul-
sificationin the oil near the oil-water surfacein this instance.
The emulsificationof water in ether is veryslight,whichmay
be explainedpartly as due to the impossibilityof raising the

temperature above the boiling point of ether in the open
air. It is to be noted in several cases, however,e.g., carbon

bisulphide,benzol and chloroform, that the boilingpoint of
wateris not nearly reached,yet the solubilityof waterin these

compoundsis sufficientlyincreased at the lowertemperature
to producea marked turbidity on cooling. In aUbut benzol,
xylol, andaniline,water forms the internaiphase only; with
benzoland xylol water forms also the extemal phase of an
emulsion,and with aniline the emulsion of the oit in the water
is more prominent than that of water in the oil though both
occur-the latter principally in the depths. Aniline consti-
tutes a very special case; it is lighter than water above 70"
and heavier than water below 65 C. Heated in a bath of

boilingwater, and cooled,the mixed liquidsform two thick

emulsions,first, of oil in water, then of waterin oil. And the

positionof large oil drops in the water withrespect to the air-

liquidsurface determineswhether an emulsionof water shall
or shall not form in them, those in the depth emulsifying
first and most distinctly.

In ail cases tried, emulsions of water in water-immisci-
ble liquids form more quickly and with less cooling under
the marble seal in the constricted tube. And whenemul-
sions are formed without the seal, as they can be in most
casesby especiallyrapid cooling,as, for example,in icewater,
the stability has been found to be slight as comparedwith
similar emulsionsprotected by the marble seal.

No doubt many valuable points might be gleaned as to
the necessarytemperature of the initial heating,the degree
and rapidity of cooling,et cetera, but it is necessaryto refrain
from discussing these interesting quantitative questions for
the present. We may pause to mention, however,that the
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stabitity of emulsionsof water in -zeroleneand olive oil under

the marble seal is a matter ofmonthsand of water in carbon

bisulphide, hydrocarbon oil, kerosene,and xylol of days as

Table 1 shows:

Table1
Stabilityofemulsionsofwaterinvariousimmiscibleliquids

Maximum Stabilityat icechesttemperature

Substances tempera-
ture of
heating wïthoutmarble Withmarbleseat

Zerolene 98.5° C Less than 3 days More than 240 days
Olive )il 98.5°C Lessthaniday More than 6 1 days
' Carbonfoi- ' '" ' -'' ' -'

sulphide 52 ° C Less than 1day More than 21 days

Hydrocarbon
oil 98.5 C lyessthan days More than 7 days

Kerosene 98.5 C Less than i day More than 2 days

Xylot 98.5 C Less than 1day More than 1 day

The stability ofemulsionsofwater in benzol,ether, chloro-

form, heptane, gasolene,and aniline,however,is a matter of

hours in the constricted tube with marble seal as compared

to similar tubes without such seal,but always greater in the

former. The possibility of producing emulsions in other

immiscible combinations than those involving water is sug-

gested. Thave experimentedmostlywith emulsionsof water

in hydrocarbon oil (Langleyand Michaels,San Francisco).

For the successfulpreparationof emulsions of water in

oil various mechanical devicesare suitable. The biconvex

disc, a circular cover slip in a constrictedtube, or a cover slip

in a plain test tube, as previouslydescribedfor cultivation

of anaerobic bacteria, aUgiveresultscomparableto those ob-

tained by using the marble. A five cent piece or a copper

dise (cleaned by dropping.whilered hot into metliyl alcohol)

serve equallyas wellas the glassor porcelatnseal. It is only

necessary that there be a fewdropsof water in the base of

the tube with the oil overlyingand some of the oil below

the seal. The system is heated a few moments in a bath of
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boilingwater, the liquida aboveand belowthe seal then being
clear. On cooling, the emulsionforms in thé oil belowthe
seal.

The Smith fermentation tube, which, barring its objec-
tionable high initial cost, difficult cleaning, handling and

heavy breakage, most nearly approaches the constricted
tube in availability for anaerobiccultures, servesadmirably
for demonstrating the persistence of water-oil emulsions.
If the water reaches above the bend in the tube so as to sep-
arate thé oil in the closed arm completelyfrom that in the

open arm it is found that the former remainsturbid for an
indefiniteperiod ofmonths while the latter fails to emulsify
exceptby rapid cooling, andsuchemulsionsare veryinstable.
If the water fails to reach the bend in the tube, the emulsion
formedin the oil of the closedarm disappearsslowlyby dif-
fusioninto the open arm.

It seemedat first that the formation and especiallythe

persistenceof these emulsionswas definitelydépendentupon
the comparative absence of air from the oil and the term
"anaerobicemulsions"was tentativeïy used; my interest as a

bacteriologistseemedtherefore to be justified,fromthe stand-

point of cultivation of anaerobes, in this physicalproblem,
especiallyas I had abundant evidence of the inferiority of
oil as. a means of securing vigorous anaerobic growth. It
seemed, indeed, as if the observation that oil layered upon
culture broth for anaerobes fails to remain emulsifiedmight
be used to explainthis inferiority providingit couldbe shown
that the persistence of the emulsionin the constricted tube
was dependent upon a superior exclusionof air due to the
marble.

But further study shows that temperature and evapora-
tion play more important rôles in determiningthe instability
of the emulsion. We know that as the temperatureis raised
the solubility of the water in the oil increases. The concen-
tration of water in the deep layersof oil is greaterthan at the
air surface becauseof constant evaporationof water into the
air from the surface of the oil. Therefore when cooling
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starts, emulsificationbegins to be visible near the oil-water

surface. Similarlyon heatinga water-oil emulsionformed by

rapid coolingin a tube without the marble seal the turbidity

disappears first at the air-oilsurface. The particles of water

may be seen to diffuserapidly upward; when they reach the

air-oil surface they undoubtedly evaporate and their places

are filled by others, resulttag shortly in a disappearance of

the emulsion. But if a barrier to diffusion,such as the just-

described mechanical seal, be interposed, evaporation is pre-

vented and the emulsionis relatively stable.

If evaporation is the main factor in detennining the in-

stability of the emulsion,it should be operative even in the

présenceof air. This is, indeed, the case; emulsionsofwater

in hydroéarbonoitformedinalongtube (i cm X 60 cm) open

to the air without a seal aremoderajtelystable, whereas in a

similar tube only 10 to 12 cmlong special precautions for

rapid cooling have to be followedto secure an emulsion at

ail and the stability is short lived. In the Smith fermentation

tube also, if a bubble of air be admitted to the closed arm

of a tube containingoil with water in the base reaching above

the turn in the tube the emulsionformedby heating and cool-

ing is as stable as without the air bubble, while the oil in the

open armfreely exposedto evaporationformsonly a transient

emulsionwith thewater in thebase.

These facts indiçate that the presence or absence of an

air surface above the emulsion is immateial and the real

factor in the lack of stability in these water-oil emulsions is

evaporation.
Further evidenceof the importanceof evaporation rather

than the presence of air was found in some pairs of tubes

containing water-oilemulsionsin which one tube was sealed

while boiling in a water bath and under a vacuum of over

71 cm mercury, the other sealedcold in the open air. Both

tubes having finally been boiled and cooled with resultant

formation of emulsions,it was regularly observed that the

emulsion in the tube having a lowered air pressure was less

stable. This is exactly contrary to what would be expected
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if the stability depended upon the absenceof air and the ten-

dency of emulsions to disappear in such tubes sealed under

partial vacuum can be explained best as due to evaporation
of the water droplets from the oil Surface,as shown by the
condenseddroplets visiblealong the sides of the tubes.

Discussion

Interest in these observations lies especially in their

bearing upon the theory of emulsification. There is nothing
new in the formation of emulsionsby coolingtwo relatively
immiscibleliquids whosemutual solubilityhas been increased

by heating, Ostwald' having noted this method as available
in determining the relation between solubility and tempéra-
ture. But no record of the comparativepermanenceof emul-
sions formed in this manner by two immiscibleliquids, and

especially without the known presence of a so-called emulsi-

fying agent, has .cometo my attention. The closest sugges-
tion is that in which Pickering2said, "although one of these
semi-solid emulsions (of kerosene and soap solution) when

kept in a closedvessel will only gradually de-emulsifyin the
course of months, yet, when exposed to dry air, it will do so
in a short time; the edgesof the lump assumethe appearance
of a transparent, slightly blue jelly, and the whole liquefies
in the course of some hours. No such changeoccurs in moist
air." Bancroft3 commenting, confidently ascribed the in-

stability of Pickering's emulsionsin dry air to evaporation
of the water with résultant coagulation of film and release
of the kerosene drops.

In my experimentsevaporation is oneof the fundamental
causes of de-emulsification, but the situation is different
because in Pickering's petroleum jelly it is the extemal or

dispersing phase which evaporates while in my experiments
it is the diffusionand evaporation of the internai or dispersed
phase whichdestroys the emulsion.

'Ostwald: "Manual of Physico-Chemical Measurements," p. 175 (1894).

Pickering: Jour. Chem. Soc., 0.1, 2001 (1907).
»Bancroft:Jour.Phys.Chem.,16,475(1912).
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Determination of Phases

It is significant that in these emulsions water forms

the internai or dispersed phase with oil as the external or

dispersing phase. Bancroft1 cited Ostwald's2 use of the

principlethat wetted surfaces tend to destroy the dispersity

of that phase and conserve the dispersity of the opposite

phase, in determining the distribution of two intmiscible

liquids in an emulsionas follows: "If one dips a pieceof fil-

ter paper into an oil-water eniulsioriin whichthe oil is pres-

ent as drops, the filter paper becomes wetted with water

and theoil dropsoff. Ifthé filterpaper is dippedintoan emul-

sion in whichwater is present as drops we get an oiledpaper

feom which the water runs ofi." Newman has mentioned

three methods of determining the phases of an emulsion,

namely (a) inspection,(b) the indicator methodof Robertson'

and (c)the drop methodof Briggs.
In my experiments inspection sufficedin every case to

show the distribution of the phases because of an unemulsi-

fied excessof each component and the result of inspection

was confirmedby each of the other methods in the case of

water-hydrocarbon oil emulsions. Of Ostwald's and Briggs'

methods the latter gives the more clear-cut result. Robert-

son's method was easily applied, using not only Sudan III

but also such oil-solubledyes as Scharlach Roth (Grübler)

and Dimethyl-amido-azobenzene (Merck). Newman has

also mentioned the applicability of iodine and methyl orange

in Robertson's method, the first being oil-soluble,water-in-

soluble,and the last, viceversa.

1 made the reverse test also, using the water-soluble,oil-

insoluble dye, Nilblau (Grübler); the dye fails to diffuse

through the emulsion,but the test is not completelysatisfac-

tory, owing to the fact that the water adheresto the glass

ail along the inside of the tube even when the tube has been

)3ariCTOEt:~4t11'.ŸhyS.CilCnl.,I6,I~7~I9I2~.1 Bancroft: Jour. Phys. Chem., 16, 177 (1912).

Ostwald:Zeit. Colloidchemie, 6, 103 (1910).

Newman:Jour. Phys. Chem., 18, 34 (>9>4>-

Robertson:"TheProteins,"Univ.ofCalif.Pub.in Physiology,3»

»«S(J909).
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first rinsed in oil, and this film of water becomes stained.

Incidentally, this explains a failure to find any differencein

stability of emulsionsin an oil-wet tube and in a water-wet
tube for the oil-wet tube becomeswater-wet very soon on

heating.
A simple method of determining the phases of not too

opaqueemulsionswas foundas follows A drop of oneof the

liquids is placed in the emttlsionnear but not touching the

glass. If it is dispersoid it is clearly delitnited and moves

up or down through the emulsion; if it be the dispersing
medium it diffuses quickly into its surroundingsmaking a

slightly less opaque area. In thé case of water-hydrocarbon
oil emulsions,water sinksas a cleardrop; oilrisesand diffuses.
If a water drop is touched to the glass it quickly breaks and
runs down the water film into the excessof water below; it

was this, in fact, which first drew my attention to the water
film on the glass. In this case the wetted surface of the glass

apparently does not destroy the dispersity of that phase
(water) and conserve the dispersity of the opposite phase
(oil). In the constricted tube and marble device this film

serves to isolate completelythe emulsifiedoil belowthe seal

from the unemulsifiedoil above; it therefore insures the re-
tention by the oil of the maximum number of precipitated
water globulesat any given temperature. The completeiso-

lation of the emulsifiedoil from the unemulsifiedoil is to be

observed best during the period of cooling, when large ag-
glomerated droplets of precipitated water may frequently
be seen to find their way from above to below the marble,
there forming an easily visible layer of water over the oil,
continuous with the filmon the glass and the excessof water
in the base. This observationleads one to infer that not ail
of the water which dissolvesin the oil at an increasedtem-

perature necessarilybecomesemulsifiedon precipitation.
In the Smithfermentationtube also the massof emulsified

oil is kept saturated with water by the act of its complete

boundary of water or water saturated atmosphere which

effectuauy prevents evaporationof the water particles.
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EmulslfyingfAgent

It should be noted particularly that fairly stable emul-

sionsmay nowbe prepared withcertain liquidewhichprobably
do not react mutually to forman emulsifyingagent as in the

caseofweak alkali and oliveoil. Lewis'claimed to have pre-

pared stable emulsions of as much as 2 percent minerai oil

in water by 48hours' vigorousshaking but Bancroft2criticized

Lewisin his assumption that a two-componentemulsionis a

thermodynamicallystable system,pointed out that "there is

nothing in the discussion to show why there shouldbe a 2

percent limit," reached the conclusionthat "all the evidence

that wehave is tothe effect that no two-componentcolloidal

suspensionis stable;" and inferred that the, same probably

applies to emulsions.

Ellis3also studied two-componentemulsions containing
onepart of oil in 10,000of water, whichwerenot very stable.

Moreover, in Ellis' work the possibility of oleic acid as an

emulsifyingagent was not wholly ruled out though it was

determinedas less than 0.03 percent. Summarizingthe work

of the various investigators, Bancroft in 1912 concludedthat

"to obtain a more stable and concentrated emulsion, a third

substance must be added as an emulsifyingagent. When

water is the dispersing phase the emulsifyingagent should

lowerthe surface tension of the water (Quincke,Donnan) and

shouldbe viscous (Quincke,Hillyer)."
In the case of emulsionsformed by heating and cooling

it is obvious that the quantity of water which will 'become

emulsifiedin the oil is limitedprhnarily by the solubility of

the water.in the oil at the maximumtemperature to whichthe

system is heated before cooling. If the explanation given
of the stability of these emulsionsthrough the limitation of

evaporationis correct, it is difficultto seethat an emulsifying

agent is necessary. Viscosity,however,appears to be an im-

portant factor in determiningthe stability of such emulsions.

Lewis:Zeit.Kolloidchemie,4, 211(1909).
Bancroft: Jour. Phys. Chem., 16, 177 (1912).

Ellis: Zeit. pbys. Chem., 78, 321 (1911).
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Pickering1 has suggested that surface tension and viscosity
are less important factors in some cases than is generally

supposed, in fact, certain emulsionscan be stabilizedby using

précipitâtes or suspensionsas emulsifyingagents whichhave

but slight effect upon the surface tension of water. He men-

tions that "dilute soap solutions are not very viscousand yet
their power of forming an emulsionmay even be destroyed

by increasing the concentration and thereby the viscosity
above a certain point." While these factors may often

facilitate emulsification"the only or rather the chief cause

of emulsificationseemsto be the presencein the liquidmédium

of small insolubleparticleswhich form a film round the drops
of oil and keep thèse from-coalescing. In order that such

particles shouldhave the powerof formingan emulsion,they
must have only a very slight tendency to agglomerate,they
must be more readily wetted by the water than by the oil,
and they must not be crystalline." This view, essentially
similar, as Pickeringsays, to that formed independently by
Ramsden,2 is not identical but relates closely to Hôber's

(quoted by Bancroft) that the emulsifyingagent should be

a hydrophilic colloidin an emulsionwhere water is the dis-

persing medium. Fischer and Hooker8have recently stated

their conviction that the production of stable emulsionsis

"always associatedwith the discovery of a method whereby
the water (or other medium) which is to act as the dispersing

agent is ail used in the formation of a colloid hydration
(solvation) compound,"and have applied this idea in the ex-

planation of certain pathological and physiological facts.

Peculiarly neither Pickeringnor Hôber recognizedthe corol-

lary of their explanation, later emphasizedby Bancroft, that

if water is to be emulsifiedin oil the emulsifyingagent should

be a hydrophobic colloid.

Robertson prepared emulsions of water in oil by the

1Pickering:Jour-Chem.Soc.,91,sooi(1907).
1Ramsden: Proc. Royal Soc, 73, 156 (1903).
1 Fischer and Hooker: Science, 43, 488 (1916).

Robertson:"TheProteins,"Univ.ofCalif.Pub.inPhysiology,3, 115
(1909).
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addition of NaOH to olive oil so that a critical point near
which the transition from oil-water or water-oiltook place
could be determined for each concentrationof alkali. New-
man1 criticized Robertson's work to thé effect that "what
Robertsonthought was an emulsionof water in oil ismerely
acrackedemulsioninwhichthe appearanceoftheoilis changed
by the presenceof solidsodiumoleate." Newraanconcluded,
in fact, that no water in oil emulsionsare formedwith hard

soap, sodiumoleate or causticsoda. In the beliefthat hydro-
philic coUoidstend to make water the extemal phase,while

hydrophobiccolloidstend to make water the internaiphase,
reagents belongingto the latter group were tried with ben-
zène andwater;. Whilecertain of thèse gave unstableemul-
sionssuccesswas not achieved by Newmanuntil the trial of,
first, magnesium oleate, and more particularly mixtures of

magnesiumand sodiumoleate, produced emulsionsof water
in benzene stable in some cases for eight weeks. Similar
emulsionswerepreparedof water in carbonbisulfide.

These considerationssuggest that if there is an emulsi-

fying agent présent in our constricted tube experimentsit is
soluble in oil but insoluble in water. The glasswareused

was speciallycleanedin strong boiling lye solution,rinsed in

tap water and finally soaked in chromicacid cleaningfluid
and again thoroughly rinsed and dried. In certain experi-
ments the added precautionwas taken of treating the glass
with hot oil and cleaning with ether. These procedures
would seem to eliminate the possibility of chemicalimpuri-
ties from the glass.

The certain exclusionof impurities fromthe oil is more

difficult. It seems, indeed, as if the most stable emulsions
are formed in oils' whichprobably contain impurities,e. g.,
commerciallubricating oil, olive oil and kerosene. Hydro-
carbon oil itself is not a chemicallypure substancesince it
has a variable boilingpoint. On the other hand, the carbon
bisulfideused, which gives moderately stable emulsions,was

1Newman:Jour. Phys.Chem.,18, 34(1914).
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Baker's analyzed,sp. gr. i .27, b. p. 46°-49° with 0.001 per-
cent non-volatilematter only, and no SOj,SO3or H2S. And

the benzol, though giving emulsions of less stability, was

Kahlbaum'scryst., free of thiophene; thus while it is impossi-
ble to deny absolutely the presenceof a chemicalemulsifying

agent in my experiments the assumption of such an agent
seems unnecessaryand the writer is very doubtful of its ex-

istence under the particular conditionsdescribed. The ques-
tion then arises as to what prevents the coatescenceof the

water globuleswith one another and with the water filmcov-

ering the glass. The answer is, first, viscosity,which tends

to limit movementof the particles, and, second,possiblythe

possessionof electrical charges of like sign which by their

repellant action prevent contact between water particles
and films. As to the latter we can only mention that Lewisl

appreciated the importance of the interfacial potential in

the stability of certain emulsions. In my few experiments

having this latter possibility in mind only imperfect evidence

was securedof such charges, that is to say, the effect upon
the stability of emulsionshaving acids, bases, or salts in the

aqueous portion of the system is not marked.

The writer wishes to acknowledgevaluable suggestions
and aid givenby Mr. L. H. Duschak of the U. S. Bureau of

Mines Laboratoryat Berkeleyin attacking this problem.

Summary

This paper reaffirms the possibility of forming emul-

sions of twoimmiscibleliquidsby first increasingtheir mutual

solubility through heating and then precipitating the one in

the other by cooling. More particularly the stability of

such emulsionsin certain devices used for cultivation of ob-

ligative anaerobic bacteria is emphasized and explained as

due to the protection from evaporation which these devices

afford rather than to the absence of air. Incidentally this

explanation fails to indicate the reason for the demonstrated

inferiority of hydrocarbon oil as a means of anaerobiosis in

1Lewis:Zeit.Kolloidcbemie,4,211(1909).
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comparison with certain mechanical seals. The phases qf
emulsionshâve been studied by various known means and
a new method of détermination of phasesis described. Vis-

cosity is mentioned as an important element in determining
the stability of emulsions formed in the above manner and
the likelihood of electrical charges upon the dispersed parti-
cles as the only probable emulsifyingagent in these experi-
ments is suggested.
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SPECIFIC HEATS O# THE ELEMENTS AND SOME
ENERGY CHANGES

BYJ. B. MILI3

Part II

In the previous article values for the specificheat of
the éléments obtained after a careful collectionand critical
examination of the data were given, and also certain other
tables and data to which referenceswill be made in this arti-
cle.

Diagram«r belowgives the atoinic spécifieheats-up to
iooo° K plotted against tbe température of someof the élé-
ments for whichthe data are most accurate at low tempera-

Diagrami

tures. Some uncertainty attaches to the curve for silver
at high temperatures. The unusuallyrapid rise in the specific
heat of aluminum as its melting point is approached only
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partly shown in the diagramis not entirely exceptional,but
so rapid à rise is not certainlyestablished. Por mercury and

nitrogen the atomic specific heatsas solid, liquid, and gas at
constant volumeare shown.

The general trend of the curves is apparent to the eye
and need not be discussed. That the curves approach zero
at the absolutezero, seemsobvious.

The total heat required to raise a gram atomic weight
of the element to any given temperature,is represented by
the area boundedby the curve, the ordinate at the tempera-
ture in question, and the abscissa. That. only a very small

error can be introduced into the total heat by extrapolating
the curvesta ..the -absolutezéro is apparent,

If thé lawof Dulongand Petit were exactly true as orig-

inally proposedall of the curves shouldbe represented by a

straight line parallel to the temperature axis at 6.25. That

boron, carbon, and siliconwere exceptionswas soon recog-
nized. It was then suppôsed that at high temperatures
the curves for these elementswould approach the value 6.25.
This is indeed probably true, but with rise in temperature
the atomic heat of ail of the other elements also continues

to increase. The curves shown on the diagram are quite

representative, and at no temperature do the atomic specifie
heat curves coincide,or even nearly so (except at the abso-
lute zero). If the monatomicmetallicelements aloneare con-
sidered there is no real coincidenceof the atomic heat curves

at any température. The Unes for most such monatomic
metallic élémentsdo roughlyconvergeat. about room tempera-
ture. At o° C, for instance, the averagevalue for the atomic

specificheat of 26 such monatomic elements is 6.07 and at

50° is 6.28, but the actual valuesfor thé same elementsrange
between 5.41 and 6.76 at o° and 5.66 and 7.33 at 500 C.

Boron, glucinum,and titanium, whose molecular condition

is not certainlyknown,givevalues greatly belowthe average
values above stated, as do carbon and silicon,while arsenic,

antimony, and bismuth, which have polyatomie molecules,
are in fair agreement with the averages given. In short,
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at room temperature, consideringthe elementsfor which the
best measurementsexist,30 elementsshowa range in the con-
stant of Dulong and Petit's "law" of about 25 percent and
seven other elements show greater divergence. At aUother

temperatures the disagreementis worse. The essential facts
have been pointed out before,but everybodyhas been brought
up to love the "law" from childhood.

The équation of Debeye gives the best reproduction of
the specificheat Unesof the solid elements of any equation
yet proposed. The equation is highly complicated, its ac-

curacy is still under investigation, and the correctnessof the
theoretical basisfor the equation is doubtful. Nothing could
be gained by its discussionhere.

In Table 1 the elements are arranged in groups and a
number of relations are shown.

The total energyadded to a monatomicélémentfrom o°
absoluteto its meltingpoint, includingtheheatoffusion, divided
by the.absolute temperatureof themelting point is nearly the
sameas the spécifieheatof the liquidelementat Usmeltingpoint.
(See Table i, columns headed "Heat at melting point,"
"Liquid" and "Average.") The importance of this observa-
tion lies in the fact that it showsthat the heat of fusion is

merelysupplementaryto the specificheatof the solid and that
one could extrapolate the liquid condition to the absolute
zero without great error so far as the energycontent of the

liquid is concerned. Thus the heat of fusionof sodium is

fairlycloselyrepresentedby the area (seeDiagram1) bounded
by the spécifieheat curve of sodium, the ordinate axis, and
a line drawn parallel to the température axis through the

specifiehéat of liquid sodium.
The specificheat of the liquid is in many cases very un-

certain and due allowancemust be made for this uncertainty.
The specific heat of the solid element at its melting point
is also given, and it willbe seen that it is usuallyonly slightly
less than the specificheat of the liquid. Perhaps the above
relation also holds for the polyatomic elementsand for com-

pounds when a correctionhas beenmade to allow for certain
other energy changesinvolved.
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The total heat in a gram atomic weightof the liquid ele-

ment at its melting point divided by the absolute tempera-
ture of' themelting point is shownin Table i underthe head-

ing "Average gram atom." The value for lithium so ob-

tained is below 5.96, apparently therefore an impossible
value as willappear more clearly later. The data for lithium

were widely divergent and the values adopted are ahnost

certainly wrong. The average values given apparently in-

crease with rise in the melting point and the value for tin is

therefore out of line. The change in the allotropie form of
iron with risein temperatureaccountspartly for the high value
there obtained. The average for the polyatomic elements
at the melting point is apparently not so simple a function,
but hydrogen and phosphorus are suspiciouslyout of line

with what might be expected.
The ratio of the total heat in a gram atom of the liquid

element at its melting point to the heat of fusion is given in
"Total"

Table 1 under the heading – j- – Again lithium, tin,

phosphorusand hydrogenare suspidouslyout of line.

The next column,under the heading -tj£-, contains the

atomie heat of fusion divided by the apsolute temperature
of fusion. Again lithium, tin, phosphorus, and hydrogen
are out of line. The value given by galliumseemshigh and

that for lead low. It should be noticed that Roos adopts
6.37 caloriesper gram for the heat of fusionof lead and this

value wouldmake ^J – 2 19.

Next under the heading is given the quotient ob-

tained by dividing the total atomic spécifieheat in the solid

element at its melting point by the absolute temperature.
Comparewith Laemmeli'sstatement "Die integral Mittel der

Atomwârmen der Elemente im festen Zustand sind gleich,
und zwar da. 6.5." The sum of the values in this column

and those in the.previous columnequal the average per gram
atom at the melting point already given. Lithium is out

of line, and whileseveralof the other valuesmay be, they are
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not strikingly wrong, indicating that it is probably the heats
of fusionof tin, lead, phosphorus,hydrogen (and galliumand
lithium also) that are either wrong or somewhat exceptional.
The value of the heat of fusion of tin has often been deter-
mined and is probably correct. The other values mentioned
should be investigated very carefully. The valuesshoumin
this columnare of particular interest becausethey are seîdam
much greaterthan 5.96 and iidicate that. those theoriesbased

upon the supposition that metallic electronsrequire notable

spécifieheat energyare wrong. The atomic specificheat often

greatly exceeds$.q6 as the tablesgiven in Part I have sfawn,
but the elementprobablyalways melts beforethe averageenergy
from o° absohteper atomat constantvolumeequalsthis amount.

In the next to the last columnof Table 1, under the head-

ing "Total – 2EK."is given the différencebetween the total

energy in a gram atomic weight of the liquid at its melting
point and twicethe kinetic energyof the substance at the samé

temperature, the kinetic energy Ek beingcalculated fromthe-

equation
RT 2.9791T1. Ek =

V* = ~JU^– caloriesper gram.

In making this calculation for the polyatomic elements the

followingformulas were assumed: H2, O2, N2, S2, Cl2,Br2,
Ia, P4, Sb2, Bij. Consequently the values may be greatly
wrong for sulphur, antimony, and bismuth, and possibly
have no great significancefor the polyatomic elements. A
better method of detennining and comparing the eifect of
the attractive forces is shown later.

This difference, Total – 2Er. should not be négative.
For the monatomic elements this difference is probably a

fairly accurate measure of the energy required for expansion
against the attractive forces throughout the interval o° abso-
lute to the melting point.

It will be noticed that some of the column^in Table 1
contain somevery suggestive regularities. Just how far the

irregularities may be due to the data used it is not possible
to say and speculation would seem useless. My hope has
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been that a discussionof ail of the available data would so
eliminate gross errors that a rational theory of the spécifie
heat energy wouldbecomepossibleand 1 trust that this paper
will prove that this hope is at least partially fulfilled.

In the last columnof Table x, under the heading
is shown the atomic heat of vaporization divided by the ab-
solute temperature. The zero group gives values as follows:
hélium 4.65, argon 17.7, krypton 18.8, xenon 18.9, and
niton 19.6. Also carbon = 37.3.

Part III

The energy added to a substance as its temperature is
'raised can be conveniently considered as energy spent in:

i Overcorningthe external pressure = Es.
2. Increasing the kjnetic translational motion of the

molecule Ek-

3. Overcoming.theattraction betweenthe molecules= Eo.
4. Increasing the internal motion 'of the atoms within

the molecules= Ei.

5. Overcoming the chemical attraction between the
atoms = Ef.

The total added energyis therefore Eb + Ex + Efl+
Et + E<.

(1) The energy spent pergram inovercomingthe extemal
pressurecan be calculatedfromthe equation

2- Eb = 0.0*31833P(V v)calories,
where the pressure is given in millimeters of mercury per
squarecentimeter, and V and v denote the volumesof a gram
of the substance after and before expansion. For solids and
liquids the change in volume on expansion is so small that
Es can be consideredzero for them.

(2) The energy spent per gram in increasingthe transla-
tional motion of the moleculesfor a perfect gas is given by
the equation

E 3/
R'l' 2.0'1l\1'l'

calï 3/ RT ~SïTiiK:= 72"jj- = »« ones

already given. The fact that a dissolvednon-electrolyte in
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dilute solutionexerted the same pressure as osmoticpressure
as would be exerted by the moléculesof a perfect gas under
the same conditionsled the author and others to argue that
the translational motion, and hence the kinetic energy, must
be the same in the liquid as in the gaseous conditionat the
same temperature. Thjs idea is, however, wrong. It seems

likely that in the liquid condition, and therefore probably in
the solid condition, the substance retains, due to the effect
of the attractive forces, twice the kinetic energy that the
same substance will retain as a gas under the same pressure
and at the same temperature. Somewhat differentexplana-
tions are given.

Theauthor's idea is f oundeduponthe fact that centrally
acting attractive forcesunder the inverse squarelaw necessi-
tate that n particles in stable kinetic equilibrium retain as
much kinetic orbital energy as they give out, if temperature
energy is zero. See the original papers.

t The retained
orbital energyper gram Eo can be calculatedfrom the équa-
tion

3. Eo » n' 9Vdcalories,

where is a constant for eachsubstance calculated as shown

later, and d is the density of the substance. When the tem-

perature is not zero the retained orbital energyis in the liquid
condition, p'Hd + Ek. The temperature energy is EK.
Hence, on loweringthe temperature 2Ek is givenout.

Or the followingstatement might be considered more
clear by some. When n particles are in stable kinetic equi-
librium under the action of central forces varying as the in-
verse square of the distance between the particles, the effect
of increased température is to increase the major semi-axis
of the orbits of the particles. Such increase requires the ab-

sorption of energy equivalent to the increase of kinetic tem-

perature energy added.
It is possible to increase the major semi-axiswithout

altering the volume. If the volume is altered a greater addi-

PhilMag.,23,84(1911);Jour.Phys.Chem.,19,657(191s).
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tion of energythan zHkis required,but this additional energy
required to change the volume is rightly considered energy
of expansionand is classedunder Ea- The second explana-
tion is essentiallythe sameas the first,but involvesan assump-
tion as to the nature of the orbit– an assumption, however,
that I believe is justified and necessitated by ordinary me-
chanicallaws.

Hence for a substance in the liquid condition we have

per grant

4. Ek &£ calories.4..a:1tK m III m ,CUones.

(3) In the sériesof papers to whichthis article belongs1
have shownthat the followingequationholds true:

<- I<–Bç
5.

3"¡d-8"¡D

whereh is the heat of vaporizationper gram, Eb is the energy

spent in overcomingthe externalpressureduring the vaporiza-
tion, d and D are the densitiesof liquid and vapor, respec-
tively, and m' is a constant for any particular substance.
Abundant evidence#of*the truth of the equation has been

published.

The equation was theoretically derived upon the as-

sumption that the forceof attraction varied.directly as a con-
stant and inverselyas the square of the distance apart of the

attracting particles. This theory would indicate that the

energy required per gram to overcomemolecular attraction

during any given expansioncould be obtained from thè ex-

pression
6. E. = n' (*V*– 8V*)calories,

where di and <kare the densitiesof the substance beforeand

after expansion. It has not hitherto been possible to prove
the truth of Equation 6 outsideof the saturated vapor-liquid
region for which Equation 5 was proved true. 1 will here

assume its truth and proceedto see if the facts warrant the

assumption.
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(4) The weU-knowntheory of Waterston gives the rela-
tion

t -v»2* R + 8AR -}- Eî 5R + aBiT
»•

=
VjR + Ei "jR + aEi

for a perfect gas. Solvingfor Ei we get

8. B,iy
2 y – i

Putting R = VsEk we have

9. Et = 1.666-'Y
9. Ih =

y T y.l;K.

Thereforefor a perfect gas the energywhich goes inside
the moleculeis proportional to the kinetic energy of the gas
and can be calculated when y has been measured.

For a monatomic gas El is alwayszéro, y being equal to
1.66, a relation which holds for the monatomic gases over
ail regions in which they have beeu investigated.

For polyatomic gases the relationis much more complex.
Theory based upon the equipartition of energy-a theory
upon which there is not unanimous agreement-indicates
that

'a nR '993" 1io. Ej = – =
caloriespergram,2M tn

where n is the number of atoms in the molecule. Hence the
molecular spécifie heat at constant volume for a diatomic

gas wouldbe 4.96 and for a triatomic gas 5.96. For several
of the most stable gases the actual value usually obtained is
less than the value assigned above, but it must be remem-
bered that the specific heat at constant volume varies witb
the volume,that is, with the pressure,to which the gas is sub-

jected. It would seem probable that a pressure could always
be chosen at which the molecular spécifieheat at constant
volume would equal the assigned values and that the slight
variationscould be explained as a secondaryvariation due to
the attractive forces, were it not for the recent experiments
of Euckenwith hydrogen at very low temperatures. Eucken
finds that at such temperatures the hydrogen molecule be-
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haves as a moleculeof a monatomic gas. Further discussion

can well await the substantiation of Eucken's results.

(5) For ail polyatomicgasesthe specificheat at constant
volume increases with the temperature until the molécule

is broken down into its atoms. Since a part of the heat

absorbed results finally in the decompositionof the molecule

tbis part can be regarded as chemical energy going to over-

come the attraction between the atoms of which the mole-

cules are composed. The heat so absorbed seemsto increase

as the temperature of decomposition is approached and to

approachzerowith extremelystable moleculesat lowtempera-
tures. Ei as calculated from Equation 9 will usually, there-

fore, contain some energy which should be classified as E«.
It is not yet possibleto rely with confidenceupon the truth

of Equation io, and there is as yet no method for calculating

theoretically the chemical energy absorbed.

In view of the above facts our present knowledgecan

be expressedas follows:

For a monatomic gas or liquid, Et = o and Ue = o.

For a polyatomic gas Ei is probably equal to – (remember-

ing that substantiation of Eucken's results may revise this

conclusion)and E« o, if the molecule is extremelystable,
and Ee>o for less stable molecules, and gradually increases

until the molecule décomposes.

1 do not contend for the idea that chemicaland molecular

forces are necessarilydifferent in their ultimate nature, but

the distinction between atoms and moleculesand therefore

between Eo and E<made in the foregoing discussionneeds

no defense here.

If the views above outlined are correct the total energy
in a gram atomic weight of a liquid monatomic moleculeat

its melting point can be calculated with only slight error, as

follows:

11. Total energy = 2EK+ Eo = 5^96T +

m/u'(3Vrfo– sVrfM.p.)calories,
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where do is the density of the element at the absolute zero

and ^mp.is thedensity at the melting point.
Beforemaking this calculation it is necessaryto calculate

n'. This calculation is xnade as shown by Equation 5, the

necessarydata and the results being shown in Table2. The

data not givenin Part I of this paper have beenfor the most

part obtained from Landolt, Bôrnstein and Roth's "Tabellen"

and the "TablesAnnuelles." The valuesfor the densityof the

vapor at the boiling point have been calculated from the

equation

r* D Q-o<»6o27P««
T

The values of the density at o° absolute givenin Table

3 have been obtained by extrapolation either by myselfor by
others. The values of the density of the liquid at the melt-

ing point there given are from the tables cited. Using these

values and the values of 11'given in Table 2, there are shown

in Table 3 under the heading 2Ek + Ea the results of the

calculation of the total energy in a gram atomic weight of

the liquid at its melting point as given by Equation 11. The

observed values are given under the heading "Observed."

The agreement between the calculated and the observed

values for mercury, aluminum, tin and lead are quite as good
as could be expected from the accuracy of the data at hand.

For copper and zinc the divergencebetween the calculated

and observedvalues is too great to be attributed to errors in

the data without further experimental investigation. There-

fore no final conclusion as to the correctness of the theory
can be drawn, but the fact that substantial agreement is

reached for four of the six metals for which the calculation

was possible warrants a further extension of the theory.

Fortunately this is possible in several ways, as shownbelow,
and the results obtained, as will be seen, are suchas to greatly

strengthen belief in the substantial accuracy of the ideas

advanced.

To test the idea advanced further we proceednext to

calculatethe total energy in the vaporof mercuryat its boiling
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point, again making use of Equation n and substituting the

density of the vapor at the boilingpoint for the density of
the liquid at its melting point and addingthe energy required
to perform external work during the expansion. The data
have already been given. The equation takes the form

14. Total energy in one gram atomic weight of mercury
vapor at its boiling point = 2Ek + E. + Ee = 3RT + tnp'-
(Ndo – NdB~p.) + 0.0431833 P(V – v) = 3,752+ 12,926+

1,252 = 17,930calories.
The above value is to be compared with the observed

value of the total heat of a gram atomic weight of mercury
vapor obtained from data previously given. Thus we have
for energy added as

Spécifieheat of solid = t, 254calories
Heat of fusion = 559calories

Spécifieheat of liquid = 2,634calories
Heat of vaporization = 13,600calories

Total =»18,047calories.r,

The agreement between the calculatedand the observed
value is certainly excellent. As is well known, the specifie
heat of mercury vapor appears to be exactly in accord with

theory and hence the above simple explanation of the total
heat in the vapor is of great theoretical interest.

It iswell to point out that Equation 14is subject to three

slight errors. First. The moleculesof solidmercury are prob-
ably not exactly uniformly distributed throughout the space
they occupy. Second.The vapor pressureof mercury has a

slight effect for which no allowance is made. Third. The
attractive forces between the moleculesof mercury vapor
possibly introduce another error.

The ideas advanced enable the spécifieheat of liquid
mercury to be calculated. The result of such an attempt
is shown in Table 4. The calculation is again based on

Equation i and the energy of attraction Eo is calculated
from the change in density as before. Thus,

15. Specifie heat of monatomic liquid = 2Ek + E« =
3R

+u·~s.~dt.8 Jd~)
m t~ -t,
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whered\ and d%are the densitiesof liquidmercuryat the tem-

pératures h and h chosen at equal temperature intervals be-

low and above the températurefor whichthe specifieheat is
desired. The observed specificheat of liquid mercury given
in Part I of this paper is shownin Table 4 for comparison
with the calculated values. The agreementis probably not

quite within the limit of experimentalerror of the data but
is sufficiently close to confina the general accuracy of the
ideas advanced, as the slight divergencesshown may be due
to some of the sources of error mentioned in the preceding
paragraph.

v

It should be pointed out that the reciprocalsof the dis-

tancesapart of themolecudesoj liquid mercury.6~W~W lem-

peratures–20° and 360°C decreasealmostexactlylinearlywith

the température.
The author has heretoforepublished no proof that the

inverse square law of molecularattraction could be extended

beyond the saturated vapor Equidregionfor whichthe funda-
mental Equation 5 has been proved true.11 The calculations
abovemade are evidencethat theinversesquarelaw of attraction

holdstrue to theabsolutezerobothfor liquidand solid.
A density temperature diagram is shownfor isopentane

in Diagram 2. The relations there shown while not exact

(the lines doa\dt and d^dcd*are not exactly straight and do
r*ft

Diagrama

1See setiesof articles in this Journal. AlsoPhil. Mag.,Oct., 1910;July,
1911;Oct., 1912;Jour. Am.Chem.Soc.,31,1099 (1909).
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not nieet the température axis exactly at twice the critical

temperature) seem to be approximatelytrue forail substances.

The ideasadvanced indicatethat the energy,exclusiveofenergy
goingto do external work, necessary to be added to change
a monatomic element,

Fromdo to d* « since densityat dm=*o.
dwto de «=>Ex
do to âr = 2Ek
di todt = m'CV*– *V5ï)sineed7= du
di to rf8 » /i'CVrf,– »V*)
da. to de x

Starting with a moaatomic element at thé absolute zero
and with a density do it can theoretically be changed to a

density di at a température T along the path d<4id\dtor along

the path, démd^di, and the eitêrgy necessary to be àdded

must be the same along either path. Thereforewe have
16. /u'Vrf,+ EK– 2EK+ m'(3VS;–W.)+ /»'(8Vï,-Nrfi)

whencex = /3Vrfj– Ek>

wherex is the energy necessaryto changefrom the condition
of saturated vapor at the température T to the condition
of a gas at the same température whosemoleculesare theo-

retically at an infinite distance apart and hence in the condi-
tion of a perfect gas. This result is being further investi-

gated.

It is not possible to test the value for x given above di-

rectly from existing specifie heat data. But evidence that
the argument given is in accordwith the facts is obtained by

calculating the total energy required to raise a -grain molé-

cule of some stable diatomic gases from o° absolute tô o° C

and comparing the calculated values with the observed.

The calculationis made on the suppositionthat noenergywill

be given out in passing at o° C fromdensitydmto densitydi
when p'3 V îs less than Ek (seeEquation 16)andd2represents
the density of the gas under standard conditionsof pressure
and température. The internai energy and the energyneces-

sary to do externalwork must be allowedfor and the equation
for the calculation takes the form:

y. Total energy at o° C and 760 mm pressure for a.
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gram molecularweightofa stable gas = En + Ek + Et + E«-
Here En is obtained fromEquation^, Ex from Equation i, Ei
from Equation 9, and E« = mp'Hdo,where dois the density
of the solidat the absolutezero.

The values for this total energy for hydrogen, oxygen,

nitrogen, and chlorineare shownin Table 5, and the observed
values obtained fromthe data previouslygivenare shown im-

mediately beneath the calculatedvalues. The data for nitro-

gen are much the mostaccurate and the agreement there ob-
tained between the calculated and the observed values is

very pleasing. For hydrogen and oxygen the agreement is

as good as could be expectedand for chlorine the data used
are very unsatisfactory.

Tabmj5
Totalenergyato°C

Hydrogen Oxygen Nitrogen Chlorine

y 1407 I.400 I.4064 1.328
do 0.08333 1.5154 1.0984 2.147
3Vrfo 0.4368 1.1486 1.0318 1.2901
Eb 542° 541•» S4I-66 540.8
Ek 813.3 8t3.33 813-3 813.3
Et 518.7 542-i 520.7 837.7
Ha 254.6 1894.5 16o6.6 5684.4
Eb + Eg -f Ei + Eo 2129 3791ï 3482 7876
Observed 1849 3889 3469 9239

The total energy in a complicatedpolyatomicsubstance

could presumably also be calculated according to Equation

17 if there were no changeof chemicalenergy, E*,to be con-

sidered.

In consideringthe value of the ideas advanced in Part

III of this paper it shouldbe noted that the data are most

accuratè for mercury and nitrogen and that those substances

give a very satisfactory agreement with the theory.

Summary

i Some atomic specificheat curves are shown and dis-

cussed.
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2. The total energy added to a monatomic element
from o° absolute to its melting point, including the heat of
fusion, divided by the absolute temperature of the melting
pointais nearly the same as the. specific heat of the liquid
element at its melting point.

.3. Thereforethe heat of fusion is supplementaryto the

spécifieheat ofthe solid, and the specifieheat ofa liquidmon-
atomic element can be extrapolated to the absolute zero
without great error so far as the total energycontent of the

liquid is concerned..

4. Atoms of monatomic elements in the liquid condi-
tion at their melting point T contain an amount of energy
approxintatelyproportional to the température (usually be-
tween 7,5 T>and 8.5 T calories per gram atomic weîght)/

5.' Those théories based upon the suppositionthat me-
tallic electronsrequire notable specifieheat energyare wrong.

6. The total energy added to a substance can be ac-
counted for as being used in the followingways: to perform
external work, to increase translational motion, to overcome
molecular attractive forces, to increase motion within the-

molecule, and to overcome chemical forces of attraction.
It is shown how the energy required for these different pur-
poses (except the last) may be calculated. As proof of the
correctness of the ideas advanced the total energyin a gram
atomic weight of copper, zinc, mercury, aluminum, tin and

lead, in the molten condition at their meltingpoints, is cal-
culated. Also the total heat in mercury vapor at its boiling
point. Also the spécifie heat of liquid mercury. Also the
total heat in a gram molecular weight of bydrogen, oxygen,
nitrogen, and chlorine gas under standard conditions. The
calculated valuesare comparedwith the observed. The agree-
ment is satisfactory except for copper, zinc and chlorine
where the divergencesmay be due to the data used.

7. If the divergencesmentioned above are explainable
as due to incorrect data, then the inverse square law of at-
traction holds true for molecular forces to the absolute zero
for both liquid and solid.
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8. The relation given in Equation 16 is derived.

9. The reciprocalsof the distancesapart of the molecules
of liquidmercurybetween the temperatures – 200and 3600C
decreasealmost exactly linearly with the temperature.

10. The heats of fusion of lead, phosphorus, hydrogen,
gallium and lithium should be redetermined. Also certain
data for copper, zinc, chlorine, and oxygen. Also it might
be pointed out that a thorough experimental investigation
of the energychangesof the liquids which Dr. Sidney Young
has studied so carefully would prove of far greater benefit
than ten times as much work spent in making heat measure-
ments on miscellaneousliquids.

UniversityofSouthCarolina
'ColumUa,S. C.ë..
May1$,1917



CONTACT CATALYSIS. II

BY WIUD3R D. BANCROPT

Fraotlonal Combustion

Thé sélective action of the catalytic agent is shown

admirably in the fractional combustionof gases, though the

data are by no means so completeas one wouldlike. A very

interesting study of the effect of platinum on the fractional

combustion of gases was made by Henry1 over ninety years

ago; and it is still of fundamentalimportance.
"Seyeral years have elapsed since the President of the

Royal Society {Sir HumphryDavy], inthe f urthejrprosecution
of those researcheson name whichhad alreadyled him to the

most important practical results, discoveredsome new and

curious phenomena in the combustionof mixed gases, by
means of fine wires of platinum introduced into them at a

température belowignition. A wireof this sort being heated

much below the point of visibleredness, and immersed in a

mixture of coal gas and oxygengas in due proportions, im-

mediately became white-hot, and continuedto glow until ail

that was inflammable in the mixture was consumed. The

wire, repeatedly taken out of the mixture and sufferedto cool

belowthe point of redness,instantlyrecoveredits température

on* being again plunged into the mixed gases. The same

phenomenawereproduced in mixturesof oxygenwitholefiant

gas, with carbonic oxide,with cyanogen,and with hydrogen;
and in the last case there was an evidentproductionof water.

Whenthe wirewas very fine,andthe gaseshad beenmixed in

explosiveproportions, the heat of the wirebecamesufficiently
intense to cause them to detonate. In mixtures which were

non-explosivefrom the redundancyof one or other gas, the

combination of their bases went on silently, and the same

chemical compounds were formed as by their rapid com-

bustion.

»PhiLMag.,65, 269(1825).
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"Pacts analogousto these wereannouncedin the autumn
of last year by Professor Doebereiner, of Jena, with this
additional and striking circumstance-that when platinum
in a spongyform is' introduced into an explosivemixture of

oxygenandhydrogen, the metal, even though its temperature
had not beenpreviouslyraised, immediatelyglows,and causes
the union of the two gases to take place, sometimessilently,
at others with detonation. It is remarkable,however,that
platinum in this form, thoughso activeon mixturesof oxygen
and hydrogen,produ'cesno effect, at commontemperatures,
on mixturesofoxygenwith those compoundgases,whichwere
foundby SirHumphry Davy to be soreadilyacteduponby the
heated wire. Carbonic oxideappears indeed, from the state-
ment of M.M. Dulong and Thenard, to be capableofuniting
with oxygenat the temperature of the atmosphere,by means
of the sponge;but though this is in strictness true, yet the
combination,in all the experiments1 have made, has been

extremelyslow, and the due diminution of volumehas not
been completedtill severaldays have elapsed. On mixtures
of olefiantgas,of carburetted hydrogen,or of cyanogen,with

oxygen,the spongedoesnot by any duration of contactexert
the smallestaction at commontempératures.

"It was this inefficiencyof the platinum spongeon the

compoundsof charcoaland hydrogen in mixturewith oxygen,
whileit acts so remarkably on commonhydrogen,and also,-
though slowly,on carbonicoxide, that suggestedto me the

possibilityof solving by its means someinterestingproblems
in gaseousanalysis. I hoped more espedally to be able to
separate from each other the gases constituting certain
mixtures, to the compositionsof which approximationsonly
had been hitherto made, by comparing the phenomenaand
results of their combustionwith those which ought to ensue,
supposing such mixtures to consist of certain hypothetical
proportions of known gases. It might, for instance, be ex-
pected that from a mixture of hydrogen and carburetted
hydrogenwithoxygen, the platinum spongewouldcause the
removal of the hydrogen, leaving the carburetted hydrogen
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unaltered. To ascertain this and a variety of similar facts, 1

made artificial mixtures of the combustible gases in known

volumes; and submitted them, mixed with oxygen,sometimes

to contact with the sponge,and sometimes with the balls of

clay and platinum, describedbyProfessorDoebereiner.

"When to equal volumesofolefiant gas and an explosive
mixture (which is to be understood,wheneverit is so named,

as consistingof two volumesof hydrogen and one of oxygen

gases),one of the platinum balls,recently heated by the blow-

pipe, and allowedto coolduringeight or ten seconds,is intro-

duced through mercury, a rapid diminutionof volume takes

place; the whole of the hydrogen and oxygen gases is con-

dettsed but the olefiant gas is either not at all or very little

acted upon. In a fewexperimentswhen the tube was narrow,

and the quantity ofmixedgasessmall, the olefiantgas escaped
combustion entirely; but, in general, an eighth or tenth of it

was converted into.water and carbonic acid. It is difficult,

however, to state the preciseproportion of any gas which,

when added to an explosivemixture, renders the latter in-

sensibleto the action of the ballsor sponge;for muchdepends
on their temperature when introduced into the gaseous

mixture, the diameter of the containing vessel, and other

circumstances, which, in comparing different gases, should

be soregulated as to be equalin every case.

"When the proportions of the gases are changed, so that

the explosive mixture exceedsin volume the olefiant gas,
there is a more decided action upon the latter, manifested

by an increased production of carbonic acid. Thus, for ex-

ample, the explosivemixture being to the olefiant as 2.5 to

i, about one-fourthof the olefiantgas was consumed;and by

increasing the proportion of the explosivemixture the olefiant

gas was still more acted upon. On using oxygensufficientto

saturate both the hydrogen and the olefiant gases, the bail

acted much more rapidly: in several instancesit became red-

hot- all the hydrogen was consumed;and the whole of the

olefiant gas was changed into water and carbonic acid. In
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this case the use of the sponge is inadmissible,as it kindles
the gases, and occasionstheir detonation.

"When carburetted hydrogen, procured from stagnant
water, was added to an explosivemixture, in various pro-
portions between equal volumes, and ten of the former to
one of the latter, the action of the hydrogen and oxygen on
each other took place as usual, on admitting one of the balls.
When, reversing the proportion, the explosivemixture was
made to exceed the carburetted hydrogen,but not more than
four or five times, the latter gas was entirely unchanged.
With a larger proportion of the explosivemixture carbonic
acid was always found to have been produced; but still the

earburetted hydrogen was very imperfectly consumed;and

fully three-fourths of it weregenerally found to have escaped
unburned.

"When to a mixture of hydrogen and carburetted hy-
drogen,oxygen enoughwas added to saturate both gases, the
effect of the spongewas found to vary with the proportion
of the simplehydrogen. In several cases,where the hydrogen
did not exceedthe carburetted hydrogenmorethan four times,
the latter gas remainedunchanged;when in larger proportion,
there was a decided action upon the carburetted hydrogen.
But it was much more easy to regulate the action of the balls

upon such a mixture so as to act upon the hydrogen and

oxygen only, than in the case of olefiant gas, which, under
similar circumstances, is always more largely converted into
water and carbonicacid.

"The addition of one volume of carbonic oxide to two
volumesof an explosivemixture producesa distinct effect in

suspendingthe action of the platinum balls, and even of the

spongymetal itself. The action of the gasesupon each other
still, however, goeson slowly, even when the carbonic oxide
exceedsthe explosivemixture in volume;and after the lapse
of a fewdays the oxygenis found to have disappeared, and to
have partly formedwater, and partly carbonicacid. I made
numerousexperimentsto ascertain whether the oxygen, under
those circumstancesof slow combustion, is divided between
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the carbonic.oxide and the hydrogen in proportions corre-

sponding to the volumes of those two gases. The com-

bustible gasesbeingin equalvolumes,and the oxygensufficient

to saturate only one of them, h>was found that the oxygen

which had united with the carbonic oxidewas to that which

had combinedwith the hydrogen as about 5 to i in volume.

Increasing the carbonic oxide, a still larger proportion of

oxygen was expended in forming carbonic acid. On the

contrary, when the hydrogen was increased, a greater pro-

portional quantity of oxygenwent to the formation of water.

But it was remarkablethat, when the hydrogen was made to

exceed the carbonic oxide four or five times, less oxygenin

the whole was consmed than before; the activity of. the

carbonicoxideappearingto have been diminished,without a

correspondingincreasein that of the hydrogen.

"In cases where the proportion of the carbonic oxideto

the explosivemixture was tntentionally so limited that the

platinum bail was capable of immediately acting upon the

latter, the carbonic oxidewas always in part changed into

carbonic acid, the more abundantly as its volume was ex-

ceeded by that of the explosive mixture. Increasing the

oxygen, so that it was adequate to saturate both gases,and

causing the hydrogen to exceed the carbonic acid in volume,

a speedyactionwas alwaysexerted by the bail, andthe whole

of the combustiblegaseswas silently converted into water

and carbonicacid. The introduction of the platinum sponge

into such a mixture was almost always found to produce

detonation.
"It had already been ascertained by Professor Doe-

bereiner that one volumeof oxygen diluted with 99 volumes

of nitrogen is still sensible,when mixedwith a dueproportion

of hydrogen,to the actionof the sponge. Carbonic acid also,

even (I find)when it exceedsthe explosivemixture ten times,

retards only in a slight degree the energy of the sponge.

Oxygen, hydrogen,and nitrous oxide gases, when employed

to dilute an explosivemixture, are equally inefficientin pre-

venting the mutual action of its ingredients. Ammoniamay
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be added in ten times the volumeof the explosivemixture,
and muriatic acid gas in six times its volume, with no other

effect than that of rendering the action of the sponge less

speedy.
"Whenmixtures of these gasesare exposedto the sponge,

the carburetted hydrogen seems to stand entirely neutral.

The carbonicoxideis convertedinto carbonicacid,in the same

graduai manner as if it had been mixed with oxygen only;
and the carburetted hydrogenremainsunaltered.

"In mixtures of these gases, it is of little consequence
whether theoxygenbe sufficientforthe hydrogenand carbonic

oxideonly,or be adequate to the saturationof all three. The

circumstancewhich has the greatest influenceon the results

of exposingsuch mixtures to the sponge,is the proportion
which the simple hydrogen bears to the other gases, and

espedallyto the carbonicoxide;for in orderthat there may be

any immediateaction, the former shouldexceedthe latter in

volume. In that case the hydrogenis convertedinto water,

and the carbonicoxideinto carbonicacid; but the carburetted

hydrogen,unless the excessof hydrogenbe very considerable,

remainsunaltered. If the proportionof hydrogenbe so small

that no immediate action is excitedby the sponge, the in-

gredients of the mixture neverthelessact slowlyupon each

other; and after a few days the wholeof the hydrogen and

carbonic oxide are found to have united with oxygen, and

the carburetted hydrogento remain of its originalvolume.

"Whenthe oxygen, in a mixture of these gases,is suffi-

cient to saturate the two first only, and the proportion of

hydrogenis so adjusted that the action of the spongeis not

very energetic, the hydrogen and carbonic oxide only are

acted upon;but if the diminutionofvolume,whichthe sponge

produces,be rapid and considerable,part of the olefiant gas
is converted into water and carbonic acid. This effect on

olefiantgastakes place stillmore readilyif the oxygenpresent
be adequateto the saturation of all three combustiblegases.

"It is remarkable that, if to a mixture of hydrogen,
carbonic oxide, and oxygen, in such proportions that the
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sponge would act rapidly in producing combination, olefiant

gas be added, the action of the gases on each other is sus-

pended. Thus 20measuresof carbonic oxide,31 of hydrogen,
and 20 of oxygen were instantly acted upon by the sponge;
but the addition of 20 measures of olefiant gas to a similar

mixture entirely suspended its efficiency. By standing four-

teen days, rather more than half the carbonic oxide was

acidified,and about one-twelfthof the hydrogenwas changed

into water, but the olefiant gas remained unaltered.

"In mixtures of these four gases with oxygen, it was

found by varying the proportion of hydrogen, that hydrogen
and carbonic oxide are.most easily acted upon; then olefiant

gas; ané carbuietted hydrogen with the greatest difficulty,.

When the action of the sponge was moderate, only the hy-

drogen and carbonic oxide were consumed, or at most the.

olefiant gas was but partially acted upon. Adding more

hydrogen, so as to occasion a more rapid diminution, the

olefiant gas also was bumed; but the carburetted hydrogen

always escapedcombustion,unless the hydrogenwere in such

proportion.that the bail or spongebecame red-hot.

"From the facts which have been stated, it appears that

when the compoundcombustiblegases,mixedwith each other,

with hydrogen, and with oxygen,are exposedto the platinum
balls or sponge,the severalgasesare not acted upon with equal

facility; but that carbonicoxideis most disposedto unite with

oxygen; then olefiant gas; and lastly, carburetted hydrogen.

By due regulationof the proportion ofhydrogen, it is possible
to change the whole of the carbonic oxide into carbonic acid

without acting on the olefiant gas or carburetted hydrogen.
With respect indeed to olefiant gas, this exclusionis attended

with somedifficulty,and it is generallymore or less converted

into carbonic acid and water. But it is easy, when olefiant

gas is absent, so to regulate the prcportion of hydrogen, that

the carbonic oxide may be entirely acidified,and the whole

of the carburetted hydrogen be left unaltered. This will

generally be found to have been accomplished,when the

platinum bail has occasioneda diminution of the mixture, at
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about the samerate as atmosphericair is diminishedby nitrous

gas when the former is admitted to the latter in a narrow

tube."

Hydrogen is adsorbed by platinum more strongly than

ethylene and consequently it tends to burn first. Since

ethylene does not burn at all under the same circumstances,
it is possible, though not probable, that the combustion in

presenceof hydrogenmay be due to the oxygenpassingthrough
some intennediate stage in which it oxidizes the ethylene.
That would make this an induced reaction. It seems to me

moreprobable that we are dealingwith a caseof local heating,
the ethylene buming in presence of platinum at the higher

temperature thus produced. This is the more-probable since

more ethylene is bumed the greater the ratio of oxy-hydrogen

gas and the greater the ratio of oxygen. In fact Henry found

that ethylene, when mixed with sufficientoxygen, began to

burn in contact with platinum spongeat about 2500 and was

converted completely into carbon dioxide at about 2700.

Lunge and Harbeck1have shown that carbon monoxide

is retàined very tenaciously by platinum and consequently
we should expect it to burn before hydrogen and so it does.

Methane is undoubtedly adsorbed much less by platinum
than either hydrogenor carbon monoxide and this is in line

with the fact that it is bumed less readily under these circum-

stances. Henry found that methane and oxygen begin to

react in presence of platinum sponge at temperatures just
above 2900. He next studied the behavior of finely divided

platinum at high temperatures on those mixtures of gases
which are either not decomposedor are decomposed slowly
at the temperature of the atmosphère.

"When carbonic oxide and hydrogen gases, in equal
volumes,mixed with oxygensufficientto saturate only one of

them, were placed in contact with the sponge,and gradually
heated in a mercurial bath, the mixture ceased to expand
betweën 1500and 155°, and soon began to diminish involume.

On raising the temperature to 1700, and keeping it some

1Zeit.anorg.Chem.,16,50(189S).
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time at that point, no fuither diminutionwas at length per-
ceptible. Protn the quantity of carbonic acid remaining at
the closeof the experiment, it appeared that four-fifthsof the

oxygen had united with the carbonic oxide, and only one-
fifth with the hydrogen. When four volumes of hydrogen,
two of carbonic oxide, and one of oxygen, were similarly
treated, the hydrogen, notwithstanding its greater pro-
portional volume, was still found to have taken only one-
fifth of the oxygen,while four-fifthshad combinedwith the
carbonicoxide. These facts show that at temperatures be-
tween 1500and 1706, the affinity of carbonicoxidef oroxygen
is decidedlysuperiorto that ofhydrogen; as, fromthe experi-
mentsbeforedescribed,appears to.be thecase,also>at cotnmon

temperatures.
"But à similardistribution of oxygen,betweencarbonic

oxide and hydrogen, does not take place, when those three

gasesare firedtogetherby the electricspark. Thiswillappear
from the followingtable, in which the three first columns
showthe quantitiesof gases that werefired, andthe two last,
the quantities of oxygenthat were found to have united with
the carbonicoxideand with the hydrogen.

Tabmï I

Volumesbeforefiring Volumesformed

CO H, Os CO, HjO

40 40 20 12 28
40 20 20 24 16
20 40 20 10 30

"When equal volumes of carbonic oxide and hydrogen
gases,mixed with oxygen sufficientto saturate only one of

them, were exposedin a glass tube to the flame of a spirit
lamp, without the presence of the sponge, till the tube began
to soften, the combination of the gaseswas effectedwithout

explosion, and was merely indicated by a diminution' of
volumeand an oscillatorymotion of the mercury in the tube.
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At the close of the experiment, out of twenty volumes of

oxygen,eight were found to have united with the carbonic

oxide, and twelve with the hydrogen-proportions which do
not materially differ from the results of the first experiment
in the foregoing table. At high temperatures, then, the
attraction of hydrogen for oxygen appears to exceed that of
carbonicoxide for oxygen: at lower températures, especially
when the gases are in contact with the platinum sponge,the
reverse takes place, and the affinity of carbonic oxide for

oxygenprevails.

"Extending the comparison to the attraction of olefiant
and hydrogengasesforoxygenat a red heat, I foundthat when
six volumesof olefiant, six of hydrogen, and three of oxygen
were heated by a spirit lamp till the tube softened, a slight
combination took place as before; all the oxygen was con-

sumed,but only half a volumehad been expended in forming
carbonicacid, whichindicated the decompositionof only one-

quarter of a volumeof olefiantgas. On attempting a similar

comparison between carbonic oxide and olefiant gas, by
heatingthem with oxygenin the sameproportions,the mixture

explodedas soon as the glass became red-hot, and burst the
tube.

"From the fact that carbonic oxide, olefiant gas, and
carburetted hydrogen, when brought to unite with oxygen
by means of the platinum sponge, assisted by heat, undergo
this change at different temperatures, it seemed an obvious
conclusionthat by exposing a mixture of those gases with
each other and with oxygen to a regulated temperature, the
correct analysis of such mixtures might probably be accom-

plished. Mixtures of two or more of the combustible gases
were therefore exposed, in contact with oxygen gas and the

platinum sponge,in tubes bent into the shape of retorts, which
were immersedin a mercurialbath. This bath was gradually
heated to the required températures, and by proper manage-
ment of the source of heat was prevented from rising above
that degree.

"By subjecting 25 measures of carbonic oxide, 15 of
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olefiant gas, and 57 of oxygen, in contact with the sponge,
to a heat which wasnot allowedto exceed175 till thediminu-
tion of volume ceased, all the carbonic oxidewas converted
into carbonicacid, and the olefiant gas remainedin its original
volume. By exposing in a similar manner 20 measures of
carbonic oxide,21 of carburetted hydrogen,and 36 of oxygen,
to a temperature below 205°, the carbonicoxide wasentirely
acidified; and on washing out the carbonic acid by liquid
potash, the carburetted hydrogen was foundunaltered, mixed
with the redundant oxygen. A mixture of io measures of
olefiant gas, io of carburetted hydrogen, and 58 of oxygen
beingheated in contact with the spongeto 265°, the olefiant

gas was sttently but entirely changed into carbonic acid,
white the carburetted hydrogen was not at all acted upon.
By acting with the sponge upon 42 measuresof carburetted

hydrogen, 22 of carbonic oxide, 22 of hydrogen, and 28 of

oxygen, first at a temperature of 1700, which was raised

graduaUy to 2500, all the carbonic oxide was changed into

carbonic acid, and ail the hydrogen into water; but the car-

buretted hydrogen remained undiminishedin quantity, and

was found, after removing the carbonicacid,mixed only with

the redundant oxygen. In this experiment the diminution

of volume had continued some time beforethere was any per-
ceptible formation of water, the attraction of carbonic oxide

for oxygen appearing to prevail over that of hydrogen. The

same precedency in the formation of carbonicacid is always
apparent when carbonic oxide and hydrogen, mixed even
with oxygen enough to saturate both gases, are raised to

«73°.

"By thus carefully regulating the temperature of the

mercurial bath, the action of oxygen upon several gases
(carbonic oxide, olefiant, and carburetted hydrogen, for

example) may be made to take place in succession; and by

removing the carbonic acid formed at each operation, it may
be ascertainedhowmuch ofeach of the twofirstgaseshas been

decomposed. The carburetted hydrogen indeed always re-

mains unchanged, and its quantity must be determined by
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firing it with oxygen by the electric spark. If hydrogenalso
be present, it is difficultto prevent the olefiantgas frombeing
partially acted upon; but this is. of little consequence,as I
had shown that it is easy to remove that gas in the first in-
stance by chlorine. It may be remarked'that this method
ofoperatingon the aeriformcompoundsofcharcoalgivesmore
accurate results than rapid combustion by the electricspark,
beingnever attended with that précipitation of charcoalwhich
is often observedwhen the gases are explodedwith oxygen.
A regulated temperature also effects the analysis of such
mixturesmuch more correctly than the action of the sponge
or balls,because in the latter case the heat produced is un-

certain; and though sometimes adequate to the effect, yet
there is always a risk that it may exceed orf ail short of that

degreewhichis required forthe suecessfulresult of the analytic
process."

This method of Henry's was afterwards worked out in
more detail by Hempel1substituting palladium for platinum.
A mixture of hydrogen with an excess of oxygenbums com-

pletely when passed over palladium. The reaction begins
spontaneouslyat ordinary températures but so much heat is
evolvedthat the palladium glows and the gases explodein
case they are present in the ratio to form water. When
methane and oxygen are passed over palladium at ioo° no
combinationtakes place. The reaction starts at about 2000.
Thus there was a contraction of 3 ce when a mixture of 29.3
ce methane and 70.6ce oxygenwas passedseveral times over

palladiumat about200°- 220°. When a mixture of hydrogen,
methane, and air is passed over palladium at ordinary tem-

peratures or at 100°, the hydrogen alone is bumed and the
methaneremains unchanged, provided precautions are taken
sothat the palladium does not heat up too much.g

If a mixture of hydrogen and methane is passed over

copperoxideat 250°, the hydrogen is bumed completelywhile

1Ber.deutsch.chem.Ges.,12,1006(1879).
Cf. Hempel: Zeit. angew. Chem., ajj, 1841 (1912).
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the methane is not oxidized at ail.1 This method is said29

to be distinctly superior to the fractional combustion of hy-

drogen by palladium or palladium asbestos because no air or

oxygen is added to the combustible gas, which makes it

possible to pass the total gas residuethrough the tube with

consequent gain in the accuracy of the analytical results.

lu view of the comparative readinesswith whichmethane

can be separated from hydrogen by the fractional combustion

of the latter gas, it is not surprisingthat people came to the

conclusion that hydrogen always burns more readily than t
methane. From experiments on the burning of illuminating

gas, Landolt*concluded that in the flame "the gasesdisappear

inique order of their comhustibility. Hydrogenbums more

readily than any other gas and consequently disappears the

soonest in the fiame. Marsh gas disappears somewhat more

slowly,and the denser hydrocarbonsdisappear latest, burning

chieflyin the upperhalfof the flame. It has been pointed out

by Bone4that Landolt's results are vitiated by the fact that

he used a platinum tube ofnarrowbore,fixedalong the vertical

axis of the flame for the withdrawal of the partly burned

products.

Henry's experiments showed that carbon monoxidewas

burned before hydrogen when in contact with platinum at

relatively low temperatures and that hydrogen burned before

carbon monoxide when the gaseswereexplodedby an electric

spark. This last result is confimed by Bunsen's experi-
ments5 given in Table II. More hydrogen is burned than

carbon monoxide until the ratio of the second to the first is at

least six. Henry6 is quite explicitthat the preferential burn-

ing of carbon monoxide in presenceofplatinum at i5oo-i7o°
and the preferential burning of hydrogenwhen the gases are

1JIger: Jour. Gasbeleuchtung, 4*»764 («898).
1 Dennis: "Gas Analyste," 199 (1913).

Pogg. Ann., 99, 411 (1856).
« Phil. Trans., aïs, 297 (191s)-

Bunsen: Ges. Abh., 2, 586 (1904).

Phil. Mag., 6s, «77 (1825).
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fired by the electricspark is merely a questionof temperature.
PresumablyBunsen and Landolt held the same view because

they do not comment on the low temperature results, which

they probably would have done had they considered these
results abnormal.

TABLEII

Volumesbefore firing

Ratio ofHjO:CO,
CO Ho Oa

7-36 2 i 0.85
5-98 2 1 1.08

487 2 1 1.28

5.03 2 1 1.29
390 2 1 1-53
2.82 2 i 1.83

A new light has been thrown upon the phenomena by
Bone1and bis co-workers. Bone was primarily interested in
the way in which a hydrocarbon burns in a supply of oxygen
insufficientto oxidizeit completely to carbon monoxide,and

steam; but, as is usually the case, the scopeof the investiga-
tions soon became much broader. "The reasons for the
selection of methane as the most suitable hydrocarbon for
these studieswere as foUows:(1) it is the simplest saturated

hydrocarbonand its moleculecontains only onecarbon atom
(2) preliminaryexperiments showed that it canbe maintained
at 480" to 5000 (temperatures considerablyhigher than those
afterwardsemployedin the oxidation studies) for many days
without undergoingthe least change; and (3) a mixture of two
volumes of methane with one of oxygen is non-explosive.
This was the mixture used throughout our experiments.

"In a preliminary series of experiments, the object of
which was to determine the most suitable experimental
methods for the inquiry, the mixture of methane (2 vols)
and oxygen (1 vol) was drculated through a tube containing

1
Jour. Chem. Soc., 81, 535 (1903) et ff.
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fragments of unglazed porcelain maintained at a constant

température (between 4000 and 45a0) in a Lothar Meyer
furnace. The apparatus involved,however,proved too com-

plicated for experiments which necessarily extended over
several days continuously; the results, it inay be stated,
indicate that a portion of the methane was burnt to carbon

monoxide, carbon dioxide,and steam without any liberation
of free hydrogen or carbon. We also tried inaintaining the
mixture at 300 ta 350 in contact with palladium black but
the 'catalytic' effect of the metal introduced complications
which made it difficultfor us to followthe real cause of the
reaction.

"Wefinally resorted to the simple expedient of sealing
the mixtures of méthane and oxygen, under atmospheric
pressure, in cylindrical bulbsof boro-silicateglass with capil-
lary ends; the bulbs wereafterwards maintained at constant

temperatures (between3000and 400°) for severaldays in an
air-bath until the wholeor 'a part of the oxygenhad disap-
peared. The cooled bulbs were subsequently opened under

mercury, any change in volume(alwaysa contraction) noted,
and the residual.gas withdrawn for analysis. We were thus
able to examinethé gasesat various periodsduring the oxida-
tion of the methane at any given temperature, and we could

hardly fail to detect the formationof a product at any stage
of the oxidation which afterwards disappeared before the

processwas completed.
"The interaction of two such gases as methane and

oxygen in glass vesselsat low températures being a surface

phenomenon, the temperature at which its velocity is just
appreciable, as well as the velocity at any other given tem-

perature, will, to a certain extent, depend on the character
of the surface. In our experiments, 300 was the lowest

temperature at which any interaction could be detected after
the lapse of two or three weeks. At 325°, however, the

velocity was much greater; at 350°, in some instances, the
whole of the oxygen disappearedwithin three or four days,
while at 400° the oxidationwas alwayscompletedin a single
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day. But wehave so far been unableto measurethe relative
velocitiesof the reactionat different températures on account
of the fact that, except at 400°, when the velocity is con-
siderable the influence of the 'surface factor' may be very
differenteven in two bulbs of the same size, shape, and ma-
terial. Thus, between 325 and 3500,an appreciableamount
of oxidation always occurred within three days, but of a
seriesof sitnilar bulbsfilledwith the same mixture and heated
in the same bath, some exhibited a greater amount of oxida-
tion in two or three days than others didjin a weekor more.
Nor does the 'surface factor' of a givenbulb remain constant
over two or three successive experiments with the same

mixture; whether it would finally become constant after a

long series of experiments is a point we are now investiga-
ting.

"A seriesof experimentswith bulbs similar to those used
in the oxidation studies has shown that steam and catbon
monoxidecan be maintained at 325 for a fortnight without
the slightest change occurring. At 350° no action could be
detected within a week, but after'ten days some 1.7 percent
of carbon dioxide had been formed; at 400 about the same
amount of change occurred in a week. On the other hand,
mixtures of equal volume of hydrogen and carbon dioxide
showedno signs of change when kept at 325 or 3500 for a

fortnight or at 400 for a week.

We have found that moderately dry carbon monoxide
and oxygen do not react between 300° and 4000; the forma-
tion of between 0.7 and 1.7 percent of carbon dioxide could

usuallybe detected when the moisigaseswere maintained at

325°, 35O°>or 400 for a week. The effects of this possible
secondarychange in the methane experiments are therefore

practicallynegligible.
"In 1895V. Meyerand Raum' publishedthe results of an

investigationon the combinationof the elementsofelectrolytic
gas in glass bulbs, very similar to those used by us, at tem-

peratures between 300° and 518°. At 300°, the formation

Ber.dcutsch.chem.Ges.,28,28o4(1895).
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of water couldjust be detected after 65 days; in the caseof

four out of fivebulbs maintained at 350° for 5 days, a very
small amount of combinationoccurred (between 0.5 and 1.9

percent only of the originalgas had disappeared), whilein the

fifth bulb asmuch as 16.4percent of the gaseshad combined.1

At 448°, the combination was still very slow. We have

carefully repeated thèse experiments,using bulbs whiclihad

previouslybeenemployedforheating the mixtures ofméthane

and oxygen. At 335 we have never been able to detect the

slightest formation of water from electrolytic gas within a

week; at 350°, in six bulbs no combination took place in a

week,althoughin the caseofa seyenthbulb, in whichthe glass
had becomedevitrified at onc end, the formation of water
could be distinctly seen. At 400° three bulbs exhibitedno

signs of changeafter.three days; after a week,water couldbe

distinctly seenin one bulb (nearly 40 percent of,the mixture

had combined)but none could be detected in the other two.

Professor Dixon informs nà that some years ago he main-
tained bulbs filled with electrolytic gas at 350° for several

weeks, but was unable to detect any formation of water.

Our own expérienceshowsthat hydrogen and oxygen,even

whenmixedincombiningproportionsand undilutedwithother

gases, do not within a week or two combine at 350° to any

appreciable extent providedthe glass surface with which the

gases are in contact remains perfectly smooth. At 400°,
however, we are on the border line where the formation of

water may be recognizedwithin a week but hardly within

three days. In our experimentswith methane at this tem-

perature, the wholeof the oxygenalwaysdisappearedwithin a

singleday.
"We have also found that the followingpairs of gases

have no mutual action at températures between 350 and

4000 (within a week or two): methane and carbon dioxide;

1Judgiugfromourownexperimentsatthistemperature,weareinclined
toattributsthisrelatively.largeformationofwaterto someroughnessofthe
innersurfaceofthebulbeitherpresentoriginallyorcausedbyapartialdevitrifica-
tionofthegLassduringheating.
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methane and steam; carbon monoxide and hydrogen; it may
therefore be taken for granted that no appreciablecomplica-
tion arising from possible secondary change enters into our

experimentsbn the oxidationof methane.

"We have found that between 300° and 4000Methane
combines with oxygenwith an enomously greater velocity
than does hydrogen itself under the same conditions."

In a later paper Bonelsaysthat "under similarconditions
ethane bums much more rapidly than methane, and in boro-
silicate glass bulbs both hydrocarbons are oxidizedat tem-

peratures much belowthe limiting temperature (about 4000)
at which, under similar conditions, steam is formed ap-
preciably frotnelectrolyticgas."

In a lecture before the Royal Institution Bone2showed
an experiment "designedto illustrate the infinitely greater
affinity of acetylene and ethylene as compared with that of

hydrogen for oxygenat the high temperature of flames. 1
have here two bulbs containing mixtures of each of these

hydrocarbons with hydrogen and oxygen correspondingto

QH2 + 2H2+ O2and C2H4+ H2 + 02,respectively,and I
will ask you to contrast the behavior of thèse with that of the

equimolecular mixture of ethane and oxygen C2H6+ O2
which was explodeda few minutes ago. It shouldbe noted
that while aU three mixtures contain the same relative pro-
portions of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, they differ in

respect of the proportionsbetween the combinedcarbonand

hydrogen. Askingyou to bear in mind howthe equimolecular
mixture ofethane and oxygenon explosiongave rise to a black
cloud of carbon and a considerable formation of water, I «

will now fire the other two mixtures. You will observethat
in neither case has there been any deposition of carbon, and
an inspection of the cold bulbs will show that little or no
steam formation has occurred. In fact the hydrocarbon has
been burnt to carbonic oxide and hydrogen, leaving the

hydrogen absolutelyuntouchedby the oxygen.

1Jour.Chem.Soc.,85,694(1904).
1 Proc. Roy. Inst., ij>,82 (1908).
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"Thèse expérimentehâve an important bearing on the

chemistryof fiâmes. Hydrogenis usually consideredas one

of the most combustibleof gases,but here we see it pushed to

oneside by the all-powerfulhydrocarbon, as though it were

somuch inert nitrogen. This at once raisesanother question

whichhas lately been occupyingmy attention. Ever since

Davy's experimentson flame,the combustibilityof hydrogen
has been consideredto be superior to that of methane; this,

however,cannot be true in regard to slowcombustion,since

it can be easilyproved that between 300° and 4000methane

is oxidizedat a far faster rate than hydrogen. Nevertheless

I have recentlyobservedfacts whichinclineme to think that

it may possibly be true in regard te. flames. If further in-

vestigation confirms this opinion, it will be necessary to

enquire into the cause of the peculiar relative inertness and

stabitity o£ methane as comparedwith'other gaseoushydro-
carbonswhen subjected to the action of oxygenat high tem-

pératures."
Later work showed that even at high temperatures

methane is burned preferentially.l "The possibility of de-

ducing from our bomb experimentsa direct comparison be-

tween the relative affinities of methane and hydrogen in

explosionsarose from the fact that the primary oxidation of

methane involves a direct transition from CH4 + O2 to

CH2(OH)2,whichlatter breaksup ultimately into CO + H3+

H20 without any deposition of carbon. Whence it follows

that if mixtures, CH4 + O2+ xH2,be exploded,the division

of the oxygenbetween the methane and hydrogenduring the

extremely short period of actual combustion (i. e., direct

oxidation)may be deducedfromthe proportionof the original
methanefound intact in the final products, provided always
that there is no separation of carbon, which in fact is never

observedin suchdrcumstances.

"The experimental method consisted therefore in ex-

plodinga seriesof mixtures, CH4 + O2+ xHî, in which the

hydrocarbonand oxygenwere initially present in as nearly as

Bone:Phil.Trans.,213,298(1915).
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possibleequimolecularproportions,but in whichx (the volume
ratio of Hz to CH<)was varied between 2 and 3, and de-

termining from the percentage of the original methane re-

mainingintact in eachcase (1) the oxygendistribution when
x = 2 and (2)the influenceupon such distributionof successive

equalincrements of xup to 8. And in order to détermine the

possibleinfluenceof the walls of the explosionvesselupon the

results,parallel seriesof experimentswere carried out in each
of the two bombs,A (capacity about 103ce) and B (capacity
about 275 ce). In each case the mixture exploded with a

distinctly audiblesound,which diminishedin intensity as the

proportion x of hydrogen increased, until with the mixture

CH4+ O8 -f 8H8only a faint puff washeard. In no case

was there any separation of carbon. The mean results of
the experiments,sofar as the distribution of oxygen between
methane and hydrogen is concerned, are summarized in

TableIII.
TABtBIII

ExplosionofmixturesCH4+ O2+ xH2

x = 2 4 6 8

BombA

O2 to CH. 95.3 81.0 54.9 31.4
02toHj 4.7 19.0 45.11 68.6

Bomb B

O2to CH4 97.1 91.0 72.6
O« to Ha 2.9 9.0 27.4

"It is at once evident from the results with the mixture

CH4+ 02 + 2H2that theaffinityof methaneis at leasl twenty
to thirty times greaterthan that of hydrogenfor oxygenin ex-

plosions. The actualdistribution of oxygenwhena particular
mixtureis explodedis undoubtedly influencedto some extent

by the walls of,the containingvessel but not by the absolute

initialpressure. The influenceof the containing walls would

presumablydisappearafter a certain limiting ratio of area to

volume is attained, and, had the resources at our disposai

permitted, it would have been interesting to have made
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further experiments with a still larger bomb than B. An

examinationof the summarizedresultsin Table III leadsto the

important conclusionthat the influenceoj successiveincreases

in x, the volumeratio of H* to CH4in the mixture exploded,

upon the actual oxygendistributionfor a givenvesselis pro-

portiottal to a;2. This can hardly mean other than that in

explosionfiâmes hydrogenis directly burned to steam as the

result of trimolecular impacts,2H2+ 02=* 2H2.

"Thé success of the experiments described in the pre-

cedingsection led us to make a similar attempt to determine

the divisionof oxygenbetweenmethane and carbonmonoxide

when mixtures of the general compositionCH*+ Os + *C0

are explodedunder pressure. In Ihis wewerenpt completely

successful,owing to a slight separation of carbon in the ex-

plosionswhenever x exceeded3.0 or thereabouts. Provided,

however,the x did not exceed this limit, no carbon was de-

posited during the explosion,and such experimentsmay be

given in detail as quite reliable so far as the question of the

oxygen distribution between the two inflammableconstit-

uents is concerned." When the mixture CH. + O2+ 3CO

was explodedin bomb A, 91-92 percent of the oxygenreacted

with the methane and only 8-9 percent with the carbon

monoxide. With the mixture CH4 + O2+ 6COin bomb A

about 20 percent of the oxygen reacted with the carbon

monoxideand only 16-17percent with the same mixture in

bomb B. Thèse values of 20 percent in bomb A and 17

percent in bomb B for carbon monoxide correspond with

45.1 percent and 27.4 percent for hydrogen. When the

mixture CH* + O2+ 2COwas explodedin bomb B 4.7 per-
cent oxygen reacted with the carbon moitoxide as against

2.9 percent reacting with the hydrogen in the corresponding

experiment of Table III. At low concentrations {x = 2) a

little more carbon monoxide is oxidizedthan hydrogen but

it is verymuch the other waywhen x = 6.

"It is important to compare the results obtained with the

foregoingCH4 + Oi + *C0 mixtures not only among them-

selves,but also with the results of the correspondingexperi-
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ments with CH4 + O2 + xH*mixtures. In the first place,

it is evident that the affinitiesof either hydrogen or carbon

monoxideare greatly inferior to that of méthane for oxygen

in explosionflames; thus it may be inferred from the experi-

ments with CH4 + O2 + 2H2that the ratio of the affinities

[reallyreaction velodties] CH4 H2 is of the order 20 or 30

to 1 at least, and probably higher if the influenceof the walls

of the containingvessel could be eliminated. Owingto the

uncertainty of our knowledge as to the precise mechanism

of the combustionof carbonmonoxidein explosions,that is to

say, as to the extent and character of the intermediary action

of steam, it is perhaps difficultto assign,even approxhnately,

any numericalrelation between the affinitiesof methane and

carbonmonoxidefor oxygenin fiâmes. Nevertheless, it may

be pointed out, without layingundue stress on the fact, that

when the mixtures, initially containingméthane, hydrogen,or

carbon monoxide,and oxygenin stoichiometricalproportions

(i. e., CH. + Ot + 2H2and CH4 + O2+ 2CO) wereexploded

under similarconditions in bomb B, the carbon monoxidewas

apparently more effective than hydrogen in pulling away

oxygenfrom the predominating affinity of the hydrocarbon.

[The reverseis true if one starts with CH4 + (h and 6H2or

6CO.]J Prom the theoretical standpoint it wouldprobably be

wellworthwhile to undertake a further extended study of the

matter in larger explosion vessels than we have employed,

although it would be both a costly and a laborious enterprise.

"Whereas, in the case of hydrogen, the influence of

successiveincrements in x, the volume ratio of the other

combustibleconstituent to methane in the mixture exploded,

upon the actual oxygen distribution is proportional to

in the caseof carbon monoxide,it is more nearly proportional

to x. This points to some fundamental diffexencebetween

the modes of combustion of the two gases in fiâmes; thus

whilst the evidenceis strongly in favor of the suppositionthat

hydrogenisburnt directly to steam as the result oftrimolecular

collisions2H2+ O2 = 2H40,the results with mixturesCH4+

Oî + COseemto require somedifferent supposition, such,for

instance, as an intermediary action of steam."
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From the experiments of Henry, l^andolt, and Bone,
we seethat hydrogenbumsbeforemethaneat lowtempératures
in contact with platinum and at high temperatures whenthe

gases are drawn off through a platinum tube. We see also

that methane burns before hydrogen at moderate tempera-
tures in borosilicateglass bulbs and also when the gasesare

fired by an electric spark. It is quite clear that a surface

phenomcnon is an important factor in changingthe results.
In Henry's experiments the platinum is unquestionablythe

causeof the preferentialburningof the hydrogenand it seems

probable that this is also true for Landolt's experiments.
The existenceof the water-gas equilibriumwith hydrogenas

one of the constituentsis f airlystrong évidencethat hydrogen
is more stable than méthane. Bone's results may therefore

be consideredas approachingat high temperaturesthe results

due to free burning away from a surface. This is the more

probable because he always finds a greater relative oxidation

of méthane in the larger bomb where the ratio of surfaceto

volume is less. The existence of a surface is also shown

by Bone's observation that about 80 percent combustionof

hydrogenoccurswhen the mixture CH4+ O2+ 2H2ispassed
over chamotte1 at 500°. 1 do not know enough about the

adsorbingproperties of chamotte to knowjust why it actsas

it does; but this is a very strikingreversai.

Since we can get almost complete preferential burning
either of hydrogenor methane at moderate temperaturesde-

pending on the nature of the surface, it is probable that a

more extendedstudy of differentsurfaceswouldgiveus aUthe

intermediate values for the distribution of oxygen between

methane and hydrogen just as Sabatier and Mailhe2have

found all sorts of gradations between the reactions CH3CH2-
OH = QH4 + H2O and CH3CH2OH= CHjCHO + H2
when alcoholis passed over differentheated metals or oxides.

While I have not been able to find any definitestudiesalong

1 Bone: Ber. deutscb. chem. Ges., 36» 1a (1913).
3 Ann. Chitn. Phys., (3) 30, 341 (1910).
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this Une,there are some indicationsthat specialresults might
be obtained with special solids.

Calvert1 showed that oxygen adsorbed by boxwood

charcoaloxidizes ethylene to carbon dioxide and water at

ordinary temperatures. This is not surprising because char-

coal adsorbs ethylene strongly. Since charcoal has little or

no effect in causing hydrogen and oxygen to combine,2it is

probablethat we shouldget a preferentialburning of ethylene
in case a mixture of ethylene, hydrogen, and oxygen were

brought in contact with charcoal. While this experiment
seemsnot to have been tried, wedo know that charcoaldoes
seemta promote oxidation of carbon compounds.

In the form of woodashes charcoalis oftenused in put-
houses and else-whereto eliminate unpleasant odors. The

charcoal first adsorbs the odoriferous substances and then

acceleratestheir oxidation,by oxygenwhich is adsorbedfrom

the air. This dual function of the charcoal was pointed out

clearly by Stenhouse* in 1854. "The powerful effects of

freshlybumed charcoal, especiallywhen coarsetypowdered,
in absorbinggasesand vapors, have longbeen known. Hence

the limited extent to which charcoal has occasionallybeen

employedto sweetenfetid water, and animal substancesin the

incipientstages of putrefaction. Sufficientattention has not,
I think, however, been bestowedhitherto upon a second and

still more important effectwhich charcoal exerts upon those

complexproducts of decomposition;viz.,that of oxidizingthem

rapidly, and resolving them rapidly into the simplest com-

binationsthey are capable of forming.

"My attention was particularly drawn to the importance
of charcoal as a disinfectingagent by my friend, John Turn-

bull, Esq., of Glasgow, the well-knownextensive chemical

manufacturer. About nine months ago Mr. Turnbull placed
the bodies of two dogsin a woodenbox, on a layer of charcoal

powder of a few inches in depth, and covered them with a

1Jour.Chem.Soc.,20,293(1867).
»See,however,Craig:Chem.News,go,109(1004).

Pharm. Jour., 13, 454 (1854).
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quantity of the same material. Though thé box was quite
open and was kept in bis laboratory, no effluvia were ever

perceptible. On examiningthe bodies of the animais at the
endof sixmonths, scarcelyanything remainedof them except
their bones. Mr. Turnbull sent me a portion of the charcoal

powder which had been most closely in contact with the
bodies of the dogs. I submitted it for examination to one
of my pupils, Mr. Turner, who found it contained com-

parativelylittle ammonia,not a trace ofsulphurettedhydrogen,
and very appreciable quantities of nitric andsulphuric acid,
with acid phosphate of lime. About three months ago, Mr.
Turner subsequently buried two rats in about two inches of
charcoalpowder, and a fewdays afterward the body of a full

growncat wastreated siimlarly. Thôugh the bodies of these,
animalsare nowin a highlyputrid state, not the slightest odor
is perceptiblein the laboratory.

"From this short statement of farts, the utility of char-
coalpowder, as a means of preventing noxious effluviafrom

churchyards and from dead bodies in other situations, such
as on board ship, is sufficientlyevident. Coveringa church-

yard to the depth of from two to three incheswith coarsely
powdered charcoal would effectuaUy prevent any putrid
exhalations ever fmding their way into the atmosphere.
Charcoalpowder also greatly favors the rapid decomposition
of the dead bodies with which it is in contact, so that in the
courseof six or eight months little is left except the bones.

"In the modem systemsof chemistry, such, for instance,
as the fast edition of 'Tumer's Eléments,' charcoal is de-

scribed as possessing antiseptic properties, while the very
reverse is the fact. Commonsait, nitre, corrosivesublimate,
arseniousacid, alcohol,camphor, creosote, and most essential

oils,are certainly antiseptic substances, and, therefore, retard
the decay of animal and vegetablematters. Charcoal, on the

contrary, as we have just seen, greatly facilitates the oxida-
tion-and consequently the décomposition– of any organic
substanceswith which it is in contact. It is, therefore, the

veryoppositeof an antiseptic."
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Shenstone invented a respirator filled with powdered
woodcharcoal"todestroy any miasmataor infectiousparticles
present in the air in the case of fever and cholera hospitals,
and of districts infectedwith ague,yellowfever, and similar
diseases. The object in view is, by filtering the air through
such a porous substance as woodcharcoal,to intercept the
miasmata which may have got mixed with it. Thèse, I

think, cannot fail to be absorbed by the poresof the charcoal,
where they will be rapidly oxidizedand destroyed by the
condensedoxygen with which they will be brought into the
most intimate contact. The probability of this expectation
being realizedis greatly strengthened by the results of re-

peated trials with the respirator on certain noxious and
offensivegases, such as amtnonia, sulphuretted hydrogen,
hydrosulphateof ammonia, and chlorine. I have found that

air, strongly impregnated with these gases, and which could
not be respiredfor any length of time under ordinary circum-

stances, may be breathed with impunity when the charcoal

respirator is wom, the odor of these gases being rendered

ahnost, if not altogether, imperceptible. Any other highly
porous substance, such for instance as spongy platinum, or

pounded pumice-stone,might probably be found to answer

perfectly well for filling the respirator, but I have selected
charcoalas the cheapestand most easilyavailablematerial.

"While the filtration of water through charcoal powder
and other porous substances has been advantageouslyprac-
tised for many centuries, the object in view being to deprive
the water of numerous impurities diffusedthrough it, which

produceinjuriouseffecton the animaleconomy,it is certainly
somewhatremarkable that the very obviousapplicationof a
similar proceedingto the lighter fluid in which we live,viz.,
air, which not infrequently contains even more noxiousim-

purities floatingin it than are usuallypresent in water, should
have been overlookedso unaccountably up to the present
time."

The combined deodorizingand oxidizingaction of char-

1Thefirstofthemodemgasmasks.
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coal accounts for a fact which has puzzled some campers,
that there is no apparent relation between the amount of

wood ashes needed and the number of people using an out-

house.

In this case there may well be a special catalytic action

because Shenstonel has pointed out that "the absorbent

power of charcoal is comparatively much greater than its

capacity for inducingchemicalcombination. In this respect
charcoal presents a remarkable contrast to spongy platinum,

which, though inferior as an absorbent for some gaseous

substances– such, for instance, as ammonia, of which spongy

platinum absorbs only 30 volumes, while charcoal absorbs

90–is, nevertheless,immensely more effective, both as an

oxidizer,and as a promoterof cheinicalcombination generally.
As it is desirable for some purposes, while retaining the ab-

sorbent power of charcoalunimpaired, to increaseits oxidat-

ing influences,it struck me that this important object might
be easily effectedby combining the charcoal with minutely

divided platinum. In this way, a combination is produced
to which 1 have given the natne of platinized charcoal,which

possesses the good properties of both of Its constituents.

In order to platinizecharcoal,nothing more is necessary than

to boil the charcoal,either in coarsepowder or in large pièces,
in a solutionof bichlorideofplatinum, and when the charcoal

has becomethoroughlyimpregnatedwith the platinum, which

seldom requires more than ten minutes or a quarter of an

hour, to heat it to redness in a closed vessel– a capacious

platinum crucible being very well adapted for this purpose.
When 150 grains of charcoal were impregnated with riine

grains of platinum by the processjust described,the charcoal

was found to have undergoneno change in its external ap-

pearance, though its properties had been altered very

essentially. When a few grains of this platinized charcoal

were passed up into a mixture of dry oxygen and hydrogen
in the proportionsto formwater, over mercury, the two gases

combined rapidly in tlie course of a few minutes, precisely

1Jour.Chem.Soc.,8,105(1856).
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in the same way as when a clay bail of spongy platinum is

employed. When,however,a fragmentof charcoalcontaining
a considerablylarger proportion of platinum was passed up
into a similar mixture, the gases combined instantly with

explosiveviolence, just as if platinum black had been used.
If pieces of cold platinized charcoalare held in a jet of hy-
drogen, they speedily become incandescent, and inflame the

gas. Platinized charcoal, when slightly warmed, likewise

rapidly becomesincandescentin a current of coalgas, but the

jet of gasis not inflamed,owingto the very high temperature,
a white heat, whichis requiredfor this purpose. In the vapor
of alcohol or wood-spirit, platinized charcoal becomes red-
hot and continues so till the supply of vapor is exhausted.
Iri the courseof a few hours, spirits of wine, in contact with

platinized charcoal and air, are converted into vinegar. 1
find that 2 percent of platinum is sufficientto platinize char-
coal for most purposes. Charcoal containing this small
amount of platinum causes a mixture of oxygenand hydrogen
to combineperfectly in about a quarter of an hour, and this
is the strength of platinized charcoalthat seemsbest adapted
for charcoal disinfectant respirators. Charcoal containing i

percent of platinum causes a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen
to combine in about two hours; and charcoal containing the

extremely small quantity of l/t percent platinum produces
the same effect in from 6 to 8 hours."

Of course it is not certain that the effect of charcoal on
the dead dogs was exclusively an oxidizing action due to

oxygen adsorbed by the charcoal. Some part of the result

may very well have been due to micro-orgamsmswhich Sten-
house could not be expected to know about.

It is interesting to note that Bone's experiments on
surfacecombustionled him to the conclusionthat adsorption
played an important part in the phenomenon. Bone' began
by a study of the combination of hydrogen and oxygen in
contact with hot surfacesof porcelain,magnesia, silver, gold,
platinum, nickel, calcined spathic iron ore (containing 79.0

Phil.Trans.,206A,i (1906).
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percent ferric oxide and 14.5 percent manganous oxide),

nickelousoxide, and copper oxide. With each of thèse sur-

faces the rate is proportional to the pressure of the dry gas

when electrolytic gas is used, is approximately proportional
to the partial pressure of hydrogen when either gas is present
in excess, and is increased by a previous treatment with

hydrogen. In the case of porcelain Bone decidesthat "porous

poreelain occludes or condenses both hydrogen and oxygen
at rates which depend to some extent upon the physical

condition and past history of the surface. In general, how-

ever, whereas in the case of oxygen the process is extremely

rapid and the surface layer is soon saturated, the occlusion

of hydrogen is slowerand the limit of saturation much higher.

Combination between the occhtded gases occurs at a rate

either comparable with, or somewhat faster than, the rate at

which the filmof occludedoxygenis renewed,but considerably

faster thaa the rate of occlusionof hydrogen."
The behavior of magnésium, "together with the fact that

the material occludes hydrogen but not oxygen at red heat,

shows that the catalytic action must be referred to the power

of occluding hydrogen." The catalytic action of the four

metals examined is due primarily "to an associationof the

surface with hydrogen– in. the case of silver probably to the

formation of an unstable hydride, in the other three casesto

an occlusionof the gas. The evidence in favor of the 'occlu-

sion' theory is particularly strong in the case pf nickel, where

the 'normal' condition of activity can be reducedalmost to the

vanishing point by prolonged exhaustion at a comparatively
low temperature. Moreover, the subsequent recovery of

activity can be demonstrated by circulating successivecharges

of electrolytic gas over the surface under conditions which

entirely preclude any chemicalaction of either of the reacting

gases on the métal." "Considering the results obtained with

the three different reducible oxides as a whole, they seemto

be quite incompatible with any purely chemical explanation

of the catalytic process. In the case of copperoxideit would

appear to involve the condensationof a film of 'active' oxygen
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on the surface,and that this filmactuallyprotects the catalyz-
ing oxide from the attacks of the hydrogen, which would
otherwise reduce it energetically. At low pressures the film
becomestoo attenuated to ensure completeprotection, and in
consequence,the formationof steam is accelerated by reason
of hydrogen penetratingthrough onto the oxide and reducing
it. In conformitywith this idea, the rate of steam formation
when the gasesare not present in combiningratios was found
to be proportional to the partial pressureof the oxygen.

"In the casesof the other reducibleoxides examined,the
fact that the gases combined at moderate températures,
without permanentlyaltering the surface,and at rates ahvays
far in excessof the rates at which either the surface was re-
duced by hydrogen,or the reduced surface reoxidized, does
not harmonizewith the purely chemicaltheory. It is difficult
to resist the conclusionthat in these cases also the catalytic
action is due primarily to a physical condensation of one or
other of the reactinggases at the surface. Since the rate of
combination was alwaysproportional to the partial pressure
of the hydrogen in ail experimentswhere the gases werenot
present in combiningratios,it wouldappear to be the hydrogen
which is condensedand so rendered active."

The fact that the catalytic combustion depends on an
intimate contact of the reactinggaseswith the surface isshown
by the appearanceof a piece of silver gauzebefore and after
it had acted as catalytic agent for hydrogen and oxygen at
400°. The wireswereoriginallyvery smoothbut after using
they became quite rough. Bone' points out that at very
high temperatures the specifienature of the solidseems to be
relatively unimportant. At such temperatures one wouldget
practically no displacementof equilibriurn by the catalytic
agent because the reaction in the gas phase takes place so
rapidly that the final equilibriumis that of the gas phase and
not that of the catalyticagent.

1 Ber. deutseb. chem. Ges., 46, 14 (1913).
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The general conclusionsto be drawn fromthis paperare:

1. At low temperatures the nature of the catalyticagent

may déterminewhich of two combustible gaseswill bum the

more rapidly.

2. As might be expected hydrogen burns more readily

than methane or ethylene in presence of platinum.

3. From Landolt's experiments the same seemsto be true

in the flameprovided a platinum tube is inserted;but these

expérimenteshould be repeated.

4. In presence of copper oxide at 2500 ail the hydrogen

in a mixture of hydrogen and methane can be burnedwithout

any of the methane being decomposed.

5. In présenceof chamotte at 500° hydrogen bumsmuch

more readily than methane. So little is known about the

adsorptionby chamotte that this result could not have been

predicted.

6. In borosilicate glass bulbs at 300°-4oo° inethane,

ethane, ethylene, and acetylene are oxidized much more

rapidly than hydrogen or carbon monoxide.

7. When mixtures of méthane, oxygen,and hydrogenor

carbonmonoxideare explodedby an electricspark themethane

burns much more rapidly than either the hydrogenor the

carbonmonoxide.

8. Depending on conditions either hydrogen or carbon

monoxidewillburn the more readily.

9. Sincecharcoalcausesethylene to be oxidizedto carbon

dioxide and water, and since charcoal has very little effect

on a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen, it is probable that

charcoal would cause preferential burning of ethylene in a

mixture of ethylene and hydrogen.

10. By suitable selection of the catalytic agent it should

be possibleto get aUintermediate stages fromcompleteburn-

ing of methane to completeburning of hydrogen.

11. Since relatively more methane was burned in the ex-

plosion experiments the larger the bulb, it seems probable
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that methane burns more readily than hydrogen at high
temperatures and in the absenceof solidcatalytic agents.

u. At very high températures the specifie effect of the
solid catalytic agent must become negligiblebecause the re-
action will take place so rapidly in the gas phase that the
equilibriumreachedwiUbe that of the gas phase and not that
of the catalytic agent.

CotnellUniversity



STUDIES IN CONTACT CATALYSIS

BY CARI, J. BNGELDBR

DECOMPOSITIONOFETHYLALCOHOL

Introduction
A great dealof work has been done oncatalysisin hetero-

geneoussystemsespeciay in regard to increasingthe reaction

velocity between gases by contact with solidcatalyticagents.

The phenomenon is called contact catalysis,and takes place

at the surface of the oxide or finely dividedmetal. While

catalytic action in both homogeneousand heterogeneous

Systemscan be explained in many instances by the formation

of intermediate compounds between the reacting substances

and the catalyst, this theory does not explainail cases of in-

creased reaction velocity. The catalytic decompositionof

hydrogen peroxide is explained by Haber by the alternate

oxidation and reduction of the metal accordingto the equa-

tions
yHjOa+ «Pt = Pt»Oy+ yHjO

Pt,,Oy+ yMt(h= «Pt + yUsO+ yOa-

Yet the only case where the metallic oxidehas been isolated

is that of mercury, HgO,, and there seemsto be no evidence

for the existenceof platinum oxides in this catalysis. More-

over, Wôhler' found that PtO and PtO2were actually less

active than metallic platinum in the contact sulphuric acid

process. The existence of a platinum hydride has not been

definitelyproven.
We must therefore look to adsorption at the interface

for an explanation of increased reaction velocity. Since

surfaceadsorption is a universalphenomenonandsincegaseous

reactions are catalyzed by the increasedconcentrationof the

reacting substances in the surfacelayer, it is natural to assume

that aU reactions may be catalyzed by the walls of the con-

taining vessels. This has been shown by Bodenstein2to be

Ber.deutsch.chem.Ges.,39,357»(»9O6);4»,3336(1909).
1 Zeit. phys. Chem. (1903-1907)-
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true in many cases. Van't Hoff.» furthermore, showedthat
the rate of polymerization of cyanic acid depended on the
superficialarea of the walls of the vessel. Bodenstein2saysthat a "full explanation of all the phenomena [of hetero-
geneouscatalysisof gas reactions] is givenby the assùmptionthat the further reaction process is retarded by the productof the reaction in those cases in which this product is more
condensableandmoreeasilyadsorbed than the initial reacting
substancesthemselves. There is, in fact, an adsorption layer,or in certain cases, an ordinary liquid or solid skin formed
upon the catalyst through which the reactingsubstancesmust
passbydiffusionin orderto corneinto contactwith the catalyst,where they react with practically instantaneous velocity."

Bodensteinhas overlooked the fact that the strong ad-
sorptionof the reaction products may be an important factor
incausingthe reactionto take place at all. If a substancemayreact in twoways, that reaction willpredominateforwhichthe
reactionproductsare most strongly adsorbedby the catalytic
agent. The theory of this has been explained in detail byProfessorBancroft3 and this paper furnishes expérimental
confirmationof it.

There are two ways in which ethyl alcohol decomposes
•

catalytically. The first is a dehydration, resulting in the
productionofethylene. The second is oneofdehydrogenation
in whiehthealcoholbreaksup into hydrogenand acetaldehydeThesereactionsare represented by the followingequations:

CHaCftOH– H*O+ CH2 CH2
CH3CH2OH– Ha + CHaCHO

Sabatier and Mailhe* found that with thoria, ThO2 at a
temperatureof 34o°-35o°the ethylene reactiontook place ex-
clusively. Alumina, A12O8,at the same temperature acts
practicallyas a dehydrating agent, the secondreaction beingalmostnegligible. With various other metallicoxides the two

»"Études,"55(1884).
Zeit. phys. Chem., 60, 61 (tgtyj).
•Jour. Phys. Chem.. ai 573 (1917).
SabatierandMailhe:Ann.Chim.Phys.,(8)ao,289(1910)
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reactions take place side by side. Fineiy divided metals,
on the other hand, such as Cu, Ni, Co and some oxides, of
which manganous oxide, MnO, is best, yield almost pure
hydrogen and aldehyde. This latter reaction is complicated
by the fact that at thèse temperaturesthealdehydeis partially
decomposed into methane and carbon monoxide. The

catalysts studied by Sabatier and his co-workershave been

arranged in a table, in the order of their functionasdehydrat-
ing agents.

Tabuî I1

(prepared Vol gas
100cecontain

Oxide(prepared Vol gas
"%CtH. HI

ThOa 31.0 100.0 traces
AljOi 21.0 98.5 1.5
WsCMblue) 57.0 98.55 1.55
Cr»Oa 4.2 91.0 9.0
SiOa 0.9 84.0 ïô.o
TiOa 7.0 63.0 37.0
BeO ï.o 45.0 55.0
2rO2 1.0 45.0 55.0
UO, 14.0 24.0 76.0
MoïsOt(blue) 5.0 23.0 77.0
Fe»C>3 32.0 14.0 86.0
VaOa 14.0 g.o 91.0
ZnO 6.0 5.0 95 -o
MnOa 3.5 o ioo.o
SnO 45.0 ,0 100. o
CdO ii. 2 0 100. 0
M1Ï3O4 12. 0 0 IOO.O
MgO traces o 100.0
Cu no.o 0 100.0
Ni – o 100.o

It was with the purposeof studyinga displacementof the

equilibrium in the catalytic decompositionof alcohol that the
researches recorded in the followingpages were undertaken.

Alumina, as noted above, functions almost exclusivelyas a

dehydrating catalyst.' The questionariseswhether or not this

1SabatierandMaQhe:Ann.Chim.Phys.,{8]20,341(1910).
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specifieproperty can be influenced by the addition of water
to the reacting vapor phase, and thus the atnount of water

actually adsorbed from the alcohol molecule be reduced,

resulting in a corresponding lower yield of ethylene in the

gaseousmixture. There would thus be a displacementof the

equilibriumwith a relative increasein velocity of the aldehyde
reaction. Catalysts such as silicaand titania, sincethey yield
greater amounts of hydrogen, ought to show this effect more

markedly.
Frederiksen undertook a study of this problem using

alumina as catalyst. His unpublished work showsthat while
the addition of water eut down the velocity it did not ap-
parently alter thé ethylene content. This, it was shown later,
was due to the disturbingeffectof aldehyde vapors,a difficulty
whichwas later removed.

Apparatus
The general plan of procedure was to pass the heated

vapors over the hot catalyst and to collect the resulting
gaseous and liquid products in suitable collecting devices.
A sketch of the apparatus used is shown in the accompanying
diagram. The alcohol or aqueous solution was measured

from the burette A into the regulator B which served to

keep the rate of flow uniform. Adjustment could easily be
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madeby means of the capillarystopcock. The capillary tube
from the regulator passed through the asbestos jacket C
which was maintained at a constant température by means
of the burner underneath. The heated vapors were led

through the furnace,in whichweteplaced two io cm porcelain
boats containing the powdered oxide. The fumace con-
sisted of a nichrome-woundalundum tube surrounded by
plumber's packing and contained in a sheet iron shell. Pit-

ting snugly within the alundum tube was a porcelain tube

1.5 cm in diameter and 50 cm long. The temperature of the
furnace could be well controlledby adjustment of the lamp
bank resistance. A 100volt current was used.

Two large test tubes immersedin freezingmixture were
inserted in the chain. One, T,, served to collectthe liquid
products of the decompositionand the other, Tî( contained

strong alkali to free the gases from aldehyde vapors. The

sampling tube Si was used when a continuoussample of the

gas was desired.
The gases passed on into the container F which was

provided with a manometer, sampling capillary, S2, outlet
tube and separatory funnel for adding the confiningliquid.
Saturated salt solution, in which the gases are only slightly
soluble, was used in the gas holder. The rate of evolution
of the gas could be measured by measuring the volume of

liquid displaced in the bottle.
Great care was taken to maintain conditionsas uniform

as possible. The rate of adding the vapors was regulated by
the stopcock in the capillary. The furnace was heated for
several hours before making a run to ensure constant tem-

perature and temperatures were determined by a pyrometer
inserted in the furnace. Current was tead off the ammeter
A.

The catalysts, in general, were preparedby precipitating
the hydroxide in dilute solutionwith ammoniumhydroxide.
The gelatinous or fiocculent precipitates were washed

thoroughly, filtered, dried over phosphorus pentoxide for
about a day and then heated in an air oven to not over 2500.
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The dried solid was powdered.in an agate mortar to a 200-

mesh fineness. In each experiment,about 0.5 g of the oxide
wasused in the two combustionboats.

Analyste of the Gas Mixtures

The tnethods used in analyzingthe gas mixtures are here

given. The sample, withdrawn either directly from the ap-
paratus or from the gas container, was measured out in a

water-jacketed Hempel burette containing mercury as the

confining liquid. The various constituents contained in the

mixtures were determined as followsin the order given:
i Carbon Dioxide– This was absorbed in 1 1 KOH

contained in a Hempel singlepipette. The pipette contained
rollsof iron wire gauze to givea greater absorption surface.

2. Ethylene-In the earlier part of the work fuming

sulphuric acid was used-for determining ethylene. A three-

minute passage of the gas back and forth through the acid,
with a subsequent one-minute contact in the KOH pipette
to remove SOgfumes usually sufficedfor the absorption of all

ethylene. Since, however, fuming sulphuric acid is known'
to absorb the paraffine hydrocarbons to some extent, a 1

percent bromine solution was substituted for the acid to

remove the ethylene. Bromine fumes wére removed with

KOH as above.

3. Oxygen– Alkaline pyrogallolprepared by the method
of Anderson,2i. e., dissolving15g of pyrogallolin 100cc of a

solution of potassium hydroxide of specific gravity 1.55,
removedall the oxygenwith one-minuteshaking.

4. CarbottMonoxide– ThereagentforCOwasammoniacal

cuprous chloride. This was made by adding 25 g of CuCI

to ioo'Cc of strong NH4OH to which had previously been

added 20 g of NH4CI. After three-minute shaking in a

double pipette, the ammonia fumes given off by the reagent
were removed by passing the gas into a pipette containing

5 percent sulphuric acid.

1 AndersonandEngelder:Jour.lnd.Eng.Chem.,6, 989(1914).
1 Anderson:Ibid.,y,587(1915).
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5. Hydrogen–This gas was determined by fractional
combustionover copper oxide heated to 25o°"27o°C.' The
contraction in volume gives directly the percentage of hy-
drogen. Before admitting the gas the air contained in the
copper oxide tube must be displaced with nitrogen and a
measured volume of nitrogen must be passed through the
tube at the end of the determination, to sweep out ail the
hydrocarbonresiduefor the subsequentanalysis.

6. Metiianeand Bthane–Thsst gaseswere burnedwith a
measured.volume of oxygen in a Denniscombustion pipette.
From the contraction in the volume observed after the com-
bustion and the carbon dioxide fonned, the percentages of
méthane and ethane, or méthane and hydrogen can be calcu-
lated. The formulasfor the formermixtureare •

CHe *™>™
3

CH4= C0a – aCHa
and forhydrogenand methane:

Hs-HorC-zCO»)
CH4» COa

where TC representsthe total contractionobservedafter com-
bustion.

Alumina as Catalyst
Aluminawas shown by Grigorieff2and by Sabatier and

Mailhe3to be a very powerful dehydrating agent, its action
upon ethyl alcoholyielding water and almost pure ethylene.
The activity of the aluminadependedgreatly upon the condi-
tions of its preparation; that made by precipitating the hy-
droxidefromaluminumnitrate and dryingat 300 C yieldsthe
best catalyst.

In the followingexperiments on A12O$as catalyst, the
oxide was prepared according to the above method. 50 g.
of AI(NOs)awere dissolvedin 2 liters of hot, distilledwater,
the solutiondivided into 5 parts, each diluted to about one

1Dennis:"GasAnalysis."
1

Grigoriefî: Bull. Soc. chim. Paris, [3) a6, 6ïs (1903).»SabatierandMailhe:Ann.Chim.Phys.,(8Jao,298(1910).
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liter and i i NH4OHadded to each portion until precipita-

tion was complete. Washing by decantation six times,

filtering and washing on the filter several times was con-

sidered sufficient to remove all salts. After drying over

phosphorus pentoxide in a desiccatorfor 24hours, the product

was heated in an air ovenat 2400C for severalhours. It was

then ground to pass a 200-meshsieve.

The catalyst prepared in this way proved to be a very

good product. After several prelfrninary runs with alcohol,

the oxidebeing heated to about 500 C, its action was studied

in more detail in the followingexperiments. Twosmall com-

bustion boats were filled with the oxide and placed in the

furnace in each case. The temperature was indicated on -a

pyrometer inserted in the furnace. Readings of the volume

of gas evolved and the cubic centimeters of alcoholadmitted

were made every 15minutes. In most casesthe runs were of

2 hours' duration. In one experiment, however, made to

détermine the duration of activity of alumina, the time was

extended over 5 hours; the catalyst showed a slight decrease

in activity at the end of fivehours probably dueto aggloméra-

tion of the oxideparticles.
The table belowis typical of the results obtainedin these

experiments.
TABLEII

AbsolutealcoholoverA12O3
Temperatureoffurnace = 490 C

Readingstakenevery15minutes

First hour

ce gas evolved 960 1000 1010 1020

ce total alcohol 2.88 5.65 8.3 11. o

cc alcohol 2.8 2.85 2.65 2.7

ce gas per cc alcohol 342 35 381 378

ce gas per minute 64 66 67 68

Secondhour

ce gas evolved 1000 920 1000 910

ce total alcohol 13.99 16.55 2O-5 23.22

cc alcohol 2.9g 2.6 4.0 2.65

ce gas per ce alcohol 344 354 247 343

ce gas per minute 66 61 66 60
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The gas from thisexperiment, calculated to an air-free
basis, was 98.0 percent ethylene. The yield, obtained by
reducing the gas volume to standard conditions and eoro-
puting for C2H4,was 79percent.

The effect of water vapor in cutting down the rate of
reactionis shownin the followingtable. The rate of evolution
per cubic centimeter of alcohol,as well as per minute over
one-hourintervais, is tabulated as shown. The rate of ad-
mitting alcoholwas kept as uniformas possible,about 10ce
alcoholfrom the regulator beingadded per hour. To main-
tain this alcoholrate for the aqueousmixtures the 50 percent
solutionhas to be added twice as fast. That the resultingdecreasein gaaeousproducts did not occur as a xesult of in-
creasingthe rate of feedingwas proven by a second experi-
ment in which it was shown that the rate of admitting the
alcoholdid not materially affect the percentageyield. It is
plausible in accordance with our theory of adsorption to
accountfor the decreased activity on the basis of satura-
tion of the contact surfacewith water vapor and hence a de-
creasedpowerto take up more of the alcoholvapor.

Table III

HourlyaveragesforA1SO8
Temperatureof furnace4900C

First hout

Experiment
total Total GasPetr

Gasper
gas alcobol

bol minute C~,

i–Abso!ute alcohol 4210 10.2a 4i2 7O t
2-Absolute alcohol 3817 9.9S 383 63! 6
3–50% alcohol 2490 11.2 222 41 5

4–50% alcohol 3000 in 1 27O 5O"Oo

Secondbour

i-Absolute aleohol 3987 9.55 4*9 66.4 98.222-Absolute alcohol 3995 ro.15 393 66.5 98.4
3-5o%a^coho 2185 7.6 287 36.? 97.5î
4-5O% alcohol 2650 9.95 266 44.7i 97 S
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The yieldsof ethylene, at differenttemperatures, for both

absolute and aqueous alcohol, are herewith tabulated. The

higher the temperature the greater the amount of decom-

position.
Table IV

Decompositionby alcoholby AljOj

Absolutealcohol

Satnple r- –Sample
Ai

1
Ai Bu Bg Ba

Température 490 490 490 420 380

Duration of run 2 hrs, 2 hrs. 2 hrs. 15 min. 15 min.

Total gas evolved 8197 7812 782° I25° 9«>

Total alcohol ùsed 19.77 20.1r 19.88 8.55 11.55

ce gas per ce alcohol 426 388 393 147 782z

Percentage decomposition 94.55 78 79 33.55 81r

Aqueoussolution

Satnple –

As A4 B< Be Ba

Température 490 490 490 420 380

Duration of run 2 hrs. 2 hrs. 2 hrs. 15min. 11 min.

Total gas evolved 4675 5330 5650 310 350
Total alcohol used 18.8 17.6G 21.0525.9 9 9.0

ce gas per ce alcohol 248 302 268 12.0 38.8

Percentage décomposition 56 69 61x 2.77 8.9g

The values, except for the aqueous run at 380° C, are

consistent and showclearly the effectof water on the decom-

position.
In studying the effect of the addition of water on the

displacement of the equilibrium considerable difficulty was

experienced, sincethe ethylene yield is so high that a relative

increase in hydrogen, the other gaseous product, does not

change the percentagecomposition of the gas mixture to any

great extent, and the small residue of hydrogen is hard to

détermine accurately. After absorbingethylene in 1 percent

bromine water with subsequent remoyal of bromine vapors

by KOH, the hydrogen was determined by combustionwith
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oxygen over mercury in a combustion pipette. Two sets of

experiments, performed at 3800 C and 430° C, respectively,
are tabulated in the following table. "ce solution" denotes

the total volume of. liquid added during the run, whether
absolute alcohol or the aqueous mixture. The condensate
collectedin the cooledreceiver showed.more aldehyde in the

caseof the aqueoussolutions.

Tabuî V

DisplacementofequilibriumwithAI2O3

Absolute AqueousAbsolute Aqueous

Température of run 4200 420° 3800 3800
Duration of run m minutes 15 1.5 15 11I

ccgasevolved 1250 310 900 350
ce solution 8.55 51.8 11.5 18.0
cc alcohol 8.5g 25.9 11.5 9.0o
ce condensate collected 5.0 33.0 7.0 15.0o
ce gas per ce alcohol 147 îo.6 78.2 38.8
ce gas per minute 83.-3 12.0 60.0 31.88
ce absorbed in bromine 97-2 932z 98.0 92.4q.
cc absorbed pyrogallol 0.22 0,9 o.t1 1.22
ce hydrogen by combustion 2.4 2.25S 1.2z 2.1i

%QH4 97.5 95-4 98.7 97.7
%H2 2.5s 4.6 1.3 2.3

The percentage of hydrogen is ahnost doubled when

50 percent alcoholis used, showing that the aldehyde reac-

tion is greatly increased and the ethylene-waterproduction
eut down correspondingly.

Siliea as Catalyst

Silicaas a catatytic agent in the decompositionof alcohol

shows extremely variable results dependingupon the origin.
Sabatier and Mailhe1found that finelypowderedquartz as well

as silica obtained from the decompositionof silieon fluoride,
showed no appreciable action, whereas SiÛ2prepared from

sodiumsilicate and hydrochloric acid exerteda mixedfunction

upon primary alcohols,yielding, for ethyl alcohol,at 3800 C,
a gas mixture which contained 84 percent ethylene and 16

percent hydrogen.

1 Loc. dt., p. 335.
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A sample of SiOa was prepared by precipitating the

gelatinoussilicicacid fromNaaSiOgby means of HCI,filtering,
washingthoroughly and drying, first over phosphoruspent-
oxideand then in an air oven at 270 C. The actionof this

preparationwas so slow,yielding,at a temperature of 4900C,
about 300 ce gas during the three-hour run, that another

sample of the catalyst was prepared.
This second sample was made by taking 50 ce syrupy

sodiumsilicate and diluting this with 150 ce distilledwater.
This solutionwas then poured into 250 ce of i 1HCI. The

limpidyellowsolutionof hydrated silica was heated nearly to

boiling and the resulting jell broken up into fine masses,

thoroughlywashed, filtered,dried in a desiccatorandair oven
and then powdered to pass a 200-meshsieve.

The silica thus prepared was a somewhat better catalyst
than the first saniple. The average of a number of runs with
absolute alcohol yielded 5 ce gas per cubic centimeter of

alcoholofwhich 82percent was taken up in fumingsulphuric
acid. The rate of evolution was about 4 ce per minute.
Considerableair was mixed with the gas samplesso no great
reliance can be placed in the figures. The followingtable
showsa typical run for alcohol,at 4900 C, using about 0.5 g
ofoxide.

Tabuj VI
AbsolutealcoholoverSiOs
Temperatureoffurnace= 490 C

Timein ccgas ccalcohol cegasperr ccgasperminutes evolved used cealcohol minute

15 65 H-5 4-5 4.3
30 55 7-6 7.22 3.77
45 68 8.7 7.8 4.5
6o 57 8.9 6.4 3.8
75 54 8.4 6.4 3.6
9° 57 9.6 5.9 3.8

105 58 8.6 6.7 3.9
120 57 9.8 5.8 3.8
135 57.5 9.2 6.2 3.8
150 64.5 8.9 7.2 43
165 54 8.1 6.6 3.6
i8o 55.5s 8.8 6.3 3.7
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The gas collectedin the above run analyzed 84.2percent

c2H4.
Results were variable when water was added to the

alcohol. In all cases,the rate of reactionwaseut downnearly

onè-half,but in general, the compositionof the gases did not

differ materiallyfrom that obtained from pure alcohol. The

gas, when recalculated to an air-free basis, and tabulated in

the followingtable, did however showthe looked-fordecrease

in ethylene content, 68.6 percent being absorbed in fuming

sulphuric acid.
Table VII

AqueousalcoholoverSiO»
Temperatureoffurnace = 4900C

First hour

ce gas evolved 75 30 28 34
cc solutionadded 9.71 II o 9.77 9.33
ce alcoholadded 4.8 5.55 4.88 4.66

cc gas per ce alcohol 15.6 6.0 5.88 7.4
cc gas per minute 5 2 1 .9g 2.33

Secondhour

ce gas evolved 48 122 34 28
cc solution added •

13.7y 11.3 8.5 8.9
ce alcohol added 6.8 5.6 4.2 44
ce gas per cc alcohol 7.1r 2.j1 8.11 6.4
cc gas per minute 3.2z 0.88 2.33 1.9

Thus, while absolute alcohol yields.a gas mixture côn-

taining 84.2 percent ethylene the aqueous solution gives a

mixture containing but 68.6 percent C3H4. Here, as in the

case of AI2O3the dehydration is eut down when water is

added to the reacting mixture.

Ziroonla as Catalyst

Among the catalysts showing a mixed action, zirconia

was found to be very efficient. Sabatier and Mailhe1showed

that ZrOadecomposedethyl alcohol at 370°, givihg 13 ce per

1Ann.Chim.Phys.,(8]M,334(1910).
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minute of gas which contained 45 percent ethylene and 55
percent hydrogen. Experiments were undertaken in con-
nection with the present work tô show a shifting of the

equilibriumsimilar to that found with aluminaand silica.
A sampleof impure zirconiutnore, finelyground,was first

tried withno results. Thesame was true for ZrO.precipitated
from the nitrate. A product, however,obtainedby calcining
the nitrate at a low heat, gave good results as shownin the
table below.

Table VIII

Displacementofequilibriumwith ZrO2

Absolutealcohol 1. 50%alcohol

Température 3800C 3800C
Duration of run 25 min. 25 min.
ce solution added 24.2a 46.4q.
ce alcohol 24.22 23.22
ce gas evolved 300 186
CO, 0% 0%
C2H4 63.6 42.5
VA) 2.1i 0.0o
Hj 31.5 49-0
CH4 2.8 8.5
CgH» o 0

The decreasein the percentageof ethyleneas well as the
increase in hydrogen shows, beyond question, that the first
reaction is eut downand the second one acceleratedby using
aqueousalcohol.

Tltanlaas Catalyst
Titania obtained by the dehydration of Ti(OH)4 was

found by Sabatier to be a very good catalyst in the decom-

positionof alcohol. At 3200C he found that ethyl alcohol is

decomposed into almost pure ethylene. At higher tem-

peratures, 360 C, the evolution of gas is more rapid, when
both reactions set in, the composition of the gas being 64
percent C2H4and 36 percent H2. At 4000 C the evolution
is in the neighborhoodof 31 ce per minute, and contains the
two gasesin the same proportion as above.
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Considerableexperimentalwork was done with TiOawhich

willbe describedin the followingpages. The results in most

casesare at variancewith those obtainedby Sabatier and will

bediscussedin order.

The first sample of TiCk, SampleA, was obtained by

calciningthe sulphateTi(SO4)2directlyin the furnace. After

the evolution of S0« had ceased,a run was made at 490° C

with absolute alcohol. The evolutionof gas was quite rapid.

It had a very ptmgent, disagreeableodor and filled the re-

ceiving bottle with white fumes. The odor was that of

mercaptan. The formation of mercaptan from alcohol was

studied by Sabatier' who found that when HzS was led into

the reacting chamberwith alcohols in the présenceof ThQa,

ZrOï, Cr2O8and other tnetallic oxides, high yields of mer-

captan were obtained. In the aboveexperiment the hydrogen

reduced the SOi, whichwas not entirely driven out, to H2S,

and this in presenceof TiOîreacted to form CjHsSH.

The data for this run, whichis typical of results obtained

in further experiments,are givenherewith.

Tablb IX

AbsolutealcoholoverTiO2(A)
Températureof furnace4900C

TimeIn cegas cealcohol cegasper
minutes evolved added minute

15 735 l,
7-i

1
49

30 420 2.8 25

45 365 3-8 24
60 33O 4.4 22

75 290 3.1 »9

90 230
1

50 15
105 225 2.8 15
120 223 3-1 15

There is a graduai falling off in the gas evolution with

time, due to changesin the surfaceof the contact material.

The gas contained 61.4 percent absorbable in VLSîOi. No

analysiswas madeof the unabsorbableresidue.

Sabatier: "Die Katalyse in der organischen Chemie," 179-18'-
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A secondsampleof TiO8was prepared by dissolving5 g
of Ti(SO,i)2in strong H2SO4,diluting to 2 liters and adding

enoughstrongNH4OHto precipitatethe titanium as Ti(OH)4.
The flocculentprecipitate waswashed8 timesby decantation,

filtered, washed, dried over PîO<>and then heated in an air

oven at about 1500 C for two hours. This product was

designatedas B. In the followingseriesof experimentsthe

procedurewas the same in ail runs. Severalhoursof prelim-

inary heating were allowed to ensure thermal equilibrium
of the furnace, the temperature being read offthe pyrometer
and controlledwith the lamp bank resistance. The reaction

was allowedto proceed longenoughto sweepall air out of the

apparatus before actual readings were taken. Runs with

absolute,50percent, and 25 percent alcoholweremade. The

results are given in the accompanying table. The tem-

perature wasmaintained at 490 C.

Table X

«_ e
AbsoluteBI Absolute 50 50 25

hamPie B, Ij B, B, B< B4

Total gas evolved 2813 3265. 1430 1219 644
Totalalcohol 24.5s 32.8 35.6 .41.77 31.57
ce gas per ce alcohol 114 99 40.1I 29.0 26.0

ce gas per minute 23.4q. 27.22 11.99 19.1r 5.33

ce ethyleue 81.9 86.2 64.2 62.4 47.4
ce oxygen 0.22 0.22 0.5 0.8 1.4

%C!îH4 82.7 87.0 66.9 65.0 48.4

unabsorbable 17.33 130 33-« 35•'i S'-6

The data are averaged over two-hour intervals. Read-

ings taken in the original experimentsevery 15minutes show

the rate of decomposition to slowly and gradually decrease

with time. The olefine was absorbed in H2S207and the

oxygenof the air with whichthe gases were always slightly

contaminated by alkaline pyrogallol. The. unabsorbable

residue consistschieflyof hydrogen,but contains also ethane

and small amounts of methane and carbon monoxide. The

percentagesare calculatedto an air-freebasis.
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The duplicatesfor the several runs, it will be noted,

agreequiteclosely. fi-
la order to bring out the effect of adding water more

strikinglythe followingtable is given in whichthe averageis

taken.

TaBUSXI

Ruus Absotute so 25

ce gas evolved 1 3039 1324 644
ce solutionadded 28.65 77° 126.28
ce alcoholused 28.65 38. S 3» -57
ce gas per ce alcohol 107.4 34.6 26.0
ce gas per minute 25.33 11. o 5.3g
%G3H4 84.8 - -6$-:$ 48.44

unabsorbable 15.1t 34.0 51.6

By inspectionof the above table it will be seen clearly
that the addition ofwater has a great effect upon the décom-

positionof the alcohol. Not only is the rate of evolution eut
down greatly but the amount of decomposition, or the yield
of gas per ce alcohol is reduced. The greater change, how-

ever, occursin the compositionof the gas. While xoopercent
alcohol gives a gas, 84.8 percent of which is absorbable in

fuming sulphuric, the 50 percent water mixture yields 65.9
percent C2H4and the 25percent aqueous solution 48.4percent
C2H4. There is a correspondingincrease in the unabsorbable

residue, which consists, not only of H2 but also CsjHaand
small amountsof CH4and CO.

Further experiments were undertaken on the displace-
ment of the equilibriumwith TiO2. A sample of TiOz, pre-
pared by precipitating the hydroxide from TiCU instead of

Ti(SO4)2and subsequentwashing,filtering and drying yielded,
at 3800C, a gaswhichcontainedas an average of several runs

59 percent C2H4. Complete analyses were made of the gas
given off in several runs with absolute and aqueous alcohol.
The presenceof ethane was not suspected until the gaseous
residue after absorbing ethylene, oxygen, carbon monoxide
and removingthe hydrogenby combustionover CuO showed,
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upon combustion,large amounts of carbon dioxide. Apply-

ing the combustion equation for C2H0and CH4, obtained

by computingfrom the contraction observed and the carbon

dioxide formed, it was found that the reactionbetween CïH4
and H2 is greatly catalyzed by TiO* at the temperature of

the experiment, yielding varying amounts of C2H6. The

amounts of CH4 formed were always small and corre-

sponded in most cases to the CO present, both the gases re

sulting from the breaking downof the aldehyde formed along
with the hydrogen. Higher percentages of méthane than

those correspondingto CO can be accounted for on the basis

of the reaction betweencarbonmonoxideand Hj,

• CO + 3ÏÏ2 CH4+ HA

whichreaction takes place to someextent.

The formationof CVH8complicatedthe reaction to some

extent, and in order to ascertain the total ethylene and hy-

drogenformed,a calculationmust bemade to obtain the ratio

between C2H4and H2. Carbon monoxide occurs in very
small quantities, so that a recalculation can be made on a

carbon monoxide-methaneas well as air-free basis. Since

each volumeof ethane representsonevolume of ethylene and

one of hydrogen, the total amount of C2H4formed will be

givenby the sum of C2H4and CtHo. Similarly,H2originally
formed equals Ha actually present plus the volume of CzH6
determined. Upon this basis then the ratios are found, as

shownin the table.

Similar sets of values were obtained from a sample of

Ti02 (E) made from the sulphate. Both sets are shown

below.

The ratio of ethylene to hydrogen agrees well in both

sets, being greater for absolute than for aqueous alcohol.

The two runs with absolute alcoholagree within the experi-
mental limit even though the sampleof catalyst is of different

source, but in the case of the aqueous mixtures the ethane

formation has taken place to a much greater extent with

Sample E than with Sample D. In fact, the secondary re-
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TabmîXII
Displacementof equilibriumwith TiOa

Temperature 3800
()

Experimeot Absolute(D,) 50% (D4) Absoiute(Ei) 50% (Bi)

54 49.2 55 31
CO o 0.6 2.7 0.0

Ha 8.4 30.1 8.1 5-3

CH. 2.1i 1.66 4.0 0

CaHu 360 16.4 30^2 63.6

C2H4 54.8 Si 4

1

59.0 31.0

H2 8.5 31J 8.7 5.3

CaHg 4^2 17 i 32.3 63.6

%CïH4 66.4 I 585 5
.1

69.0
I

58

%Ei 33.6 I 41.55, 31-0 I 42

action leadingto the formationof ethane is quite variable and

a hard one to control. The ethane content may vary from

nothingup to about 65percent of the gasmixture,the average

of a large number of runs 'being about 25 percent. The

presenceof ethane was not suspected at first and the dis-

turbing factor in the gas analytical results led to considerable

investigationas to the cause, vapors of aldehyde, ether and

alcoholhavingbeen in turn studied. It wasfound that none

of these vapors were.present in sufficient amounts to cause

any trouble. The rate of withdrawing the gases from the

reacting tube and the temperature are the main factors in-

fluencingthis reaction.

In this connectionit was of interest to knowthe behavior

of mixtures of hydrogen and ethylene when passed over

catalysts at the temperature of the experimentscited above.

The followingexperimentwas performed.

Ethylene and Hydrogen over TiO2

Amixtureof ethyleneand hydrogen,analyzing43percent

CjEL,,was passed from an eight-liter bottle, provided with

suitableinlet, manometer, syphon and outlet tubes, through

the fumace over a layer of the catalyst. Care was taken to

adjust the rate of flow uniformly, and to keep the pressures
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equaQn the deliveryand receivingcontainers. In each run

about liter of the gas mixture was passed through. The
air in the apparattiswas displacedbeforereadingswere taken.

Data from one run are hereshown.

Table XIII

Duration of run i hr.
ce gas passedover 1000
ce gas collected 1005

ethylenebefore 43 o
ethyleneafter 41.0y

The result shows that only slight reaction has taken place.
From this we can concludethat these gasesare .onlyreactive

when in the nascent state.

Ethylene over T102

It wasthought désirableto studythe stability of ethylene,
alone and also in presenceof the catalyticagents, under the

conditionsof the experiment. The ethylenewas made by the

dehydration of alcohol over AI2O3,and was confined over

saturated salt solution. The apparatus described in the

preceding section was employed. The experiment was first

tried without a catalyst. The temperaturewas 500° C. The

run extended overone and a half hours and 1 liter of the gas
was passedthrough. Data are shownbelow.

__ Table XIV

Temperature of furnace 500° C
ce gas passedthrough 1000

ce gas collected 1002
Duration of run 1 Vahrs.

ethylenebefore 98.9
ethyleneafter 98.55

At temperatures, therefore,below500°, ethylene is not

decomposedappreciablyunder the conditionsof the experi-

ment, without a catalytic agent. This substantiates the

work of Lewes,1whofound that decompositiondid not begin

1Proc.Roy.Soc.,55,90(1894).
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below 600°. Norton and Noyés1 found decompositionto

take place at a dull redness, the products being benzene,

naphthalene, methylene, propylene and butylène, divinyl

(CH2 CH – CH = CHg)and CH4and QHa. According
to Day,2 the change to methane and ethane takes place only
after 171 hours of continuous heating to 4000C.

That ethylene is not decomposedover aluminais shown

by previousexperiments.
Two runs were made with TiO» as catalyst at a tem-

perature of 490°. The data follow

Tabuî XV

•: • • - ; : : I Il .

Duratton of run 45 min. 68 min.
ce gas passed through 800 1000

ce gas collected 850 1049
ethylene beforc 98.5 98.8
ethylene after 94.6 90.9

décomposition 4.0 7.9

T1O2 catalyzes the decomposition to a small extent.

There is a corresponding volume increase, which can be

accountedfor onthe basis of the followingequation:

2cm CH4 + 2H2+ 3C

The gas residue after absorption of thé ethylene on com-

bustion in the pipette showed methane and hydrogen. The

catalyst is always found coveredwith a blackdeposit of free

carbon. While, therefore, this catalyst does.exert some de-

composingaction on the pure ethylene it is not of appréciable
extent.

Displacement of Equilibrlum with Hydrogen

Thus far the experiments on the displacementof the

equilibrium with A12O3)SiO2,ZrO2and TiO2dealt with the

reversing of the ethylene-water reaction, and it was shown

that the addition of water to the alcoholdid eut down this

1 Am. Chetn. Jour., 8,362 (1886).

Ibid., 8, 153 (1886).
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reaction and that in consequence the hydrogen-aldehyde
reaction was relatively increased. It was thought possible
to reverse the hydrogen-aldehydereaction by adding hydrogen
to the reactingvapor.

A two-holed rubber stopper was used in place of the

single-holedstopper at the inlet to the furnace tube, through
one hole of which the capillary from the hydrogen container

passed and through the other the tube holding the alcohol

vapor. Four experimentswere made with TiO2>the condi-
tions being kept as nearly uniform as possible. To get com-

parable data two runs weremade with alcohol alone and two
with hydrogen-alcohol mixtures. In computing the per-
centagesof C2H4and H»due allowancewas, of course, made
for the hydrogen added in order to get the actual amount
formedin the decomposition.

Table XVI

Displacementof thehydrogen-aldehydereaction

Alcohol Alcoholand hydrogen

1 II III IV

ce alcohol added 33.77 38. 1 13.6 13.66
cchydrogenadded –

500 500
ce gas collected 1705 1630 1240 1260

ethylene formed 47.5 45.6 54.1I 51.8g

hydrogen formed 52.5 55.4 45.9 48.2z

Average CH* 46.55 53.0
Average%H8 53.99 47.O

It is thus seen that whereas the hydrogen normally runs

53.9 percent with this sample of catalyst (C), the addition of
free hydrogen to the alcoholvapors has the effect of reducing
the amount formed to 47.0 percent. The equilibrium of the

hydrogen-aldehydereaction is thus displaced. This can be

explained,as in the case of the displacementwith water, by an

approaching saturation of the surface of the catalyst with

respect to hydrogen.
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Aldehydeover TIO2

Since acetaldehyde, CH8CHO,is one of the products of

decompositionof alcohol,being formed sumiltaneouslywith

hydrogen, it is of importance to knowits stability at tem-

peratures of the experimentin presenceof the catalytic agent.
Heated to about 520°C without a catalyticagent, entire

decompositiontook place, yielding pungent-smelling,brown

croton aldehyde,CH8 – CH CH – CHO,in the condenser

and a copiousevolutionof gas, which analyzedas follows:

TABtSXVII

CQ* 96%
C»H4 38°

-' CÛ ' "' 22;o

C8H« 3-6
CH4 26.4

At temperatures about 400° C there is little decom-

positionof aldehyde. Outof 15ce ofaldehydepassedthrough
the tube 14.5ce were recoveredunaltered in the condenser.

Very little gas was givenoff. A sampleof this, recalculated

on an air-freebasis, showed57.4percent CH4and 42.6percent
CO and no ethylene or ethane. Thus, whileat 5200 the de-

compositionis complete and secondary reactions set in, at

400 the decompositionis slight and takes place practically
in accordancewith the equation

CHaCHO» CH4+ CO.

In the presence of TiOaat the same temperature, 400°,
the decompositionis likewisevery slow. Thegaseousproducts
consist of equal parts of methane and carbon monoxide.

That very little action is exerted by this catalyst can further

be concludedfrom the previouswork on alcoholwhere it was

found that the percentagesof CO and CH4resulting from

CHaCHOdid not exceed6.7percent in any experiment.

Ether over T1OSand A12O,

Ether passed over Al2Oaat abôut 3800 C decomposes

quantitatively into ethyleneand water, in accordancewith the

followingéquation:
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CH~–CHs\.
a ~CHa.CH$-f-Hs0

CHg CH2J>O
2CH8.CH8+ H80

CH, – CH~/Oa

6 ce of ether yielded2280cc gas which analyzed 98.6percent
ethylene,the remainder being air. With TiOa there is a slow

dehydrating action and practically all the ether is recovered
in the condenser. No aldehyde or hydrogen forms.

The dehydrating action of alumina on ether is similar
to that on alcohol. In fact, ether is doubtless the inter-

mediate product formed in the dehydration of alcohol. As

shownbelow, at 2100, ether is obtained from alcoholby de-

hydrationwith A12O3.Alcoholmay be consideredto combine
with eliminationof water thus.

CH,.CH,.OH CHs.CH2s,CH,.CH!t.OH
– *

CH8.CH2\>O
+ H2O.

CHa.CHs.OH CHs.C^/

Aldehyderesults only from direct dehydrogenationof alcohol.

The dehydration of alcohol by means of HjSO4is the

well-knownmethod for making ether and is a classicexample
of catalytic action.1 If the temperature is allowed to reach

i6o°-i7o°, the ethyl sulphuric acid formed as intermediate

compoundwill break up into ethylene and sulphuric acid.

CHs.CHa.O.SO3H– H2SO4+ CHt = CH,.

Alumina,like HgSO4,will act on alcohol yieldingether or

ethylenedependingupon the temperature. At a temperature
of about 2100C, 30 ce of alcoholwerepassedthrough the hot

tube over AI2O3. Practically all the liquid was recovered

in the condenserand this, subjected to fractional distillation,

yielded about 75 percent ether. This is in accordancewith

the experimentsof Senderens.2

Nickel as Catalyst
The catalytic action of finely divided metals, especially

platinum, nickel, cobalt and copper, is well known and the

decompositionofalcohols,ketones, aldehydes,etc., in presence
of these metals has been investigated by Sabatier and others.

1Williamson:Ann.Chim.Phys.,[3]40,98(1854).
> Senderens: Ibid., [8] 23, 449 (1913).
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Pulverulent nickel is especiallywell suited for hydrogenation
of many organic substances, and its action upon alcohol is

one of dehydrogenation,yieldingat the same time acetaldehyde
in accordancewith the foUowingéquation:

CHS.CH2OH– H*+ CHaCHO

At the temperature of the experiments aldehyde itself de-

composes to a small extent into CH4and CO.

A study was made of the action of nickel upon alcohol,

both alone and when mixed with alumina.

The finelydividednickel was prepared as f ollows 100 g
of nickelnitrate were heated in an evaporating dish until all

moisture and nitric oxide fumes were driveh off. The black

oxide was then placed in a hard glass tube and heated in a

combustion furnace in a stream of electrolytic hydrogenuntil

complete reduction took place.
The catalyst thus prepared was a very powerful agent,

the alcohol decomposing completely at the temperature of

3800 C. The data are given in the followingtable.

Tabus XVIII

Température of furnace 3800C Compositionof gas mixture
Duration of run 15min. COa = 3.8%
Gas evolved 950 ce C2H4 = o

Alcohol used 14 ce CO == 3.88

Condensate None H2 = 12.6 6

CH4 79-8
C2H,-= o

The results of the above analysis are explained as fol-

lows The first action of the nickel is the breaking up of the

alcohol into Ha and acetaldehyde. The aldehyde is further

decomposed into CH4 and CO. At temperatures below

4c»0 C, CO is oxidizedin presenceofnickel.'

2CO = CO2+ C

thus accounting for the presence of COzin the gas mixture.

A second reaction takes place betweenH2 and CO:

CO+ 3Ht = H,0 + CH«

lMond,LangerandQuincke:Chem.News,62,95 (1890);Sabatier:
"DieKatalyseinderorganischenChemie,"134(1914)-
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A third reaction mayalso occurbetween someof the carbon

dioxideformed above and the hydrogen:
CO»+ 4H2= 2HsO+ CH.

This reaction is likewise facilitated by nickel and goes on

readily below 400° C. Thèse reactions between the gases
account for the high percentageof methaneand corresponding
lowervalues forHband CO.

Nickel and Alumina as Catalyst
Since metallic nickel functions as a dehydrogenating

catalyst and AltOaas a dehydrating agent, it was thought
desirableto try mixtures of the two catalysts and thus study
the combined effect of the two.

The followingexperimentwas performedwith this object
in view. Equal parts by weight of A1(NO8)3and Ni(NO3)2
were dissolved in distilled water and enough i i NH40H
added to precipitate both salts as the hydroxides. The

gelatinous mass was then washed, filtered,dried,and ground
to 200 mesh. Reduction of the nickel to the pulvérulent
state was accomplishedin a stream of hydrogen as before.

A run with alcoholwas made keeping conditionsas uniformas

possible. The data are shownin the table.

Table XIX

Temperature of furnace 380° C Compositionofgas mixture
Duration of run 10 min. COj – o
Gas evolved 350ce CjH6 = 0.6

Alcohol used up 0.5 ce CO = 1.8
Hg = 13.4
CH4 = 84.2a

QH, = o

The evolved gasdoes not differmuch in compositionfromthat
obtained with nickel alone. It is knownthat nickelcatalyzes
the reaction at much lower temperatures than does alumina

and the above result bears out this observation. AU the

alcoholis brokenup by the nickelbeforethe lessactivealumina
hasa chance to function.

As a modification of the above, another experimentwas

performed in which the catalyst consisted of a mechanical
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mixture of powderedaluminaand reduced nickel. From the

results obtained, AI2O3in this form seems to be more active

and exerts a retarding effect upon the secondary reactions

taking place. Someethyleneand ethane wereformedand the

CO and H3have partially resisted transformation. The data

for this experimentare shown in Col. 3 of the summarized
table.

TABUÎxx

Summaryfornickel

B .,Mi Precipitatcd Mefchanlcal
Gw «fctol mixture mixtureniokel

AI.O,+•Ni A1,O,+ Ni

COj 3.8 0 1.4
C3H4 0.0 o.6 2.0
CO 3.8 1.8 29.0
Ha 12.6 13.4 29.0
CH4 79.8 84.2 35.2
QHe 0 o 3-4

The action of nickel is so much greater than alumina

that it masks the latter's action ahnost entirely, yet the

mechanicalmixture is more effectiveas a dehydrant than the

chemicallyprecipitated mixture.

Conclusions

The followingconclusionseau be drawn from this work:

1. It has been shownthat in the catalytic decomposition
of alcohol the water-ethylene equilibrium can be displaced
with AI2O3,SiO8,ZrOî,and TiO2as catalysts by addingwater

vapor to the system.
2. Thé hydrogeh-aldehydeequilibrium can be displaced

with TiOa as catalytic agent by adding hydrogen to the

system.

3. The presence of water vapor furthermore greatly de-

creases the rate of decomposition,as shownby the decreased

gas evolution for the aqueous mixtures; this applies to the

volumeof gasper ce ofalcoholaswell asthe volumeof gas per
minute.
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4. The rate of decompositionincreaseswith rise in tem-

perature. With Al2Osat 3800C the rate is 78.2 ce gas per
minute while at 4900 C it is 426 for absolute alcohol. The

corresponding percentage decompositionis 18 percent at

380° C and 94.5 percent at 4900C.

5. Alumina prepared from Al(NOs)8retains its activity
indefinitely, its action after fivehours'use being only slightly
reduced.

6. When equal volumes of alcoholand water vapor are

passed over A13O3,the amount of hydrogenformed is almost

double that formed from the absolutealcohol.

7. Silica is a poor catalyst for the decomposition of

alcohol. At 490° it yields 4 ce gas per minute.
8. It was found possibleto reducethe ethylene content

from 84.2 percent to 68.6 percent by adding water to the

alcohol over SiO2.

9. Zirconia, obtained by calcuiing the nitrate, is an

active catalyst. With absolute alcoholit yields a gas con-

taining 63.6percent C2H4and 3.5 percentHz. With aqueous
alcohol mixtures the composition changes to 42.5 percent

C2H4and 49.0percent H2.
10. The decomposition of alcohol over TiOz has been

studied in detail. The activity decreaseswith time and in-

creaseswith temperature rise.

11. The displacement of the equilibriumby the addition

ofwater ismarked with this catalyst.
12. When hydrogen is mixedwith the alcoholvapors and

passed over TiO*.the amount of hydrogenformed decreases

from 53.9 percent to 47.0 percent.

13. Ethane forms from ethylene and hydrogen when

alcoholis decomposedover TiOj.

14. The decomposition of aldehyde into methane and

carbon monoxidedoes not take placeto any great extent with

TiO2.

15. lîthyl ether results from the dehydration of ethyl
alcoholwith A12O8at 2100C.

16. Finely divided nickel decomposesalcohol into hy-
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drogen and aldéhyde. Acetaldehydeis easily broken up by
this catalyst into CH*and CO and the reaction between Hjj
and CO accountsfor -thehigh values for CH*obtained in the

experiments.
The author takes this opportunity of expressing his

appréciation and thanks to Professor Wilder D. Bancroft
under whosecheerfulguidancethis work was carried out.

ComeltUnimsity
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The AmericanPetroleumIndustry. By RaymondF. Baconand William
A. Hamor. Vols.1 andH. 23 X 17cm;pp. vin -f 963. McGraw-HillBook
Company,1916. Price: $10.00 per set ««/.–"The purpose of the authors in
preparing this workbas been to producea treatise whichwouklpresenta com-
prehensive surveyof the Americanpetroleum industry, distinctlymodernin
every respect,andsuitablenot onlyasa generalreferenceworkforthoseengaged
in the industry but atso as a text-bookfor students of petroleumengineering.
For these reaqonsthe subject-matteris essentiallydescriptive,without,however,
omitting the theoreticalconsiderationsnecessaryfor the properunderstanding
of the subjects included."

The chaptersare entitled: the geochemistryof petroleum;the geology
of petroleum; the distributionofpetroleumin the United States;the physical
and chcmical propertiesof pettoleum;the history of the petroleumindustryin
the United States;oil-welltechnology;the valuationof oilproperties;somecom-
mercial factors involvedin the appraisementof petroleumproperties;possible
cause of the declineof oil wdls and suggestedmethods of prolongingyield;
efficiencyinthe productionofpetroleum;thecondensationof gasolinefromnatural
gas; refinery technology;specialrefinerytecbnology;refineryengineering;hy-
gienic considerations;some problemsof the petroleumindustry; the shale-oil
industry; a glossaryofbitumenology.

This bookrepresentsan enormousamountofworkand seemsto havebeen
very well doue. It bids fair to becomea standard referencework. Thosewho
are more interestedin miscellaneousinformationthan in technologywill be
pleasedwith p. 796. "It has beenstated that the dustfromtarredroadshasap-
peared to be moreirritating to the eyesthan that fromuntarred roads,and in
igio an investigationof this matterwasconductedin FrancebyTruc andPleig.
It was ascertainedthat dust fromuntarred roads had only the slightesteffect
whensprinkledontheeyesof animais,andthat dust fromold tarredroads,from
which the coatinghad more or less disappeared,gave little differenteffects.
However, dust fromold tarred roadswitha well-preservedsurfaceoccasioned
conjunctivitis and otherlesions,whitedustartificiallyproducedfromsuchroads
gavestill moresevereeffects. Notwithstandingthe fact that bituminousvapors
are said to have only a slight actionupon the eye, the investigationsof Truc
and Flcig seemedto showthat the resultscorrespondedto the proportionof tar,
as well as to the mechanicalirritationproducedby the dust and to the genns
present. Concerningthe observations,Baskervillehas remarkedthat while
bituminous dust mayrapidly producevariouslésionsin the eyes,and mayleave
leucoma,the conditionof the eyeand the actionof the sunlightare bothpredis-
posingcauses. He notes that the experiments,whichbave beenconductedon
thèse points donot, moreover,constitutean argumentagamstthetarringof the
roads, for, whentarring is welldonc,it diminishesthe chanceof injury to the
eyes."

80

Others willbe interested in the specialresearchproblems,p. 802. "In
the chemicaltreatmentofpetroleumproducts,systematicresearchwiththe view
ofascertainingthe mostfavorabletempératurefortbeacidtreatmentofpetroleum
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distillâteswouldbe of great practicalvalue as affordingan indicationto the re-
finet how to proceed under ail circumstances. A well-knownproblemin re.
finingisthechetnicaltreatment oflubrieatingoilsinsuchamainteras to minimise
the lossesand to prevent thé amusions whichresuit when sulphuricacid is
used. The production of persistentemulslonsin the refiningof petroleumis a
problemto be attacked from the colloid-chemicalpoint of view. An economie
processis wanted for isolatingpure naphthenlcacidsof high raolecularweight
fromwastelyes. Another problemis the utilizationof the estersfromthe uaph-
thene carbo-acidscontained in the residuefromthe alfcalitreatment. A ques-
tion of idterest hère is. what is the cause of the mal-odorof naphthenieacid,
andhowmay theseproducts bemosteffectivelyandcconomicallydeodorUed?

"The foUowingare someof the tnany otherproblemsconfrontingpetro-
leumtechnologists: A more rational utllization of the butanes and pentanes
in natural gas gasolineand in light petroleumfractions;the separationof the
vaporsoflight oils fromsteam vaporswhen petroleumis distiUedby the intro-
ductionof superheated steam.and any steam notcondensedwith the oil vapors
is returnedto tbe superheater and passed againthrough the stili; doesthe hot
stillmétalexert any catalytiç actionin thé pyrogenicdecompositionofresidues;
the minimizationof the decompositionof sutphurcompoundsduring the dis-
tillationof petroleumcontainingasphalt; what rôledo sulphurcompoundstake
in the condensationof petroleumto asphaltum;increasingthe efficiencyof tower
stais; the rapid and effectiverevivificationof speatfuller'searth; the separation
of thearomaticand eyclicunsaturatedhydrocarbonsfromthe paraffinandnaph-
thene hydrocarbonsby a more effectiveor cheaperreagent tban those now in
use;the fractionationof petroleumrenduescontainingparaffinwaxintodistillate
and undecomposedamorphous wax; the elimiution of gummy or asphaltic
portionsfrom wax distillate by a distillationor mechanical procedure;what
constituentsof a minerai ail are responsiblefor the lubricatingpowerthereof,
andcan the lubricatingpropertiesof anoil be increasedin the lightof this knowl-
edge the preventionof the oxidationof minéraloils in transformers;products
whiehwillmake emulsionswith water without any oil comingto the surface;
the recoveryof more of the calorificvalue of an oilin the gas in producers,ob-
tainingoil-gasof uniform quality during the wholeof the gas-makingperiod,
and reducingthe amount of the hunpblackformed;and a rational.plant for pro-
ducingoil-gasfromtar and ofcarbonmonoxidefromthe residue,the mixedgases
to be suitable for use in gas engines. Then, too, notwithstandingthe many
processeswhichhave been patented,methodsforthe solidificationof petroleum
and its productsare still under investigation." WilderD. Bancroft

Theoretical Chemistry. By WalterNernU. Trans. from revisedseventh
Germanédition by H. T. Tisard. 32 X i$ cm;pp. xix + 853. New York:
TheMacmillanCompany,tçi6. Priée: $5.00.– Thisis a belatededitionof the
seventhGermanedition and everythingin it is thereforeat lcast fiveyearsold.
The chapterson radioactivity, colloidchemistry,and photochemisttyare there-
fore hopelesslyout of date. It is a valuable book for the student, however,
eventhoughit doesnot representthe knowledgeoftodayina goodmanyrespects.
The last sectionin the chapter onthe atomictheory,p. 438,is as importanttoday
as whenit was first written. "The electron theory allowsus to form a clear
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pictureofthe relationbetweenthedualistieand unitaryconceptions. The différ-
ent cléments and radicaishave différentchemicalaffinitiestowards the positive
and negative electrons;those whiehhave a strong tendency to combine with
the positiveélectrons form positivegroups of éléments; similarlynegative ele-
ments are characterizedby theiraffinity for negativeelectrons. Besidesthis,
differentelementsexercisea chemicalattraction on eachother whichis not of a
polar character. Accordingly,two atoms of an element may form a stable
chemicalcompoundwithoutanyactionon the part ofthe electrons;the stability
with which the twohydrogenor two nitrogenatoms unite with one another in
the moleculeis anexampleof this. The same is true of many of the compounds
of the metalloidswitheachother,such as iodinechloride,phosphorussulphide,
and soon. So,too, the metals make nutnerous compoundswith each other,
in whichwe have no reasonto supposethat the electronstake part. Carbon,
especially,which formsa transitionbetweenthe well-markedpositiveand nega-
tive elements, reacts with both groupsof éléments,and since electrons seem
hère to be out of the question,a purelyunitary conceptionof the carbon com-
poundsis possible.

"But so soonas a positiveand a negativeelementreact with oneanother
we bave separationof ions,that is, the additional separationof a masslesselec-
trically neutral moleculeis associatedwith this chemicalprocess;it is remark-
able that this processinvolvesa far deeper change in the ordinary behavior
than one in whiehthe electronsdo not take part; whilethe compounds of the
metalswith eachotherretain theirmetalliccharacter,and similarly,compounds
of métalloïde recall the propertiesof their components,wben a metal reacts
with a metalloidsomethingentirelynewand peculiaris produced. Substances
like sodium chlorideshow the greatest possible differenceof character from
that of their components,and in the formationof such compoundsclearly the
chemicalforcesactingare the mostintense.

"It is of coursepossiblethat in the non-polarreactions electricalforces
are in the background,just as it bas often been hoped to refer the Newtonian
attractionto electricalphenomena,as has been accomplishedwith optics. That,
however,is a matter of the future;at present it is necessary'todistinguishthe
forcesof polar characterfromunitary actions."

The translationhas beenfairlywelldone,but there has beengreat care-
lessnessin regard to propernames,many of whichare mjsspelled.

WilderD. Bancroft

A Text-Bookof Thennochemistryand Thermodynamics. By OttoSackur.
Translatéeand reaisedbyG.E. Gibson. 22 X 15cm;pp. xoi+ 43c. New York:
The Matmildan Company, igif. Priée: $3.50.– The German edition was
reviewednearly fiveyearsago (17,178). The translator has made a numberof
changes,some of whichare givenin his preface. The headingsof the chapters
are: Introduction;the behaviorof bodieson heating; the first law of thermo-
dynamics applicationsof the first law of thermodynamics;the secondlaw of
thermodynamics; themodynamie equilibrium in general; general deductions
from the two lawsof thermodynamics;theory of solution; the lawsof chemical
eqnilibrium; thermodynamicsand electrochemistry;thermpelectricphenomcna;
thermodynamicsand capillarity;heat radiation; the Nernst heat theorem.
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1er Drancnes 01 pnysics.

Wilder D. Bancroft

The attitude in regard to the thçorem of LeChatelier is rather interesting,

p. ao8. "Thé principle of LeChateiier may now be stated as follows: If a

system is in stable equilibrium the increase in the inteosity factor Xr, correspond-

ing tua given inerease dxr, in the quantity factor xr, is souiller for a change to

another state of stable equilibrium than for a change produced by altcring xr

by dxr, whUe aU the other quantity factors remain constant. Por example, if

heat supplied to a system consisting of several phases and components (increase

in entropy) causes the température to rise by T, the phases otherwise rmaining

unaltered, then the same amouat of heat (inerease in entropy) will raise the tem-

perature by the smaller amount of ATif we keep thé system in equilibrium

throughout. Thé displacement of the equilibrium, therefore, acts as a brake.

on the imposed change in the intensity factor, in this case the temperature. The

principle of LeChatelier thus determines the direction in which a monovariant

equilibrium is displaced under the influence of a change imposed on one of the

variables by which its state is determined Ail cases to which the principle

or 1.eChatelier is applicable can be treated also by thermodynamical methods.

The principle of I^Çhatelier is, however, usually much easier to apply, andd

h therefore of use whenever a knowlcdgcof the direction of the displacement is

ait that is required."

One of the sections which bas been completely rewritten is the one on the

distribution of the energy in the speetrum, p. 39*. or the determiuation of the

emissivity of a black body for any wave-length as a function of the wave-

length and the temperature. Rayleigh's radiation law is a conséquence of the

ardinary laws of eloetrodynamics and statistlcal mechanics and is approximately

in accord with experiment for long waves and high temperatures, the agreement

being better the longer the wave-length. The shorter the wave-length, however,

the greater is the discrepancy between Rayleigh's law and the experimental

tacts. For infinitely short waves Rayleigh's formula cannot possibly be right

because it calls for an infinité emissivity, when thé wave«length becomes zero,

whereas the emissivity of an actual black body fulls off rapidly toward zero in

the ultra-violet end of the spectrum. The reason for this discrepancy is not

yet known with certainty. The faiture of Rayleigh's law may be ascribed either

to au ertor in the statistical calculation or to the inapplicability of the ordinary

laws of mechanics to very rapid vibrations. Planck has adopted the latter view

and assumes that the energy of an oscillator does not very continuously, but by

finite increments or quanta of energy, eaeh having the same value. On this basis

Planck has deduced a formula which is almost identical with Rayleigh's law for

long wave-lengths and with Wicn's law for short wave-lengths. Planck's law

represents the experimental facts better than any other law which has yet been

proposed, and is probably accurate to within the expérimental errors. The

quantum hypotbesis bas also proved very fruitful in other branches of physies.



THE FORMATION OF CRYSTAI^ IN GELS

BYHARRYN.HOI/MES

The influenceofcertain gels-or jellies– oncrystalgrowth
is illustrated by many crystalline minerais. It is very
probablethat gelatinoussilicicacidwas the ancestorof quartz
and by graduai dehydration became hard silica rock. In
the gelatinousmedium reactions took place under conditions

favoring the formation of crystalline veins. For example,
the reduction of goldsalts producedcrystals of gold, veining
the gel which later became quartz. A convincingpart of
this development can be reproducedin the laboratory. To

thé geologist a working mëthbd of duplicàting many such

processesof nature must be of great value. To the chemist
a study of reactions in gels givesa useful controlof relative
concentrations and velocity of reactions. The pathologist
finds in the subject some relation to the formation of crys-
talline material in animal tissue. Silicic acid gels are dis-
cussedin this paper more than any other but other gelsfunc-
tion in a similar, though usuallylesseffectivemanner.

Hlstorlcal

E. Hatschekl did much important work in this field, at-
tracted doubtless by the experimentsof R. E. Uesegang.2
The latter observed that if a drop of silver nitrate solution
was placed on a film of gelatine gel containing potassium
dichromatethe precipitated silverdichromatewas formedin

concentricrings separated by clear intervals. This "rhythmic

banding" of 'Xiesegang's rings" will be discussedin a later

paper. Whether a disk of gel or a tube partly filledwith a

gel be used, the essential feature is that one substanceshall
diffuse into a gel containing another substance with which
it reacts to form a rather insoluble compound. Rhythmic

'Zeit. Kolloidcbemie, 8, 193 (1911); 10, 77, «4, 26s (1912); I4i tt5

(1914)-
1Zeit. anorg. Chem., 48, 364 (1906); Zeit. phys. Chem., 59, 444 (1907).
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bands may formor, underdifferentconditions,separate crys-
tals oi remarkable size and shape.

Hatschek and Simon' reduced gold salts in silidc acid

gels by the use of oxalic acid, ammonium formate, ferrous

sulphate, sodiumsulphite, carbon monoxide,sulphur dioxide,

hydrogen, ethylene, etc. Whenilluminating gas was used

as a reducingagent a blackdepositof carbonalways appeared
mixed with the gold. Sincegraphite sometimesoccurs with

gold in quartz veins this experimentis suggestive.

Hatschek's usual method8of workwas tb make a 5-20%

gelatine gel or a 1-5% agar gel containing,' for example,
a small amountof potassiumdichromate. This was allowed

to sdlidifyin a test-tube andcovered with a solution of silver

nitrate. The silver ion slowly diffusingdown into the gel
reacted with the dichromate ion to form silver dichromate

in small crystals. In 191 Hatschek reported these crystals

0.5 mmlong in io percentgelatine, leaddichromate 0.03 mm

longin 2 percent agar; leadchloride2 mmlong in agar; barium

carbonate o. i mm long in 5 percent gelatine potassium

sulphate 0.2 mm long in 5 percent gelatine. He also pre-

pared a number of other crystallinecompoundssuch as lead

iodide, lead sulphate, lead chromate, calcium sulphate and
barium silicofluoride. Later he used silicic acid gels as the

media for diffusion and obtained larger crystals. In 1913
J

he reported lead chloridecrystals 15mm long. He was un-

able to make crystalline sulphidesin gels.

His reduction of goldchloride in silicicacid with oxalic

acidyieldedbeautifulcrystallinegoldand, byvarying the con-

ditions, coloredcolloïdalgold.

Hatschek held that the concentrationand nature of the

gel determined the form and size of the crystals. The in-

elastic gels like silicic add, he thought, were superior to the

elastic organic gels like agar and gelatine. He wrote of "the

practically universal tendency to form spherical bodies in

1Jour. Soc.Chem.Ind., 31,439(1913);MiningEng.World,37,280(1913).
1Zeit. Kolloidchetnie,10,77 (191a).
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agar and gelatine" although he did obtain somecrystals in
these media.

Hatschek made gels of silicic acid by mixing sodium
silicate solutions with hydrochloricacid. The diffusionof a
lêad salt into this gel formed crystals of lead chloride. In
similar fashion he treated sodium silicatewith sulphuricacid
and caused lead or calciumsalts to diffuseinto the gel thus
formingcrystalline sulphatesof lead or calcium. With phos-
phorie acid gels he obtainedcrystalline phosphatesof copper,
calcium,and strontium.

Simon1grew the well known "lead tree" in a silicicacid
gel containing lead acetate. A bit of zincor tin was pressed
into the top of thé gel. I found that if the gel is about 0.02
N with respect to lead acetate a splendidly branching tree
grows and may be handled roughly since it is supported on
all sidesby a solid.

Pringsheim states that when two salt solutionsdiffuse
into a gel in oppositedirectionsthe reaction doesnot proceed
beyond a thin film if the solutions are isotonic. A hyper-
tonic solution continues to diffuseinto a hypotonieand any
precipitate formedis depositedin the latter. In accord with
this idea Hatschek often added indifferent substancesto the
solutionon top of the gelin order to ensure reactionbelowthe
gel surface.

I/iesegang3found that the older opinion that growth of a
precipitate in a gel was limited to one sideof the initial pre-
cipitation film did not hold for quinol on silvernitrate. 1
confirmedLiesegang'sfindingby several new examples. He
also obtained silver crystals in gelatine by reducing silver
nitrate with ferrous sulphate.

Gerhart4placed a solidreacting substance in a test-tube,
coveredit with a mixture of water glass and a suitable acid
beforethe gel set, and after it became solidpoureda solution

Zeit.Kolloidchemie,12,171(1913).
1Zeit. phys. Chem., 17,473 (1895).
Zeit.Koltoidchemie,17,141(1915}.
Tsch.Min.Mitt.,38,347(1908);29,185(t9to).
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of the second reacting substance on top Both salts then

diffusedinto the gel andmet. Gerhart found aluni and potas-
sium nitrate to have considerableinfluence on the form of

crystals deposited.
Hausmann obtained crystalline halides of thallium in

gelatine.

Dreaperl dispensedwith a gel as a medium for réactions

and used a single capillary tube. For example, a capillary
tube filled with 3 percent lead acetate was immersed in 5

percent hydrochloricacid. Crystals of lead chloride nearly
1 mm long formedin the capillary. Sand in wide tubes

functioned the same as a single capillary. Dreaper consid-

ered relative rates ofdinusionand concentration of 4he in-

comingsolutionto be the determiningfactors.

Emest Marriage3studied the arrangement and size of

lead iodide crystals in fruit gels and jams. The various fruit

jellies and jams influencedthe precipitation of lead iodide

in different waysand use was made of this fact in detecting
adulteration of commercialproducts.

De Schulten,4by the slowadmixtures of extremelydilute

solutions of barium chlorideand sulphuric acid, obtained

crystals of bariumsulphatethat in a month measured 5 mm.

Deiss6prepareda gelof MnHAsO4by mixing equal vol-

umes of to percent solutionsof MnClj and KH2ASO4.On

standing three months rose-coloredcrystals of the same com-

position as the gel separated.
Kohler,6 in a study of "rhythmic crystallization of sul-

phur," states that "the viscosity of the liquid must be so

great that the rate of flowtowards the crystallizing part is

slower than the rate of crystallization." This compares with

slownessof diffusionin a gel.

1
Zeit. anorg. Cbem., 40, no (1904).

1
Jour. Soc.Chem.Ind., 32,678(1913); Zeit. Kolloidchemie,xa, 14, 163

(1914).
Zeit. Kolloidchemie,11,1(19»); Sci. Am.Sup., 77, 375 (1914).

4Comptesrendus,136,1444(1903).
6Zeit. Kolloidchemie,14, 139(1914).
QIbid., 17.>o(«9»5)-
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Shulanskyand Giesl observed that "in the putrefaction
ofmeat crystalsof ammonio-magnesiumphosphateappear early
and accumulate rapidly" due to bacterial activity. This

paper and a similarone by PerlzweigandGies8may have some

bearïng on the subject becauseof the hydrated colloidnature
of animal tissue.

Braun8believed that certain phenomenaattending the
formationof sulphidesand the depositionof copper in capil-
lary spacespreviously noted by A. C. Becquerel are of an
electrochemicalnature as Becquerel4had suggested. "Sur
des nouveauxeffectschimiqueproduits dans les action capil-
laire." Thèse phenomena are partly dependent according
to W. Ostwald6on the semipermcabilityof precipitated mem-
branes.

In a paper on "Electrostenolysis,"H. N. Holmes6re-

ported on electrocapillaryaction in insolublepowders.
The observation of Henri Becquerelthat solutions of

copper sulphate and sodium sulphide meeting by diffusion

through a fine crack in a glass tube formedminute crystals
of copper sulphiderelates to Dreaper's experimentwith the

single capillary.
Cornu's*great seriesof papers on the significanceofgels

in geologyare an important part of the literature.

Methods of Work

1 found it convenient to mix equal volumesof solutions
of sodiumsilicateand some acid, pouringthewater glassinto
the acid and mixing quickly.and thoroughly. Before the
silicicacid set to a solid, one of the reactingsalts was mixed
with this solution which was then poured into test-tubes.

1Biocbem.Bull.,3, 4s(1913).
IIbid.,3,69(i9i3).
» Wied.Ann., 44 507 (1891).
4Comptes rendus, 64, 9i9 (1867); 65, 5 720 («867); 66, 77, 245, 766,

1066 (1868); 67, 1081 (1868).
6Zeit. phys. Chem., 6, 75 (1890).
»Jour.An».Cbetn.Soc.,36,784(1914).

`

Zeit.Kolloidchemte.Vols.1-5.
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After the gel set thé other salt solution designed to react

with the firstwas poured on top. The solution on top should

hâve a greater osmotic pressure than the gel to ensure reac.

tion within the gel instead of above the surface.

The water glass used was a commercial grade known as

"water white" with a density of 1.375. The ratio oi the

Na«O to the SiO2was 1 :3.5. When diluted to a density
of 1.06 and titrated against hydrochloric acid using phenol-

phthalein as an indicateurit was equivalent to 0.51 N acid.

With methyl red as indicator the normality was 0.57.
This particular water glass was used at the 1.06 density

for manyexperiments because weaker solutionswere too slow

in thé set of the sillcîc add. With this concentration àii

equal volumeof N acetic acid was suitable for most of the

experiments. Such a gel set over night and contained a small

excess of acid. It was reasonably clear. This rather arbi-

trary selectionreally marked the lowest concentration limit

for workingconvenience. Acetic acid 0.75 N serves as well

and giveslessexcessacid. Several other acids were used for

spécial purposesby the time of set varied with the acid. A

partial list follows:

t .06densitysodiumsilicatewithequalvolumeN aceticacid set in
6 hours

1 .06densitysodiumsilicatewithequalvolumeN formicacid set in
36 hours

1 .06densitysodiumsilicatewithequalvolumeN hydrochloricacid
set in 10 days

i .06densitysodiumsilicatewithequalvolumeN sulphuricacid set
indefinite

1 .06densitysodiumsilicatewithequalvolumeN nitric acid set in
4 weeks

This appliesonly to the particular water glass described

above. Consideringconvenience in time of set, cleamess of

the gel and failure to split as the gel contracts, the following
table will be found more useful except in respect to acetic:

1 16densitysodiumsilicatewithequalvolume3 N acetic acid set
in hour

1 .08densitysodiumsilicatewithequalvolume3 N formicacid set
in 48hours
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i 06 densitysodiumsilicatewithequalvolume2 N hydrochloric
Si. acidset in 5 days1.06 densitysodiumsilicatewithequal volume6 N sulphuric acid

set in 1 dayi 10densitysodiumsilicatewithequalvolume2 N nitricacid set in
2 days

Température changes affect the time of set considerably.
1 made a few tests with water glassesofdifferent composition
and found it possible to get goodresults with them also. In
one the ratio of NaaO to SiO2was 1 2, its density i 69
and diluted to 1.06 the solution was equivalent to 0.67 N
acid with phenolphthalein as indicator. In another the
ratio of NaaOto SiO8was1 4, the density i .34 and diluted
to 1 .06the solution was equivalent to 0.46 N acid.

New tables of time of set should be constructed on the
basis of the alkalinity of the particular water glass at hand.
For example, a 1.06 water glass equivalent to 0.67 N acid
must be mixed with an equal volume of more than N acetic
to give results similar to those in the table.

Pouring the mixture before it solidifiesinto the bend
of a U-tube gives the experimenterexcellentcontrol of condi-
tions. The two reacting solutions pouredseparately into the
arms of the U-tube slowlydiffusethrough the gel and meet,
often forming a sharp precipitation band. Any amount of
either solution can be used in this method.

Hatschek in some of his work directs that the mixture
of water glass and acid be dialyzed to freeit from excessacid
and salts. Addition of very little ammonia sets the gel. In
other experiments he did not dialyze, 1 do not find it neces-
sary or desirable to dialyze out the add and salts. Their in-
fluence on crystal formation or development of banding is
beneficial in most instances. In a number of experiments
1used a large excessof acid and in others added salts or non-
electrolytes to secure certain effects.

Doryland1 suggested that a mixture of water glass and
just enough acid to make a neutral solution would set to a

1 Private communication.
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gel inminimumtime. Traube and Kohler1came to a similar

conclusionin regard to the effect of acids and bases on gela-
tine. This led me to make basic gels by using less add than

enoughto neutralizethe sodium silicate. In this way a very

profitable field,of investigation was opened up. Basic salts,

for example, may not be studied in gels containing excess

add. A mixture of equal volumes of i .06 density water

glass and 0.5 N acetic add is very slightly basic and sets in

about three minutes. Other water glassesmust be titrated

to get sbnilar figures.

Expérimental Part

Gold. – Hatschek's gold wassp interesting and spectac-
ular that it seemedadvisable to vary his methods. He used

a sodium silicate– hydroch.loricacid gelwith oxalic acid as a

reducing agent. Phosphorus in ether as well as a number

of other reducingsubstanceswere aisotried by Hatschek.

After duplicatinga number ofhis results 1varied the acid

used in makingthé silidc acid gel and securedby fat the most

spectaculareffectswhen the gel was made by mixingsodium

silicate with sulphuric add. That this was due in part to

the presenceof sulphateswas proved by comparingan oxalic

add reduction of gold chloride in a water glass-aceticacid

gel with a similar one containing in addition considerable

sodiumsulphate. The first gave very little crystallinegold-

mostly the coloredcolloïdal form. Addition of solublesul-

phate developeda fewcolor bands in the second.

To secure a dazzlingdisplay of gold crystalswhichgleam

brilliantly in the sunlight, I found the best way was to mix

equal volumes of 1.06 density sodium silicate and 3 N sul-

phuric add. To 25ce of this mixture 1 cc of 1 percent gold
chloridewas added. This gel set in about i week. Then the

solid gel (in a test-tube) was coveredwith 8 percent oxalic

add solution. In severalhours the crystal growth wasmarked

and in a fewdaysat its best.

A remarkable difference appeared when i 16density

1Intern.Zeit.phys.chetn.Biol.,3,43(1915).
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water glass was used instead of i .06 with the 3 N sulphuric
add. With the same reducing solution-8 percent oxalic

add– a series of splendidlycolored bands of colloidal gold
was obtained. The upper layer of the first bands was red,
below that blue and below that green. A comparatively
clear gap belowthis was followedby another red-blue-green
zone. Usuallyafter the firstfew rainbowsthe red was omitted.
A dozen or more such bandsin an ordinary test-tube was not
uncommon–the upperbands measuringabout 1 cm in depth.
Golden crystals were dispersedall through these gels but it
should be noted that the 1 .06 water glass-3N sulphuric
rarely developedcoloredcolloidalgold-only the yellow crys-
tals.

Many variationsin concentrationswere tried. Excellent
results were obtained with 0.5 ce of 1 percent gold chloride
in 25 ce of gel but 2 ce was not so good and with much less
than 0.5 5ccthe goldwastoo thin. Even 2 percent oxalicacid
was effective as a reducer but a saturated solution-about
8 percent-was most satisfactory. A very little gum traga-
canth mixed with the gel to reduce the gold chloride resulted
in blue colloidalgold uniformlydistributed.

Copper.-Perfect tetrahedrons of metallic copper were
obtained in a 1.06 water glass-N acetic acid made 0.05 N
with respect to copper sulphate. The gel was covered with
a 1 percent solution of hydroxylamine hydrochloride. In
a week or two the tetrahedrons were large enough to observe
with the unaided eye. Those formed near the surface were
much smaller than those at greater depths. Of course the
farther the reducingsolutiondiffused into the gel the more
dilute it became. In a beamof sunlight the faces of the tetra-
hedrons gleamed with a splendid copper luster. In nearly
allexperimentsoneormoregroupsof overlappingtetrahedrons
were noted. Thèse formedin three radiating Unes,making
angles of 1200or in some instances of 60°, 120" and 1800.
This arrangement of copper crystals is found in minerai de-

posits. Ail the other reducing solutions tried were inferior
to hydroxylamine.
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The presence of small amounts of glucose,cane sugar,
alcoholor glycerol in the gel caused the formation of a good
deal of red feathery stuff. The presence of sodium sulphate
aided crystallization.

With a basic gel very different results were obtained.

Glucose,a few grams to 25 ce, was mixedwith a 1 .08water

glass-0.5N acetic add gel and covered with 0.5 N copper
sulphate. After a fewmonths closebands ofrather amorphoud
cuprousoxide extended down the gel for a distance of about
w ctn. At first the bands were yellow,but as they aged they
turned to a dull red. At one time both colors were in evi-

dence,the newer bands yellow. Near the surface of the gel

a blue déposât of oupric hydroxidefonned. -ThisMaction is

suggestiveof Fehling's test for glucose. Of course no copper

complexis used here but evidently slow diffusion permits
the reduction from cupric hydroxide to cuprous oxide.

It has beensuggested that this methodgives opportunity
for studying a reaction in its variousstages. The control of
concentrationsand the rates of diffusionpave the way.

Using a U-tube containing a 1. 10 water glass-0.5 N
acetic add gel in the bend and 0.5 N copper sulphate in one

atm and i percent hydroxylamine in the other, blue-white
bands with a yellow front appeared, later red cuprous oxide,
and finally red tetrahedrons of metallic copper.

SilverDickromate.– A 1.06 water glass-Nacetic acid gel
wasset in the bend of a U-tube and the arms filled with o. 1

molar silver nitrate and o molar potassium dichromate.

Minute dark red crystals soon formed. In one test-tube

experiment a single crystal of silver dichromate measured

5 X 5 X mm. This was after a few months growth. In a

U-tube experiment a thin red sheet cm long was found
sothin that it was a clear red by transmitted light. Thicker

crystals were almost black. The presenceof very little gum

tragacanth or starch in one of these gels hindered the forma-

tionof goodcrystals and favoredthe developmentof spherulites.
Lead Iodide. – Leadiodide crystals had been made by

other investigators but merited further study. This is one
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of the easiest to make and most spectacular of all the crystal
exhibits. A 1.06 water glass-N acetic mixture containing
2 ce. of N lead acetate to every 25 ce was poured into test-
tubes. After the silicicacid gel set firmly it wascoveredwith
2 N potassiumiodide. A compactlayer of leadiodidequickly
fdrmed on the surface followedvery soon by crystallization
belowthe surfaceof the gel. In a few days fern-likefronds
grew down into the gel mixed with many hexagonalplates.
Thèse concentrationsmay be varied with interesting results
and the lead salt may be used above the gelwith the potas-
siumiodidein the gel. The firstorder is much better. Mag-
nificent gold fern-fronds8 cm in length and nearly perfect
hexagons5 mm in diantëter were obtained in some experi-
ments. In one or two tubes six hexagons groupedaround a
center much like the arrangement in some snow crystals.
On standing in direct sunlight for several months the lead
iodide crystals blacken somewhat.

Using an excessof the lead acetate as comparedwith the

potassium iodide–̂ for example in U-tubes pouring 0.25 N
lead acetate in one arm and o N potassium iodide in the
other with a gelseparatingthe solutions,yellow-whiteneedles
and blocksof basiclead iodide formed. Someof the needles
were 2 cm in length. Watts1 states that if lead acetate in
excessis mixedwith potassium iodide the basiciodide forms
unless sufficientacid is present to prevent. With lead ni-
trate the ordinary lead iodide results. When formed very
slowlythe yellow-whiteneedles and blocks gleam brilliantly
and seem to have a high index of refraction. Star-shaped
groups and crossedstick arrangementswere common. This
is not the white doublesalt PbIj.KI.2H2O,made by Remsen
and Herty2 by the action of excesspotassium iodide on lead
iodide.

In U-tube experiments such concentrations as 0.25 N
lead acetate and o. N potassium iodide formed both the

ordinary yellowhexagons and, in the arm nearer the lead

"DictionaryofChemistry,"3, iai.
Am.Chem.Jour.,14,107(1892).
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acetate, the white-yellowbasic crystals. In fact these con-

centrations could be so varied as to give first only the yellow

crystals of lead iodide with a later formation of the white-

yellowbasic iodide. As the lead acetatediffused through the

gel and met the potassium iodide theseyellowhexagonsformed
and later as excesslead acetate diffusedinto this zone thewhite

needles or blocks developed. Often a basic crystal formed

touching the edge of a yellow hexagonand apparently "ate

it up" as the excess lead acetate reached that point. With

such proportions in the XJ-tubeas 0.25 lead acetate and N

potassium iodide only the yellow hexagons of the normal

iodidefonn.

In a sMghtly basie gel such as 1.06 water glass-o.s N
acetic acid the formatioil of the white needles of the basic

iodide was greatly favored. Dropping add on these basic

crystals instantly turned them yellow,forming the normal

iodide. Using 0.25 N solutions of both lead acetate and

potassium iodide in a U-tube a 1.06 water glass-o 5N acetic

add gel developed white needles in two days, growingto a

length of 2 cm in one week; a t .06water glass-N acetic add

gel developedyellow hexagons in two days and in one week

white stars also appeared; a t .06 water glass-2 N acetic add

gel developed yellow hexagons in two days and in several

weeksno white crystals of the basicsalt appeared. The last

gel was too acid for a basic salt whilethe first gel had a slight
alkaline reaction.

A little starch paste mixed with a 1.06 water glass-N
acetic add gel produced a most interesting result. The gel
turned blue around the individual crystals, proving the re-

lease of free iodine. It cannot be urged that the excessacid

formed hydrogen iodide which was oxidized by dissolved

oxygen for in that event the gelwould have turned a solid

blue. It is possible that the starch intimately mixed with

thé lead iodide as it formed reduced part of it to lead sub-

iodide. There is no question about the existence of a sub-

iodideof lead as récently proved by Denham.l

1 Jour. Chetn. Soc., m, 29 (1917).
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A verylittle gum tragacanth in the silicicacid gel caused
the appearance of spherulites of lead iodide and greatly hin-
dered crystallization. In scores of experiments lead iodide
showed no tendency to band in silicic acid gels although in

agar well-markedbands of crystalline aggregatewere the rule.
Hatschek reports bands of lead iodide in silicicacid gelswhen
he used tap water in preparing solutions attributing the effect
to the bicarbonates present in the water.

Lead bromide in white twin crystals was prepared by
experimentssimilar to those with lead iodide.

MercuricIodide. – A 1.06 water glass-N acetic add gel
with a 0.1 N content of potassium iodide was coveredwith
a saturated solution of mercuric chloride--approximately
0.5 N. At once a layer-of red mercuric iodide formed on
the surfaceof the gel and later scarlet needles in a more or
less banded arrangement depending on relative concentra-
tions. Some of these needles grew to one cm in length.
Separate cubesof mercuric iodidewereobservedin sometubes.
With a suitable concentration of potassium iodide in the gel
the growingmass of red crystals developed a yellow front
bounded by a sharply marked surface. This zone of yellow
needle crystals advanced down the tube. In reality a new

yellowzoneformed and the old turned red.
In time the excess of mercuric ions reached the double

salt zone and reacted with the yellow salt to form the red.
Since the yellowsalt is rather solubleenough of it must form
at the front of the advancing red column to supersaturate
the solution at that point. In accord with Fick's law of
diffusionthe potassium iodide in the gel below the mass of

crystals diffused upwards into the reacting front and when
this lowerréservoir became too greatly depleted the yellow
front no longerformed, merely the usual red.

An excessof mercuric chloridealso reacts-though not so

readily-with the red mercuric iodide to form a somewhat

soluble doublesalt. As a result the first zoneof red crystals
formed in the upper part of the gel finally disappearedas the
excess of mercuric chloride from the solution above reached
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this zone. Reversing the order,mixing the mercuricchloride
in the gel and allowing the potassiumiodide to diffusedown
into the gel, produced a massof red crystals as beforebut the
red zone advanced down the tube at a rapid rate. In reality
a new front formed and the excesspotassium iodide readily
dissolved the rear of the mercuriciodide column.

With suitable concentrationswonderfulbanding of red
mercuric iodide was obtained. Some tubes contained forty
bands in a distance of 8 cm. The spacesbetween the denser
bands contained scattered crystals. TheU-tube methodwas
very useful here. Red bands advanced around the bend as
the excess of mercuric chloridediffusedinto the gel. When

sufficient mercuricchloride wassupplied the red bandsfinally
disappeared, leaving alternate opaque white and clear spaces
in areplicaof the originalbanding. Mercuricnitrate diffusing
into similar gels produced much better banding than did
mercuric chloride,possiblydue to the differencein ionization.
The presence of sodium nitrate aided banding considerably,
as did sugar.

Sodium chloride showeda striking influenceon the ar-
rangement and form of the crystals of mercuric iodide. In
proportion to the amount of sodium chloride added'to the
silidc acid gel the crystals of mercuric iodide became much
larger and more like cubes than needles. They were farther
apart and less of the banding arrangement was noticeable.
In another seriesof experimentsthe aceticacid wasdispensed
with in makingthe gel. Water glass of i 06densityand 2 N
hydrochloric acid made o.i N with respect to potassium
iodide was poured into tubes and after the silicicacidbecame
solid was coveredwith saturated mercuric chloride. The red

crystals of mercuric iodide formedwerevery large, relatively,
far apart and no bands couldbe seen. This changewas due
to the influenceof chlorides for sodium chloridewas formed
in the reaction making the gel and in addition an unusual
excess of hydrochloric acid was present. With less of the
same acid the change was not somarked.

A little starch paste in the silicicacidgel causedthe ap-
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pearance of blue around the individual cryptais proving-
as wîéh lead iodide-the presenceof free iodine a*the surface
of the crystals. This, too, may be a reduction of the mer-
curie iodideby the starch.

Basic Mercuric Chloride.– In attempting to make mer-
curie iodide in a slightly basic gel, 1.08 water glass-0.5 N
acetic add, magnificent brown-black leaves were observed,
some of them 2 cm in length. Thèse leavesappeared in the
arm of the U*tube containing the mercuric chloride. They
formed very soon, before any potassiumiodide could diffuse
into that part-of the gel. Other mercuricsalts gave no such
result, so to test the matter 1 poureda basic gel, 1 08water

glass-0.5N acetic add, into a test-tube and with no other
added salt covered the gel with saturated mercuric chloride
solution. The same shining red-brown leaves appeared.
Since they could not be obtained in a gelof acid reaction or
with any salt other than mercuric chloride, they were evi-

dently one of the basic mercuric chlorides. A search of the
literature justified this theory. Different basic chlorides
are on record but the descriptionof HgCls.2HgO agrees
perfectlywith the crystals obtained above.

Gels of different bg&icity were covered with mercuric
chloride solution and the crystals compared. With 1.06
water glass-o.5 N acetic (very slightly basic), the crystals
were more widely scattered and at a distance of a few cm
from the surface of the gel were excellent. This particular
gelcaused the most remarkable bandingof the basic chloride.
With a very basic gel the crystals were smaller and formed
in a rather compact mass. A fewgrams of glucosein 25 cc
of a slightlybasic gel changed the results deddedly. Instead
of the brown-red leaves a gray mass of close packed bands

sharply marked appeared. In a distance of eight cm over
one hundred of these bands were counted.

SilverSulphate.-An attempt wasmade to produce silver
dichromateby allowingN silver nitrate to diffuseinto a silicic
add gel containing very dilute potassiumdichromate. This

particular gel was the result of mking 1 .06 water glass with
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3 N sulphuricacidinsteadofthe usual aceticacid. Immédiate
formation of brightred crystats at the top of the gel was ob-
served and later the usual black-red silver dichromatedeeper
in the gel. Curiouslyenough, the bright red crystals were
of an entirely differentsystem, orthorhombic,from the tri-
clinic silver dichromatebelow. They grew rapidly-in less
than one hour their shape was apparent and over night they
grewto a lengthofone cm. In a weekor two, by usingmore
concentrated silver nitrate, slabs 3 cm long were obtained,
but in spite of their thickness they were a clear cherry-red.
Using 0.1N silver nitrate no such orthorhombie crystats
formed, only the ordinary silver dichromate. The gel had

to be madewith sulphuric acid andwaterglass. This sug-
gested a double sait formedwith the excess of silver nitrate

but the difficultywas readily cleared by analysis and further

experiment. Analysisshowedthe red orthorhombic crystals
to be almostentirely silver sulphatewith a very little silver
chromate mixedin.

Chamot1states that both silver sulphate and silver chro-

mate are orthorhombie,hence these must be mixed crystals.
Gooch2andAutenrieth3observethat silverchromateis formed
when excesssilvernitrate reacts with a soluble dichromate,
hot or cold. To test the mixedcrystal explanation 1 omitted
the potassium dichromatein another experimentand secured
colorlessslabs exactly like the cherry-red ones in shape and
time of formation. Furthermore, by the presence of a single

drop of a potassiumdichromate solution in a tube of the gel
a faint yellowcolorwas made to appear in the slabs. Their

depth of color was eapily made to vary with the concentra-

tion of the potassiumdichromate. No doubt this experiment
could be extendedto many other pairs of isomorphoussub-

stances. The conclusionis that when approximatelyN solu-

tion of silvernitrate diffusesinto a sifidc acid gel made from
.06water glassand 3 N sulphuricacid containingany small

1 "Eletncntary Chemical Microscopy," 335.
2 "Methods in Chemical Analysis," 406.
• Ber. deutach. chem. Ges., 35, 2057 (1902).
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amount of a solubledichromatemixed crystals-not a double
sait– of silver sulphate and silver chromate result. As the
silver nitrate becomes more dilute at greater depths in the

gel only the normal silverdichromateforms.

Silver Acétate. – Thesilver sulphate experiment is very
similar to one with silver acetate. Increasing the concen-
tration of silver nitrate to N in makinga silver dichromate,
1 found that gelsfrom aceticacidand water glass soonshowed

long colorless slabs or leaves. Omitting the potassium di-
chromate from the experimentand simply allowingN silver
nitrate to diffuse into a ï.b6 water glass-N acetic acid gel
the satne colorless leaves were produced again. Analysis
showed them to be silver.acetate. In ten minutes these

crystals grewa few mm in lengthand over night to onecm.

By varying the acidmixedwith the water glass in making
the silicicacid gel and allowingapproximately N silvernitrate
to diffusein, many silver salts can be obtained in crystalline
form. This principle was applied by Hatschek to other

compounds.

Silver phosphate formed in this manner (1.06 water

glass-3N phosphoric add) grew in irregular yellowfronds,

very much like minuteostrich plumes.

Acid potassium tartrate crystals grew rapidly when a
1 16water glass-3N tartaric acid gel was coveredwith any
dilute potassium salt solution. Blocks 5 mm wide result
and in several hours crystals of notable sizecould be counted
on. Changing the concentrationssomewhat, wide-branching
fern growths were obtained.

Monosodium phosphate crystals formed when about

3 grams of disodium phosphatewere mixed with 10ce of a
1 10water glass-2N acetic acid gel. In a cool roomperfect
colorless rhombohedrons appeared in a few hours and grew
to 6 mm width in two days. Thèse crystals were so soluble

that as the room warmed they dissolved. On coolingin the
ice box they appeared again but not in such good crystals.
Some of the attempts to duplicate this experiment failed.
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Exact temperature and concentration conditions were not
studied.

Ureanitrate crystals of large size formed rapidly whén
concentratednitric add mixedwith an equal volumeof water
diffusedinto a 1.05 water glass-Nacetic acid gel containing
urea.

Lead chromate and basic lead chromate developedin
a slightly basic gel such as 1.06 water glass-0,5 N acetic
acid containinga little potassium chromate when lead ace-
tate solutiondiffused into the gel. In a few weeksa 15 cm
test-tube filledwith orange tendrils curling arottttd countless
brighter yellow crystals of minute size. In addition much
of the orangematerial conçentrated in regular bàads about
5 mm apart Near the top of the gel an orange-redband 1
cm deepdeveloped. This, ofcourse,was basiclead chromate.
Hatschek formed lead chromate in a gel of acid reactionand
thus missedthe opportunity of making the basicchromate.

Bariumcarboi^te formedin a basic gel containingsome
sodiumcarbonate. A silicicacidgelwas coveredwith a solu-
tion of a barium salt. The crystalline character of the de-
posit wasnot apparent for sometime. White spherulitesap-
peared to a depth of about 5 cmand then flower-shapedcrys-
talline aggregates formed. They were very small but the
crystallinecharacter was apparent to the unaidedeye.

Potassium bisulphate crystais of considerablesize ap-
peared in a gel formedby the "Hopkins process"' of obtain-
ing soluble potassium salts and aluminium sulphate from
feldspar. Finely ground feldspar was heated at 3000 with
moist potassium hydroxide. This partial decompositionof
the feldsparwas then completed by reaction with sulphuric
add. In commercialpractice hydrochloric acid is used at
this point. Using sulphuric acid in a mere laboratory ex-
periment a silidc acid gel formed and crystals of KHSO.
grew in this médium.

Sugar crystals often appear in ordinary fruit jellies.
I bave a number that measureabout 5X7X9 mm.

»HoMand,PrazerandMiUer:K.S.Patent,1,196,734.
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Calcium tartrate crystals of great beauty, 20 X 5 X 5
mm wereeasily obtainedin a U-tube containinga 1 .06water

glass-o.5N acetic acid gel by filling one arm with a solution
of calciumchloride and the other with a solutionof tartaric
add.

Copper tartrate crystals of perfect shape and clear blue
colorwere made by coveringa x .06water glass-3N tartaric
acid gel with o N coppersulphate.

Zinc-ammoniochloridecrystals of several cm in length
were found in the gelatinouspacking next the zinc wall of
commercialdry cells. These colorlesssheets are of the for-
mula ZnCl8.2NH8.They were also obtained by Marignac
in a Ivedanehé cell but not of such large size. Thé starch

paste or other gelatinousfilling next the wall of a dry cell

regulatedthe diffusipnrates of the zinc chlorideand ammonia
formed by the chemicalaction of the battery on discharge
thus greatlyaiding crystal development. Onshort periods of
service with rest intervals these crystals were longer than
in batteries run down by continuous service. This agrees
with the time feature of the theory proposedin this paper.

Developmentof a Theory

Early in my work I decided that the most important
feature of the favorableinfluenceof gelson reactionsforming
crystalswas the capillarityof the gel structure. To test this
I used a layer of finelypowderedsilica in a U-tube,soaked it
with water to dislodgeair and filled one arm with a solution
of potassium dichromate and the other with a solution of
silver nitrate. Slow diffusionof the two salts through the

capillary spaces betweenthe silica grains allowedthe forma-
tion of good crystals of silver dichromate. Later I learned
that Dreaperl had alreadydevelopedthat idea,usingnot only
a layer of sand but a singlecapillary tube. It may be ob-

jected that the rather greatsurface of finelydividedsilicaper-
mits an appreciable solutionof silica thus fillingthe spaces

1Jour.Soc.Chem.Ind.,33,6781(1913).
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with a weak gel of silidc add. Coarse sand did not serve
sowell.

It seemed worth while to extend somewhat the list of
substitutes for gels in this work, so Bowers.of sulphur was
substituted for sand in the aboveexperiment. Some trouble
was experiencedin packing the sulphur in the bend of the U-
tube and many attempts failed from too close packing for
free diffusion. A platinum wirewas used to dislodgethe per-
sistent air bubbles. Finally an excellent band of red crys-
tals of silver dichromate formed where the silver ion met the
dichromate ion. Barium sulphate and alundum powder
servedmuch better than the sulphur as substitutes for a gel.
In fact the résulte with alundum were startling. Silver di-
chromate formed in flat needles i cm in length. Closely
packed asbestos gave fair results. Certainly it cannot be
urged that any gel was present in the experiments with a
membraneof sulphur or alundum or barium sulphate.

Without doubt any compact mass of insoluble discrete

particles with proper-sized capillaries will function as a gel
in favoring the formation of crystals. Other influencesmay
be present in a true gel. Adsorption, pressure1and solu-

bility effects may greatly influencethe capillaryspace results.
A rather amorphous insolublecompound first formedby the

meeting of two reacting substances in a relatively narrow
channel may so further regulate the rates of diffusionas to

give time for crystal formation of moreof the same insoluble

compound. In this suggestion the geologist may possibly
find an explanation of the marked crystalline nature of some
mineral veins. The pathologist, too, may obtain some light
on the accumulation of crystalline deposits in animal tissue.

To test the theory the mouth of a small specimentube
wascoveredwith a sheetofgoldbeater'sskinholdingit onfirmly
witharubberband. The tube had first been filledwith a solu-
tion of o.i N potassium iodide. Care was taken to leave no
air bubbles on the under side of the membrane and to rinse
the outside of the tube. The tube was then immersedin a

1 Am.Jour.Sci.,i<>,533(1916).
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small beaker of saturated lead acetate solution. At once an

almost amorphousprecipitate of lead iodide appeared on the

under side of the membrane and in less than a minute crys-
tals of lead iodidefell in a beautiful gleamingshower,rapidly
increasing in amount. It is very easy to secure gleaming

crystals of lead iodide by coolingits hot solution but in this

experiment the solutions were cold. Mixing the same solu-

tions in a test-tube without the use of a membrane a yellow

powder results..

When the more concentrated solution was placed in-

side the specimentube the crystals formed on the upper sur-

face of the membrane. This is in accord with the osmotic

difference rulea of Fringsheùn. With less différencein con-

centration of the reacting solutions the reaction was much

slower.

Separating solutions of silver nitrate and the potassium
dichromate in this way it was a simplematter to make a gram
or two of brilliant crystals of silver dichromate settling to

the bottom of the tube. Possibly this method may be of

some use in the preparation of pure compounds since the

crystals are not mixed with an annoying gel. Other thin

semipenneable membranes serve. Parchment paper is good
but goldbeater's skin is most suitable.

In a number of experimentsit was observed that at first

a rather amorphous or, at least, fine-grained precipitate
formed on the surface of the originalmembrane thus forming
a new membraneof different capillarystructure, whichexerted

a marked influenceon rates of diffusion. The result of check-

ing the rates of diffusionof the reacting substanceswas togive
time enoughfor the growth of minute particles to crystalline
size.

Barium sulphate is most annoying in quantitative analy-
sis because of its tendency to form in slow-settlingcolloidal

suspensions. It seemed an interesting experiment to pre-

cipitate it by the diffusion cup method and observe the rate
of settling. I believed that if 1 placed a dilute solution of

a sulphate inside the specimentube, covered it with a gold-
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beater's skin touchingthe surfaceofthe solutionand immersed
the tube in a more concentrated solution of a barium
salt that the barium sulphatè formed on the under side of
the membranewouldbe ofmuch largersizecrystalsthan usual
and wouldsettle rapidly. It did. Some modificationof this
experimentmay possiblybe applied to the détermination of
sulphat;es.

To carry the theory further the only need of the gold-
beater's skin is to prevent suddenwholesale mixingof the
solutions and mechanically sustain the rather amorphous
precipitate first formed whieh then functions as the real
active membrane. This theory is not universalin its applica-
tion, ïor in gels excellent erystabof a number of substances
formed without the appearance of a preliminary compact
layer of precipitate. In thèseinstancesonly the gel functions
in regulating diffusion. The theory dœs apply, however,
in the absenceof a gel and in ail instanceswherea compact
precipitation band is formed.

John Johnston's1methodofpreparingcrystalsof increased
sizeby the slowdiffusionof two reacting solutionsin a large
volume of water at two widely separated points supports
the theory abovegiven. De Schultm's experimentdescribed
earlier in this paper is somewhatsimilarto Johnston's.

The usual gels employedin earlier investigationswere:
agar, gelatineand silidc add. To this*list I added the insolu-
ble powders abovedescribedand alsogelsof ferricphosphate
and manganese arsenate. Both of these permitted the
formation of good crystals of lead iodide, silver dichromate
and mercuric iodide. It is noteworthy that they are inor-
ganic gels like silicic acid. Probably the protective colloid
action of organicgels hinderscrystal growth.

Sommary

i. Good crystals of silver dichromate were obtained
by allowing the slow diffusionof solutionsof silver nitrate
andpotassiumdichromatethroughflowersofsulphur. Barium

1Jour.Ain.Chem.Soc.,36,16(1914).
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sulphate powderserved as well and alundum wasevenbetter.
This confiras Dreaper's opinionthat diffusionthrough capil-
lary spacesother than those in a gelmay be efficientin aiding
crystal formation.

2. An experiment was devised to prove that in many
instances the amorphous or fine-grainedprecipitate formed
when two solutions meet acts as a membrane or network of

capillariesretarding further diffusionand favoring the forma-
tion of more of the precipitate in larger crystallineparticles.

3. Silicic acid gels of alkaline reaction were made by
mixing sodium silicate with less than enough acid for neu-
tralization. Thèse basic gels made possible the production
of crystalline salts not possiblein a gel of acid réaction.

4. Gold in a beautifully crystalUnecondition was best

prepared by mixing equal volumes of a water glass, 1.06

density, and 3 N sulphuric add, adding 1 ce of 1 percent
goldchloride to 25 ce of the mixture and, after solidification
of the gel, coveringwith a solutionof 8 percent oxalicacid.

Startling rainbow bands of red, blue and green colloidal

gold mixed with scattered crystals resulted when the water

glass was of 1 16 density. Both methods work readily
and give better results than any yet recorded.

5. Perfect tetrahedrons of copperwere secured by using
1 percent hydroxylaminehydrochlorideto reducedilute cop-
per sulphate in a silidc acidgel. Peculiar aggregatesof tetra-
hedrons similar to those found in copper deposits in nature
were also observed.

AU the steps of the reduction of cupric hydroxide to

yellow and red forms of cuprous oxide were shown simul-

taneously in a series of many bands using glucoseas the re-

dudng agent in a silicicadd gel of alkaline reaction. With
1 percent hydroxylamine the same reduction was carried

through the cupric hydroxide and cuprous oxide to tetra-
hedrons of metallic copper. This suggests a method of con-

trolling the differentsteps of other reactions for study.
6. Lead iodide in perfect hexagonal plates 5 mm wide

and golden fera-likegrowths 8 cm long were formedin silicic
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add gels. A basic lead iodide in yellow-whiteneedles 2 cm
longformed by the action of excesslead acétate on potassium
iodidein a slightly acid gel and even better in a slightly basic
gel. Iodine was released on the surface of crystals of lead
iodideas shownby the présenceof a little starch mixed with
the silicic add. Some reduction of the lead iodide must
have taken place, possiblycaused by the starch.

7. Red mercuric iodide in z cm needles or, in smaller
crystals, banding in as many as forty regular bands in a
distanceof 8 cm was obtained by the diffusionof a mercuric
chloridesolutioninto a gel silidc add gel containingpotassium
iodide. With certain concentration conditions yellow crys-
talsformedin frontof the red needlesand werefinally changed
mtothe red mercuriciodide. Solublechloridesexerted a strik-
inginfluenceon the size,formand arrangementof the mercuric
iodidecrystals.

8. Magnificent red-black crystals of a basic mercuric
chlorideresultedwhena saturated solutionofmercuric chlofide
diffusedinto a silicicadd gelof slightly basic reaction. In a
very slightly basic gel these crystals were grouped in a re-
markable series of bands. The presence of a little glucose
exerteda markedinfluence,changingthe colorand developing
overone hundred compact bands in a distance of 8 cm.

9. Silver sulphate crystals appeared in less than one
hour when N silver nitrate diffused into a silicic add gel
made by mixing equal volumes of 1 .06 density water glass
and 3 N sulphuric acid. In a few days orthorhombic slabs
3 cm long developed. If enough potassium dichromate to
make the whole gel o N molar with respect to this sait
waspresent the long slabs werea beautifui clear red. In the
presenceof excess silver nitrate near the surface of the gel
silver chromate was formed and since silver chromate and
silversulphate are isomorphousred mixed crystals resulted.
Thecolor of the crystals was made any depth of red by vary*
ing the concentrationof the potassium dichromate in the gel.
Farther belowthe surface of the gel the silver nitrate became
less concentrated and triclinic crystals of the red-black sil-
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ver dichromate appeared. In time they grew to a size of

3 cm.

io. Silver acetate grew in gleamingwhite sheets 2 cm

long when N silver nitrate diffused into a silicie acid gel
made from water glass and acetic acid. These crystals ap-

peared in a few minutes. Such protective colloidsas gum

tragacanth, whenpresent in very smallamounts, twisted the

straight crystals of silver acetate into fantastic shapes.
11. Basic lead chromate was made in crystalline bands

by diffusion of lead acetate solution into a silicic acid gel
of alkaline reaction containing potassium chromate; urea

nitrate in largecrystals by the diffusionof nitric acid into a

silicic acid gel containing urea; perfect crystals 5 mm wide

of add potassium tartrate and perfect crystals of copper
tartrate in a silicicacidgelmade with tartaric add; and mono-

sodium phosphatein large coloressrhombohedronsby mixing
disodiumphosphatewith a silicicadd gel.

12. Dry cells dischargingon short interval service de-

velop colorlesssheets several cm long of ZnCU.zNHjnext

the zinc wallof the battery. The gelatinouspastein this part
of the cell regulatedthe diffusionof the zinc chlorideand am-

monia formedby the dischargeof the cell.

SeveranceChemicalLaboratory,
OberlinCollage



CONTACTCATACYSIS. III

BYWH,DRRD, BANCROPT

Poisons

Oneof the strikingthings about catalysis by solidsis the
way in whichthe catalytic action of the solidmay be reduced
enormouslyby the presence of relatively small amounts of
certain substances which are therefore said to poison the
catalytic agents. In the contact sulphuric add proeess,*
for instance,a stagewas soonreached in the laboratory where
the reaction workedwell with purified gases and there was
no noticeable détérioration of the contact tnaterial. When
the experimentswere repeated on a commercial scale, the
contact matériel soonbecame inert. It was found that this
disastrous result was due to impurities in the burner gases.
Even when present in apparently negligible amounts, thèse
impuritiesplay havocwith the catalytic action of the plati-
num. Arsenic is the most dangerous impurity and next
cornesmercury,whileantimony, lead, iron, zinc,etc., act only
in so far as they settle on and actually blanket the contact
material. An amountof arsenic equal to 1-2 percent of the
platinum in the contact material will destroy the catalytic
action completely. In view of the enormous volumes of
burner gas which are handled, it is easy to see to what an
infinitésimalvalue the arsenic content must be reduced.

In the Deacon process for making chlorine from bydro-
chloricacid and oxygen,cupric chlorideis the catalytic agent.
Thiscatalyticagentis v'erysensitiveto the effectof impurities,
such as sulphur dioxide,sulphur trioxide, and arsenic. tt is
becauseofthis sensitivenessto sulphur dioxidethat the hydro-
chloricacid from the Hargreaves sait-cake process cannot be
used in the Deacon process. Water is also bad for the re-
action, presumablybecause it is one of the decomposition
products.2t

1Knietsch:Ber.deutsch.chem.Ges.,34,4069(1901).
3Bancroft:Jour.Phys.Chem.,aï, 573(1917).
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The Haber ammoniaprocessis very susceptible to poisons.
Among the harmful substances are sulphur, sélénium, tel-

lurium, phosphorus, arsenic, boron, and their compounds;
many carbon compounds;lead, zinc, bismuth, tin, etc.1 Such

minute quantities of the above-mentionedsubstances as are
to be found almost alwaysin the present commercialproducts
and so-calledpure gagesare sufficientto diminish seriously
the catalytic efficiency. For instance, an impurity of o.oi

percent sulphur in.iron tenders it nearly useless.

"ln view of these facts, every care is taken to obtain

pure contact material and to free the reacting gases froniall

poisonousbodies. The first is a comparatively easy matter,
the ordmary methodsofpurification ©fcoursebeingemployed.
The continuousremovalof contact poisonsfrom the reacting

gases is a more difficultundertaking,particularly as chemical

contingencieshave brought about the replacement of the

electrolytic hydrogen employed, by the impure hydrogen
obtained from coal. This latter method of production de-

pends upon the separationby liquéfactionof the constituents

of water-gas, hydrogen and carbon monoxide. Traces of

carbon monoxidehave then to be eliminated together with

thé gaseous impurities derived from the coal decomposition
as well as the contaminationsarising from the use of piping,

lubricating oil in the pumps, etc. A development of this

process of hydrogen production has recently been patented,
in which carbon monoxideand steam are caused fo interact

under pressureat 30o°-6oo°,inpresenceof a catalyst such as

iron, nickel, and the like, thereby producing carbon dioxide

and hydrogen, of which the formeris removedby absorption,

leavinghydrogenready compressedfor the ammonia synthesis.
The nitrogenemployedis usuallyobtained by the fractionation

of liquid air.

"In general the gasesare filtered, washed,and then con-

ducted over various solid absorption agents, whilst in some

cases further purificationis effected by passage over a por-
tion of the same material as is employed as catalyst, at a

1Jobling:"CatalysisandIts IndustrialApplications,"44(1916).
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raised temperature, before introduction into the catalyzer.
This material is renewedrepeatedly. The yieldis found to be
increasedif both gases are deprived ofwater or of substances

capable of producing water."
It is very difficultto get anydefinitefacts in regard to the

Ostwald nitric acid process. According to Jobling1 "crude

gas liquor formed the source of the ammoniafirst employed,
the liquor being brought into contact with the hot air on the
counter-current pnnciple. The resulting' mixturewas puri-
fied by washing and passage overmilk of lime to removecar-
bon dioxide and sulphuretted hydrogen. In some cases no

purification was effected, the products of tJbèecombustionof
sulphur compoundsbeing eastty removed from ti». nitric acid

by a singleoperation, while those comingfromnttrogen com-
pounds, such as aniline, pyridine, and prussic acid theraselves
form nitric acid."

This statement seems very improbable, there being some
who say that ammonia from by-product coke ovens cannot
be used at all and that the Ostwaldprocessbecamesucctessful

only when pure ammonia was used such as that from the
Haber ammonia process or that obtained by the action of
steam on calcium cyanamide, CaCN3+ 3H2O = CaCOa+
2NH6. As a matter of fact, it is apparently not a very diffi-
cult mattexto purify ammonia fromthe by-product cokeovens

sufficientlyto make it suitable for the Ostwald process. I
have not been able to find any statement whether air is used
because it is cheaper or because the large excessof nitrogen
helps to check the oxidationof ammoniato nitrogen.

In the Sabatier hydrogenation process it is indispensable
to success*that "the materials, whether hydrogen, metal, or

organic compound,must be as pure as can be obtained, for

any impurity is readily adsorbed by the catalyst to the det-
riment of its activity. Sulphur and its volatile compounds,
as wellas the halogens,3are particularly to be avoided in this

1"CatalysisandItsIndustrialApplications,"47(1916).
9 Jobling: Ibid., 69 (1916).

(Thenickeloxidemustnotbepreparedfromthechloridebecauseofthe
greatdiflScultyofwashingoutthelasttracesofadsorbedchloride.]
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respect, and, to a lemr degree,arsenic and phosphorus with
their volatile compounds. Electrolytic hydrogen, or hy-
drogen of equivalentpurity, appears to be essential. Kven
then the catalyst must, sooneror later, suçcumb to the toxic

effects of minuteimpurities impossibleto remove; in conse-

quence, the desirabilityof frequent renewal needs emphasis."
The platinum catalysis of hydrogen peroxide solutions

is poisoned by very many things1 – hydrocyanicacid, iodine
dissolved in potassium iodide, mercuric chloride, hydrogen

sulphide,mercuriccyanide,carbon monoxide,hydroxylamine
hydrochloride,aniline,hydrochlorieacid, etc.

Since one or moreof the reacting substances mu'st be ad-

sorbed by the solid catalytieagent for catalysis to take place.
the poisoningmust be due to decreasedadsorption. We shall

have an apparent poisoningof the catalytic agent if we have

formed on it a solid liquid, or gaseousfihn which cuts down

the adsorption of the reacting substances. Berliner2 has

describedsomeexperimentson. theadsorptionof hydrogenby

palladium foil which bring out clearly the enormous effect

due to very slight amounts of impurity. "A piece of palla-
dium foil, weighing44.5mg, which had not been ignited or

purifiedon the surfaceby mechanical,treatment, adsorbedno

hydrogen ln the courseof severalhours. Whenthe metalwas

treated in a vacuum,450 cubic millimeters of gas wereset

free, 114 times the volume of the palladium. After the ap-

paratus bad stood for two hours, hydrogen was let in but no

perceptible adsorption took place. When the foil was re-

moved from the apparatus, careful observation showed that

the surfacewas not clean,as wasshownby the fact that water

did not wet the palladium. It seemsprobablethat the trouble

was due to vapors of fats in the appatatus or to fat canied

to the metal by capillaryaction. To test this, the foil was

ignited in the blast lamp; when cold it was wetted at onceby
water. After standingone hour in the apparatus, the surface

was so coated with a film of fat that the foil was not wetted

1Bredig:Zeit.phys.Chem.,31,324(1899).
»Wied.Ann.,35,803(1888).
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by water any more. To prove that the surface impurities
kept the metal from absotbtng hydrogen, thé palladiumwas
cleaned by being made the positive electrodein sulphuric
acid. After being washed with water and dried between
filter paper, the métal was put into the apparatus as quickly
as possibleand hydrogen let in at once. The palladiumad-
sorbed857times itsvolumeofhydrogenalmostinstantaneously.
The metal can also be purified by igniting in the blast lamp.
The foil was taken out of the apparatus and ignited in the
blast lamp. If put back quickly into the apparatus and hy-
drogenlet in at once, the metal adsorbed860timesits volume
of hydrogen. If there was a delayof an hour or two before
the hydrogen waslet into the apparatus,no adsorption took
place. Similar results were obtained with platinum."

Berliner called attention to the importance of these re-
sults as affecting the catalytic action of metals; but his work
doesnot seem to have made much impressionin spite of the
fact that the platinum used in making contact sulphuricadd
is readily poisonedby minute quantities of arsenic,etc. The
quantitative part of Berliner's work on the adsorption of
hydrogenand oxygenbas been critidzed severelyby Ramsay,
Mond and Shields1because of the very small volumesof gas
with whichBerlinerworked.

Bodenstein2found that traces of fat eut down the rate
at which platinum accelerates the formation of water from
oxyhydrogengas. The most intenseaction occursonly when
the platinum surface is very clean, and can be obtainedin a
reproduciblemanner only when the purity of the surfaceis a
maximum, a state of things which is very difficultto obtain
and almost impossible to maintain. "The purification of
the platinum was done at first by heating with concentrated
sulphuric acid or with a mixture of nitric and sulphuricacids,
later by treating with a mixture of chromic and sulphuric
adds, followedby washingwith freshly distilledwater, which
was protected as much as possiblefrom contaminationby the

1Zeit.phys.Chem.,19,58(1906).1Ibid.,46,730(1903).
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ordinary laboratorygases. The platinum was placed in the

apparatus whilestill moist and was then brought in contact
with the gaseswhichwere either not driedat all or were dried

slightly by passkg over calcium chloride. After the first
difficultieshad beenovercome, reproducibleresults could al-
most alwaysbe obtainedin this way.

"In order that the effectivenessofthe platinum might be

kept constant, all thé other parts of the apparatus were of
course kept scrupulouslyclean. The large joints, including
one with 5 cm openingthrough whichthe platinum bail was
at first introduced,were ground so carefullythat when moist

they closedabsolutelygas-tight and thereforenever needed to
be greased.; Vaporfrom the mercuryin themanometercould
not be kept out however,and the stopcockon the gasometer
couldnot be madetight without the use of grease. I tried,
ofcourse,to useglassyphosphoricacidas lubricating medium;
but it becomesdilutedtoo rapidly in themoist gasesand then
the joint is not tigbt any more. Consequentlythe effective-
ness of the platinum always decreasedgradually, though so

slowlyin the successfulexperimentsthat the results are com-

parable. In the experiments with an excess of oxygen, the

catalytic action of the platinum once remained constant for
severaldays. Thislooksas though the chiefdisturbing factor
were the greasefromthe stopcock,whichwas oxidizedin this
case."

It has been pretty well understoodfor eighty years or
more that impuritieseut down the catalytic action of plati-
num. Faraday1 is very clear on this point. "During the
course of the experimentsmade to render the instrument

[voltameter]efficient,1was occasionallysurprisedat observing
a deficiencyof the gases resulting fromthe decompositionsof

wàter, and at last an actual disappearanceof portions which
hadbeenevolved,collectedand measured. The circumstances
of the disappearancewere these. A glasstube, about twelve
inches in length and three quarters of an inch in diameter,
had two platinapolesfixedinto its upper,hermetically sealed,

1"ExpérimentalResearchesinElectricity,"i, 165(1839).
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extreralty the pôles, wherepassed throughthe glass,were of

wire;but terminated belowin plates, whichweresolderedto

the wireswith gold. The tubewas filledwithdilute sulphuric

acid;a voltaic battery was connectedwith the two wires,and

sufficient oxygen and hydrogen evolved to, occupy four-

fifths of the tube, or, by the graduation, 116parts. On sep-

arating the tube from the voltaic battery the volumeof gas

immediatelybegan to diminish,and in about five hoursonly
about 13.5parts remained,and these ultimatelydisappeared.

"It was found by various experiments,that this effect

was not due to the escape or solutionof the gas, nor to rfe-

combinationof the oxygenor hydrogenin conséquenceof any

peculiar.condition ihey mightbe supposedto possess under
the circumstances;but to be occasionedby the action of one

or both of the poleswithin the tube uponthe gasaroundthem.

On disuniting the poles from the pile after they had acted

upondilute sulphuricacid,and introducingthem into separate
tubes containing mixed oxygen and hydrogen,it was found

that the positivepole [the anode] effectedthe union of the

gases,but the negative pole apparently not. It was ascer-

tained alsothat no actionofa sensiblekindtookplacebetween

the positive pole with oxygen or hydrogen alone. Thèse

experimentsreduced the phenomenato the consequenceof a

powerpossessedby the platina, after it had been the positive

pole of a voltaic pile, of causingthe combinationof oxygen

andhydrogenat common,or even at lowtempératures.
"The act of combinationalways seemedto diminish, or

apparently exhaust, the power of the platina plate. It is

true, that in most if not ail instances,the combinationsof the

gases,at first insensible,gradually increasedin rapidity, and

sometimesreached to explosion;but when the latter did not

happen,the rapidity ofcombinationdiminished;althoughfresh

portionsofgaswereintroducedinto thetubes, the combination

wenton more and more slowly,and at last ceasedaltogether.

The first effect is an increasein the rapidity of combination

dependentin part upon the water flowingofffromthfeplatina

plate, and allowinga better contact with the gas, and in part
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upon the heat evolvedduring the progressof the combination.

But, notwithstandingthe effect of these causes, diminution,
and at last cessation of the power, always occurred. It

mustnot, however,be unnoticed, that thepurer the gasessub-

jected to the action of the plate, the longerwas its combining
powerretained. With the mixture evolvedat the polesof the

voltaicpile, in puredilute sulphuricacid,it continuedlongest;
and with oxygenand hydrogen,of perfectpurity, it probably
would not be diminished at ail.

"Thèseexperimentsledto the expectationthat the power
of causingoxygenand hydrogen to combine,which could be
conferredupon any pieceof platina by makingit thepositive
pôleof a voltaicpÛe,wasnot essentiajly dépendentuponthe
action of the pile, or upon any structure or arrangement of

parts it mightreceivewhilstin associationwithit, but belonged
to the platina at ail times,and was alwayseffectivewhen thé
surface was perfectlyclean. And though, when made the

positivepoleof the pile in acids, the circumstancesmightwell
be consideredas those whichwould cleansethe surfaceof the

platina in themost effectuaimanner, it didnot seemimpossible
that ordinary opérations would produce the same result,

although in a less eminent degree. Accordinglya platina
plate wascleaned bybeingrubbed with,a cork, a little water,
and some coal-fireashes upon a glass plate; being washed,
it was put into mixed oxygen gnd hydrogen,and wasfound
to act at first slowly, and then more rapidly. In an hour,
a cubicalinchand a half had dlsappeared. Other plateswere
cleanedwith ordinary sand-paperand water;others withchalk

and water; others with emery and water; others, again,with
black oxideofmanganese and water; andothers with a piece
of charcoaland water. AUof these acted in tubes of oxygen
and hydrogen,causing combinationof the gases. The action
wasby nomeansso powerfuias that producedby plates having
been in'communicationwith the battery; but from oneto two

cubical inchesof the gasesdlsappeared,in periods extending
fromtwenty-fiveto eighty or ninety minutes.

"Uponcleaningthe plates with a cork,ground emery,and
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dilute sulphuric acid, they were found to act still better. In

order to sitnplifythe conditions,the cork was dismissed,and

a piece of platina foil used instead; still thé effect took place.
Then the acid was clismissed,and a solution of potassa used,

but the effectoccurredasbefore. Theseresults are abiuidantly
sufficient to show that the mere mechanicalcleansingof the

surface of the platina is sufficientto enableit to exertits com-

bining power overoxygenand hydrogenat commontempera-
tures. '•

•'. •''
"I now tried the effectof heat in conferriug this property

upon platina. Plates whichhad no action on the mixture of

oxygen and hydrogen were heated by the flame of a freshly
trhnified spirit hum-p,urged by » ïnouth blow-pipé;aad whe»

coldwere put into tubes ofthe mixedgases: they acted slowly
at first, but after two or three hours condensednearly all the

gases. A plate ofplatina, whichwasabout one inch wideand

two and three-quarters in length, andwhichhad not beenused

in any of the precedingexperiments,wascurved a little so as to

enter a tube, and left in a mixture of oxygenand hydrogen for

thirteen hours; not the slightest action or combinationof the

gases occurred. It was withdrawnat the pneumatic trough
from the gas through the water, heated red hot by the spirit

lamp and blow-pipe,and then returned when cold into the

same portion of gas. ln the courseof a few minutes, diminu-

tion of the gases could beobserved,and in forty-fiveminutes

about one cubical inch and a quarter had disappeared. In

many other experiments platina plates when heated were

found to acquirethe powerof combiïungoxygen and hydrogen.
"Butit happenednot infrequentlythat plates, after being

heated, showedno .powerof combiningoxygen and hydrogen

gases, though leftundisturbed in them for two hours. Some-

times also it would happen that a plate which, having been

heated to dull redness, acted feebly, upon being heated to

whiteness, ceasedto act; and at other times a plate which,

having been slightlyheated, did not act, was rendered active

by a more powerfulignition. Though thus uncertain in its

action, and though often diminishingthe power given to the
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plates at the positive pole of the pile, still it is évident that
heat can render platina active, which before was inert. The.
causeof its occasionalfailureappears to be due to the surface
of the metal becomingsoiled,either from somethingpreviously
adhering to it, which is made to adhere more closelyby the
action of the heat, or from matter communicated from the
flameof the lampitself, or from the air itself. It often hap-
pens that a polished plate of platina, when heated by the

spirit lamp and a blow-pipe,becomesdulled and cloudedon its
surface by something either formed or deposited there; ànd
this, and much less than this, is sufficientto prevent it from

exhibitingthe curiouspowernowunder considération. Platina
àlso has becn said to combinewith Carbon and it is not at âll

unlikelythat in processesof heating,where carbonor its com-
pounds are present, a filmof such a compound may be thus
formed,and thus prevent the exhibition of the properties be-

longingto pure platina. Whenheat does confer the property
it is only by the destruction or dissipationof organicor other
matter which had previouslysoiledthe plate."

It doesnot strike Faraday as especiallyremarkable that a

liquid or a solidshould eut down the catalytic actionof plati-
num but it puzzles him very much when he finds the same

phenomenaoccurringwith a gas.1
"Cleanplatina, by whichI meansuch as has beenmade the

positivepole of a pile, or has been treated with acid,and has
then beenput into distilledwater fortwelve or fifteenminutes,
has a peculiarfrictionwhenonepieceis rubbed againstanother.
It wets freely with pure water, even after it has been shaken
and dried by the heat of a spirit lamp and if made the pole
ofa volatilepilein a dilute acid,it evolvesminute bubblesfrom

every part of its surface. But platina in its common state
wants that peculiar friction; it willnot wet freely with water
as the clean platina does, and when made the positive pole
of a pile, it for a time givesofflarge bubbles, whichseem to

ding or adhere to the metal, and are evolved at distinct and

separatepoints of the surface. Thèseappearances and effects,

1Faraday:"ExpérimentalResearchesonEtectricity,"i, 185(1839).
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as well as its wantof power on oxygenand hydrogen, are the

consequences,and the indications, of a soiledsurface.

"I found alsothat platina plates whichhad been cleaned

perfectly soon becamesoiledby mere exposureto the air; for

after twenty-four hours they no longermoistenedfreelywith

water, but the fluidran up into portions, leavingpart of the

surface bare, whilst other plates which had been retained in

water for the same time, when they weredried did moisten,

and gave the other indications of a cleansurface. Nor was

this the case withplatina or metals ouly,but also with earthy

bodies. Rock crystaland obsidianwouldnot wet freelyupon

the surface, but being moistened with strong oil of vitriol,

then washed, andleftin distilledwater to removeail the add,

they did freely become moistened, whether they were pre-

viouslydry or whetherthey wereleft wet; but beingdried and

left exposed to the air for twenty-fourhours, their surface

becameso soUedthat water wouldnot thenadhere freely to it,

but ran up into partial portions. Wipingwith a cloth (even

the deanest) was still worse than exposureto air; the surface

either of the mineraisor metals inunediatelybecame as if it

were slightly greasy. The floating upon water of small par-

ticles of metals underordinarycircumstancesis a consequence

ofthis kind of soiledsurface. The extremedifficultyofcleaning

the surface ofmercurywhen it has oncebeensoiledorgreased,

is due to the samecause.

"The samereasonsexplaitiwhy the powerof the platina

plates in some circumstancessoon disappear,and especially

uponuse. MM. Dulongand Thenard1haveobservedthe same

effectwith the spongymetal, as indeedhaveall those whohave

used Doebereiner'sinstantaneouslight machines. If left inthe

air, if put into ordinary distifled water,if made to act upon

ordinary oxygenand hydrogen, they can still find in all these

cases that minute portion of impurity which, when once in

contact with the surface of the platina, is retained there,

and is sufficientto prevent its full action upon oxygen and

hydrogen at commontemperatures. Aslightelevationof tem-

Ann.Chim.Phys.,34,386(1823).
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peratureis again sufficientto compensatethis effect,and cause
combination.

"No state ofa solidbodycan be conceivedmorefavorable
for the production of the effectthan that which is possessed

by platina obtained from the ammonio-muriateby heat. Its
surface is most extensiveand pure, yet very accessibleto the

gases brought in contact with it. If placed in impurity,
the interior, as Thenard and Dulong have observed, is pre-
servedclean by the exterior;and as regards temperature, it is
so bad a conductor of heat, becauseof its divided condition,
that almost ail which is evolvedby the combination of the
first portions of gas is retainedwithin the mass, exalting the

tendencyof the succeedingportionsto combine.
"I have now to notice some very extraordinary inter-

ferenceswith this phenomena,dependent not upon the nature
or conditionof the metal or other acting solid, but upon the

presenceof certain substancesmingledwith the gases acted

upon; and as 1 shall have occasionto speak frequently of a
mixtureof oxygenand hydrogen,I wishit alwaysto be under-
stoodthat I mean a mixture composedof one volumeoxygen
to two volumesof hydrogen,being the proportionsthat form
water. Unless otherwiseexpressed,the hydrogenwas always
that obtained by the action of dilute sulphuric acid on pure
zinc, and the oxygenthat obtained by the action of heat
from the chlorate of potassa. Mixtures of oxygen and hy-
drogenwith air, containingone-fourth,one-half,and even two-
thirds of the latter, being introduced with prepared platina
plates into tubes, were acted upon almost as well as if no air
were present; the retardation was far less than might have
been expected from the mere dilution and consequent ob-
struction to the contact of the gaseswith the plates. In two
hoursand a half nearly ail theoxygenand hydrogenintroduced
as mixture was gone.

"But when similar experimentswere made with olefiant
gas (the platinum plates havingbeen made the positivepôles
of a voltaic pile in acid), very different results occurred.
A mixture was made of 29.2 volumes hydrogen and 14.6
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volumesoxygen,being the proportionsfor water; and to this

was added another mixture of 3 volumes oxygen and one

volumeolefiantgas, so that the olefiantgas fonned but 'Asth

part of the'whole. Yet this mixture in the platina plate
would not act in forty-five hours. The failure was not for

want ofany powerin theplate, for whenafter that time it was

taken out of this mixture and put into one of oxygenand hy-

drogen, it imtnediately acted, and in seven minutes caused

explosionof the gas. This result wasobtained several times,
and when larger proportions of olefiantgas were used, the

action seemed still more hopeless. A mixture of forty-nine
volumesoxygen and hydrogen with one volume of olefiant

gas hadawelï-prêpàredplatina plate ihtroducëd.Thé dittïinit-

tion of gas was scarcely sensible at the end of two hours,

during which it was watched; but on examination twenty-
four hours afterwards, the tube was found blown to pieces.
The action,therefore,though it had been verymuch retarded,
had occurredat last, and risen to a maximum. With a mix-

ture of ninety-nine volumes of oxygen and hydrogen with

one volumeof olefiant gas, a feebleaction was evident at

the endoffifty minutesit weut on acceleratinguntil the eighty-
fifth minute,and then became sointensethat the gasexploded.
Here also the retarding effect of the olefiant gas was very

beautifullyillustrated.

"Platesprepared by alkali and acidproducedeffectscor.

responding to those just described. It is perfectly clear

from these experiments, that olefiantgas, even in smalt quan-

tities, has a very remarkable influencein preventing the com-

bination of oxygen and hydrogen under these circumstances,
and yet without at ail injuring or affectingthe power of the

platina.
"Anotherstriking illustration of similar interférencemay

be shownin carbonicoxide, espedally if contrasted with car-

bonicacid. A mixture of one volumeoxygen and hydrogen
with four volumesof carbonic acid wasaffected at once by a

platina plate prepared with acid, etc., and in one hour and a

quarter nearly ail the oxygen and hydrogenwas gone. Mix-
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tures containing less carbonic acid werestill more readily
affected. But when carbonic oxide was substituted for the
carbonic acid, not the slightest effect of combination was

produced; and when the carbonic oxide was only one-eighth
of the wholevolume, no action occurred in forty and fifty
hours. Yet the plates had not lost- their power, for being
taken out and put into pure oxygenand hydrogen, they acted
welland at once. Two volumesof carbonicoxideand one of

oxygen were mingled with nine volumes of oxygen and hy-

drogen. This mixture wasnot affectedby a plate whichhad,
been made positive in add, though it remained in it fifteen
hours. But when to the same volumesof carbonicoxideand

oxygen were added thirty-thrëë volumes of oxygenand hy-

drogen the carbonicoxidebeing then only Vigth part of the

whole, the plate acted, slowlyat first, and at the end of forty-
two minutes the gases exploded.

"These experimentswere extended to various gases and

vapours, the gênerai results of which may be givenas follows:

Oxygen, hydrogen,nitrogen, and nitrous oxide,whenused to

dilute the mixture of oxygen and nitrogen, did not prevent
the action of the. plates even when they made four-fifthsof

the wholevolumeof gas acted upon. Nor was the retardation

so great in any case as might have been expected from the

mere dilutionof the oxygenand hydrogen,and the consequent
mechanicalobstruction to its contact with the platina. The

order in whichcarbonic acid and these substances seemedto
stand was as foUows: the first interfering least with the

action – nitrousoxide,hydrogen,carbonicacid, nitrogen,oxygen;
but it is possiblethe plates were not equally well preparedin

ail the cases,and that other circumstancesalso were unequal.

Consequently,more numerousexperimentswould be required
to establish the order accurately.

"As to casesof retardation,the powers of olefiantgas and

carbonic oxide have been already described. Mixtures of

oxygen and hydrogen, containing from Vi»th to Vaoth of

sulphuretted hydrogen or phosphuretted hydrogen, seemedto
showa little action at first, but werenot further affectedby the
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prepared plates, though in contact with thetn for seventy
hours. When the plates. were removed they had lost ail

powerover pureoxygenand hydrogen,and the interferenceof

these gaseswas therefore of a different nature from that of

the two former, having permanently affected the plate. A

small piece of cork was' dipped in sulphuret of carbon and

passedup through water into a tube containingoxygenand

hydrogen,so as to diffusea portion of its vapour through the

gases. A plate being introduced appeared at first to act a

little,butaf ter sixty-onehoursthe diminutionwas very small.

Uponputting the same plate into à pure mixture of oxygen
and hydrogen,it acted at once and powerfully,having ap-

parently suffeted no dâumuttenoiits fwce. >

"A Httle vapour of ether being mixed with the oxygen
and hydrogen retarded the action of the plate, but did not

preventit altogether. Alittle of the vapourof the condensed

oïl-gasliquor1retarded the action still more, but not nearly
so muchas an equal volumeof olefiant gaswouldhave done.

In both these cases it was the original oxygenand hydrogen
whichcombined together, the ether and the oil-gas vapour

remainingunaffected,and in both casesthe plates retainedthe

power of acting on fresh oxygen and hydrogen. Spongy

platinawas then used in placeof the plates, and jets of hy-

drogenmingled with the different gases thrown against it

in air. The résulte were exactly of the same kind, although

presented occasionally in a more imposing form. Thus,

mixturesof one volumeof olefiantgas or carbonicoxidewith

threeofhydrogencouldnot heat the spongyplatina whenthe

experiments were commenced at common temperatures;
but amixtureof equal volumesofnitrogen andhydrogenacted

very well, causing ignition. With carbonic acid the results

werestill more striking. A mixture of three volumesof that

gas with one of hydrogencaused ignition of the platina, yet
that mixture would not continue to burn from the jet when

attempts were made to light it with a taper. A mixture of

sevenvolumesof carbonicacid and oneof hydrogenwillthus

1Phil.Trans.,115,440(182$).
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causethe ignitionofcold spongyplatina, andyet, as ifto supply
a contrast, than whichnone can be greater,it cannotburn at a

taper, but causesthe extinction of the latter. On the other

hand, the mixtures of carbonic oxide or olefiant gas, which
can do nothing with the platina, are inflamedby the taper,
burning well.

"Hydrogen mingled with the vapour of ether or oil-gas
liquor causes the ignition of the spongy platina. The mix-
ture with oil-gasburns with a flatne far brighter titan that of
the mixture of hydrogen and olefiant gas already referred to,
so that it wouldappear that the retarding action of the hydro-
carbons is not at ail in proportion,merely to the quantity of
carbon présent.

"In connection with these interferences, I must state
that hydrogenitself, prepared from steam passed over ignited
iron, wasfound whenmingled with oxygento resist the action
of platina. It had stood over water sevendays, and had lost
ail fetid smell;but a jet of it wouldnot cause the ignition of

spongy platina, commencing at common temperatures; nor
would it combinewith oxygen in a tube either under the in-
fluenceof a prepared plate or of spongyplatina. A mixture
of one volume of this gas with three of pure hydrogen, and
the due proportionof oxygen,was not affectedby plates after

fifty hours. I am inclined to refer the effectto carbonicoxide

present in the gas, but have not had time to vérify the sus-

picion. The power of the plates was not destroyed. Such
are the general facts of these remarkable interferences.
Whether the effect produced by such small quantities of
certain gasesdependsupon any direct action whichthey may
exert upon the particlesof oxygen and hydrogen,by whichthe
latter are rendered less inclined to combine, or whether it

depends upon their modifying the action of the plate tem-

porarily (for they produce no real changeof it), by investing
it through the agencyof a stronger attraction than that of the

hydrogen, or otherwise, remains to be decided by more ex-
tended experiments."
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fumer1 was on the right track when he said that "one

is tempted to suppose that these gases act by soiling the

metallic surface,though in somerespects this is not satisfac-

tory." This explanation was prématuré, however, and a

different one,was offered later by Henry2 who amplified

Faraday's experiments,correcting someof his results. Henry
found that addingcarbon monoxideto a mixture of hydrogen
and oxygenin presence of platinumdoes.not actually prevent
the reaction between hydrogen and oxygen but retards it,

so that' the reaction takes place very slowlyand most of the

oxygen reacts with the carbon monoxide. Starting with the

mixture 2CO+ 2H2+ Oa Henry found that about ninety

percent of the oxygenrèacted witii the carbon monoxideand

only about ten percent with the hydrogen. When the ratio

of hydrogen to carbon monoxidewas increasedin the original
mixture less of the oxygen reacted with the carbon monoxide.

Faraday had found that a mixture of carbon monoxide and

oxygen did not react appreéiably in severaldays when in con-

tact with a clean platinum plate but Henry found that a re-

action does take place in presence of platinum foil, platinum

sponge, and platinum black. The reaction is very slowwith

platinum foil,more rapid with platinum sponge and fastest

of ail with platinum black. Sincehydrogenand oxygenreact

much more rapidly in presence of platinum than do carbon

monoxide and oxygen,one wouldnaturally expect preferential

buraing of hydrogen from a mixture of hydrogen and carbon

monoxide whereas one actually gets preferential burning of

carbon monoxide. Henry recognized this difficulty and met

it in a very cleverway though his argument is not absolutely

sound.

"An obvious objection, however, presents itself to the

view that carbonic oxide possesses a stronger affinity for

oxygen than hydrogen exerts, viz., that while hydrogen and

oxygen are speedily detonated at common temperatures by
the plate or sponge,the union of carbonicoxideand hydrogen

« "Chemistiy,"5thEd..647.
PM1.Mag., bl 9>3?4 (»»36).
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takes place with great slowness. The explanation of this

apparent anomaly, 1 believe to be, that the product of the
combustion of hydrogen (aqueousvapor) at once quits the
surfaceof the metal and is liquefiedby the coldsidesof the

tube; whilethe combustionof the carbonicoxideyieldsa gas
which remainsfor a while adherent to the rnetallic surface
next to which it is generated, and thereby preventsa sufii-

cientlyrapidaccessof freshunalteredgas to elevatematerially
the temperatureof the platina. In confirmationof this view
I found that caustic potassa, by absorbingthe carbonicacid
as it is formed,acceleratesthe acidificationof carbonicoxide.
When the metallic superficiesis so extensive (for instance,
in thé powderof Liebig) that a high température is attained

quicklyby the metal in contact with the first portionsof gas
that are consumed,it has been shown already that carbonic
oxide,likehydrogen, unites with oxygenwith incandescence.

Finally it is well known that even mixtures of hydrogenand

oxygendo not detonate on first admitting the preparedplate.
During the first minute the union is generallyvery slow,and
it only becomesexplosivewhen the temperature of theplate
has beenraised by its action upon the gaseousmixture."

It is interesting to note that Kohlschûtter1has used a
similarargument to account for what seemsto be thereverse
of this. Kohlschiitter was studying the reduction of silver
oxideby carbon monoxideor hydrogen. He pointsout that
"with carbon monoxide the reaction begins where the gas
first cornesin contact with the oxide, spreads over the sur-

face, and then takes place in the inner parts of the mass.
With hydrogenthe reaction begins at some point wherethe
silver oxideis in contact with the containingvessel,usually
at the bottom of the mass. While the reaction goescom-

pletely to an end with carbon monoxide, silver cannot be
reduced completelyby hydrogen at a moderate temperature
in a singleoperation. This différenceis probably connected
with the differencein reaction products. The other product
besidessilveris carbon dioxidein the first case and water in

1JUebig'sAnn.,398,16(1913).
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the other. Being an easily condensiblevapor, water is ad-

sorbed more strongly than carbon dioxide. It forms a film

over the surfaceof the silveroxideand prevents the hydrogen
from reactingwith it."

Although the reaction between carbon monoxide and

oxygen is practically irréversible at ordinary temperatures,

Henry recognizedthat the presenceof the reaction product

might slowup the reaction and he proves it by removing the

carbon dioxide withcaustic potash, thereby increasing the

reactionvelocity. That was very cleverof him, becausemost

people nowadays would have been so hampered by their

incomplete theoretical knowledgeof reaction velocities that

they wouldhave beencertain that the reaction productscould

not affect the reaction velocity. Henry's argument is un-

sound,however,in several respects. In the first place he has

not shown that carbon monoxide and oxygen react more

rapidly than hydrogen and oxygen whenthe carbon dioxide

is removedcontinuously. He bas shown that there is an in-

crease in reaction velocity but not that the increase is suffi-

cient to account for the phenomena. In the second place,
the rate of oxidation of the carbon monoxidecannot be the

determining factor because Henry obtained preferential

burning of carbon monoxide.in the absence of alkali. What

happens is that the adsorption of carbon monoxide by plati-
num cuts downthe adsorptionof hydrogento such an extent

that the reactionbetweenhydrogenand oxygenbecomesalmost

negligible.
This is not an especiallysurprising result. Freundlich11

pointsout that the general rule formixtures of gases seemsto

be that the more readily adsorbedgas displacesthe other to

sameextent and is adsorbedto a greater relative amount than

one would have predicted from experiments on the single

gases. This cannot be anything morethan a first approxima-
tion becausewith readily condensiblegasesone of the vapors

may help carry down the other. Casesof this sort have been

"Kapillarchemie,"99(1909).
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studied by Hunter,1 the most striking instance being water

and ammonia. It is probable that the adsorbedwater dis-
solves or adsorbs ammonia thus increasing the amount of
ammonia apparently held by the charcoal. Bergter2claims
that at pressures of about 5 mm the presenceof oxygen in-
creasesthe adsorptionof nitrogenby charcoal. Displacements
also occur when two solutes may be adsorbedfrom solution.

Schmidt3has studied the simultaneous adsorptionof iodine
and acetic acid by charcoal from solutions in water and in

ethyl acetate. With both solvents lessof eachsubstancewas
adsorbed than if the other had not been présent. Schmidt

generalizesto the effect that "whencharcoalis in contact with

a solution containing thé two solutés A and B, it adsorbs
lessof each than when it is treated with the samesubstances
A and B singly. If charcoal is in equilibriumwith any sub-
stance A dissolved in any solvent, the addition of a second

substanceB willforce someof A out of the charcoaland vice
versa. The total amount which is adsorbed whentwosolutes
are present simultaneouslyin solution is alwaysless than the
arithmetical sum of the amounts of these substances that
wouldbe adsorbed singly."

This generalizationis undoubtedly too broad. A more
carefulstudy willshow that the specialpropertiesof the sub-
stances A and B will have to be taken into accountand that
we shall find caseswhere the total adsorptionwillbe greater
than the sum of the singleadsorptions, thoughno such cases
seem as yet to be on récord. Lake4has shownthat one acid

dye does not apparently displace another on wool or silk;
but of course the absolute concentrations are very small in
thèse cases. Freundlichand Masius6studied the adsorption
of pairsof organicacid and obtained results similarto those of
Schmidt. They also found that the acid, whichis adsorbed

the.more, is displacedthe less when the two adds are present

Jour. Chem.Soc.,33,73(1870).
Drude'sAnn.,37,506(1912).
Zelt.phys.Chem.,74,730(1910).

4Jour.Phys.Chem.,20,761(1910).
6 "Van Benmelen Gedenkboek," 88 (1910).
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in the solution. ThèseexperimentsofSchmidtand of Fréurid-

lich and Masius; throwlight on Skey's results with nitric

and sulphuric acids. Skeyl found that sinalt amounts of

nitric add were adsorbedcompletelyfrom dilute solutions of

sulphuric add but not from concentrated ones. With in-

creasing relative concentration of sulphuric acid, we should

expect an increasing displacement of nitric add from the
charcoalwhichis what actually occurred.

Rona and Mchaelis2have studied the effect of acetone

and acetic acid on the adsorptionof grape sugar'by charcoal.

When iooce of a 1.04percentsugar solutionwas shaken with

5 grams charcoal, the filtrate contained only 0.53 percent

sugar. If thé sugar solution contained 0.3, 3.6 or 15.0 ce

acetone, the percentagesof sugar ih the filtrate were 0.64,

0.97,and 1.06,respectively. If 0.2, 1.0,or 10ceconcentrated

acetic acid is added instead of acetone, the percentages of

sugar are 0.60, 0.70, and 1.06, respectively. The difference

between 1.04and 1.06wouldprobably disappear if one cor-

rected forthe effectofacetoneand aceticacid upon the optical
rotation ofsugar. In this casea moderateaddition of acetone

or acetic acid cuts the adsorption of sugar down to zéro.

On the other hand, Rona and Michaelisfound that albumin

and acetone were each adsorbed by charcoal as though the

other werenot there.

Lachsand Michaelis3found that causticpotash decreases

very much the adsorptionof potassium chloride from water

by charcoal. In other words,the presenceof the strongly ad-

sorbed hydroxylion decreasesthe adsorption of the chlorine

ion very much. They alsofindthat the adsorption ofchlorine

ion is increasedmarkedlyif sulphuricacid be added in small

amounts to a potassium chloride solution. This is in ac-

cordancewith the results of Osaka*that potassium chlorideis

adsorbed more strongly than potassium sulphate, sodium

•Chem.News,17,217(1896).
Biochem. Zeit., 16, 489 (1909).

Zeit.Elektrochemie,17,1(1911).
Mem.Coll.Sd.Kyoto,x,«67(1915).
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chloridethan sodium sulphate, and presumablyhydrochloric
acid than sulphuric acid. Wethereforeget hydrochlorlcacîd

adsorbedand potassium sulphateleft in solution,
1 do not knowof any recordof expérimenteon the ad-

sorption of mixtures of hydrogenand carbon monoxide by

platinum; but I feel sure that carbonmonoxidewill be found

to eut down the adsorptionof hydrogenvery markedly. It

is to be hopedthat somebodywilltry this experimentally.
Faraday found that ethylene decreased the catalytic

action of platinum on hydrogenand oxygenmore than did

carbon monoxide;but this result is not confirmedby Henry'
and probablywas due to someimpurity in Faraday's ethylene.
"Ôlefiantgas, even when eoïistitutingone-fourthor one-third

of the mixture,did not in the slightestdegreeretard the action

of the platina balls or sponge. Severaltrials were made, in

which the olefiant and explosivemixture were mingled in

equal proportions. In ail of these the ball acted instanta-

neously,and ascended rapidlyin the tube during one or two

minutes,when its rise was suddenlychecked. Thus 1.02eu.

in. were reducedin the first minute to 0.90,and became 0.82

after an hour's contact. The followingday only 0.56 was

left, which was not diminishedby washing with potassa.
Even when the volume of the olefiantwas double that of the

explosionmixture, there was an instant action, though to less

extent than in the last experiment. Whenthe volumeof the

olefiant was three times that of the explosivemixture, no

immédiate action wasvisible, though a notable diminution

always took place in the courseof a fewhoursor on the fol-

lowing day. Finally, the activity of the black powder of

Liebig was not suspendedby the additionof twenty volumes

of olefiantto one of explosivemixture.

"On subjecting to examinationthe gaseousproducts of

these and other experimentson olefiant gas, mingled with

various proportions of the explosivemixture, very different

results fromthose affordedwith carbonicoxidewere obtained.

In the greater number of experimentswith olefiant gas, no

1PWl.Mag.,(3)65,329(i«$36).
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appreciable diminution was caused by prolonged contact,
or by subséquentwashingwith potassa; and though in some

cases, when the explosivemixture considerablyexceeded the

olefiant,there was a perceptible absorption, yet the carbonic

acid thus evidenced was always of small amount. In three

successiveexperiments, in which olefiant gas and explosive
mixtureweremingledin equal proportions, there was no mea-

surableproduct of carbonic acid. Yet in ail these cases,

though the bail ascendedrapidly on first contact, its activity
was soon suspended. Olefiant gas then possesses,like car-

bonicoxide, an undoubted power of retarding the union of

hydrogen and oxygen, but it differs from carbonic oxide in

not necessarily affording carbonic acid by so acting,
"Similar differencespresented themselveson submitting

mixturesof olefiant and oxygen only to the actionof platina.
To the observationof Dr. Faraday, 'that the most prolonged
contact with the prepared plates never induced the union of

the elementsof olefiant with oxygen,' 1 mayadd, that the

contact wasnot efficient,even when aided by the presence of

liquidpotassa. The spongy metal, similarly conjoined with

potassa,was also for the most part entirely inert, and in the

fewinstancesin whichcarbonic acid appeared, it was formed

very slowly,and in small quantity. At the temperature 4900

Fahrenheit, however, the sponge has been shownto occasion

the speedy though inexplosivecombustion of olefiant,in mix-

ture withoxygen.. Liebig'spowder too causedthe slow combi-

nation of the two gases at atmospheric temperatures, as was

evidencedboth by considerable diminution of volume, and

by the test of lime-water; and when the tube containing the

gaseous mixture and powder was surrounded with boiling
water combinationensued with rapidity. Now the mode in

whichplatina acts is of course identical in the various states

of plate, sponge,or powder; the powder presenting only an

fiffinitelylarger extent of surface for gaseous contact than the

plate or sponge. Hence the tendencies of the constituents of

olefiantto unite with oxygen,which are evidencedby combi-

nations to considerable amount in presence of the powder,
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may be inferred to be operative, though less effectively,on

the surface of the same metal under other forms; and viewed
in connectionwith the unequivocalproofsof the nature of the

interference of carbonic oxide, these tendencies may be ad-

mitted to fumish an adequate explanationof the more feeble

interferenceof olefiantgas; The interferingpower ofcarbonic

oxide as respects the action of the platina balls is eighteen
times as great as that of olefiant; carbonicoxide in the pro-

portion of 'A-jthinterferingas completelyas olefiant in that

of 3/4thsof the mixture.

"The influenceof temperature in quickening the action

of the sponge or powder on mixtures of olefiant and oxygen

strongly confirais this view, when taken in connectionwith a

pecuHarity observed in the mode of interference of olefiant

gas. Thus it has been stated that olefiant mingled in equal
bulk with explosivemixture did not prevent instant action;
and that it began to interfere only whén much of the oxygen
and hydrogen had combinedtogether,with the disengagement
of great heat. The interfering power of olefiant gas, feeble

at atmospheric temperatures, is then greatly augmented by
heat, which had beenalready shownto détermine the separate
combinationof theelementsofolefiantwith oxygen,and which

is well known to exaltchemicalaffinity.
"In recapitulation, it may be stated that carbonicoxide

interferes with the action of platina upon mixtures of oxygen
and hydrogen, by virtue of its stronger aflinity for oxygen,
which causes it slowlyto take the larger portion of that gas.
Olefiant gas, which at commontemperatures bas a weaker

attraction for oxygenthan hydrogen, suspends the combining
tendencies of those two gases, only when its volume greatly
exceeds that of the mixture, in which case the weaker affinity
is aided by a greater number of atoms. Even with this ad-

vantage olefiant is unable to appropriate the oxygen to itself,
but only retards its unionwithhydrogen by opposinga weaker

attractive tendency.
"Nor is the admission of attractive forces between the

particles of mixed gases, even when not manifested by any
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visible action (asbetween oxygenand the élémentsof olefiant

gas), inconsistent with what is known of chemicalaffinity as

operating in the solid and liquid forms of matter. In the

eighth ofhis admirable seriesofmemoirson electrô-chemistry,

Dr. Faraday hasshownthat zinc,havingits surfacethinlyamal-

gamated,though incapable, whenimmersedin dilutesulphuric

.aeid,of effectingthe decompositionof water, hasyet thepower,

by its attraction for the oxygenof the particles of water in

contact with its surface, to induce a peculiar state of elec-

trical tension of polarity in those particles of water, as well

as a similar but opposite state in the contiguousparticles.of

zinc. By plunginga platina plate into the solutionand com-

pleting the galvariic drcle, this tension is relieved and d&

compositionof water instantly ensues. In the preparatory

stageof the important expetimentwehave then a caseofchem-

ical forces in undoubted operation, yet giving no appreciable

sign of thedrexistence.

"Other arguments present themselves in favour of the

opinion, that the property inhérent in certain gases of pre-

venting or retarding the union of hydrogen and oxygenis to

be referred to their attraction for oxygen, and not to any

peculiar action of the metallic surface, by which it becomes

invested with the interfering gas. (i) Ail the gases which

have been hitherto observed to exhibit this power,are suchas

are capable of uniting with oxygen; and the non-interfering

gases are such as cannot, at leastwithin a considerablerange

of temperature, be brought to combinewith that element.

(2) The property of interference follows, in its comparative

energy,the sameorder as the respectivecombustibilitiesof the

gases. Thus Sir Humphry Davy observed that carbonic

oxide and olefiant were most inflammable,while carburetted

hydrogen required for its combustion a much higher tem-

perature, being neither fired by white-hot charcoalnor iron.

Dr. Henry also has shown that in presence of the sponge,

earbonic oxide combines rapidly with oxygen at from 3000

to 3400 Fahrenheit; olefiant at 520°; and carburetted hydro-

gen not at any temperature to which the mercurial bath
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could be raised. I have ascertainedthat the two first gases
observethe sameorderofunioninprésenceofUebig's powder,
carbonic oxide inflamingat atmospheric temperatures, and
olefiantgas beingrapidlyactedupon at 2120. Nowthis pro-
gressionis predsely that of their interferingpowers, carbonic
oxide acting when it constitutesonly 1/24thof the mixture,
olefiant gas not suspendingaction till it amounts to V<ths'
and carburetted hydrogenpossessingno power whatever of
retarding thé action of platina even when its volume exceeds
by ten times that of the explosivemixture. Pinally, that the
restrainingforceiswhollydependentupon the relations of the
mixed gases amongone another, is deducible from the fact
that thé same gaseswhichsuspendthe combràingtendëiîdes
.ofhydrogenin presenceof platina,resist also other modes of
effectuatingthe union of those gases, for instance, the dis-
chargeof a Leydënjar. Thecurious facts obsérved by Pro-
fessorGraham,respectingthe powerof evensmallerquantities
bî the sameandothergasesto arrestthe slowoxidationof phos-
phorus, are also favourableto the doctrine that the inter-
feringgasesact solelybyvirtueof their superior attraction for
oxygen.

The relativelyslightretardingaction of ethylene is quite
in accordwith its presumably.being adsorbed less strongly
than hydrogenby platinum. If it only cuts down the ad-
sorption of hydrogenappreciablywhenpresent in relatively
large excess,it willhave very little effecton the rate of com-
bustion of oxyhydrogenmixtures. It is not possible to get
satisfactory data as to the way in which platinum adsorbs
mixtures of hydrogenand ethylene,becauseplatinum causes
these two gases to react.l It is not known to what extent
this is adisturbingfactorin Henry'sexperiments. It is quite
natural under the circumstancesthat Henry should have
drawn the conclusionthat "the property inhérent in certain
gases of preventingor retardingthe union of hydrogen and
oxygenis to be referredto their attraction for oxygenand not
to any peculiar action of the metallic surface by which it

1 Harbeckandtunge:Zeit.anorg.Chem.,16,34(1898).
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becomes invested with the interfering gas." That this is

wrong can be seen from the fact that carbonmonoxideis at

least equally effectivein checkingthe very different reaction

between hydrogen and ethylene in presence of platinum.

Here there is no oxygen and no oxidationand consequently

the attraction of carbon monoxide for oxygen can play'no

part. The adsorption hypothesis explains both reactions

equally well. If carbon monoxidecuts downthe adsorption

of hydrogen by platinum, it wiBinterfère with the reaction

between hydrogen and oxygen or ethylene. Henry's argu-

ment in regard to the respectivecombustibilitiesof hydrogen,

carbon monoxide, ethylene, and methane holds only for

certain conditiombecau^ i^er others méthaneaadethylene

are burned more readily than either hydrogen or carbon

monoxide.

Schônbein1pointed eut that the hydrides of sulphur,

sélénium, phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, and telniritun act

very energetically in cûtting down the catalytic action of

platinum on mixtures of air with hydrogenor ether. He is

quite clear that thé trouble is due to the formation of some

sort of a film over the platinum and he considersthe possi-

bility that we may be dealingwith a gas filmofhydrogen sul-

phide, phosphide, etc. Schônbein rejects the assumption

of a gas film on the ground that hydrogensulphide, for in-

stance, ismore readily oxidizedby oxygenthan hydrogen and

that consequently such a film would be destroyed at once.

He therefore decides that the fihn is probably solid sulphur,

phosphorus, sélénium,arsenic, antûnony,or tellurium, though

he admits that this should be checkedexperimentally. I do

not knowwhetherSchônbeinis right or not; but his reasoning

is not necessarilysound. We hâve alreadyseenthat the com-

bustion of mixed gasesmayproceed alongvery different lines

in the presenceand in the absenceof a catalytic agent. It

might be that hydrogen sulphide was adsorbed by platinum

so much more strongly than its oxidationproducts that the

platinum actually stabilized the hydrogen sulphide. This

1Jour,prakt.Cbem-,29,238(1843).
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is a question which should not be difficult to détermine ex-

perimentally. The really important thing is that Schônbein
saw so clearlythat one must postulate the existenceof a film
of solid,liquid, or gas over the surfaceof the platinum if one
is to account intelligibly for the poisoningof the platinum
catalysis.

So far, ail that 1 have done is to showthat wecan account

for ail the cases that have been consideredif we postulate
suitable and not improbable adsorptions. To make the case

complete one ought to show that ailsubstanceswhich poison
catalytic agents do eut down the adsorption of the essential

reacting substanceor reaction product.

Onecaseinvolvinga gas has beenstudied. Harbeck and

Lunge1found that carbon monoxide prevents the catalytic
action of platinutn or palladiumblackon a mixtureofethylene
andhydrogen. Specialexperimentsshowedthat both platinum
and palladium take up carbon monoxide and retain it per-

tinaciously. kunge and Harbeck say that "both metals form

compoundswith carbon monoxide which are so stable that

they must be consideredas definite chemicalcompoundseven

though it is not possibleto couvert ail the platinum or palla-
dium into the correspondingcompounds and to obtain them
in a pure state for analysis. A purely mechanicaladsorption
of carbon monoxideis not probable because the carbon mon-

oxide cannot be driven out by treatment with hydrogen or
other gases. Also, after previous treatment with hydrogen
the platinum takes up just as much carbon monoxideas with-

out the treatment with hydrogen. Alsoit is onlyby assuming
the existence of an actual chemical compound between Pt

and CO that one can account for the fact that the contact

action of platinum on a mixture of ethylene and hydrogen is

checkedso completely
"The carbonmonoxideis not setfree until the platinum is

heated to about 250° and then it comesoff suddenly,whichis

alsoan argument for the existenceofan actual chemicalcom-

pound.. Thèse compounds of platinum and palladium are

1Zeit.anorg.Chem.,16,so(1898).
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like those of carbon monoxidewith nickel and iron. Since

they are not volatile norsolublein the ordinary solvents,it is

not possibleto isolate themor to décideupon their composi-

tions." «

This was the proper view to take at the time when these

experitnentsweremade; but, nowadays,it is clear that there

is no real évidenceof the existenceof a definite compound.
If thé hypothetical compound is as stable as Lungesàys,
there ahouldbe no diffieulty in obtainingthe compoundin a

pure state. If this cannot be done– andLunge's experiments
are not conclusive on this point– wemust be consideringa

case of adsorption. In any event the cutting down of the

catalytic action is due to the f actthat thé ethylene and hy-

drogenare not adsorbedto thé sameextent as when no car-

bon monoxideis present. Kxceptfroma theoretical point of

view, it is immaterialwhether the platinum is coated with a

filmof compoundor with a filmof adsorbedcarbonmonoxide.

Warburg1has found that at 38 eoxalicacid is burned at

the surface Ofblood charcoal to carbon dioxide and water,

and that the.reaction velocity is decreasedby différentnar-

cotics in a manner similar to the way in which they aet on

the rate of oxidation in cells. "I first showedthat charcoal,

which had been shaken with oxalicacid solution consumed

oxygen. When différentkinds of charcoalwere brought into

equilibriumwith the same concentrationsof oxalic acid, they
consumedvery different amounts of oxygen. Merck's blood

charcoalused up the most oxygenandKahlbaum'sbloodchar-

coal somewhat less. There was no constnnptton of oxygen
when Kahlbaum's sugar charcoal was used. The different

charcoalsshow the same order withrespect to adsorbingoxalic

add. When equal amounts of charcoalwere shaken for two

minuteswith equal volumes of the same oxalicacid solution,

and the oxalic acid left in the solutionsdetermined by titra-

tion, it was foundthat sugar charcoalhad adsorbedpractically

no add, Kahlbaum'sblood charcoalmore, and Merck's blood

charcoal the most. Consequently, Merck's purest blood

«PÔûger'sArchiv.,155,547(1913).
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charcoal (purified with acid) was used in ail experiments."

Methyl urethane in concentrations of 0.5-10.0 percent
decreasedthe rate of oxidation 34-60 percent. With ethyl
urethane the percentage decrease in reaction velocity was

42-76for the samerange of concentrations. Propyl urethane
in concentrationsof 0.05-5.0 percent decreased the reaction

velocity 41-90 percent while phenyl urethane eut down the
reaction velocity90 percent when present in a concentration
of only0.05 percent.' Similar results had previouslybeen ob.
tained for these same substances and the rate of oxidationin
redbloodcells.

Warburgexpresses himself as followsin regard to the

catalysisby charcoaland in regard to the poisoningof that

catalysis: "That the combustion of oxalic acid takes place
at the surface of the charcoal can scarcely be questioned;
this is a typical case of surface catalysis. We do not know,
however,in what way the conditionsprevailing at the sur-
faceof the charcoalcause an increasein the rate ofoxidation.
It must be kept in mind that many substances, which are
otherwiseno more stable than oxalic acid, are concentrated
at the surface of the charcoal but not burned. For instance,
sugaris adsorbedbut is not changedchemically.11

"There is one point that should not be overlooked.
Merck's blood charcoalwas used in my experimentsand has
often been used by others on account of its strong adsorbing
power. Althoughthis charcoal has been purified with acids,
it nevertheless contains considerable inorganic matter,2 in-

duding iron. It is easy enoughto showthis if one ignitesthe
charcoalin the air. A light-coloredash is left whichgives a

strong test for iron. If one does not burn the charcoalbut

merelyboils it with acid, only traces of iron go into the fil-
trate. Blood charcoalis by no means pure carbon but rather
a combinationof charcoal with inorganicconstituents. The

1 Rona and Michaelis: Biochem. Zeit., 16, 489 (1909).
Ash déterminations have been made by Glaessner and Suida: Liebig's

Ann., 3S7. 95 (1907).
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iron content is especiallynoteworthy in view of the action of

the charcoalin increasingthe rate of oxidation.

"The most probable explanationfor the retarding action

is that the oxalic acid is displacedfrom the charcoal surface.

In fact, eachconstituent of a mixture is always less strongly
adsorbed than when it alone is in solution.'1 The more

strongly adsorbeda substanceis the more stronglyit tends to

displace another. The order of the différent substances is

therefore to be accounted for on the basis that moreoxalic

acid is displaced the more strongly the narcotic is adsorbed.

Althoughthe displacementof the oxalieacid by the adsorption
of the narcotic is unquestionably the chief cause of the de-

crease in the rate of oxidation, I consider it very probable
that this is not the only factor. 1 think that it is very prob-
able that an important part is played by changesat the char-

coal surfacewhich do not depend on the displacementof the

adsorption. If this hypothesisis right, one wouldexpect that

a narcotic would act similarlyin aUsorts of surfacecatalyses
and with very different substrates."

Preundlich and Kaempfer2have studied an interesting
case of the cutting down of adsorption in aqueous'solution.

Uranium Xi is adsorbed stronglyby charcoal and is displaced
to some extent by very dilute solutions of thorium nitrate.

The presence of a solution containing about o.ooo4millimol
Th(NOa)<(a little less than 0.2 mg. per liter) increases the

concentrationof uranium Xl in the solution by about twenty

percent. The charcoal is thus poisoned, so fat; as the ad-

sorption of uranium Xi is concerned,by infinitésimalamounts

of thorium nitrate. When a stronger solution cf thorium

nitrate was used, the concentrationof the uranium Xi in the

solution increasedto over five-fold.

We have already seen that Henry increased the rate of

reaction betweencarbon monoxideand oxygenin presence of

platinum by adding caustic potash to remove the carbon

1Micbaelisand Rona:Biochem.Zeit.,15, 209 (1908);Freundlich;
"Kapaiarchemie,"163(1909).

1Zeit. phys. Chem., 90, 681 (1915).
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dioxide. It is easy to see that the pilingup of the reaction

products will eut down the reaction velocityif they prevent
the reacting products from coming in contact with the cat-

alytic agent. This has beenobservedin thé contact sulphuric
acid process.' The usual explanation is that we are dealing
with diffusiononly but it is more likelythat there is a cutting
down of theadsorption, sincethis is the most important factor
when carbonmonoxide poisonsplatinumwith referenceto the

hydrogen-ethylenereaction. A special case of some interest
is the reactionbetween carbon monoxideand oxygenat about

300with quartz glass as catalytic agent.2
2

"Oxygen acts
at any rate qualitatively about as it should, the rate of re-
action increasing with increasîng concentration. Carbon
monoxidebehavesquite differentlyand tends to check its own
combustion under these circumstances. It is a negative

autocatalytic agent. In ail the experiments the peculiar
result was obtained, that the absolute reaction velocity in-
creases withdecreasing concentrationof carbonmonoxideand
decreases with increasing concentration." Bodenstein offers
no explanationfor this surprisingresult though he callsatten-
tion to the fact that carbon monoxideacts as a poison in

many cases. There are no data in regard to the adsorption
of carbon monoxide by quartz glass from which one could

predict the results obtained by Bodenstein and Ohhner;
but if carbon monoxide displaces oxygensufficientlyat the
surface ofthe catalytic agent, one wouldget exactly the results
that Bodenstein and Ohlmer found experimentally. It is
therefore probable that the action of carbon monoxide in

poisoningits own combustion with oxygenis due to its dis-

placement of oxygen from the adsorption film. When dis-

cussing the fractional combustion of carbon monoxide and

hydrogen in presence of platinum, stresswas laid on the fact
that carbonmonoxide must eut down the adsorption of hy-
drogen by platinum. It is also possiblethat carbonmonoxide

1Bodeastein:Zeit.Elektrocheroie,.9, 696(1903);Berl:Zeit.anorg.
Chem.,44,367(1905).

Bodenstein and Ohlmer: Zeit. pbys. Chem., 53, 166 (1905).
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cuts down the adsorptionof oxygenby platinum though this

cannot be the important factor because carbonmonoxidealso

poisonsthe reactionbetweenhydrogenand ethylenein presence
of platinum.

A case which bas been studied a great deàl quantita-

tively is the decompositionof hydrogenperoxidesolutionby

platinum. One of the most interesting things about this re-

action is its extreme sensitivenessto the so-called poisons.'
1

The rate of decompositionof hydrogenperoxideby a given
solution of colloidal platinum was reduced approximately
to one-half by M/20 000 oooHCN, N/a oooooo HgCI2,and

N/300 ooo HzS. Curiously enough it had been shown by
Sehonbete9that these same substanceseut downthe catalytic
action of red bloodcorpuscleson hydrogenperoxide. Owing
to thé sitnilarity between the action of colloidalmetals and

organic ferments in many cases Bredig called the colloidal

metals prepared by his method inorganic ferments. This

stirred up a violentdiscussionbecausepeopleseemedto think

that the colloidalmetals ought to behave exactly like the fer-

ments in everyrespector ought not to behavelike them at ail.

In Table 1 are givendata9 for the concentrationnecessaryto

eut down the rate of decompositionof hydrogenperoxideto

one-half when the catalytic agents are colloidalplatinum and

haemase, the active enzyme in the red blood corpuscles.
While many of the substances that cut down the platinum

catalysis also decreasethe catalytic action of haemase, there

are many cases where no parallelismoccurs. Thus carbon

monoxideisvery toxictoplatinumand hasnoeffectonhaemase.

On the other hand nitric acid, sulphurie acid, and potassium

chlorate hâvepractically no effect on platinum and are quite
toxic to haemase. Even where there is a generalparallelism,
one must not followit too closely. With platinum the prussic
acid solutionhas one-tenth the concentrationof the mercuric

BredigandvonBerneck:Zeit.phys.Chem.,31,258(1899);Bredigand
Ikeda:Ibid.,Vf,1(1901).

•Jour, prakt. Chem., 105, 2o2 (1868).

Senter: Zeit. pbys. Chem., 51, 701 (1905).
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Tabuî I

Concentrations at which poisonsreduce the rate of the catalytic
decomposition of hydrogenperoxide approximately to

one-half

Poison Colloidalplatinum Haemase

HtS M/300000 M/i 000000
HCN M/20000000 M/i 000000
HgClg M/2 000000 M/2000000
HgBrg ––– M/300000
Hç(CN)j M/200000 M/300000
I» îtt Kl M/5 000 000 M/50 000
NHjOH.HCl M/25000 M/80000

Phenyl hydrazine r– M/20 000
Andîne M/5000 M/400

Arsenfous acid M/so Nopoisoning at M/2000
CO Verypoisonous Nopoisoning
HC1 M/3000 M/100000
NH4CI M/zoo M/1000
HNOg No poisoning M/250000
HsSO< Nopoisoning M/50000
KNO» Nopoisoning M/40 000at o°
KCIO3 Slight poisoning? M/40 000at o°

çhloridesolution while with haemaseit has doublé the con-
centration. The tabulated concentration for mercuric
chlorideis the same for platinum as for haemase, while that
for iodinedissolved in potassiumiodideis one hundred times
as great for haemaseas forplatinum. Kastle and Loevenhart1

point out that prussic acidis a strong poisonfor colloidalplat-
inum and colloidal silver but accelerates the catalysis of

hydrogen peroxide by iron and copper. Thé whole matter
becomesa good deal clearerif we considerthat the so-called

poisonsare adsorbedstronglybythe catalytic agent and there-
foreprevent or decreasethe adsorptionof hydrogenperoxide.2
This adsorption will be specifieand will therefore in general
not be the same quantitatively for differentcatalytic agents.
On the other hand there may well be a qualitative agreement

1 Am.Cbem.Jour.,29,397(1903).
*Cf.Senter:Zeit.phys.Chem.,51,703(1905);Denham:Ibid.,7a,

689(1910).
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in someor even in manycases,whichis exactly whatis found

experimentally. Owing to the extreme flexibility of this

hypothesis there is nothing as yet to prevent its accounting
for ait the phenomena observed.1 On the other hand it must

be rememberedthat proof is still lackingthat platinumadsorbs

prussicacid, for instance,much morestronglyfroman aqueous
solution than it does hydrogen sulphide or that there is no

such différencewith haemase It is also to be remembered

that there is no experimental proof as yet that platinum ad-

sorbsthe poisonsstrongly. Wedo know,however,that many
of the substances that poison the platinum catalysis of hy-

drogen peroxide also poison the platinum catalysis of oxy-

hydrogen gas. In façt Ernst* arranges the substanceswhich

he studied in the followingorder in regard to their poisoning
action on the platinum catalysis of oxyhydrogen gas, the

strongest poison comingfirst prussicacid, cyanogeniodide,

alkaline sodium thiosulphate, mercuric chloride, hydrogen

sulphide, iodine, bromine phosphine, hydroxylamine hydro-

chloride,mercuric cyanide,hydrazinesulphate, arseniousacid,

phenol. Ernst points out that this is also the order in which

thé substances poison the platinum catalysis of hydrogen

peroxide. Although a ten percent solutionof formicacidpre-

cipitates colloïdalplatinum, it increasesthe rate of reaction

of oxyhydrogen gas three-fold. Ernst cites Ikeda as his

authority for stating that formic acid has a similar effect on

the platinum catalysis of hydrogenperoxide.

Meyerhof has shown that the alcoholsand the urethanes

act as poisons for the catalytic decompositionof hydrogen

peroxide by platinum. He examined the solution with thé

ultramicroscopeand found that addition of these poisons –
or narcotics, as he prefers to call them-caused no, or prac-

tically no, decrease in the number of visibleparticles. He

concludesthat the decreasedrate of decompositionin presence
of poisons is not necessarily due to an agglomerationof the

1Cf.FreundlichandKaempfer:Zeit.phys.Chem.,go,68 1(1915).
Zeit.phys.Chem.,37,483(1901).

a Pflfiger*sArchiv., 157, 307(1914).
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platinum. Meyerhofconsidersit probable that the strongly
adsorbednarcotic formsa filmover the surfaceof the catalytic

agent which prevents the reacting substance from comingin

contact with the catalyticagent. Meyerhof has also shown

that the alcoholsand the urethaneseut downthe rate at which

invertase inverts sugar. He concludes very properly that
this is due to the displacementof the sugar from the surface

of the colloidalinvertase.

There may be other factors which must be taken into
account. Thus Bredig2points out that whencolloidalplati-
numis allowedto standincontact with hydrogenperoxideand

concentratedpotassiumcyanide,the platinum flocculatesand

précipitâtes. Theagglomerated platinum causes thé hy-

drogenperoxideto decompose,thus showingthat the cyanide
does not poison precipitatedplatinum black.. There seemto

be onlytwo possibleexplanations. One isthat the adsorption
of potassium cyanideby platinum falls off very much more

rapidlywith increasingsizeof the platinumparticles than does
the adsorption of hydrogenperoxideby piatinura. The other

explanationis that, through oxidation or otherwise, there is

formedwhat might be called an anti-body, whichcuts down
the adsorption of the cyanide. Neither hypothesis is very

satisfactory and neither is supported by any experimental
evidencethat 1 knowof except that Jablczynski8found that

platinized platinum decomposeshydrogen peroxide one hun-

dred times as fast and chromouschlorideonly three times as

fast as does smooth platinum foil. The matter should be
taken up because Rosnyak4claims that the catalytic action

of platinum on hydrogenperoxide increases with increasing

dispersitywhilePelgate5states that pulverulentnickel reduces

nitric oxideand colloidalnickeldoes not. In both casesit is

probable that somefactorhas been overlookedor not stated.

1PflOger'sArcbiv.,157,251(1914).
Zeit.phys. Chera.,31,333(1899).

« Ibîd.,64, 75t (»9o8).
Ibid.,85,68 (1913).

» Cbem.News,108,178(1913).
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The more fittely divided -theplatinum the more likely the

surfaceis to be coated with oxideand it doesnot followat ail

that the câtalytic action of metallic platinum is the same as

that of an oxide of platinum. If the tnetal is kept in sus-

pension by means of gelatine or some similar substance, this

will hâve an effect on the adsorptionand consequentlyon the

catalytic agent. The mcrease in stability of the colloïdal

metal may-have to be paid for in a decreasedcatalytic action.

As a result of the hypothesisdevelopedin this paper it is

now possible to offera plausible explanationof someelectro-

lytic phenomena which hâve been most puzfclinghitherto.

"It is very remarkable that the rise of potential at a smooth

platinum anode is sometimesdépendenton thé nature of thé

electrolyte. The differenceof potential betweensmooth and

platinized platinum is less in sulphuric add than in caustic

soda, other conditions being the same. A slight addition of

hydrofiuoric acid to sulphuric acid increasesthe potential at

which oxygen is set free at smooth platinum by an amount

varying from severàlhundredths of a volt to a tenth of a volt

providedthe temperature is lowand the currentdensitynot too

hîgh. Tae increase in potential is greater the ratio of hydto-

fluorieacid to sulphuric acid and reaches a maximumfor pure

hydrofluoric acid.22 HydrochloriCiand hydrobromic acids

behave similarly except that with:*hese adds the maximum

potential is reached with slight additions so that the amount

of the halide add is only a few percent of the total add con-

centration. Here also the potential in pure hydrochloricacid

is higher than in an equivalent sulphuricacidsolutionin.casea

sufficientevolutionof oxygenis provided by keepingthe con-

centration of the hydrochloric acid suffidently low and thé

current density sufficientlyhigh. In normal HC1a current

density of 0.057 amp/cra2is sufficient.3 Nitric add is very'
variable. In normaladd*solution it alwaysraises the poten-

tial but in a xo N acid solution théadditionof a smallamount

1Foerster:"Elektrochemiewâsseriger14sungeU,"S84,735(191S).
Mûller:Zeit.Elektrocheraie,10,780(1904)-
MûllerandScheller:Zeit.anorg.Cheœ48,1u(1905).
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of acid raises the potential whereas addition of more nitric
acid lowersit a gooddeal,so muchso that between10N H2SO4
and io N HN0a the potential for the evolution of oxygen1
falls 0.28-0.65 volt for anode current densities of 0.05-
0.5 amp/cm2and a temperature of 120. In caustic soda solu-
tion presence of NO»' raises the anode potential. Ammonia
has the same effect because it is oxidized at the anode to
nitrate. 11

"It is very often customary to use platinum black as a
means of accelerating the oxidizing action of atmospheric
oxygen. Oxidationswhich take place readily at a platinized
anode may. therefore be considered as being accelerated
catalyticatty by the platinum black of the anode. The powerof platinum black to act catalytically in oxidations and in
many other chemicalreactions is affectedvery markedly bycertain substances, such as prussic acid, mercuric cyanide,
etc.33 The same substances have a similar action on many
electrolytic oxidations occurring at platinized anodes; theyeut downthe rate ofoxidation and whenthe current or the rate
of oxidation is kept constant, cause an increaseof the anode
potential whichgivesa higher oxygenpressure in the solution
and thereforerestoresthe old reactionvetodty. When a solu-
tion of sodium thiosulphate is kept absolutely neutral, it is
oxidized quantitatively to tetrathionate' at a platinized
anode with a potential of + 0.44 volt for a current densityof 3.10-' amp/cra.* If one adds a trace of mercuric cyanide
the anodepotentialat which the samecurrent is obtained rises
to + 0.48volt. From this it followsthat thé oxidationprocess
really takes placethrough an intermediateformationof oxygen
accordingto the reaction

2SA* + 0 + H20 -–>•S4<V+ 2OH'0

1Schellhaass:Zeit.Blektrochein!e,14,121(t9O8).
Mflller and Spitzer Ibid., 11, 920 (1905).

Bredig and von
^CnieCk:

2elt phys. Chem' 3I' 3Î4 (l8w); Bredig and
Ikeda: Ibid., 37, 1 (1901).

Thatcher:Ibid.,47,693(igo4). It isstillanopenquestiontowhatanextentintheseandsimilarcasestheactionoftheretardingsubstancesmayor
maynotbeduetotheformationofthindiaphragma.
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and not, as onemight have expected,accordingto theréaction

2S,0/+2F–fS40,r".

In addition to thèse essentially catalytic actions of certain

dissolvedsubstanceswhich are not used up during the elec-

trolysis, there are some other remarkablephenomenawhich

are distinctly differentin nature. Whendiséussingthe anodic

evolution of oxygen we bécame acquainted with the sur-

prising and still unexplainedfact that certain anions,sùch as

Cl', F', SO4",CIO/, etc., increasètnarkedly thé anode po-
tential at whichoxygenisevolvedat a smoothplatinumanode.

The presenceof substances whichincreasethe anodepotential

aids such anodicoxidationsas caHfora high anodepotential.
Thus thé ciment yield of pérsalphàtesis increasedby ù.e

addition of small amounts of hydrochloricacid,.1which in-

crease the anode potential.2 The oxidation of iodate to

periodatedoesnot take place in neutral solutionat a smooth

platinum anode, but takes place readily if the solution con-

tains chloride, chlorate, or sulphate in addition to iodàte.3

The electrolysis of acetates at smooth platinum gives rise

chiefly to ethane and carbon dioxide;but the products are

chiefly methyl alcohol and carbon monoxide [?] when thé

acetate solution contains chlorate, sulphate or bicarbonate.44

Fluorideions are especiallyactive;they increasethe oxidation

of chromicsulphate to chromicacid.orof manganoussulphate

to pennanganicadd.& In the eleètrolysisof potassiumiodate,

addition of fluoridescausesan increasein the currentyield of

periodate from zéro up to 30 percent;6in the electrolysisof

potassium sulphate addition of fluoridesincreasesthe yield

from50percent to 80percent.
7 In theselast casesthefluorine

anions cause a marked increasein the anode potential. In

the instances of electrolyticreduction there is nothing com-

parable to this group ofphenomena."

1ElbsandSchônherr:Zeit.Elektrochemie,a,450(i«95>.
1MfiUerandScheller:Zeit.anorg.Chera.,48,us (1905).
»Mûller:Zeit.Elektrochetnie,7,s16(1901);»o,64(1904).

Hofer and Moest: Liebi^s Ann., 333, 284 (1903).
•Skinrow:Zeit.anorg.Cbem.,33,as(>9»3)-
4Mûller:Zeit.Elektrocheniie,10,753(1904)*
»Mûller:Ibid.,10,776(1904).
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Foerster seems to distinguish between the mercuric

cyanideon the one hand and the fluorideions on the other,

callingthe action of the first catalytic and the action of the

second somethingelse. There is a distinctionbetweenthe

two sets of substances; but it is not the one that Foerster

makes. It is true that whenone is usingchlorineion to raise

the anodepotential, theremay be a changein this ion. Thus

Muller1points out that wheniodate is electrolyzedin presence
of chloride, the process at the anode may consist chiefly in

the formationof chlorineor hypochlorousacid and that these

then react chemically to oxidize the iodate to periodate.
While this may perhaps happen with chlorides,it certainly

does not happenwith fluorides. Theessential part of thé

actionis therefore catalytic,the fluorideremainingunchanged
at the end of the run. As I see it, the two substances,mer-

curic cyanide and potassium fluoride, both act as poisons
but they poison different reactions. The mercuric cyanide
cuts down the adsorption of thiosulphate and therefore de-

creasesthe oxidation and increasesthe polarization. To get
the samecurrent one must increasethe voltage. There is no

evidence in Thatcher's experiments that mercuric cyanide
increasesthe over-voltageat the anodeand Foerster assumes

that it doesnot. In the caseof potassiumfluoridewe do have

an increasein the over-voltage,which means thereforean in-

creasein the monatomicoxygen. Ifpotassiumfluoridepoisons
the anode for the reaction20 – > Ot, it wouldproduce just
the effectswhich we actuaUyget and this is thereforea satis-

faotoryworking hypothesis for the time being. Whether it

actually does retard this reaction is a matter to be tested ex-

perimentally. We ought to find a distinct relation between

the substanceswhich poisonthe hydrogenperoxidecatalysis
and thosewhichchange the over-voltageof a platinum anode.

Foerster says that wehave nothing equivalentto this at

the cathode; but 1 think that that is merelybecausewehave

not looked for it. There is only a very slight over-voltage
with a smooth platinum cathode in sulphuric acid solution.

Zcit.Elektrochemie,10,753(1904).
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There is a very largeover-yoltagewith smoothplatinum in a

cadmium sulphate solution. It seems to me probable that

one could get any intermediate value by taking a suitable

mixture of cadmiumsulphate and sulphuric add or zinc sul-

phate and sulphuric acid. Nobody has ever tried this con-

sciouslybecause there was no especial, reasonfor doing it,

though the addition of a copper salt in the electrolytiedeter-

minationofnitric acidis verypossiblya casein point wherethe

thing was doneempirically.
Thegeneralconclusionsto be drawn fromthis paper are:

x. Since contact catalysis involves adsorption, a de-

crease in the adsorptionwillmean a decrease in the reaction

velodty, otherthings retnaining the same.
2. The adsorptionmay be decreasedby the presenceon

the solidcatalytic agentof a filmofsolid, liquid,or gas.

3. Very small amounts of grease will keep palladium
from taking up hydrogen.

4. Carbon monoxidecuts down the catalytic action of

platinum on oxyhydrogengasand is itself oxidizedslowly.

5. The preferentialoxidationof carbon monoxideis not

the reason for its poisoningthe catalytic action of platinum
on oxyhydrogengas.

6. Carbon monoxideis retained tenaciously by platinum
and carbonmonoxidepracticallydestroys the catalytic action

of platinumon hydrogenand ethylene.

7. Carbonmonoxideundoubtedlydecreasesthe adsorption
of hydrogen and ethylene by platinum though there are no

directmeasurementsto showthis.

8. Since the presenceof the reaction products will de-

crease the rate at which the reacting substances will diffuse

to the catalytic agent and since the reaction products may
decrease the adsorption of the reacting substances, the re-

action products may decreasethe reaction velocity if they are

not removed.

9. The reactionbetweencarbon monoxideand oxygenin

presenceof platinum is acceleratedby the addition of caustic

potash to removethe carbondioxide.
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io. Sulphurtrioxide decreasesthe rate at whichsulphur
dioxide and oxygen-react.

h. If onereacting substancedecreasesthe adsorptionof
the other very much,presenceof an excessof the'first may de-
crease the reactionvélocity.

12. When a mixture of carbon monoxideand oxygen is

catalyzed by quartz glass, an increasein the concentrationof
the oxygenincreasesthe reactionvelocitybut an increaseinthe
concentrationof the carbonmonoxidedecreasesit.

13. Sincethe poisoningof the hydrogenperoxidecatalysis
is due to selectiveadsorptionthere is nonecessaryreasonwhy
the samesubstancesshouldpoisonboth platinumand haemase
or should poison themto the sameextent. On the other hand,
there is no reasonwhy there shouldnot bea certainparallelism
and that is ail that actually occurs.

14. When a colloidal metal is kept in suspensionby the
addition of gelatineor other substance, the stabilizermay eut
down the adsorptionand consequentlymay tend to decrease
the reactionvelocity.

15. If the retarding effectdue to the stabilizeris greater
than the acceleratingeffect due to increasedsurface,a stabil-
ized colloidalmetal may be less effectivethan a pulverulent
metal whichis nothandicappedby a stabilizer.

16. The actionof mercuriccyanide,etc., in cutting down
the electrolyticoxidation of thiosulphate is probably due in

partto itsdecreasingtheadsorptionôfthiosulphateat théanode.

17. The action of fluoride ions, etc., in increasingthe
anode over-voltageis undoubtedly due to the fact that they
decrease the catalytic action of the anode on the reaction
20 – Oa.

18. An increase in over-voltage at the cathode could

undoubtedlybeobtained by taking a suitablyacidifiedsolution
of zinc sulphate or cadmiumsulphate. It is possiblethat the
addition of copper salts in the electrolyticdétermination of
nitrates is analogousto the addition of chloridesor fluorides
in the electrolyticformation of persulphates.

CornellUniversity



THE MORDANTINGACTIONOF METAIAIC FERRO-

AND FERRICYANIDES1

BYARTHURB. CLARK

Therehas been very little quantitative work doneon the

mordantingaction of metallicsalts, probably becauseworkers

were in searchof a spécifieresult and performedonly the ex-

perimentswhichseemedmost likely to be successful.

The mordantingactionis a function of the nature of the

dye, and of the add and metal united in the mordant, and

also probablyof the concentrationof the ions in the solutions.

In somecasesthere is possiblyan effect of exposureto light,
e. g., in the silver compounds. As in any dyeing process,the

concentration of hydrogen and hydroxyl ions and neutral

sait hasa verygreat influence<flithé resuit.

With this largenumberof factors it is easy t̂o understand

the contradictory resultswhich have been obtained. These

results are also very greatlyaffectedby the physical state of

the mordant, i, e., colloidalor crystalline, and are very much

complicatedin case the mordant is in gelatine. In order to

sûnplify the problem, the experiments described were con-

ducted in a system containingonly water, the mordant, the

inorganicsalt resultingfrom the action of the solublemetal

and acid salts, the dyestuff,and a slight excess of add salt to

insure uniformity. A control series was run in the case of

silver ferroc3ratiideto déterminethe effect of the presenceand

nature of the neutralsalt.

Ferri- and ferrocyanidesof the heavy metals werechosen

for the experimentsand the mordanting action of the follow-

ing ferro- and ferricyanideswas studied; cuprous, cupric,

silver, zinc, cadmium, mercurous, mercuric, cerous, ceric,

thorium, stannous, stannic,lead, vanadium, bismuth, uranyl,

manganous, ferrous, ferrlc, cobaltous and nickelous. The

dyes wereselectedto representthe commongroups from the

standpoint of chemicalclassificationand a few more were in-

cluded to represent spedal characteristics of the organic
molecule. The dyeschosenwere:

«CommunicationNo.46fromtheResearchLaboratoryoftheEastman
KodakCompany.
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Crystal Violet and Add Violet 4 BC were taken because

they represent basic and acid alkylated aminotriphenyl
méthane dyes. Rose Bengal is an acid dye containing a so-
called "basic oxygen"atom.

Since a 5% excessof the acid salts was used, the effect
of a large excess of these salts on the dyes was determined.
The effectwas in most cases inappreciable, and for the one

exceptionnoted in the table, it was assumed that the slight
action of a 5%excesswouldnot influencethe results.

Tabmj II
Actionof large excessof potassium ferrocyanideand potassium

ferricyanideonthe dyes

Ferro-
Tf _1.0-cyanide Ferricyanîde

1 Benzenesulphonic-azoN.
and W. sait nil nil

2 Tartrazine nîl nit
3 Fuchsine nil yellow and vvs. ppte.
4 Crystal Violet nil redder
5 AcidViolet4BC nil redder
6 Rose Bengal nil yellower
7 AcridineOrange NO nil vs. ppte.
8 AlizarineRed S nil yellower
9 Tanninheliotrope nil yellower

10 Capri Blue GON nil greener
11ic MethyleneBlue BB nil partially pptd.
12 Quinoline Yellow nil nil

The method of testing the mordanting power consisted
in the preparation of a suspension of the insoluble ferri- or

ferrocyanideof such molar concentrations as to show clearly
the relative mordanting action on the various dyes. This
concentrationwas usually 0.005 M but in several cases other
concentrationswere used for obvious reasons. About 20 cc.
were treated in a test tube with three drops of a 5% solution
of the dyes selected and the amount of dye in solution after
the precipitate settled out roughly determined by comparison
with standards..

1Thetabulationoftheexperimentaldatais omittcdinorderthat the
présentationmaybemoreconcise.It isbelievedthatthetablesandconclusions
givencontainailthedataofinterest.
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Copper Salts

Fenicyanide mordantsbetter thanferrocyanideand cupric
better than cuprous. Cupric ferricyanide distinctly mor-
dants the basic dyes better than the acid. Cuprous ferricy-
anide is selective,but in general it mordants the basic dyes
better than the add dyes.

SilverSalts
Silver ferricyanide is a selective mordant for basic dyes

as is also the ferrocyanidebut is morepronouncedin its action.
The washed ferrocyanideshows practically the same action
as that in excess ferrocyanide,the washed mordant being
slightly less active;but' îtt presence of excess of silver iotts,
there is a pronounceddifference.. The acid dyes are very
completely mordanted, this being the case with only a few
of the mordants. This action is not due to tbe formation of
the silver-dye salt becausein. a comparison series containing
only silver ions and dyethere was no measurable loss of dye
by precipitation of the silver salt. However, the presence
of the silver ion tends to cause precipitation of the acid dyes
as the presenceof excessanion favors the precipitation of the

basic dyes.

The silverferrocyanideturns blue under a white top layer
on standing in the test tube. Since silver ferrocyanide is

comtnonly described as being unaffected by light, this dis-
coloration may be due to a trace of adsorbed silver nitrate or
silver chloride.

ZincSalts
The zinc salts are remarkable in that they exhibit the

strongest mordanting powerof any of the metal salts. The

ferricyanide especiallyhas about ten times the mordanting
power of the other metal ferricyanides. An explanation may
be a difference in physical state; that is, assuming that the

precipitate is much morefinely divided, it is to be expected
that the dyeswould be much more strongly adsorbed than by
coarser particles. The zinc salts mordant quinoline yellow
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4

showingthat they havemuch greater mordanting powerthan
the othermétal salts.

Cadmium Salts

Althoughcadmium is chemicallyvery closely allied to

zinc,it has not the samemordanting power, indeed the cad-

miumsalts are, with two exceptions to be noted later, the

poorestof the mordants, the fenicyanide being the better of

the two.

Mercury-Salts
The mercurousferricyanide is an excellent mordant for

the basic dyes but the precipitate is only stightly colored,

indicatingthat thé dye may be chemicallyaffectedas is thé
casewith mercuricferricyanide. The action of the mercury
salts is morepronouncedon basicdyes than on the acid dyes.

Certain Salts

Of the ceriumsalts, ceric ferricyanideprecipitatesor de-

stroysnearlyailof the dyes. Thecerous saltsare notof special
interest,the ferricyanidenot producingprécipitâtes.

Thorium Salts

The ferricyanidemordants the basic dyes but the ferro-

cyanideseemsto be a specificmordant for add dyes. Since
thorium ferrocyanide exhibited a strong specific adsorptive

power on acid dyes, its action on nearly one hundred and

fifty acid dyeswas determined in comparisonwith aluminum

chloride,the latter on i% solutionsof the dyes. It washoped
that it wouldbe found a more valuable spécifiemordant than

the aluminumchloride but a few dyes weie precipitated by
aluminum chloride which were not mordanted from their

dilute solutionsby the thorium salt. Thus the onlypractical
valueof the test wouldbe in caseswhere onlya smallamount

of dye is available.

Tin and Lead Saits

The tin and lead salts do not exhibit any striking charac-

teristics, the ferricyanidesbeing more active than the ferro-

cyanides.
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The vanadiumsalts show colloidalprecipitation but the
results are not conclusiveas the only vanadium salt avaiï-
ablewas one containinga small amount of oxalic acid.

Bismuth Salts

In order to prevent the formation of the oxy bismuth
salts, a small amount of hydrochloric acid was added to the
solution. The salts are mordants for basic dyes, the ferri-
cyanidebeingthe better.

The uranium satts show strong mordanting action es-

pecially for basic dyes, the action of the ferricyanide being
slightly more pronounced.

The mordantingaction of these salts is on the whole com-

paratively slight. The action is greatest on the complexacid

dyesand especiallyon Alizarinewhich is in accordwith dyeing
practice in whichsalts of these metals are used as mordants.
It is remarkable that the ferrocyanide of nickel, otherwise
a weak mordantingagent, should mordant quinoline yellow
to a slight extent.

The outstandingfact concerning the halogen silver salts
is that the mordantingpower is very slight. The iodide is
the only onewhichshowseffectivemordanting, and that only
at a concentrationthree times that used for the other metals.

The numericaltabulation of results is given below. The
action is scaledas followson the basisof 0.005M suspensions.

VanadiumSalts

Uranium Salts

Manganèse,Iron, Nickel and Cobalt Salts

Silver Halides

imperceptible 1

veryslight 2

slight 3
pronounced 5
nearly complete 7
complete 10
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The averagemordanting power of each métal (obtained
from the table) if placed in the periodie table instead of the

atomic weight shows,a systematic relation between mor-

danting power and position in the table. The high valent

highatomicweightmetals form ferro- and ferricyanideswhose

mordanting power is very great. The irregularities are

probably due to difference in physical state of subdivision

whichenters as a secondaryeffect.

Tabw IV
PeriodicClassification

Na Mg Al C N 0 F
Cu Zn V Cr Mn Fe Ni Co
6 30 5 2222 2

Ag Cd Sn
8 2 6

Hg Ce Pb Bi
865 7

Th U
10 6

Conclusion

Three generalconclusionsmay be drawn

(1) AUferricyanidesmordant basic dyes better than acid

dyesin the presenceof a slight excessof ferricyanideion.

(2) Ail ferrocyanides with the exception of thorium

and lead mordant basic dyes in the presenceof excessferro-

cyanide ion. In the case of lead there is the possibilityof

the presenceof a basic salt which would explain the abnor-

mality. In the case of thorium the high molecularweightof

the ferrocyanidemay be the explanation, though it is probable
that the presenceof the heavy multivalent ion (whichtendsto

precipitatethe acid dyes) is the more logicalexplanation.

(3) Ferricyanides mordant better than ferrocyanides.
On inspection of the table of relative mordanting powers,
'the metals are seen to fall into certain natural groups.

I. Manganese,cobalt, iron, nickel and the silverhalides

show practically no mordanting action. The explanationin

the case of the halides is possibly the low molecularweight;
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if equal weights of the iodide and f errocyanidewere taken,
the action wouldprobably be of the same order of magnitude,
but the bromide and chloride would still be abnormally in-
active.

II. Cadmium,cuprous, cerous,stannous and
III. Cupric, stannic, lead, vanadium, bismuth, uranium,

and ceric form intermediate classes.

IV. The heavier metals silver,mercury and thorium are
the strongest mordants..

An attempt to connect the mordanting power with the
molecular weight of the mordant is only partially successful.
That there is such a definite connectionis indicated by the

extremelyîight (silver halide) and extremely heavy (cerium,
thorium, tin, lead, bismuth, uranium) molecules but this is
at least partially masked by the physical state. It is prac-
tically the same method of expressionas the periodic system.

The work has shown, definitelythat mordanting power
in the presenceof slight excessof cyanogen compoundis pri-
marily a function of the molecularweight and valence of the
metals. Secondaryfactors are the physicalstate of subdivision

and molecularweight of the mordant. It is probable that the
nature of the adsorption complexvaries in most caseswith the
ionic concentration in solutions.

The author's thanks are due to Mr. C. D. Swingley for

valuable assistancein this work.
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AnnualReporte of the Societyof Chemical Industry on the Progress of

AppliedChemlstry. Vol.I (igi6). at X i$ cm; pp. 33$. Londm: Harrkm

& Sons, 1917. Pfice: 57W.–This is the first volumeof what sbouldbe a very

valuablesériesof annual reports on progressin appliedchemistry. The volume

does not coverthe wholeground becausethe compitersof the sectionson fibers,

dyeing.metaHwgy,electtochemistryand sugarwereunableto finishtheir manu-

sctipta in time. For obviousreasonsno report on explosiveswillbe made for

the present. The separate articlesare entitled: fuel and heating;gas–destruc-

tive distillation– tar products; muterai oils; colonng matters and dyes; adds,

alkalies,salta,etc.; glass and ceramics;buildingtnaterials; oils,fats, and waxes;

paints, pigments, varaishea, and restas; india-rubber, etc., leather and glue;

fermentation industries; water purification and sanitation; fine chemicals;

médicinalsubstances, and essentlaloits; photogfaphicmatérielsand processes.

There is an interesting,paragraph on the iow temperatoredistillationof

coat, p. 39. "Probably in no other department of the industry is researchso

much requiredas upon this questionof distillation at lowtemperatures,and an

investigationof this nature wouldprofit by the experienceof the gas eugtacer

and chmist. A perusai of récent gas literature createsan impressionthat the

propositionis generally receivedwithantipathy. Thisattitude mayhavearisen

as a resuit of the failure of earlier attempts promoted too exdusivelyby the

financier. The fact remains, however, that raw coal shouldbe treated, prior

to its use for industrial and domestic purposes, for the extractionof valuable

carbonaceouscompounds, ammonia and sulphur. 'the richer hydrocarbons

producedduringthe combustionof coat whichare recoveredby thisprocesscan-

not, in mostcases, be adequately utilized in existing appliances,and disappear

as smoke. The adoptionof such a processmay solvethe problemof the short-

age of ammonia in the United Kingdom. An investigationof this nature ia

one whichgas engineersand chemists are eminentty compétentto undertake.

and, moreover,the iuterests of gas undertaldngs as purveyorsof gaseousfuel

need not be aflfectedby the additional responsibilityof preparlngsolid fuel; in

fact, in the combinationof the two processesappeau to liethe ultimatesdentific

solutionof the problem."
ofcoal. "TheOn p. 53 there is a brief discussionof the cokingpropertyofcoal. "The

property incoal of forming cokeappears to dependuponthe presenceof constit-

uents whichmalt at a lowertemperature than that at whichthe rate of decom-

positionor carbonissatlonbecomesrapid. Certain of theseconstituentsare read-

ily oxidized,and this property is consideredto aocountfor the fact that the

cokingproperty of coals is diminishedby exposureto air. By heatingcoal in

an inert atmospherefor severalhoursat 3000C, the coldngpowerof somecoais

is destroyedand of others weakened. The true cokingcoals appear to retain

suffiefentresto-likebodiesafter beingheated to about 300°C to yieldthe neces-

sary fusiblematerial to form coke when heated to 320" C or above. Peebly

cokingcoalsyield a similar fusiblebody, but the quantity is insufficientto mett

or renderliquid the wholeof the material, and coke is not formed.

"Investigators are in agreement that the true cokingcoalsin addition
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to the so-caUedresin-likebodies(whichproducea slightcoking effect)contain

a classof substanceswhieharc not solublein alkati,do not oxidizein warmair,

and donot decomposeor volatilizeat 300" C, and tbat substancesof this class

melt wheustronglyheated,yleldingetioughlutingor cementingruaterialto form

coke."
On p. 67 there is a goodsummaryof the dye situation. "The outbreak

of war detnoastrated to the gêneraipublicof the allied and neutral nationstwo

cardinalfacts whichhad longbeenappreciatedby chemistshavingexpertknowl-

cdge of thé coaltar industriel. Théfirst of thèse tacts to attract publicatten-

tion wasthe serioushindranceto great industrial undcrtakingsIn ail dviliaîd

countriesof the globeby théstoppageof Germandyes. Thc interestsaffectedin

Great Britain alone wereestimatedat an annual vàlueof £aoo,ooo»ooosterliug.

The secondfact whichbecamepatent as the œilitary exigenciesinvolvedan

increasirlglylavish use of artlHeryof all caliberswas the intimate connection

between the productionof dyes and the manufactureof high explosives. la

Gennany thé huge plantsof the cplorfactories wereeasilyand swiftly diverted

to the makingof thèse cssehtials. The absenceof sucb establishmentsin the

allied couatries was at firsta seriousdrawbackto nny increasedoutput of the

requiredmunitionsof war.

"It was then seenthat the existenceof a.wetl-organizedcoal-tat industry

is one of the first essentialsof national defense. Without an adéquate supply

of coal-tar oroducts no nationcan nowadaysbe setf-containedand capableof

mointauiingits independenceIn àrms without external help. Then arose the

public outery for the developmentand protectionof 'key industries.' Outdde

the Germanie alliance each civilizednation, whether belligerent or neutrat,

strave ta set its houseta orderas regardsthe productionof synthetic dyes, this

branch of manufacturebeing,on accountof tbe above-mentionedfacts,a key

industryoff undamentalimportance. Reportsof the actiontaken by thevarions

nations haveappeared fromtime to time in the public pressand in the officiai

publicationsof the respectiveGovernments,and these notices are recordedin

the pagesofour Journalduringthe past twoyears.

"AsaUcivilizedcountriesare coalconsumers,and someare also coal pro-

ducers,itis évidentthat adeterminedbidwillbemadebyeachifldustrializednation

for the supplyof its ownsyntheticdyesandother coal-tar derivatives. To this

impendiugmenacetotheir monopolythe Germandye producersrepiybyopposing

a united front, made «Pby combiningtheir threeexistingsyndicatesin a huge

trust, capitalizedat morethan £1 1,000,000sterling. Assumingthat othernations

persist in their déterminationto developtheir color industries,then it may be

predictedwith considérablecertainty that the new epochin the historyofcoal-

tar dyeswillfind this industryin a conditionsimilar to that of the brewingand

distillingtrades. In thèseindustriesthe wants of each country in the wayof

alcoholicbeveragesare suppliedby the brewersand distilleraof the samenation.

Only the choicest vintagesand the most bighlypriced malt licmorsfind their

way acrossthe tariffwalisof foreignconsumers. It ean scarcely be doubted

that thiswillvery soonbe the conditionof trade in the syntheticdye and drug

industries. The local detnandwillbe satisfiedmainly by local producers,but

certain very profitablespecialtieswlUcommanda worldsale. In the compéti-

tion of this foreign trade Germanmanufacturerswill for many years have tre-
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mondous advantages arising from the possessionof weU-organixedcolorfac-
tories, generously equipped research laboratories. comprehensivelibraries,
carefully compiled records, and an nmenablepersonnelof thoroughlytrained
rcsearchchemists workingunder bîghly qualifieddirectionin a scientificatmos-
phere. Addedto thèseare the valuablematerialassetsofcheap bromine,potash
and other essential cbemicals.

"It cannot in faimessbe expectedthat othercountries,whichhavehith-
erto neglectedthe, factorswbichmake for successin thèsehighlytechnicalin-
dustries, can hope iramediatelyto dividethe chiefprizeswiththat nationwhich
has assiduously developedeach asset, whethermaterial or personal,for more
than forty years. Although considerabledeterminationls being manifested
on ail sides,there is muchteewayto makeup.

"Another pointwhichbasrecentlyattractedattention isthe circumstance
that the synthetie dye questionis in realitypart of a muchlargerproblem,the
conservation of our resourcesin fuel. Coal and other combustiblesare fre-
quently burnt in a shamefulwastefulmanner,noattempt beingmade to collect
atiâ utilise the escapingby-produets. The econonricalcombustionof our car-
bonaceousfuels,suchascoat,lignite, peat,wood,etc.,and the syntheticrecovery
of the by-products,ammonia,and tar, is the firstessentialsteptowardsthe es-
tablishment of a flourishingindustry of syntheticdyes, drugs,and other fine
chemical. Whete fuel is wasted, tar productsand their derivativescan never
be manufactured cheaplyand efficientiy."

Thèse extracts will give a fair idea of the gênerai trend of the volume.
They are not givenas belng the only interestingpassagesin the book.

WilderD. Bancroft

A Text-Book of Sanitary and AppliedChemistry. ByE. H. S. Bailey.
Pourth revisedédition. iç> X H cm; PP-xxiv+ $94. NewYork: TheMac-
millan Company,1917. Price: $1.60.– The book is dividedinto two parts.
Under sanitary andappiiedchemistrythe chaptersare entitled:the atmosphere;
fuels; heating and ventilation; lighting;water; purificationof water supplies;
sewage-disposal of household waste and garbage; textiles; cleaning–soap,
bluing,andbleaching;disinfectants,antisepties,anddeodorants;poisonsandtheir
antidotes. Under chemistry of food the chaptersare: food;cellulose,starch,
dextrin, legumes; bread; breakfast foodsand other specialfoods; sugars,glu-
cose or grape-sugargroup; leaves, stalks, roots,etc., used as food; composition
and foodvalue of fruits; edible fats and oils– foodvalue ofnuts; ment;eggs;
mUk, cheese, and butter; non-alcoholicbeverages;akoholic beverages; food
accessories;preservationof food– coloringof food products;economyin the
selectionand préparationof food-dietaries.

There are a numberof especiallyinterestingminorpointsto be foundm
the book. On p. ai8 the author says: "In the processof haking, breadwill
lose from 15 to to percentof its weight. This lossis due to the escapeof car-
bon dioxide,gas, water,and alcohol. Elaborateattempts have been made to
collect the alcohol that escapesduring this process,but they have so far been
fallures. There is no small amount lost,however,as Liebigestimated that in
Germany alone 11,000,000gallonsof alcoholdisappearedyearly in this indus-
try. There remains in the fresh bread, after baking,about 2 parts of alcohol
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per 1000,andafter a weekthisamouat b atmlnisbedto i part per 1000. One

author estimatedthat 40 »4b. loavescontatoedas much alcoholas a bottleof

port winest
The paragraphon freshand statebread. p. aao. is also wortbythe atten-

tion of the colloidchemist. "That there is a différencebetweenfreshbread

and that wbichia sevetal days old is very apparent. What this différenceis

wasforsometimea question. It was formerlysaid that this différencewasdue

«Icty to thelossof water,but that is provednot to be the case,astiiereisneariy

0»muchwaterin bread after several days as whenthe bread is fresh, and if

étalebreadisteheated1tbecomesforthetimefreshagain. It hasbeensuggested

that to freshbread some freewater is présent, whichbecotnesunitedwith the

atarchor glutenas the bread growsstale,and that reheating sets it freeagain.

It basalsobeenstated that the différenceis onlya 'molecu1arone.' Stalebread

stillcontatasabout4s percentofwater. The true theory may be that asbread

dries tbe fiberegraduallyapproachnearer to each other by shrinkage,and the

wall»of the tfaousandsofporesare consolidated,and the àz&ofthe poresis thus

jttmaseoVWhe» the sttle bfeadis beated, expansionoccurs;by the converslon

of someof the water into vapor, the adhesionbetweenthe fibersis brokenup,

drawingthemapart ta the directionof the least résistance,producingan ap-

parentdiminutionin the porosity."
On p 235we learn that "sugar was at first compoundedwith manna,

and was supposedto be flîe dried juiceof a plant. As 1t wasnot wdl under-

stood,phydciam regarded it as having an injurlous effect upon the^stem.

Honeywas thought to be morewholesome,becausea natural food." Thishas

a veryfamitiarsound. The useof uRramarinesto counteract any yeUowcolor

in granuiatedsugar may be objectiouablein matdngsyrups becausethe fruit

acidsmay setfree hydrogensulphide,p. «47.

The author is not enthusiasticabout beef extracts, p. 387. "Therehas

beenmuchdiscussionas to the nutritivevalueofbeefextracts, andtheconclusion

seemsto be that the commercialextracts are not as valuable as a simplebeef

extract tnadeby slightlybroulngthe beefand then sojieezuigout the juice. It

isa mistaketosupposethat 1Ib.ofbeefextractcontainsthe solubleconstituents

of 2oto 30lbs.oflean beet,and that as BarpnLiebigonce taught, it is equalin

nutritive valueto this amountof beef. This extract lacks many of the most

nutritions constituents,especiallythe proteins, and probably acts more as a

stimulantanda substanceto rousethe appetite forother foods,than as a true

food. There are also préparationson the tnarket wbich constatof extract of

beef to whichsome of the meat liber has been added. (They are shownby

analysisto contaia some proteto.) 'Beef jufces,1which should be made by

expressionofthe juicefromtheraw orslightlybeatedmeat containconsiderable

proteinand are valuable autrieots.

"Referringto the fluid meat préparations,Thompson says: 'Usually

they are tiredof soon.and donot support life long,for, beyottdthe meansem-

ployedof condensationof foodby evaporationof water and compression,it te

not possibkto 'concentrate' twurishmentvery much. Makingfoodassunuabte

and moreusefulis another matter from concentratingit in the sensethat it

can be madeto support an abte-bodiedman and supplyMm with energyfor a

day's work,for example,of mountaindimbing.
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On p. 293we readthat "mostof théso-calledeggsubstitutesand custard
powders consistchieflyof starch,dried skimmedmUk,and tumerie or Victoria
yellow; they are, of course,worthlessas substitutes. A convenient
method for cookingeggswithoutthe use ofa tbcrmometer,is to pour a quartof boilingwaterinto a coveredvessel,put twoor threeeggsinto this, and allow
them to remainfiveor sixminutes. The yolkactuallycooksmorereadilythan
the -white,and by this processthe eggsarecookeduniformlythroughout."

The reviewerwasgladto leara, p. 313.that "the différencebetweengreenand black tea is mainlydue to the fact that the greenis steamedthoroughlyand
then rolledand carefuUyfired,whereasblack tea is first made up into heapswhichare exposedto theair andallowedto ferment,and thus the olive-greenis
changed into the blackcolor. In England,black teas are usedmuch
more than the green. Thisis due to the fact that black teas containlessastrin-
gent matter and also act lessuponthe nerves. By comparisonof analysesof
black andgreentea it is evidentthat there is lessmaterial solubleln hot water
in thé former."

There k an interestingaummaryonp, 368. "in general, vegetablefood
is cheaper than animalfood,eitheras a sourceof energyor to buildup the tis-
sues. The reasonfor this is evidentwhenwe coasiderthat the vegetablefoods
are built up from the simplesubstancesfoundin air, water, andsoU,whitethe
food of animaisconsistsof highlyorganizedvegetable or animaisubstances
One author states, as an illustrationof the comparativecost of vegetablefood,that a 5 acresdevotedto raisingmutton wouldsupport a man fora year, while
the sameamountdevotedto the growingofwheatwouldsupport16roenforthe
same time. It may be said that as the vegetablefood is so muchmore bulkyit would requiremuchmoreheat to cookit; but, with the best applianccs,the
cost of this additionalfuelwouldnot counterbalancethe increasedcost ofani-
mal food.

"Wbile carbohydratesare cheap constituentsof food, proteinsand fats
are expensive. If the fat is derived fromanimal sources this is particularly
true, but foodscontainingcottonseedoil, and the oit of some varietiesof nuts,
furmsh fats at a reasonableprice." wildtr D. Bancroft

A Method for the Menttflcatlonof Pure Organlc Compounds. BySamtul P. MuUike». Vol. IL 26 X xS cm;pp. ix + 327. NewYork:John
Wileyand Sons,1916. Price: $$.00.– Thesecond volume of this well-known
series (volumesI and III bavealready appeared)indudes the importantcom-
pounds of Order II, or those containingthe éléments (a) carbon andnitrogen,
(b) carbon, nitrogenand hydrogen,(c) carbon, nitrogeu andoxygen.(d) carbon,
nitrogen, hydrogenandoxygen. EssentiaUythe sameplan bas beenfoUowedin
this volumeas in the precedingvolumesof the series, though certain details
have beenmodifiedin suchwiseas to afforddistinct improvement. The fourth
and concludingvolumeiapromisedin the not distant future, T. RBriggs
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